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ABSTRACT
Institutions not Intentions:
Rethinking Islamist participation in Muslim democracies
Tabinda M. Khan

This dissertation uses the case of Pakistan to argue that the compatibility of shari’a and
democracy depends on the design of institutions through which Islamist moral arguments are
processed and which shape their interaction with liberal detractors. Instead of extrapolating Islamist
intentions from theoretical tracts deemed canonical or from their official statements, this
dissertation examines the link between ideas and institutions by mining a wide-range of English and
Urdu-language texts from Pakistani courts, parliament, law journals, the advisory Council of Islamic
Ideology and Women’s Status Commissions, transnational rights advocacy NGO and Islamist
publications, newspapers and TV debates, and 40-years of articles on democracy and state Islamic
lawmaking from two leading madrassa journals. An analysis of 3 case studies of Islamic lawmaking
reveals that the judiciary has been able to foster “authentic deliberation” between liberals and
Islamists (which Guttman and Thompson define as reciprocal reasoning with civility and respect),
leading to the moral accommodation of Islamists in the constitutional democratic order as well as
steady advances in constitutionally-guaranteed fundamental rights. However, deliberation through
political institutions – a legislature dominated by the executive branch, which has been alternately
controlled by military dictators and civilian heads of internally undemocratic political parties – has
led groups in power to pass desired laws without giving the minority side reasons internal to their
moral framework, leading the losing side to declare the law “un-Islamic” and to later collaborate
with military rulers to attain their desired change.

By adopting the lens of “internal” vs. “external” reasoning to analyze the moral deliberation
between liberals and Islamists during episodes of Islamic lawmaking, which is used by scholars of
moral and political theory, particularly in the deliberative democracy tradition, I am able to suspend
judgment about the content of Islamist positions. This allows me to show that their moral critique
of liberalism is directed at the kind of liberalism advocated by transnational rights NGOs, which
John Gray has described as the conception of liberalism as a “rational consensus on values,” and
that they have been the most ardent champions of what Gray has termed “modus vivendi”
liberalism and which is indeed the arrangement embodied in Pakistan’s constitutional and legal
system, which has a dual commitment to shari’a and individual rights. Particularly, from 1978-85,
there was a major structural shift in judicial reasoning when the mechanism of “Islamic judicial
review” was introduced through shari’a courts, which were empowered to strike down laws as unIslamic on citizen petition, or on their own initiative, and which were staffed by a minority of ‘ulama
and a majority of common law judges, who were compelled to reason within the fiqh tradition (and
depart from consensus-based opinions of the fuqaha only as a last resort, if there was no way to
reconcile them with modern circumstances).
From the accounts of legal scholars, the constitutional role granted to shari’a since the 1980s
has led to a liberalization of colonial-era laws, while the judiciary has continued its steady expansion
of women’s rights in Muslim divorce law and in areas of law that do not entail a direct conflict with
fiqh-based provisions. Superior court judges have pursued this liberalism through “creative
compromise;” in public statements they have affirmed the constitution’s commitment to gender
equality but when dealing with the fiqh tradition, they pursue gender equality as a legal effect
(pragmatism) rather than as a premise on the basis of which the fiqh tradition should be
“reconstructed.” While the latter is a Muslim modernist position and has been the demand of
transnational rights advocacy NGOs since the 1980s, “gender equality” was never recognized as a

premise in the fiqh tradition, much like other moral and religious traditions which posit the family as
the basic social unit, and derive the mutual rights and duties of men and women from their role in
the family. Contrary to the common representation of Islamists, in-depth evidence from Pakistan,
especially in the last decade when judicial and media independence increased, shows that the main
‘ulama and Islamist electoral parties have shown flexibility in their positions, sometimes
appropriating long-standing demands of women’s rights campaigners for their own electoral
platforms (to prove that they are women-friendly), while western-funded rights advocacy NGOs
have maintained their original position that gender equality must be used as a premise to re-frame all
laws, including fiqh-based laws.
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We do not need common values in order to live together in peace. We need common institutions in
which many forms of life can coexist.
John Gray, The Two Faces of Liberalism (2000)

Chapter 1
Institutional Conditions for Authentic Deliberation between Liberals and Islamists

After the Arab Spring in 2011, most of the states once ruled by pre-colonial Muslim empires
and shari’a are grappling with the challenge of accommodating the demand of Islamist parties for
the restoration of shari’a within a democratic framework. Academics, policy analysts and journalists
observing post-revolutionary Egypt wonder whether a co-existence of Islamists and liberals is even
possible or whether there is a binary choice between a secular authoritarianism, in which the demand
of Islamists for shari’a is rejected outright, or an Islamist-controlled democracy, where the demands
of liberals for gender equality, freedom of speech, and non-coercion in religious practice are
rejected. 1 Those skeptical of Islamists suggest that they are inherently unreasonable, impervious to
change and express democratic intentions instrumentally; that they can be expected to renege on
their commitment to democracy and establish a shari’a-based authoritarianism on the lines of Iran or
Saudi Arabia. Is this true? Is there a binary opposition between Islamism and liberalism that
precludes their co-existence in a democratic state?
In this dissertation, I will argue that the presence or absence of this binary opposition
depends on the design of institutions within which the conflict between liberals and Islamists is

For instance, liberals resist state-enforced veiling and gender segregation, prohibitions on art, music, dance, alcohol, or
censorship of other forms of expression on religious grounds.

1

1

processed. Institutions with rules that require liberals and Islamists to offer “reciprocal reasons” 2 in
order for a decision to be legitimate are able to process this conflict within a democratic framework,
accommodating demands based on shari’a and individual rights, whereas those that do not require
“reciprocal reasoning” lead to an interminable exchange of mutually unacceptable reasons, 3 or
“talking without listening,” and a seeming inability of Islamism and liberalism to co-exist in a
democracy. The key outcome I will be tracing is the capacity of a state institution to process the
conflict between liberal and Islamist argumentation in a way that both groups can accept the
decision and continue their struggle for change within the constitutional democratic system rather
than pursuing change through military intervention or violence.
In my view, the conventional question, “Can Islamists be democrats,” 4 is impossible to
answer because Islamists, like communists, socialists, or any other ideological movement, can be
both. 5 It is also irrelevant because whether or not they are democratic depends not on the content of
their ideas, i.e. the fact that they are Islamists, but on the institutional environment in which they
interact with other political groups in society: whether existing legal and political institutions are able
to process their demands for shari’a-based laws, whether there are constitutional protections for the
rights of non-Islamists through an independent judiciary and free media, and whether democracy

Amy Gutmann and Dennis Thompson, “The Moral Foundations of Truth Commissions,” p. 36 in Robert I. Rotberg
and Dennis Thompson Eds., Truth v. Justice: The Morality of Truth Commissions (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University
Press 2000).

2

3

John Rawls, Political Liberalism (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993).

4 Glenn Robinson, “Can Islamists Be Democrats? The Case of Jordan,” Middle East Journal, Vol. 51, No. 3, Summer
1997.

Kalyvas has traced the evolution of Catholic parties in Europe into Christian Democratic parties in Stathis N. Kalyvas,
The Rise of Christian Democracy in Europe (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996). Similarly, the multiple paths through
which Communist and Socialist movements in Europe evolved into Social Democratic parties has been explained in
Adam Prezworski and John Sprague, Paper Stones: A History of Electoral Socialism (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1986). Brown has drawn lessons from these two tracks of scholarship for contemporary Islamist movements in Nathan
J. Brown, When Victory is Not an Option: Islamist Movements in Arab Politics (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2012).
5

2

has been accepted as the “only game in town” 6 by the major political actors. Based on the case of
Pakistan, where the leading Islamist party, the Jamaat-e-Islami (JI)—similar in origins, structure, and
ideology to the Egyptian Muslim Brothers (MB)—has been participating in Pakistani politics since
independence in 1947, a more useful question for scholars to ask is “what kinds of legal and political
institutions can allow Islamists and liberal Muslims to co-exist in a democratic framework?” Our
focus should be on comparing institutional performance, in the tradition of Arend Lijphart’s work
on democracy in deeply divided societies 7—which compared majoritarian and consociational
models— rather than on predicting Islamist intentions through texts deemed “canonical.” 8 For this,
we need to understand the nature of shari’a, the role it played in pre-colonial Muslim empires, the
transformations produced in it by 19th century colonial rule and westernizing reforms, and the
challenges posed by the demand to incorporate it within the framework of a modern state – all
questions that have to be addressed with historical evidence, not conjecture or guesses about the
intentions of Islamists.
In particular, I will argue that based on the experience of state Islamic lawmaking in Pakistan
from independence in 1947 until 2010, the judiciary has evolved as an institution that is able to
process the liberal-Islamist conflict due to (i) rules requiring reciprocal reason-giving with civility and
Juan J. Linz and Alfred C. Stepan, “Toward Consolidated Democracies,” Journal of Democracy, Volume 7, Number 2,
April 1996, pp. 14-33.
7 Arend Lijphart, Democracy in Plural Societies: A Comparative Exploration (New Haven: Yale University Presss, 1977) and
Democracies: Patterns of Majoritarian and Consensus Government in Twenty One Countries (New Haven: Yale University Press,
1984).
6

For instance, empirical researchers have relied excessively on critiques of Islamist texts in political theory, which tend
to focus on two early Islamist utopias: the conception of an Islamic State outlined by Abul Ala Mawdudi, the founder of
Pakistan’s JI, first in an Urdu-language lecture given in 1945 titled “Tehrik-e-Islami ki Akhlaqi Bunyadain” (published
Karachi and Lahore: 1954), which was translated into English by Charles J. Adams as “The Moral Foundations of the
Islamic Movement,” in Aziz Ahmad and G.E. von Grunebaum, Muslim Self-Statement in India and Pakistan, 1857-1968
(Wiesbaden: Otto Harrassowitz, 1970) and the conception laid out in the Arabic text Ma’alim fi’l tariq (Beirut: Dar alShuruq, originally published in 1964), available in English as Milestones (IN: American Trust Publications, 1990), written
by Sayyid Qutb, an early leader of the Egyptian MB. Mawdudi gave this lecture in colonial India and Qutb wrote
Milestones while he was being tortured in prison by Nasser’s regime (and was eventually executed). Excessively relying
on these texts ignores the praxis-oriented Islamist theory that Mawdudi’s JI developed during its more than 60 years of
active political participation in Pakistan’s constitutional struggles, elections, and social movements for democracy and
judicial independence.
8

3

respect (case precedents, methodology of court interpretation, mechanism for Islamic and rightsbased judicial review, conventions of respectful address) (ii) the creation of an integrated community
of specialists in the common law and fiqh tradition through the shari’at courts, and (iii) insulation
from transnational rights activism, whose discourse of universal rights is often embedded in a
narrative of the superiority of western thought and practices and the inferiority of indigenous
traditions and ways of life, including orthodox Islam, a phenomenon that Leila Ahmad has
deconstructed in her seminal study of the emergence of feminism in Muslim societies and which the
human rights scholar Makau Mutua has classified as the “savage-victim-savior” metaphor underlying
contemporary human rights discourse, which he sees as a continuation of the “civilizing narrative”
of colonialism. 9 To formulate the first condition, I have drawn on Guttman and Thompson’s
conception of deliberative democracy as a process where “authentic deliberation,” characterized by
reciprocal reason-giving with civility and respect, determines the legitimacy of a political decision,
rather than the majority vote. I have added the last condition to explain the unique cultural
challenges facing legal and political institutions in democratizing post-colonial Muslim societies.
Contrary to this, public deliberation through political institutions—– a legislature dominated
by the executive branch, which has been alternately controlled by military dictators and civilian
heads of internally undemocratic political parties— is unrestrained by the above-mentioned rules,
often leading to a situation when both sides (i) give reasons that the other side is unable to accept
from within their moral framework, (ii) are disrespectful and dismissive of one another’s moral
objections—in part due to the late 19th century Muslim modernist movement among the elite that
led them to regard the knowledge of orthodox Islamic institutions are “ignorance” and that was, in
turn, never accepted by madrassas as valid moral reasoning about Islam—and (iii) the fact that

9 See Leila Ahmad, Women and Gender in Islam: Historical Roots of a Modern Debate (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1992) and Makau Mutua, “Savages, Victims, and Saviors: The Metaphor of Human Rights,” Harvard
International Law Journal, Vol. 42, No. 1, pp. 201-245, 2001.

4

political institutions are the most exposed to transnational rights activism, and the contesting
discourses of the “civilizing mission” and assertion of “authentic indigenous traditions.” I regard
deliberation through political institutions to comprise not just debates on the floor of parliament or
legislative committees, but also in a host of institutions that channel opinions to lawmakers including
state advisory bodies like the Council of Islamic Ideology, where the madrassa-educated ‘ulama are
represented, and Women’s Status Commissions, where rights activists are represented, as well as
madrassas and rights advocacy NGOs, and print and TV media. The key problem is that unlike the
judiciary, political institutions are exposed, like raw sunburned skin, to ongoing cultural and class
conflicts that are not just about a particular conflict between an idea grounded in liberal thought or
the Islamic tradition. In the absence of a cultural rapprochement between liberals and Islamists,
which has only begun to emerge in Pakistan since 2002—when liberalization of mass media enabled
vernacular TV channels to provide a site for cross-group debate independent of the state—there had
been no rule structuring deliberation other than the majority vote. Military rulers and civilian leaders
of internally undemocratic political parties used the majority vote to justify imposing the decisions of
parliament and committees on the minority group, and in turn the losing side opposed the law as
“un-Islamic,” and used what they saw as “moral coercion” or “bulldozing” to rationalize
collaboration with military rule in order to repeal or change the given state Islamic law.
If we only looked at the empirical evidence of how conflicts over shari’a-based laws are
processed through executive-dominated parliaments, in deeply divided societies like Pakistan, which
observers would classify as a “complex” case, closer to Egypt than Indonesia, where the leading
Islamist parties are not demanding an Islamic state, then we might conclude that this conflict is
impossible to resolve in a democracy, and the cost of including the Islamist demand for shari’a is the
destruction of democracy. But if we understand the historical, cultural, and transnational factors
influencing parliamentary deliberation, in authoritarian or newly democratizing countries, and see
5

how the same intellectual exchange takes on a different color in the judiciary where there are rules to
structure deliberation, to compel reciprocal reason-giving, civility and respect, and freedom from the
clash-of-civilizations narrative underlying transnational rights discourse, then we can see that the
question is not of whether or not liberalism and Islamism can co-exist in a democracy but about the
kinds of rules that foster the “authentic deliberation” characteristic of a deliberative democracy.
Internal Reasoning: The concept of “internal reasoning” was suggested by Rawls in Political
Liberalism; he argued that an ideal liberal political conception would result from an “overlapping
consensus” between adherents of different comprehensive doctrines of the good, who would give
normative allegiance to the constitutional order for reasons “internal” to their own doctrine. But at
the same time, the conception would be “free-standing” from any particular comprehensive doctrine
of the good, because if, in a pluralistic society, it was embedded in any one doctrine, there would be
an interminable exchange of mutually unacceptable reasons between citizens: public deliberation
would break down and be impossible. Several moral and political theorists have disagreed with
Rawls about whether the proper units of analysis are individuals or ways of life, 10 whether reason can
be “free-standing” of notions of the good or is embedded in moral traditions, 11 and whether
individuals can be said to choose freely among beliefs, as they would groceries, or if they are
socialized into world-views and ways of thinking that constrain their horizon of options. 12 However,
all these theorists, and proponents of deliberative democracy, like Guttman and Thompson, employ
the concept of “internal reasoning” to describe the way to properly understand and successfully
10

John Gray, The Two Faces of Liberalism (New York: New Press, 2000).

11 Michael Sandel, Liberalism and the Limits of Justice (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1998), Alasdair MacIntyre,
After Virtue: A Study in Moral Theory (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame Press, 2007) and Elaine Hadley, Living
Liberalism: practical citizenship in mid-Victorian Britain (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010).

Saba Mahmood’s critique of “noumenal reason” in “Feminism, Democracy, and Empire: Islam and the War on
Terror,” in Gendering Religion and Politics: Untangling Modernities, Eds. Hanna Herzog and Ann Braude (New York: Palgrave
Macmillan 2009) and elaborated in her book on Egyptian Islamist women, Politics of Piety: the Islamic revival and the feminist
subject (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2005).
12

6

communicate with adherents of a different moral framework, whether liberalism, Islamism,
Buddhism, Catholicism, and so on. Internal reasoning requires the observer to suspend judgment,
understand how the lexicon and principles of reasoning in a moral framework operate, and then
communicate with its adherents in their “moral language,” justifying political decisions that require
obedience from them in terms that they can understand and accept, from the perspective of their
moral framework. This is the lens that I have used throughout the dissertation to analyze the
communication between liberals and Islamists, in both the judiciary and political institutions.
In this dissertation, I demonstrate the causal relationship between institutional rules and
deliberation by drawing on the history of Pakistan from independence in 1947 until 2010,
specifically three cases of conflict over shari’a-based laws: the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance 1961
(1955-2000), the Zina Ordinance 1979 (part of the Hudood Ordinances 1979) and its amendment
through the Protection of Women’s Rights Act 2006 (1976-2010), and the Hasba Bill (1992-2007). During
this period, there was intense conflict between liberals and Islamists on whether shari’a-based family
laws with role-differentiated rights and duties for men and women should be revised to reflect
gender equality (Muslim Family Laws Ordinance), whether shari’a-based laws criminalizing adultery
and fornication and stipulating punishments of stoning to death and 100 public lashes, on the
evidentiary condition of 4 male Muslim eyewitnesses of good character witnessing the crime
(Hudood Ordinances), should be repealed because of the brutality of public corporal punishment,
the exclusion of women’s testimony, and the abuse of human rights resulting since the enforcement
of these laws, and on whether an Islamic “moral police” was permissible under the constitution or a
violation of freedom of religion (Hasba Bill). These three case studies are only a sample of a range of
shari’a-based legal proposals and laws that have been a source of conflict, from the suggestion of an
‘ulama constitutional advisory committee in 1949 that non-Muslims and women be barred from
being the Head of State, to their demand in 1953 that the Ahmadi minority be declared non-Muslim
7

(done through a constitutional amendment in 1974), to further laws restricting the religious practice
of Ahmadis in 1983 and 1984, stipulating a prison term for Blasphemy in 1986 (changed to capital
punishment by a court ruling in 1991), a judgment of the Federal shari’at Court prohibiting Riba in
1992 and 1998 (reversed in 2000), the shari’a-based laws of murder and bodily harm which gave the
families of victims the right to choose between taking Qisas (retaliation) or Diyat (blood money) and
pardoning the offender (the state retained its own right of punishing these crimes but could not
award capital punishment if the murdered had been pardoned). 13 Even this list is the tip of an
iceberg, just a sampling of the multiple points of contact, contestation, and conflict or creative
accommodation between conceptions of individual rights, rooted in the western natural rights
tradition, as it was exported through colonial discourse and political formations and embodied in the
international system through the League of Nations and then the United Nations’ Declaration of
Human Rights in 1948 (on which the fundamental rights sections of the constitution of postcolonial countries were modeled) and shari’a-based arguments about the role of men and women in
the family and the public sphere, about the nature of crime and the purpose of punishment, and
most importantly, on the test of legitimacy of political rule: its compatibility with shari’a or the path
ordained by God, as it has been understood by generations of ‘ulama through the Islamic legal
tradition (fiqh), or the liberal principle of “the consent of the governed.”
Through the three case studies mentioned above, and occasionally drawing on this longer list
when necessary, I will show that when conflicts were processed through the executive-dominated
legislature, constrained solely by the need for a majority vote, liberals and Islamists did not exchange
reciprocal reasons or treat one another with civility and respect, and parliament was overwhelmed by
the conflict generated by the intersection of transnational rights activism with Islamism, which often
13 “Views of the Board of Talimmat-e-Islamia on certain items referred to them by the sub-committee on federal and
provincial constitutions and distribution of powers,” (1949) p. 387 and 425, Appendix A in Leonard Binder, Religion and
Politics in Pakistan (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1961).

8

led to a breakdown in public deliberation and sometimes to violence. The case of the liberal-Islamist
conflict in Pakistan, similar in its intensity to the Egyptian case, is a sobering warning that public
theological debate does not necessarily lead to a “twin toleration” of religion and democracy, unless
deliberation is constrained by rules that make it “authentic.” 14 In contrast to political institutions, the
existence of such rules in the judiciary allowed internal reasoning and the “creative accommodation”
of liberalism and Islamism under the umbrella of a constitutional democratic order. These judicial
rules included a constitutionally-guaranteed section on fundamental rights, case precedents and
methodology of court interpretation from 1982 onward that required judges to find reasons
“internal” to the Islamic legal tradition (fiqh), and crucially, the creation of the mechanism of Islamic
judicial review in 1980, which allows a Federal Shari’at Court (FSC) with a majority of regular judges
and a minority of ‘ulama to strike down laws deemed contrary to shari’a, on citizen application or on
its own initiative, giving parliament 60 days to frame a new law. In a recent volume on Indonesia,
where the mainstream Islamist parties have given up the demand for a shari’a-based Islamic state,
Stepan and Kunkler interpret a proposal by the Muslim Brothers in Egypt to have a court of Islamic
judges review parliamentary legislation as evidence of their lack of consensus on democracy, but
based on the Pakistan case, in which this institution has been adopted, I interpret it as a countermajoritarian institution that deepened the commitment of the ‘ulama and Islamists to the
constitutional order and did not derail individual rights or democracy. 15 My interpretation reflects
the consensus view in recent scholarship about Pakistan’s legal system, which has used 30 years of

14 Alfred Stepan, “Religion, Democracy, and the “Twin Tolerations,”” Journal of Democracy, Volume 11, Issue 4, 2000, pp.
37-57 and in Arguing Comparative Politics (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001). Nathan Brown notes the tendency of
debate to lead to conflict in his chapter “Egyypt: Cacophony and Consensus in the Twenty-first Century,” pp. 94-120 in
Robert W. Hefner Ed., shari’a Politics: Islamic Law and Society in the Modern World (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University
Press, 2011).
15 Mirjam Kunkler and Alfred Stepan note this in the Introduction to Democratization and Islam in Indonesia (New York:
Columbia University Press, 2013) when comparing the consensus of Indonesian Islamist parties on democracy to the
lack of consensus among the Egyptian MB before the transition began.
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legal history since the adoption of Islamic judicial review to draw this conclusion. 16 This process has
not been free of dangers, such as the attempt of activist judges to give a supra-constitutional role to
shari’a from the late 1980s (ended by a Supreme Court judgment in 1992) and the attempts of
elected governments to enforce shari’a-based laws, recommended by the court, by issuing them as
Presidential Ordinances, bypassing parliamentary debate altogether. 17 For instance, the Qisas-e-Diyat
Ordinance, which introduced shari’a-based criminal law, was renewed 24 times as a Presidential
Ordinance before the conservative Pakistan Muslim League (PML) used its majority after the ’97
elections to pass it without engaging with or responding to liberal criticism (the Islamist JI had
boycotted those polls so this majoritarianism cannot be attributed to them). 18 Dangers did arise and
loopholes were exploited, but the Supreme Court reined in activist judges and the exploitation of
loopholes by ruling elites has become progressively more difficult since the liberalization of TV in
2002, which subjected political decisions and processes to an intense public gaze and criticism.
Therefore, it is dangerous to use the official proposals of Islamist parties, such as the Egyptian MB,
about shari’a-based lawmaking, to draw either optimistic or pessimistic conclusions about their
See Martin Lau, The Role of Islam in the Legal System of Pakistan, (Boston: Leiden, 2006) and Karin Carmit Yefet, “The
Constitution and Female-Initiated Divorce in Pakistan: Western Liberalism in Islamic Garb,” Harvard Journal of Law and
Gender, Volume 34, 2011, pp. 553-615. A recent political science article on this topic is Ihsan Yilmaz, “Pakistan Federal
shari’at Court’s Collective Ijtihad on Gender Equality, Women’s Rights and the Right to Family Life,” Islam and ChristianMuslim Relations, Volume 25, Issue 2, 2014, pp. 181-192.
16

In the Hakim Khan v. Government of Pakistan (PLD 1992 SC 595), the SC ruled that the Objectives resolution (which
guaranteed divine and popular sovereignty) despite being incorporated into the constitution as Article 2-A in 1985, was
not a supra-constitutional provision therefore judges in the High Court and Supreme Court could not use their
interpretation of shari’a to strike down elements of the constitution. This could only be done through elected
representatives. The FSC’s powers of judicial review had never extended to the constitution so this was to settle the legal
controversy in the mainstream judiciary.
17

18 Martin Lau, “The Legal Mechanism of Islamization: The New Islamic Criminal Law of Pakistan,” Journal of Law and
Society, Vol. 18, No. 18, 1992, pp. 43-58 interprets the power of the FSC, combined with the judicial position that shari’a
is the grundnorm as a potential “constitution self-destruction mechanism,” cited on p. 38 in Shaheen Sardar Ali and
Kamran Arif, “Parallel Judicial Systems in Pakistan and Consequences for Human Rights,” pp. 29-60 in Shaping Women’s
Lives, Edited by Farida Shaheed, Sohail Akbar Warraich, Cassandra Balchin, and Aisha Gazdar (Lahore and Karachi:
Shirkat Gah Women’s Resource Centre, 1998). The dissatisfaction of liberals with the use of Presidential Ordinance and
majority vote to pass the Qisas and Diyat Ordinance, without a process of criticism, debate, and amendment, is recorded
in the publication of one of the leading western-funded women’s rights advocacy groups, Aurat Foundation: Legislative
Watch Quarterly Newsletter, Issue No. 8 & 9, Aurat Publication and Information Service Foundation.
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influence on democracy. The effect depends on the institutional matrix through which their demand
is processed and this matrix itself is constantly undergoing change as judicial interpretation and
independence evolves and a public sphere develops that is independent of the state and regularly
subjects the actions of rulers to criticism, forcing them to take the preferences of citizens and
opposition parties into account.
I will refer to outcomes of state Islamic lawmaking processes in which the major liberal and
Islamist actors either accept the legal decision absolutely or provisionally, subject to future challenge
using constitutional-mandated channels and democratic means, as “moral accommodation,” and
those where these actors reject the legal decision and attempt to reverse it by calling for military
intervention, or overthrow of the government through destabilizing street protests, or by
sanctioning vigilante violence as “moral alienation.” In the case studies, I do not explicitly invoke
the term “moral alienation,” but describe the perception of liberals or Islamists that a law in question
is “un-Islamic” and morally unacceptable to them. For instance, women’s rights activists refer to the
MFLO 1961 as the “savior” of women, while the ‘ulama and Islamists describe it as a “black law;”
while the ‘ulama and Islamists regard parts of the Hudood Ordinances 1979 as “God’s law” while
women’s rights activists refer to it as “black law,” and finally, the Islamist MMA regarded the Hasba
Bill, which would set up a public moral police, as “Islamic” while liberals described it as an attempt
to create “Talibanization.” Their different moral estimations of a particular law reflect their
“alienation” but in the case studies, I analyze the specific terms they use, and do not super-impose
“moral alienation” on their debates. To describe the “outcome” of deliberation, I have prefaced the
terms accommodation and alienation with the term “moral” because at its core, the controversy is
over which moral framework, whether individual rights articulated through secular argumentation or
shari’a-based laws discussed in terms of the Islamic legal tradition (fiqh) are the litmus test for the
legitimacy of a political decision. So when I invoke the word “moral,” I am referring to these
11

specific moral traditions, espoused by liberals and Islamists respectively. I am not positing them as
watertight, mutually exclusive frameworks whose boundaries are determinate and unchanging. In
fact, the purpose of the dissertation is to examine the conditions that lead to their cross-fertilization.
I am using the term “accommodate,” because the meaning of its root word, the Latin word
accomodare, “to fit one thing to another,” captures in a simple image the complex process of
translation between the lexicon and principles of reasoning of secular individual rights and that of
the Islamic legal tradition (fiqh); translation in a way that attempts to preserve their integrity, to
make them “fit” with one another, without requiring one to dissolve into the other. The word
“accommodation” refers figuratively to a settlement or compromise, and literally to a place where
someone may stay. Both senses capture the outcome of “authentic deliberation” between liberals
and Islamists, where each group is assured “a place to stay” within the constitutional order. My view
of “moral accommodation” is similar to John Gray’s conception of liberal toleration as a modus
vivendi, a settlement between different ways of life rather than as an erasure of difference through a
rational consensus on universal values between individuals.
I am deliberately using the word “accommodation” rather than “resolution” because I
believe that to some extent the conflict between individual rights-based and shari’a-based arguments
is irresolvable, with the former concept premised on individuals as units of analysis and the latter on
the family as the primary unit of analysis, with rights and duties of men and women derived from
social roles (and of non-Muslims drawn from their role in an Islamic polity; though Islamist groups
have been more flexible on this score). This situation is not very different from the “cultural wars”
in the 1970s US between liberal feminists demanding the Equal Rights Amendment and
conservative women like Phyllis Schlafly not only torpedoing it but succeeding in mobilizing a
conservative coalition that has, to this day, stopped the US from signing CEDAW due to its
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declaration of gender equality. 19 There is an inherent tension between moral traditions based in
religion, whether Catholicism, Mormonism, Orthodox Judaism, orthodox Islam, and even some
indigenous traditions in Mexico, which derive rights and duties from social roles in a family unit, and
the liberal tradition of individual rights. 20 But this tension is part of the struggle for meaning in a
modern democratic society, the push of liberals and pull of conservatives that allows a society to
change but slows the pace of change to allow continuity. Even established institutions in
consolidated democracies like the US come under extreme pressure when a political decision—even
though it is approached through secular constitutionalism aimed at creating an “aura” of procedural
fairness—mediates between the demands of conservative moral traditions and individual rights, as
we can see from the reaction of some conservative groups to Supreme Court judgments on gay
rights, abortion rights, the distribution of sexually explicit media material, public performance of
prayers, right to refuse medicine and right to assisted suicide. 21

See David Farber, The Rise and Fall of Modern American Conservatism (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press
2010), p. 21. The following article notes how America is one of 7 countries (the others are Iran, Somalia, Sudan, Nauru,
Palau, and Tonga) not to ratify CEDAW: Lisa Baldez, “U.S. drops the ball on women’s rights,” CNN Online, 9 March
2013. For a statement of continued conservative opposition see Wendy Wright, “Why the U.S. Has Not – and Should
Not – Ratify CEDAW,” accessed on 23 May 2014 from www.savemothersday.com, a website affiliated with Concerned
Women for America. And the liberal feminist position can be gauged from Peggy Simpson, “Chances Improve for
Ratification of CEDAW,” 30 March 2009, accessed on 23 May 2014 from www.truth-out.org.
19

20 Sylvia Marcos observes that there is no concept of “equality” in the Mesoamerican cosmovision and that feminists
who work with the indigenous movement understand that caminar parejo – which in Marcos’ view connotes a “balance”
that is constantly shifting – is the metaphor that they use to negotiate their relationship with men but the dominant
international feminist discourse, including the elite feminists who are associated with US-based feminist groups, do not
take this epistemic difference into account. See pp. 85-87 from Sylvia Marcos, “The Borders Within: The Indigenous
Women’s Movement and Feminism in Mexico,” pp. 81-112, in Marguerite Waller and Sylvia Marcos Editors, Dialogue
and Difference: Feminisms Challenge Globalization (New York: Palgrave Macmillan 2005). For a statement of the recent
alliance between the Pope, Catholic countries, and conservative Muslim countries against “equality” conceptions of
women’s rights in the international order see Jane H. Bayes and Nayereh Tohidi Ed. Globalization, Gender, and Religion: The
Politics of Women’s Rights in Catholic and Muslim Contexts (New York: Palgrave 2001), pp. 3-4.
21 See p. 265 from Frank I. Michelman, “Integrity-Anxiety?,” pp. 241-276 in Michael Ignatieff Ed., American
Exceptionalism and Human Rights (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press 2005). Michelman cites conservative
complaints about an American “crisis of legitimacy,” expressed in “Symposium: The End of Democracy? The Judicial
Usurpation of Power?” First Things 67 (November 1996). In speaking of American constitutional discourse, Michelman
notes that “to some indefinite but nonnegligible extent, our interpretive disagreements—so to name them—will
inevitably be felt to reflect directly the first-order ethical divisions among us” and that the resort to the law “to supply a
measure of objectivity to public rights-talk” is only possible if (1) authority is concentrated in a single body to
“pronounce the decodings that finally are to bind everyone in the land” and (2) that body can “contrive to make those
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In contrast to “moral accommodation,” I use the term “moral alienation” to describe the
outcome of inauthentic deliberation, or external reasoning. I am certainly not using “alienation” in
the Marxist sense or alluding to any other tradition of thought; I would simply like to invoke the
dictionary meaning of the word alienate: “to cause (someone) to feel that she or he no longer
belongs in a particular group, society, etc.” and “to cause to be withdrawn or diverted.” 22 This refers
to a situation where liberals or Islamists feel that their moral argumentation “no longer belongs” in
the constitutional order, leading them to withdraw from the ongoing political process. They perceive
the decision as a violent assault on their cherished values (for which they are often willing to
reciprocate through non-democratic means, returning coercion for coercion).
The success or failure of state institutions to process the conflict between the demand of
Islamists for shari’a and that of liberals for gender equality and non-coercion in religious practice is
important because it has influenced the perception of actors, liberals and Islamists alike, about the
desirability of democracy itself and has led both groups to collaborate with military dictators to
impose their favored legal reforms. The consolidation of democracy in Muslim states with strong
Islamist movements is closely intertwined with the institutional challenge of accommodating this
moral controversy within a democratic framework.
To understand why confrontations between liberals and Islamists lead to different outcomes
in different cases, we need to study the legal and political institutions of states where Islamist parties
have been part of the democratic process and have not vanquished, or been vanquished by, their
liberal detractors. Most discussions of shari’a in the 1980s and 1990s focused on two cases: Saudi
Arabia, a hereditary monarchy controlled by the Saud family, whose rule is legitimized by the
interpretations in a way that carries an aura of objectivity, of nonpartisanship, sufficient to allow everyone to feel they
can accept the results and live with them, without a stinging sense of insult to one’s full and respected membership in
the American polity,” p. 269.
22

Merriam Webster Dictionary
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establishment ‘ulama, who in turn control the interpretation of shari’a, regarded as the law of the
land, and Iran, a semi-authoritarian regime that emerged as a reaction to decades of repressive
secular authoritarianism, where a council of ‘ulama (Guardian Council) vets candidates for
parliament and has a veto over parliamentary legislation. In recent years, several scholars have
excavated sites of contestation and democratization within these regimes, but it would be fair to say
that liberalism, as a political ideology, empowering lay Muslims to question and debate shari’a
openly, criticizing its provisions and how it is incorporated in state laws, i.e. asserting that even a
religious law must be enforced with the “consent of the governed,” was taken off the table. There
are deep differences between the history, socio-economic composition, and shari’a legal
interpretation found in Saudi Arabia and Iran, and both offer some rights formulated in terms of
shari’a that resemble individual rights, Iran to a much greater degree than Saudi Arabia. However,
the key point they have in common is the fact that the proponents of shari’a, the establishment
‘ulama in Saudi Arabia and the Shia ‘ulama in Iran, assisted by their Islamist political allies, have
“won.” They have ruled out the possibility for actors to use secular argumentation about individual
rights and democracy as a litmus test for political legitimacy, to which they can subject even shari’abased laws interpreted by the ‘ulama and the authority of the ‘ulama themselves, through open
criticism and debate. Because of this historical fact, if we try to generalize about shari’a, liberalism,
and democracy using these two cases, we may conclude that allowing shari’a-based laws in a
democracy will lead to its destruction. But this is a false inference, because Saudi Arabia has never
been a democracy, and the current Iranian regime was an outcome of a revolution that displaced a
secular dictatorship and though it is arguably more democratic and participatory than the ancien
regime, the authority of an ‘ulama body to control the legislation and composition of parliament is,
by most standards, undemocratic. Neither of these countries included Islamist parties in the
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democratic process when their judiciary was already enforcing a longstanding tradition of secular
legal argumentation and fundamental rights.
Contrary to these two cases, and Turkey which has a secular legal system without any role
for shari’a, there is a large group of Muslim-majority countries with “mixed systems” where “shari’abased law has no overall dominance but plays a significant role in one or more areas of the law,” 23
co-existing with civil or common law traditions established during 19th century modernizing reforms
by European colonial rulers or native rulers. A recent comparative study on shari’a in a dozen
Muslim-majority countries counted among this group the following 9 countries, listed in order of
“decreasing level of puritan Islamization,” as judged by the legal scholars who wrote the volume:
Sudan, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Egypt, Morocco, Nigeria, Malaysia, Indonesia and Mali, with the last
two considered “more secularly oriented” than the preceding states. These countries share several
features in common (the countries mentioned in brackets are examples not an exhaustive list of all
countries with this feature): (i) shari’a-based family laws (Pakistan, Egypt, Morocco, Nigeria,
Malaysia), (ii) shari’a-based codes for criminal law instituted either by dictators (Sudan?, Pakistan) or
by elected Islamist parties through state legislatures (Nigeria, Malaysia), (iii) shari’a courts, which
function parallel to courts with civil or common law (Pakistan, Malaysia, Nigeria), (iv) constitutional
provisions declaring shari’a to be a source of legislation (Pakistan’s Article 2-A, Egypt’s Article 2),
(v) political parties that contested elections on the platform of shari’a-based laws, passed these laws
by majority vote, and were subject to the same ebb and flow in popularity, as other parties (Nigeria,
regional politics in Indonesia and Pakistan) and (vi) decisions by federal governments to allow
Islamization as long as the constitution is not violated (Pakistan, Nigeria). All of them face the
challenge of melding together legal systems and political institutions instituted during the colonial
period and inherited at independence, with the demands of Islamist parties, and the pressure to
Jan Michiel Otto, Editor, shari’a Incorporated: First Global Overview from Saudi Arabia to Indonesia (Amsterdam: Amsterdam
University Press, 2010), p. 635.
23
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realize these demands through their electoral success. Several legal scholars who study the responses
of the judiciary in these countries are impressed with how judges have coped; in the Otto volume,
they praise Pakistani judges for using “impressive common law reasoning” to support moderate
interpretations of shari’a-based laws. Yet they also conclude that the question of shari’a-based laws
remains politically controversial and marred by conflict. For instance, in an essay on Malaysia,
Harding concludes based on courtroom evidence that the “mechanisms of the common law are
capable of “structuring and moderating the fundamental conflicts between shari’a and the rule of
law.” But he also recognizes the challenges:
The success of the legal cultures of Southeast Asia over hundreds of years in absorbing and
melding various legal worlds and concepts indicates that a syncretic, creative, and peaceful
solution to the problem of Islam and constitutionalism is by no means impossible. At
present it seems as though such an ideal solution is fraught with both political controversy
and intellectual confusion. 24

One of the key contributions of this dissertation is to explain the gap between the optimism of
scholars like Harding, who study judicial deliberation, about the possibility for a syncretic and
peaceful solution to the problem of Islam and constitutionalism, and their weariness of the political
controversy and intellectual confusion that pervades this problem, in general. The gap, I will
demonstrate is due to the difference in how the judiciary versus political institutions process
deliberation on shari’a-based laws.
Using the case of Pakistan, I will demonstrate the institutional challenges that the moral
conflict between Islamists demanding shari’a and liberals resisting it, posed to a parliamentary system
modeled on Westminster, explaining how the constitution and judiciary evolved to accommodate
the conflict, allowing judges to use Islamic principles to enhance civil liberties, restrain executive
power, and to persuade Islamists of liberalization in state Islamic laws, and why the executive-

Andrew Harding, “shari’a and national law in Malaysia,” p. 641 in Jan Michiel Otto Ed., shari’a Incorporated: First Global
Overview from Saudi Arabia to Indonesia (Amsterdam: Amsterdam University Press, 2010).
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dominated legislature and its affiliated advisory institutions aggravated, rather than mitigated, the
conflict.
Before I explain my argument, I would like to briefly review recent literature on the question
of shari’a and democracy that has emerged from US foreign policy think tanks and journalists, which
tries to classify Muslims as “moderate” and “extremist” and determine which actors in Muslim
societies should be given US patronage and which should be repressed. This will explain why I have
taken a long-term historical and sociological perspective in this dissertation rather than analyzing the
conflict over a shorter time frame. Since the term “fundamentalist” was first used to describe lay
Muslim groups demanding a shari’a-based state, categories and concepts used in western scholarship
have been used as the lens for perceiving these actors and their ideas. 25 The misrepresentation
inherent in applying the categories of one moral-epistemic framework to perceive and evaluate the
actors who abide by another moral-epistemic framework (in this case shari’a, as understood by the
fiqh tradition) is compounded when US foreign policymakers rely on these categorizations of
Muslims during geo-political conflicts. The problem of shari’a and democracy is intertwined with the
history of colonialism and US imperialism in Muslim societies and a deep understanding is not
possible unless we understand the distortions produced by foreign policy scholarship and the
dangers these create not only for the co-existence of liberals and Islamists but also for American
foreign policy efforts for peace and stability in Muslim countries. After briefly reviewing the
problems in this genre of political science, which is more widely disseminated and more influential in
shaping foreign policy, I will preview the main steps in my argument.
A recent episode of CNN’s GPS with Fareed Zakaria, one of the most popular foreign
policy shows in America, featured the Turkish scholar, Mustafa Akyol, who was promoting his new

“Fundamentalist” was a term used to describe an early 20th century Protestant movement and was alien to Muslim
societies.
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book Islam Without Extremes: A Muslim Case for Liberty. Akyol argued that the “core” of Islam was the
Qur’an and not the “historical interpretations” of Islam found in medieval texts, such as stoning,
punishment for apostasy, and gender discrimination. He did not explicitly mention the Islamic legal
tradition, or fiqh, but this was the body of Islamic scholarship he was referring to as reflecting “the
customs of Arab society” which was distinct from the “core” of Islam. 26 The problem is that what
Akyol presented as “liberal Islam” is in fact a particular intellectual orientation that emerged in
Muslim states and societies during the late 19th century modernizing reforms, which is known as
“Muslim modernism.” Scholars of religion use the term “modernist” to distinguish these
intellectuals from the ‘ulama, who continue pre-colonial Islamic scholarship, and from Islamism, an
intellectual current that emerged in the early 20th century from voluntary associations of lay urban
middle-class Muslims, which centered on studying the pre-colonial Islamic tradition, and thinking of
ways to make it relevant for public life and intelligible for modern-educated lay Muslims. While there
is a qualitative distinction between the ‘ulama and modernist scholars, akin to the difference between
Orthodox and Reform strands of different religions, the term “modernist” is not yet in general
circulation. In Turkey, from where Akyol hails, the state controlled religious institutions and used
dictatorial powers to impose “modernist” Islam, spreading the idea that the “core” ethics found in
the Qur’an were distinct from “non-binding” tradition found in medieval legal and moral texts,
which had no moral obligation on the state. However, in South Asia, Islamic religious institutions
(madrassas and mosques) were autonomous from the British colonial state, which exercised no
oversight or control on their ideas. And the leading Islamist party in Pakistan, the JI, close to the
Egyptian MB in its ideological orientation, formed an alliance with the ‘ulama on the question of
reinstating shari’a, with both understanding it with reference to the Islamic legal tradition (fiqh),
which remains the hegemonic moral framework in contemporary religious institutions in Pakistan.
26

Mustafa Akyol, Islam Without Extremes: A Muslim Case for Liberty (New York: W.W. Norton, 2011).
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The problem is when observers draw an equation between “modernists” and “moderate”
Muslims, as modernist scholars sometimes portray themselves. 27 As Akyol discussed his book on
CNN, images of Muslim women veiled head-to-toe in European markets were accompanied by
Fareed Zakaria’s remark that based on what he knew about the Qur’an, it only told women to dress
modestly, as it did men. This was a modernist argument, not the belief of orthodox religious
institutions in Iran or Pakistan or Egypt, and when it was conveyed in general language, it made
Akyol appear as the voice of “liberal” and “moderate” Islam, because his argument rationalized
assimilation to western social and political norms, and the veiled women as incomprehensibly
attached to medieval legal texts, which were merely the “husk” of Islam.
And when this representation was layered into the categories of US foreign policy, it fostered
the impression that the future of democracy in Muslim societies depended on fostering this brand of
“moderate” (i.e. modernist) Islam, and suppressing “extremist” groups demanding shari’a (i.e.
orthodox religious institutions and Islamists). For instance, the RAND report Building Moderate
Muslim Networks (2007) deploys the categories of “radical Islamists,” who are a minority, and
“moderate and liberal” Muslims who are a majority, but may need an “external catalyst” since “they
lack resources to create such networks.” In the authors’ view, “support for democracy implies
opposition to concepts of the Islamic state.” They define a “moderate” Muslim as one who believes
that political legitimacy stemmed from “the will of the people” and that the “consensus of the
community (‘ijma)” as reflected in “freely expressed public opinion…determines what God’s will is

27 A similar dynamic on the question of religion and cultural assimilation to the modern west can be seen in the
conversation between the Reform Rabbi Ammiel Hirsch and the Orthodox Rabbi Yosef Reinman in One People, Two
Worlds: A Reform Rabbi and an Orthodox Rabbi Explore the Issues That Divide Them (New York: Schocken Books, 2002).
Reinman writes that during the Enlightenment “tremendous new idealism in the gentile world exerted a strong attraction
for many Jews coming out of the ghettos during the Emancipation. But there was a vast chasm between enlightened
gentile society and traditional Jewish society, and therefore a new way had to be found. Presto chango. Reform was
born. You could now have your cake and eat it too, p. 69.
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in any particular case.” 28 According to the above criteria, the only “moderate” Muslims would be
modernists who reject the authority of the fiqh tradition, including juristic consensus, which is what
‘ijma means in the tradition, and instead interpret “ijma” as public opinion, shari’a as an ethical
inspiration rather than source of law, and democracy as the “will of the people.” This approach
pushes U.S. policymakers to support modernists because they are the only moderates, and all
Islamists who believe that a shari’a-based state is a moral obligation, including orthodox religious
institutions in places such as Pakistan, are condemned as “radical.”
Conservative think-tanks are accompanied by the lobbying of modernist Muslim scholars,
who would benefit from the funding that becomes available due to US foreign policy efforts to
promote “moderate” Islam. For instance, in “Public Diplomacy: A Blueprint,” Emile Nakhleh
suggests that indirect financial support be given to Muslim “reformists” (i.e. modernists) to “take on
Islamic extremists on their own turf and in their languages,” to establish research institutes and think
tanks, translating their writings, helping them appear on radio and TV, and translation works of
classical reformers of last 2 centuries and works written in the US about the new reasoning (ijtihad)
that is being discussed among Muslim intellectuals in the west. He advises that they be sold at
subsidized prices and that teachers be encouraged to include them in the curriculum. 29 Nakhleh
claims that “reformists” are “the majority of Muslims worldwide” with the following approach:
They argue that the Qur’an, revealed to the Prophet Muhammad in seventh-century Arabia
must be universalized in the context of Islamic and world realities fourteen centuries later
now that the vast majority of Muslism are not Arabs and do not live in the Arab heartland of
Islam.The scientific method should be employed to encourage freethinking by Muslims
about all kinds of subjects, including religion, without fear of retribution from the selfappointed guardians of the faith…If approached carefully and with sensitivity, reformist
Islam can be a fertile ground for a new cultural and public diplomacy. 30
28 Cheryl Benard, Angel Rabasa, Lowell H. Schwartz, and Peter Sickle, Building Moderate Muslim Networks (Santa Monica:
Rand, 2007), pp. 66-68.
29 Emile Nakhleh, “Public Diplomacy: A Blueprint,” in A necessary engagement: reinventing America’s relations with the Muslim
world (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press 2009), p. 135.
30

Ibid, pp. 108-110.
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The confluence of these streams of information – a CNN policy program, a report by a conservative
policy think tank, and the lobbying effort of a Muslim modernist scholar – tend to confirm in the
minds of an American citizen that modernism is the only form of moderate Islam. In her statement
to the Senate Foreign Relations Committee hearing on “Engaging With Muslim Communities
Around the World,” Madeline Albright recognized that Muslim communities had to eliminate
“extremism” themselves because “when we tell people who’s good and bad, it can backfire” but her
conclusion was that “we need to look for members of the Muslim community that can help,” to
locate “moderate” Muslims and “somehow engage them to help us.” 31
The deployment of these categories in US foreign policy, and the underlying assumption that
the source of terrorism is religious belief, has spawned a veritable industry of research that purports
to fit Muslims into categories. At the point-of-interaction between western governments and
political institutions in Muslim states, it generates and confirms a set of biases that establish
modernists as moderates and lumps orthodox Muslims, who believe that shari’a is a moral obligation
with “extremists.” Because the American government has adopted the categories of
moderate/extremist Muslim in its post 9/11 foreign policy calculus, there is a constant flow of ideas
in the mainstream media which try to fill the blanks in this theory, with liberal Muslims projecting
modernism as the only hope for moderation and liberalism and conservative American think-tanks
and groups—which resist international instruments like CEDAW because they would pose a threat
to conservative family values—continuing to push for externally-spurred liberalization of Islamic
doctrine, harkening back to Leila Ahmad’s observation that the Victorian male establishment used

31 Madeline Albright’s comments in “Engaging With Muslim Communities Around The World,” Hearing before the
Committee on Foreign Relations, United States Senate, One Hundred Eleventh Congress, First Session, February 26,
2009, p. 16.
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the treatment of Muslim women by Muslim men as a moral justification to occupy Muslim lands,
while at home they suppressed the demands of British feminists. 32
Of course, in terms of assimilation to western values, modernists are more moderate than
orthodox Muslims, who practice injunctions of orthodox Hanafi fiqh for veiling, defend
punishments for apostasy or gender-differentiated rights in family law but this equation assumes that
the degree to which one assimilates to western culture determines the degree of one’s “moderation.”
It also creates the impression that orthodox Muslims who consider it a religious duty to obey shari’a,
which has been studied and interpreted in the “medieval” texts that modernists dissociate from, can
be persuaded to cast off this faith, the “husk” of rituals and dogma in the tradition (fiqh)—in favor
of the “core” ethical guidelines in the Qur’an. But the truth is that for orthodox Muslims, whether
‘ulama or Islamists, there is no separation between “core” and “husk;” the Islamic legal tradition
(fiqh) is constitutive of faith, not an optional add-on item in a menu. They may differ in their
preferred modality of emulating classical shari’a in modern society but they do hold it up as an ideal.
From the standpoint of freedom of religion, this choice ought to be respected, so it is particularly
dangerous when western observers – who exert influence on the political systems of Muslim
societies through aid to military and elected governments and rights advocacy NGOs that are part of
the third UN – believe that the only option for “moderation” in Muslim societies is to embrace
“modernist” Islam.
Certainly, as an intellectual movement, modernism has a right to exist, persuade, and
organize followers in a free society, but, from the perspective of liberalism, it does not have the right
to exert hegemonic control of the state Islamic legal interpretation in a society where the followers
of Islamic religious institutions, along with Islamist parties, regard the fiqh tradition as authoritative.
In Turkey, the authoritarian regime of Attaturk was able to coercively implement modernist Islam,
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because the Ottoman Empire had centralized control of religious institutions, but in Pakistan, this
was never an option and any elected government has to negotiate with followers of fiqh as
colleagues in the democratic process. 33 This is why it is a particularly good case to study, because it is
a tough and complex case, where orthodox Islamic religious institutions have been completely
autonomous from the state since the colonial period and have allied with the leading Islamist party,
the JI, to demand the enforcement of shari’a, as understood through the fiqh tradition. It
demonstrates that Islam does not have to be “modernized” for it to be compatible with democracy.
It is possible to integrate orthodox Islamic religious institutions and Islamists into a constitutional
democratic framework that guarantees internationally-recognized individual rights. For this
accommodation some concessions were made to the ‘ulama and Islamists, notably the institution of
Islamic judicial review. Staunch liberals see this as treachery on the part of General Zia, who gave
away their state to Islamists and extremists, but this ignores that this device was offered by liberals at
the conclusion of the early constitutional debates in 1954 and would have been a part of the
constitution for the intervening 26 years had the assembly not been dissolved by authoritarian
decree. 34 Because of the roots of this agreement in an early constitutional compromise and the
subsequent record of how it allowed Islamists to express grievances, and courts to act as mediators
between the competing moral frameworks of liberalism and Islamism, I see it as a settlement
characteristic of “consensus” (or non-majoritarian) democracy or the “modus vivendi” liberalism
that John Gray describes, rather than as a “sell-out” to a fringe of religious extremists.

33 M. Sukru Hanioglu notes how Mustafa Kemal did not enforce “secularism” but a “modernist” interpretation of Islam
that held that the core of religion was ethics, and shari’a, as interpreted by medieval jurists in the fiqh tradition, was a
non-essential element that was not binding on the state. See M. Sukru Hanioglu, “The Historical Roots of Kemalism,” in
Ahmet T. Kuru and Alfred Stepan Ed., Democracy, Islam, and Secularism in Turkey (New York: Columbia University Press,
2012).
34 See Leonard Binder, Religion and Politics in Pakistan (Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1961), pp. 358-361.
Binder analyzes Pakistan’s early constitutional struggle in depth and recounts that the draft of the “Islamic Constitution”
(i.e. with Islamic judicial review), was about to be passed by the Constituent Assembly when it was dissolved by
executive decree in 1954.
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In a recent volume, Daniel Brumberg and Dina Shehata make this doctrinal division explicit
and structure essays in the volume as a “grand debate” over Islam, democracy and U.S. foreign
policy, hinging on the question of whether “Islamic renewal” or “political reform” is the key to
political change. This volume includes an essay by Abdeslam Maghraoui, a Moroccan-American
modernist scholar and former director of USIP’s Muslim World Initiative, who advocates the
“Islamic renewalist position,” arguing that “within Islam there is a wide symbolic field for a reinterpretive enterprise that could produce a de facto Muslim Reformation.” But the editors identify
him as a “modernist” and emphasize his admission that currently the interpretation of Islamic values
“is dominated by traditional leaders and institutions that have legitimacy within conservative sectors
of Muslim societies” and that the “modernist project can only advance through, rather than against,
the will of the religious councils, tribal chiefs, charismatic leaders, local assemblies, and similar
informal bodies.” Maghraoui advocates U.S. intervention in this debate, urging it to help modernist
intellectuals “unify their ranks” while “normatively” engaging with mainstream Islamist activists, so
as to “tip the balance between extremist and modernist interpretations of Islam.” 35
But Brumberg, on the other hand, supports institutional reform as key. He explains why
modernist projects have been unable to mobilize mass constituencies in the Arab world, and
concludes that the answer is not to “fix Islam” but “rather to repair the political and institutional
context in which Islamists and their many rivals compete,” focusing on “institutional and
constitutional guarantees to ensure that democratic reforms produce governments that incorporate
all groups—including those who have the most to lose as a result of a free and open ballot.” 36 My
work is on the “institutional” side of the debate, and I explain the dangers of an “Islamic renewalist”

35 Daniel Brumberg and Dina Shehata Eds., Conflict, Identity and Reform in the Muslim World: Challenges for U.S. Engagement
(United States Institute of Peace: Washington, DC 2009), pp. 6-7.
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position that rationalizes intervention in the religious beliefs and social practices of Muslim societies,
for the ostensible purpose of promoting liberalism or democracy.
PREVIEW OF ARGUMENT
The three reasons that I have used in Chapter 3 to explain why the judiciary has fared better
than the executive-dominated legislature in processing shari’a-based debates—the presence of rules
compelling internal reasoning and respect, the existence of an integrated community of specialists in
individual rights and the fiqh tradition, and the insulation from transnational rights discourse—are
based on concepts and patterns of interaction between liberals and religious conservatives that
emerged during the British colonization of India from the late 18th century before the independence
of India and Pakistan in 1947.
Colonial Origins of Liberal-Islamist Conflict
In the pre-colonial Mughal Empire, shari’a was applied in town-based courts, satisfying the
principle in classical Islamic political theory that the legitimacy of rule derived from compliance to
shari’a. However, the Hanafi fiqh tradition, through which shari’a was understood, co-existed with
localized forums for adjudication, and there was a modus vivendi between the urban high culture of
Islam (shari’a), rural folk traditions (sufi shrine-based practices), and the urban Muslim elite, which
gave patronage to dance, music and art, practices forbidden as un-Islamic by the Hanafi fuqaha.
Although tajdeed movements existed among the ‘ulama to “purge” elements absorbed from the nonMuslim environment and return to the original sources—a form of orthodox puritanism that was
later adopted by the Deobandi ‘ulama and Islamists—in practice, this puritanism co-existed with the
non-conformity of the urban elite and the syncretism of sufi shrine-based practices.
In the fifty years after the British East India Company assumed judicial functions in the late
18th century, British rulers re-structured pre-colonial shari’a by extracting what they perceived to be
“rules” from the English translations of Hanafi fiqh commentaries, and fixing them in place through
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case precedent, hierarchical courts, and legal digests. After the 1857 Rebellion was crushed, and
power transferred to the British Crown, shari’a was abolished as public law and replaced with secular
codes, the ‘ulama were dismissed from their position as judges, and a modern education system built
for the purpose of creating a class of Indians who were English in thoughts, manners, and values,
and Indian only “in the color of their skin.” The secularization of public law and public education
led to an intellectual bifurcation between the modern-educated elite and the madrassa-educated
‘ulama. The westernized bourgeoisie exited from a conversation with the ‘ulama and became
integrated in the community of western scholars and policymakers.
In this period, the ‘ulama created a network of subscription-funded and self-replicating
madrassas, inspired by the British policy of affiliating universities and colleges. This new model led
to the emergence of “maslaks” (doctrinal orientations or sects) of ‘ulama; the Deoband seminary
followed the tradition of orthodox puritanism, while the Barelvi movement arose in response to
Deobandi preaching against sufi shrine practices. Though there was no love lost between these two
sects, senior ‘ulama developed a principle of toleration to regulate their difference, exemplified in
Mawlana Thanwi’s saying that “don’t leave your maslak and don’t interfere with anyone else’s.”
While the ‘ulama associated with sufi shrine-based Islam developed their own network of madrassas
and mosques, and shrines were embedded in rural power structures, the urban Muslim elite had
adopted western education and began to develop a new genre of religious scholarship that reinterpreted Islam in light of modern western thought, in conversation with western scholars.
Scholars from the urban Muslim elite addressed Muslims and western scholars as individuals
through the anonymous print market, using the conventions of western scholarship, but did not try
to persuade the ‘ulama or establish their own network of grassroots madrassas and mosques.
Instead, during their conversation with western scholars and policymakers, they internalized a
civilizing narrative, which portrayed the fiqh tradition (and all pre-colonial intellectual traditions) as
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having “stagnated” and in need of “reconstruction” in light of modern western thought. While the
Barelvi ‘ulama had differentiated themselves from the Deobandis, and scholars from these schools
developed a principle of toleration, the westernized elite used ideas from liberalism to justify the
“reconstruction” of religion and social practices, and neither developed differentiated religious
congregations nor a principle of toleration vis a vis existing Islamic institutions which regarded the
fiqh tradition as authoritative.
From the early 20th century, the elective principle was layered onto the intellectual
bifurcation between the westernized Muslim elite and the madrassa-educated ‘ulama, creating an
uncomfortable juxtaposition of pre-colonial shari’a and parliament. Historically, shari’a had been
studied in madrassas and applied in courts but now a specialized legal discourse had to be processed
through an institution with generalist legislators, using the majority vote, and communicating with a
general audience. I call this the “general-specialist problem,” drawing on Hefner’s distinction
between the generalized and specialized tracks of Muslim politics. 37 Processing shari’a through
parliament has been an intensely complex problem because the institution of parliament was
introduced in India during a participatory revolution underway in Islam since the introduction of the
lithographic printing press in the early 19th century. This participatory revolution included the
movement of Muslim modernism led by intellectuals advocating western assimilation, beginning
with Sayyid Ahmad Khan. Although the ‘ulama regarded this movement as a “fitna” (rebellion or
sedition) within Islam, it shaped the worldview of the westernized Muslim bourgeoisie. Since
modernism was an elite movement, without a network of grassroots religious institutions,
westernized Muslims did not have to frame theological debates vis a vis the ‘ulama, and did not
develop a principle of toleration as the Deobandis and Barelvis had done.

Robert Hefner Ed. Remaking Muslim Politics: Pluralism, Contestation, Democratization (Princeton: Princeton University
Press 2004), p. 6.
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As legal specialists, the ‘ulama resisted modernism because of “integrity-anxiety,” i.e. a fear
that deviating from established principles of reasoning in the tradition, including the mechanism of
‘ijma (juristic consensus) which made the consensus opinions of early jurists binding on later
scholars, would lead to legal chaos and instability because individual scholars would not be
restrained by the tradition and come up with all kinds of unexpected interpretations. The concept of
“integrity-anxiety” has been used by Michelman to explain the reluctance of US Supreme Court
Justices to give international law standing in constitutional discourse because they are afraid that
introducing external principles into the domestic legal tradition can lead to change in unpredictable
directions, instability, and the possible dissolution of the tradition. 38 I believe that the ‘ulama find
themselves in a similar position.
So on one hand, the ‘ulama have “integrity-anxiety,” and on the other hand, at least three
features of parliamentary institutions—generalist decision-makers without training in the fiqh
tradition (whose concept of “reason” comes from a modernist habitus rather than an awareness of
the fiqh tradition and a recognition of modernism as different from orthodoxy), majority voting based
on the equality principle (privileging the quantity of votes and not the quality of reasons), and
manipulation of mass media through “spin”—severely aggravate this anxiety and cause them to
resist change and appear uncritical, distorting the institutionalized disagreement that has
characterized their discursive tradition and scholarly community. This “general-specialist problem” is
compounded when transnational rights discourse is used by western rulers, western activists, and
legislators from the westernized Muslim bourgeoisie to advocate changes in social practices allowed
in shari’a because the top-down compliance frame deployed for international law ignores shari’abased reasons. In Chapter 2, I briefly review three case studies—Waqf (1913), Shari’at Act (1937),
and Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act (1939)—to illustrate the “general-specialist problem” of
Frank I. Michelman, “Integrity-Anxiety?,” pp. 241-276 in Michael Ignatieff Ed., American Exceptionalism and Human
Rights (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press 2005).
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enacting shari’a-based laws through parliament. I also discuss the Child Marriage Restraint Act
(1929) to explain how this problem is compounded when the domestic legal system interacts with
transnational rights discourse.
In Chapter 3, I trace the history of ideas embedded in Pakistan’s legal and political
institutions to show that there are 2 kinds of liberalism at work: first, the conception of liberalism as
“rational consensus on values,” which has been used by the westernized bourgeoisie and westernfunded NGOs to justify changes in shari’a-based laws, without trying to persuade the ‘ulama and
Islamists of these changes, using reasons “internal” to the religious literature that they regard as
authoritative, and second, the conception of liberalism as “modus vivendi,” which has evolved in the
judiciary since the early 1980s, when the constitutional role of shari’a was operationalized through
the institution of Islamic judicial review, based on principles of reasoning within the fiqh tradition
and sectarian toleration, in addition to the existing constitutionally-guaranteed individual rights.
Since 1951, Pakistan’s main Islamist party, the Jamaat-e-Islami (JI)—with similar ideas, sociological
composition, and organizational model, as the Egyptian Muslim Brothers (MB)—has cooperated
with electoral ‘ulama parties in a struggle for a shari’a-based state, through elections, courts, and
popular protests. When the ‘ulama and Islamists rail against “liberalism” and “western democracy”
in their publications and speeches, they are responding to the attempt of liberals, particularly
western-funded rights activists, to enact top-down social reforms through a majority vote, based on
reasons external to the fiqh tradition. Contrary to this, they have been the most ardent champions of
Islamic constitutionalism, which according to western legal scholars has led to a remarkable
liberalization of the law through bridging of common law and Islamic traditions. 39 I argue that this
has been possible because the constitutional framework recognizes shari’a compliance as a moral
39 See Martin Lau, The Role of Islam in the Legal System of Pakistan (Boston: Leiden, 2006) and Karin Carmit Yefet, “The
Constitution and Female-Initiated Divorce in Pakistan: Western Liberalism in Islamic Garb,” Harvard Journal of Law and
Gender, Volume 34, 2011, pp. 553-615.
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obligation, along with its commitment to democracy and individual rights. Therefore, the liberalIslamist conflict is not so much a clash of irreconcilable ideas or civilizations, as it is a practical
question of the kinds of institutions that can accommodate the disparate touchstones for political
legitimacy in classical and medieval Islamic political theory and liberalism, i.e. “shari’a compliance”
versus “the consent of the governed.” 40
In The Liberal Conscience, Lucas Swaine, draws on John Gray’s conception of modus vivendi
liberalism to argued that the only plausible defense of liberal institutions to theocrats could be an
argument based on freedom of conscience. 41 The evidence from Pakistan, in fact, confirms his
claim, because common law judges and ‘ulama judges are able to achieve an accommodation
between fiqh-based and rights-based demands through internal reasoning and respect. The liberal
principle of rule through “consent of the governed” and the ‘ulama’s belief that enforcing sharia is a
“moral obligation” on rulers, is bridged by an intermediate principle shared by both traditions:
freedom of conscience, which in the ‘ulama’s framework is expressed in the principle of religious
freedom, and toleration between Muslim sects, expressed in Mawlana Thanwi’s maxim “don’t leave
your maslak (sect) and don’t interfere with the maslak of others” (apna maslak choro nahin, aur doosro’n
ka maslak chero nahi’n), which is frequently cited by influential ‘ulama and has structured the crosssect cooperation between the orthodox ‘ulama—Deobandis, Barelvis, Shi’a, and Ahl-e-Hadith—for
a shari’a-compliant state. 42 Currently, orthodox religious institutions do not recognize the “right of
exit” for Muslims but they recognize the freedom of different Muslim sects to follow their own
For a review of classical and medieval Islamic political theory, see Peter Hardy, The Muslims of British India (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1972), pp. 23-26 and pp. 107-114.
40
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Press, 2006) and John Gray, The Two Faces of Liberalism (New York: New Press, 2000).
42 See p. 9 in Mawlana Mufti Rafi Usmani, “Deeni Siyasi Jamat’on ki Khidmat mai’n,” (“Advice for Religious Political
Parties”), Al-Balagh, September 1996 (4), Volume 31, pp. 3-18 and p. 6 in Mawlana Samiul Haq (Speech), “Nifaz-eqawaneen mai’n shia sunni tafreeq tabah kun hai: qazi adalto’n ko kitab o sunnat ka paband karana ho ga” (“Distinction
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Al-Haqq, Volume 18, Feburary 1983, pp. 5-11.
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interpretations, and the freedom of non-Muslims to follow their own religious laws, in addition to
the authority of the state to frame secular laws on issues not explicitly discussed in shari’a.
When we re-conceptualize the problem as a question of institutional design, rather than
“free-standing” ideas and texts, we can compare across institutions to see which ones work better
than others and why. Based on 60 years of evidence from Pakistan, this comparison reveals that
when conflicts over shari’a-based laws are processed through the judiciary, there is authentic
deliberation, and a settlement that both sides can accept, or can continue to challenge within the
constitutional democratic framework, but when they are processed through the executive-dominated
parliament, and its affiliated advisory institutions, the Women’s Status Commissions (WSC), linked
with the discourse of the UN and western-funded rights groups, and the Council of Islamic Ideology
(CII), drawn from the madrassa establishment, there is external reasoning and disrespect, ending in
legal deadlock, protests, or violence, and attempts by both liberal and Islamist activists to collaborate
with military rulers to force through their desired change. From the performance of political
institutions, it appears that democracy is either unable to process shari’a-based demands at all, or will
be derailed and harmed by allowing religious-based argumentation in the public sphere. Within this
institutional context, public debate on shari’a confirms Rawls’ claim that political arguments based
on rival comprehensive doctrines of the good will lead to an “interminable exchange of mutually
unacceptable reasons.” However, the contrasting performance of the judiciary and political
institutions shows that this is not the automatic or inevitable outcome of a religion-based political
conception, casting doubt on Rawls’ inference that “religion must be kept off the table” in liberal
argumentation.
Based on the patterns in the empirical evidence, I identify 3 factors why the judiciary
performs better than the executive-dominated parliament in processing deliberation on shari’a-based
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laws: (1) presence of rules constraining deliberation, (2) integrated vs. segmented communities of
specialists, and (3) insulation from transnational rights discourse.
First, since the 1980s, the superior judiciary has been bound by rules compelling authentic
deliberation with Islamists, while parliamentary deliberation and decision-making is structured only
by the majority vote, and is dominated by autocratic executives, whether military or civilian. In
Chapter 2, I identify the “general-specialist” problem (modernist habitus of legislators, equality
principle behind majority vote, and spin), which aggravates the “integrity-anxiety” of the ‘ulama
during parliamentary consideration of shari’a questions. 43 Lay Muslims give the ‘ulama reasons
“external” to the fiqh tradition, without awareness about the difference between internal vs. external
reasoning, and the westernized bourgeoisie view the ‘ulama through the “stagnation thesis,”
“reconstruction narrative,” and disrespect for fiqh that is woven into modernist arguments,
transmitted through nationalist dogma (particularly through interpretations of Iqbal’s Reconstruction of
Religious Thought in Islam by state-affiliated intellectuals). While the rules for “authentic deliberation”
in the judiciary have a “centripetal” effect on deliberation, focusing it on the ideas and principles of a
particular case, the absence of rules in the parliamentary sphere have a “centrifugal” effect, miring
political deliberation in the broader class and cultural conflicts that have long characterized the
relationship of liberals and Islamists. They exchange curses rather than reasons and never reach a
point of “internal reasoning” and “respect.” Their mutual antipathy is probably no worse than the
feeling that motivated the American feminist Betty Frieden to tell Phyllis Schlafy, the arch-enemy of
the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) in the 1970s, that “I’d like to burn you at the stake!” 44 But it
43 I have drawn these concepts from the following scholars: (1) the typology of a generalized and specialized track of
Muslim politics from Hefner, p. 6 in Robert Hefner Ed. Remaking Muslim Politics: Pluralism, Contestation, Democratization
(Princeton: Princeton University Press 2004), (2) “habitus” is a well-known concept developed by the sociologist Pierre
Bourdieu, and (3) “integrity-anxiety” from the American legal scholar Frank I. Michelman, “Integrity-Anxiety?,” 241276 in Michael Ignatieff Ed. American Exceptionalism and Human Rights (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press
2005).
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makes it difficult, if not impossible, to settle moral controversies through a parliamentary process
dominated by authoritarian rulers, who have an incentive to “divide and rule” liberals and Islamists.
Second, the Federal Shari’at Court and Shari’at Appellate Bench of the Supreme Court have
both ‘ulama and common law judges, who are integrated in a professional community, and address a
common audience, while parliament is advised by the Council of Islamic Ideology and Women’s
Status Commissions, whose composition reinforces the social segmentation of the madrassaeducated ‘ulama and rights activists from Pakistan’s westernized bourgeoisie. In the Council of
Islamic Ideology, the ‘ulama reason on the basis of the fiqh tradition but are not required to bridge
its concepts and arguments with those based in individual rights and gender equality. Similarly, in the
Women’s Status Commissions, rights activists drawn from western-funded NGOs or the
westernized bourgeoisie reason on the basis of individual rights and gender equality, but are not
required to justify their arguments for change in shari’a-based laws on the basis of the fiqh tradition.
Moreover, it was only in May 2013 that Pakistan passed the test for 2 peaceful transfers of power
through elections. Elected parliaments have not had a long time horizon, whether they worked
under an elected Prime Minister or a military ruler (with restricted powers). There is not yet a strong
tradition of parliamentary standing committees that have the resources, experts, and administrative
staff necessary for engaging in sustained deliberation on policy questions.
Third, while judges engage in “lateral communication” bridging concepts from individual
rights and shari’a – creating the hybrid ideal of Islamic constitutionalism – reforms in shari’a-based
laws through the parliamentary process are exposed to the top-down communication pattern of
transnational rights discourse. Western-funded rights NGOs apply the frame of individual rights and
gender equality to evaluate and brand fiqh-based laws and use media campaigns and networking with
international rights organizations and western policymakers to pressure executives and parliament to
enact their desired reforms. However, there is no constraint in the frame of transnational rights
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discourse and activism that would require them to engage in “authentic deliberation” with
conservatives in their own society or to respect the constitutional and legal history which has given a
role to shari’a. This is an essentially top-down form of liberal communication, in which rights
activists give the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists secular reasons for changing religious laws, without
any opportunity for them to “talk back” and explain their own reasons.
Adherents of orthodox Muslim sects, including Islamists, are certainly convinced that
their particular interpretation is the “Truth.” If one reads their texts, they would appear as rigid, antipluralist, and self-righteous. But they have, at no point during their struggle for an Islamic state,
argued that a Hanafi opinion should be binding for someone who follows the Maliki school, or that
the Deobandi ‘ulama have the right to interpret laws that apply to Barelvis. Instead, during their
alliance for an Islamic constitution in 1951, and in all subsequent moments, they have to work with
one another and formulate their demands in terms that are acceptable to all sects of ‘ulama, so none
of them feel coerced or threatened that another sect will determine the religious interpretation
applied to them. 45 Similarly, the FSC has both Deobandi and Barelvi ‘ulama, as does the CII, the
official state body charged with advising parliament on Islamic legal interpretation. So contrary to
the impression created by contemporary popular discourse about Islam, as appeared on GPS with
Fareed Zakaria, Muslim modernism, which regards only the Qur’an as authoritative and which
rejects the authority of the fiqh tradition, is not the only way for Muslim societies to become
“moderate” or “tolerant.” The orthodox sects, too, have doctrines of toleration to govern their
relationships with other differing sects and religions.
What is truly ironic is that the problem of co-existence has occurred between modernists
(regarded as “moderate” and “liberal”) and the orthodox sects because modernists reject the
45 See p. 28 in Mawdudi’s Islamic Law and Constitution for the liberal challenge during the early constitutional struggle that
“the ‘ulama can never agree on anything” therefore an Islamic state was impossible and the ‘ulama response in the form
of a joint – cross-sect – conference and agreement on core principles that could be used as the basis for an Islamic
constitution. The Munir Report 1954 has a a similar liberal charge against the ‘ulama.
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authority of the fiqh tradition, and argue that their interpretations based on the Qur’an alone are
properly “Islamic” while the fiqh-based ones are “un-Islamic.” This could be a particular feature of
the Pakistani context, where there isn’t a grassroots modernist movement that has developed
principles of co-existing alongside other fiqh-based sects, and where modernism hasn’t achieved
hegemony in state-run religious institutions (as it has in Turkey), but it is an important fact to keep
in mind because modernist arguments are often disguised by an over-laying of secular human rights
or gender equality discourse. Hanioglu’s argument about Attaturk is instructive in this regard: he
points out that Kemal did not “secularize” Turkey. Instead he used his dictatorial power to enforce a
“modernist” interpretation of Islam through the state-run religious bureaucracy. So there has been a
close link between modernist Islam and secularism. Liberal activists in Pakistan who make secular
arguments for human rights or gender equality cannot avoid consideration of Islam altogether,
because it already exists in personal law in force since the colonial period and was further
entrenched through constitutional and legal changes in the 1980s. Instead they use a modernist
interpretation of Islam to support their position on rights and gender equality. In Turkey this may
not be a problem due to the imposition of modernism through a state-run bureaucracy or in
Indonesia, due to the existence of modernist scholars as a civil society movement, but in Pakistan it
is a serious problem—as I imagine it would be for Egypt—because liberal intellectuals who are
influential in western-funded rights advocacy NGOs and leftist political parties try to force through
liberal reforms in shari’a-based laws based on a modernist interpretation of Islam, without giving the
orthodox sects reasons they can accept.
From the perspective of deliberative democracy and Swaine’s argument, this is essentially
anti-liberal and anti-democratic behavior, but it nearly always escapes criticism from liberal circles
because it is intertwined with dominant secular arguments about rights and gender equality and goes
into a public sphere, where there is a rising association between “modernist” and “moderate” Islam,
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masking the coerciveness this entails for orthodox sects who regard the fiqh tradition as
authoritative. It is unethical to force them to assimilate to western cultural values through the state.
The most the state can do is to prevent them from forcing their religious views on other orthodox
sects or non-Muslims – which senior ‘ulama accept as a matter of principle – and on nonconforming Muslims, on which the state has given an influential judgment in the Hasba case
(arguing that the state was not required to enforce any religious obligations other than zakat) and
could certainly make more progress. During Pakistan’s constitutional struggle, the orthodox ‘ulama
objected to the fundamental rights section in the constitution because it was framed in secular terms,
but liberals made it clear that this was a non-negotiable point for them, and by the 1960s, the ‘ulama
and Islamists were justifying their resistance to the modernist Muslim Family Laws Ordinance, in
terms of the freedom of religion clause and no longer had objections to secular fundamental rights
co-existing with shari’a-based laws.
These orthodox sects are speaking the same language – the language of tradition – and
through this they are able to communicate with one another, whether Shi’a, Sunni, or the
multifarious sub-sects within each grouping, in transnational institutions such as the International
Fiqh Academy and even more surprisingly with the Catholic Church during the UN Beijing
Conference on Women, where the ‘ulama, Islamist parties, and the Pope, were allied against
declarations of gender equality because they shared an adherence to role-differentiated rights and
duties in the family. They also speak the same language as Orthodox Jewish Rabbis when they rail
against Reform Jews for rejecting the “rules of the game” (i.e. the rules of reasoning about religion
through the tradition) in favor of cultural assimilation to European society and its norms.
These parallels show that the crucial division is between theories of community embedded in
moral and religious traditions and theories of individuality embedded in the secular natural rights
tradition, which constitutes one strand of liberal thought. The clash is not between civilizations but
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within them, between adherents of religious traditions and their fellow citizens, who are either
secularists (atheist or agnostic) or adhere to modern reformulations of the same religion which
rejects the authority of the tradition, separates the ethical core of religion from dogmas in historical
religious scholarship, and rejects mechanisms that made past interpretations binding for future
generations and established the authority of religious scholars or clergy over the laity (Reform
Judaism, modernist Islam, forms of Protestantism). This cross-religious cooperation can be seen in
the conservative coalition led by Phylis Schlafly to block the ERA from ratification: Catholics,
Mormons, Evangelical Christians, were all united against the ERA because they felt that it
threatened the family-based roles and differented rights and duties of men and women
recommended by their religions. Each of these groups believed that their religion represented the
“Truth” but this did not prevent them from forming a cross-religious alliance to block secularists
from an absolute declaration of gender equality. Such is the case with the struggle of the ‘ulama and
Islamists in Pakistan to realize a shari’a-based state. Their need to form a united coalition against
secularists has led them to formulate mechanisms to develop internal consensus and to adapt their
demands to the constitutional and legal framework of the state.
Just as Snyder observed that in deeply divided societies, elections can trigger civil war, I
would argue, based on the case of Pakistan, that a free-for-all debate between liberals and Islamists
in the executive-dominated parliamentary sphere, where they are polarized between the demand for
secularism, and for a shari’a-based Islamic state, is more likely to escalate conflict rather than achieve
a consensus on the “twin toleration” of Islam and democracy, unless there are counter-majoritarian
institutions like the judiciary where ideas can be discussed in a legal framework guaranteeing mutual
protection, civility and respect, and insulation from the conflict between secular transnational rights
discourse and indigenous Islamic institutions and Islamist parties. 46
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SCOPE CONDITIONS OF STUDY
The argument developed in this dissertation addresses the problem of resolving moral
controversy through democratic institutions, which constitutes the core of conceptions of
“deliberative democracy.” In its most general form, the issue is the capacity of democratic
institutions to mediate between citizens with rival moral frameworks – or “comprehensive doctrines
of the good” to borrow Rawls’ phrase – in a pluralistic society. This is not a unique challenge
confronting democratizing Muslim societies but in its general form, is an ongoing debate in
consolidated democracies like the US, where the recent Supreme Court judgment on DOMA led
conservative groups, who adhered to religious traditions which see marriage as the union of
heterosexuals, to question the neutrality of secular constitutional discourse. It can be seen in other
post-colonial countries, like Mexico, in the struggle between transnational feminists and rights
activists and indigenous groups defending the autonomy of cultural practices, including a cosmology
that sees men and women as “complementary” rather than “equal.” Above all, the moral
controversy is between conceptions of natural rights, as an inherent feature of individuals, and
conceptions of rights and duties derived from indigenous traditions, whether Islam or Catholicism
or Mormonism or Orthodox Judaism or native Mexican cosmologies.The former conception of
rights was articulated by influential liberal theorists like Locke and taken up in the Declaration of
Independence of the United States and the Rights of Man in France. It was used as a pattern for the
UN Charter on Fundamental Rights and incorporated into the constitutions of many post-colonial
countries and was spread through UN institutions, including the Third UN (NGOs), emerging as
the hegemonic moral discourse of international politics and one vying for hegemony in the domestic
politics of states, particularly post-colonial and newly democratizing ones.
The main difference between the two conceptions is that the former is premised on
individuals as the basic unit and posits rights that are independent of social roles, while the latter is
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premised on families as the basic unit, has a theory of relationships within the family, and derives
rights and duties from these, and has additional theories of what society ought to look like, as a
whole. In Michael Sandel’s words, liberal theory is weakest on questions of community, and it is
perspectives on community embedded in traditions pre-dating the rise and hegemony of liberal
political thought in international norms which clash with liberal individualism inside states
constituting the international system. This not only includes Muslim-majority countries grappling
with demands for shari’a and religion-based political argumentation but the United States, which
struggles with where to draw the line between gay rights and neutrality to religion, exemplified in the
decision of Democrats, not so long ago, to publicly support “civil union” but not “gay marriage”
because of the conservative objection to extending the meaning of the term “marriage” to a purpose
explicitly proscribed by the religious traditions in which it originated. This is the general problem,
which exists in most countries to varying degrees, including longstanding democracies like the
United States.
Within this general universe, this dissertation addresses the example of the clash between
two specific moral frameworks, liberalism and Islamism, within a democratic framework. The forms
that secular rights-based and shari’a-based argumentation take in the Pakistani political system are
similar to those in other Muslim-majority countries whose constitutions recognize fundamental
rights, patterned on the UN Declaration of Human Rights, and have Islamist parties who demand
shari’a-based laws. Among Muslim countries, Turkey has a secular legal system, has banned several
Islamist parties on the charge that they demanded shari’a, which was incompatible with democracy
and the currently ruling AKP party, while representing a conservative base, does not demand shari’a
since this demand is regarded as illegitimate within the secular constitutional order. To the contrary,
Saudi Arabia and some Gulf countries on one hand, have monarchical systems where the
establishment ‘ulama control shari’a enforcement in courts and in turn, legitimize authoritarian rule
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and the Islamic Republic of Iran has a semi-democratic system where the ‘ulama screen candidates
for parliament and have a veto over legislation. Just as the constitutional framework of Turkey has
de-legitimized shari’a-based demands in politics, the constitutions of this latter group have delegitimized the right to question the role of shari’a itself in the constitutional system. With the
exception of secular or purely shari’a-based Muslim-majority countries, the findings of this
dissertation would be relevant for the majority of countries in the “middle group” whose political
systems are a blend of colonial-era secular laws, have constitutions with fundamental rights, and
allow shari’a-based demands in politics.
While in Indonesia, the leading Islamist parties in the center have given up the demand for
an Islamic state based on shari’a, Pakistan is a much “tougher” case because the leading Islamist
party, backed by Islamic religious institutions which are autonomous from the state, have not given
up their demand for an Islamic state based on shari’a since independence, partly because the right to
make this demand was recognized in constitutional provisions and accommodated into the political
system. Moreover, it has vocal and influential human rights groups that demand a secular state, and a
center-left party, the PPP, feminist NGOs, and liberal intellectuals who strongly oppose shari’abased demands and see them as a threat to democracy and human rights. Because of the degree of
social polarization between liberals and Islamists in Pakistan, compounded by the participation of
the latter in the Afghan war and their association with splinter militant groups, if state institutions
have at all been able to process this moral controversy within a democratic framework, then
understanding their design and performance, asking why one kind of institution worked and another
did not, can contribute to a broader institutional debate within the “middle group” of Muslim
majority countries, and is particularly useful for post-revolutionary regimes in the Middle East and
North Africa, where the leading Islamist parties are not willing to give up the demand for a shari’abased state. Pakistan is a much tougher case than Turkey and Indonesia and perhaps simpler than
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Egypt because the leading Islamist and ‘ulama parties never achieved a landslide victory, due to the
FPTP system that privileges territorial elites (in Pakistan, the rural landholding class) and judges
trained in the secular common law tradition, not Islamists, controlled the process of introducing
shari’a-based laws, but the Islamist movement did achieve enough influence over the system to leave
a wealth of evidence about the interaction of secular rights-based and shari’a-based argumentation
through legal and political institutions.
Although this case sheds light on similar conflicts in the “middle group” of Muslim-majority
countries, I cannot explore the extent to which my analysis travels to the conflicts between
liberalism and other religious traditions, other political ideologies like communism, or the conflicts
between different religious traditions. I also cannot discuss cases where adherents of Islam or other
non-liberal belief systems are a minority instead of a majority, as much of the recent literature on
liberal multiculturalism has done. This study is limited to the interaction between a secular belief
system (liberalism) and a religious one (Islam) in a Muslim-majority state. However, in the
conclusion I will situate my findings within the literature about these other cases, to speculate about
parallels and lessons.
Another scope condition of this study is that I examine the conflict between liberalism and
Islamism within a constitutional framework that promises fundamental rights and democratic
decision-making. As I mentioned above, the findings of this study would not apply to cases like Iran
and Saudi Arabia or Turkey. Although Pakistan has, for the 60 years examined in this study, from its
independence in 1947 to 2007 (when the case studies on Hudood and Hasba end), been ruled for a
decade by an elected ruler from one of the 2 mainstream political parties, the center-right PML and
center-left PPP, and each time interrupted by a military coup, which lasted for around a decade,
totaling 30 years of military rule and 30 years of electoral democracy, the constitution has, for most
of this period (with the exception of General Zia’s rule from 1979-1985), remained in force with its
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provisions for democracy and fundamental rights. Of course, the transparency of elections and the
availability of rights has been an elusive and contested issue, but normatively, no ruler has
questioned the desirability of democracy or expunged the secular fundamental rights in the
constitution. Military rulers who intervened did for the ostensible reasons of “cleaning up” the
political system to eliminate corruption and to make the economy and state administration more
“efficient,” so that true democracy could flourish. This has meant that even military rulers have, for
the most part, relied on democratic principles such as the majority vote and election results to
legitimize their decisions, although they altered them to manage the outcome of results. Since
liberalism enjoys the position of the dominant official ideology in a constitutional democracy, the
interaction between liberalism and Islamism would be different in systems like Saudi Arabia or Iran,
where Islamism is the dominant ideology or in a system where liberalism and Islamism were
minority positions, such as a communist system. This, too, limits the scope of my findings although
the arguments I develop here may be relevant for these other situations.
In The Two Faces of Liberalism, John Gray distinguishes two strands of liberal thought, one
represented in the work of Hobbes, which posits liberalism as a “modus vivendi” between different
ways of life, and another in the work of Locke and Rawls, which posits liberalism as a means to a
rational consensus on values. Gray argues that the assumptions of the latter, of individuals freely
reasoning and choosing among values, is an inaccurate description of ethical life because individuals
often hold beliefs and values embedded in ways of life. Therefore, he argues that the prescription of a
universal liberal regime, with a uniform catalogue of abstractly derived rights, is a futile endeavor
because it is based on an unrealistic view of ethical and political life. He criticizes Rawls’ Political
Liberalism for trying to substitute politics with liberal legalism and for not accurately reflecting moral
life in the United States, let alone the rest of the world. Like Gray, Lucas Swaine, in his recent book
The Liberal Conscience questions whether liberalism, by displacing and excluding religious belief
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systems that in principle allow nothing “higher than themselves,” is also mirroring the same claim
for moral supremacy and hegemony. 47 Whether liberalism can adopt this posture, while remaining
true to its own principles, is the key question guiding Gray and subsequently Swaine’s separation of
“liberalism as modus vivendi” from “liberalism as the pursuit of rational consensus on values.” Both
see Rawls’ work as a contemporary version of the latter tradition of liberal thought, one which they
find misguided because of its premise that individuals freely choose values, rather than being
socialized into value systems that they regard as divinely ordained, which constrain their option to
accept or reject them.
LITERATURE REVIEW
This dissertation is situated at the intersection of three disciplines: comparative politics,
moral and political theory, and post-colonial studies in anthropology and law. Within political
science, the question of whether Islamism and liberalism can co-exist in a democratic state has been
taken up in the last decade by both comparativists and political theorists. In comparative politics,
Stepan’s argument for the “twin toleration” of religion and democracy has been influential and is
frequently invoked by scholars writing in this tradition. Stepan disagreed with Rawls’ argument that
in a liberal democracy, religion must be “taken off the table,” and pointed to the experience of
consolidated democracies in the west where “democratic bargaining” between religious and political
actors, rather than “liberal arguing,” was crucial in crafting a “twin toleration” between religion and
democracy. Based on the case of Islamist parties in Indonesia, Stepan argued that “public theological
debate” could help generate public commitment to democracy, and cited the example of arguments
by a leading Islamist party in Indonesia, the NU, whose leaders said that the concepts of “ijma”
(consensus) and “ijithad” (independent reasoning) in the Islamic tradition could be realized through
modern parliamentary institutions. Of the two leading Islamist parties that Stepan bases his
Lucas Swaine, The liberal conscience: politics and principle in a world of religious pluralism (New York: Columbia University
Press, 2006).
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argument on, one represents modernist scholars and the other traditionalist ones, and both have
refrained from demanding a shari’a-based Islamic state at the center. Instead, in Indonesia, laws
inspired or based on shari’a have been passed by regional legislatures and supported by parties that
were part of the ancien regime, the Golkar and a party of state-affiliated ‘ulama.
While Stepan is optimistic about the democratizing effects of Islamist movements, based
on the case of Indonesia, there are a few crucial differences between Indonesia and “tougher” cases
like Pakistan. First, in Indonesia, modernist scholars have organized a grassroots movement (NU).
So when they make arguments linking concepts drawn from the Islamic legal tradition (fiqh) like
“ijma” and “ijtihad” to modern parliamentary institutions, they are able to generate tangible social
and electoral support for these ideas. Similarly, in Turkey, the authoritarian regime of Mustafa
Kemal inherited a centralized bureaucracy that controlled religious institutions and was able to
impose a modernist interpretation of Islam (which separated “ethics” from the “Islamic legal
tradition” or fiqh, arguing that it was non-binding) through state-controlled clergy and mosques. 48
This is represented in a survey of attitudes of Turkish citizens towards shari’a, with them viewing
Islam as a source of ethics, and regarding shari’a-based laws as a non-essential or optional feature of
the religion. 49 Contrary to Indonesia, modernist scholars in Pakistan have not organized a grassroots
movement so when they make an argument, it is not backed up by tangible social or electoral
support. And unlike Turkey, military regimes in Pakistan in the 1960s and 2000s, although explicitly
invoking Mustafa Kemal and modernist Islam as an ideal, have not been able to impose this through
mosques, simply because the Mughal Empire did not have a strong and centralized religious
bureaucracy like the Ottoman Empire and secularization of the British Indian colonial state in the
48 Hanioglu, M. Sukru, “The Historical Roots of Kemalism,” in Ahmet T. Kuru and Alfred Stepan Ed., Democracy, Islam,
and Secularism in Turkey (New York: Columbia University Press, 2012).
49 M. Hakan Yavuz, “Turkey: Islam without shari’a?” in Robert Hefner Ed., Shariʻa politics: Islamic law and society in the
modern world (Bloomington: Indiana University Press, 2011).
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mid-19th century further broke the links between the state and religious institutions. To this day,
mosques and madrassas remain autonomous from the state, and survive as democratic participants
represented by electoral ‘ulama parties, constraining the ability of rulers in Pakistan to coercively
impose a modernist Islam, as was done by Mustafa Kemal in Turkey, and by the standards of
liberalism, as Lucas Swaine has recently argued, requiring them to give religious actors reasons that
they can accept when they embark on a change in shari’a-based state laws.
Second, when analyzing the case of Indonesia, Stepan sees the fact that the leading
Islamist parties have chosen not to demand a shari’a-based Islamic state as an evidence of the ability
of electoral Islamist parties in some contexts to be “moderate,” contrasting this against the Muslim
Brothers in Egypt, which have continued to demand a shari’a-based Islamic state and have given a
proposal for Islamic judicial review of parliamentary legislation. While Stepan’s analysis applies to
Indonesia, I believe that it is a mistake to define “moderation” as the agreement of Islamist parties
to give up their demand for shari’a-based laws or to define “modernism” as “moderate” Islam, as
the Turkish writer, Mustafa Akyol, has done in his recent book Islam without Extremes, featured on US
television on GPS with Fareed Zakaria. The mainstream Islamist party in Pakistan, the Jamaat-eIslami, is far closer to the Muslim Brothers in its ideology, structure, and sociological base (urban,
middle-class professional and business classes) than the Indonesian Islamist parties that Stepan has
analyzed. Since independence in 1947, like the Muslim Brothers, it has been unrelenting in its
demand for a shari’a-based Islamic state because it, and the ‘ulama representatives of Islamic
religious institutions, regard the enforcement of shari’a as a religious obligation, not a choice. They
are orthodox Muslims not modernists.
Of course, their ideas about how to achieve shari’a enforcement have evolved from the
1949 suggestion of the ‘ulama to constitute a council of ‘ulama with veto over parliamentary
legislation to Mawdudi’s (founder of JI) suggestion in 1953 that the Supreme Court, rather than a
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clerical body, be given the responsibility for “Islamic judicial review” because what counted was
adherence to the Islamic legal tradition and not who – whether lay Muslim judges or the ‘ulama –
interpreted it. Liberals in the first constituent assembly agreed to this compromise but it was trashed
because the assembly was dissolved in 1954 by executive decree and only reinstated 25 years later by
General Zia in 1980 in the form of the Federal shari’at Court and the Supreme Court shari’at
Appellate Benches. In Pakistan, liberals see the latter as a dictatorial imposition on an otherwise
secular constitution but Islamists see it as the fulfillment of the promise of an Islamic state made in
the form of the 1949 Objectives Resolution (providing for democracy and fundamental rights within
the limits of Islam), the 1954 constitutional compromise on Islamic judicial review torpedoed by
executive dissolution of the assembly, and the recognition in principle of the ideal for Islamizing
laws in the form of the “repugnancy clause” (which left initiative to parliament and was not
enforceable through courts) in all three of the country’s constitutions (1956, 1962, and 1973).
While Stepan sees the proposal by the Muslim Brothers as anti-democratic because it
would restrict the authority of parliament, implying that the Indonesian Islamist parties are more
democratic because of their decision to give up the demand for shari’a-based laws altogether, in my
view, the case of Pakistan shows that if an Islamist movement views the enforcement of shari’a, as
understood through the Islamic legal tradition (fiqh), as a religious obligation, not a choice (as
modernist-dominated contexts might), then they can still pursue this demand within a democratic
framework and the mechanism of Islamic judicial review can actually help achieve a “moral
accommodation” between Islam and liberalism in a democracy by allowing for “authentic
deliberation,” i.e. the exchange of reciprocal reasons with civility and respect.
My study of Pakistan, where the leading Islamist party and religious institutions ascribe to
orthodox Islam, viewing shari’a as a core feature of Islam, and understanding it through texts of
fiqh—which modernists like Akyol and several 19th century modernists before him (like Chiragh Ali
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in India) dismiss as “medieval” scholarship colored by Arab customs that is no longer applicable or
binding for contemporary Muslims—shows that even groups who demand shari’a-based laws,
leaving aside the question of whether the idea of a modern shari’a-based state is a contradiction in
terms (as Hallaq argues in The Impossible State), even if they believe this and are unrelenting in their
struggle for it, then this does not mean that they are “immoderate” or “anti-democratic.” Indeed, it
is extremely dangerous to assume that modernist Muslims who favor assimilation to western values,
over obedience to religious obligations expressed in medieval fiqh texts (such as veiling,
punishments for apostasy, zina, gender-differentiated rights and duties in some laws), are the only
kind of “moderate” or “democratic” Muslim group, a conflation that is frequent and difficult for
anyone except specialist scholars of Islamic law to spot.
Recently, Veli Nasr, who has written books on Mawdudi and the JI, and is active in
American policy circles, has repeated this by drawing a distinction between Pakisan’s center-right
Muslim League, which he regards as symbolic of “Muslim democracy,” and the Islamist JI, which
wants a shari’a-based Islamic state, suggesting that a diffuse Islamic populism is “better” model for
the co-existence of Islam and democracy than a principled commitment to shari’a. 50 This analysis
omits the fact the Muslim League led by Nawaz Sharif, which Nasr extols as “moderate” for
relinquishing the Islamist demand for a shari’a-based state, passed the Shari’at Bill in 1998, a
constitutional amendment that declared shari’at as the supreme law, giving the federal government
(i.e. the Prime Minister) the sole authority to interpret shari’a. This amendment was opposed by the
Islamist JI and ‘ulama parties because they wanted the judiciary, not the executive to interpret shari’a
and felt that the Prime Minister was fooling the people to establish a religious dictatorship. Sharif
subsequently intimidated his opponents by summoning the street power of militant Islamic groups,
by allowing death threats to Senators critical of the amendment, and by repressing the print media
50
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(TV was controlled by the state until 2002). He was only stopped in his tracks because of the
Musharraf-led military coup in 1999. Since the 1950s, the JI has called for shari’a-based laws but also
for a division of powers, democracy, an independent judiciary, and the reversal of predatory colonial
laws of preventive detention (though it did collaborate with General Zia in the 1980s to achieve
Islamization of laws, as liberals did with Ayub Khan in the 1960s and Musharraf in the 2000s).
Unlike the Muslim League, which is dominated by the rural landholding and business elites, which
have been part of the political establishment that has maintained predatory colonial laws, which
supports conservative Islamic populist impulses but without an established theoretical tradition or
democratic decision-making in the party, the middle-class dominated Islamist JI has a welldeveloped body of theory about why shari’a-based laws were necessary, a record of how leaders like
Mawdudi adapted this demand to fit the constitutional framework that Pakistan inherited from the
Westminster model of democracy, 51 and an institutionalized party structure, requiring turnover in
leadership and consensus-based decision-making. It is a huge mistake to think that the ML is
“moderate” because it does not demand shari’a because it has been responsible for the excesses of
the 1998 Shari’at Bill, trampling over the independent judiciary, media, and liberal critics in the
process, and the JI, despite its demand for shari’a-based laws, has been the one to criticize the ML
when it veered from democratic norms in the name of enforcing shari’a. 52
The case of Pakistan shows that orthodox Muslim groups, whether Islamist or ‘ulama-led,
can participate in democracy, and indeed develop a strong commitment to it, conditional on the
accommodation of their moral demand for shari’a and of their form of moral argumentation within
51 See Seyyed Abul A’la Mawdudi, “Comments on 1956 Constitution,” Appendix IV in The Islamic Law and Constitution,
translated and Edited by Khurshid Ahmad (Lahore: Islamic Publications, 1960). First Edition in 1955, published while
Mawdudi was in prison, p. 384.
52 For opposition of JUI-F, main electoral party of ‘ulama, see Mawlana Sheerani’s comments in The National Assembly of
Pakistan Debates, Official Report, Thursday, the 17th Sep., 1998 (Volume IV: No. 15), p. 1552. For JI opposition see
Mawlana Gauhar Khan, “Nifaz-e-Shariat aur 15 tarmeemi bill: Jamaat-e-Islami haqeeqi iqdam tak tehreek jari rakhay
gee,” (“The Enforcement of Shari’at and the 15th Amendment Bill: Jamaat-e-Islami will continue its movement until the
real enforcement of Shari’at”), Weekly Asia, 8th October 1998, p. 8.
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the constitutional democratic framework. That is, even in “tough” cases, it is possible for Islamism
and liberalism to co-exist in a constitutional democracy, without one ideology dominating and
excluding the other. So Pakistan, rather than Indonesia, can give us important insights about the
challenge and possibility of accommodating groups that are unrelenting in their demand for a
shari’a-based Islamic state within a democratic framework where the rights of liberal groups are also
protected. It is perhaps a “tougher” case than Egypt because of the military’s role in organizing the
Afghan mujahideen against Soviet forces, using madrassas as recruiting bases, and the ‘ulama and
Islamist parties as allies. Since the late 1980s, mainstream ‘ulama and Islamist parties pursuing their
demands within the constitutional framework have been accompanied by Islamic militant groups
calling for an overthrow of the constitutional order and the enforcement of shari’a by force. In this
situation, electoral religious parties were able to isolate militant groups precisely because of the
institution of Islamic judicial review, a court methodology that required judges to reason within fiqh
when interpreting Islamic laws, and the constitutional right to pass shari’a-based laws through the
democratic process (e.g. debate in 2014 sparked by Mawlana Abdul Aziz, a cleric who justified
armed rebellion against the Pakistani state for the enforcement of shari’a). Entrusting this
interpretation to the judiciary allowed it to use shari’a-based principles as a check on the executive
and legislature, and to accommodate the demands of the Islamist movement. While the judiciary had
the authority to strike down laws as un-Islamic, parliament had the authority to frame the
replacement law within a 60 day time frame. In practice, democracy had not been consolidated in
the 1990s – there was no peaceful transfer of power from one elected govt. that had completed its
term to another – so in some cases rulers used Presidential Ordinances to pass the replacement laws
as in the case of the Qisas and Diyat law which was renewed as a Presidential Ordinance a staggering
number of times before the PML presented it before a parliament in which it had a 2/3 majority,
rather than subjecting it to a debate between liberals and conservatives in parliament. Despite all the
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flaws in this process and the immense room for improvement, in the context of “tough” cases like
Pakistan, the mechanism of Islamic judicial review did not undermine democracy but strengthened it
by increasing the commitment of the Islamist movement to both the democratic process and to an
independent judiciary. It just so happened that it was fiqh-based reasoning, rather than modernist
Islam, that was accepted as the interpretive methodology of courts but that is because of the
particular social terrain of Pakistan, where modernists are not organized in society and have no
grassroots penetration, and traditional Islamic institutions, where fiqh is transmitted, dominate sites
of worship and training of clergy (with the exception of rural sufi shrines, with which the Barelvi
‘ulama, who also follow fiqh but with a different interpretation on a restricted set of questions), and
where the leading Islamist party, the JI, has formed an alliance with the ‘ulama on the question of a
shari’a-based Islamic state, moderating its criticism of the narrowness of ‘ulama discourse and in
turn influencing the ‘ulama to adopt many of its key ideas about a modern Islamic state.
In the last decade, scholarship examining the relationship between Islamism, liberalism,
and democracy emerged not only in comparative politics but also in political theory and legal
studies, with the significant difference that theorists have paid sustained, serious attention to the
challenges posed by accommodating moral argumentation based in “medieval” fiqh texts, which
modernist Muslims regard as non-binding but orthodox Muslims in the Islamist movements in
Pakistan and Egypt regard as a religious obligation. Andrew March has analyzed the fiqh literature,
using Rawls’ concepts from Political Liberalism, to examine whether an “overlapping consensus” is
possible between the Islamic legal tradition (fiqh) and a liberal political conception. His work is a
major theoretical contribution that can inform the work of comparativists studying shari’a and
liberalism in the political process, and his book ends with the suggestion to conduct empirical
studies to see whether a co-existence is, in fact, possible. Recently, Lucas Swaine, has built on the
tradition of “liberalism as modus vivendi” that John Gray advocates in The Two Faces of Liberalism,
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and on the work of theorists of “deliberative democracy” like Guttman and Thompson, to argue
that liberals, to be true to the principle of non-coercion of liberalism, must formulate arguments in
favor of liberal political institutions that theocrats, groups who believe that the enforcement of
religious law is obligatory, can accept from the perspective of their moral framework. Gray had
disagreed with Rawls on the point that an ideal liberal regime, with a catalogue of rights, could be
posited that was “free-standing” from comprehensive notions of the good. Like other critics of
Rawls (sometimes labeled “communitarians”), such as Sandel, MacIntyre, and Taylor, Gray believed
that the “right” could not be determined independent of the “good,” or in other words, that the
proper way to understand political life is not to think of individuals freely debating and choosing
values as they would groceries but as a settlement between different ways of life (MacIntyre refers to
traditions), in which individuals are embedded and with reference to which they reason. This
tradition of moral and political theory has been attentive to challenges posed by formulations of
liberalism premised on individualism and secularism to accommodating individuals belonging to
religious traditions or ways of life, in a way that the latter’s moral commitments are not denigrated or
compromised in the process. Indeed, this group of thinkers is critical of classical liberal theory for its
“silence” or “weakness” on questions of community and regard moral and religious traditions as a
resource for a democratic polity, with theories of social relationships and reciprocal rights and
duties.
By connecting these two traditions, Swaine examines the recent conflict between liberals
and theocrats, including Islamist groups demanding shari’a. He argues that from the standpoint of
liberalism, liberals must persuade theocrats of why they should accept liberal political institutions
rather than just assuming that the need for liberalism as an established and unquestionable premise.
Swaine believes that this would entail giving liberals reasons internal to their moral frameworks
during lawmaking (which he argues did not happen in the US Supreme Court’s ban on polygamy
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among Mormons, where the court gave a secular reason to justify why a religious group was barred
from a practice that it regarded as a divine injunction) and in some conditions, allowing them
territorial or legal autonomy within liberal states where they constitute a minority.
Another recent book by Nader Hashemi is a part empirical, part theoretical attempt to
develop a democratic theory for Muslim societies. He argues that forms of religious politics and
liberal-democratic development are compatible, though to arrive at this conclusion he draws on the
examples of Islamist parties in Tunisia and Indonsia that have not been as adamant about their
demand for a shari’a-based Islamic state, and labels the case of Islamist parties in Egypt as “more
complex.” He regards the consolidation of liberal democracy in Muslim societies as dependent on
“the ability of religious-oriented political actors to develop and indigenize a form of political
secularism that approximates what Alfred Stepan has called the “Twin Toleration.” He admits that
the Turkish experience with secularism and democracy, rooted in a different experience of
modernization in the 20th century, is “qualitatively unique and distinct from that of the Arab world,
where the word secularism is a conversation stopper.” Hashemi agrees with Stepan that historically
the development of liberal democracy in the West (especially in the Anglo-American tradition)
entailed democratic negotiation and bargaining over normative role of religion in government, that
democratization and liberalization requires a “reinterpretation of religious ideas with respect to the
moral basis of legitimate political authority and individual rights” and that by engaging in this
reinterpretation, “religious groups can play an important role in the development and consolidation
of liberal democracy.” He argues that in “developing societies” where religion is a key marker of
identity, “in order for religious groups to reconcile themselves with secularism, a religious-based
theory of secularism is required,” and he emphasizes that liberal democracy can allow for different
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models of secularism. Like Swaine, he criticizes the “uncritical affirmation” of liberal democracy
because it “leaves unanalyzed the whole meaning of democracy and its possible variants.” 53
But I depart from Hashemi because the empirical evidence he examines from Muslimmajority countries to conclude that “an indigenous theory or understanding of Muslim secularism
can contribute to the development of liberal democracy” are the cases of Indonesia and Turkey. In
his analysis, he attributes “gains for democracy” in these countries with the “emergence of
indigenous theory of Muslim secularism” through the following process:
Muslim intellectuals and political parties from Indonesia and Turkey, with strong
connections to civil society, have managed to reconcile their political theologies with the
concept of a separation of religion and state. An important reformation of Islamic political
thought has occurred that is profoundly significant for the democratization of Muslim
societies. 54

Contrary to Indonesia and Turkey, I study and live in a country where as Sohrabi points out,
secularism is not only a “conversation stopper,” but where modernist movements arguing for the
non-binding nature of shari’a have no civil society organization in contrast to Islamist groups
demanding shari’a, who have a vast grassroots network. Therefore, I have to base my argument on
empirical evidence from Pakistan, which is closer to the case of Egypt. Hashemi regards Egypt as a
“complex” case and does not address it in the formulation of his argument, except to imply that any
Islamist group that refuses to formulate a theory of secularism would not contribute to democracy.
Due to this, I lean closer to Swaine’s argument for a “liberalism of conscience,” because
even Islamists or ‘ulama parties who demand shari’a-based laws do not seek to impose the
interpretation of one Muslim sect on another or Muslim personal laws on non-Muslim citizens.
They have doctrines of toleration that recognize the right to abide by the doctrinal interpretation of
your particular legal school (in fiqh) or your sect (Sunni or Shia, with the sub-divisions of Deobandi,
Barelvi, Ahl-e-Hadith among Sunnis) or your religion (non-Muslim). In the 2005 judgment on the
Nader Hashemi, Islam, Secularism, and Liberal Democracy: Toward a Democratic Theory for Muslim Societies (New York: Oxford
University Press, 2009), pp. 2-3 and 21.
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Hasba Bill (3rd case study), the Pakistani Supreme Court used these injunctions of toleration and
non-interference and non-coercion of other sects, found in the scholarship of senior orthodox
‘ulama, and a long practice of British Indian colonial courts where each group was allowed to retain
its own laws, to declare Islamist laws that would entail mandatory religious observance as an
encroachment of both Islamic precepts of non-coercion in religious practice and constitutionallyguaranteed freedom of religion. But it did not deny the right of Islamist parties to pass shari’a-based
laws; it merely struck down the sections that posed this threat and advised the party to re-draft the
law, which it did. In this work, I have a practical focus on how this conflict unfolded in Pakistan,
through the Islamist and modernist configuration in society, and the ideas of Islamist parties in this
context. I am not at all exploring the possibility for an indigenous theory of Muslim secularism,
because as Hashemi has pointed out secularism is a “conversation stopper” and I do not find any
exploration of it as a possibility in the literature of either Islamists, or ‘ulama, or state officials. It
only exists in contemporary NGO discourse but these groups are funded by western foundations,
are not subject to elections by grassroots constituencies, and not participants in the electoral process.
In the last decade, Waell Hallaq has comprehensively analyzed the evolution of shari’a and
has explained how it was restructured through 19th century modernizing reforms. I agree with
Hallaq’s argument in The Impossible State that a modern Islamic state is a contradiction-in-terms if
judged by the ability of modern state institutions to recreate the institutional milieu in which premodern shari’a had hegemony of education and courts, and was flexible, variegated, socially
responsive, and autonomous from the state. 55 His analysis is an immense contribution to liberalIslamist debates because it shows Islamists the dangers of enforcing shari’a through the modern
state (which many have, in fact, realized through the effects of Zia-era laws like the Hudood) for
reasons that do not denigrate the ideal of shari’a but based on a comparison of the institutions of
Wael B. Hallaq, The Impossible State: Islam, Politics, and Modernity’s Moral Predicament (New York: Columbia University
Press, 2013).
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pre-colonial empires versus the modern state implanted in the 19th century. Hallaq argues that the
need for hierarchy, consistency, sovereignty, and rational codes, reduces the dynamism of shari’a in
its state expressions and made it an instrument of state domination rather than a restraint on the
state. I believe that both Islamists and liberals can learn from his argument. Islamists can learn by
recognizing that shari’a has the potential to be a source of rights abuse rather than protection, when
it is dropped into the mold of a modern state, and modern institutions must be re-thought to figure
out to capture how shari’a actually functioned in pre-modern Muslim societies. Liberals can learn by
recognizing that it was not shari’a itself that became “stagnant,” but the form in which it was
enforced by the British Indian colonial state, and that the effects that they see in their society
resulting from state laws ostensibly based in shari’a are due to the structure of the modern state, the
mismatch between how shari’a ought to function and had functioned in the past, and the choices of
contemporary rulers regarding how to implement it in a modern post-colonial state. If Hallaq’s
analysis about the link between shari’a and the modern state finds its way into contemporary
political debates, if it is adopted by Islamist and liberal parties, then it can certainly make their
debates more productive by taking the edge off the orthodox-modernist conflict over whether
shari’a is an eternal law, capable of addressing the needs of society in different time periods, or
whether fiqh became “stagnant,” and is non-binding for contemporary Muslims because it was
imbued with Arab customs of the medieval period, and has to be “re-structured” and potentially cast
off. Hallaq is not questioning the value of fiqh; he is simply saying that the institutional matrix in
which fiqh lived and thrived, was destroyed by the modernization processes of the 19th and 20th
centuries and there is no way to re-create that earlier period, and therefore to realize the ideal of
shari’a, making the term an “Islamic state” a contradiction in terms because the modern “state” is
incompatible with “shari’a” as it existed historically.
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While I agree with Hallaq on the above points, I disagree with his conclusion that the
impossibility of realizing the ideal of shari’a in a modern state de-legitimizes or rubbishes the claim of
contemporary Islamist movements for a shari’a-based Islamic state. For instance, Bernard Manin has
argued that the process of an election is intrinsically unequal, making it impossible for modern
representative democracy to attain the form developed in ancient Greece, which was based on
election by lot. But that does not prevent us from aspiring to the ideal of democracy. 56 We recognize
that the ideal is unattainable. The scholars who formulated the fiqh tradition also premised their
efforts on the realization that the ideal of shari’a was unattainable; they regarded fiqh as an imperfect
human understanding of the ideal, but authoritative because it was the best approximation to the
ideal that the community of scholars could manage given the constraints of human understanding.
My concern with Hallaq’s argument is first that Islamist groups might find it unpersuasive because if
they believe that the duty to enforce shari’a in a Muslim community is a religious obligation then
they might argue that they are required to attempt to achieve this, and that it is their intention, rather
than the assurance of a perfect outcome, on which they will be judged by God on the Day of
Judgment. So they might argue that the impossibility of realizing the ideal of shari’a in a modern
state does not absolve them of the duty to continue their struggle in politics. Such arguments have
been made by rulers in Pakistan that the state apparatus is not ready for shari’a enforcement but the
Islamist rejoinder was that this cannot be used as an excuse because it will never be ready and
instead of calling for repeal, liberals should focus on reforming the judiciary and police system. 57
And my second qualm is that it will add to the mounting studies of Indonesia and Turkey
that have established an association between modernist Islam, which regards shari’a as formulated in
See Bernard Manin, The Principles of Representative Government (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1997). He argues
about the incompatibility between elections, which have an intrinsic inequality, and the ideal of democracy that
originated in Greece, which was based on selection by lot.
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57 See Mawlana Taqi Usmani’s articles in Al-Balagh (1978) to see how General Zia was reluctant and how the ‘ulama
pressured him because shari’a was a moral obligation that could not be delayed.
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fiqh as a non-binding obligation, and “moderation” and “democracy.” The problem is that the
Islamist groups and ‘ulama parties in Pakistan that believe in the sovereignty of shari’a, in principle
(though they have agreed to enforce it through mechanisms that create a co-existence between
liberal and shari’a-based principles), are “orthodox” Muslims who consider themselves bound by
shari’a injunctions regarding family relationships, gender segregation, veiling, proscriptions on music,
dance and alcohol, apostasy, blasphemy, etc. They are conservative Muslims whose demands on the
public sphere will continue, and most likely be formulated in terms of shari’a. If the inference we
draw from Hallaq’s book is that Islamist parties demanding shari’a-based laws are striving after an
impossible, futile, and harmful goal then we will not pay attention to the demands of these orthodox
Muslims, who are similar to conservative groups in the US that struggle to restrain liberals on the
issues of abortion, gay marriage, pornography, etc. due to ethical principles rooted in religious
traditions.
Apart from the volume edited by Otto, which compares the role of shari’a in the national
legal systems of 12 Muslim-majority countries, Hefner has also edited two volumes exploring the
common patterns of politics in Muslim societies. In the 1998 volume, he described two strands in
Islamist thought: a totalitarian and absolutist strand, represented in the work of Mawdudi (the
founder of the Pakistani JI) and Sayyid Qutb (a leader of the Egyptian MB), and a civil pluralist
strand, represented in the arguments of modernist scholars like Soroush. While he is correct to
brand the ideas in these two sets of texts as totalitarian or pluralist respectively, the fact is that
Mawdudi, in the process of constitutional negotiations, had developed a pragmatic response of how
to accommodate the demand for shari’a sovereignty within a Westminster-modeled parliamentary
system (the mechanism of Islamic judicial review) that has guided the electoral politics of the JI since
the 1950s. It is more useful to study the praxis-oriented theory that Mawdudi wrote during political
struggle, rather than his early text on a utopian Islamic state. The problem with creating categories of
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a totalitarian vs. civil pluralist Islam is that many orthodox Muslims and ‘ulama are affiliated with
Islamist parties like the JI or MB in Egypt, whose early leaders wrote these ideal tracts with
absolutist implications, and the thinkers who articulate the vision of a “civil pluralist” Islam are often
modernist (arguing that shari’a is non-binding or can be re-structured to fit modern needs). This can
lead observers, once again, to think that modernist-equals-good-guys and orthodox-equals-bad-guys.
Hashemi has argued against a secular-equals-good-guys category, but in his model cases of Turkey
and Indonesia, the central Islamist parties had given up their demand for a shari’a-based state, which
lends support to the emergent categories of modernists-equal-democrats and Islamists-demandingshari’a-equal-anti-democrats.
In the past two decades, although scholars have deconstructed feminist and human rights
discourse from the lens of post-colonialism, class, and religion, this academic debate has not
substantially altered the way in which transnational human and women’s rights NGOs and their
counterparts in Muslim-majority countries, such as Pakistan, articulate their demands for women
and human rights vis a vis the shari’a-based arguments of Islamists. Like Leila Ahmad has observed
for Egypt 58, the feminist movement in Pakistan has been dominated by urban, western-educated,
upper-middle class women, who have viewed the Islamic tradition as an impediment to women’s
rights, echoing colonial discourse on the need to “civilize” Muslim countries by “reforming”
religious traditions—perhaps inadvertently. In the first thirty years after independence, these women
were organized in voluntary associations and from the late 1980s, they have led a dozen or so rights
advocacy NGOs, which are funded by bilateral aid from western countries and dominate public
debates on shari’a-based laws and women and human rights. Before the 1980s, their associations had
a narrow class base, and the rise of the western-funded NGO model increased their financial
resources, but did not broaden their class base. Despite being a numerical minority, these rights
See Leila Ahmad, Women and Gender in Islam: Historical Roots of a Modern Debate (New Haven and London: Yale
University Press, 1992).
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activists have exerted a disproportionate influence on shari’a debates through political institutions.
Inside the state, they are represented in the Women’s Status Commissions (WSC), patterned
on the UN WSC, whose primary task is to evaluate laws, including religious ones, from the
perspective of women’s rights. These institutions deployed secular argumentation to evaluate
religious laws for their impact on women and human rights. They talk with other transnational rights
activists in the UN community but they talk at domestic conservatives. The moral argument is
formulated by an international community and then applied by activists in their native countries to
evaluate their indigenous moral traditions. Since these activists have to report progress to an
international, rather than domestic community, their discourse fluctuates with changes in UN
forums, not changes in the domestic political system.
Now this would not be a problem in itself (what liberal would object to organizations that
spread liberal ideas?) were it not for the fact that as a developing country, Pakistan, like other
Muslim-majority countries, is frequently pressured by western governments to sign UN conventions
on human and women’s rights, tempting rulers to bypass “authentic deliberation” with conservative
religious groups and push through liberalizing measures through executive decrees or a majority
vote. 59 The reason this kind of liberalization is a problem is that the changes exist on paper – in
formal law or international treaties – but without a preceding social struggle and debate, the ideas
have no foothold in society, no grassroots actors and networks who can advocate for them and
explain why they are compatible with prevailing religious and cultural norms. It is a liberalismwithout-roots, which is perceived as coercive by domestic conservatives because it was imposed on
them by state rulers, without the process of reciprocal reasoning, and it was in turn imposed on the
state rulers, who are generalists without sufficient ideological tools to even explain why conflicts

59 For instance, in the recent past, the Pakistani government made a deal to not enforce death penalty, in exchange for
better terms of trade with the European Union.
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between the rights provisions of UN treaties and the Islamic tradition arise and how they can be
addressed. 60
In contrast to this situation, in the United States, transnational rights advocacy NGOs are
important but not decisive actors during lawmaking on morally controversial issues such as abortion
or gay marriage and courts do not recognize international conventions or law. At any given time, the
formulation of rights by the judiciary and legislature reflects the balance of power of those forces in
society. For instance, despite all the advances in women’s rights, the US was unable to pass a
constitutional amendment declaring gender equality because of conservative opposition and has not
signed CEDAW to this day. Similarly, there were demands to legalize gay marriage in 1970 but the
courts did not act for thirty years, until there had been significant changes in public opinion and
social practices to this effect. And despite the fact that European countries have banned the death
penalty, US courts refuse to recognize international treaties, and defend the right of legislative
majorities in states to preserve the death penalty.
Therefore, there is a disconnect between debates on feminism and human rights occurring
within the academy, where these ideas are historicized and deconstructed from a post-colonial and
class perspective, and their bureaucratic embodiment in UN forums, through which they are spread
to the Women’s Status Commissions (WSC) and western-funded rights advocacy NGOs of member
states. 61 The central thrust of historical and theoretical de-constructions of universal women and
human rights discourse was to show that it masks inequalities of power between states (colonialism)
and classes (within colonies), which influenced how this discourse was received and understood in
different contexts.

Chatterjee uses this term to describe 19th century intellectual movements in colonial India in Partha Chatterjee,
Nationalist Thought And The Colonial World: A Derivative Discourse (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993).
61 For a history of human rights see Roger Normand and Sarah Zaidi, Human Rights at the UN: The Political History of
Universal Justice (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 2008).
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Within political science, anthropology, history, and feminist theory, scholars have studied
how class dynamics influence the construction of meaning. 62 Macleod explored what the “new veil”
meant for lower-middle class women in Cairo. Mohanty investigated what divisions between women
in the first and third world, in the professional and working class, implied for feminist theory. Leila
Ahmad showed how in the 19th century, British colonists used the treatment of women in Muslim
societies—a subset of the broader narrative of a “civilizing mission”— to justify continued political
subjection and occupation of Muslim lands, even while they suppressed women’s rights movements
in England. She traced where the “taint” attached to feminism in mainstream public opinion in
Muslim societies came from, i.e. its symbiotic relationship with colonialism. Similarly, in the Politics of
Piety, Saba Mahmood has de-constructed the concept “agency,” as it is used in mainstream feminist
theory, from the perspective of devout Muslim women in Cairo, who choose a conservative lifestyle
and veiling.
Similarly, the human rights lawyer and scholar, Makau Mutua, has criticized the rhetoric of
human rights NGOs, which he argues can be understood through the savage-victim-savior
metaphor that was used to justify colonial conquest and occupation. 63 One of the central
recommendations of The Task Force on Religion and the Making of U.S. Foreign Policy, chaired by
Appleby and Cizik, was for the U.S. to work with multilateral organizations—the U.N, U.N.
agencies, the World Bank, the G-20 and G-8—to “expand and deepen their engagement with
religious actors” because they “suffer from similar blinders where religion is concerned.” The Report

62 For a deconstruction of feminist discourse through a post-colonial and class perspective, see Chandra Talpade
Mohanty, “Under Western Eyes: Feminist Scholarship and Colonial Discourses,” in Third World Women and The Politics of
Feminism, Eds. Chandra Talpade Mohanty, Ann Russo, and Lourdes Torres (Bloomington and Indianapolis: Indiana
University Press 1991), pp. 52-80; Arlene Elowe Macleod, Accommodating Protest: Working Women, the New Veiling, and
Change in Cairo (New York: Columbia University Press 1991) and Saba Mahmood, “Feminism, Democracy, and Empire:
Islam and the War on Terror,” in Gendering Religion and Politics: Untangling Modernities, Eds. Hanna Herzog and Ann Braude
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan 2009).
63 Mutua, Makau, “Savages, Victims, and Saviors: The Metaphor of Human Rights,” Harvard International Law Journal,
Vol. 42, No. 1, Winter 2001, pp. 201-245.
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suggested that the U.S. “urge global institutions to take religious institutions and actors more
explicitly into account.” 64
I have given a brief overview of the above literature to show that these studies have
substantially re-shaped and left a mark on subsequent scholarship in these academic fields – but
have not made a dent on the discourse of rights activists in the UN community, who are leading the
struggle-for-ideas on the ground. This is an important point because frequently scholars and
journalists writing on contemporary Islamist movements draw conclusions about their stance
towards “liberalism” or “feminism” based on their statements. But Islamist activists are reacting to
the arguments and practice of the liberal/feminist activists in their particular context, who happen to
be upper-middle class westernized Muslims who dominated the colonial bureaucracy and used their
influence on the civil-military bureaucracy to effect top-down liberalization in the first 30 years of
the country’s history, and then continued their struggle inside western-funded NGOs from the late
1980s and early 1990s, this time by lobbying the international community to effect the same topdown liberalization. The state of the debate in liberalism and feminism has come round to
accommodating and responding to objections by Islamists, or adherents of other moral traditions
that pre-date the UN regime of universal rights. Our problem is not theory. It is the disconnect
between theory and policy feminism and human rights, how the latter is seen as a self-evident code
by western donors that can be stamped onto member states, regardless of the objections of their
conservatives—and not as a historically constructed discourse imbued with colonial and class
conflicts.
For instance, an edited volume by Bayes and Tohidi on the subject of women’s rights and

64 Engaging Religious Communities Abroad: A New Imperative for U.S. Foreign Policy, REPORT OF THE TASK
FORCE ON RELIGION AND THE MAKING OF U.S. FOREIGN POLICY, Cochairs R. Scott Appleby and
Richard Cizik and Project Director, Thomas Wright, Sponsored by The Chicago Council on Global Affairs, 2010. Task
Force included Jose Casanova, p. 13.
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religious law included an essay by an Egyptian writer explaining the perspective of Islamist groups,
who felt excluded and marginalized in the UN convention on women, in favor of western-funded
NGOs, and another by an Iranian writer explaining strategies used by Islamist women legislators in
Iran, for liberalizing divorce law for reasons internal to the Islamic legal tradition. 65 Another volume,
published by a collective of women legal scholars at Brandeis, featured case studies exploring the
middle ground between secular rights-based and religious arguments and creative ways adopted to
accommodate the two in different contexts, including Israel. 66 Yet in practice, on the ground, the
literature produced by western-funded rights advocacy NGOs in Pakistan, which promote UN
conventions and rights discourse, and whose leaders staff the state’s WSC, has not accommodated
the perspectives of Islamist women, or acknowledged and responded to religion-based arguments.
Rather than acknowledging and responding to religion-based arguments, since 2001, rights
campaigners have often couched their pre-existing secular arguments in the prevailing rhetoric of the
“war on terror.” Saba Mahmood has described this phenomenon in her analysis of how memoirs
written by Muslim women, which were critical of Islam and Muslim practices, gained popularity in
the west and were used by the western reading public and policymakers as a justification for military
occupation (similar to Ahmad’s exploration of the link between colonial occupation and feminism). 67
Though I disagree with Christina Hoff Sommers’ recent article (an example of feminism-inservice-of-war that Mahmood describes), in an earlier book, Who Stole Feminism?, she exposed an
important theme that feminist researchers, who also work as policy advocates, can use statistics on
women in a way that exaggerates or oversimplifies the issue. Feminists, she argued, are not different
65 Bayes, Jane H. and Nayereh Tohidi Ed. Globalization, Gender, and Religion: The Politics of Women’s Rights in Catholic and
Muslim Contexts (New York: Palgrave 2001).

Lisa Fishbayn Joffe, “Theorizing Conflicts between Women’s Rights and Religious Laws,” in Gender, Religion & Family
Law: Theorizing Conflicts between Women’s Rights and Cultural Traditions (Waltham: Brandeis University Press 2013).
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67 Saba Mahmood, “Feminism, Democracy, and Empire: Islam and the War on Terror,” in Hanna Herzog and Ann
Braude Eds., Gendering Religion and Politics: Untangling Modernities (New York: Palgrave Macmillan 2009).
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from other advocacy groups but journalists are not as skeptical of their studies, as they are of those
by the tobacco industry or Rifle Association, for which they routinely check their sources and report
dissenting opinions. 68 To back her argument, Sommers provided several persuasive examples,
including how a statistic of women’s morality from anorexia was misquoted by a feminist scholar
who was then cited by Gloria Steinem and Naomi Wolf in their public speeches, found its way into a
women’s studies textbook and was used to draw alarmist conclusions, before it was caught (the
original figure was under 100 fatalities and the cited figure was 150-200 thousand fatalities, whereas
this larger figure referred to the number of sufferers not deaths). This pattern is at work in the
research on state Islamic laws conducted by Pakistani activists in western-funded rights advocacy
NGOs, which is then publicized in the media and occasionally picked up by peer-reviewed academic
publications. In Chapter 5, I discuss how the claim that Pakistan’s shari’a-based rape laws require 4
witnesses to prove rape was transmitted from feminist researchers in Pakistan, to western feminist
scholars, and to western media outlets – despite being a distortion of the legal facts.

SOURCES AND METHOD
To analyze how rules structuring deliberation cause moral accommodation or alienation, I
have selected three key cases of Islamic lawmaking in Pakistan: the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance
(1955-2000), the Hudood Ordinance (1976-2006), and the Hasba Bill (1992-2007). I compare how
the moral conflict between liberals and Islamists over these laws was processed through the judiciary
versus the executive-dominated legislature, how the same conflict between the same actors, took on
a different complexion and led to a different outcome because of the different rules structuring
deliberation. In the judiciary, there was a major shift in rules related to shari’a-based laws between
68 Christina Hoff Sommers, Who Stole Feminism? How Women Have Betrayed Women (New York: Simon and Schuster 1994).
Her recent article is Christina Hoff Sommers, “The Subjection of Islamic Women And the fecklessness of American
feminism,” Weekly Standard, May 21, 2007, Vol. 12, No. 34.
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1978 and 1985, when mechanisms for Islamic judicial review were instituted through shari’at courts
and benches (and later the incorporation of Article 2-A in the constitution), in which a minority of
‘ulama judges were inducted, requiring common law judges to engage with their fiqh-based
arguments, and institutionalizing a commitment to “internal reasoning” through case precedents and
the legal methodology of the court.
I approach this problem by honing in on specific moments of interaction between liberals
and Islamists in the judicial and political spheres, to convey the substance of their moral
argumentation and positions, and contextualize these episodes within the political process, traced
through a comprehensive review of newspapers (with the exception of the MFLO study, which I
explain below). This approach is a significant departure from the existing literature on this question
for two reasons.
First, most studies that trace the political process analyze the extent to which Islamists are
liberal or democratic, or the extent to which shari’a-based laws are in compliance with gender
equality and individual rights. They do not examine how liberals justify their positions to Islamists or
subject liberal argumentation to the same critical scrutiny as they do Islamist argumentation. In the
last decade, scholars of religion like Muhammad Qasim Zaman have produced in-depth analyses of
contemporary ‘ulama thought, the political theorist Andrew March has investigated the potential for
an “overlapping consensus” between fiqh and liberal citizenship, through an analysis of medieval
fiqh texts, and recently, Lucas Swaine has bridged this question to debates on deliberative
democracy, arguing that liberalism, to be true to its principles, must offer theocrats reasons for
accepting liberal institutions that they can accept from the perspective of their own moral
frameworks. But the central thrust of these developments in the intellectual history of religion and
political theory – that “reciprocal reasoning” is both practically necessary to convince adherents of a
rival moral framework and is a moral obligation of liberalism itself – has not been incorporated into
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the frameworks through which Islamist movements are studied in mainstream political science. This
can be seen through the simple fact that Islamist argumentation is not shown in interaction with
liberal argumentation, to gauge both according to the ideal of deliberative democracy that
democratic legitimacy is located in the process of “authentic deliberation” rather than in the
mechanism of the majority vote.
Second, I have incorporated Urdu-language texts written by the ‘ulama and Islamists so we
can hear them in their own words, unmediated by their representation in the English print media in
Pakistan, which is dominated by upper-middle class liberals, or in mainstream social science
scholarship, which is dominated by liberal paradigms. 69 This is necessary because the ‘ulama and
most Islamists write, think, and live in a predominantly vernacular-speaking world. Much of the
history of Islamic lawmaking in Pakistan is contested between liberals and Islamists. In my method,
I depart from other studies on this topic because in paying close attention to the “view from the
periphery” – expressed in Islamist publications and madrassa journals – I am able to identify political
events or decisions whose meanings are deeply contested but have hitherto been reported as “facts”
in historical backgrounds of this topic in mainstream English-language scholarship. Since my goal is
to understand the differences in liberal and Islamist representations of the political history of the
role of Islam in the state and how these divergent narratives pose a challenge for deliberation on
shari’a-based laws in a democratic context, I do not take sides on the meaning of a political event,
whether it implied that the state should or should not be based on shari’a. I try to stand back and
show how the actors re-construct their past differently and how this feeds into their selfunderstanding of their political actions today.

69 Brinkley notes this as a problem for American historiography: most scholars have little sympathy for conservative
opinions and this problem is further compounded by the lack of paradigms in mainstream social science to represent the
conservative experience. See Alan Brinkley, “The Problem of American Conservatism,” in Liberalism and Its Discontents
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998).
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Third, I depart from the tendency in media, policy, and even social scientific accounts of
Islamists to study and analyze texts deemed “canonical” (Mawdudi’s Islamic State, Qutb’s Milestones)
without situating them in the larger body of work written by these authors, especially what they
wrote during their political struggle. I incorporate writings produced during political struggle and
interaction with liberals to show the changes in Islamist thought, as activists redefined their moral
demands in light of what they believed to be negotiable vs. non-negotiable points. Also, rather than
focusing on just one famous Islamist or liberal leader, I analyze forms of moral argumentation
shared by communities of activists, both Islamists and liberals.
First, to understand the link between institutional rules and how judges and legislators
reason about and justify their decisions on shari’a-based laws, I have analyzed selected case
judgments from the Supreme Court and Federal Shari’at Court (FSC) and parliamentary debates. In
The Role of Islam in Pakistan’s Legal System, Martin Lau has provided a thorough legal analysis of how
common law judges have incorporated Islamic principles in their interpretation of fundamental
rights based on Supreme Court case judgments. Since I was interested in comparing the interaction
of liberal and Islamist arguments in different institutional spheres, with in-court reasoning
constituting one part among a complex whole, I have only analyzed selected case judgments in this
dissertation to highlight how judges using common law reasoning and ‘ulama using fiqh-based
reasoning deliberated and exchanged reasons, and have followed Lau’s general conclusions about the
role of Islam in Pakistan’s legal system, occasionally drawing on articles from legal journals to
highlight a certain aspect of legal interpretation. Similarly, I have analyzed key parliamentary debates
that could illustrate the pattern of deliberation on state Islamic laws and have not traced every
mention of Islam in parliament. This is because my analytical interest is in comparing institutions
over time, a breadth of focus that constrained how deep a coverage I could give to any one type of
source. I was careful about establishing patterns and have only made a generalization about
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parliamentary debates, which have not yet been analyzed in a specialist study, when I saw a recurring
pattern spanning a wide range of time, and about judicial reasoning when it was confirmed by the
findings of Lau, which were based on an exhaustive review and legal analysis of case judgments, or
by other literature produced by Pakistani judges.
Second, I broaden the horizon beyond the moment-of-decision in the judiciary and
parliament, and try to understand the difference in the deliberation within the legal fraternity,
assessed through articles and speeches reported in the annual Pakistan Law Decisions, versus in the
state bodies tasked with advising parliament on how to change laws to make them compatible with
shari’a and to improve women’s status: the Council of Islamic Ideology (CII) and the Commission
on Status of Women (CSW) respectively. On one hand, the PLD journal contains a record of the
legal fraternity grappling with broader questions about the role of shari’a in Muslim society, the
changes wrought by the colonial experience, and the benefits and dangers of re-instituting shari’ainspired laws as a means to de-colonize or “indigenize” the legal system. In the judicial sphere, the
debate is primarily among specialists, whether in the court room or on the pages of the PLD journal,
both the speakers and audience are trained legal professionals.
This is qualitatively different from the relationship between the specialist advisory bodies,
the Council of Islamic Ideology and the Women’s Status Commissions, whose primary audience are
generalist legislators, who in turn deliberate on their proposals and communicate them to the general
public preceding a majority vote. To trace patterns of deliberation in the CII, I have relied on their
annual and topical reports from 1962 onward, which became publicly available in the last decade and
have not yet been incorporated in scholarship on this question. The CII is a President-appointed
body that comprises ‘ulama of different schools of thought, lawyers, retired judges, and usually one
female religious scholar. It is tasked with advising parliament on Islamic legal interpretation.
Whenever a military ruler with modernist sympathies has been at the helm (Ayub in the 1960s,
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Musharraf in the 2000s), the CII has been dominated by modernist scholars or ‘ulama with
modernist sympathies, and has been deemed illegitimate by autonomous ‘ulama bodies that
represent the country’s madrassas. In these periods, the reports produced by the CII are in English,
or in both English and Urdu, whereas for the rest of the CII’s history during elected governments
and during General Zia’s rule, the ‘ulama considered authoritative by madrassas dominated the
debates in the body and the language of the reports is exclusively Urdu. In Pakistan, conflicts over
Islamic lawmaking erupt whenever there is a high profile case judgment or protest, and then liberals
become aware of the ‘ulama’s presence. But since 1962, the ‘ulama have been kept busy by the state
inside the CII and though the rules of the institution barred it from going public with its deliberation
until the Musharraf-era, it produced a voluminous literature with proposal after proposal for
introducing fiqh-based laws, without considering their effects on individual rights or women’s rights.
Similarly, the pattern of deliberation among rights activists grappling with the challenge of
shari’a-based laws can be gleaned from the report of the 1955 Muslim Family Laws Commission and
reports of the ad hoc Women’s Status Commissions set up in 1976, 1985 and 1998 to bring
Pakistani laws into compliance with UN conventions on women’s status, regularized into a
permanent body in 2000 by General Musharraf. Just as the CII has only a token woman, typically
conservative, this body of specialists deliberating on the implications of shari’a-based laws on
women’s status and rights, has only contained a token ‘alim if at all (the MFLC 1955 had one,
outnumbered 4:1 by modernist scholars and women). Their arguments for change in shari’a-based
Islamic laws have typically been modernist ones and their reports do not address or respond to
objections voiced by the ‘ulama influential in the country’s madrassas—basically the CII ‘ulama’s
disregard of rights-based arguments, mirror-image-reversed.
By broadening my gaze beyond the moment-of-decision, to long-term patterns in the
deliberation of the legal fraternity, in the judicial sphere, and the Council of Islamic Ideology and the
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Women’s Status Commissions in the political sphere, I am able to compare how individuals
embedded in these different bodies reasoned differently, depending on the rules structuring
deliberation, and how this fed into the “moral accommodation” or “moral alienation” that resulted
from a judicial or parliamentary decision. Since the “ideational input” that these bodies provide to
parliament results from in-group deliberation between the ‘ulama or rights activists, due to their
rules of appointment and deliberation, they are partly responsible for the difficulty that legislators,
who are generalists, have in reconciling the demands of shari’a and women and human rights during
parliamentary deliberation and decision-making.
Third, to understand how liberal and Islamist activists, including the ‘ulama, reason about
shari’a-based laws and how they perceive judicial and political decision-making on shari’a based laws
and how they view their ideological detractors, I have looked at a range of sources, in both Urdu and
English, from social forums independent of the state. To understand the perspective of rights
activists, I have relied on: (1) Op-Ed columns and reports of their seminars and statements in
English-language newspapers (dominated by liberals), (2) Books written by women’s rights activists
on shari’a-based state laws from 1979 onward (English), and (3) Publications of western-funded
rights NGOs which have dominated the women and human rights movement since the late
1980s/early 1990s (in English and Urdu) and (4) secondary sources. To understand the perspective
of Islamists, I have relied on: (1) Books written by Mawdudi and other JI leaders (available in
English translation), particularly pamphlets and publications produced during the course of political
struggle which give a praxis-oriented Islamist approach for co-existing with liberal detractors in a
constitutional democracy (rather than reducing Mawdudi’s thought to his seminal text on an ideal
Islamic state, which has absolutist implications) (2) Selected articles from the JI’s official mouthpiece
Weekly Asia, (3) Reports of their seminars in English newspapers (which show the disparity in what
they say in their official publication, in their own words, and how that is represented in the English
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press consumed by liberals, in the process of being reduced to its essence for a general audience
unfamiliar with shari’a) and (4) secondary sources. Here I would like to emphasize that I did not
attempt to exhaustively analyze JI publications because they have been well-studied before, in
specialist studies by scholars of religion and by the political scientist Veli Nasr, and because I
discovered that since 1951, the JI has consistently allied with the ‘ulama during conflicts over Islamic
lawmaking against liberals and secularists, leading the ‘ulama to adopt the JI’s institutional arguments
about an Islamic state and the JI, in turn, to support the fiqh-based arguments dominant in the
country’s madrassas. Therefore, I felt that since I exhaustively traced articles written by the ‘ulama in
madrassa journals (see below), and their positions were corroborated in key JI texts, it was not
necessary to do an exhaustive tracing of JI literature.
Since in Pakistan, the JI has needed the support of Islamic religious institutions for its
demand for a shari’a-based Islamic state, its leaders have supported the positions of leading
Deobandi ‘ulama, so it was crucial for me to understand how the ‘ulama themselves think and
perceive the political process when it is dealing with Islamic law. I have tried to represent the
‘ulama’s perspective by analyzing articles written in the journals of two of the most influential
Deobandi madrassas. The first journal I chose is Al-Balagh published by the Darul Uloom Karachi,
led by the brothers Mufti Taqi and Rafi Usmani. Their father Mawlana Muhammad Shafi was on the
Board of Taleemat-e-Islami which advised the Constituent Assembly in 1949; Mufti Taqi Usmani
served as a CII member and ‘ulama judge of the Federal shari’at Court and shari’at Appellate Bench
of the Supreme Court in the Zia years and in the 1990s, and is one of the most influential Deobandi
‘ulama in Pakistan. Usmani is also widely respected in international ‘ulama circles. And the second
journal I used is Al-Haqq from the Darul Uloom Haqqania, Akora Khattak led by Mawlana Samiul
Haq, the head of his own faction of the Jamiat-e-Ulema (JUI), the electoral party that represents the
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Deobandi ‘ulama; he has been a Senator several times and was also known as the “Godfather of the
Taliban.”
I was able to access an archive of these journals at the International Islamic University in
Islamabad and analyzed all articles written between 1962 (the earliest date I could find) and 2007
about episodes of Islamic lawmaking in Pakistan or on broader questions such as the compatibility
of Islam and democracy, or the challenge posed by modernism. I decided to not focus exclusively on
the most famous thinkers or on purely theoretical treatments of religious topics but I was interested
in generating a broad sample of religious argumentation by scholars, who identify as members of the
‘ulama in Pakistan, and are writing in the context of a political struggle. This amounted to several
volumes of articles spanning nearly 50 years of Pakistan’s history, so at the heart of this project on
comparative politics, is a labor to incorporate vernacular texts that have been omitted in studies
focusing solely on English-language state documents—finding, closely reading, translating and
incorporating them into mainstream English language scholarship.
Just as I have tested my observations against Lau’s study of the legal system, I have relied on
Muhammad Qasim Zaman’s analysis of ‘ulama thought in South Asia as well as other specialized
studies of the Islamic legal tradition to help me understand the ‘ulama as a community of scholars.
There are thousands of madrassas in Pakistan representing several maslaks – also known as doctrinal
orientations or “sects.” I have chosen to analyze two Deobandi journals because the ‘ulama of this
maslak have had the greatest impact on state Islamic lawmaking in Pakistan and have been the most
ardent advocates for a shari’a-based Islamic state. In this project, I do not highlight the multifarious
doctrinal differences between ‘ulama maslaks because it was more important to go deep into the
moral reasoning of adherents of fiqh, the Islamic legal tradition, and examine their relationship to
liberal argumentation. What is striking about the ‘ulama is that despite the doctrinal differences
between the Deobandis, Barelvis, Ahl-e-Hadith, and Shi’a, they have shown the ability to unite and
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form joint platforms to counter a secular or liberal challenge – whether in the ‘ulama conference of
1951 or of subsequent joint platforms to condemn modernist attempts to change state Islamic laws
or while deliberating inside the CII. Therefore, the ‘ulama agree that reasoning within fiqh is the only
morally valid form of reasoning about Islamic laws not “modernism” and this agreement allows
them to form a joint platform and critique of modernist and liberal argumentation.
Last, to contextualize examples of deliberation within the broader political struggle, I reconstruct political events through process-tracing, relying on English newspapers and secondary
sources, supplemented by the perspective of the ‘ulama and Islamists, found in their publications
listed above. When the meaning of historical events is contested, I do not present them as “facts”
but show both sides of the story and how the varied self-understanding of groups influences their
perception of political decision-making and support for constitutionalism and democracy. Here, I
would like to mention that there is a difference in the degree to which I’ve traced political events in
newspapers. The last two case studies are based on an exhaustive review of English newspapers
from the early 1980s to 2007, as well as key television debates after vernacular cable television was
liberalized in 2002 by General Musharraf. These Urdu-language television debates have not yet been
analyzed in existing studies on this question and are crucial for understanding changes in the
complexion of this conflict, with the rise of cross-class social forums for communication (which
television is, in Pakistan). However, for the first case study on the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance
(MFLO), 1961, I have relied on English-language secondary sources to understand political events in
the 1950s-70s, along with ‘ulama and Islamist publications to gauge their perspective. According to
my newspaper analysis from the 1980s onward, the attention given to the MFLO was far less than
that devoted to the Hudood Ordinances or the Hasba Bill, partly because liberals have been trying
to protect it since 1961 and it has not been the focus of transnational rights activism and
international media attention. In a future study, I can review newspapers from the 1950s through the
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1970s to trace mention of this conflict, but for now, I believe I have a sufficient number of data
points to support my argument.
Until now, no study has examined the question of the co-existence of liberalism and
Islamism in a democratic framework through an empirical analysis that juxtaposes liberal and
Islamist texts written during the course of a political struggle and relates these ideas and
argumentation to tangible political rules and institutional design. Otherwise, accounts of Pakistan’s
state Islamic laws explicitly using a feminist or Marxist lens, tend to represent a liberal position – by
presenting liberal voices and omitting Islamist ones – and even texts focused on representing the
voices of Islamist women, such as Ahmad’s book on Al-Huda, contextualize this phenomenon
within a liberal view of Pakistan’s social and cultural history, which is drastically different from how
the Islamists and ‘ulama perceive the history of the country. 70 Other accounts written by Pakistani
policy analysts in America, trained as journalists or bureaucrats, look at this conflict through the lens
of the post-Afghan war militancy and needs of the war on terror, ignoring the moral argumentation
of the vast majority of Islamists who have agitated peacefully through the electoral system and
judiciary. 71 This history itself is contested and the only way to understand it is to juxtapose liberal
writings with vernacular texts written by the ‘ulama and Islamists. The majority of Pakistan scholars
and liberal activists have taken the line that General Zia was responsible for re-imagining the country
as an Islamic state, but what they don’t explain is how this view existed among the ‘ulama and
Islamists at the time of independence and was, to some extent, accommodated in every constitution.
For the use of a feminist lens see Shahnaz Khan, Zina, Transnational Feminism, and the Moral Regulation of Pakistani Women
(Vancouver and Toronto: University of British Columbia Press, 2006); a Marxist lens see Sadia Toor, The State of Islam:
Culture and Cold War Politics in Pakistan (London: Pluto Press, 2011) and for a book that gives an in-depth account of the
experience of conservative Islamist women, yet uses a historical background that omits Islamist interpretations of events,
see Sadaf Ahmad, Transforming Faith: The Story of Al-Huda and Islamic Revivalism Among Urban Pakistani Women (Syracuse:
Syracuse University press, 2009).
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See Hussain Haqqani, Pakistan: between mosque and military (Washington, DC: Carnegie Endowment for International
Peace, Distributed by Brookings Institution Press, 2005) and Hassan Abbas, Pakistan’s Drift Into Extremism: Allah, the
Army, and America’s War on Terror (Armonk, NY: M.E. Sharpe, 2004).
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Since I have analyzed both sets of texts, for historical event that are deeply contested, I will give
both sides of the story.
OVERVIEW OF CHAPTERS
In Chapter 2, I trace the intellectual history of Muslims in British India, in light of postcolonial criticism, to show that the movements that were antecedents of contemporary liberal and
Islamist thought were inextricable from conflicts over colonial rule and class.
In Chapter 3, I trace the history of ideas embedded in Pakistan’s legal and political
institutions to show that there are 2 kinds of liberalism at work: first, the conception of liberalism as
“rational consensus on values,” which has been used by the westernized bourgeoisie and westernfunded NGOs to justify changes in shari’a-based laws, without giving the ‘ulama and Islamists
“internal reasons,” and second, the conception of liberalism as “modus vivendi,” which has evolved
in the judiciary since the early 1980s, when the constitutional role of shari’a was operationalized
through the institution of Islamic judicial review, based on principles of reasoning within the fiqh
tradition and sectarian toleration, in addition to the existing constitutionally-guaranteed individual
rights. I identify three factors – presence of rules constraining deliberation, integrated vs. segmented
communities of specialists, and insulation from transnational rights discourse—why the judiciary
performs better than the executive-dominated parliament in processing deliberation on shari’a-based
laws.
In Chapter 4, I use the case of the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance (MFLO) 1961, which
restricted polygamy, to illustrate these three factors at work. To show the impact of “rules
constraining deliberation,” I compare the justification given for the MFLO in the Muslim Family
Laws Commission Report 1955, which advocated a “reconstruction” of Islam, to the Supreme Court
Judgment in 1993 allowing Islamic judicial review, based on reasoning internal to the fiqh tradition
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(per the judiciary’s approach), and the FSC judgment in 2000 that struck down certain provisions of
the MFLO as un-Islamic, which Islamists had been challenging for the past 40 years but were unable
to seek redress for because the MFLO was exempted from judicial review on grounds of freedom of
religion (with the support of women’s rights activists). To illustrate the impact of a segmented vs.
integrated community of specialists, I compare the approach of Women’s Status Commissions and
CII to the MFLO, neither of which acknowledged the other’s reasons, and the judiciary, where
judges bridge common law and fiqh-based reasoning, and have been able to liberalize family laws in
most areas. To illustrate the impact of transnational rights discourse, I compare the approach of
western-funded women’s rights advocacy NGOs towards the MFLO, i.e. their protection of it and
support for preventing Islamists from challenging it on grounds of freedom of religion (through an
exemption in the constitution) and the approach of the judiciary which is insulated from
transnational rights advocacy and has been able to develop a pragmatic approach to accommodating
gender equality and the fiqh tradition.
In Chapter 5, I use the case of the Zina Ordinance 1979 (a sub-set of the Hudood
Ordinances), which promulgated punishments given in the Hanafi fiqh tradition for zina (adultery,
fornication, rape) and its amendment through the Protection of Women’s Rights Act 2007. To show
the impact of “rules constraining deliberation,” I compare the arguments of western-funded rights
advocacy NGOs for Hudood repeal, which failed to acknowledge or respond to the moral reasoning
of Islamists, to the shift in reasoning that occurred within the FSC from the 1981 modernist
judgment, which declared stoning to death un-Islamic, to the 1982 revision judgment, which
acknowledged that judges must reason within the fiqh tradition. To illustrate the impact of a
segmented vs. integrated community of specialists, I explain the reasoning of the CII which
proposed the Hudood laws in 1978-79 and the reasoning of Women’s Status Commissions in 1997
and from 2000 onward, to show the moral-epistemic gap between them and the problem it
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generates because while the secular perspective can be represented through general language of
newspapers, it is difficult to represent the ‘ulama’s perspective. I then compare this to the judiciary’s
approach to the same question, showing the arguments it has evolved to allow gender-differentiation
in some fiqh-based laws, if the ‘ulama regarded it as an authoritative doctrine and it does not have
net legal effect on women’s rights, while ensuring gender equality and expanding women’s rights in
all other areas of law. To illustrate the impact of transnational rights discourse, I compare the
campaign of western-funded rights advocacy NGOs for Hudood repeal (1990s-2007), which had a
deep impact on the final shape of the Protection of Women’s Rights Act 2007, and led to a
contradictory law that offered little redress for women but changed only those sections that NGOs
had isolated as the “discriminatory” provisions (but did not impact rights, per the opinion of legal
scholars), to the FSC judgment in 2010 that struck down parts of the Protection of Women’s Right
Act as un-Islamic, on citizen petition.
In Chapter 6, I use the case of the Hasba Bill 2005, through which an Islamist coalition
wanted to create a moral police to regulate un-Islamic behavior in public places, to illustrate the 3
factors I have identified. To show the impact of “rules constraining deliberation,” I compare the
deliberation of liberals and Islamists through the media, where both failed to reason “internally,” to
the SC judgment in 2010 that struck down provisions of the draft Hasba Bill as a violation of
constitutionally-guaranteed individual rights, based on reasons internal to the religious literature of
Islamists, particularly the principle of sectarian toleration stated by Mawlana Thanwi. To illustrate
the impact of a segmented vs. integrated community of specialists, I show that the Hasba authority
was first proposed by the CII in 1992 and changed very little until 2001, when the ‘ulama were just
talking to each other, and how liberals were totally oblivious to these developments inside the state’s
religious enclave (which could threaten individual rights), and compare this to the judiciary’s
approach of bridging shari’a, individual rights, and democracy, through which it was able to
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convince the Islamist party to change the law so that it did not threaten individual rights. To
illustrate the impact of transnational rights discourse, I show how deliberation on the Hasba Bill
through the English print media became enmeshed in the rhetoric of the War on Terror, leading
liberals to de-legitimize Islamists as democratic participants with the constitutional right to pass
shari’a-based laws, while the Supreme Court ruled in 2007 that the Islamist MMA had the
constitutional right to pass Islamic laws through the democratic process, and since it had changed its
draft to respond to the SC’s earlier objections on the grounds of individual rights, it was free to
enact the law.
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Chapter 2
Colonial Origins of Liberal-Islamist Conflict
In this chapter, I trace the intellectual history of Muslims in British India, in light of postcolonial criticism, to show that the movements that were antecedents of contemporary liberal and
Islamist thought were inextricable from conflicts over colonial rule and class. The three reasons that
I have used in Chapter 3 to explain why the judiciary has fared better than parliament in processing
shari’a-based debates—the presence of rules compelling internal reasoning and respect, the existence
of an integrated community of specialists in individual rights and the fiqh tradition, and the
insulation from transnational rights discourse—are based on concepts and patterns of interaction
between liberals and religious conservatives that emerged during the British colonization of India
from the late 18th century until the independence of India and Pakistan in 1947. This chapter is
divided into five sections.
The first section explains that the political and legal institutions of the Mughal Empire
embodied a modus vivendi between different ways of life, between the high traditions of Islam, such
as shari’a, which was transmitted through courts and madrassas in market towns (qasbahs), and the
folk traditions of sufi shrines in the rural periphery; between orthodox Hanafi injunctions against
music, dance, and art and non-conformist Muslim rulers and intellectuals; and between orthodox
Hanafi doctrines for an ideal Islamic caliphate and the practice of including Hindus in the ruling
class and giving patronage to Hindu arts and sciences. The pre-colonial cultural mosaic included
puritan reform movements (for tajdeed or renewal), which sought to “purge” the historical and
cultural “accretions” that had seeped into the customs and practices of Indian Muslims from the
Hindu environment, such as the movement by the Delhi scholar Shah Waliullah in the 18th century
which inspired the ‘ulama of Deoband and later Islamists. But these puritan movements were part of
a complex whole and did not subsume other parts. There is a tendency in Indian historiography to
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laud “syncretism” as the superior value but unless cultural groups had countervailing movements for
“purging,” they would have long dissolved into the culture of the surrounding environment. I
believe it is more useful to view them as “boundary-setting” movements that are essential for a
group to differentiate itself from others.
The second section explains the “epistemological conquest” of shari’a by the colonial state.
After assuming judicial functions in the late 18th century, judges of the British East India Company
extracted what they perceived to be the “rules” of the Muslim “legal code” from English translations
of select fiqh texts deemed “authoritative.” These rules were grafted onto a common law framework
and divorced from the hermeneutical conventions of shari’a; case precedent, hierarchical courts,
legal digests and textbooks “fixed” them in place and led to the hybrid of Muhammadan-Anglo Law.
This process radically transformed the way shari’a had functioned in pre-colonial society, with its
institutionalized disagreement, horizontal organization, and socially embedded nature. But most
significantly British assumptions about what shari’a was and the role that it came to occupy inside
the modern state seeped into the thought patterns of Muslims trained in colonial law schools, many
of whom adopted the colonial rhetoric about Islamic law when they became active in politics in the
early 20th century.
The third section traces how liberal ideas were first introduced into Muslim intellectual
debates in the late 19th century by upper-middle class Muslims, who fraternized with British scholars
and officers and were exposed to criticism of Islam circulating in the metropole, and why their
efforts spawned what Chatterjee has described as “liberalism without roots.” In defending Islam
before a western audience, they interpreted the Qur’an, Prophetic traditions, and early Islamic
history in terms of modern western science, philosophy, and historiography, to prove that it was just
as scientific, rational, and progressive as western thought. But as they begun a conversation with the
west, they ceased the conversation with their old religious intellectuals who led grassroots religious
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institutions and who still interpreted shari’a through the established conventions of the fiqh
tradition. Moreover, modernist critiques contained an internalized and refracted civilizing narrative.
They countered western criticisms of the “rigidity” of Islam’s legal code by arguing that Islam was
separate from its “code,” that the ethical precepts of the Qur’an constituted the “spirit” of Islam,
while historical exegeses and scholarship that constituted the fiqh tradition were contingent elements
that could be re-thought in light of modern circumstances. They blamed the fiqh tradition for the
“stagnation” of Muslim societies and called for its “reconstruction,” appropriating the “civilizing
narrative” with which Christian polemicists, Orientalists, and colonial officials had been flagellating
Muslims, in general, and used it to attack the fiqh tradition and their old religious intellectuals
instead, isolating them as the culprits for the “backwardness” and “stagnation” of society. This
disagreement about what it meant to “reason” about religious texts was shaped by the inequalities of
power between the metropole and colony, and between the westernized bourgeoisie, which
participated in colonial rule, and the petite bourgeoisie, which was closely tied to the ‘ulama and
grassroots religious institutions. The civilizing narrative was a theory to morally justify foreign
conquest and occupation without the consent of subject populations—a justification for
authoritarianism—and the way it was internalized and woven into liberal argumentation originating
from this period significantly compromised co-existence with Islamists and ‘ulama in a parliamentary
framework.
The fourth section explains that in the early 20th century, when the elective principle was
layered onto the sociological divisions produced between a tiny westernized elite, and the vast
majority of society, which derived its worldview from the old knowledge systems, it led political
entrepreneurs to develop two political languages, one for the center, which was in terms of
secularism, constitutional liberalism, and nationalism, and another for local audiences, which
combined the idea of self-determination and self-rule with ideas of community, morality, and justice
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embedded in indigenous religious traditions. Hindu nationalists invoked the Ram Raj, the reign of
the King who epitomized justice, and Muslim nationalists invoked the Caliphate, the early period of
Islam when the Rightly Guided Caliphs established a just state. Moreover, though British
parliamentary institutions at the center were justified with ideas from liberalism, the predatory
colonial state was the interface between these ideas and society (and accounted for the popular
appeal of shari’a as an alternative to liberalism).
The fifth section discusses the challenge with accommodating shari’a-based argumentation
into a parliamentary framework, when it had historically been interpreted and applied through
courts. As legal specialists, the ‘ulama resisted modernism because of “integrity-anxiety,” i.e. a fear
that deviating from established principles of reasoning in the tradition, including the mechanism of
‘ijma (juristic consensus), which made the consensus opinions of early jurists binding on later
scholars, would lead to legal chaos and instability because individual scholars would not be
restrained by the tradition and come up with all kinds of unexpected interpretations. I identify three
aspects of the parliamentary process that aggravated this integrity-anxiety and distorted the
institutionalized disagreement and vibrant debate and criticism that characterized the ‘ulama’s
discussion within a community of specialists, when they were forced to interact with a general
sphere through parliament: (1) modernist habitus of legislators (2) equality principle behind voting
and (3) political spin. Finally, I explain how these concepts were at work in three lawmaking
episodes (Waqf 1913, Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act 1939, and Shari’at Act 1937) and briefly
review a fourth case study (Child Marriage Restraint Act 1929) to explain how this pre-existing
challenge was aggravated by the influence of transnational rights discourse, which the westernized
bourgeoisie used to “reconstruct” social practices that western observers chose to ridicule.
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1: Medieval Modus Vivendi 72
Before the British East India Company assumed power in Bengal in the late 18th century,
Muslim empires had ruled north India for nearly 800 years and brought with them the literary
traditions of “high Islam” developed in the early Islamic caliphates including the theory that political
rule was legitimate because it complied with shari’a. 73 The moral, political, and legal theory
underpinning statecraft was part of shari’a which had a “hegemonic range” similar to the modern
state; it was the central “domain” against which subsidiary domains were evaluated. 74 While the term
shari’a was used to refer to an ideal, the scholarly tradition through which shari’a was understood
was known as fiqh and it is the meaning, value, and function of this tradition that lies at the heart of
contemporary liberal-Islamist conflicts. There were four established schools of fiqh—Hanafi, Shafi,
Maliki, and Hanbali—named after the founding scholars; they were all regarded as morally valid and
the one that regional Muslim rulers had initially adopted for their legal system became dominant in
those empires. Hanafi fiqh was used in the Ottoman, Mughal, and other central Asian empires,
Maliki in North Africa, Hanbali in Saudi Arabia, and Shafi in Indonesia and Malaysia. Muslim
Emperors did not deny shari’a compliance as a moral imperative but they could always influence
particular ‘ulama through co-option and repression, limiting the extent of compliance. 75

72 This is the term that Peter Hardy used to describe medieval institutional arrangements in Peter Hardy, The Muslims of
British India (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1972), p. 24.

Francis Robinson, The Mughal Emperors and the Islamic dynasties of India, Iran and Central Asia, 1206-1925 (London:
Thames & Hudson, 2007), p. 12.
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74 Wael B Hallaq, The Impossible State: Islam, Politics, and Modernity’s Moral Predicament (New York: Columbia University Press,
2013), p. 10.

For instance, Aurangzeb asked his Chief Qadi, the Shaikh-ul-Islam, for his legal opinion on whether a war against
Golkunda and Bijapur in the Deccan would count as a jihad, when the Qadi refused to characterize it as such, the
Emperor suggested that he go to Mecca for a pilgrimage; when his replacement Qadi Abdullah advised a treaty with
Golkunda to save “needless Muslim bloodshed,” “Aurangzeb asked him not to come to the Court and to stick to his
judicial responsibilities.” See M. Athar Ali, The Mughal nobility under Aurangzeb (Delhi, New York: Oxford University
Press, 1997).
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The real constraint on absolute power was not the advice of individual ‘ulama, who were no
match for the men with guns, but the structure of moral authority in the tradition and its relation to
legal authority in state courts, which made it impossible for a ruler or individual ‘ulama to shift the
center of debate on shari’a. A sub-set of ‘ulama were part of the ruling establishment, as advisers in
the imperial court or state judges, and the rest worked as private scholars who were generously
funded by the ruling elite through land grants and endowments. 76 Though state judges interpreted
and applied shari’a to a particular case, this positive law was not accorded authority through case
precedents binding lower courts or future judges. 77 Instead the judge used fiqh commentaries, which
recorded the legal opinions of private ‘ulama on hypothetical scenarios, scholars who were
contributing to a debate on shari’a as moral ideal, independent from the influence of rulers and the
considerations of a particular case. Due to this division of labor, absolute rulers could not shape
shari’a to their will, the closest the Mughal rulers came to state-enforced standardization was when
Aurangzeb commissioned a compilation of the legal opinions of the leading Hanafi scholars of the
age, known as the Fatawa-e-Alamgiri. Yet, this, too, was a record of legal opinions and the scholarly
community never accepted one text as the definitive statement of “law.” Unlike the Catholic
Church, Islam did not have a central institution with an established hierarchy; the authority of a
particular ‘alim was determined spontaneously by peer recognition and strength of following, leading
scholars to describe the authority of the ‘ulama as a “fissiparous pluricentrism” and to attribute
“centrifugal” tendencies to shari’a. 78

76 See Muzaffar Alam, The Mughal State, 1526-1750 (New Delhi; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1999), p. 110 for
evidence that imperial grants for scholarship were given to Muslim and Hindu scholars.

See Wael Hallaq, Shari’a: theory, practice, transformations (Cambridge, UK; New York: Cambridge University Press, 2009)
for an in-depth explanation of pre-colonial shari’a.
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78 Hefner describes the authority of the ‘ulama as “fissiparous pluricentrism” in the introduction to Remaking Muslim
Politics: Pluralism, Contestation, Democratization (Princeton: Princeton University Press 2004) and Hallaq describes the
authority of shari’a discourse as “centrifugal” in The Impossible State.
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In this situation, if authority resided anywhere—if there was a center at all—it was in the
conventions of reasoning that constituted the ‘ulama as a discursive community, which not only
specified who was qualified to speak and what constituted a valid reason and evidence, 79 but also
how to mediate conflicts of opinion, and how an individual scholar stood in relation to the authority
of the scholarly community, past and present. Similar to Jewish law, ethical disagreement was
regarded as normal in the fiqh tradition. 80 Fiqh was characterized by “institutionalized disagreement:”
there was consensus on the rules of reasoning—which functioned as a common institution that
mediated conflict—but this consensus allowed a situation where ethical disagreement on particular
questions was accepted as a normal outcome. If the majority of influential ‘ulama of an age (or all)
had interpreted a certain Qur’anic passage and Prophetic Reports (nasoos or primary texts) in the
same way, reaching the same conclusion on a legal question, then their agreement was accorded
authority over later scholars through the principle of juristic consensus (‘ijma) and the question
regarded as “settled,” but other legal questions, particularly scenarios unforeseen in the time of
earlier jurists, were not foreclosed from re-interpretation. Since the overarching purpose of shari’a
was to protect the five goods—life, religion, property, progeny, and reason—in pre-colonial state
formations, it played a role akin to the “natural rights” tradition in Europe, which located rights in
an inalienable source independent from the will of rulers.
Prior to the spread of West European institutional forms and urban high culture in Asia
from the 18th century, shari’a was the standardizing influence of its time, joining together territories
from Morocco to Indonesia. Shari’a was part of the literary traditions of “high” Islam, which
79 See James E. Porter, “Intertextuality and the Discourse Community,” Rhetoric Review, Vol. 5, No. 1 (Autumn, 1986),
pp. 34-47 and Stanley Fish, “Interpretation and the Pluralist Vision,” Texas Law Review, Vol. 60, 1982, pp. 495-505 for a
discussion of discursive communities.
80 See Jan Feldman, Citizenship, Faith and Feminism: Jewish and Muslim Women Reclaim Their Rights (Waltham, MA: Brandeis
University Press 2011), p. 57-58, cited in Lisa Fishbayn Joffe, “Theorizing Conflicts between Women’s Rights and
Religious Laws,” in Gender, Religion & Family Law: Theorizing Conflicts between Women’s Rights and Cultural Traditions
(Waltham: Brandeis University Press 2013).
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developed in the early Islamic caliphates and radiated outward with military conquests. Muslim rulers
who invaded India from the 12th century not only brought settlers from Turkish, Iranian, and
Afghan lands, to work as scholars, judges, administrators, and soldiers, but also brought this high
culture and adopted Persian as the official state language. The sheer length of this process,
significant conversions to Islam, and inter-marriage led the boundaries between settlers and natives
to be somewhat fluid; the Muslim town-dwelling elite or ashraf saw themselves as the ruling class and
invoked foreign descent as a mark of status but anthropologists suggest that this self-identification
was also adopted by recent converts from Hinduism desiring upward mobility and was as much fact
as fiction. The north Indian vernacular, Urdu, is a testament to the intermixing of the high culture of
Islam with pre-existing culture in Indian towns, as it contains a Persian and Arabic lexicon grafted
onto an Indic grammar. Robinson describes this “Perso-Islamic” culture in the following terms:
Men in Lahore and Delhi, in Jawnpur and Bijapur, came to speak the same languages, read the same
books, delight in the same verses, follow the same laws and cherish the same values as men in Herat
and Samarqand, in Shiraz and even Istanbul…In these towns, great and small, the work of
government was conducted, Islamic arts and letters were cultivated, Islamic knowledge was preserved
and transmitted. Their existence as the bases of a great regional cultural system was affirmed by the
way in which soldiers and administrators, scholars and artisans, were able to travel from one to the
other to gain patronage and employment, and to feel at home. 81

Though this high tradition was the lingua franca of the urban elite, towns were “islands of
international Perso-Islamic civilization” dwarfed by the countryside, where local political and
religious forms were dominant.
The political and legal institutions of the Mughal Empire (1527-1707) embodied a modus
vivendi between the high Islam of the urban center, transmitted through madrassas and courts, and
the folk Islam of the rural periphery, embodied in sufi shrines. The Mughal Empire acted as a
“neutral coordinating agency” between local rulers; it set up courts in market towns and imperial
officials (jagirdars) were posted to collect land tax from local landholders (zamindars) but the latter
were not displaced as rulers. There were multiple and overlapping jurisdictions and forums for
81
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conflict resolution, in addition to the shari’a courts, and zamindars acted as the Little Emperors of
their areas, mirroring the terminology and posture of the Big Emperor in the center. While in some
places, the founding saints were genuinely ascetic, in Punjab and Sind, which are part of
contemporary Pakistan, the descendants of saints (sajjada nashins) were part of the local ruling
establishment. They presided over their shrines and networks of followers, were large landholders,
and performed functions such as legitimizing the rule and authority of the local ruler and
adjudicating disputes between rulers and followers. In contrast, the ‘ulama were occasionally
attacked by fellow Muslims during conflicts between the center and locality because they were seen
as representatives of the center. 82
It should be borne in mind that the intellectual traditions of sufi Islam were part of the “high
Islam” of urban centers; the town-based ‘ulama, too, studied sufi thought and often joined one of
the silsilas and had a pir-murid relationship, 83 the classical Urdu ghazal is replete with sufi motifs,
but the institution of the sufi shrine in India, the physical location which embodied or routinized a set
of beliefs and practices, was a melting pot where the sufi tradition of high Islam mixed with the oral
literary traditions, customs, and practices of localities. Just as the Hindu and Muslim urban elite or
ashraf shared the Perso-Islamic “high culture” of the Mughal court, peasants had more in common
with one another, regardless of religion, than they did with the upper classes. 84 Rural Muslims who
converted from Hinduism embraced the basic rituals and symbols of “high Islam”—to a greater or
lesser extent— but did not renounce or dissociate from their Hindu customs and heritage. 85 The

82 Muzaffar Alam, The crisis of empire in Mughal north India: Awadh and the Punjab, 1707-48 (Delhi: Oxford University Press,
1986), pp. 119-120.

See Barbara D. Metcalf, Islamic revival in British India: Deoband, 1860-1900 (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1982)
for a discussion of the influence of the sufi tradition on the ‘ulama.
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Profession of monotheism and Muhammad’s Prophethood, prayer, fasting, pilgrimage, and zakat (charitable tax). See
Peter Hardy, Muslims of British India, p. 27 for a discussion of the continuity of Hindu practices among new converts.
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religious traditions that evolved in sufi shrines spoke to these cultural hybrids, such as qawwali
music, which fused the vocabulary of Persian and Arabic with rustic dialects, interlaced the
metaphors of sufi Islam with those of local Hindu traditions, weaving a tapestry where it is
impossible to trace where one tradition begins and the other ends. Sufi shrines were frequented by
Hindus and Muslims alike, who prayed for the intercession of the saint, obtained amulets and
charms, listened to the performance of qawwalis, and partook in the distributions of food by
wealthy patrons. Several of these practices were regarded as un-Islamic by scholars of orthodox
Hanafi fiqh, such as music, prayers directed at a saint for intercession with God, and the belief that
God’s will could be influenced through the use of magical amulets and charms. However, these
practices were not only deeply engrained in local religious experience but Mughal rulers gave
generous patronage to sufi shrines alongside the madrassas and courts of the ‘ulama and turned to
sufi saints for spiritual guidance and intercession. Even Aurangzeb, the most orthodox of Emperors,
had a court astrologer (and sent an ‘alim into exile for refusing to sanction the war in Deccan as a
jihad).
Within urban centers of empire, there was also a modus vivendi between the orthodox
Hanafi doctrines of the ‘ulama and the non-conformity of Muslim rulers and intellectuals. While the
classical political theory of an ideal Islamic caliphate barred non-Muslims from holding high offices,
the Mughals ruled in alliance with local Hindu rulers, married Hindu Rajput princesses, and included
Rajputs in their nobility, the highest tier of their ruling class. Emperor Akbar had a Hindu mother
and though he became a symbol of heresy in orthodox Muslim circles for his invention of the Dine-Ilahi, a religion that mixed Hinduism and Islam, even Emperor Aurangzeb, who was the most
orthodox in his practice, had Rajputs in his nobility, and actually increased their numbers as he
needed allies in the war on Deccan. Not only were non-Muslims part of the Mughal ruling class but
the madad-e-maash grants that were given to support the scholarship of ‘ulama were also given to
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scholars of Hindu traditions. Mughal rulers gave generous patronage to art, music, and dance, visible
through the traditions of miniature painting, Hindustani classical music, and kathak dance that
evolved in the medieval period. Orthodox Hanafi fiqh condemned human representation in art as
un-Islamic, as well as music and dance. Rulers did not refute shari’a as a moral imperative or try to
refute these fiqh doctrines, indeed, they could not, as the “center of debate” on shari’a was beyond
their control, but they did not enforce Hanafi fiqh in its entirety, on all aspects of social life.
Similarly, the guardians of orthodoxy were ever a thorn in the sides of non-conforming
Muslims in the urban elite, who were producers and consumers of these creative forms. They did
not try to definitively debunk orthodox Hanafi doctrines against music, art, dance or wine-drinking;
they simply ignored these doctrines and focused on other aspects of their intellectual tradition.
When Ghalib, the pre-eminent poet of Delhi, was asked if he was a Muslim, he replied “I am half a
Muslim. I drink wine but do not eat pork.” When asked how many fasts he had kept in Ramadan, he
retorted “I did not keep one,” leaving it to the imagination of his interrogator to decide whether he
had missed one, or not kept any. In the classical Urdu ghazal, the man of official religion, or the
shaykh, was a stock character, regularly subjected to sarcastic asides and put-downs for his selfrighteousness and narrow vision. The ‘ulama were guardians of “doxa,” while the poets of the
classical Urdu ghazal and qawwalis explored the existential “paradox;” the ‘ulama pursued certitude
while poets reveled in doubt and skepticism. They were two poles in the Islamic intellectual tradition
but one could not be supplemented for the other, as is sometimes asserted in contemporary arguments
portraying Sufism as the “good” Islam (because it contains ideas that resonate with bourgeois
individualism) and shari’a as the “bad” or “close-minded” or “literalist” Islam. The two played
essentially different roles in state and society. The conventions of reasoning about religious texts in
the fiqh tradition—established categories and principles of interpretation— offered a certitude that
was necessary for a stable legal system, which in turn held the social system in balance, and gave
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subjects a measure of protection against arbitrary rule. Moreover, though the poets chastised the
men of official religion, their basic pattern of education and socialization was the same: recitation of
the Qur’an, training in the Persian script and memorization of the classical poetry of Saadi, basic
arithmetic and accounting, and a personalized course of specialization, seeking out and studying with
the masters of one’s discipline, and apprenticing with an older male relative who worked in a
government office, if state employment was the goal. Their criticism of the shaykh, was internal to
the society and not in alliance with, or at the behest of, a group external to the context.
Within this context, puritan movements periodically arose to “purge” Hindu customs and
polytheistic practices from Indian Islam, and as the Mughal center collapsed in the 18th century, the
Delhi scholar Shah Waliullah began such a movement that inspired the ‘ulama who established the
Deoband seminary in the mid-19th century as well as Islamists. Waliullah argued that Muslims had
lost political power because they had lost touch with religion, relying excessively on secondary
literature of the fiqh tradition—the legal commentaries used in courts—and overlooking deep
knowledge of the Qur’an and the Prophetic traditions. He advocated a purification of Islam from
“historical accretions,” including the practices absorbed from surrounding Hindu culture. 86 He
translated the Qur’an into Persian and his sons later translated it into Urdu in the 19th century, which
was widely disseminated with the aid of the lithographic printing press introduced by the British.
Waliullah laid the groundwork for later scholars of religion who used print technology to speak to an
audience of lay Muslims—rather than fellow specialists—in the vernacular. The lithographic printing
press increased the power of the ‘ulama to preach orthodoxy. 87 But their zeal to purify Islam was
matched only by the incorrigibility of their flock. In the 19th and 20th century, music and dance
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remained an integral part of the social rituals of the urban Muslim elite (ashraf) 88 and Kozlowski
shows through his analysis of endowment deeds that until the 20th century, despite the half century
of preaching by Deobandi ‘ulama to purge un-Islamic practices, some Muslims were still beginning
their waqf deeds by offering respect to Hindu Godesses. 89 Puritanical movements urging a return to
orthodoxy were part of the pre-colonial cultural mosaic, but were a part that co-existed with the
heterodox practices of sufi shrine-based Islam and the non-conformity of Muslim rulers and the
urban elite. Therefore, when Islamists advocated using the apparatus of the modern state to enforce
shari’a, as it was understood according to the orthodox fiqh tradition, they were proposing to give
orthodoxy a role in the state that it had never commanded before.
Orthodox Hanafi fiqh had its place in the institutions of the pre-colonial Mughal Empire,
but it was not an Orthodox Empire. Pre-colonial Muslim empires had neither the capacity nor the
will—if the two can be separated in decision-making—to culturally transform the population into
orthodox Muslims. For instance, in the mid 18th century, confirmation of a qadi’s position arrived
from the imperial center two years after he had already assumed his father’s position. Imperial offices
that were theoretically renewable had a tendency to become hereditary and officials who were
theoretically transferable had a tendency to develop local attachments, interests, and aspirations to
power, rising in revolt against the center. Pre-colonial empires did not have the technologies of
communication and administration that had developed in Europe after the scientific revolution and
the “horizontal” organization of shari’a in society 90 was an aspect of the broader institutional context
in which the center had limited control over the locality and boundaries, allegiances, and
88 See chapter on ashraf socialization in David Lelyveld, Aligarh’s first generation: Muslim solidarity in British India (Princeton,
NJ: Princeton University Press, 1978).
89 Gregory C. Kozlowski, Muslim endowments in British India (Cambridge; New York: Cambridge University Press, 1985), p.
44.
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jurisdictions were in flux. In the late 18th century, when the British East India Company took over
the Diwani of Bengal, their main goal was to maintain law and order so that land tax could be
extracted and trade conducted. But slowly, Company officials were drawn into a larger judicial role
that required them to understand the religious laws, customs, and practices of natives. As they
settled into their new role, they introduced modern technologies of communication and
administration unknown to Indian rulers, and commissioned knowledge about Indian society that
would impose a measure of order on the complexity they were confronted with.
Table 2.1

Three-way Medieval Modus Vivendi between Urban Elite, Orthodox Hanafi
Fiqh of Town-based Madrassa and Courts, and Rural Sufi Shrine-based Islam

SYNCRETISM
Rural Folk Traditions
of Islam (Sufi-Shrine
based practices)

PURITANISM
Urban High Culture
of Islam (Madrassas,
Courts, Tajdeed
Movements to
“purge” un-Islamic
practices adopted
from environment)

NON-CONFORMITY
Urban Elite (Orthodox Hanafi Fiqh +
Patronage to Shrines + Inclusion of nonMuslims in rule, patronage of art, dance, music,
and Hindu scholarship)

2: Epistemological Conquest
As Cohn has observed, when the British conquered India, they also conquered an
“epistemological terrain” because the knowledge they generated about Indian society for use in state
administration was filtered through the categories and theories that constituted the worldview of an
educated Englishman of the late 18th and early 19th centuries; shari’a was just one of the social
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phenomena to be re-structured and transformed by this process, to be “lost in translation.” Since
this understanding was codified in “usable” forms of knowledge—such as the census, survey,
government reports, legal digests, and legal codes—and used in administrative sites and institutions
with “fixed routines,” 91 it assumed a reality of its own, shaping the self-perception of Indians who
interacted with the state. In pre-colonial courts, shari’a was inseparable from its hermeneutic
practices; in fact, it was defined by them. But officials of the British East India Company extracted
what they assumed to be “rules” of shari’a from the Hanafi fiqh commentaries used in Mughal
courts, assuming that they were “authoritative” statements of law, rather than legal opinions of
jurists that were part of a broader debate, and dropped them into the framework of common law
reasoning. These “rules” were fixed into place through case precedent and hierarchical courts, legal
textbooks and the Indian legal digest, which standardized this knowledge across the breadth of India
and created Muhammadan-Anglo Law, the representation of shari’a inside the colonial state.
Muslims trained in colonial law schools only learnt of shari’a through the construct of
Muhammadan-Anglo Law and the Muslim legal community was bifurcated into the old and new.
Moreover, this legal shift was part of a broader change in state education policy, the most famous
statement of which remains Lord Macaulay’s Minute on Indian Education, which withdrew funding
from Oriental learning and sought to create a class of Indians who were English in every respect,
and Indian only in the color of their skin, who could act as interpreters between the rulers and the
people, and could spread English knowledge to the people in the vernaculars. Muhammadan-Anglo
Law was created when officials of the British East India Company imposed a frame of categories
and assumptions from above, which dictated how elements of native knowledge were to be rearranged; the Anglicized Indian elite was the product of a similar philosophy, which assumed that
English knowledge was superior, that it would be transmitted from the colonizers to the native elite
Bernard Cohn, Colonialism and its Forms of Knowledge: The British in India (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1996),
pp. 4-5.
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and then to the people at large; the scholars of old knowledge systems were part of this passive mass
of subjects who were not deemed worthy of conversation, let alone as sources of wisdom.
In pre-colonial Mughal courts, compilations of Hanafi fiqh opinions were used by qadis in
courts, but these texts were ideal treatises, recording opinions on hypothetical scenarios, and were
applied by a qadi trained in shari’a hermeneutics – in how to select and apply relevant opinions to a
case – since the British assumed that these fiqh texts were “authoritative” statements of the Islamic
“legal code,” they were blind to the oral interpretive practices that mediated the relation between text
and social context and stripped shari’a of its internal mechanisms of change. The decision of British
officials to translate fiqh texts was part of a broader set of assumptions about how to generate
knowledge about Indian society, which Cohn has described as the “Orientalist textualist” approach
and credits for the “reification” of Indian caste as a concept:
The acceptance of a textual view of the society by the Orientalists also led to a picture of
Indian society as being static, timeless, and spaceless. Statements about customs which
derived from third century A.D. texts and observations from the late eighteenth century
were equally good evidence for determining the nature of society and culture in India. In this
view of Indian society there was no regional variation and no questioning of the relationship
between prescriptive normative statements derived from the texts and the actual behavior of
individuals or groups. Indian society was seen as a set of rules which every Hindu followed. 92

This view ignored how central oral practices were to the transmission of written texts in native
pedagogy and culture, where the lithographic printing press was only established by the British in the
early 19th century. Classical Urdu ghazals were written for mushairas (poetry recitations), memorized
and spread through word of mouth; the Qur’an was recited and memorized, as were fiqh texts,
which were often written in rhyme to ease recall (likewise for Hindu traditions). Written manuscripts
were regarded as less reliable than memory. A student of fiqh had to memorize and recite a
manuscript in the presence of his teacher to receive a certificate (ijaza) allowing him to teach this
text. The transmission of texts was embedded in a personal relationship between teacher and
Bernard Cohn, “Notes on the History of Indian Society and Culture,” p. 8 in Bernard S. Cohn and Milton Singer Eds.,
Structure and Change in Indian Society (Chicago: Aldine, 1968).
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student, rather than an anonymous print market. To properly understand native knowledge, one
would need deep linguistic training and close observation of daily practices but the British East India
Company was a trading concern, whose primary interest was preserving order and control, and for
this it needed to generate a serviceable knowledge of society without expending much labor or
capital. 93
At first British judges relied on native qadis (and pundits) for legal opinions, but they grew
suspicious when qadis gave divergent responses to seemingly similar cases, and were eager to obtain
English translations of fiqh texts so that they could remove these intermediaries. 94 In 1772, Warren
Hastings, the Governor of Fort William, issued a regulation that religious and customary laws would
be maintained, “the laws of the Quran with respect to Muslims” and “the laws of the Shastras with
respect to Hindus (Gentoos).” From the outset, colonial officials saw shari’a as a set of “laws,”
rather than a legal discourse characterized by institutionalized disagreement. In courts, they used the
opinion of the qadi to make a judgment but they did not understand the oral interpretive practices
through which the qadi arrived at an opinion in the first place. Since they were ignorant of the
established conventions of reasoning in shari’a—the institution through which conflict in legal
opinions was mediated—they perceived differences of opinion as “inconsistency” or as clues of
foul-play and corruption:
British accusations of inconsistency stemmed partially from genuine questions of probity that may
have been linked to low official salaries. More importantly, suspicions arose from the diversity of legal
opinion that any number of legal questions might generate. Islamic legal theories had always provided
leeway for judicial discretion in applying shari’a principles. Operating with their own preconceptions,

93 Michael Anderson describes this as the central problem of colonialism: how to generate knowledge in order to control
but to expend the least amount of resources possible, in “Legal Scholarship and the Politics of Islam in British India,” in
R.S. Khare Ed. Perspectives on Islamic law, justice, and society (Lanham and Oxford: Rowman and Littlefield, 1999).
94 In 1757, the Company was given a zamindari (landholding claim) in the district around Fort William, which came with
the right of collecting land revenue and the duty of settling peasant disputes according to local custom. After 1765, the
Company was appointed the Diwan (chief treasurer) of Bengal by the Mughal Emperor Shah Alam (under duress) and
this came with the requirement to supervise qadis and the British took a more direct role after Indians complained about
oppressive qadis. Kozlowski, p. 106.
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British judges failed to take seriously the possibility that there might be genuine differences of opinion
on a point of Islamic law. 95

A similar thought process can be discerned in the Orientalist Sir William Jones’ advice to Hastings
that “a complete Digest of Hindu and Muhammadan laws after the model of Justinian’s inestimable
Pandects,” 96 be compiled for the benefit of Company courts. In 1791, Charles Hamilton used the
Persian translation of the Arabic text of the 4-volume Hedayah, a 12th century Hanafi fiqh text from
Central Asia, to create an English translation, noting with pleasure that the prior translation of the
text into Persian had removed its “ambiguities.” He was particularly baffled at why the two pupils of
Abu Hanafi, whose opinions had been recorded in this text, disagreed with their master, and
suggested a rule that in the case of disagreement, the opinion of the pupil ought to be preferred to
the exclusion of the master—a principle of prioritization completely alien to fiqh interpretive
practices. Since the Hedayah did not contain legal opinions on inheritance, in 1792 Jones translated
Al-Sirajiyah, a fiqh text on inheritance, from Arabic. 97
Even though these English translations were hurriedly produced and found to contain a
number of translating errors, they were left uncorrected (though corrections were attempted in case
judgments) and for the next seventy years, the Hedayah was the only complete English translation of
a shari’a text. The Company considered a project to translate “a broader range of texts, including
non-Hanafi texts” but this was “canceled due to financial constraints in 1808.” 98 During the 19th
century, there was only one major translation, selections of Hanafi opinions recorded in the Fatawae-Alamgiri (originally in Arabic and a much longer text) and part of an Ithna Ashari text, were
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translated and published in Baillie’s Digest of Muhammadan Law in 1865.
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These compilations of

Hanafi fiqh opinions were ideal treatises that recorded legal opinions on hypothetical scenarios. A
judge was trained in shari’a hermeneutics—in how to select and apply the relevant legal opinions
from the fiqh texts to actual facts— and it was through this interpretive practice that religious texts
interacted with social context. But because this was an oral practice, it was not recorded in the 3
English translations that the British relied on; it was only in 1911 that a text on shari’a hermeneutics
(usul-e-fiqh) appeared in English translation. They extracted what they regarded as “rules” of Islamic
“law” and interpreted them through common law reasoning. Moreover, British judges regarded
these fiqh translations as autonomous entities, rather than a sample from 800 years of debate,
imbuing them with an uncontested authority that was unprecedented in the history of shari’a and
violated its basic trait of institutionalized disagreement. Through their reliance on these translations,
and blindness to the oral interpretive practices that mediated the interaction between written text
and social context, officials of the East India Company stripped shari’a of its internal mechanisms of
change, fostering the idea of an “essentialist, static Islam incapable of change from within.” 100
These “rules” were then fixed in place through binding case precedent and hierarchical
courts, and standardized across India through legal digests and textbooks, giving rise to a new body
of law known as Muhammadan-Anglo Law and a new legal community. In pre-colonial courts,
moral authority rested with the ideal treatises of Hanafi fiqh and political authority of the state qadi
was restricted to a particular judgment; his interpretation did not bind future judges or lower courts,
or influence the shari’a debates of private jurists who wrote fiqh commentaries. The mechanism of
precedent in common law reasoning and a hierarchy of courts made case judgments binding on
future judges and lower courts, increasing the authority of the state to enforce particular legal
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opinions in shari’a as “law” and circumscribing the discretion of judges to select opinions relevant to
the context. After 1833, Indian courts, like the rest of the British Empire, were bound by the
judgments of the Privy Council in London rendering English judges and politicians the final court of
appeal for shari’a interpretation. 101 Accumulating case precedent was accompanied by legal
textbooks, such as MacNaghten’s Principles and Precedents of Mohammadan Law (1825), which mirrored
and reinforced the assumption that shari’a was an eternal legal code rather than a discursive practice:
Although purporting to present an authoritative distillation of opinion on various subjects,
his work glossed over areas of problematic interpretation to present a unified rule in place of
genuine differences of doctrine…The device of the textbook…minimized doctrinal
disagreement and presented the shari’a as something it had never been: a fixed body of
immutable rules beyond the realm of interpretation and judicial discretion. 102

Court decisions on shari’a were standardized through law reports, which were privately compiled by
lawyers and judges from 1774 to 1845, partially by the state from 1843, and through an India-wide
system from 1875. Due to the widely circulated Indian Law Reports, by 1890, precedent had
replaced other sources of law. 103 As shari’a was “reified” through precedent, hierarchical courts, and
modern technologies of legal reporting and communication, a new legal community was created,
which was trained in common law reasoning, saw shari’a through the categories and assumptions of
Muhammadan-Anglo Law, and had a stake in the new system.
Taken together, the re-structuring of shari’a and courts, changed shari’a from a horizontally
organized, context-specific, and socially embedded legal process, into a top-down and centralized
legal system, which was disconnected from the social institutions of the ‘ulama, who had moral
authority on questions of interpretation—political authority over shari’a interpretation was at once
intensified, and detached from moral critique by scholars. In pre-colonial courts, the qadi resided in
101 In 1772, the Hastings Plan created a hierarchy of civil and criminal courts. “…the legal system of British India was
based on the principle of stare decisis. That is, in settled points of law, a court was bound to follow previous judicial
decisions that were binding upon it. The system of precedent accorded authority to past judicial reasoning, thus
constraining future decision-making in the name of consistency.” See Anderson p. 67 and 75.
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the community and had deep knowledge of its customs and practices; the discretion that shari’a
hermeneutics offered in selecting relevant legal opinions from the Hanafi fiqh texts allowed him to
deploy his “sense of the neighborhood” while making judgments. 104 He was not bound by case
precedent of past judges or superior courts to apply a uniform rule and for the most part, there were
a range of legal arrangements that could be applied to a given situation. There were also overlapping
jurisdictions so depending on the location, the parties in conflict could use local community bodies,
sufi pirs, or other parallel forums for justice. There was not a demarcated and separate space for the
qadi’s office; he could hold the proceedings anywhere, as long as witnesses were available to
observe. Courts relied primarily on oral testimony, accompanied by verification of the reliability and
honesty of witnesses, although deeds were used as reminders of an oral contract. The oral basis of
the pre-colonial legal process reflected society at large; in 1891 the English literacy rate among
Muslims was only 0.08% and rose to 0.22% by 1901, whereas the vernacular literacy rate was only
4.52% and rose to 5.62% in this period. 105 Therefore, a century after the British East India Company
had first introduced requirements for documentary evidence in legal proceedings, 94% of Muslim
society could not read legal documents.
The hardship this caused for marginalized groups can be illustrated with one example. In
pre-colonial agrarian society, the mutual rights and duties of landholders and peasants were
transmitted through unwritten custom but through the Permanent Settlement, the Company
transformed landholders, who previously held claims to the produce of land, into its owners,
rendering land a saleable commodity. Though the law guaranteed the rights of peasants to
cultivation, these rights were recorded in written deeds, which were required by Company courts as
evidence, even though peasants were largely illiterate. The switch to a document-based system of
104 C.A. Bayly, Rulers, townsmen, and bazaars: north Indian society in the age of British expansion, 1770-1870 (Cambridge; New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1983). p. 353, cited in Anderson, p. 72.
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evidence and procedure in courts increased the power of rural elites, who were literate, and though
preserving the formal equality of peasants and other marginalized groups before the law, decreased
their substantive equality—their capacity to translate opportunity to outcome. From the inception of
this law, there is evidence that landholders manipulated documents to withhold rights. The only
recourse for a peasant was to travel from his village to a Company court based in town, pay legal
fees for a lawyer, and navigate through a lengthy and complicated written procedure. These features
of the colonial justice system privileged local elites—who could manipulate documents, afford legal
fees and travel expenses, and navigate complicated procedures—and at the same rendered justice
inaccessible to those who most needed its protection. 106 Rural elites utilized the local courts to
punish enemies but when the court went against their interests, they used extra-judicial channels to
escape justice. 107 It particularly privileged bureaucrats who were familiar with intricate state
procedures; in the decades after the Permanent Settlement, large tracts of land changed hands
because of the policy to auction off estates that had tax arrears, bureaucrats used this as an
opportunity to buy land themselves and some wrongly record arrears in order to do so. 108
It would be wrong to idealize the justice provision by pre-colonial shari’a-based courts.
Farhat Hasan argues that shari’a in state courts was a form of “structured domination,” which the
strong used to preserve their power and the weak used to protect their rights—which is true of
state-enforced law, in general. During the 18th century, as the Mughal center collapsed, qadis were
frequently accused of corruption, and were not always perceived as dispensing justice. Farhat Hasan
recounts an episode from urban Surat (Gujarat) in 1726 during which a woman, who suspected a
qadi of colluding with the other party to give a judgment in their favor, gathered her supporters and
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descended on the home of their local mufti, who worked as a private jurist, and practically forced
him to take leadership of the mob and set the qadi straight. 109 This incident shows in real time the
interplay of shari’a as positive law applied by a state-appointed qadi and shari’a as moral ideal
developed by ‘ulama who work as private jurists. Because private shari’a scholars were embedded in
local institutions—particularly in the mosque which was a neighborhood-level affair—they could be
used by Muslims (and Hindus who used the courts) to bring the force of their moral critique to bear
on state officials and remind them of their limits.

Farhat Hasan, State and locality in Mughal India: power relations in western India, c. 1572-1730 (Cambridge, UK; New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2004), p. 57.
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Table 2.2

Lost in Translation: Recasting the Fiqh Tradition in British Colonial Courts
Madrassas

Madrassas

Muftis debate shari’a,
give fatwas to
questioners, compiled in
fiqh commentaries

Muftis debate shari’a,
give fatwas to
questioners, compiled in
fiqh commentaries

Pre-Colonial Courts

Colonial Courts

PROCESS

Qadi trained in Shari’a
Hermeneutics selects
relevant legal opinion
from Fiqh Commentary

Judges trained in
Common Law perceieve
fiqh opinions as “rules”
and apply them

OUTCOME

Legal Opinion applied
to case at hand, not
binding on future judge
or lower courts

Judgment fixed through
case precedent and
hierarchical courts

ACADEMIC
DEBATE

Mosques/Neighborhoods
SOCIAL
RESPONSE

Mosques/Neighborhoods

Protest in urban Surat:
Interaction between
State qadi, Mosquebased independent
Mufti, and Petitioners

Protest in urban Surat:
Interaction between
State qadi, Mosquebased independent
Mufti, and Petitioners
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Muhammadan-Anglo Law was created when officials of the British East India Company
imposed a frame of categories and assumptions from above, which dictated how elements of native
knowledge were to be re-arranged; the Anglicized Indian elite was the product of a similar
philosophy, which assumed that English knowledge was superior, that it would be transmitted from
the colonizers to the native elite and then to the people at large; the scholars of old knowledge
systems were part of this passive mass of subjects who were not deemed worthy of conversation, let
alone as sources of wisdom. The most famous statement of the philosophy underlying colonial
education is Macualay’s Minute on Indian Education, written on 2nd February 1835.
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Macaulay, a Whig politician and historian, arrived in India and was appointed the President of the
Committee on Public Instruction, there had been an “irreconcilable difference of opinion” among
its members, who were divided, “five against five,” on the question of whether to continue the old
system of promoting Oriental learning by giving stipends to students to learn Sanskrit, Persian, and
Arabic and to publish texts in those languages, or to impart primary education in the vernaculars and
higher learning in English. The two groups presented their arguments before the Supreme Council,
In his Minute, Macaulay sided with the English section and justified adopting their position as
colonial policy. Lord Bentinck, the Governor General of India, who was influenced by the utilitarian
philosophers Bentham and James Mill (and had supported Raja Ram Mohan Roy’s modernizing
project against child marriage, polygamy, and suttee) fully concurred with his advice, deciding on 7th
March, 1835 that “the great object of the British Government ought to be the promotion of
European literature and science among the natives of India.” 111 This led two Orientalists to resign
Minute by the Hon'ble T. B. Macaulay, dated the 2nd February 1835, Bureau of Education. Selections from
Educational Records, Part I (1781-1839). Edited by H. Sharp. Calcutta: Superintendent, Government Printing, 1920.
Reprint. Delhi: National Archives of India, 1965, 107-117. Retrieved from
http://www.columbia.edu/itc/mealac/pritchett/00generallinks/macaulay/txt_minute_education_1835.html.
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from the Committee, and Macaulay embarked on the project to create the structures of India’s
national education system. 112 There were two aspects to Macaulay’s defense.
First, he justified a switch to western education and English as more “useful” to Indians
because western science was superior to native science and English would be the language of trade
across the British Empire. By learning English, Indians would be able to benefit from western
science and participate in global trade. He countered the argument that diverting funds would betray
public faith in the system by asserting that public grants for promoting literature were no different
from grants of “other objects of real or supposed utility,” comparing money spent on classical
learning to that spent on rewards for killing tigers:
…to talk of a Government pledging itself to teach certain languages and certain sciences,
though those languages may become useless, though those sciences may be exploded, seems
to me quite unmeaning…I hold his Lordship to be quite as free to direct that it shall no
longer be employed in encouraging Arabic and Sanscrit, as he is to direct that the reward for
killing tigers in Mysore shall be diminished, or that no more public money shall be expended
on the chaunting at the cathedral. 113

In 1848, Sayyid Ahmad Khan, the pioneer of Muslim modernism, published an Urdu tract to refute
the theory that the earth revolved around the sun. 114 When he later wrote an edited volume on the
constitution of Emperor Akbar and asked the preeminent poet Ghalib to write a preface, Ghalib
reprimanded him for wasting his time on the past and urged him to study the English, because they
held the keys to the future:
Look at the Sahibs of England.
Look at the style and practice of these,
Science and skill grew at the hands of these skilled ones
Their efforts overtook the efforts of the forebears.
This is the people that owns the right to Laws and Rules
None knows to rule a land better than they,
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The fire that one brought out of stone
How well these skilled ones bring out from straw!
What spell have they struck on water
That a vapour drives the boat in water!
Their instruments make music without the bow
They make words fly high like birds:
Oh don’t you see that these wise people
Get news from thousands of miles in a couple of breaths?
Go to London, for in that shining garden
The city is bright in the night, without candles
Look at the businesses of the knowledgeable ones:
In every discipline, a hundred innovators!
Before the Laws and Rules that the times now have
All others have become things of yesteryears,
Worshipping the Dead is not an auspicious thing
And wouldn’t you too think that it’s no more than just words? 115

Therefore, both the conquerors and the conquered were acutely aware of the disparity in scientific
knowledge between Western Europe and India. But Ghalib argued that the laws of the English must
be studied because their technological superiority would make the rulers of the future, and it would be
futile to study the constitution of Muslim Empires, when Muslims had lost control of their material
destiny.
But the second part of Macaulay’s argument was a generalization from the superiority of
western science to the superiority of western knowledge—literature, history, moral philosophy,
religion—in general, a leap that he makes despite his admission that he has “no knowledge of Arabic
or Sanskrit texts” because he felt confident that his interaction with Orientalists and study of
English translations of native texts had given him a sufficient knowledge to draw this conclusion:
I have no knowledge of either Sanscrit or Arabic. But I have done what I could to form a
correct estimate of their value. I have read translations of the most celebrated Arabic and
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Sanscrit works. I have conversed, both here and at home, with men distinguished by their
proficiency in the Eastern tongues.
I am quite ready to take the oriental learning at the valuation of the orientalists themselves. I
have never found one among them who could deny that a single shelf of a good European
library was worth the whole native literature of India and Arabia. The intrinsic superiority of
the Western literature is indeed fully admitted by those members of the committee who
support the oriental plan of education. 116

He admits that the Eastern writers stood highest in poetry, but maintained that contrary to these
“works of imagination,” in “works in which facts are recorded and general principles investigated,
the superiority of Europeans becomes absolutely immeasurable,” and concludes that “[i]n every
branch of physical or moral philosophy, the relative position of the two nations is nearly the same. 117
Macaulay responded to the suggestion that patronage be continued for Sanskrit and Arabic because
the classical texts of Hindu and Islamic laws were in these languages by arguing that once the legal
codes that parliament had commissioned from them had been completed, it would render these
texts “useless” to judges and to “the rising generation:” 118
Macaulay believed that this educational project would be an example of “prejudices
overthrown, of knowledge diffused, of taste purified, of arts and sciences planted in countries which
had recently been ignorant and barbarous.” 119 He pointed to Russia as a success story, a nation
“which had previously been in a state as barbarous as that in which our ancestors were before the
Crusades” which emerged from “the ignorance in which it was sunk,” and “taken its place among
civilized communities,” because it had a “large educated class abounding with persons fit to serve
the State in the highest functions, and in nowise inferior to the most accomplished men who adorn
the best circles of Paris and London.” Macaulay concludes that the “languages of western Europe
civilised Russia. I cannot doubt that they will do for the Hindoo what they have done for the
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Tartar.” 120 For him, the superiority of western knowledge extended beyond science to language,
literature, philosophy, and state formations – with the benchmark for civilization being
“accomplished” men in the “best circles” of the metropole, men such as Macaulay.
The Commission agreed that since it was impossible to educate “the body of the people”
with their “limited means,” they should instead try their best to create a class of natives that could
interpret between them and “the millions” whom they governed:
...a class of persons Indian in blood and colour, but English in tastes, in opinions, in morals
and in intellect. To that class we may leave it to refine the vernacular dialects of the country,
to enrich those dialects with terms of science borrowed from the Western nomenclature, and
to render them by degrees fit vehicles for conveying knowledge to the great mass of the
population. 121

The tone that Macaulay adopted in framing the colonial educational mission is what he wished to
imbue in the educated elite; a top-down diffusion of western knowledge to an “ignorant” populace.
He countered the argument that withdrawing funding from classical learning would undermine the
cooperation of the native public by disputing that “when a nation of high intellectual attainments
undertakes to superintend the education of a nation comparatively ignorant, the learners are
absolutely to prescribe the course which is to be taken by the teachers.” 122 In his mind, colonial
rulers were teachers, the colonial populace was “ignorant” and neither the general public nor their
old intellectuals had to be consulted on the appropriate course of education. More generally, this
frame assumed that knowledge that did not conform to western expectations, which was not written
in a text or which mixed the genres of science, history, imagination, and religion was nothing but
“ignorance.” Questions of meaning, human relationships, and holistic models that integrated science
with ethics and historical knowledge of the local environment did not easily conform to the
utilitarian calculus through which Macaulay “measured” the colonial and native culture; if these
120
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knowledge traditions contained scientific observations that had been disputed by modern western
science, they, were classified as “ignorance” and dismissed as unworthy of intellectual engagement. 123
Macaulay was also tasked with framing a criminal code for the Indian Empire. When this
legal commission was criticized for a delay in producing the code, Macaulay pointed to the French
and Lousiana criminal codes which took a long time to compile. One remark is particularly striking:
when I remember the slow progress of law reforms at home, and when I consider that our
Code decides hundreds of questions, every one of which, if stirred in England, would give
occasion to voluminous controversy and to many animated debates, I must acknowledge
that I am inclined to fear that we have been guilty rather of precipitation than of delay. 124

When colonial rulers were compiling codes of criminal and civil law and procedure, they were
literally dealing with “hundreds of questions” which would have caused “controversy” if broached in
England, and would have inevitably slowed the pace of reform because of the social struggle. But in
India, this process occurred rapidly, with a stroke of the colonial pen, and against the backdrop of a
state that was dis-embedded from social institutions and a native ruling elite that was increasingly
disengaged from its old intellectuals, who were labeled as “ignorant” and excluded from the struggle
altogether. Instead the primary concern of lawmakers, was to enable “a few hundred civilians to
govern a continent” by giving English magistrates the “plainest instructions as to the nature of their
duties.” 125
As the British East India Company assumed de facto sovereignty in northern India, it had to
contend with theories of political legitimacy based in shari’a. According to classical Islamic political
theory, under some conditions, jihad became a moral obligation on Muslims. The fuqaha (jurists)
agreed that the call to jihad could only be given by “a properly qualified imam,” but they disagreed
about when it became necessary. Some Hanafi fuqaha argued that if even one shari’a injunction was
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obeyed in a land it was a dar-al Islam, while Abu Hanifa, the founder of the Hanafi school, argued
that “a dar al-Islam conquered by infidels became dar al-harb when the law of the infidels was
enforced in it, when the region in question directly adjoined an existing dar al-harb and when
Muslims and their non-Muslim zimmis no longer enjoyed any protection there.” 126 As long as de jure
sovereignty rested with the Mughal Emperor, the ‘ulama, as a whole had not risen against the
Company. Mufti Azurda continued in his state position, though he joked that it was “illegitimate”
employment, but Shah Abdul Aziz, the son of Shah Waliullah, endorsed a fatwa (legal opinion) for
jihad against the Company and inspired his student, Sayyid Ahmad Bareilly, to launch a jihad against
the British, using the north-western mountains as a base. Sayyid Ahmad Bareilly presided over a
short-lived shari’a-based state in this territory, inspired by the state created by the Prophet in
Medina, rather than the institutions of the Mughal Empire, until he and his followers were killed.
The British termed these militants the “Wahhabis,” although that was not their self-identification.
From these early decades of the 19th century onward, the British fought an ongoing war on the
north-west frontier, supplied by an underground network in Indian territories. But apart from these
militants, on the whole, the administrative class of the Mughal Empire cooperated with the
Company’s rule in north India.
It was only in 1857, when soldiers rebelled against the Company, in support of the Mughal
Emperor, that the ‘ulama put their collective effort behind this military campaign; their rebellion was
brutally crushed, Delhi leveled to the ground, and they were killed, exiled, or intimidated into
political quietism. One scholar, Allamah Fazl-i-Haqq Khairabadi (1797-1861), who was serving as
chief judge in British-annexed Lucknow was accused along with other ‘ulama of fomenting the
uprising by signing a joint fatwa for jihad. From prison, he smuggled out the following account
written in Arabic, which reveals the perspective of the ‘ulama at this historical juncture:
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[The author] is in the detention of a white-faced, black-hearted, blue-eyed, stern-looking,
red-haired, inconstant and dissimulating person…He has imprisoned him…because of his
staunchness and zeal for his faith (iman) and Islam and for his having the reputation of
being one of the most learned and famous scholars…This was due to the painful event,
which has rendered the cities and towns desolate….turned the nobles into beggars and
destitute, and the kings into prisoners and slaves.
The early British Christians after having seized the territories….of India…tried to bring to
an end the various religions (excepting Christianity) by inventing devices. They established
schools in towns and cities in order to teach books of their language and faith to the children
and illiterate adults. They wiped out of existence the centres of knowledge and learning and
madrasahs and institutions which had been established in earlier days. 127

While Khairabadi died in prison, other ‘ulama like Haji Imdadullah migrated to Mecca to avoid
British reprisals. 128 The transfer of authority from the Mughal Empire to the British Crown was not
peaceful. It entailed a brutal assault on Delhi, the center of Muslim empires and intellectual life, on
places of learning and worship. Metcalf describes the violence as follows:
British revenge was extensive in the countryside—but it was worse in Delhi…The entire
population of the city was expelled for a time. The mosques of the city were occupied: the
Jami’ Masjid for five years, the Fatehpuri Masjid for twenty. The Zinatu’l Masjid in Darya
Ganj was used as a kitchen until it was restored almost half a century later by Lord
Curzon…Madrasahs, including the Daru’l Baqa, restored by Mufti Sadru’s-Sudur Azurdah
were razed, as well. In the Kuchah Chelan mahallah, where Shah ‘Abdu’l-‘Aziz had preached
and the great religious and intellectual families had long resided, the British shot perhaps
fourteen hundred people. 129

After a walk through Delhi, the poet Ghalib exclaimed to a friend that “the city has become a
wilderness…By God, there’s no city now. It’s a camp, a cantonment. There’s no city, no Fort, no
Bazaar, no water-channel.” 130 It was against this backdrop that shari’a was abolished as public law
between 1864 and 1872, the ‘ulama and Hindu pundits dismissed from courts, and secular legal
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codes promulgated, including the criminal law code drafted by Lord Macaulay. Secularization of law
did not result from a struggle between state and society; the British forced this change through the
state and created an Anglicized native elite—lawyers, judges, bureaucrats, and modern
professionals—to mediate between the English center and vernacular society. The westernized
urban elite did not have to struggle to displace shari’a from the state, or to develop moral arguments
to justify this move, in conversation with the ‘ulama.
Despite these sweeping legal changes, colonial courts did not have much effect on lower
strata of society and the British continued the Mughal practice of allowing legal autonomy to
community bodies, which is where most disputes were resolved. Courts of the central state were
used for the enforcement of property rights, especially by elites to resolve disputes among
themselves, or to “reinforce their dominance over agrarian producers.” 131 From the start, the ‘ulama
had regarded Muhammadan-Anglo Law as un-Islamic, as it was applied by judges who ignored
shari’a hermeneutics altogether. Some ‘ulama like Shah Waliullah’s son, Shah Abdul Aziz, issued
fatwas urging Muslims to abstain from British courts, while others, like Azurda, the chief qadi under
the Mughals, continued as an advisor, though he professed embarrassment for the act. More
Muslims used courts than before to get property rights and inheritance laws enforced but continued
to use the ‘ulama for guidance on rituals and to resolve other disputes—leading to a “dual existence”
where their moral system, which prescribed public laws, no longer had bearing on the state, but
maintained its roots in society. 132
This may not have been as large a problem for the divide between the legal system of the
center and localized political formations which the colonial center recognized as autonomous (as the
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Mughals had done earlier) but it created a bifurcation of the old and new Muslim legal professionals
associated with the urban center; the ‘ulama continued to be regarded as moral authorities on shari’a
in society, and preserved the fiqh tradition in madrassas—the 1000 years of legal and moral theory
that underpinned Muslim empires— but the colonial center and Muslims trained in colonial law
schools proceeded on the basis of secular public law and Muhammadan-Anglo Law, which the
‘ulama did not even recognize as Islamic (because it was interpreted through shari’a hermeneutics).
3: Liberalism without Roots 133
Nationalist thought, in agreeing to become 'modern', accepts the claim to
universality of this 'modern' framework of knowledge. Yet it also asserts the
autonomous identity of a national culture. It thus simultaneously rejects and
accepts the dominance, both epistemic and moral, of an alien culture. Is
knowledge then independent of cultures? If not, can there be knowledge
which is independent of power? To pose the problem thus is to situate
knowledge itself within a dialectic that relates culture to power. 134

After 1857, the elite formed deliberative associations to discuss British policy or translate
western scientific and literary texts into the vernacular, which were financially aided or joined by
colonial officers or missionaries. In the United Province they were attended by both Hindu and
Muslim landlords and government servants and had reached 20 by 1870. In a typical pattern,
members would meet at someone’s home or the association’s building, discuss a paper or topic of
social reform and publish the proceedings in a vernacular newspaper. 135 Among the Muslim elite, the
most influential were the Muhammadan Literary and Scientific Society founded by Nawab Abdul
Latif in Calcutta in 1863 and the Ghazipur Scientific Society founded by Sayyid Ahmad Khan in
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1864, which had its own weekly newspaper The Aligarh Institute Gazette in Urdu and English. 136 Sayyid
Ahmad Khan’s Scientific Society received considerable government support as well as from
government officials in private, and was run jointly by Hindus and Muslims. 137 Based on this
network, a British Indian Association of the North-Western Provinces was formed in 1866, with
Sayyid Ahmad as honorary secretary, which according to its bye-laws, was designed to support the
British govt. and help it be more effective by giving feedback on govt. policy and to petition on
matters of interest. 138 It was in this context of elite communication, explicitly funded by colonial
rulers, that Sayyid Ahmad Khan began the monthly Tahzib-ul-Akhlaq in December 1870, and tried
to “substitute reason for authority in the interpretation of the Koran,” arguing that “reason alone is
a sufficient guide.” 139
From its inception, Muslim modernism was embedded in a geo-political and class struggle.
While many leading ‘ulama were exiled, killed, or under a cloud of suspicion, Sayyid Ahmad Khan
(1817-1898) had protected Company officials during the 1857 Rebellion while he was a state judge
and led the rapprochement of the Muslim elite to British rule. In The Causes of the Indian Revolt
(1858), Khan argued that the stability of the government would increase if councils included “the
voice of the people.” 140 The ‘ulama were part of the pre-colonial ruling elite but in the British
colonial India, men like Khan acted as the “voice of the people” because it was civil servants who
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“interpreted society to government and government policy to society.” 141 In the late 19th century,
government servants were the most powerful group in north India because out of 54,000
administrators in the province, only 200 were British. 142 In British official language, Muslims from
this collaborating class were called “loyal” and “moderate,” and were consulted in developing policy
towards Muslims, while those from the following groups were called “fanatical” and “bigoted”:
…poor rather than rich, respectable rather than ruffianly, school-educated rather than
university- or college-educated, traditionally- rather than modern-educated….the lower
middle class of a pre-industrial society, printers, lithographers, booksellers, teachers, retail
shopkeepers, skilled craftsmen and petty zamindars, men literate in the vernacular, able and
willing to read the large annual output of Muslim devotional literature in Urdu. 143

Hardy argues that the British were “subconsciously” aware of this Muslim “underworld” and it
always led them to fulfill the demands of “moderate” Muslims. From the beginning, the good
Muslim/bad Muslim dichotomy in western policymaking was deeply connected with geo-political
conflict and class. British fear of this “underworld” grew during times of conflict and increased their
desire to generate more “moderate” Muslims. For instance, in the 1860s, the British were repressing
pockets of resistance from “Wahhabi” militants on the frontier, who were supported by an
underground network in Indian towns. This led British rulers to commission W.W. Hunter to
investigate whether Muslims were bound by their conscience to rebel against the Queen; in Indian
Musalmans (1871), Hunter suggested that the British:
Should develop a rising generation of Muhammadans, no longer learned in their own narrow
learning, nor imbued solely with the bitter doctrines of their medieval Law, but tinctured
with the sober and genial knowledge of the West. At the same time they would have a
sufficient acquaintance with their religious code to command the respect of their own
community, while an English training would secure them an entry into the lucrative walks of
life. 144
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Hunter was describing a policy that had already been developed to address the problem of Muslim
militancy, and Sayyid Ahmad Khan, who represented the “voice” of the Muslim community in
British eyes, was given a state subsidy and land grant to establish Aligarh College in 1875, a
residential college modeled on Oxbridge, where sons of the Muslim elite would be educated, with
Muslim landholders, princes, and modern professionals also contributing funds. In contrast, without
state patronage and judicial posts, the ‘ulama relied on popular subscriptions to fund madrassas,
which they gathered on religious holidays and through the 2.5% annual wealth tax obligatory on
Muslims (zakat), which could be used to fund religious learning. Mawlana Gangohi and Mawlana
Nanotawi established the Darul Aloom Deoband in 1866; they had participated in the 1857
Rebellion and came from the tradition of Shah Waliullah, whose son Shah Abdul Aziz had endorsed
a fatwa for jihad against the British in the early 19th century and inspired Sayyid Ahmad Bareilly to
launch a jihad from the frontier and generations of militants to continue his legacy. After the
repression of 1857, the ‘ulama followed Waliullah’s tradition of preaching “the tongue and the pen,”
and did not confront the government, though when Gangohi was asked whether British India was a
darul harb, justifying jihad, he chose not to give an opinion. The language of education at Deoband
was Urdu, the course of study religious classics, and emphasis was placed, like Waliullah, on
“purging” accretions from Hindu environment (orthodox puritanism); which led to a rival
movement of ‘ulama, the Barelvis, who defended sufi shrine-based practices (syncretism). While the
‘ulama were primarily engaged in a conversation with society, Muslims in the government service
elite, like Sayyid Ahmad Khan, spoke to colonial rulers, western scholars, and their own class of elite
Muslims, and developed arguments to rationalize assimilation to western political institutions and
social norms.
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Muslim Modernism
Sayyid Ahmad Khan argued that the Qur’an was “the sole authority in all matters of
judgment” and introduced a principle that “only the explanation of the Quran by reference to the
Quran itself” was acceptable, and not reference to “any tradition or the opinion of any scholar. 145
Influenced by the defense that Protestants were formulating in response to Darwin’s theory of
evolution, he “sought a correspondence between the Quran, as the word of God, and nature, as the
work of God,” arguing that because they had one Creator, they “cannot contradict each other” and
“[r]evelation and natural law were thus identical.” 146 Similarly, Sayyid Ahmad’s disciple Maulvi
Chiragh Ali responded to the statement by Rev. Malcom MacColl that “Mussulman states are only
branches of a cosmopolitan theocracy, and are all bound by one common code of civil and religious
rules and dogmas that are essentially and eternally unchangeable” by drawing a distinction between
“Islamic Revealed Law” and “Islamic Common Law,” basically by dissociating from fiqh and
accepting the authority only of the Qur’an:
Rev. Mr. MacColl is altogether under a false impression when he speaks of a common code
of civil and religious rules and dogmas as essentially and eternally unchangeable. The
common code of Islam, or the Muhammad system of jurisprudence, is the unwritten law of
the Muhammadan community, compiled at a very late period, so that it cannot be considered
as essentially and eternally unchangeable; nor can it be binding on any other nation than the
Arabs, whose customs, usages, and traditions it contains, and upon which it is based. 147

Describing fiqh as the Muhammadan Common Law, distinct from the Muhammadan Revealed Law,
Ali denies its authority because it was an oral tradition making it impossible to trace its historical
origins and was based on “contradictory” Prophetic reports. The refusal to recognize oral traditions
as “knowledge” and the ignorance, or dismissal, of the standards used in shari’a hermeneutics to
determine the reliability of reports, was the lens through which Company judges approached shari’a,
Cited in Mansoor Moaddel and Kamran Talattof Eds., Modernist and Fundamentalist Debates in Islam: A Reader (New
York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2000), pp. 7-8.
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a lens repeated in Chiragh Ali (and by the Pakistani judges who declared stoning to death un-Islamic
in the 1982 FSC judgment):
The Muhammadan Common Law is the unwritten law that has been compiled from a very
few verses of the Quran, as well as from the customs and usages of the country, supported
by traditions contradictory in themselves, and based on the Ijmaa, or the unanimous consent
of the Moslems. It is impossible to trace the origin of these early rulings, for they are based
chiefly on the analogy of some admitted or acknowledged casuistry, and thus it is but a
simple truth to say that such decisions or rulings can in no wise be essentially and eternally
unchangeable…
Those writers are generally mistaken who either confound the Quran, the Muhammadan
Revealed Law, with Fiquah or Cheriat (Cheri), the Muhammadan Common or Civil
Law…The Muhammadan law books, the fundamental codes of Islam, take very little or
nothing from the Quran, and all the Muhammadan jurists, casuists, mooftis, and moojtahids,
have by a tacit consent removed the law points from the text of the sacred book to the
jurisdiction of the canon or civil law. 148

Moreover, Chiragh Ali agrees with the assessment of Sir George Campbell, MP, the late Lieutenant
Governor of Bengal, who in his view, “fully ascertained the real state of things” when he said that
The Quran is by no means a clear and simple book like our Testament—far from it; it is
difficult to make much of it, and Muhammadans rely principally on the later lego-religious
books. It is somewhat as if we had no Bible, and were obliged to get our Christianity from
the works of the Fathers only—a state of things which leaves room for much dispute, and
renders it possible to find texts for almost anything. 149

Colonial officials had a negative assessment of fiqh texts because they were looking for a clear rule
that could be applied in all situations; the variation and fluidity of legal opinions made them nervous
and they viewed fiqh as the “source of dispute” viewing both moral disagreement as wrong. In
contrast to this, fiqh scholars did not have a negative view of disagreement – there was a pluralism
built into the tradition because most questions yielded a range of legal opinions and they were
comfortable with this flexibility because there was agreement on the principles of reasoning,
methods that pointed the way forward for how to resolve disputes and differences. Moreover, the
assumption that reading the Bible directly, or the Qur’an for Muslims, would remove all
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disagreement was strange – because that is what had led to the formation of scholarly communities
of exegesis in the first place. Modernist thinkers were re-formulating Islam, during their
conversation with Protestants, and it is striking that in Pakistan, it was a Catholic Chief Justice in the
1960s that argued in favor of implementing the constitutional promises of shari’a.
Modernist thinkers differed in the extent to which their argumentative style was purely
western or Islamic. Though Sayyid Ahmad Khan used western concepts to interpret Islamic texts, he
drew on traditional Islamic learning, and belonged to the same intellectual milieu as the Deoband
‘ulama. Both the founders of Deoband, Nanotawi and Gangohi, and of Aligarh, Sayyid Ahmad
Khan, Nazir Ahmad, Zakaullah Khan, and Samiullah Khan, had studied with Mamluk Ali, a teacher
at Delhi College. 150 Sayyid Ahmad had also studied with the noted Delhi ‘alim, Muhammad Ishaq,
the successor of Shah Waliullah’s grandson Shah Abdul Aziz, and had facility with shari’a discourse,
which allowed him to use arguments by Shah Waliullah to refute the existence of miracles in his
rationalist exegesis of the Qur’an. 151 He wrote in Urdu and relied on translators for his publications
and office correspondence, until the end of his life. 152 Sayyid Ahmad Khan had criticized colonial
vernacular schools because they cut off access to primary texts in Arabic and Persian and in the
beginning set up Departments of Persian and Arabic at Aligarh but just as Macaulay had said that
Persian, Arabic and Sanskrit did not attract student enrollment, so too did Persian and Arabic fade
from the focus of Aligarh, more because of a lack of student demand than because of the Founder’s
intentions. 153 He was also more socially conservative than contemporaneous modernist writers in
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Egypt, like Qasim Amin, who argued that the veil was repressive and ought to be abolished; Sayyid
Ahmad argued that shari’a had granted women more equal rights than those which prevailed in
England and said that there was wisdom in its prescription for veiling. 154
In contrast to Sayyid Ahmad, who had shared the pre-1857 intellectual milieu with the
‘ulama, his contemporaneous generation of Muslims from Calcutta and Bombay, and the next
generation in north India, who were trained on an entirely western pattern and writing about Islam
for a western reading public, did not engage with traditional religious scholarship or its conventions
of reasoning at all. For instance, Amir Ali wrote about early Islamic history in English comparing
Islam to Hegel’s notion of a “spirit” moving through time in stages of progress. He was one of the
first Muslims to be inducted into the High Court in the late 19th century and the first Indian to serve
on the Privy Council; in this position, he became a spokesman for Islam before colonial rulers. His
work was influential among western reading publics and modern-educated Muslims but since it was
in an entirely western idiom, it did not even provoke a response from the madrassa-educated ‘ulama.
Amir Ali did not have to accept or reject their conventions of historiography because he could
bypass them altogether and address English-reading Muslims as individuals, as consumers in an
anonymous print market. Modernist scholars who were not engaged in a community-funded project
of institution-building, as Sayyid Ahmad Khan had been, did not have to confront the question of
how their scholarship fit within the matrix of social institutions; they did not have to negotiate
boundaries and compromises for co-existence with orthodox religious institutions because they did
not need approval or cooperation from them or their followers.
Civilizing Narrative
154 For an analysis of Qasim Amin’s arguments see Leila Ahmad, Women and Gender in Islam: Historical Roots of a Modern
Debate (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1992). Ahmad made this argument in Sayyid Ahmad Khan,
“Rights of Women,” pp. 159-162 in Moaddel and Talatoff volume.
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As Chatterjee argues, the modernist thought developed by the early nationalists, contained
two paradoxical features: an acceptance of the terms of the game and a rejection of ancestral ways,
but an insistence on a separate identity. So it was both a rejection of the past, and articulated in
terms of the same cultural resources, onto which a new meaning is overlayed by recasting them
through the categories of civilized, enlightened, progress, development, and stagnation that were the
common parlance of western intellectuals since the Enlightenment. In mainstream scholarship that
doesn’t incorporate the post-colonial critique, there is a tendency to portray liberals as the “good
guys” but it is important to understand how the transposition of liberal arguments onto colonial soil
happened through colonial officials and missionaries, who were simultaneously criticizing native
cultures, and the native elites that voiced liberal arguments, the early nationalists, accepted these
critiques and sought to “reform” their traditions to compete with the west in the march for progress.
This would be a purely intellectual problem, on its own, but it is important for contemporary
politics because modernist thinkers, both Hindu and Muslim reformers, were propelled by a
messianic mission to uplift their society and faith in religious “truth” sought through individual
reasoning, where “reason” is conceived as “noumenal reason” and not defined with reference to a
tradition, as it was for pre-colonial scholars who were embedded in religious institutions. This meant
that if religion did, in fact, become the basis of state laws, as it had in post-independence Pakistan,
the argumentative style of liberals of 19th century modernist lineage would, ironically enough, be
more dogmatic, arrogant, and non-inclusive than that of traditional religious actors who had long
been accustomed to struggles with religious rivals, so that they had to develop some principles of
toleration and co-existence, and had long-standing conventions for debate and resolving differences.
Sayyid Ahmad Khan’s arguments were premised on the Enlightenment doctrine of
“progress;” in his essays, he diagnosed problems and prescribed a course of treatment to reach
“civilization.” In “The Rights of Women,” he argued that women in Islam were “more equal to
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men” than in any other religion or national law, because while English law transferred a woman’s
property, inheritance, and earnings to her husband and denied her the right to undertake contracts
or lawsuits without his permission, Islam gave her all these rights. 155 Unlike Qasim Amin, Sayyid
Ahmad Khan did not challenge the injunctions for veiling found in shari’a but he, too, accepted the
western criticism of the status of women in Muslim societies and responded by attributing it to
cultural practices that were a deviation from Islam:
Muslims, despite the fact that the laws of the rest of the world are less generous, on account
of being uncivilized have treated women so badly that all the nations laugh at the condition
of Muslim women. Because of our inherent evils, and because of the whole ummah is in a
sorry state…all nations criticize our religion. Therefore, this is not the time for us to ignore
these truths and delay correcting our conduct or to fail to show by the light of our behavior
that Islam is an enlightened religion. 156

The last line, the attempt to show by practice, that Islam is an “enlightened” religion, became a
recurring feature of modernist and Muslim nationalist arguments. What is most important in this
text is not Sayyid Ahmad’s argument that Islam treats women “more equally” than English law—
though this argument would be a problem for later modernists when English laws would change and
gender-differentiation would remain in Islamic laws of inheritance and family—but the structure of
the conversation he is engaging in. He is clearly embarrassed at the position of women, not because
women in his country had organized and demanded change, but because outsiders were “laughing”
and using this as a reason to criticize Islam. From the start, as in Qasim Amin, the articulation of
arguments regarding women was intertwined with a western gaze, rather than an indigenous
struggle.
The modernist claim that the fiqh tradition had “stagnated” and had to be “reconstructed”
was part of a much broader assault on pre-colonial intellectual conventions and ways of life, in light of
criticism by western scholarship and rulers, with the explicit purpose of showing that Muslim
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cultural forms were just as good as western counter-parts, and that Muslims could participate in the
dominant culture on equal terms with their fellow European subjects. In 1847, Sayyid Ahmad had
composed Asar-us Sanadid, an antiquarian text on Delhi, but when he re-issued it in 1854, he not
only removed the chapter that praised Delhi intellectuals, reportedly on the advice of Edward
Thomas, a Company officer and historian. Historians speculate that he may have done this because
“this tazkira of the traditional style did not fully match the contents of a book with such a modern
and modernist approach as the Asar-us Sanadid,” or because his growing contact with the British
made him feel that “the elites of Delhi did not count for much before the English, or in absolute
terms.” 157

But he also deleted all other sections that did not match British conventions of

scholarship, as Shamsur Rahman Faruqi explains:
The axe seems to have fallen on almost all the things in the text that didn’t seem to conform
to English tastes. For example, Syed Ahmad Khan deleted a longish Persian verse panygeric
in praise of Metcalfe, the English Resident. He also removed all the taqrizes, including one
from Ghalib and one from Navab Ziauddin Ahmad Khan, well known historian and poet.
Also omitted were the account of the miracles of a saint of the Rifa’i order, and an anecdote
about Syed Ahmad himself, also involving a hint of the supernatural. These omissions
indicate that Syed Ahmad was now more au fait with Victorian-English tastes and mores. 158

Indian literary historians praised the new edition because they felt it had “extreme simplicity” and
the narrative was “devoid of Asiatic hyperbole and extravagances.” 159 Muslim intellectuals also
embarked on a project to “reorder Urdu’s literary morphology.” At a meeting on 9 May 1874,
Muhammad Hussain Azad called for the “reform of Urdu poetry,” and a British official, Holroyd,
explained that the meeting had been called “to discover means for the development of Urdu poetry
which is in a state of decadence today.” 160 Sayyid Ahmad criticized classical Urdu poetry because it
did not represent “things as they are found in nature,” and felt that it was “essential that ideas are
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taken from English poetry and expressed in Urdu.” 161 Sayyid Ahmad Khan’s ideas deeply influenced
the Muslim intelligentsia; the literary movement of “natural poetry” was the first attempt in India to
produce “modern” and “westernized” literary theory and historiography. 162 He also urged reform in
daily life, urging Muslims to consider eating with knives and forks to reduce the “disgust” that the
British feel about their habit of eating with their hands and to look “better” in their eyes, a
preoccupation with “image” that persists in contemporary liberal argumentation about Muslim
culture. In “The Way of Life,” he says that while in all nations, customs of “a barbarous and
uncivilized age still persist,” yet “civilized nations have shaped and fashioned such customs to such
an extent that barbarity is completely eliminated from them and they have become most pleasant
and attractive” while “[u]nderdeveloped nations still continue to follow customs in a barbarous way
and for this reason the developed nations look upon them with insulting and contemptuous
gazes.” 163
These re-assessments of culture necessarily entailed a demonization of the pre-colonial
forms; Sayyid Ahmad had said nothing could be “worse” or “more defective” than the poetry of his
time because it only contained themes of love and romance, which “points to those evil emotions
which are opposed to true culture and morals;” 164 he castigated classical poetry for the “bad and
defective practice of expressing far-fetched and abstract themes.” 165 The literary critic Shamsur
Rahman Faruqi argues that his approach led his colleagues to commit some of “the greatest
excesses” on Urdu literature because they mercilessly judged it according to conventions external to
its context. Azad mourned that poetry had been “ensnared” in the “few trifling ideas” of “romantic
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themes, carefree drinking of wine, creating illusory colors and scents without the rose or the
rosegarden, bewailing the calamity of separation, delighting in imaginary union, feeling an aversion
to the world, and top of this experiencing he oppression of the heavens.” He argues that:
…the outrageous thing is that if we want to speak of some real matter, we express that very
idea in metaphors—the result of which is that we can do nothing. My friends! I see that the
exhibition hall of arts and sciences is open, and all the people have been displaying the
handwork of their literature. Don’t you see on what level our language stands? Yes—you can
clearly see—she lies on the doormat. 166

Of course, this was a violent assault on existing conventions – a desire to tear down and re-construct
from scratch — but it was a way to assimilate one’s identity and language to colonial society, to
compete on equal terms and to be regarded with respect by colonial rulers. Shamsur Rahman Faruqi
argues that though Sayyid Ahmad Khan gave the Urdu intelligentsia “a big inferiority complex,” they
“cheerfully accepted the gift” and accepted his project to “refashion Urdu literature after the English
model” because “it came, paradoxically enough, with the gift of self-respect, and a sense of purpose
and self-worth.” 167
I have provided the above examples to show that modernist condemnation of the fiqh
tradition was part of much broader movement; the classical Urdu ghazal, too, was scored as the sign
of the “decadence” and “stagnation” of Muslim society, and this condemnation had more to do with
the efforts of the Muslim intelligentsia to defend their traditions in western eyes, by recasting them
using the conventions of modern western literature and philosophy. The modernist scholar Chiragh
Ali denied the authority of the fiqh tradition because he was trying to refute the criticism of a
western scholar, and trying to rationalize the introduction of Europeanizing reforms:
Islam is capable of progress, and possesses sufficient elasticity to enable it to adapt itself to
the social and political changes going on around it. The Islam, by which I mean the pure
Islam as taught by Muhammad in the Quran, and not that Islam as taught by the
Muhammadan Common Law was itself a progress and a change for the better. It has the
vital principles of rapid development, of progress, of rationalism, and of adaptability to new
circumstances.
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What the Rev. Mr. MacColl calls “the inviolable and absolutely unchangeable law of Islam,”
and which, he argues, impels the Ulema to resist the introduction of European reforms, is
only the Muhammadan Common Law, which can in no way be considered infallible. The
Common Law of Islam is the Leges non-Scripta, and consists of general or particular
customs, and certain peculiar or ecclesiastical laws. The only infallible law is Leges Scripta, or
the Quran. 168

This approach allowed the Muslim elite to assimilate to colonial rule but it also put them in a strange
position relative to the petite bourgeoisie and working classes, who were not interacting with British
officials and western scholars, and not driven to adapt their cultural forms to improve their “image”
in the eyes of their rulers. A similar process occurred in 19th century France, when the central state
spread the high culture of Paris in the countryside, holding it up as the model of “civilization” and
the peasantry, with their local dialects and practices, as existing in a state of “savagery.” Weber writes
that peasants themselves accepted this classification and sought to become more “civilized.” 169 But
herein lies a crucial difference between French and colonial state-building because town-dwelling
and rural Muslims in British India still had their old urban high culture, in the form of the ‘ulama,
and the madrassas and mosques they ran, and for them, these old religious intellectuals were a more
proximate cultural influence than the deliberative societies of the elite, where western ideas,
literature, and ways of life were discussed.
Just as Muslims employed in the higher echelons of the judiciary ceased talking to the ‘ulama,
the ‘ulama, too, focused their scholarly efforts predominantly on ritual matters, paying less attention
to sections of the Islamic tradition that dealt with public matters. As Robinson writes, “[t]he training
for empire built up over 800 years faded away to be replaced….by a training for Islamic survival in a
world where Muslims had no power.” 170 Writing in 1994, Mawlana Taqi Usmani, a leading Deobandi
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‘alim in contemporary Pakistan, was acutely aware of this shift in emphasis and attributed half of the
responsibility to the shift in state policy and the remaining half on the ‘ulama themselves, because
they stopped advancing scholarship on the sections of the Islamic tradition that dealt with the ethics
of the state, and were not well-versed in the language of modern knowledge and could not converse
with the modern-educated. He regrets that this led to a situation where lay Muslims consult the
‘ulama on ritual matters but when it comes to their public dealings, they no longer consult them
because they feel that the ‘ulama do not understand modern conditions. 171
Understandably, the ‘ulama were hostile to this attempt to unseat the conventions of
reasoning that constituted their discursive community. Though Sayyid Ahmad’s exegetical method
was regarded as sacrilegious by the orthodox, and mosque imams made a business out of issuing
fatwas of apostasy about him, his arguments were at least in a “religious idiom” which the ‘ulama
could “recognize as Islamic.” 172 Robinson notes the storm of opposition by the ‘ulama that Sayyid
Ahmad’s nacheri (naturalist) and rationalist Qur’anic exegesis generated:
….for the indigent alim assaults upon him became a profitable industry. The leading alim of
Firangi Mahal, Maulvi Abdul Hai, denounced him as a follower of Satan, while ‘in every
town and village fatwas were issued by the Maulawis which declared him to be a Kafir’. As
always in time of Islamic controversy, the newspaper business boomed. Special newspapers
were founded to rebut Syed Ahmed’s dangerous heterodoxy. In Cawnpore the Nur ul Afaq
and the Nur ul-Anwar, in Moradabad the Lauh i Mahfuz, and in Agra the Terhawin. Threats
against Syed Ahmed’s life were frequent; one man told him that ‘Shere Ali, who assassinated
Lord Mayo, was an idiot for doing so, as he could have assured Paradise for himself by
killing Syed Ahmed.
One opponent travelled to Mecca and received the following verdict from the local ‘ulama:
“It is not allowed to support this College – may God damn its founder! – and if this College
has been finished, it must be demolished and its supporters severely punished, and everyone
who defends Islam must oppose this College as much as he can.” 173
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Higher-ranking ‘ulama like Nanatawi, desisted, praised Sayyid for his service, said he had “good
intentions” but “no reason.” 174 By asserting the right to question and rethink established
conventions of reasoning in the fiqh tradition, particularly the authority of juristic consensus, Sayyid
Ahmad, was plucking out the base from a house of cards; he did not undertake this criticism as part
of an organized effort against religious institutions, but the ‘ulama could see that had his criticism
been approved, the fiqh tradition would come tumbling down, collapsing into itself. Their fear is
particularly understandable given the “centrifugal” and “pluricentrism” of religious authority, and
the challenges posed by autonomy from state, lack of regulation, and an anonymous print market;
the only thing holding together the community, the only lever of control on individual ‘ulama were
the established conventions; this was a conservative impulse but it also prevented interpretive
adventurism of an ultra-conservative nature if it went against the consensus exegeses. Their
argument then, as now, is similar to what legal scholars have described as the “integrity-anxiety” of
US Supreme Court Justices, who are reluctant to accept transnational law into constitutional
interpretation because it could destabilize the integrity of the system and lead to interpretive
adventurism that can neither be predicted nor controlled. Similar to this, the ‘ulama’s response to
modernists has been that countless Islamic rituals and practices that are taken for granted today have
been fixed in place due to the consensus of early exegetes and jurists; if the principle of rejecting
exegetical and juristic consensus is conceded then there is no telling which direction the process of
change will go and at what point it will stop. To them, accepting this modernist claim is tantamount
to accepting change of religion on the basis of individual interpretation, in which no institution will
have control and there will be no steering wheel or brakes. Therefore, while the modernist critique
could serve as a justification of individual non-conformity to orthodox Hanafi doctrine and could be
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used as the basis for a separate sect (maslak) “reconstructed” on the basis of revised principles, the
idea that it could be used as the basis of Islamic lawmaking for a Muslim state, or for any community
of Muslims, was never seriously pursued by the early modernists in the late 19th century.
Ironically, because modernist scholars based their critique of the authority of tradition on the
liberalism of “rational consensus on values” espoused by Mills, they were optimistic about the
possibility of ethical agreement if only freedom of opinion prevailed and all sides were allowed to
voice arguments and counter-arguments. This freedom did prevail among the ‘ulama but debate
occurred within their established conventions of reasoning, so by rejecting them, Sayyid Ahmad was
at once placing himself beyond a conversation with the ‘ulama, and at the same time asserting that
agreement was possible. When Sayyid Ahmad Khan urged Muslims to question established
principles in his essay “Freedom of Opinion,” his central premise was that freedom of opinion in
moral and religious debates would lead to rational consensus, what Gray has described as liberalism
as a means to “universal rational consensus” and believes is misguided because value pluralism, and
not consensus, is an accurate reflection of moral life. Ahmad argued that while doctrines were
“brimming with meanings” in the hearts of inventors of a field of learning and their disciples,
because they had to argue with those of opposing opinions to gain victory, once a doctrine “attained
success and was accepted by the people, discussions ceased, its development stopped, and its effect
upon humankind was that their minds lost their vitality, vigor, and power.” 175 This argument is
premised on a radical individualism, positing individual Muslims, freely pondering over and choosing
beliefs and doctrines, and even subjecting the ones they reflexively held to critical examination. At
the same time, Ahmad creates an equation between “established principles” and the “cessation of
discussion” and “end of development” of a field of knowledge; implying that the ‘ulama, whose
community was constituted by these established principles, were transmitting knowledge that had
175
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become “stagnant” as soon as its conventions were in place, that a lack of dispute on basic
conventions meant that their scholarship was devoid of “meaning,” and that they, by implication,
were victims of intellectual paralysis because they were convention-bound. Like Mill, Sayyid Ahmad
Khan defended freedom of opinion, because he felt that with “progress” differences of opinion
would decrease:
…to the extent that man progresses and is reformed, opinions, doctrines, and beliefs in
which there are disagreements will doubtless decrease. In fact, humankind’s well-being can
be measured especially by the number and quantity of those truths that are not the subject of
controversy and have attained the rank of confirmed truths.
In order to confirm them, one of the necessary conditions is that mankind’s opinions
converge and be brought into harmony, and that process of convergence and consensus is
just as beneficial to the correct opinion as it is harmful to the wrong one. That device
consists precisely in encouraging freedom of opinion and continued discussion. 176

Sayyid Ahmad was not restricting himself to secular subjects but this was his assessment of religious
“truth” as well.
If discussion occurs, it is not on the question of whether a principle written in a book is true
or false, but simply on whether that particular principle is recorded in the book or not.
This method has destroyed freedom of opinion and broken the way of life that used to
afford protection against falling into error….Now the outstanding scholars, theologians, and
learned people who are left are in the position of being without any knowledge about the
truth of anything, be it a matter of scholarly teaching or religious belief. Whomever you ask
whether something is true or not, even if he/she is a great scholar, can tell you nothing
except that such and such a person wrote it…All the relish of learning and all the influences
of the articles of belief is gone from the heart!! 177

This is an important point to understand because in calling on Muslims to think for themselves, as
individuals, about the “truth” or “falsity” of established principles in all domains of knowledge,
including theology, he was making a radical claim.
The only way to understand this contradiction is to situate it within his context. As far as he
knew, and it was indeed true for his lifetime, British legal and political institutions were in India to
stay; the British had already removed shari’a from public law and left it in the truncated and
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transformed form of Muhammadan-Anglo Law; in his lifetime, Muslim judges had only just begun
to be inducted in the judiciary and had no power over the court’s interpretation. His arguments were
geared towards a western audience and towards upper-middle class Muslims who were exposed to
western philosophy and science and struggling with reconciling the demands of their faith with the
demands of their livelihood and worldly advancement, which depended on their acquisition of
western education and employment in the colonial state (the Muslim bourgeoisie in north India was
predominantly in service positions or mid-level landholding/trade but was not dominant in
commerce). We can find evidence of his behavior towards Islamic religious institutions from two
examples. First, he had to negotiate with religious institutions because he needed to raise funds and
recruit students for Aligarh from the Muslim elite, who at his time were predominantly orthodox, he
chose Samiullah Khan, who was reputed to be a pious and orthodox Muslim, to act as the front-man
and primary recruiter of students in early years, and assured parents that his religious doctrines
would not be taught at the college and that Islam would be taught by instructors from Deoband.
Lelyveld describes how the author of an article in the Aligarh Institute Gazette, who was a Fund
Committee member of the College, “took great pains” to persuade readers that Sayyid Ahmad was
not converting students to his religious doctrine:
…he took great pains to show that Sayyid Ahmad had nothing to do with the students.
According to this account, Sayyid Ahmad would sit in his house during the day, working on
correspondence with the government, fund-raising operations, and building construction. It
might be added that he also corresponded with the principal of the college, the letters being
translated back and forth between English and Urdu by a personal assistant. In the evenings
he would come over to the college grounds to talk with the construction workers and check
on what they had done.
He would leave without running into any of the boys, so there was no danger that they
would be contaminated by his religious ideas. 178
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In turn Sayyid Ahmad Khan “only asked permission, infidel that he was, humbly to serve the qaum
by doing some of the more laborious tasks.” 179 He did not renounce his own scholarship but
separated Aligarh, as a public institution, from his personal beliefs because the community members
that he was serving—which he needed for funds and students—still followed the orthodox ‘ulama
and he had to respect their beliefs in order to secure their cooperation. While mosque imams made a
business out of declaring Sayyid Ahmad an apostate, the founder of Deoband, Nanatawi, desisted
from doing so, citing his service and good intentions—though he regretted that Sayyid Ahmad was
misguided and had “no reason.” 180 Faruqi argues that this was because he kept his theological views
out of Aligarh that his theological opponents were able to respect him and support his college:
Akbar Allahabadi supported MAO College, Badauni sent his children there, and Thanwi lauded his
efforts for the community; though he notes that this separation did not prepare graduates to
reconcile the religious tradition with their secular and scientific educational training.
Second, when the question of diverting the funds from Muslim endowments for the creation
of modern colleges came up, Sayyid Ahmad opposed this idea, because it was a violation of the
original endowment deed of Muslims in which they had stipulated the use of funds for religious
purposes. 181 In the past, the British had created several modern colleges by re-allocating
endowments that had been set up for religious sites, for instance the Hooghly Imambargah was
converted into Hooghly College, but Sayyid Ahamd opposed this. Perhaps it is because of his
common cultural background with the ‘ulama, and his reluctance to engage in a frontal assault on
institutional religion (though many a mosque preacher made money from declaring him an infidel),
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that led Mawlana Thanwi to desist from declaring him an infidel because he had good intentions and
had rendered service to the community.
Just as modern-day judges are products of the constitution and act within its limits, the
‘ulama were products of the “established principles” that Sayyid Ahmad wanted Muslims to re-assess
and reject at will. His argument was both intellectually dismissive of existing scholarly conventions
and left a gaping hole because he did not outline how, with the choice to reject any established
principle, there would be enough agreement on the principles of reasoning to have a scholarly
debate and reach consensus. And ironically, the ‘ulama, who had experience co-existing with sects
that disagreed, recognized that consensus was only possible within their doctrinal community; they
held the “established principles” dear because they were a method of conflict resolution. For them
“progress” was not a constituent category in their theory, while human disagreement was inevitable
and that is what required those principles to mediate it, while Sayyid Ahmad, like John Stuart Mill,
posited the possibility of rational consensus for all individuals, going as far as to say that this would
be the inevitable outcome of “progress.” John Gray has severely criticized this view because in his
opinion, the proper unit of analysis is not the individual, choosing beliefs as he would groceries, but
ways of life. And for him, value pluralism, not rational consensus on values, is an accurate reflection of
moral life. This is perhaps one of the key ironies of the link between the development of Muslim
modernism and liberalism among the north Indian Muslim elite since the late 19th century:
modernism, as it grew in tandem with arguments premised on a universalizing liberal individualism,
did not contain a theory of how it would co-exist with other ways of life, the liberalism of “modus
vivendi” that Gray advocates. From the beginning, it was an attempt to reject and take away
leadership from Muslim religious institutions, but without a social movement it did not develop its
own congregations and emerge as a separate sect, and at the same time, by being a latent part of
liberal arguments in a post-independence context, when liberals had to co-exist with traditional
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Islamic institutions and knowledge, it understandably attracted the ire and frustration of the ‘ulama
because it was essentially intolerant of institutional religion and at the same time claimed individual
interpretations of Islam to be “true” without any theories of mediating differences of opinion in a
community or co-existence with other groups.
Modernism and ‘Ulama: Difference of kind not degree
Since modernist thinkers rejected the established conventions of reasoning in the Islamic
legal tradition, which constituted the ‘ulama as a discursive community, the difference between them
and the ‘ulama was a difference of kind not of degree. Leitch defines a discourse community as
follows:
…a speaker must be ‘qualified’ to talk; he has to belong to a community of scholarship; and
he is required to possess a prescribed body of knowledge (doctrine)…[This system] operates
to constrain discourse; it establishes limits and regularities…who may speak, what may be
spoken, and how it is to be said; in addition [rules] prescribe what is true and false, what is
reasonable and what foolish, and what is meant and what not. 182

It would be inaccurate to say that they were more “moderate” and “liberal” in their Islamic beliefs
than the ‘ulama because this assumes that the two fall on the same spectrum and a quantitative
comparison is possible. Instead, a divide over the conventions of reasoning amounted to a qualitative
difference, where it is not possible to rank their beliefs on a quantitative scale of liberality but it is
more accurate to say that they are incommensurate or different, which would then necessitate a
doctrine of toleration to regulate their differences. 183 Katz describes a similar sociological process at
work in the late 18th century European Jewish community. He explains that from the 1760s, the
extension of citizenship rights to Jews and the emergence of “neutral associations” during the
Enlightenment, where Jewish and non-Jewish intellectuals discussed ideas, led to the multiplication
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of a new social type, the “maskil,” who added “a command of the languages of the gentile
environment, general erudition, and an interest in what was happening in the non-Jewish world to
his knowledge of the Torah” and demanded not only “permission to exist” but also “the right to
provide overall leadership and guidance.” 184 The maskilim used the conventions of the “neutral
associations”
The neutral associations had become the reference group for the maskilim. It was from these
neutral associations and their doctrines that these maskilim derived their criteria for
appraising Jewish society itself…The maskilim now held up the institutions of traditional
society to the test of reason, intellect, and nature—terms that, for them, were practically
interchangeable. 185

These “new men” led the Jewish Enlightenment or Haskala and vied with traditional rabbis for
leadership of the Jewish community, and the term “Orthodox Judaism” emerged as a consequence
of this intellectual struggle, to differentiate traditional institutions of Judaism from the movement led
by the maskilim, which is known as “Reform Judaism” today. A similar differentiation has not
developed in Indian Islam because modernist intellectuals worked through the colonial state, rather
than developing grassroots institutions, and unlike European Jews, they had to share a state with
orthodoxy, rather than being submerged within a secular or Christian culture—making their
situation closer to the secular-religious divide prevailing in Israel.
The qualitative difference between the ‘ulama and modernists can be understood by a
conversation between a Jewish Orthodox and Reform rabbi, in which the Orthodox rabbi compares
religious reasoning to a game of chess, which only has meaning in reference to its rules, within
which there is scope for great creativity. But if a player randomly starts moving pieces around a
chessboard, then the game is no longer chess but something else:
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Chess has rules. But let us say someone knows the rules very well and always follows them—
does that make him a good player. Not at all. He can follow all the rules and still lose every
time. But within those rules there is the opportunity for extraordinary creativity and
brilliance. An inspired player can use those rules to do incredible, dazzling things.
Now let us say someone comes along and decides he is not obligated by the rules. He wants
his knights to scamper from end to end in a single leap and his pawns to move in all
directions rather than just straight ahead. He is, of course, free to do so if he wishes, but the
game he will be playing is not chess. It is something else. In order to play chess, you must
follow the rules. Moreover it is those very rules that give the game its richness and texture.
Take away the rules, and you are left with nothing.
This is what the Torah is all about. There are basic rules, which are inviolate and
incontrovertible, but within the parameters of those rules there is tremendous range for
creativity and growth. 186

Muslim modernism had meaning for its proponents and appeal for its followers because it used rules
of reasoning established in western scholarship, and in the modern education that Muslims received
in colonial schools and colleges, and because it helped Muslims assimilate in a rapidly changing
world, dominated by western political institutions and social norms. This is, coincidentally, how a
Reform rabbi counters the criticism by an Orthodox rabbi in One People, Two Worlds, arguing that
Reform should not be blamed for undermining Orthodoxy because it allowed Jews to hold onto
their faith, when confronted with modern science and western society. He argues that had it not
been for Reform, Jews would have chosen “nothing” rather than Orthodoxy; it was the failure of
Orthodox institutions to help them reconcile their faith to life in western society that had caused the
problem in the first place. 187 But the Orthodox Rabbi Yosef Reinman has a different perspective on
the historical juncture that led to the emergence of Reform Judaism, which is similar to how the
‘ulama (and later Islamists) perceive modernist scholars:
We know what Judaism represented for thousands of years. It accepted the historicity of the
Written Torah. It accepted the Oral Law as divinely inspired. It accepted the Halakhah as
supreme. The parameters of Jewish life were defined by the 613 mitzvot. Our ancestors gave
their lives for the Torah.
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Now we have this phenomenon called Reform, which came along to fix something that ain’t
broke. For all the centuries during which the Jews were confined to the ghettos, they never
really felt drawn to the outside. The overcrowded conditions were, of course, difficult to
endure, but they never felt drawn to become part of the dominant culture. What was out
there to attract them? Christianity? They knew that what they had in the ghetto was far
better.
During the Enlightenment, however, the tremendous new idealism in the gentile world
exerted a strong attraction for many Jews coming out of the ghettos during the
Emancipation. But there was a vast chasm between enlightened gentile society and
traditional Jewish society, and therefore a new way had to be found. Presto chango. Reform
was born. You could now have your cake and eat it too. 188

Muslim modernism was born from a genuinely and deeply felt dissonance between religion and
modern western science and thought since the 19th century but because it adopted the rules of
reasoning in western thought, it was a qualitatively different form that could certainly claim a right to
peacefully co-exist with Orthodoxy, from a toleration perspective, but could not be used as the basis
to “reform” orthodoxy because any modernist encroachment on orthodoxy was a threat to its
established conventions of reasoning, which held orthodoxy together, and was an existential threat,
not a quantitative shift on a spectrum of conservatism or liberalism. In his argument in “Freedom of
Opinion,” Sayyid Ahmad was promoting a way of thinking for individuals not suggesting a method
for resolving conflicts over Islamic legal interpretation in the state or how to co-exist with the
representatives of institutional religion that he had disparaged with his equation between
“established doctrine” and “stagnation.” But the associations he established became a stock theme
of modernist tracts and were frequently invoked by Pakistani liberals post-independence in conflicts
over state Islamic lawmaking.
Just as the British assumed that Indian society could be understood through religious texts,
rather than social circumstances and context, there was a shift in the concerns of the native
intelligentsia towards textualism. They did not have control over their political and legal institutions
or over the extraction of surplus from the land, the terms of trade by which India was integrated
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into global capitalism—basically over any of the core aspects of their material existence in the world
economy and political structure. So there was not occasion to debate how these institutions should
be structured. Instead, their discussion revolved around defending Islamic and Hindu beliefs and
practices against western criticism and adapting and re-formulating the native intellectual heritage so
that they could interact with the colonial officers with confidence and take advantage of what
opportunities the colonial state offered through education and government employment. So the turn
towards textualism was partly due to colonial policy which saw Indians in terms of their religious
texts, Orientalism, and missionary attacks – all of which begged a response from Indian intellectuals
who were exposed to them or interacted with British officials. But it was also partly due to the fact
that there was no point in debating political institutions over which they had no control. Muslim
modernists like Amir Ali disengaged from the ‘ulama’s conventions but also focused on glorifying
the early Islamic period, in response to western criticism and using western conventions of
scholarship, rather than on the history of legal and political institutions in India. Amir Ali’s
glorification of early Islam, through the route of western scholarship, to prove that that Islam was
compatible with “rationality” and “progress,” contributed, in Hardy’s view, to the “educational
chasm” between the modern-educated and traditionally-educated Muslim “where the one does not
know the religion he is defending but defends it all the same, and the other knows his religion but
does not know against what he is defending it.” 189
Muslims from the westernized elite who consumed modernist scholarship were no less
attached to Islam, but they spoke a language that the ‘ulama did not understand and instead of
making a case for their non-conformity to orthodox Islam, as the pre-colonial poet Ghalib did
through his self-mockery, they advocated a “reconstruction” of orthodoxy. The Deobandi and
Barelvi ‘ulama had developed differentiated identities and a principle of toleration, but modernism
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remained an undifferentiated religious impulse among the western-assimilating elite and the
“civilizing narrative” woven into it put them in a posture of aggression vis a vis orthodox ‘ulama, and
the pre-colonial worldviews of native society, in general. I have represented this shift in Table 2.3
below, with the circles representing the conflict between the westernized urban Muslim elite and the
‘ulama of both the Deobandi and Barelvi schools.
Table 2.3

Change in Posture of Urban Elite in Three-way Modus Vivendi: From NonConformity to Civilizing Narrative

PRINCIPLE OF SECTARIAN TOLERATION

PURITANISM
Urban High Culture
of Islam (Deobandi
‘ulama and in 20th
century, lay Muslim
voluntary associations
in politics=Islamists,
argue for compliance
to orthodox Hanafi
doctrine and purge of
syncretic practices)

SYNCRETISM
Rural Folk Traditions
of Islam (Barelvi
‘ulama defend SufiShrine based practices
as Islamic; establish
separate madrassa
network but also
reason within
orthodox Hanafi fiqh

NON-CONFORMITY
CIVILIZING NARRATIVE
Urban elite intellectuals argue for
“reconstruction” of Islamic thought for
rationality, enlightenment, and progress; 20th
century use of state for top-down liberalization
of social practices and “reconstruction” of Islam

4: Bridging Languages of Liberalism and Religion
When British rulers secularized the central state, they disconnected the language of
government from the language of morality used in the locality, which was embedded in religious
worldviews; when they introduced secular western-education to produce a class of “interpreters”
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between them and society, they created an intellectual bifurcation between a small western-educated
elite and old knowledge traditions, which were embedded in grassroots institutions and commanded
a following among the people-at large; so when the elective principle was introduced, it led political
entrepreneurs to develop two political languages, one for the center, which was in terms of
secularism, constitutional liberalism, and nationalism, and another for local audiences, which
combined the idea of self-determination and self-rule with ideas of community, morality, and justice
embedded in indigenous religious traditions. 190 The slogans of swadeshi (home-produced) and swaraj
(home-rule) were raised in 1905, during an agitation against the partition of Bengal, and embedded
in invocations of a religious golden age, when justice prevailed. Hindu nationalists invoked the Ram
Raj, the reign of the King who epitomized justice, and Muslim nationalists invoked the Caliphate,
the early period of Islam when the Rightly Guided Caliphs established a just state. As the British
Indian state was democratized from the late 19th century, beginning with local councils, to a minority
of elected seats in the Central Imperial Council, on the basis of restricted franchise, and a wider
franchise from 1919 (which included the petite bourgeoisie), the official language of liberalism at the
center co-existed with authoritarian control of the center, and with a variety of draconian laws for
suppressing mass movements, including laws of preventive detention and restrictions on freedom of
assembly (Section 144), in addition to the “normalized” control of lower class uprisings through the
local thana-katcheri (courts-policing) system, through which it was virtually impossible for an illiterate
peasant or laborer to make a claim and receive justice. This is important to bear in mind because
though British parliamentary institutions at the center were justified with ideas from liberalism, the
authoritarian and predatory colonial state was the interface between these ideas and society (and
accounted for the popular appeal of shari’a as an alternative to liberalism).
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Elections, Print Journalism, and Voluntary Associations
In late 19th century north Indian towns, there was a proliferation of voluntary associations
that performed a mix of religious, educational, and political functions, were funded through popular
subscriptions, and acted as a social support system for the middle class and migrants from the
countryside. For instance, the Arya Samaj, a movement to convert back Hindus and abolish cow
slaughter, spread in Indian towns, and was matched by similar associations among Muslims, such as
the Anjuman Himayat-e-Islam, which sought to counter missionary attacks and conversions. At the
end of the 19th century, the elective principle was introduced for town councils and though public
law was officially secular at the center, cow slaughter became a hot button issue in local politics
when Hindu-majority local councils closed down Muslim butcher shops for “sanitation” reasons,
sparking unrest among Muslim artisans and shopkeepers. These religious conflicts among the petitie
bourgeoisie and working classes gave “upper-class Muslim politics the popular sub-soil they needed
for established growth in an electoral system.” 191 As late as the mid-1940s, the political party in
power in Punjab, where the rural vote was decisive, was based in a cross-religious alliance among
Hindu and Muslim landholders, who had common class interests. But in towns, the nexus between
political entrepreneurs, religious voluntary associations, and print journalism that developed in the
late 19th century, proved to be an effective strategy not only for winning votes, but also for
destabilizing colonial rule.
Both Hindu and Muslim nationalists, regardless of the secular rhetoric they used to speak to
the colonial center, used religious leaders, networks, and ideas to win elections, and to convert the
Indian National Congress, from a small deliberative association of the westernized bourgeoisie into
an all-India mass movement during the Civil Disobedience movement from 1919, and the Muslim
League, from a lobby group of upper class Muslims, to a mass movement for a separate Muslim191
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majority state, between 1937 and 1947. Gould has explained that during the cycles of Civil
Disobedience beginning in 1919, Congress leaders invoked Indian legends and religious texts to
encourage audience participation, citing characters from the Hindu epic poems, the Ramayana and
Mahabharata, as examples of national heroism, and the British as villains or Ravan in disguise. Holy
men and itinerant preachers—sadhus, sanyasis, maulanas, and maulvis—spoke for the Congress at
religious functions, and sadhus were used at festivals like the Kumbh Mela and Magh Mela to help
transform festivals into political rallies. They delivered nationalist propaganda through “kathas,
songs, and poems” and because they were itinerant, they had access to different social strata. 192
Western Patrons, Muslim Rulers, and Middle-Class Islamists
The local political strategy of Muslim politicians was designed for this environment; the only
difference was that direction in which they channeled religious sentiment. Leaders from the westerndependent ruling and collaborating classes, channeled it against Hindus, who were taking away
government jobs through the new merit-based exams and use of Devanagri script, portraying
Muslim rulers as “invaders” in their nationalist histories (Bankim Chatterjee), staking a claim to
cultural expression through the state and threatening land re-redistribution (Nehru’s socialism).
When the Indian National Congress was founded, Sayyid Ahmad Khan dissuaded Muslims from
attending, arguing that “loyalty” and “consultative government” was preferable to elections
premised on equality. Sayyid Ahmad Khan was from a world where family rank and honor had
determined access to political office, a view that was challenged by the British-introduced systems of
“meritocratic” appointment through competitive exams. He argued against the idea of equality and
majority rule because Hindus and Muslims were separate nations, but also because this would
increase the power of the Bengali “examination-wallah.” When nationalist agitation arose against the
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partition of Bengal in 1905, a small group of Muslim urban notables and landholders visited the
British Viceroy and extracted the promise of separate electorates and representation in India’s
constitution proportionate to the “historical importance” of Muslims as a community. This
delegation was facilitated by the Principal of Aligarh and grew out of the networks from the all-India
Muhammadan-Anglo Educational Conference created by Sayyid Ahmad. It became the basis of the
Muslim League, the political party that claimed to represent Muslims, seeking constitutional
safeguards in any self-rule arrangements made for India. But it was dominated by Muslim ruling and
collaborating classes—landholders and government servants–who pursued a politics of loyalty,
which was essentially also a “politics of privilege,” because colonial rule was linked to their own class
interests. Robinson refers to this generation as the “Old Party” of the Muslim League.
However, by the early 20th century, young western-educated Muslims began to revolt against
this style of politics. “Young Party” leaders, from the rising middle class, saw common cause with
the Hindu middle and working classes organized under the Congress, and saw their enemy as
western imperialism, which was inter-linked with their western-dependent ruling class. In the late
19th century, a pan-Islamist “imagined community” had emerged among Muslims in Indian towns,
through modern print technology and ease of travel. The British Empire united Muslim regional
empires in a common political framework, which led Muslim intellectuals like Al-Afghani to call for
a united Muslim defense against British imperialism. Robinson notes how booms in Indian
journalism were associated with the wars against the Ottoman Empire. Newspapers reported the
latest from the war front, with pictures of Muslim soldiers and victims, stirring sympathy among
Indian Muslims. 193 In the old style of politics the Indian elite lobbied colonial rulers for favors, but
the prospect of political participation and the profitability of political newspapers allowed a new
breed of journalist-politicians to emerge from 1909, who drew on pan-Islamism, the high culture of
Francis Robinson, Separatism among Indian Muslims, p. 186. The 1877 Russo-Turkish and 1897 Graeco-Turkish war had
expanded newspapers in the UP and were considered evidence of Muslim interest in pan-Islamism by British.
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Islam, and the localized Hindu-Muslim conflicts in Indian towns. Muhammad Ali Jauhar, an Oxford
scholarship student from a middle class background, used the platform of his newspaper Comrade
and the Aligarh Old Boys network, to challenge the Old Party control of the Muslim League.
Circulations only thrived on political sensation. The Comrade became profitable as soon as it
adopted a rabidly pan-Islamic line. It inflated every religious issue. Islam was to the Muslim
press what sex is to the western press. In this way the Cawnpore municipality’s action over
the Macchli Bazaar mosque was hit upon and turned by the Comrade into a cause célèbre.
The gamble paid off handsomely, enabling the Comrade to open agencies throughout the
UP and to extend its sales in Bengal. The logic of newspaper economics led this type of
editor towards constant agitation. Thus, politicians were beginning to make politics as much
as politics made politicians. 194

Robinson argues that Ali’s paper was saved by the 1912 attack on Turkey; he later founded an Urdu
paper Hamdard and used it to gather funds for Turkey (with Dr. Ansari), for the Khuddam-i-Kaaba
fund, and the Cawnpore mosque fund. Among Muslims, Muhammad Ali Jauhar, who belonged to
Aligarh circles, and Azad, a traditionally educated Muslim from an ‘ulama family, who was selftaught in modern knowledge, were at the forefront of this new style, succeeding in journalism by
combining Islamic themes, sensationalism, and anti-imperialist rhetoric.
When the Ottoman Empire was being dismantled by the Allies after World War I, these
young Muslim leaders partnered with the ‘ulama to launch a mass movement to preserve the
Caliphate, and united behind the leadership of Gandhi for India’s first cycle of Civil Disobedience
(1919-21) based on the model of satyagraha or non-violent non-cooperation. For those years, the
Young Party of the Muslim League – the young middle-class men under the leadership of
Muhammad Ali Jauhar – wrested the reins of control from the Old Party, on the strength of support
inside associations of Aligarh graduates, who were reached through Ali’s publication Comrade, and
their ability to mobilize masses through an alliance with the ‘ulama and the language of Islam.
The historian Shibli Numani, who founded the Nadwatul ‘ulama, where ‘ulama were taught
English and modern subjects so that Islamic knowledge could be made intelligible to the modern-
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educated class and the modern world to the ‘ulama, and who had criticized the Muslim League for
their narrow class base, was an inspiration for this generation. The politics of this period, in turn, set
the model for Islamist movements in the 20th century. Middle-class claim-makers used the language
of Islam, and shari’a, in their struggle against western colonizers and Muslim rulers who were kept in
place through western patronage. British rulers interacted primarily with upper class Muslims, and
feared the vernacular sub-soil, in which these movements thrived. In their typology, the
“comfortable” classes of Muslims were allies, who were to be co-opted, in order to keep Muslims
under their leadership, and away from this other group of “rabble rousers.” Throughout the 19th
century, the British were wary of the ‘ulama, because the doctrine of jihad was used to justify
rebellion against the colonial state by militants on the Frontier, and led to a spate of assassinations of
senior British officials, which in turn led the British to offer greater educational concessions to
upper class Muslims. But since national-level democratic politics began in the 20th century, the
middle-class movements that expressed themselves in terms of Islam, were part of a geo-political
and class struggle, in which they were branded as the “bad” and “dangerous” Muslims primarily
because they were dangerous to colonial rule and to the domination of upper class Muslims.
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Table 2.4

Relationship between Western Rulers, Shari’a, and Muslim Class Struggle

PATRONAGE & POLICING

Carrots/Sticks for Compliance

WESTERN RULERS

Anti-Colonialism; Freedom from
western rule and interference

MUSLIM RULERS
COLLABORATORS

Class struggle; against
“politics of privilege”

CHALLENGERS

•
•

SHARI’A
LAY MUSLIM VOLUNTARY
ASSOCIATIONS (ISLAMIST)
‘ULAMA: MOSQUES &
MADRASSAS

DISPOSSESSED

Threat of Hindu majoritarianism unites Old and Young Party of Muslim League
Although the Khilafat Movement (1919-23) successfully launched the first Civil
Disobedience against colonial rule, after the Turkish Republic abolished the Caliphate, it failed and
dispersed. Moreover, the religious enthusiasms it had stoked, and the model of religious-based local
organizing it had spread, led to several years of communal riots between Hindus and Muslims during
the 1920s. When the Indian National Congress rejected the Muslim League demand for separate
electorates in the 1928 Nehru Report, the young Muslim pan-Islamists were divided; Mawlana Azad
and the Deobandi ‘ulama chose to stay within the Congress while others like Muhammad Ali Jauhar
(who had also adopted the title “Mawlana” during the Khilafat Movement), who was from north
India and close to Aligarh circles, returned to the Muslim League fold. In the 1930s, the Muslim
League was a small elite forum, dominated once again by the Old Party leaders – urban notables,
landholders, and princes – the Muslim upper classes that pan-Islamist agitators had once despised.
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The poet-philosopher Sir Muhammad Iqbal persuaded Jinnah to return to India and re-organize the
Muslim League. In the first elections with expanded franchise in 1937, the Muslim League was
unsuccessful but the two year experience with Congress ministries in north India, led to increasing
anxiety among north Indian middle classes, united them behind the leadership of upper class
Muslims. Their fear of Hindu majoritarianism, conditioned by their experience in north Indian
towns, outweighed their class differences, particularly since the Muslim League had now thrown its
weight behind self-rule as well. After the 1937 defeat, Jinnah set about re-organizing the Muslim
League and gaining recognition as the “sole spokesman” for the all-India Muslim community, which
he used to negotiation constitutional protections for Muslim in India’s future constitution – onethird reserved seats in the central legislative assembly. This strategy required persuading regional
landholding elites from Muslim-majority provinces that a separate state was in their best interest, as
well as mobilizing urban Muslims in minority provinces. The language of Islam and religious
institutions were crucial to the success of the Muslim League in the 1946 elections, which led to the
creation of a separate Muslim state.
The division of opinion within Muslim intellectuals can be seen in the exchange between
Iqbal and Mawlana Madani, the leader of the Deobandi JUH, in 1938. Iqbal, who was a British and
German-educated lawyer and philosopher, had argued in Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam that
shari’a could be re-thought in light of modern circumstances through lay Muslims deliberating in an
assembly. In 1937, he wrote a letter to Jinnah, emphasizing that the Muslim League would have to
decide “whether it will remain a body representing the upper classes of Indian Muslims” or whether
it would address the problem of Muslim poverty. He argued that the solution was in shari’a applied
in a free Muslim state:
Happily there is a solution in the enforcement of the Law of Islam and its further
development in the light of modern ideas. After a long and careful study of Islamic Law I
have come to the conclusion that if this system of Law is properly understood and applied,
at last the right to subsistence is secured to everybody.
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But the enforcement and development of the Shariat of Islam is impossible in this country
without a free Muslim state or states. This has been my honest conviction for many years
and I still believe this to be the only way to solve the problem of bread for Muslims as well
as to secure a peaceful India. 195

He argued that “social democracy,” in a suitable form and “consistent with the legal principles of
Islam” would restore its “original purity.” Iqbal had delivered the speech published as
Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam as an individual scholar, and though he expressed a
desire for shari’a through a state, he did not develop this argument in conversation with Islamic
religious institutions. Moreover, in 1938, he had a bitter exchange with Mawlana Madani, a senior
Deobandi scholar, who led the Jamiat-e-Ulema Hind (JUH). Iqbal argued that a separate Muslim
state was necessary to actualize Islam because it was a comprehensive system that needed a state to
express itself. But the leadership of Deoband, the most prestigious madrassa of north India, and
Mawlana Azad, disagreed with him. In their 1938 exchange, Mawlana Madani defended territorial
nationalism as permissible in shari’a because a “nation” was different from a “community,” and as
long as Muslims had the right to practice shari’a in united India, they could cooperate with Hindus
in the anti-colonial struggle and live as one nation. Madani felt that co-habitation in a common
territory, rather than religion, was the criteria for nationhood. 196
From 1940, when the Jinnah-led Muslim League deployed general religious language in its
rallies to argue for a separate Muslim nation-state, where Muslims would be free of Hindu
domination, it spoke to the rising anxiety among urban Muslims in minority provinces, in the
context of recurrent Hindu-Muslim rioting. The final alliance for Pakistan included a faction of the
JUH ‘ulama, the Jamiat-e-’ulama-e-Islam (JUI), led by Mawlana Ihteshamul Haqq Thanwi, who had
expectations of shari’a in the new state; factions of regional landholding elites, who were broken off
Muhammad Iqbal, “Two letters from Iqbal to Jinnah (1937),” in G. Allana, Pakistan Movement Historical
Documents (Karachi: Department of International Relations, University of Karachi, nd [1969]), pp. 129-133.
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from cross-religious landholder (zamindar) parties; and urban Muslim voluntary associations and
student unions. In rural areas Muslim League leaders deployed Islamic slogans “unscrupulously,”
telling peasants that by voting for the League, they were voting for the Qur’an, and would be
“infidels” if they did not vote for it. 197 Landholding families used agricultural and sufi shrine-based
networks to mobilize peasants. 198 Similarly, in urban areas, religious conflicts were “channeled”
against the center.
Yet the deployment of religious slogans in mass rallies, and use of religious leaders and
institutions, both mosque and shrine-based to mobilize voters, co-existed with the language of
constitutional liberalism – majority rule and protections against becoming a permanent minority –
directed towards British rulers, elite forums, and the international community. Jinnah used secular
rights language in his statements to the English print media, or in official forums, but relied on
slogans such as “God is Great” and “What is the meaning of Pakistan? La illaha il-Allah,” anthems
set to Iqbal’s pan-Islamist poetry, and the green-colored flag of Islam, to forge an emotional bond
with mass audiences, who could not understand his speeches in English. While Muslim League
leaders courted the Deobandi ‘ulama to legitimize their argument for a separate Muslim state, in
public eyes, this resulted from an expedient alliance in 1945 and not any record of sustained
conversation with the ‘ulama or negotiations with institutional Islam.

5: Institutional Dissonance: Shari’a and Parliament
…personal laws…assumed a new significance in the emerging communal politics of the
twentieth century. Anglo-Muhammadan law was taken seriously as a politically sensitive and
technically complex subject for legal scholarship. But there was an irony in this, for what the
company courts applied as Islamic law was often unfamiliar to putatively “Muslim” groups.
Anglo-Muhammadan scholarship often distorted its subject matter, frequently reflecting
British preoccupations more accurately than indigenous norms. Indeed, colonial
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administrators may never have changed Islamic legal arrangements quite so profoundly as
when they were trying to preserve them. 199

In the pre-colonial Mughal Empire, shari’a was used in town-based courts, but during the
colonial period, not only were the personal laws of shari’a re-structured through case precedent and
hierarchical courts, and an intellectual bifurcation created between madrassa and western-educated
Muslim lawyers, but the elective principle and parliamentary institutions were introduced, leading to
the challenge of processing a legal discourse, which had been debated by specialist scholars and
applied by trained judges, through a general institution. Parliament was introduced in India, during
the participatory revolution underway in Islam since the introduction of the lithographic printing
press in the early 19th century, which included the movement of Muslim modernism among
intellectuals advocating western assimilation, regarded by the ‘ulama as a “fitna” (rebellion or
sedition). 200 As legal specialists, they resisted modernism because of “integrity-anxiety,” i.e. a fear
that deviating from established principles of reasoning in the tradition, including the mechanism of
‘ijma (juristic consensus), which made the consensus opinions of early jurists binding on later
scholars, would lead to legal chaos and instability because individual scholars would not be
restrained by the tradition and come up with all kinds of unexpected interpretations. Their
predicament is similar to what Michelman has called the “integrity-anxiety of US Supreme Court
Justices, namely their reluctance to give international law standing in constitutional discourse
because they are afraid that introducing external principles into the domestic legal tradition could
lead to change in unpredictable directions, instability, and the possible dissolution of the tradition. 201
Michael Anderson, “Legal Scholarship and the Politics of Islam in British India,” in R.S. Khare Ed. Perspectives on
Islamic law, justice, and society (Lanham and Oxford: Rowman and Littlefield, 1999), pp. 69-70.
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So on one hand, the ‘ulama have “integrity-anxiety,” and on the other hand, at least three features of
parliamentary institutions—generalist decision-makers without training in the fiqh tradition, majority
voting based on the equality principle (privileging the quantity of votes and not the quality of
reasons), and manipulation of mass media through “spin”—severely aggravate this anxiety and cause
them to resist change and appear uncritical, distorting the institutionalized disagreement that has
characterized their discursive tradition and scholarly community. This “general-specialist problem” is
compounded when transnational rights discourse is used by western rulers, activists, and legislators
from the westernized Muslim bourgeoisie to advocate changes in social practices allowed in shari’a
because the top-down compliance frame ignores shari’a-based reasons. In this section, I will briefly
discuss three case studies—Waqf (1913), Shari’at Act (1937), and Dissolution of Muslim Marriages
Act (1939)—to illustrate the “general-specialist problem” of enacting shari’a-based laws through
parliament and the Child Marriage Restraint (Sarda) Act 1929 to explain how this problem is
compounded when the domestic legal system interacts with transnational rights discourse.

Early debates on shari’a and democracy: Iqbal, Mawdudi, Deobandi ‘ulama
The question of how to reconcile what Hefner calls the twin tracks of Muslim politics, the
general concerns of lay Muslims and the specialized normative discourse of the ‘ulama, has
preoccupied Muslim intellectuals for over a century. 202 Different thinkers have suggested different
institutional arrangements and the question is by no means settled. In 1930, the poet-philosopher
Muhammad Iqbal wondered in Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam whether the task of “ijtihad”
(independent reasoning) could be renewed through a modern parliament, what kind of education lay
Muslim legislators would need to perform this task, and how religious institutions would react.
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One more question may be asked as to the legislative activity of a modern Muslim assembly
which must consist, at least for the present, mostly of men possessing no knowledge of the
subtleties of Muhammadan Law. Such an assembly may make grave mistakes in their
interpretation of law. How can we exclude or at least reduce the possibilities of erroneous
interpretation?
The Ulema should form a vital part of a Muslim legislative assembly helping and guiding free
discussion on questions relating to law. The only effective remedy for the possibilities of
erroneous interpretations is to reform the present system of legal education in Muhammadan
countries, to extend its sphere, and to combine it with an intelligent study of modern
jurisprudence. 203

The ‘ulama understood “ijtihad” as reasoning constrained by the established conventions of the fiqh
tradition, including the principle that legal questions on which there had been an ‘ijma or juristic
consensus, could not be re-opened and considered afresh. Iqbal’s suggestion was modernist, when
combined with his claim that the fiqh tradition had “stagnated” and needed to be “reconstructed,”
because it gave lay Muslims the authority to change Islamic legal interpretation, seemingly without
constraints from institutional Islam, and could be used as an argument for parliamentary supremacy. He
expressed his views as an individual scholar, not as a political leader negotiating with religious
institutions or seeking co-existence with them. In 1941, Sayyid Abul Ala Mawdudi, who established
the Jamaat-e-Islami (JI), an urban middle-class movement of lay Muslims, and suggested a concept
of an “Islamic state” that would influence Islamist groups across the world, including the founders
of the Egyptian Muslim Brothers. In an early statement of his concept of “theodemocracy,”
Mawdudi argued that in an Islamic state, a ruler would enforce shari’a and exercise power in
consultation with a legislative assembly; the ruler would not be bound by the assembly and its role
would be “law-finding” rather than “law-making,” since shari’a would be supreme, and the judiciary
would be independent of the executive. 204 Mawdudi had constructed this hybrid concept by merging
Muhammad Iqbal, Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam (1930) retrieved from
http://www.allamaiqbal.com/works/prose/english/reconstruction/index.htm.
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elements from classical Islamic political theory regarding the ideal caliphate (which explains the
strong executive), elements from modern western political theory such as “sovereignty,” and
discussions of “state” and “law” that were deeply influenced by the language of the colonial state,
and correspondingly distant from the treatment of these ideas in the ‘ulama’s discursive tradition.
This vision can perhaps be described as judicial supremacy because lay Muslims would not have much
say on the shari’a interpretation adopted.
Mawdudi had some training in the Islamic tradition, and had edited the journal of the
Deobandi ‘ulama as a teenager, but he was not a professional ‘alim or faqih. His greatest skill was his
ability to make concepts from the Islamic tradition intelligible to modern-educated Muslims, he was
a great journalist and popular writer, and came from the tradition of pan-Islamic journalist
politicians like Muhammad Ali Jauhar and Azad—young Muslim middle-class men who looked to
Shibli Numani as a role model, because he advocated a Third Way between the western assimilation
paradigm of Aligarh and the insulation of traditional madrassas from modern intellectual trends and
social changes. But like Iqbal, he, too, formulated his vision of an ideal Islamic state as an individual
scholar, though perhaps he had some support from lay Muslims in the JI. He had not yet entered
into a conversation and negotiation with the ‘ulama, whose cooperation he would need to have any
hope of realizing shari’a enforcement. In fact, he had no such ambition in 1939 because he opposed
the Muslim League demand for a separate state. In his eyes, expecting the westernized elite of the
ML to realize an Islamic state was like expecting “that a lemon tree could at maturity bear
mangoes.” 205 Euben and Zaman have noted that Mawdudi’s early vision of an Islamic state did not
envision institutional checks on the ruler’s power and could lead to absolutism:
Mawdudi showed little interest in the institutions and mechanisms through which the ruler’s
power might be kept in check. But then, to Mawdudi, there was no real danger that the ruler
would misuse the authority and power vested in him, for his virtue and piety—to which he
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owed his position in the first place—would keep him perennially mindful of his
accountability to God…It is, however, a short step to despotism in the name of religion… 206

I agree with this, but just want to point out that like other Muslim intellectuals, such as Iqbal,
Mawdudi was giving his vision of the appropriate relation between executive, judicial, and legislative
functions and the principle in classical Islamic political theory that the legitimacy of political rule
derived from compliance to shari’a. 207 He had not yet entered into a struggle with liberal detractors,
and once he did in post-partition Pakistan, he not only accepted elections and parliament, but also
secular individual rights, because the constitution promised shari’a compliance, and in 1980 this was
institutionalized through the mechanism of Islamic judicial review (I discuss this in Chapter 3).
Contrary to both Iqbal and Mawdudi, whose thought bore deep traces of Enlightenment
philosophies that rationalized social re-engineering through the state, the dominant view among the
‘ulama was that shari’a would be applied through courts, as it was in pre-colonial times. Their
political theory pre-dated the modern parliament and since they were excluded from the state, and
had no influence on colonial political arrangements, they hadn’t yet considered how shari’a would
co-exist with modern parliamentary institutions, particularly if lay Muslims wanted to stake a claim
to Islamic legal interpretation. In 1921, during the Khilafat and Civil Disobedience Movement, the
‘ulama of the JUH envisioned a form of “community federalism” for Muslims, with shari’a enforced
through qadi courts and a general assembly, where questions of shari’a would be settled not by
majority vote but “by the strength and superiority of the arguments adduced”—Hardy describes this
as a “juristic ghetto.” 208 Despite their ideal vision, the vast majority of Deobandi ‘ulama worked with
the Indian National Congress for a united India, and were well-aware that parliament would be the
206 Roxanne L. Euben and Muhammad Qasim Zaman, Princeton Readings in Islamic Thought: Texts and Context from al-Banna
to Bin Laden (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009), p. 82.
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primary locus of decision-making. The possibility of a separate Muslim state was not on the horizon
until the 1940s, so while a debate about the role of shari’a vis a vis parliament rears its head in
different texts, it wasn’t seriously considered in the context of an actual political struggle over
constitutional arrangements, which prevents us from drawing conclusions about how acceptable the
ideas of one lay Muslim intellectual would have been to another, and to the ‘ulama, who presided
over grassroots religious institutions, to the regional landholding elites affiliated with sufi shrinebased Islam and the westernized bourgeoisie embedded in western legal, political, and educational
institutions.
The central problem facing Muslim intellectuals was that the discursive framing embodied in
the institutional reforms of the 19th century led to a situation where, in the words of Waell Hallaq,
“they lived in a world not of their own making.” In Black Skins, White Masks, Frantz Fanon describes
the Catch-22 facing colonized people: they could accept the terms of domination or reject them,but
they were damned if they did, and damned if they didn’t. If they did accept the terms, they would be
recast into a new form. If they rejected the terms, then their resistance was still a response to these
terms, in which case they would also be recast. 209 The former was the fate of modernism, which
advocated a re-interpretation of Islam in light of modern western thought and assimilation to
modern western political and social forms, and the latter was the fate of Mawdudi’s early theory of
Islamism, which rejected a re-interpretation of Islam in terms of modern thought but at the same
time adopted the frame of the colonial state in articulating its resistance – with its insistence on
theoretical coherence and uniformity, its underlying mission to culturally transform a populace
through top-down measures. Both neglected the institutionalized disagreement characteristic of the
‘ulama’s discursive practices and the medieval modus vivendi, in which the goal was not to create a
theoretical whole but to keep the parts in a state of balance, through a settlement where they could,
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in their own spheres, pursue this theoretical coherence, and yet allow the larger, chaotic, fluid social
reality to persist.
Before I explain the “general-specialist problem” through the use of three case studies, I
would like to unpack what I mean by a modernist “habitus” and the reason why I believe that it is
more accurate to characterize the behavior of modern-educated lay Muslims towards shari’a through
Bourdieu’s concept of habitus, which he sees as “embodied history, internalized as a second nature
and so forgotten as history,” 210 rather than as an explicit adherence to Muslim “modernism” as a
religious orientation.
Modernist Habitus
One reason why this issue has been intractable to resolve through popular institutions like
parliament in the post-independence period, is that the intellectual disagreement between the ‘ulama
and modernists is concealed from view in public debates, because both the fiqh tradition and its
modernist critique are the domain of specialist scholars, and the nuances of their theoretical
disagreements are about as comprehensible to an audience of generalists as modern-day legal jargon.
While fiqh terms are not part of the general discourse, what further complicates the matter is that
even the term “modernist” is not in general circulation. The reason this posed a problem in postindependence shari’a politics was that while the sects and doctrinal orientations of ‘ulama, which did
have separate madrassas (seminaries) and mosques, had differentiated themselves from one another
and evolved doctrines of toleration to co-exist, modernism remained in the state of a critique of the
fiqh tradition rather than a mature legal system, with conventions of reasoning on which a
community of scholars had consensus, and linked to sites of worship and knowledge-transmission.
Instead, the modernist impulse, to “reconstruct” the fiqh tradition, in order to restore the true
Islam—which is dynamic, progressive, and rational—has been expressed through the westernized
210
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elite’s use of the state to implement top-down reforms in society, which they understand as a noble
project and have pursued with missionary zeal.
Another aspect of this problem is that few liberals in post-independence Pakistan who were
making “modernist” arguments, or others in the modern-educated class who were receptive to their
views, are perhaps even aware that they are “modernists.” For over 150 years the fiqh tradition has
not been part of the syllabus of higher education, which is largely secular except for the separate
subject of Islamic studies, which is a general explanation of the main tenets of the religion that relate
to practice and ethics, not an explanation of shari’a in terms of traditional exegeses, hadith criticism,
historiography, or the theoretical tracts of the fuqaha. The latter body of knowledge has been
restricted to madrassa education and most modern-educated Muslims, except for those that seek out
Islamist texts which explain the tradition in terms intelligible to a modern-educated general audience,
are unaware of it. Therefore many liberals who use “modernist” reasons to justify political
institutions or laws, are not necessarily even aware why the ‘ulama or Islamists find them morally
unacceptable from the perspective of the fiqh tradition. They do not know enough about the fiqh
tradition to perceive why one kind of argument for liberalization of Islamic laws would be
acceptable to the ‘ulama and another would not.
As scholars, we can unpack intellectual history to trace the evolution of Muslim modernism,
but we have to understand that our perspective is not shared by actors in a social struggle. People do
not conduct life with a theory of self-constitution in their heads. If they are educated in the modern
university system, they have an idea of what it means to “reason”—which could be a mixture of the
scientific method, medical terminologies, popular psychology and philosophy—and an idea of their
“history”—which is derived from the national curriculum or popular re-constructions by
philosophers and nationalists. Like the ‘ulama, we have little influence on how people actually think
and behave because we are specialists and in general language, it is difficult to even communicate the
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debate of whether “reason” can be universal and free-standing from culture, or is inescapably
embedded in traditions. Due to this, the conflict is not so much due to a conscious conflict between
modernism and shari’a, by the religious zeal of the western-educated to obliterate institutional Islam,
but due to their lack of awareness that modernism is a qualitatively different intellectual orientation
from the fiqh tradition of the orthodox ‘ulama. Modernist scholars are aware of the disagreement
among specialists, but people who follow them, don’t know why they are different from the
orthodox ‘ulama, just as an average Muslim attending a mosque may not know whether the imam
was trained at a Deobandi or Barelvi madrassa. 211 These specialized concerns are simply not a part of
his religious experience, and therefore, he/she cannot be expected to know where the “red lines” of
each group are; how they can be persuaded of something and in what situations persuasion is not
possible and a principle of toleration, modus vivendi, or “settlement of difference,” is needed.
Three Case Studies to Illustrate General-Specialist Problem
Of the four major episodes of shari’a-based laws in the first half of the 20th century, there
was least conflict between the ‘ulama and the modern-educated when (1) the ‘ulama initiated change
and relied on a lay Muslim legislator to steer their draft through parliament (Dissolution of Muslim
Marriages Act 1939) and (2) the interests of the ‘ulama and modern-educated were aligned (Waqf
1913). When their interests were not aligned, modern-educated legislators used the majority vote to
overpower the ‘ulama, without giving them reasons internal to shari’a, and to then outmaneuver
them through political “spin” (Shari’at Act 1937 and Child Marriage Restraint Act 1929). In this subset, the Shari’at Act showed the conflict playing out between the modern-educated and the ‘ulama,
when there was no western interference at stake, and the Child Marriage Restraint Act shows how
this conflict was compounded by the intersection of transnational rights discourse (and its civilizing
narrative) with parliament. I will briefly discuss the first three cases to illustrate the “generalProfessor Muhammad Qasim Zaman made this point during a conversation on how to theorize modernism and a lay
Muslim’s experience of maslaks.
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specialist problem” that exists within Muslim society and last to explain why it is aggravated through
the intervention of transnational rights discourse.
‘Ulama and modern-educated joint reform: Waqf, 1913
The question at stake was whether Muslims had the legal right to create endowments for
their families or whether they had to be for “public” charitable purposes. Historically, the fuqaha
had disagreed about whether a family endowment was permissible, some ruled that it was, while
others of the opinion that it was not, because it was a mechanism used to evade inheritance laws and
accumulate property.
According to some reports, Imam Abu Hanifah (d. A.D. 767), the eponym of the Hanafi
school, completely disapproved of the institution. However, shariah application was so fluid
that his view did not become a hard and fast rule. An opinion (fatwa) given in response to
one problem did not always suit other cases. Abu Hanifah himself, despite his statement that
all awqaf were bad, supplied judgments on other occasions when queries were made about
endowments already in existence. For example, he held that a waqf need not be permanent,
but could be revoked at a later date.
His decisions did not bind other scholars. Thus Abu Hanifah’s own students, Abu Yusuf
and Ibn Muhammad, disagreed with him. They did consider endowments a valid way of
disposing of property. They also expressed the conviction that they had to be irreversible.
Once established, they could not be withdrawn or modified. 212

After the Permanent Settlement, once private property laws were introduced for landholdings and
the shari’a inheritance shares were rigorously applied, there was an increase in the use of the
institution of a family endowment among Muslims, as a response to this new situation. But from
1879, the High Courts of India issued a number of judgments declaring a waqf that primarily
benefited the founder’s own family to be invalid. In 1894, confirming these judgments, the Privy
Council in London issued a definitive ruling on Muslim endowments: they must be “religious” and
“charitable”, “public” not “private,” and due to the hierarchical organization of courts, this
unambiguous “rule” of sharia was now binding on courts throughout the empire. 213 In 1892, as a
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judge in the Calcutta High Court, Amir Ali argued that the fiqh tradition allowed family endowments
because the claim of British judges that an endowment had to be for “religious and charitable uses”
was a footnote that Hamilton had added to his translation; it did not refer to an Arabic text. But he
was outvoted on the bench. While some Muslim judges argued that family endowments were
permissible in the fiqh tradition, extensively citing shari’a texts to show that the original British
judgment had mistakenly used Hamilton’s footnote as an authoritative statement on this question,
other Muslim judges agreed with the reasoning of British judges that this institution went against the
intentions of the Prophet. 214 In the late 19th century, before a central parliament had been created,
Sayyid Ahmad had tried to lobby British officials to change the interpretation because the institution
of a family endowment was permissible in shari’a and was being used by Muslims as a response to
the circumstances created by the Permanent Settlement. He circulated his draft among British
official circles but was unsuccessful. Moreover, the ‘ulama also responded with different opinions, as
was characteristic of their institutionalized disagreement. Kozlowski describes their reaction:
…in the early years of the twentieth century an effort was made to involve the ‘ulama on the
question. In Sir Sayyid’s day, a few ‘ulama supported his waqf proposal, some opposed it. A
comparatively small number took a stand either way, indicating that most scholars
completely ignored the issue. Collections of the fatawa of religious scholars in India
contained both favourable and unfavourable statements on the institution. The problem
which the politicians faced was not only how to get the ‘ulama to speak, but how to get them
to say the right thing. 215

In November 1908, Shibli organized a meeting of ‘ulama in Lucknow and posed the question of
whether a waqf was permissible, in the traditional istifta-fatwa pattern:
What do the ‘ulama of the faith and the muftis of shariah say, if someone makes a waqf of
his own property which benefits him [and] the profits [of the property] will always be given
to his progeny and the progeny of his progeny, then is this waqf good or not? The answer
should be according to the Hanafi fiqh. 216
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In order to convince the British colonial state, Shibli and other Muslim leaders wanted to show that
a large number of ‘ulama agreed on a single opinion. But the response of the ‘ulama to this first
interaction with the modern state is instructive:
Scholars did not easily abandon their old habits. Several of the prominent ones insisted on
formulating individual opinions. The less well known signaled their assent to one or another
of the leaders. Shibli himself, whose claim to recognition as an alim was tenuous, did not
submit an opinion. The fatawa read at the meeting concluded that a waqf of the type
described in the question was proper. 217

After this meeting, participants decided to continue the agitation by establishing a national
association for family endowments, with Shibli as president. Shibli assumed the burden of
composing an “authoritative” essay which could be presented to the government, circulated among
the ‘ulama and published in newspapers (he published in 1910). When the participants tried to get
‘ulama in India to sign of one of the fatwas given at this meeting, thousands of scholars agreed, but
as Kozlowski notes, “during the entire process, no one mentioned those religious scholars who
disapproved of waqf-i awlad,” those who “refused to take part in the first place,” and those who
“did not consent to its declarations” (e.g. the Ahl-i-Hadith ‘ulama argued that shari’a forbade such
endowments). 218
When Indians were given limited representation in the central legislature, on the basis of a
restrictive property franchise, Muhammad Ali Jinnah, a Bombay barrister who had represented
wealthy Muslims in endowment cases, raised the question in 1910. Sir Harvey Adamson said that the
government could not overturn the Privy Council’s decisions but could consider a legislative draft
that was “generally approved by the Muhammadan Community.” Shibli organized ‘ulama of
different schools and in September 1911 led their delegation to the Viceroy to express support of
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Jinnah’s draft. In order to prove that the “Muslim community generally approved,” associations like
the Muslim League passed resolutions in favor of the bill.
Jinnah’s Bill was “hotly debated” in the vernacular and English press and Kozlowski argues
that “a significant number” criticized Jinnah’s bill for theological and personal reasons showing that
divergence of opinion among Muslims. 219 However, he notes that these differences were not voiced
in the Legislative Council:
During the debate, supporters of the measure employed three arguments in its favour. The
first was that a family waqf was religiously orthodox, an “ancient and universal practice”
approved by the faith. The second was that the “Muhammadan community” was united in
favouring passage of the bill. The third argument implied that without the power to use
endowments to settle their estates, Muslim aristocratic families faced financial ruin. 220

In the process of contesting British legal interpretation, Jinnah had to use the same framework of
reasoning, emphasizing that family endowments were the “ancient” practice of an “orthodox”
people. Nationalist leaders could only articulate an identity in response the discursive frame which
underpinned the political, legal and economic institutions that integrated India into the British
Empire and later the international system, not question the frame itself. He argued that shari’a was
the eternal code of Muslims found in authoritative religious texts, and that the British had
misunderstood the texts, therefore the legal position should be changed. The ‘ulama, who were
interacting with this parliamentary framework for the first time, did not adopt this rhetoric; they
resisted the idea of one authoritative opinion, trying to express dissent and alternate opinions.
If we apply the three conditions I have identified for the “general-specialist” problem, we
can observe the following. In this case, there was the least conflict because the interests of the
western-educated lawyer Jinnah and the ‘ulama were aligned. First, Jinnah approached the question
with a modernist habitus. For instance, when he added a clause requiring Muslims to register
219
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endowments, the ‘ulama opposed this and the pan-Islamist Muhammad Ali Jauhar, wrote in his
satirical column Gup that the Bombay Duck “had forgotten what little he knew of Muslim law.” 221
Jinnah did not know about shari’a hermeneutics because as a practicing lawyer, he perceived shari’a
through the categories of Muhammadan-Anglo Law. His argument to justify the 1913 Waqf Act was
based on Amir Ali’s textbook on Muhammadan-Anglo Law, rather than on fiqh texts. Like British
judges, he interpreted source texts, combined with common law reasoning, and did not discuss
connection between this institution and the historical and social conditions of Muslims. This showed
that serious problems could arise if generalist decision-makers, particularly colonial lawyers, were
entrusted with shari’a interpretation because they did not understand the fiqh tradition, and did not
know when they were crossing a “red-line.” In this case, because the interests of the westerneducated Jinnah was aligned with the ‘ulama, when Shibli visited Bombay to explain that the
registration requirement was unacceptable to the ‘ulama, he dropped the clause.
Second, in this case the problem with “majority vote” did not arise because consensus was
first generated among the ‘ulama, and they were able to represent their view to the Viceroy directly,
showing their approval. (However, there was the larger question of how “fixing” one opinion in
place compromised the institutionalized disagreement of the ‘ulama because those who disagreed
were ignored, and the ‘ulama themselves were forced to minimize disagreement within their ranks.)
Third, in this case “spin” was not a problem, because both groups had the same goal. (The
‘ulama though, had to spin the situation to portray agreement, rather than the divergence of opinion
within Muslims) But later, when their interests conflicted, generalist decision-makers could
manipulate the mass media to portray a law as “un-Islamic,” even though the leading ‘ulama
disapproved of it.
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Even Mawlana Shibli Numani, who in his own scholarship retained a posture of critical
engagement, attempting a renaissance of religious knowledge from within, using its own intellectual
resources, had to succumb to the pressures of the colonial frame, when interacting with a modern
parliament. The idea that shari’a was constituted by institutionalized disagreement was not
entertained by British officials because they had never understood or adopted shari’a hermeneutics
to begin with, but had merely dropped in, what they understood to be “rules” from “authoritative”
religious texts into the framework of common law reasoning through hierarchical courts and case
precedent. Scholars were forced to demonstrate “agreement” and make their shari’a-based
arguments conform to a binary framework because the modern state required a clear rule that could
be enforced in all circumstances by interchangeable bureaucrats. Shibli had succeeded in overcoming
the Catch-22 described by Fanon in his own scholarship, because he is claimed by both camps as
their own, western scholarship represents him as a “modernist” while the orthodox ‘ulama revere
him and Islamists trace their intellectual origins from the “third way” that he identified between
western assimilation and rigid traditionalism.
‘Ulama-initiated reform: Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939
This reform was initiated by an eminent Deobandi ‘alim, Mawlana Thanwi, and a lay Muslim
legislator steered the draft through parliament. This liberalization did not entail conflict because the
‘ulama followed the procedures of their discursive community on their own. Thanwi solicited legal
opinions from ‘ulama in India and abroad, asking if it was permissible to expand grounds of
marriage using Maliki interpretation instead of Hanafi. After receiving responses in the affirmative,
he drafted the law and it was steered by a legislator through parliament. This case is important
because it shows that the ‘ulama were willing to liberalize, and operated best when they could do this
within the conventions of their scholarly community, and then have it converted into a draft. What
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is more crucial is to understand how they interacted with the modern-educated in parliament, when
they had different interests or objectives, and what the problems were in their communication.
Modern-educated and ‘Ulama Clash: Shari’at Act, 1937
On September 9th 1937, a Punjab legislator, H.M. Abdullah, introduced the Muslim Personal
Law (Shariat) Bill in the Central Legislative Council, which was intended to extend the application of
Muslim Personal Law to those Muslims in India who were still governed by customary law. The
mover of the bill viewed as an opportunity for those Muslims because Muslim Personal Law
guaranteed the inheritance rights of women, which were often denied in customary law, and gave
them additional grounds on which they could seek the dissolution of their marriage. Although
customary law in the Punjab denied women the right to inherit agricultural land, the Government of
India Act 1935 had made the right to succession to agricultural land a purely provincial subject,
which severely restricted the scope of the Shariat Act to smaller communities of Muslims such as the
Cutchi Memons, Baluchis, Mopillas, Bohras, Khojas, etc. 222 On this question, we would expect the
interests of the ‘ulama and the western-educated lawyer Jinnah to be aligned, because the ‘ulama
wanted shari’a, but the following problems arose.
First, Jinnah approached the question through the colonial discourse on shari’a, i.e that it
was a “code” of law, and did not display awareness of shari’a hermeneutics. Jinnah introduced an
amendment to give Muslim communities, who had previously been governed by customary law, the
choice of whether or not to adopt shariat in the matter of wills, adoptions, and legacies. 223 Jinnah
applauded the “progressive” nature of the “Islamic code of law” which by giving women an
inheritance share that was half of man, laid the basis for their claims for social and economic
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equality with men, since these property rights were in most cases an improvement from their current
rights under customary law. Jinnah’s use of the terms “code” and “Islamic law” betrayed his British
legal training, and his argument followed a modernist pattern: Islamic law is just because it is
progressive and give’s women more inheritance and divorce rights than they currently enjoy under
customary law. The ‘ulama felt that the law was un-Islamic because it allowed communities to
“choose” whether to adopt shari’a in some matters; in their eyes, shari’a was a moral imperative not
a choice. Similarly, the law stipulated that Muslim personal law, as interpreted by courts, could be
overridden by parliamentary legislation, which suggested that lay Muslim (and Hindu) legislators
could override shari’a provisions, again something that was not morally acceptable for the ‘ulama.
Once again, Jinnah made an instrumentalist, rather than shari’a-based argument, in his defense. He
argued that this bill was a step to extend shari’at and even if it did not override parliamentary laws, it
was still extending the scope rather than restricting it in any way, and should be accepted on those
grounds. He framed this position when responding to another legislator, Mr. George Joseph, who
opposed the law because it was not territorial legislation:
My ambition is very limited. I do not believe in visionary ideas. I do not believe in dreaming
of things. To make one territorial law for the whole of India will take a very long time
indeed. I cannot wait till then. I find, I have no hesitation in saying this, that the Islamic code
of law with regard to succession is the most just and equitable, most advanced and most
progressive. I therefore say, let the Muslims at least be governed by it. 224

This was not an argument that would be acceptable to the ‘ulama because in their eyes, there was no
sense of less or more shari’a. Since he was in a decision-making role, he did seriously listen to the
‘ulama’s principled objections to several aspects of the law or use an intermediary to communicate
with them, as he had done through Shibli on the Waqf case (where the British state required lay
Muslims to show ‘ulama support).
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Second, the equality principle in parliament enabled Jinnah to present his arguments as
equally valid, and did not require him to recognize the ‘ulama’s fiqh-based reasoning, and he was
able to pass the law with a majority vote.
Third, though a lay Muslim objected to using the term “shari’at” for the Bill, Jinnah insisted
on keeping it because of the symbolic significance and used it to gain political support among lay
Muslims. Gilmartin explains the political strategy behind this:
…he fought hard against another amendment that threatened to compromise the symbolic
significance of the bill by striking the term shari’at itself from the bill on the grounds that the
term was interpreted differently by different groups of Muslims. Though removal of shari’at
and reliance on the words “Muslim personal law,” would have made little practical difference
in the working of the bill, Jinnah realized that “if the word ‘shari’at’ was not there, the great
sentimental appeal of the bill to the Muslims of India would be missed. 225

Although a large majority of political leaders supported Jinnah, the ‘ulama were very vocal critics of
the Shariat Act and it increased the JUH’s “long-growing distrust of Jinnah.” Maulana Madni felt
that Jinnah and the ML had “betrayed the shari’at” and had “caused the failure of the shari’at bill
which in its importance and necessity for the Muslim religion and the Muslims needs no
arguments.” 226 The most influential ‘ulama criticized the law but Jinnah was able to “spin” the issue
before a general audience, and take the credit for spreading shari’a, even though he had ignored and
outvoted the scholars who actually interpreted shari’a in grassroots religious institutions.
Though Jinnah and other lay Muslim legislators could use their insider status in parliament to
shape shari’a-based laws to their will, their decision to use the “shari’at” label to gain political
support also progressively narrowed their room for maneuver in society. For instance, legislators in
Punjab were agriculturalists, and supported customary law that denied women shari’a inheritance
shares; they had defeated a similar bill in the 1930s but once the 1937 Shari’at Act was passed, the
Punjab government said that a majority of Muslims supported the Bill when asked, but “if
allowances were made for Muslims’ uneasiness at openly opposing the shari’at, then the sense of
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rural Punjabi opinion was definitely against it.” 227 Gilmartin writes that “few rural Muslims were
willing to oppose the shari’at openly, for “nobody would stand the stigma of opposing the
introduction of law sanctioned and sanctified by the Holy Quran.” Punjab legislators were able to
defeat another bill to grant women shari’a inheritance rights in agricultural land (until 1948) but by
using shari’a instrumentally, without engaging with the ‘ulama’s fiqh-based reasoning, Jinnah and
other Muslim League leaders were narrowing their own space. Inside parliament, Jinnah and the
modernists had an almost complete monopoly over interpretation – and could mould the shari’at to
suit their “progressive” aims – but outside parliament, in the public sphere, the symbol of shari’at
codified in state laws, which Jinnah himself endorsed in order to craft a common Muslim identity,
had assumed a life of its own and Muslims who disagreed with it, even in part, found themselves
being hemmed into a corner.
Child Marriage Restrain Act 1929: Moral-Epistemic Mirroring, Top-down communication, and
Savage-Victim-Savior Metaphor
When Princess Diana Spencer was asked in a 1992 BBC interview why her marriage broke
down, she responded: “there were three of us in this marriage.”A similar dynamic has characterized
the relationship between the westernized bourgeoisie and religious conservatives from the petite
bourgeoisie and working classes. Due to their western education, upper-middle urbanites have found
themselves in a position where they are married to fellow Indians, with worldviews grounded in precolonial knowledge systems, by the fixed borders of a nation-state (a territorial marriage so to speak)
but their soul-mate is the western bourgeoisie, which mirrors their own beliefs and values and is easy
to converse with. This love affair began in the late 19th century when modernist intellectuals lobbied
the colonial state for top-down “reforms” of native customs and practices deemed “backward,”
instead of building lateral alliances and engaging in a struggle and conversation with the groups
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whose culture they sought to recast. The typical pattern of such legal reforms has included the
following steps: (1) a western scholar or journalist writes a sensationalist account of a “backward” or
“barbaric” practice in the colony, for circulation in the metropole (2) the native westernized
bourgeoisie exposed to this English-language literature feels ashamed about the “backwardness” of
their society, tries to dissociate from these practices by arguing that they were not part of the
“original” religion and are a deviation or degeneration which must be expunged and (3) leaders from
the westernized bourgeoisie push through legal reforms, based on the moral-epistemic reasons
dominant in western scholarship, rather than by giving the “targets” of reform reasons internal to
the moral and religious traditions through which they see the practices deemed “backward” by the
elite. Finally, a law is passed, which the westernized bourgeoisie, particularly women’s rights groups
and nationalists, celebrate as a great “victory.” Eventually, research emerges on this question which
reveals that the legislation had almost no impact on social practices and continues to be regarded as
immoral by orthodox groups. Yet despite the ineffectiveness of this pattern of legal change, social
reformers and rights groups from the westernized bourgeoisie continue to obsessively focus on
“eradicating” the offensive practice, intensifying their campaigns whenever a sensationalist account
circulates in the western media.
The only way to understand this pattern – which excludes the vast majority of colonial
society from the conversation – is to see it as an example of the savage-victim-savior metaphor that
Makau Mutau has described. Both western observers and the native westernized bourgeoisie see
themselves as “saviors” of “victims” who are oppressed by “savage” cultural practices. By
highlighting the inferiority and strangeness of “other” cultures, western observers feel better about
themselves. Meanwhile, the native westernized bourgeoisie, who is exposed to this criticism, reacts
in the following way: (1) shame triggered by the western ridicule (2) dissociation from the criticized
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practice to reduce shame (3) anger towards the social groups who observe the criticized practice and
zeal to “reform” them, in order to restore prestige in western eyes.
I am not trying to delegitimize rights groups or social reformers from the colonial period but
am trying to highlight that scholarly research has repeatedly shown that legal reforms that originate
from western media campaigns and lobby groups run by the westernized elite, which is active in the
transnational rights community, have not been effective in achieving a substantive change in
women’s status and are coercive from the perspective of “internal reasoning.” However, such
ineffective legal strategies persist because they fulfill an emotive function in the interaction between
the western media, policymakers, and international forums on one hand, and the westernized elite
and English-language media in the colonies, on the other hand—while the vast majority of
vernacular colonial society that is outside this interaction, continues life as before, occasionally
erupting in protests to defend itself from “western domination” and its elite, who are seen as
“western agents.” It is important to understand this because this process is at work for all precolonial traditions—whether shari’a, the Hindu sastras, the practices of indigenous Mexican people,
African tribes, and so on—and the emotive function of the savage-victim-savior narrative
determines which facts are selected and spread. It has almost nothing to do with the actual legal
impact of the reform on the “target” population, or with their priorities and values, and undermines
meaningful debate and socially-sensitive lawmaking.
In 1921, a League of Nations Conference on female sexual trafficking suggested that the
minimum “age of consent” be set at 21 years. An Indian representative present at the conference
proposed the younger threshold of 16 years, adding the proviso that the “age of consent” be
extended to marriage as well; a position taken up by successive Indian legislators over the next 8
years. The Sarda Bill was introduced in 1927 and sought to increase the legal age of marriage from
12 to 14 years. In 1927, an American journalist, Katherine Mayo, wrote a sensationalist denunciation
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of child marriage in her book Mother India; and “aware of the bad press,” educated Indians were
“anxious to push through a visible reform.” 228 Recently formed women’s rights organizations led a
social campaign for the bill, generating propaganda against child marriage, collecting signatures in a
door-to-door campaign and acting as a “pressure group.” 229 The first national women’s organization
established in 1927, with Annie Besant as President, committed itself to “abolishing” child marriage.
In Wake Up India (1913), Besant had expressed the “desirability of breaking with the custom of child
marriage” and “returning to healthier and more dignified practice of the Vedic age,” which in her
view was adult marriage. She argued that child marriage “sapped the vitality of the nation” and the
“future of India” rested on reforming this practice. 230
While Hindus of a reformist bent and a few Muslim legislators like Jinnah, gave them a
sympathetic audience, other leaders, Hindus like Malaviya and Muslims like Muhammad Ali Jauhar,
argued that this bill was contrary to the sastras and shari’a respectively. While conservative Hindus
said that child marriage was allowed in the sastras, women’s rights campaigners said that it was not
part of the “original” Vedic age, echoing Annie Besant’s argument in Wake up India (1913), and said
that “We want new Sastras.” 231 While the orthodox ‘ulama and conservative Muslims said child
marriage was allowed in shari’a, Jinnah said to the women’s rights campaigners that it was “unIslamic” and TAK Shervani said that the “only reason Muslims practiced this was because they had
been ‘corrupted’ through interaction with Hindus. 232
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Sarda defended it on the basis that it would not only promote the welfare of female children,
but also help India attain freedom because “so long as these evils exist in this country, we will have
neither the strength of arm nor the strength of character to win freedom.” 233 In 1926, Jinnah was
elected as an independent candidate – not as a leader or long-standing member of the Muslim
League—and he explained that he regarded himself as a “trustee” and not “delegate” of the people:
I am your representative so long as I represent you. Your interests are mine but under no
circumstances shall I ever place them above my conscience…The moment I find I cannot
carry out your mandate without derogation to my conscience, I shall ask you to replace
me. 234

During the debate on the Sarda Act on September 11, 1929, he criticized the Muslim legislators who
opposed the bill and defended his position arguing that “my constituency has not given me any
mandate whatsoever.” 235
In the end, 77 legislators voted for the reform, including Jinnah, but half of the Muslim
legislators in the assembly voted against the bill. 236 The Child Marriage Restraint Act 1929 was
condemned by the ‘ulama of JUH as “a flagrant interference with the Muhammadan religion.” 237 The
pan-Islamist politician Muhammad Ali Jauhar opposed the Bill because it interfered with shari’a.
Though he was a western-educated Muslim, he was sympathetic to the moral reasoning of the
‘ulama. Addressing the Viceroy, while opposing the Sarda Act and defending Muslim Personal Law
on 9th November 1929, Jauhar chastised modernist Muslims, who sought to reform Islamic law
through their “crazy handiwork”:
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…no doubt born in Muslim families, but certainly not believing in Islam as a perfect and
complete faith needing no reform…can be found seeking to improve upon Islam by their
own crazy handiwork. 238

In this case, Jinnah overpowered Jauhar, in the intra-Muslim conflict, because the majority of
legislators – modernizing Hindus and Muslims – were able to out-vote those who mounted a
religion-based argument, without having to engage in cross-group deliberation to generate reasons
internal to shari’a and sastras and to arrive at a moral compromise. The decision was an example of a
modernizing majority “bulldozing” a minority of legislators who maintained that the state did not
have the right to interfere in religious practice.
Once passed, the Sarda Act was regarded by women’s rights groups as their “personal
victory,” by the ‘ulama as un-Islamic, and seemingly ignored, for the most part, by those whose
practice it sought to reform. Whitehead recounts that by 1931, census reports suggested that the law
was “a dead letter” in most places, because it was difficult to enforce age limits on “consent” given
“the private character of the offence, the difficulty of ascertaining the age of girls due to imperfect
birth registration, and especially the reluctance of wives, their parents or friends to register a
complaint due to the social boycott that might follow.” From 1929 to 1931, wives under age 15
increased by one-third, while the rate of population growth was only 10.6%. 239
From the beginning, the top-down liberal justification that characterized rights advocacy was
ineffective in curbing the social practices the laws sought to “reform” because it ignored the reasons
why people, whose social relationships were the “targets” of reform followed them in the first place.
This power dynamic was embodied in rights discourse, because it did not include principles of
toleration with indigenous religious and moral traditions that would allow their adherents to “talk
back and to add their reasons to the debate, leading to a new settlement or evolution in positions.
But it also had to do with the fact the western-educated elite represented the “voice” of the people
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at international forums, and in its hands, the discourse of self-evident rights was layered onto a
modernist reconstruction project, which in turn was part of the nationalist struggle to bring the
“race” and “nation” on equal footing with western societies. For instance, the original League of
Nations conference on setting the “age of consent” was related to female sexual trafficking but the
Indian representative asked to extend it to “marriage,” and in this way, she could subsume a morally
controversial question under the rubric of “self-evident” rights. The idea that rights were “selfevident” rather than political, and therefore beyond the need for justification in terms of the
worldview of the “targets” of reform, enabled liberals to ignore and outvote conservatives.
But perhaps an equally pressing problem is how international rights advocacy shaped the
priorities and discourse of liberals from the westernized bourgeoisie. They focused on enacting a
formal legal code, even though the vast majority of society was under the sway of social norms and
the religious and moral leaders who shaped them and was largely illiterate and unable to afford the
expensive legal process. The ground reality was that pre-colonial shari’a—with its admission of oral
evidence, lack of a lengthy documentation procedure, and context-based interpretation and conflict
resolution in the people’s own language—was perhaps more friendly to the lived experience of
illiterate rural peasants and workers than was the judicial system that the British introduced. The
requirement of documentary rather than oral evidence was particularly biased against the vast
majority of the population that could not read and therefore not understand or struggle for its rights
independent from an intermediary. The point is to say that the focus of the international rights
community on formal law shaped the priorities of liberals in the westernized bourgeoisie, and led
them to ignore broader structural problems in the functioning of the judiciary and its relationship to
society. Instead, they focused on changing the text of formal law to reflect “gender equality” or “age
of consent” or other such categories because this was how laws were “scanned” and “branded” in
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the international rights bureaucracy. This put them on a permanent collision course with orthodox
Muslims and Hindus whose religious and moral traditions did not have the same categories.
In the west, liberalism primarily developed as a way to secure the claims of individual liberty
against the state but in the context of 19th century colonial India, liberal ideas were imported by elite
intellectuals as part of an effort to reform native religious customs and practices, to rethink old
religious knowledge systems, a posture that pitted liberalism against institutional religion. This social
and political context refracted “liberal” ideas influenced by western liberal movements, in a specific
way, which goes a long way towards explaining why “liberalism” assumed a negative connotation in
conservative religious circles, seen as a threat to religion and social values rather than a theory of rule
through consent of the governed. There is a place where claims against the state intersect with social
values; the place where individual liberty of non-conformists has to be protected against social
orthodoxies bolstered by majority rule or where different religious groups have to be protected
against majorities making laws contrary to their values or traditions. But the attempt of a vanguard
enlightened elite to use parliament to liberalize the culture of the vast majority of people was an
entirely context-specific extension of liberalism, inseparable from the colonial civilizing mission and
its authoritarian impulse. The British had no desire to seek Indian consent, except in a superficial
manner, and so the only aspects of liberalism that were transmitted by intellectuals in the late 19th
century had to deal with reforming native culture, as understood through texts, and not changing the
predatory colonial state.

CONCLUSION: So while sufi shrines developed a theological differentiation vis a vis Deobandi
puritanism, later allowing them to work together with mutual recognition of toleration by senior
leaders, the new urban middle and upper class, who were socialized in the new urban high culture of
Britain, did not develop grassroots associations that could theologically defend non-conformity to
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orthodox Hanafi doctrines prohibiting music, art, and dance and the participation of non-Muslims
in political rule, let alone to justify the changes in gender roles and breakdown in the purdah system
that began in the colonial period. The colonial state was secularized without social consensus or
debate, so the urban elite benefited from the protection of the state, and adopted its new culture,
without feeling the need to engage with the old urban high culture of Islam. It was because
nationalist leaders had been repeating in parliament that Muslims were, in fact, a monolithic and
orthodox community, in order to effect change in colonial laws, and to show their internal unity,
that they did not develop an argument for toleration vis a vis orthodoxy. Instead, their habitus
mediated their perception of shari’a, whether through the colonial lens or the modern western social
and political thought and science that they learned in universities and that described their new
patterns of life. Rather than seeking toleration vis a vis orthodoxy, they engaged in a frontal assault
on social practices such as child marriage, which were justified in indigenous religious traditions,
whether Hinduism or Islam, by justifying statutory restrictions through the language of modern
medicine rather than the old moral systems. Paradoxically, westernized leaders who did not know
about or conform to orthodox Hanafi fiqh doctrines chose to use the language of Islam, of which
the ‘ulama were guardians, to create a Muslim nation in the struggle against colonial domination and
Hindu majoritarianism. They increased the power of the language of Islam when they did not have
the coercive capacity to ‘remake’ the ‘ulama (as Turkey did due to its bureaucratic control of
religious institutions). By doing so, they could never ignore the ‘ulama for long yet they did not
know how to speak to or understand them and this has been the central problem of liberal
persuasion through parliamentary institutions for the last 60 years.
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Chapter 3
Institutional Design and the Demand for Shari’a in Pakistan

Introduction
In this chapter, I trace the history of ideas embedded in Pakistan’s political institutions to
show that there are 2 kinds of liberalism at work: first, the conception of liberalism as “rational
consensus on values,” which has been used by the westernized bourgeoisie and western-funded
NGOs to justify changes in shari’a-based laws through an executive-dominated legislature, without
an attempt to give the ‘ulama and Islamists reasons internal to the fiqh tradition, and second, the
conception of liberalism as “modus vivendi,” which has evolved in the judiciary since the early
1980s, when the constitutional role of shari’a was operationalized through the institution of Islamic
judicial review, based on principles of reasoning within the fiqh tradition and sectarian toleration, in
addition to the existing constitutionally-guaranteed individual rights. Since 1951, Pakistan’s main
Islamist party, the Jamaat-e-Islami (JI)—with similar ideas, sociological composition, and
organizational model, as the Egyptian Muslim Brothers (MB)—has cooperated with electoral ‘ulama
parties in a struggle for a shari’a-based state, through elections, courts, and popular protests. When
the ‘ulama and Islamists rail against “liberalism” and “western democracy” in their publications and
speeches, they are responding to the attempt of liberals, particularly western-funded rights activists,
to enact top-down social reforms through a majority vote, based on reasons external to the fiqh
tradition. Contrary to this, they have been the most ardent champions of Islamic constitutionalism,
which according to western legal scholars has led to a remarkable liberalization of the law through
bridging of common law and Islamic traditions. 240 I argue that this has been possible because the
constitutional framework recognizes shari’a compliance as a moral obligation, along with its
240 See Martin Lau, The Role of Islam in the Legal System of Pakistan (Boston: Leiden, 2006) and Karin Carmit Yefet, “The
Constitution and Female-Initiated Divorce in Pakistan: Western Liberalism in Islamic Garb,” Harvard Journal of Law and
Gender, Volume 34, 2011, pp. 553-615.
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commitment to democracy and individual rights. Therefore, the liberal-Islamist conflict is not so
much a clash of irreconcilable ideas or civilizations, as it is a practical question of the kinds of
institutions that can accommodate the disparate touchstones for political legitimacy in classical and
medieval Islamic political theory and liberalism, i.e. “shari’a compliance” versus “the consent of the
governed.” 241
In The Liberal Conscience, Lucas Swaine, draws on John Gray’s conception of modus vivendi
liberalism to argued that the only plausible defense of liberal institutions to theocrats could be an
argument based on freedom of conscience. 242 The evidence from Pakistan, in fact, confirms his
claim, because common law judges and ‘ulama judges are able to achieve an accommodation
between fiqh-based and rights-based demands, through internal reasoning and respect. The liberal
principle of rule through “consent of the governed” and the ‘ulama’s belief that enforcing sharia is a
“moral obligation” on rulers, is bridged by an intermediate principle shared by both traditions:
freedom of conscience, which in the ‘ulama’s framework is expressed in the principle of religious
freedom, and toleration between Muslim sects, expressed in Mawlana Thanwi’s maxim “don’t leave
your maslak (doctrinal orientation or sect) and don’t interfere with the maslak of others” (apna
maslak choro nahin, aur doosro’n ka maslak chero nahi’n), which is frequently cited by influential ‘ulama
and has structured the cross-sect cooperation between the orthodox ‘ulama—Deobandis, Barelvis,
Shi’a, and Ahl-e-Hadith—for a shari’a-compliant state. 243

For a review of classical and medieval Islamic political theory, see Peter Hardy, The Muslims of British India (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1972), pp. 23-26 and pp. 107-114.
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When we re-conceptualize the problem as a question of institutional design, rather than
“free-standing” ideas and texts, we can compare across institutions to see which ones work better
than others and why. Based on 60 years of evidence from Pakistan, this comparison reveals that
when conflicts over shari’a-based laws are processed through the judiciary, there is authentic
deliberation, and a settlement that both sides can accept, or can continue to challenge within the
constitutional democratic framework, but when they are processed through the executive-dominated
legislature, and its affiliated advisory institutions, the Women’s Status Commissions (WSC), linked
with the discourse of the UN and western-funded rights groups, or the Council of Islamic Ideology
(CII), drawn from the madrassa establishment, there is external reasoning and disrespect, ending in
legal deadlock, protests, or violence, and attempts by both liberal and Islamist activists to collaborate
with military rulers to force through their desired change. From the experience of political
institutions, it appears that democracy is either unable to process shari’a-based demands at all, or will
be derailed and harmed by allowing religion-based argumentation in the public sphere. Public debate
on shari’a in the executive-dominated parliamentary sphere confirms Rawls’ claim that political
arguments based on rival comprehensive doctrines of the good can lead to an “interminable
exchange of mutually unacceptable reasons.” But the contrasting performance of the judiciary shows
that this is not the automatic or inevitable outcome of a religion-based political conception, casting
doubt on Rawls’ inference that “religion must be kept off the table” in liberal argumentation.
Table 3.1 represents two paths taken during liberalizing reforms of Islam: Path I represents
the tendency of the westernized elite to pursue top-down modernist reform of Islam, due to the
internalized civilizing narrative in modernist thought, which was absorbed into the 1950s nationalist
dogma, and Path II represents the modus vivendi liberalism (Islamic constitutionalism) evolved by
the judiciary where the liberal principle of “rule through consent of the governed” and “shari’a
compliance” is linked through the principle of sectarian toleration.
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Liberalism Path II: Modus Vivendi

Table 3.1

Two Liberal Paths: Toleration vs. Reconstruction (Civilizing Narrative)

Consent of Governed

Liberalism Path I: Civilizing Mission

TOLERATION

Reconstruction

Shari’a as Moral Obligation
Resistance from ‘ulama and Islamists

Historically, shari’a discourse was the preserve of scholars and judges but at the same time,
the demand for shari’a arose in the early 20th century when lay Muslims allied with the ‘ulama and
Gandhi to demand the protection of the Ottoman Caliphate and freedom from colonial rule
(Khilafat Movement). During this movement, the ‘ulama organized as an electoral party and have
since participated in elections and parliament. Mass mobilization and communication were central to
the anti-colonial movements from which the shari’a-demand emerged, and even today, it is an issue
that both its proponents and opponents desire to talk about and explain because it is embedded in
broader cultural movements for moral improvement and social reform (and an aspect of class
struggle between colonial elites and petite bourgeoisie challengers, as well as geo-political struggle
between Muslim rulers aligned with the west and rising Muslim middle classes desiring an
independent foreign policy). Though secularization and the elective principle were introduced by the
British Empire in the 19th century and did not emerge organically from the legal-political institutions
of pre-colonial Muslim empires, they re-shaped the landscape for 150 years and it is this re-shaped
landscape that is the starting point for analyzing questions of institutional design. Given this reality,
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it is unlikely that removing shari’a from parliament, and restricting it to the courts, is a solution, or is
desirable from the perspective either of democracy, or the deeper cultural impetus behind the
Islamist or liberal movements, and therefore, it is useful to closely inspect which institutions of
parliament cause difficulty in processing this conflict and why.
This chapter will address this question in four steps. The first section gives an overview of
the main actors, ideas, and institutions involved in the conflict. The second section explains “the
background culture” in which the problem of shari’a, individual rights, and democracy is embedded.
Elaine Hadley has criticized liberal theories of the Rawlsian tradition for failing to include
“embodiment” as a “constitutive category,” and argues that this approach reveals liberalism’s
“ambivalent relation to its social mission” and “the hermetic and elitist traces in liberalism that recoil
from the bodily, both the bodiliness associated with the masses and the sensing, feeling, material
being that encapsulates the individual.” In her opinion, the Rawlsian conception of liberalism, by
relying on abstract subjects and societies, ignores the background history of how liberal cognition
was moralized in mid-Victorian Britain, in contrast to an earlier model of cognition, and how the
proponents of liberal cognition were often opposed by others like Burkean traditionalists. 244 In that
vein, the second section tries to explain the chaotic social reality left in place after the colonial
period, the historic, class, and geo-political conflicts in which the ideas of shari’a and liberalism are
contested. It shows that the ‘ulama’s belief in shari’a compliance and the belief of liberals that it is
morally justified to “reconstruct” Islam through the state both posed a danger for democracy and
led both sides to collaborate with military rulers. But while the threat from the ‘ulama’s belief has
been “neutralized” after the mechanism of Islamic judicial review was introduced from 1978-1985,
as there is a legal mechanism to petition for state compliance to shari’a, the threat from liberals, who
have worked inside western-funded rights NGOs since the early 1990s has not been “neutralized,”
Elaine Hadley, Living Liberalism: Practical Citizenship in Mid-Victorian Britain (Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
2010), p. 11-12 and p. 21.
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and is one of main reasons why deliberation through political institutions leads not only to deadlock
but violence (in 2011, the Punjab Governor Salman Taseer and Shahbaz Bhatti, a Christian minister,
were assassinated for their campaign to repeal the blasphemy laws). The third section traces the
evolution of modus vivendi liberalism in the judiciary. The fourth section lays out three factors –
presence of rules constraining deliberation, integrated vs. segmented communities of specialists, and
insulation from transnational rights discourse—why the judiciary performs better than the executivedominated legislature in processing deliberation on shari’a-based laws.
1. Overview of Actors, Ideas, and Institutions
The conflict between Islamists and the westernized bourgeoisie can be seen as a “tale of two
cities,” a struggle between the old urban high culture of Islamic empires, as it was reformulated in
the lexicon of the modern state and politics from the early 20th century (through various strands of
‘ulama and Islamist thought), and the new urban high culture of Britain, which constituted the
constitutional and legal framework of the state at independence. Though leaders from the
westernized bourgeoisie led the Muslim League from 1937-1947, when it pressed for a separate
Muslim state, Jinnah succeeded in the 1946 elections by co-opting factions of the landed elite from
Punjab and Sind, away from cross-religious zamindar (landholder) parties, and they, in turn, used
agricultural and shrine networks in rural areas to mobilize voters through an Islamic idiom.
Therefore, the westernized bourgeoisie that dominated the Muslim League leadership prior to 1947
had no territorial foothold in the regions that became Pakistan and quickly lost control of the party
to factions of the landed elite.
The conflict between westernized Muslim League leaders and the civil-military bureaucracy
emerged soon after independence. Continuing their instrumental use of religion, politicians
alternately “wooed the mullah and ridiculed him.” 245 When it became clear to Mawlana Ihteshamul
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Haqq Thanwi that the Muslim League had no intention of creating an Islamic constitution, he aired
his grievance before a public rally in East Pakistan, and within a few days, the Prime Minister Liaqat
Ali Khan steered the Objectives Resolution through parliament in 1949. The Objectives Resolution
was a declaration of constitutional principles; it affirmed divine sovereignty and popular sovereignty,
which would be exercised by the people’s representatives as “a trust” and contained a
comprehensive catalogue of individual rights and group rights to be exercised “within the limits of
Islam.” During the constitutional struggle, three models for reconciling shari’a and democracy were
floated: (1) an ‘ulama veto over legislation, which was rejected by politicians, (2) an advisory body of
Islamic scholars (Council of Islamic Ideology or CII), which would advise parliament on how to
make laws Islamic with the final authority resting in parliament, which was rejected by the ‘ulama
and Islamists because Mawdudi argued that politicians could manipulate the disagreements among
‘ulama to evade shari’a compliance and (3) entrusting Islamic judicial review to the Supreme Court,
allowing citizens to petition the court to strike down laws that were un-Islamic, after which
parliament could enact a replacement law.
On October 23, 1953, the Law Minister, AK Brohi had announced the decision of the ML
parliamentary party to accept the model of Islamic judicial review; he accepted that the Objectives
Resolution implied limits on the power of the legislature but said that “no class of persons can be
the sole interpreter of God’s law” and therefore, a Supreme Court bench with 5 judges could be
given the authority to strike down un-Islamic laws. 246 Though the ‘ulama and Islamists maintained
their demand that judges be trained in the fiqh tradition, or ‘ulama judges appointed to guide
common law judges, they welcomed the draft as an “Islamic constitution.” 247 However, in October
1954, a few days before the constitutional draft was to be passed, the Governor General Ghulam
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Muhammad, a bureaucrat, dissolved the Constituent Assembly. After this, the civil-military
bureaucracy dominated politics; indirect elections were held for a new assembly and it framed the
1956 constitution, which adopted the politicians’ ideal model of an advisory CII and parliamentary
sovereignty, continued in the 1962 and 1973 constitutions, until Islamic judicial review was
reinstated in 1978 by General Zia, while he was co-opting the ‘ulama and Islamists into his regime.
Both the westernized bourgeoisie and the ‘ulama and Islamists were marginal to the electoral
process because the winner-takes-all electoral system introduced by the British privileged
landholding elites at the expense of the urban middle class. The two main parties have been the
center-right Muslim League (ML), which is based in central Punjab and prone to factional splits, and
the center-left Pakistan People’s Party (PPP) which was established in 1969 by Z.A. Bhutto, a
graduate of Berkeley and Oxford. Although the PPP has intellectuals and lawyers from the
westernized elite in its midst, the main power base of both parties has been the landholding elite,
which was augmented over time by a crony capitalist elite. In 1971, the political scientist Sharif al
Mujahid explained the contradiction between the PPP’s slogans of Islamic socialism directed
towards peasants and workers, and the reality that not only was Bhutto a feudal landholder from
Sind but that most PPP candidates were “landlords, moneyed people and Ayub’s “privileged”
followers.” 248 The local law enforcement apparatus of the predatory colonial state – with absolute
powers for the police and influence by power-holders on both police and courts – not only
entrenched class domination, since its inception in the 19th century, but was used by upper class
politicians to control the electoral system and to punish opponents. In rural Sind, large landholders
were de facto rulers and were legitimized through the sajjada nashins (guardians) of sufi shrines, who
were also large landholders.

248 Sharif al Mujahid, “Pakistan: First General Elections,” Asian Survey, Vol. 11, No. 2, A Survey of Asia in 1970: Part II
(Feb., 1971), p. 168.
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As soon as the first general elections were held in 1970 and controls on political organization
and expression somewhat relaxed, the ‘ulama and Islamist parties emerged as influential actors,
garnering nearly 14% of the national vote and exercising significant street power, through the
mobilizing power of the Islamist student union (the IJT) and of the ‘ulama through madrassa and
mosque networks. 249 However, they only won 18 seats due to the winner-takes-all system, and were
outvoted on all their proposed amendments to the 1973 constitution by the PPP, which only had a
5% greater vote share but 63 more seats. The westernized bourgeoisie has tried to further its policy
vision through the center-left PPP, while the ‘ulama and Islamists have typically been unable to win
sufficient seats to influence voting at all. In 1990 the JI formed a coalition with the center-right PML
and won the elections, but upper class ML leaders continued their old practice of using Islamic
slogans during elections and then outmaneuvering the Islamists and ‘ulama through political “spin,”
branding laws as “Islamic” to augment their own power. Throughout the 1990s, the vote share of
religious parties declined but a large part of this is because Sharif, a billionaire industrialist who led
the center-right ML, had adopted their shari’a slogan and diverted it for his own use. In 2002, a
coalition of ‘ulama and Islamist parties was able to form a government in the North-West Frontier
Province (now Khyber Pakhtunkhwa), in part due to “electoral engineering” by General Musharraf,
which sidelined the mainstream parties.

Since parliament has been dominated by the rural

landholding elites and urban crony capitalist elites, and because politicians have used predatory
colonial state structures to deny civil liberties and concentrate powers in their own hands, the urban
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middle class has often been alienated by “democracy” as it is practiced in this context, and has been
among the first groups to collaborate with overt military regimes and military-supervised democracy.
Military rulers have used the liberal-Islamist fault-line to co-opt one social segment and
repress the other, and the choice of their ally in a given period reflects the geo-political priorities of
America, which has been a patron of the army since the mid 1950s. The most morally controversial
laws were passed by military rulers. Field Marshal Ayub Khan passed the modernist Muslim Family
Laws Ordinance in 1961 regulating polygamy and divorce; he co-opted women’s rights groups from
the westernized elite and repressed the ‘ulama and Islamists (Chapter 4). General Zia passed the
Hudood Ordinances in 1979, which introduced punishments given in orthodox Hanafi fiqh
(stoning, lashing) for adultery/fornication and rape (though the doctrinal requirement to give them
was the availability of 4 Muslim male eyewitnesses of good character, a condition never met in
practice). General Zia co-opted the ‘ulama and Islamists, and repressed liberals from the westernized
bourgeoisie who were aligned with the PPP. Finally, General Musharraf pressured parliament to pass
the Protection of Women’s Rights Act in 2006, which removed rape laws from the Hudood
Ordinance, and attracted the ire of the ‘ulama because it repealed a provision of Hanafi fiqh
considered authoritative due to a juristic consensus (which coincidentally was an unnecessary move
because the problems emanated from secular provisions). Musharraf co-opted liberals from the
westernized bourgeoisie working in the PPP and western-funded NGOs, at a time when he needed
to extend his Presidential term for another 5 years, and this move would help establish his
credentials as a “moderate” Muslim leader who could act as a bulwark in the War on Terror
(Chapter 5). The Hasba Bill 2005, which would set up a moral police to regulate Islamic behavior in
public places, was the only shari’a-inspired law to be passed by an elected provincial assembly, when
the Islamist MMA was in power in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (Chapter 6).
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But though military rulers have pushed through these laws, they all originated from
deliberative commissions that justified their actions through the principle of majority voting.
Moreover, all military rulers have had to forge an alliance with the landholding elite, and have
created parliaments with deliberation and majority voting, though their powers have been
circumscribed to varying degrees, with parliament having the most power under General Musharraf,
less in Ayub’s setup in the 1960s, and only an advisory status in the Zia period (from 1977-1985).
Just as the ‘ulama are represented in the CII, women’s rights groups have been represented in the
Muslim Family Laws Commission 1955 and then through women’s status commissions based on the
UN model, which were appointed for limited terms in 1976, 1985, and 1997, and given permanent
status in 2000. The most significant feature of this institutional arrangement, from the perspective of
the liberal-Islamist conflict, was that both the CII and WSC would be examining shari-based laws,
but while the CII only looked at them from the perspective of the fiqh tradition, women’s rights
campaigners only used the lens of individual rights and gender equality used in the international
forums affiliated with the women’s movement, without any reference to the fiqh tradition. Even
when the CII and WSC have collaborated with military rulers, they have justified their advice
through the principle of majority voting, which conceals the fact that the President appoints
members and can tilt the composition, and that whoever has a majority is able to ignore the
minority’s reasons, CII ‘ulama can ignore the objections of the minority of liberals scholars or
women, and WSC activists can ignore the objections of the 1 Islamist woman on the panel.
Praxis-oriented Islamist theory
After Mawdudi suggested an ideal Islamic state in the 1940s, he spent years participating in
parliamentary politics, persuading the western-educated class of his vision, and suffering from the
excesses of a predatory colonial state. Since the early 1950s, the JI developed a body of praxisoriented theory, which can be characterized as Islamic constitutionalism, a hybrid ideal of shari’a,
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democracy, and individual rights, and far from his original utopian political conception that had the
potential for concentration of power. As the ‘ulama patiently awaited a public statement on the
constitutional draft, Mawdudi faced another spell of state repression in late 1951, and revised his
position on an Islamic constitution, now stressing the need to protect citizen rights from
unrestrained executive power. After being released from prison, in May 1952, Mawdudi criticized the
delay in constitution-making and expanded his 4-point formula to 8 points, including demands for
(1) an independent judiciary, (2) the right of citizens to petition courts for legislative-executive
transgression, (3) state provision of basic food, shelter, clothing, medical aid, and education, and (4)
a guarantee of civic rights, expressed as follows:
That none of the basic civic rights of the people—security of life and property, freedom of
speech and expression, and freedom of association and movement—shall be forfeited except
when a crime has been proved in an open court of law after affording due opportunity of
defence. 250

After Constitution-drafters suggested an advisory CII with parliamentary sovereignty, Mawdudi
adapted his theory of shari’a sovereignty, in order to devise an institutional arrangement that could
satisfy the westernized elite and politicians. From May 1952, he had abandoned the claim mentioned
in his political theory of an Islamic state, that the Head of State have the right to interpret shari’a
(rather than the ‘ulama or people), and had adopted the argument, first suggested by Muhammad
Asad, that the Supreme Court have the authority to review legislation for its repugnancy to shari’a
(he had already accepted elections and limited legislation by parliament). 251 However, he mentioned
that until judges were trained to interpret the Qur’an and Sunnah, a “transitional arrangement” may
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be needed to ensure proper interpretation; like the ‘ulama, he was concerned about preserving the
integrity of the fiqh tradition. 252 He argued that:
…the mere insertion of the Objectives Resolution…will not be sufficient. Nor an article in
the Directive Principles to the effect that no legislation will be made against the Qur’an and
Sunnah…Nor even the formation of Committees of ‘ulama for consultative purposes (but
not having final voice)… will do.
This purpose can only be achieved if provision is made in the body of the constitution itself
that no legislature, Central or Provincial, shall have the power to pass any law in conflict
with the teachings of the Qur’an and Sunnah.
Moreover there should be a specific provision in the Constitution that every citizen will have
the right to challenge in the Supreme Court, any law passed by a legislature on the ground of
its being in conflict with the teachings of the Qur’an and Sunnah and therefore ultra vires of
the Constitution. 253

They ‘ulama regarded Mawdudi as a constitutional expert and in their 1953 conference, they
“unanimously” endorsed his proposal to give a Supreme Court bench this authority, with a
transitional arrangement whereby 5 ‘ulama and 1 judge would be appointed since secular judges were
not well-versed in fiqh. 254 Dawn, the English daily loyal to the government, accused the conference
of demanding an “ulemocracy” and according to Binder, in accusing the ‘ulama of “usurping a
nonreligious institution,” they entirely “neglected the theory” that Mawdudi had developed as a
modus vivendi arrangement. 255
On 28th March 1953, Mawdudi was preventively detained for his role in the anti-Qadiani
agitation, with a confidential trial by a martial law court that awarded him death by hanging for
writing the pamphlet, The Qadiani Problem, the same punishment awarded to Mawlana Niazi for
inciting a mob to violence. He refused to file a mercy appeal to reduce his sentence leading A.K.
Brohi, a western-educated lawyer, to compare him to Socrates in The Apology. A JI member
imprisoned with Mawdudi recounts that before his trial, his lawyer Choudhry Nazir Ahmad warned
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him that the “westernized class,” from which Pakistani rulers came, believed that Mawdudi
participated in the elections and started the Islamic constitution campaign so that he could come to
power and establish the “worst religious dictatorship” under which no one would be safe—
therefore, they believed that the state should crush the JI with full force. 256 Mawdudi responded that
the JI was committed to democracy, which should be evident from the fact that its office holders
were elected and could be impeached and everyone was open to criticism, and complained that this
westernized class opportunistically labeled the JI’s conception of the state a theocracy. He said that
he had strived to reduce the “gulf” between the “religious class” and the “modern class” because
they were raised in completely different ways and were incomprehensible to one another, but the
ruling group chose to repress the JI rather than debate its ideas:
We have adopted a middle path and have chosen the right strategy of work. But the ruling
west-worshipping group opposes us by slinging the name of “mullaism” because it is not
possible to curse the real Islam directly…if they are only opposed to the concept of Islam
then the right path is for them to present their own pure Islam in front of the public, with
reasons (istidlal) to match our “mullaism” and then give people the right to adopt whichever
concept they choose and reject the one they don’t want.
But what method is this that these people, to have their “pure Islam” accepted, order my
hanging? I have presented everything with a reason before the public and have satisfied
public opinion with reasons (daleel). But these people want their point accepted not by
giving a reason but through a court martial. 257

Under public pressure, the government commuted his death sentence and he was eventually released
on 25th May 1955 due to a petition for habeas corpus filed in a High Court. 258 Once martial law was
imposed, military officers and bureaucrats were in charge of dealing with the religious conflict. They
moved quickly to arrest suspects and try them in military courts, collapsing distinctions between
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doctrinal conflict and constitutional demands on one hand, and provocation and participation in
violence on the other.
Mawdudi was released in the spring of 1955 and gave his comments on the draft constitution,
though without a joint front with the ‘ulama as in 1951 and 1953. He emphasized reforming the law
for preventive detention, which was worse than the corresponding article in India, even though “our
Islamic republic…should have been more liberal and just than a non-Islamic state,” and allowing
“any restrictions” on civil liberties (including speech) through reserved powers of lawmaking vs. the
Indian constituion’s “reasonable restrictions.” 259 He protested against the clauses that gave the
President, elected indirectly by the national assembly and senate, the authority to dissolve the
national assembly and dismiss the Prime Minister. Mawdudi writes:
This is obviously the way of dictatorship and not of democracy…Any scheme which gives
so much power in the hands of a single individual is absolutely unjustifiable and cannot be
tolerated even for a single moment…an ambitious President with the support of a few
ambitious highups in the services of the country can at any time turn the Cabinets and the
Assemblies into mere playthings. 260

He protested against the exemption of military court from Supreme Court jurisdiction and the
authority of the President to impose emergency, suspend fundamental rights, and prevent redress
through the Supreme Court. Mawdudi pleaded with representatives for restraints on executive
power—a point that was a complete about-turn from his original political theory of an “amir”
(president) who would be responsible for enforcing shari’a (with potentially dictatorial powers):
Have the Hon’ble Members of the Constituent Assembly presumed that angels alone will be
elected to the Presidentship of the country and that none throughout the country excepting
the President—not even the Central Ministers, nor any of the 300 members of the National
Assembly, nor the Judges of the Supreme Court—can be trusted in times of emergency?
If the Hon’ble Members of the Constituent Assembly really hold this opinion about
themselves and their nation what is the necessity of staging this show of democracy? The
best thing in this case would be to just elect some angel as President and entrust to him with
Sayyid Abul A’la Mawdudi, “Comments on the Draft Constitution of 1956,” Appendix III in The Islamic Law and
Constitution (translated and edited by Khurshid Ahmad) (Lahore: Islamic Publications Ltd., 1980) (first edition in October
1955), pp. 364-367.
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full confidence all the judicial, executive and legislative powers for life and then beseech him
to nominate another angel to succeed him after his death. 261

Mawdudi’s main objection to the model adopted in the 1956, 1962, and 1973 constitution was that
with only advisory status for the CII, parliament could ignore its proposals, and citizens would not
have the right to challenge laws in the court as un-Islamic. 262
Section 2 explains what happened when the conflict over shari’a was left at the mercy of
majority rule, the threats that liberals from the westernized elite and the ‘ulama and Islamists posed
for democracy, how the adoption of Islamic judicial review in 1978 “neutralized” the threat from
Islamists by enshrining the hybrid ideal of Islamic constitutionalism and why the threat from the
westernized elite, who from the 1980s have worked in western-funded rights advocacy NGOs, has
not yet been “neutralized.”

2. Background Culture: Shari’a as Moral Obligation vs. Colonial Civilizing Narrative
If we trace the central premise of liberalism, that the legitimacy of political rule derives from
the consent of the governed, through the history of Pakistan’s legal and political institutions, we will
find that it intersects with the tenet of classical Islamic political theory that the legitimacy of political
rule derives from compliance to shari’a, a position advocated by the ‘ulama and Islamists. 263
According to classical and medieval Islamic political theory, enforcing shari’a is a moral obligation on
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rulers, not a choice for individual Muslims, and according to orthodox Hanafi fiqh, as it is currently
understood in the majority of madrassas, the punishment for apostasy is death, which means that an
individual Muslim is required to obey shari’a and does not have the “right of exit.” 264 Since Muslim
lawyer-politicians were accustomed to speaking about Islam in the colonial textualist-idealist frame,
as an eternal “code” shaping the life of the “Muslim community,” they had no justification for
aspects of their way of life which clashed with prescriptions in orthodox Hanafi fiqh such as the
customs of art, music, dance; the inclusion of non-Muslims in rule; and a change in gender roles,
particularly the gradual eclipse of gender segregation and women’s observance of purdah (veiling).
From a historical-institutional perspective, this co-existence was not out of the question since, as I
have shown in Chapter 2, although orthodox Hanafi fiqh was the legal tradition that was interpreted
and applied in town-based courts, it co-existed with courts with Hindu legal traditions and other
forums for adjudication and Hanafi fiqh doctrines prohibiting music, dance, and art, or puritan
arguments against sufi shrine-based practices, were not enforced by rulers. Instead, they gave
generous patronage to musicians, dancers, artists, as well as sufi shrines, and appointed Hindus to
high state offices. It was the norm among women from the urban elite to veil, but not among
working class women, which explains why the hijab, the new veil, was a signifier of upward mobility
among lower-middle class women in Cairo choosing to re-veil in the 1980s. 265 The question of
gender roles was the most controversial because the 19th century women’s movements emerging
from Britain and America led to a monumental shift in women’s role in public life and equality with
men, and the gains of their social struggle were encoded into the constitution of colonies in the mid
20th century by nationalist male leaders, without an engagement or struggle with religious institutions
For a sample of the position towards apostasy dominant among Deobandi ‘ulama, see Mawlana Abdul Shakoor
Kashmiri (Madrassa Nusrat Al-Uloom, Gujranwala), “Shariat-e-Muhammadiya mai’n murtad ki saza” (“The punishment
for apostasy in the Shariat of Muhammad”), Al-Balagh, April 1984, Volume 18, pp. 37-53.
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or a revision in their outlook on women’s roles. The gap between the ‘ulama’s political vision, based
in orthodox Hanafi fiqh, and the way of life of the westernized bourgeoisie was certainly large, but
what made it seem truly insurmountable was the argumentative style of liberals, because instead of
defending their own way of life, they took on the more ambitious project of “re-constructing” Islam.
Therefore, what may seem at first to be a straightforward struggle of ideas between “consent
of the governed” and “shari’a compliance”—with self-professed “liberal” or “moderate” Muslims
seeming like the good guys and Islamists the bad guys—is in practice, more complex, because the
political actors who champion liberalism in this social context also have another theory of political
legitimacy in their intellectual heritage, which is often not in their self-awareness and is intrinsically
authoritarian: the colonial civilizing narrative which was absorbed into late 19th century Muslim (and
Hindu) reform movements, which in turn were the first statements of nationalism. In the case of
Muslims, this appears as the “stagnation thesis” about the fiqh tradition, which is a form of an
internalized civilizing narrative, justifying the conquest and “reconstruction” of Islamic religious
thought as a noble goal because it will lead society towards rationality, progress, and enlightenment.
In the 1950s, when the westernized bourgeoisie dominated state institutions, they encoded this idea
into the first version of the nationalist dogma (the second version was penned by Islamists in the
1980s and held that the purpose of Pakistan was to be an Islamic state). Jinnah, with his
constitutional liberalism, and Iqbal, with his pan-Islamic poetry, became the twin deities of the early
nationalist pantheon, and Iqbal’s call for a “reconstruction” of religious thought in Islam, was
portrayed as an incontrovertible truth. 266

Threat to co-existence in democracy from liberals: the “reconstruction narrative”

This kind of liberal argumentation, using Iqbal’s claims as “evidence” about the Islamic intellectual tradition, can be
seen in the statements of Muslim League leaders during the 1950s constitutional struggle with Islamists. For an
overview, see Binder, Religion and Politics in Pakistan.
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The ‘ulama and Islamist belief in shari’a “compliance” and the westernized bourgeoisie’s
mission to “reconstruct” Islam both posed a problem for co-existence in a democracy, but while the
danger from the ‘ulama was “neutralized” after the institution of Islamic judicial review was
introduced in 1978, the danger from liberals of the westernized bourgeoisie still persists because they
have pursued their goals through elite-based lobby groups, rather than cross-class social movements
and electoral parties, and have not been forced to examine the origins of their beliefs about Islam,
and the problems they pose from a toleration perspective. Instead, the cultural and class conflicts
between the westernized bourgeoisie and Islamists are aggravated by geo-politics. International
frameworks and the western academy “mirror” the social values of the westernized bourgeoisie,
western-funded NGOs give them sustenance without requiring social struggle and funding, and
Muslim military rulers and civilian autocrats often play up the Islamist fear quotient to suppress
middle-class movements demanding participation and to gain the patronage of western rulers, who
in turn desire to perpetuate a western-aligned foreign policy.
The response of Pakistani liberals to the ‘ulama and Islamist demands for shari’a has been
conditioned by the nationalist dogma constructed by western-educated intellectuals and leaders in
the 1950s, which made Iqbal’s arguments in Reconstruction, or any aspect of Iqbal and Jinnah, above
criticism, and vilified Muslim intellectuals who disagreed with the Muslim League’s claim that a
separate Muslim-majority state was necessary to protect Muslims against Hindu domination and to
actualize the Islamic way of life. The Muslim intellectuals on the wrong side of the nationalist dogma
included the Deobandi ‘ulama, who had worked with the Congress for a united India, and Mawdudi,
who established the JI in 1945 and opposed the demand for Pakistan because he believed that
expecting the westernized elite leaders of the Muslim League to create an Islamic state was like
expecting “that a lemon tree could at maturity bear mangoes.” 267 Since the 1950s, the prototypical
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argument of liberals in Pakistan begins with citing Iqbal’s Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam to
establish the “stagnation thesis” as a fact and “ijma modernism” or the right of parliament to decide
shari’a interpretation as a self-evident corollary. This was the pattern in the Muslim Family Laws
Commission Report 1955, which gives the reasoning for the change in Muslim family laws (e.g.
restrictions on polygamy). The ‘ulama and Islamists bitterly opposed it, leading parliament to shelve
the idea, but it was subsequently issued as a decree by the military ruler Field Marshal Ayub in 1961,
who was cheered on by upper-middle class women’s rights activists, and was granted constitutional
protection, barring the ‘ulama or Islamists from challenging it on grounds of freedom of religion. It
was also how Justice Munir began the Report on Punjab Disturbances 1955, in which he dismissed
the idea of an Islamic constitution as nonsense, and which liberals use as evidence of the days when
the state was on the “right,” i.e. secular track.
But like all ideologues, they went a step further than Iqbal’s ideas. In Reconstruction, Iqbal had
wondered aloud about the kind of training and knowledge would be necessary for a legislator to
perform the task of re-thinking Islamic law in light of modern circumstances. He had posed a
question in Reconstruction; he did not claim to have the answer. But nationalist ideologues readily
supplied the answer, insisting that Islamic legal interpretation was possible through the majority vote
of lay Muslims and there was no need for special training or negotiation with religious institutions
because the “independent reasoning” of lay Muslims would yield agreement.
Since it was customary in state circles to begin an argument by quoting the Founding
Fathers, Iqbal’s argument was repeated so often that western-educated Muslims, unaware of the
history of the fiqh tradition, accepted it as a fact because it came from influential intellectuals or
officials. It is how Benazir Bhutto responded to the demands of ‘ulama and Islamists for a Shari’a
Bill in 1991 and how General Musharraf spoke about Islam in his address to the Council of Islamic
Ideology in 2005, two years after he had tilted its composition in favor of modernist scholars and
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announced his policy of “Enlightened Moderation.” 268 In this nationalist dogma, not only was the
fiqh tradition, the hegemonic framework for understanding shari’a in madrassas, dismissed as
“stagnant,” and in need of state-led “reconstruction,” but the ‘ulama were caricatured in state
publications. For instance, in 1952 the state-funded Institute of Islamic Research sponsored an Urdu
pamphlet, Iqbal and the Mullah, by the modernist scholar Khalifa Abdul Hakim, which traced the term
“mullah” through Iqbal’s Urdu poetry, in order to discredit the ‘ulama and their intellectual
tradition. 269
Every nation has its myths, but this one was problematic from a toleration perspective
because it excised all those Muslim intellectuals from national memory, who had actually worked
with the ‘ulama in the anti-colonial movement or in educational projects focused on how to make
the Islamic intellectual tradition relevant and comprehensible for Muslims educated in secular
colonial schools and universities. The teleological determinism of a separate Muslim state was
established by connecting Sayyid Ahmad Khan’s warning in 1883 against majority rule in India,
because Hindus and Muslims were two separate nations, to Iqbal’s proposal at a Muslim League
conference in 1930 that the Muslim-majority areas of the northwest and east be given the status of
autonomous states and his argument in 1938 that Islam needed a state to actualize itself in the world
(he was a philosopher trained in Germany, during the heyday of Hegelianism and saw ideas as
agents), and finally to Jinnah’s campaign for a separate Muslim-majority state from 1940. 270 The
most important thing to note about these 3 plot-points is that there is a gap of 47 years between
President General Musharraf’s speech to the CII organized international conference “Islamic Criminal Law in a
Globalizing World” (26th May 2006), CII Annual Report 2004-05 (Islamabad: Government of Pakistan, 2005). Benazir
Bhutto’s speech (in English) against a proposed shari’a bill included the call for an “enlightened Islam” with parliament
performing the task of ‘ijma (consensus); she accused the clergy of being “anti-nationalist” and an instrument of
imperialism. She used the adjective “fundamentalist” for the shari’at bill, a term that the ‘ulama and JI had never used for
themselves, but that emerged in western scholarship from a term used for an early 20th century Protestant movement.
See pp. 1093-1105 in National Assembly of Pakistan Debates, Official Report, Volume VI, 14th May 1991.
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Sayyid Ahmad Khan and Iqbal. In this gap resided not only the Deobandi ‘ulama and Mawdudi, but
also Muslim intellectuals like Shibli, Azad, and Ali, who believed in change by reasoning within the
Islamic intellectual tradition and who were critical of the Muslim League because it was dominated
by the landholding and government service elites, which were collaborating with colonial rule, and in
their view were concerned more about self-preservation than with the problems of middle and
working class Muslims.
Unlike the Congress, in which Azad acted as bridge to the ‘ulama, the Muslim League did
not have sustained contact with religious institutions; Iqbal’s argument in Reconstruction was made in
an academic context, not during social or political struggle in a democratic framework. Since all
these intellectuals were excised from the nationalist dogma, the act of “internal reasoning” and a
principle of toleration to mediate differences with orthodox religious institutions was never
portrayed as a virtue and even today, if leaders urge compromise with the ‘ulama and Islamists on
questions of shari’a-based laws, there is a strong tendency among liberals from the westernized
bourgeoisie to portray this as a concession to “obscurantists” who do not deserve such
consideration because they were also “anti-nationalists” and have no claim to the state. 271
The problem is not that arguments for secularism or the right of Muslims to decide Islamic
legal interpretation are “wrong” but that they rely excessively on Iqbal’s claims in Reconstruction, or
more specifically, on his status in the nationalist pantheon, the inability to criticize him in public
forums without being branded a traitor—in order to counter ‘ulama and Islamist arguments for
shari’a compliance. Liberal responses to Islamists do not display sophistical moral engagement or
deep historical-institutional insight, any of the argumentative moves that would bridge the ideals of
the two intellectual and political traditions, but rely on a crude, rough-and-ready form of nationalist
271 Benazir Bhutto used the terms “obscurantist” and “fundamentalist” – among others – to refer to the ‘ulama during a
parliamentary debate on a Shariat Bill in 1990 and this is how liberals writing in English newspapers portrayed the
decision of parliament to form an ‘ulama advisory committee before finalizing the Protection of Women’s Rights Act
2007 (See Chapter 5).
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silencing, which perhaps has some parallels to how “Kemalism” is deployed by Turkish secularists to
discredit Islamist claims. Whether the pace of change in shari’a, as it is understood by the ‘ulama of a
contemporary period, is adequate to respond to social needs is an open question, but the bottom
line is that the orthodox ‘ulama do not use the lens of “stagnation” to understand their tradition.
Movements for tajdid or renewal, urging a return to the pristine religion, have been part of the
Muslim intellectual heritage (e.g. Shah Waliullah in the 18th century), but the term “stagnant” entered
Muslim intellectual history during the colonial encounter, as the antonym of the Enlightenment
doctrine of “progress,” through which pre-colonial intellectual traditions were judged. It presumes a
linear movement towards a goal, which is not how pre-colonial ‘ulama or even contemporary ‘ulama
judge the fiqh tradition. This term was, however, encoded into the nationalist dogma constructed in
the 1950s and 1960s— which swings unpredictably between justifications for a secular state (because
“the ‘ulama cannot agree on anything”) and “reconstruction” of Islam by lay Muslims through
parliament (because Islamic thought had “stagnated” and needs to be re-thought in light of modern
circumstances)—and it is through this route, rather than a conscious adherence to late 19th century
Muslim modernism that liberals from the westernized bourgeoisie approach the ‘ulama and Islamist
arguments for shari’a.
In the 1950s and 1960s, liberals from the westernized elite collaborated with the civil-military
bureaucracy while it was suppressing Islamists and the orthodox ‘ulama. Women’s rights activists
regarded the 1961 MFLO as a great “victory” but in a madrassa article from 1963, Mawlana Tonki
characterizes it as a “black law” that was forced on them:
Though there had been a succession of bad governments in the country before martial law,
at that time, not even the worst government had the audacity to enforce these black laws.
Only when the period of martial law came, which was the blackest period of this country,
only at that time were these laws removed from cold storage and after putting locks on
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people’s tongues and pens through undemocratic means were they imposed by force (jabr),
an act whose parallel is difficult to find in Muslim history. 272

Similarly, after his release from jail, Mawlana Thanwi complained in a 1967 speech that modernists
were not sincere about enforcing shari’a, despite their promises:
The real reason for our imprisonment was not that of Ruet-e-Halal but the struggle between
the din-pasands (religion-lovers) and the tajaddud-pasands (modernism-lovers). This is an
established fact that both classes worked side by side in the creation of Pakistan. However,
their destinations were separate. The modernist’s concern was that in British India in the
presence of Hindus we can neither have high offices and positions nor can we have the
opportunity to participate in assemblies, etc. That was all. These people attained their
destination the day that Pakistan was created.
The power holders have made it clear from their behavior that they want to get rid of the
‘ulama by giving them the slur of “mullaism.”

Moreover, the experience of living under a modernist-dominated state made him yearn for British
rule, when there was more religious freedom for orthodox Muslims:
Today there is not even the religious freedom given by the British. We demand that if in this
country there is all sorts of religious freedom then the majority Hanafi sect should also have
freedom to practice according to its maslak. Otherwise the ‘ulama and mashaikh will, like
always, fill the jails but they won’t allow any change in the Hanafi rules/zabta…
The government wants that like it created the BD system in politics. Like that it can enforce
a BD system in religion/din. But the result will be that the people of Pakistan will lose trust
in their ‘ulama. Then tell me, how will the nation ask such conscience-selling ‘ulama about
religious problems? 273

The BD system was an engineered “democracy” that justified Ayub Khan’s military rule and Thanwi
saw the modernist Islam being propagated through the state as an engineered “Islam,” which no
‘alim of conscience could endorse. However, despite the protests of orthodox Muslims, the 1961
MFLO was shielded from judicial review, on grounds of freedom of religion, through a provision in
the 1973 constitution framed by the center-left PPP and women’s rights campaigners from the

Mawlana Mufti Wali Hasan Sahab Tonki, “Aa’ili Qawaneen shari’at ki roshni mai’n,” Part 7, Bayyinat (Monthly,
published in Karachi), September 1963, pp. 230-246.
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westernized elite supported these measures, without any remorse, because in their eyes “women’s
rights” were a higher goal.
However, from 1977-1985, the liberal-Islamist roles were reversed, the ‘ulama were state
insiders who had the “ear of the President” and could enact their dream reforms by convincing him,
and bypassing liberal opposition, and liberals were outsiders, growing increasingly frustrated as the
state education and media they had once dominated was now projecting Islamist voices and they
found their cultural space in society shrinking with each passing day.

Threat to co-existence in democracy from the ‘ulama: principled belief in shari’a as moral
obligation
In 1977, after several months of deadlock between Prime Minister Bhutto of the PPP, and
an opposition alliance of religious and conservative parties, who accused him of electoral rigging and
launched a protest movement, General Zia imposed martial law. Zia initially promised elections
within 90 days, but he slowly co-opted influential ‘ulama into his regime, with the promise of Islamic
legal and constitutional reforms, and appointed a parliament with advisory status only in 1981 and
held non-party elections in 1985. On the ‘ulama’s demand, Zia instituted Islamic judicial review and
appointed ‘ulama judges (as a minority) to the Federal Shari’at Court and Shari’at Appellate Bench at
the Supreme Court, as well as a number of laws derived from Hanafi fiqh, the most controversial of
which were the Hudood Ordinances. The Hudood Ordinances introduced the public corporal
punishments given in orthodox Hanafi fiqh for theft, zina (fornication, adultery) and zina-bil jabr
(rape), and alcohol consumption, based on the standard of evidence set in the fiqh tradition, and
combined them with tazir, or state discretionary punishments for the same crimes (prison terms),
based on a lower standard of evidence. The most acute controversy between liberals and Islamists
centered on the zina laws which required the hadd punishments of 100 lashes for fornication and
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rajm (stoning to death) for adultery (in the case of rape, the punishment applied to the rapist not the
victim). However, these extreme punishments were accompanied by an equally high standard of
evidence required by the fiqh tradition: 4 male Muslims of good character who had seen the crime
with their own eyes, a condition that was impossible to meet in practice, and therefore these
punishments were not given by courts.
General Zia decreed these changes when the Prime Minister of the center-left PPP had been
given a death sentence, through executive interference with the court, and he was actively repressing
liberal intellectuals and activists. Liberals were not consulted or given reasons for why Islamic
judicial review or these laws were necessary since there was no parliament in place when he decreed
these laws, and only an advisory assembly was appointed in 1981. This time liberals called the
Hudood Ordinances “black” and “un-Islamic” laws that were forced on them by a dictator, though
they added the terms “barbaric” and “obscurantist” as well. These domestic changes coincided with
the rise of a communist government in Afghanistan and the alliance of the Pakistan army with the
CIA-proxy war in Afghanistan, using madrassas as recruitment and training centers, and portraying
the war as a jihad against “atheist communists,” a cause that the Deobandi ‘ulama and Islamist JI
supported. On this unique occasion, the geo-political interests of America and the Pakistan army
were aligned with the ‘ulama and Islamist desire to see orthodox Hanafi fiqh enforced through the
state and this accounts for why General Zia’s regime had the space to institute orthodox Islamic
laws, and the extent to which liberals could be silenced and marginalized—without American
pressure.
Because the ‘ulama believed that shari’a compliance was a moral obligation, not an individual
choice for Muslims, when General Zia offered influential ‘ulama the option to work in the CII and
to have their vision realized through decree, they seized the opportunity, without any sense of
wrongdoing, because in their eyes shari’a-compliance was the highest value in life and the after-life
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and their experience with democracy in the 1970s had convinced them that it would never lead to
shari’a because the landholders and capitalists would always win elections, through money and
muscle, and principle-based parties did not stand a chance. By October 1976, the ‘ulama’s
experience with parliament dismissing their proposals for Islamic laws as “unreasonable” without
engaging or responding to their religious reasons had disillusioned Mawlana Abdul Haqq, leader of
the JUI, enough for him to describe democracy as a “curse” in an Eid speech:
…today we are under the curse of democracy. Why is this a curse? Islam says that if there
are two groups and one’s reasons are strong and correct and the other’s aren’t then the
decision will be according to the stronger reasons…But today there is the era of democracy
in which regardless of 2,000 reasons that we present from the Qur’an or hadith or fiqh but
they will say that the maulvi sahabs are representatives of the other side. You are only 5 or 6.
Where is the vote of the majority? What will 5 or 6 do? Is this how democracy has shifted
the basis of our laws…” 274

He asks his audience that, given this situation, what is the point of “wasting time in debate and
reason-giving”? Haqq’s remarks show the tension between majority rule and the constitutional
promise that the country would have Islamic laws; the fulfillment of this promise required an
institution where rulers listened to the ‘ulama and Islamists who were demanding Islamic laws, and
could identify the reasons that were morally acceptable to them, rather than outvoting them or
giving them a reason external to their moral framework or giving them no reason at all. The CII was
a body created in fulfillment of a constitutional promise that Islamic laws would be made but there
was no legal mechanism to compel parliament to honor this promise, to listen to it, and respond in a
timely manner. Similarly, in 1981, Mawlana Taqi Usmani rationalized the suspension of the
constitution in the larger interest of Islam:
..the suspension of the country’s constitution itself is not such an occasion on which happiness can be
expressed but if the intent of the government is good and if the direction of its journey is correct then
the constitution is not an divine tablet (aasmani saheefa) whose temporary suspension can be made
the basis of protest (shaur o shayvan) if this step leads to the better protection of the country and the
preservation of its Islamic character is possible then it is entirely appropriate. 275
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Once influential ‘ulama collaborated, this decreased the power of electoral religious parties in this
camp, because in principle, shari’a enforcement was a higher goal and if the choice was between
shari’a or democracy, it was not possible to say that democracy was the higher value. The JI kept a
strategic distance but cooperated with Zia’s military regime in the Afghan war and its student wing
took over Punjab University acting as an intellectual and moral censor.
During the 1960s, the ‘ulama had railed against the “Black Englishmen” who controlled the
state and constantly ridiculed them, and part of their willingness to collaborate with General Zia and
to repeatedly give him the benefit of the doubt, even though they recognized his legal reforms as
half-baked measures, which led to contradictory outcomes when mixed with secular law, was
because he respected them and was a practicing Muslim himself. Mufti Mahmood, President of the
JUI, was imprisoned in Haripur Central Jail during the PNA movement against Bhutto and made the
following speech on 15 April 1977, before Friday prayers:
You will say that for 30 years we’ve been fighting for a good system, for defeating the
English system. But that is still there as before. The only difference is that the English were
white and these people are black. The law is the same. The language is the same. The
civilization is the same. The ways and manners are the same.
Everything is the same—they were real, these people are fake. Tell me: is the real thing
better or the fake? That’s why we say that the English were better than them—what is the
difference between the real and fake. Are white people better or black? What is the
difference. Their eyes are blue and these people’s are black.
Then why were we enemies of the English? Because of their law because of their
government because of their un-Islamic ways and manners and the reason was that we hated
their civilization, their religion, their brutality. If a black skinned person does the same, if he
accepts the same laws, adopts the same civilization then we cannot be friends with him. We
oppose principles not individuals. 276

When General Zia imposed martial law on 5 July 1977, Mawlana Samiul Haq expressed relief that
Zia had promised that it was a temporary measure, until the army removed the country “from the
quagmire” caused by Bhutto’s refusal to relinquish power, despite the PNA’s movement against
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electoral rigging. In this article, he says that everyone should appreciate “the value of the vote” and
vote for shari’a enforcement in the next elections. ‘Ulama in electoral parties were confident of
winning elections. He praised the PNA leader Mufti Mahmood for leading negotiations with
(Oxford-educated) Bhutto and demonstrating that “Oxford and Cambridge don’t have a monopoly
on understanding the rhythm of politics” but the “borya nashi’n of Deoband” (borya nashi’n: those
who sit on straw mats) and the “voiceless faqirs” of madrassas could resolve these problems,
through ethical politics based on the Prophet’s ideal and not Machiavellian politics. 277 General Zia
began by co-opting ‘ulama like Taqi Usmani, who were career scholars already skeptical about the
ability of the electoral system to represent ideological parties, and once they legitimized military rule
for the higher goal of shari’a enforcement, this severely reduced the capacity of electoral religious
parties to compel General Zia to hold elections and they were slowly co-opted as well, through their
joint proxy war with the Pakistan army against Soviet forces in Afghanistan.
In an early press conference, General Zia remarked that madrassas ought to be “reformed”
by introducing modern subjects so they did not become merely “madrassas of mullahs.” Mufti Taqi
Usmani protested his use of the term “mullah” though he forgave him because he had no doubt
about Zia’s “good intentions” and “knowledge friendship.” Giving a post-colonial critique, Usmani
argues that originally the word “mullah” was a word of “extreme respect and regard” and was a title
given in the past to those intellectuals whose research accomplishments and character was
established/accepted (e.g. Mullah Nizam-ud-din Sihalvi) but when the world of Islam was colonized
then
…the greatest hurdles in its goals were these ‘mullahs’ who not for a moment accepted the
supremacy of the west on the front, who neither accepted the political slavery of the west,
nor intellectual slavery and who could not be deterred from the protection of their
community traditions by chains of gold or prison shackles. Therefore, these ‘borya nashi’ns’
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despite finding all the doors of employment closed, worked in poverty to face western
colonialism and became an iron wall before it. 278

He argues that obviously these people were not liked by this western colonialism, who wanted to
make the subcontinent its political and intellectual slave by using every means from canons to jewels,
from Christian missionaries to Macaulay’s education. To attain their goals, they tried to make the
“mullahs” badnaam (literal meaning: bad name, infamous) among Muslims so that from their hearts
could be removed “respect” and “feeling of following them” and “the path would be open for
western thoughts.” He cites the following verses by Iqbal to express this thought:
That starving-one who doesn’t fear death a bit
Remove the spirit of Muhammad from his body
Giving Arab thought English ideas
Remove Islam from Hijaz and Yemen
The cure for the pride of religion of Afghans is this
Remove the ‘mullah’ from their mountains and valleys. 279

Taqi Usmani summarizes how the colonization of society through canons and jewels, missionaries
and Macaulay’s education, transformed the connotation of the title “mullah” from a mark of respect
to a curse:
Therefore, the “mullah,” through an organized, pre-meditated conspiracy and according to
an organized plan was defamed in such a terrible way, for this such accusations were
constructed and such a campaign was launched for his ridicule that this word which was a
mark of knowledge and skill and respect, gradually turned into a curse.
The world-worshipping people who are disguised as people-of-knowledge in every period,
they further strengthened this campaign and the result of this is that this word is used among
Muslims, God forbid, with the connotation of contempt and humiliation. 280

Similarly, in his 1988 eulogy for General Zia, Mufti Taqi Usmani argued that before his time,
observant Muslims were considered antiquated in official circles and made to feel a sense of
Mawlana Muhammad Taqi Usmani, “Zikr-o-fikr: General Zia kay aylanat” (“Editorial zikr-o-fikr: General Zia’s
Announcements”), Al-Balagh, March 1978, pp. 7-8.
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inferiority because the British-created environment was so strong. However, Zia changed that by
requiring national dress, arrangements for the 5 prayers in government offices, and was so confident
as to begin his address in the UN General Assembly with the recitation of the Quran. 281 During the
1980s, many of the ‘ulama’s demands were not religious at all but had to do with rolling back the
colonial state, and making the culture of government reflect the culture of society. For instance, in
1981, a delegation of ‘ulama asked Zia to make Urdu the language of future laws and to translate old
laws into it, to require simple national dress for all government officials, make easy and prompt
justice available (abolishing the lengthy and complicated legal system), and to remove the disparity in
the salaries of high-ranking and lower-level government officials.
However, once they were co-opted by a military ruler, the ‘ulama did not settle for reattaining prestige but demanded the enforcement of ideals in Hanafi fiqh, regardless of how deeply
they encroached on the way of life of the westernized elite. On 7 April 1981, a 47-member delegation
of orthodox ‘ulama presented a 20-article petition, which apart from MFLO repeal, demanded (1)
“secret annual reports” to monitor the “Islamic character” of government officials, so it could be
used for appointment and promotion, (2) forcing gender segregation in educational institutions, (3)
committee of religious censors to oversee mass media, (4) inclusion of ‘ulama and experts in the
national educational council who could “mould it in an Islamic framework,” and (5) purge of
atheistic and non-Islamic belief-holding teachers from educational institutions. 282 The totalitarian
ring to these demands was partly due to the fact that the state’s monopoly on radio, TV, and higher
education, allowed only one way of life to dominate; the westernized bourgeoisie had dominated state
forums before this period, and the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists vied for dominance when they had
the chance. The dominance of the westernized elite felt coercive to the ‘ulama and Islamists because
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it entailed social re-engineering of family life, for reasons external to their moral tradition, but the
dominance of ‘ulama in setting the intellectual agenda of the state constricted the space for Muslims
who did not conform to orthodoxy, particularly artists. In the 1980s, the classical dancer Nahid
Siddiqi was forced to sign a document that promised she would not perform in Pakistan; she spent
the Zia years in exile.
Table 3.2

Muslim Women’s Fears of Islamist Takeover

When General Zia gave the ‘ulama the option to suggest laws and find them decreed within
a few days, they lapsed into their traditional role as “counsel to rulers.” So when the ‘ulama or
Islamists have absolute power, through the support of a military ruler who has suspended the
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constitution and repressed liberal political parties, and the state controls radio, TV, and universities,
leading to the virtual non-existence of a “public sphere” where ideas can be discussed independent
of the state and political action coordinated, then the Islamist demand for shari’a should certainly be
feared, and can pose a grave threat to the way of life of liberals. In the dream-world of the orthodox
‘ulama – i.e. a world where someone gave them a magic lamp (General Zia was their Genie) –
Hanafi fiqh opinions regarding gender segregation, and dance, music, art, which are longstanding
customs among the urban elite, could be restricted, monitored, and controlled, not to mention more
sweeping ambitions such as recasting all knowledge under an Islamic framework and purging
educational institutions of atheistic and “non-Islamic” belief-holding teachers. They believe in
“right” and “wrong” and are not adherents of a “live and let live” philosophy. 283 Table 3.2 illustrates
the common perception among Muslim women’s rights activists about the dangers that increased
‘ulama and Islamist political participation could yield for their personal freedoms. Based on the
behavior of the ‘ulama and Islamists in the 1980s, when they were able to use the absolute power of
General Zia to their advantage, women’s rights activists from the westernized Muslim bourgeoisie
have a sound basis for their fears.
Until 2002, the state controlled both radio and TV and the print media had limited
penetration in society and could be easily suppressed, so governments did not have to face intense
public scrutiny. The period of electoral democracy from 1985-1998 was perhaps more dangerous for
liberals than the 1980s because in the Zia period, the army limited political participation and
expression, and it was only after Sharif took on the Islamic agenda from 1988 that religious
sentiments were fanned against liberals from the westernized bourgeoisie (Sharif’s party distributed
images of Benazir Bhutto from her college days showing her “moral depravity” because she was

283 Mawlana Samiul Haq, “Naqsh-e-Aghaz” (“Editorial”), Al-Haqq, Volume 18, February1983, pp. 2-4. He complains of
a “live and let live” attitude in parliament: ‘mashooq ma bay sheivah-e-har-kas barabar sat, baba sharab khurd ba zahid
namaz kard.’
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seen alongside men). Liberals found their cultural space in society shrinking with each passing day,
as the nexus between the ‘ulama, Islamists, and military policy in Afghanistan led to an astronomical
growth in the number of madrassa students and their participation in sectarian militancy.
Elected leaders did little to roll-back the aggressiveness of the ‘ulama, who insisted on the
enforcement of orthodox puritanism through the state, repeatedly calling for the veiling of women
and bans on music concerts and cinemas. Nawaz Sharif, the leader of the conservative ML,
continued the Muslim League’s practice of expedient use of religion for political gain. He co-opted
the shari’a slogan to win over conservative lower-middle class voters and used laws with a “shari’a”
label to increase his popularity, even though the ‘ulama and Islamist JI opposed them (they called
them “gimmicks” and “game-playing”). He introduced the requirement for female news
broadcasters and actresses in on state TV to veil, and in these years, stories of Islamist vigilantes
using aggression to suppress deviations from orthodox Islamic belief were common. For instance,
the student wing of the JI enforced gender segregation in Punjab University by beating up young
men who were seen fraternizing with women students and vigilantes destroyed car windows at an
elite country club as punishment for the New Years Eve party.
Unlike middle-class Islamist groups, Sharif was part of the traditional political elite that used
religion to gain votes, as well as the police and local courts against opponents, and did not display
much respect for citizen rights, in general. His use of religion to scare and dominate liberals was an
extension of pre-existing rights abuse and not a phenomenon that emerged because of shari’a. It
emerged because of the law enforcement structures of a predatory colonial state, the political elites
that they entrenched, and which were able to perpetuate their dominance through elections. Sharif’s
brand of “Islamic populism” was dangerous because it was not rooted in any principled engagement
with or understanding of the fiqh tradition, let alone the constitution and law, and because rulers
could not be closely monitored and held accountable through independent TV. Under Sharif,
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liberals were terrified that he was on a path of unraveling the constitution and its guarantee of
individual rights through the Shari’a Bill in 1998, which would give the federal government, i.e.
Sharif, the authority to interpret shari’a, declared the supreme law of the land.
The JUI ‘ulama and JI opposed this move as an excuse to establish a “religious dictatorship”
and insisted that they had always called for shari’a interpretation through an independent judiciary; it
was precisely the mechanism of Islamic judicial review adopted from 1978 that had “neutralized” the
threat that electoral ‘ulama and Islamist parties would derail democracy for the purpose of shari’a
enforcement. Mawlana Sheerani of the JUI, the ‘ulama party with the greatest vote share,
condemned Sharif’s Shari’a Bill:
…the purpose of amending Article 239 will be that the constitution will become an ordinary
(‘aam) law and you will not have an effective document in light of which there can be public
oversight of the government. And the government will be all in all. This means that you
superimpose the administration on both the parliament and the judiciary that however the
administration wants, it can trample the parliament, trample the judiciary, and in this way this
country be destroyed.
Sir Speaker! It is said that we are doing this for the supremacy of the Qur’an and Sunnat.
Isn’t the Qur’an above this constitution? Isn’t it sacred? But…this constitution of yours this
is a treaty of with the four units and Allah says that ‘an-al-ahad kaan musulla’. If you remove
this treaty from the middle then you will be unable to save the country. Therefore, do not
misguide people in this way that taking the name of the Qur’an and Sunnat you achieve your
interests from them…Let me clarify that the Jamiat-e-Ulema Islam will not accept the
Fifteenth Amendment in this form and will decide against it. 284

Similarly, a JI activist argued that Sharif could not be trusted and reaffirmed shari’a through an
independent judiciary and the importance of a division-of-powers institutional arrangement:
When in the name of shari’at enforcement all the authority is given in the hands of the
Federal Government then this will open the way for the establishment of dictatorship and
personal supremacy. This is true that shari’at is the same for the federation and the provinces
but if for the steps, guidance, and powers for its enforcement the method of division of
powers according to the Federal Constitution is adopted, then this is better instead of giving
the leader of the Federal Government the sword which wherever and whenever he wants he
can keep using.
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These days rulers have become accustomed to the politics of revenge and interests and are
generally lacking in honesty and integrity; if power is concentrated in their hands then this
will prove to be the source of brutality instead of justice and dictatorship instead of
Shari’at. 285

But Sharif rallied militant groups to his vision of shari’a and silenced not just liberal critics but also
mainstream electoral parties of ‘ulama and Islamists (in the preceding year he had stormed the
judiciary with party workers and forced the Chief Justice to resign). This complex of state-owned
TV, an absolutist ruler, and militant groups produced by the Afghan jihad, pushed liberals into a
very tight corner and when General Musharraf took over in 1999, they welcomed him because he
belonged to the westernized bourgeoisie and shared their worldview.
In 2002, Musharraf liberalized radio and TV, allowing dozens of vernacular news and
entertainment channels to emerge. Liberals breathed a sigh of relief as they could attend concerts
and cinemas and were not forced, or intimidated, into obeying the dress codes preferred by
orthodox Islam. This liberalization of vernacular TV also helped the ‘ulama and Islamists because
they could explain their moral reasoning and positions directly to a national audience. When the
Islamist MMA was able to form a government in the northwestern province adjoining Pakistan in
2002 (in part due to the military regime’s “electoral engineering”), they became mainstream political
participants, which increased the power of ‘ulama and Islamist parties with electoral support, who
had a long history of co-operation with liberals through seat-adjustments and coalition governments.
Their electoral victory also marginalized the voices within the religious camp that sought a forceful
imposition of shari’a through the state, which were products of the Afghan war, and not the context

Mawlana Gauhar Khan, “Nifaz-e-Shariat aur 15 tarmeemi bill: Jamaat-e-Islami haqeeqi iqdam tak tehreek jari rakhay
gee,” (“The Enforcement of Shari’at and the 15th Amendment Bill: Jamaat-e-Islami will continue its movement until the
real enforcement of Shari’at”), Weekly Asia, 8th October 1998, p. 8. He also warned workers that secular parties were
criticizing the Shari’at Bill because they believed in parliamentary sovereignty and did not support the principle of courtinterpreted shari’at as a check on parliament; so he advised them to carefully frame their criticism of Sharif’s Bill, on
grounds of its institutional design and how it would not achieve the benefits of shari’at, and not inadvertently strengthen
the arguments of secular critics about the very idea of a Shari’at amendment.
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of parliamentary politics and constitutionalism, through which the ‘ulama and Islamists had
participated since independence, and even during the colonial period in a united India.
Moreover, when Musharraf deposed the judiciary, the urban middle class led a movement
for judicial independence, in which liberals and Islamists participated, and the networks formed
during the Lawyers Movement from 2007 to 2009, in turn, led to the emergence of a new electoral
party, the Pakistan Tehreek-e-Insaf (PTI), which had an influx of leaders and supporters from the
westernized bourgeoisie, the Jamaat-e-Islami, including activists from its student wing (which in the
1980s had been embroiled in aggressive enforcement of orthodox religious beliefs) and from the
Muslim League and Pakistan People’s Party. The freedom of the mass media allowed the urban
middle class to launch a movement for judicial independence and democracy. Not only liberals but
Islamists thronged to this urban middle-class movement, demonstrating their perception that the
judiciary was a “fair” and “neutral” arbiter. And their cooperation in a shared struggle enabled the
emergence of a party with an urban middle-class basis, which did not feel threatened by shari’a or
Islamists, because it could approach the question through Pakistan’s constitutional and legal history
(See Hamid Khan’s remarks about the draft Hasba Bill in Chapter 6).
In the 1980s and 1990s, power-seeking demagogues and militants were able to control the
shari’a debate and threaten the way of life of liberals, because the state controlled radio and TV and
because the print media had a limited penetration in society, making it easy for rulers to concentrate
power and manipulate the mass media through “spin.” But the new institutional template that
emerged after TV liberalization in 2002 and regular elections reduced the intensity of this threat. The
best example of this change was the reaction to a demand by Mawlana Abdul Aziz, a Deobandi ‘alim
(who in the past had advocated armed struggle against the Pakistani state for shari’a enforcement
and was still linked to militant groups) that the government enforce shari’a, displacing the existing
constitution and legal system. During peace talks with the Tehreek-e-Taliban Pakistan, he launched a
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media campaign, arguing that the Taliban would immediately lay down arms if the state enforced
shari’a through qadi courts staffed by ‘ulama. Vernacular TV channels gave him extraordinary air
time, even though he was challenging the constitutional framework and had advocated armed
rebellion against the state for the sake of shari’a. He was put on panels not only with liberal activists
but next to influential ‘ulama from the largest ‘ulama electoral party (JUI) and top leaders of the
Jamaat-e-Islami, who had well-developed arguments for why Pakistan’s constitution was Islamic and
shari’a compliant because of the mechanism of Islamic judicial review, which ensured that
parliament could not step outside shari’a injunctions. When Mawlana Abdul Aziz advocated a
revolutionary overhaul of the political system, he was at the fringe of Pakistani politics and was, in a
matter of weeks, marginalized by the arguments of influential ‘ulama and Islamists who defended the
constitution, legal history, elections, and parliament. They admitted that the current political system
was not fully compliant with shari’a, but they emphasized that the constitution provided a path for
this, that the ideal was present in the constitution and it was only a question of moving along this
path, in a constitutional way, through elections and parliament.
Since Pakistan may be one of the most conflict-ridden places in the world, situated next to a
country that has been in a state of civil war for the last 30 years and exposed to the effects of
Islamist militant groups and the criminal networks that are part of a war economy, the robustness of
the ideal of Islamic constitutionalism to withstand challenges to democracy and individual rights is
truly impressive, as is the ability of vernacular TV to juxtapose voices such as Mawlana Aziz’s with
those of the JUI or JI leaders, and let them make arguments and counter-arguments from a shari’a
perspective, before a general audience, without the need to suppress or silence anyone through
coercion. However, despite these promising developments, processing shari’a-based laws through
the executive-dominated legislature is still divisive and conflict-ridden, due in large part to the
discursive strategies of members of the westernized elite who work in western-funded rights
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advocacy NGOs and generate research on shari’a and rights to disseminate to western policymakers,
activists, and scholars. It is useful to excavate the reasons why these liberals persist with discursive
strategies that have not succeeded in persuading the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists and lead to legal
deadlock and violence. There are two main reasons for this, which I list below.

Reason 1: Intellectual Bifurcation of Religious Scholars and Modern-educated Muslims

The Perspective of Pakistani Liberals from the westernized bourgeoisie
As Snyder observed in From Voting to Violence, when the elections are held in a context with
ethnic divisions, and a segmented market of information, they can lead to violence and civil war,
rather than to a public sphere where leaders persuade citizens of policy positions and aggregate
preferences. Similarly, in Pakistan, the intellectual bifurcation between religious and modern
education systems prevents the two groups from seeing one another. Liberal activists from the
westernized bourgeoisie are not exposed to madrassa journals, in which high-ranking ‘ulama debate
shari’a and politics, and use evidence gleaned from their immediate context – the behavior and
speech of low-ranking mosque functionaries, results of shari’a-based laws enforced through the
Pakistani state, and the sectarian violence, to draw conclusions about “shari’a,” in general. Members
of the westernized bourgeoisie typically interact with the lowest rung of the ‘ulama community, qaris
and mosque imams, during the course of religious rituals, and use their competence to generalize
about the ‘ulama as a whole, lumping them together as “mullahs.” Since they do not interact with
the world of madrassas, and since the specialized discourse of the ‘ulama is not represented in
generalist outlets like print media or school textbooks, they cannot appreciate the decades of
scholarship and study required to become a Mufti. They look to the world, and at their level of
vision, they see maulvis, mosque imams, and madrassa teachers — of varying levels of character,
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competence and honesty — passing fatwas of apostasy against opponents, being accused of abusing
children in madrassas, and inciting hatred against minority Muslim sects. Their next step is to use
this data to draw conclusions about Islam, shari’a, and the ‘ulama, in general, who they typically
address as “mullahs.”
They make this leap of logic because in the normal course of their lives through school,
professions, and members of a newspaper reading public, they do not come face-to-face with the
specialized discourse of the ‘ulama which is found in madrassa journals. Their ignorance results from
a structural separation of religious and modern education, which is a legacy of colonial education
policy, rather than an individual decision by each person born into this social group to be willfully
ignorant of the ‘ulama’s scholarship. The ‘ulama’s specialized discourse is difficult, and one has to be
trained in it, as in legal language, to understand its complexity and nuance. All this requires
investment of time and energy. Fiqh commentaries are not coffee-table books and if an ‘alim or
Islamist does invoke fiqh-based reasons in a discussion, their interlocutor is likely to tune out or
divert the topic towards something they understand, because frankly, the knowledge required to
appreciate it cannot be acquired in 10 or 15 minutes, and especially not if the background and
unstated beliefs in the intelligentsia’s culture establish that it is “ignorance” and not worthy of
engagement.
Within madrassas, there is a lively tradition of scholarship and debate. Muftis write in their
monthly journals in Urdu. They discuss specific state Islamic laws, in terms of the fiqh tradition, and
evaluate politics from the perspective of shari’a. In the past 40 years, their journals contain a postcolonial critique of the cultural foundations of the state, linguistic changes in terms like “mullah” as
a result of Macaulay’s mission to create a westernized class, and critiques of the electoral process and
denial of civil liberties. This is the site where the ‘ulama debate the ideal of shari’a, where it is
possible to see their internal disagreements — as well as the fact that ethical disagreement is not
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perceived as a “bad” outcome because they agree on the parameters for debate, the conventions of
reasoning, within which they regard it their duty to give an individual opinion and explore options
for change. So there is the ideal of shari’a that anyone is free to study and expound on, from
historical religious texts, then there is the professional community of scholars whose sole purpose is
to interpret and apply this ideal, which expresses itself through madrassa journals and specialized
religious literature, and then there is the practice of grassroots religious functionaries who are not
controlled by a higher regulatory authority. The ‘ulama do have professional associations to regulate
madrassa exams, but grassroots religious institutions are simply too large in number, multiply with a
dizzying speed, and are started by entrepreneurs through community funding, so these high-level
professional associations do not have the resources or regulatory capacity to control the behavior of
grassroots religious leaders – making it both unrealistic and unfair to hold them accountable for it.
Senior Muftis can issue fatwas, which most grassroots leaders could be expected to follow, especially
if they are linked to a lower professional body following some kind of discipline, but there are always
others, who are acting on their own, and do so because of ineffective law enforcement. There are, in
fact, serious challenges to internal regulation that the ‘ulama face, but they cringe, with good reason,
at the generic term “mullah” which lumps together all kinds of scholars and all kinds of religious
leaders, and its use to de-legitimize their learning and the value of the fiqh tradition.
It is the state’s role to monitor and prosecute hate speech and incitements of violence, as
well as child abuse and other excesses that could be potentially committed by religious functionaries,
but it does not perform this duty at all, which is the primary reason for the increase in religious
violence, apart from the fact that the military raised an army of mercenaries from these institutions
in the 1980s, involving them in militancy and other side-effects of a war economy such as drug
trafficking, smuggling, extortion and other criminal activities. It is hard to convince members of the
westernized bourgeoisie that this chaotic reality, the practice of people who call themselves ‘ulama or
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maulvis or imams, is different from the intellectual tradition of fiqh through which the ‘ulama
understand shari’a, from the debates of Muftis who are highly-skilled professional scholars. It is an
idea they are unwilling to consider because they see no evidence of it.
And this is the crucial point I’d like to underline. It is because they don’t “see” evidence, not
because the evidence does not exist. Their situation is like Plato’s allegory of the cave because the
“appearance” before them confirms that religious leaders are intolerant and unreasonable, and the
“reality” (not exactly Plato’s Good but perhaps the representation of the scholarly community and
the intellectual tradition) is directly above them, in the scholarship of madrassas regarded as
prestigious in the ‘ulama community, out of their view. In Table 3.3 I have attempted to display this
perspectival disjuncture.
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Table 3.3

Generalizing Patterns of Pakistan’s Westernized Bourgeosie and ‘Ulama 286

‘Ulama Academy
Muftis debating shari’a in
madrassa journals

X
X
X
X
X
X

Intellectual Bifurcation
Mirroring

Western Academy
Scholars debating liberalism,
democracy, rights activism in
western universities

ACTIVISTS / PRACTICE

Liberal Perspective
Pakistan’s
Western-educated
Bourgeoisie

1) Mosque Imams /
low-ranking ‘ulama
2) Shari’a-inspired
laws of Zia period
3) Sectarian
Violence, Militancy

1) NGO activists and
westernized elite
2) Liberal
majoritarianism
3) Electoral Politics
Corruption

SHARI’A

WESTERN
DEMOCRACY,
LIBERALISM

X
X
X
X
X
X
‘Ulama perspective

The ‘Ulama’s Perspective
Likewise, the ‘ulama are not exposed to debates in moral and political philosophy,
comparative politics, or anthropology, about liberalism and feminism, or to in-depth studies of how
liberal institutions actually work in America and other western states, including the protections they
offer for voters with conservative religious beliefs. Instead, like liberals, they use evidence from their
immediate context to draw conclusions about liberalism and democracy. They draw their evidence

286 Due to “fissiparous pluricentrism” (Hefner) and lack of top-down regulation of Pakistanis madrassas, it is difficult for
the untrained eye to distinguish what is the center of ‘ulama opinion from the expressions of maulvis and militants with
rudimentary religious knowledge. But this does not mean that there is so much disagreement that the issue is impervious
to analysis – there is a “center” of establishment ‘ulama opinion, which the Islamist party JI also has to follow. This can
be discerned through a survey of the most influential and largest madrassas, of the positions of the madrassa supervisory
bodies (non-political), and through articles written by the ‘ulama in madrassa journals, those scholars whose reputation
establishes them as leaders in the eyes of the majority of madrassas of their maslak (doctrinal orientation or sect).
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about the ideal of democracy from how democracy is practiced in Pakistan — with its predatory
colonial state, internally undemocratic parties dominated by the landed and industrial elites (with the
exception of new middle-class entrants), electoral irregularities — and from the behavior of liberals
who use the majority vote to change religious laws to reflect gender equality by “reconstructing”
orthodox doctrine, without giving the ‘ulama and orthodox Muslims internal reasons for changes in
their family structures and women’s roles — highly charged and controversial questions in any
context. From the late 1980s and early 1990s, when intellectuals of the westernized bourgeoisie
turned to western-funded NGOs as a platform for activism, it is primarily the rhetoric of NGO
activists, and a handful of liberal intellectuals inside the PPP who are closely affiliated with them,
that is the evidence used in the ‘ulama’s tirades against “western-style democracy.” But the ‘ulama,
and their madrassas, are cut off from western scholarship on liberalism, democracy, and the
necessity of authentic deliberation in the ideal of democracy, which would reveal to them that there
is constant debate and disagreement on the democratic ideal, as there is on shari’a in their scholarly
community, partly because this scholarship is in English and their primary professional language is
Urdu and partly because it is not available in the local context.
Therefore, nothing that is gleaned from the statements of the ‘ulama and Islamists about
“western-style democracy” can be used to understand their views on either the political institutions
in the west, which process moral controversies through courts and parliament and do not allow the
elite to wage a campaign for theological reconstruction through majority vote or decree, or about the
debates on liberalism, democracy, and toleration that are thriving in the western academy. Although
sometimes the ‘ulama have invoked Justice Cardozo to make a legal point, or scholars of Islamic
law, such as Schacht and Charles Kennedy, whose opinions support their case, when it comes to
“democracy” their arguments are mostly premised on the practice of democracy in Pakistan —
including denials of civil liberties, corruption, injustice, electoral fraud, and liberal majoritarianism —
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and not the ideal of democracy, and by “liberal” or “liberalism” they understand the body of ideas
propagated by the westernized bourgeoisie, which they perceive as an argument to use the majority
vote to reconstruct orthodox doctrine, to advance western values and institutions, whether alcohol
consumption, gender mixing, pornography/sexual displays, legalizing homosexuality, or the
weakening of family structures. They do not perceive “liberalism” as a modus vivendi, or an
institutional arrangement that is a “settlement of difference,” but see the effects of “liberalism as
rational consensus on values” that is embodied in transnational rights discourse, which is used by
Pakistani rights activists in western-funded NGOs to justify changing religious laws through
majority vote or decree, without giving the ‘ulama reasons internal to their tradition.
Reason 2: Integration into western reading public and mirroring
The second reason why liberals from the westernized elite have failed to “see” the moral
reasoning of the ‘ulama and Islamists, or appreciate the fiqh tradition on its own terms, is that they
are products of a secular education system, patterned on the west, and “mirror” the moral-epistemic
framework of western rights activists, policymakers, and reading publics. They do not approach the
fiqh-based arguments of Islamists directly but through the route of western scholarship, media
reporting, and international rights institutions. This is a problem because neither generalist western
observers nor Pakistan’s westernized elite have knowledge of the fiqh tradition and in the absence of
knowledge, and the ability to absorb the reasons of a rival moral-epistemic framework into general
language, their discussions of shari’a resemble the “monster construction” that Cohen has described,
whereby fears and fantasies are projected onto an object that is radically different. He describes a
“monster” as follows:
The monster always escapes because it refuses easy categorization…This refusal to
participate in the classificatory “order of things” is true of monsters generally: they are
disturbing hybrids whose externally incoherent bodies resist attempts to include them in any
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systematic structuration…In the face of the monster, scientific inquiry and its ordered
rationality crumble. 287

This category crisis enables a cultural difference to be exaggerated into “monstrous aberration” and
representing an “anterior culture as monstrous justifies its displacement or extermination by
rendering the act heroic.” 288 Cohen argues that European Jews “steadfastly refusing assimilation into
Christian society” were “perennial favorites for xenophobic misrepresentation.” Since the vast
majority of Jews have assimilated in western societies, the new targets in the western media and
policymaking circles are orthodox Muslims. The phenomenon of “monster construction” explains
the tendency of western media and policymaking circles, with which Pakistan’s westernized elite
engages, to exaggerate the most sensational aspects of shari’a, present them out of context, and
approach the question as an either/or condition; either shari’a wins and we lose, or we win and
shari’a loses. The problem, from the perspective of knowledge construction about shari’a in
contemporary politics is that the monster is “culturally popular” because it fulfills an emotive
function; it allows groups to construct their identity in relation to an inferior object, onto which
emotions such as aggression and domination are expressed:
Through the body of the monster fantasies of aggression, domination, and inversion are
allowed safe expression in a clearly delimited and permanently luminal space…The monster
is the abjected fragment that enables the formation of all kinds of identities—personal,
national, cultural, economic, sexual, psychological, universal, particular; as such it reveals
their partiality, their contiguity. 289

Because of this function, scholarship about shari’a, from scholars of religion or law, which treats it
as just another legal tradition and moral-epistemic framework, is not picked up by western media
outlets or Pakistan’s English print media, in which a discussion about shari’a is conducted between
liberals in general language (i.e. a secular moral-epistemic framework). Like Jewish customs, shari’a
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has performed the role of a “monster” in western intellectual history. In the 19th century it was the
“anterior culture” that was demonized, in order to rationalize its displacement, and it still functions
as the inferior other which allows western observers to feel pride. Since this behavior of western
observers causes Pakistan’s westernized elite to feel shame, they release this emotion onto “the body
of the monster” (more proximately Islamists) as aggression, calling for its “slaying” so they can
restore their pride. In this cultural setting, concrete questions about shari’a, democracy, rights, are
not really discussed in mainstream western outlets or Pakistan’s English print media (the
independent vernacular TV media functions differently because of a cross-class composition and
insulation from the western gaze).
Pakistani women’s rights may be well-intentioned but their representation of shari’a to
western scholars, policymakers, and media, constructs the “shari’a” monster, and fuels the
perception that the choice is either shari’a or women’s rights, either secular authoritarianism or
democracy with Islamist parties (and justifies the western domination and occupation of Muslim
countries for the purpose of “saving Muslim women” from their men). It is notable that the JI, like
other Islamist movements, has a large and active women’s wing, and these women formulate their
demands for rights in terms of shari’a (as understood through the fiqh tradition).
This problem is compounded because while liberals from the westernized bourgeoisie are
not exposed to the ‘ulama community’s scholarship, they are integrated into the western academy,
and are the primary source used by western scholars to understand and represent questions of
shari’a and individual rights. Within the western academy, ‘ulama texts are studied in specialized
departments of religion and area studies, and while new scholarship in anthropology (Saba
Mahmood) and political theory (Swaine) is trying to represent the moral-epistemic framework of
Islamists (or in Swaine’s term, “theocrats”), it has been difficult to represent the worldviews of
conservatives through dominant paradigms in political science and history, as Alan Brinkley notes in
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Liberalism and its Discontents. Moreover, western scholars have used accounts of Pakistani women’s
rights activists as sources for the affect of shari’a on women’s rights, even though they are not peerreviewed research or published by a university press. For instance, in her seminal work Women and
Gender in Islam, Leila Ahmad relied solely on a volume of essays by feminist researchers in Pakistan,
who work in western-funded rights group and whose book was funded by European donor
agencies, to portray the effect of shari’a on women’s rights. This led her to repeat their claim that
under Pakistan’s shari’a-based zina laws, 4 witnesses are required to prove rape, a claim that
repeatedly been refuted by Pakistani judges, legal scholars, the ‘ulama, and Islamists because the law
requires 4 male witnesses to give the punishment of stoning to death or 100 lashes (making it
impossible to give these punishments) but their statements are not picked up by western media
outlets or Pakistan’s English print media whereas the voices of women from the westernized elite,
who work in western-funded rights advocacy NGOs,

are amplified and disseminated due to

discursive and value mirroring. 290
Mutua has described this process as the savage-victim-savior metaphor and argues that it is a
subtext of transnational rights discourse. 291 In this story, the rights activists see themselves as more
enlightened and rational, and as the ones who will “save” and “uplift” the latter. Below is a cartoon
published in the Pakistani English newspaper Frontier Post in 1992, which represents the Hudood
Ordinance during a campaign by western-funded women’s rights activists to pressure Prime Minister
Benazir Bhutto—who shared their cultural background as a graduate of the Convent of Jesus and
Mary (a prestigious missionary school), Oxford and Harvard—to repeal the Hudood Ordinance.
While the ‘ulama and Islamists have admitted that the Hudood Ordinances have led to rights abuse
Saba Mahmood discusses this process can be observed through which “voices” of Muslim women are chosen by
western media, activists, and policymakers to emphasize and disseminate, and which facts are “selectively omitted” in
“Feminism, Democracy, and Empire: Islam and the War on Terror,” in Gendering Religion and Politics: Untangling
Modernities, Eds. Hanna Herzog and Ann Braude (New York: Palgrave Macmillan 2009).
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due to the way that the law was combined with secular law and enforced through local law
enforcement agencies, they regard the hadd section, which was drafted by leading ‘ulama in the CII,
as an authoritative statement of orthodox Hanafi fiqh (due to juristic consensus on the question). In
calling for repeal, western-funded NGOs were asking the state to take the position that this doctrine
was false and that the state had no obligation to enforce shari’a. But members of the westernized
bourgeoisie that consumed this newspaper, were informed about shari’a by women’s rights activists,
and it was possible to represent it as a “monster” consuming hapless women, while Benazir Bhutto
was a possible “savior,” carrying a sword in her hand to slay the monster, and towering above the
short-statured Muslim man who is unable to make up his mind. 292
Image 3.1

Monster Construction: Shari’a as Savage, Muslim Women as Victims, and
Westernized (and Western) Bourgeoisie as Saviors 293

The section below explains how the judiciary was able to craft modus vivendi liberalism, shielded
from the dynamics described above. In the 1950s it started in the same place as the westernized elite
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in society but by the 1980s, common law judges had been compelled by rules requiring internal
reasoning, to take the fiqh tradition on its own terms, rather than seeing themselves as the agents of
“reconstruction.”
III. Evolution of Modus Vivendi Liberalism in Judiciary: Shari’a and Individual Rights

1.

Chief Justice Munir’s modernism and Islamist Dissent (1954-1960)
While the Law Minister A.K. Brohi was conceding the formula of Islamic judicial review to

the ‘ulama-Islamist alliance in the Constituent Assembly, Chief Justice Muhammad Munir had
already condemned the Islamic constitution campaign and its proponents in the 400-page Punjab
Disturbances Report, 1954 (known as the Munir Report). Although the purpose of this judicial
commission was to investigate the circumstances that led to the anti-Ahmadi riots and the
declaration of martial law in Lahore on 6th March 1953, the judges adopted a much broader
mandate, and used the statements that the ‘ulama gave to the commission about the definition of
who a Muslim was, whether apostasy was punishable in Islam, and whether there was a place for a
legislature in an Islamic state – questions framed by judges from a position of authority as the ‘ulama
– to argue that the idea of an Islamic constitution championed by the ‘ulama and JI, in which
minorities could not hold high offices, played a key role in transforming the doctrinal dispute
between Muslims and Ahmadis into a constitutional demand and then into riots, when the demand
was rejected. 294 Judges saw the ‘ulama and the fiqh tradition through the colonial lens, pathologizing
“disagreement” rather than appreciating that their “institutionalized disagreement” was a source of
pluralism, and instead of looking at the problem through a historical-institutional lens, they tried to
“prove” that the theological position of the ‘ulama was “incorrect.” When the ‘ulama failed to be
persuaded by secular reasons, they used this as evidence that confirmed their intransigence and the
294
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impossibility of an “Islamic constitution.” In 1954, without any rules for “internal reasoning” and
“respect,” the judiciary was not “neutral” towards the ‘ulama and Islamists, because it failed to
acknowledge and respond to their moral arguments, on the basis of the fiqh tradition. Without these
constraints, common law judges from the westernized bourgeoisie freely expressed the views of
their social class regarding the ‘ulama, instead of acting as a buffer between conflicting groups.
In the Munir Report, judges applied a colonial and modernist lens to the ‘ulama and their
intellectual tradition and used it to condemn them; from a position of authority, they chose which
questions to ask, had expectations about the “right” answer, and portrayed deviations as a sign of
irrationality. Judges had used the ‘ulama’s divergent responses to questions such as “Who is a
Muslim?,” and their own observation of grassroots ‘ulama declaring their opponents “apostates,” as
evidence that if they were allowed anywhere near the constitution or lawmaking, “the streets of
Pakistan would be cloaked in blood.” The report caricatures them as plagued by “interminable
disputation” and “inconsistency” because they do not have one response to such sweeping questions.
Soon after the Munir Report was released, the JI published an Urdu critique written by
Khurshid Ahmad, followed by an English translation in 1956 directed towards the “Englishreading” segment of society, which in Ahmad’s eyes could be “easily misled” because it was
influenced by an alien education system “devoid of Islamic ideals…insulting to our history and
affronting to our traditions.” Ahmad accuses “high officials” and the “upper bourgeois classes” for
trying to persuade these “ordinary” Muslims of accepting an Islam that has been changed to please
the international community. 295 Not only does Ahmad object to the right of judges to decide
constitutional matters, but he objects to the manner in which they portray the proponents of an
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Islamic constitution “in a very ugly light” making them “targets of contempt and ridicule.” 296 He
argues that the report “ridicules the ulema and so presents their position that they appear to the
average reader as bigoted, illiterate and ignorant fanatics who live in a tiny shell of orthodoxy and
know nothing of the world around them.” 297 He argues that the epistemic frame applied to the
‘ulama is based on a misunderstanding and distortion of their intellectual tradition, and of academic
disciplines in general:
…can any expert of law or philosophy or economics be able to express his ideas and
thoughts fully and correctly when he is made to stand in the witness-box and the “researchscholars” are seated in the judicial chairs, especially when the answers have to be furnished
under the limitations prescribed by the questioners?
Let us, for the sake of argument, assume for a moment that the present order has changed.
The ‘ulama have occupied judicial chairs and certain persons are made to stand before them
in the witness-box to answer questions in support of Secularism, Democracy, Communism,
or any other such ‘ism’ or ideology. Will the picture thus prepared out of their answers be
really a true and correct representation of their mind and views? This is precisely the method
which has been employed to find out what is the ‘ulama’s concept of the religio-political
system of Islam, and what, in their opinion, is the nature of the State which they call the
Islamic State. 298

But the 1954 Judicial Commission saw the ‘ulama through this lens – through the modernist (and
colonial) habitas of the westernized Muslim bourgeoisie – and this led them to respond to the
‘ulama’s shari’a-based argument that Ahmadis must be declared non-Muslims in the constitution and
barred from high political office (which would threaten compliance with international rights) in the
following way.
External Reasoning: The Munir Report rejects Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Usmani’s
argument in a pamphlet Ash-Shihab that the fiqh tradition prescribes the death penalty for apostasy
but he does so for reasons external to fiqh. The Report-writers argue that capital punishment for
choosing or rejecting one’s religion “stamps Islam as a religion of fanatics, which punishes all
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independent thinking.” 299 They argue that in contrast, the Qu’ran repeatedly emphasizes “reason and
thought,” “advises toleration,” and “preaches against compulsion in religious matters.” They do not
engage with fiqh discourse but instead speculate that the Interior Minister who advised banning the
pamphlet must have done so because the Qur’an says nothing about a capital punishment for
apostasy:
…the Minister, who was himself well-versed in religious matters must have thought that the
conclusion drawn by the author was principally based on the precedent mentioned in paras
26, 27 and 28 of the Old Testament and which is only partially referred to in Qur’an in 54th
verse of the Second Sura could not be applicable to apostasy from Islam and that therefore
the author’s opinion was in fact incorrect, there being no express text in the Qur’an for the
death penalty for apostasy. On the contrary, each of the two ideas, one underlying the six
brief verses of Surat-al-Kafiroon and the other ‘La Ikrah’ verse of the second Sura, has
merely to be understood to reject as erroneous the view propounded in the “Ash-Shihab.” 300

Not only do the judges reason outside fiqh discourse, arguing for directly interpreting the Qur’an
rather than respecting the authority of ‘ijma (consensus) of jurists, but they do so without citing and
refuting the primary fiqh texts on which Usmani’s argument was making – without attention to the
contours of the debate and the form of reasoning and evidence used in fiqh, which would have
shown them other potential arguments within fiqh discourse, or ways of combining fiqh injunctions
with procedure that did not directly contradict Usmani’s doctrinal position or irreparably damage
intellectual freedom. Instead, they chose the platform of this report to refute religious doctrine that
was be supported by the vast majority of the country’s mainstream ‘ulama; Justice Munir, based on
his own reading of the Qur’an, declares Mawlana Usmani’s view as “erroneous.”
Justification for authoritarian reform of orthodox Islamic doctrine: In the debate
preceding the Child Marriage Restraint Act 1929, Jinnah had justified a state law that restricted a
practice allowed in shari’a through the argument that leaders were “trustees” and had to lead their
people towards “enlightenment.” Similarly, rather than giving the ‘ulama reasons internal to the fiqh
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tradition for why their demand to have Ahmadis declared non-Muslim in the constitution and
barred from high political office could not be met, despite popular support, Justice Munir dismisses
their religious beliefs as “popular ignorance,” and argues for the need of political leaders to act as
“shepherds”:
In a country where the bulk of the people are uneducated and only a small percentage of
them is literate, a recognition of this position would lead to the disconcerting result that our
leaders must remain an embodiment of popular ignorance and prejudices and completely
devoid of higher ideals. Where the elector knows the value of his vote and has the requisite
sense and intelligence to understand problems peculiar to his country and broad world
events and currents and has a sufficiently developed mind to form a right judgment in all
matters of national concern, the leader has got to abide by the popular judgment or quit his
office. But in a country like ours, we have little doubt that the true function of the leaders is
to lead the people and not throughout be driven by them, as Mr. Qurban Ali Khan rightly
puts it, “at the head of the herd all the time.” 301

State judges saw the ‘ulama and the fiqh tradition through a colonial and modernist lens, and
pathologized their divergent responses, rather than appreciating that shari’a hermeneutics allowed
disagreement among scholars, indeed viewed them as “normal” outcomes of human reasoning, and
had mechanisms of settling disputes.
Portrayal of ‘ulama as “rigid” because of failure to be persuaded by nationalist
dogma: The judges make an argument for secularism using a rough-and-ready nationalist dogma, in
which Mawdudi is the anti-nationalist and Jinnah’s statements supporting secularism are evidence of
his intentions. In around 20 pages, the Report explains the ‘ulama’s conception of an Islamic State,
which was the underlying reason for their demands, and insists that these ideas caused the riots—
though elsewhere it accepts that Muslim League leaders fanned the riots for political gain. The
Report-writers do not hide their bias against the JI, saying that Mawdudi himself had predicted that a
separate Muslim state ruled by the ML could not be anything but secular. They cite Jinnah’s
statement to a Reuter’s correspondent where he said that Pakistan would be a modern democratic
state with popular sovereignty and equal civil rights regardless of religion, emphasizing his position
301
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by quoting his August 1947 speech to the CA at length. The judges interpret his speech to promise
that religion will have “nothing to do with the business of the State” and would be “merely a matter
of personal faith for the individual.” 302 In the following passage, the Munir Report depicts the
interaction between the Prime Minister Khwaja Nazimuddin, who was trying to quell the demand to
remove the Ahmedi foreign minister Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan, and the ‘ulama:
Between the alternatives of a head-on clash with the ‘ulama and the ex-communication of
Pakistan, the only course left for Khwaja Nazimuddin was an appeal for mercy to the
‘ulama—appeal in the name of the country, in the name of the people who were faced with
imminent starvation. But what are profane considerations such as country, people and
hunger against the wish and command of Allah, and it is with that wish and command that
the ‘ulama had come to Khwaja Nazimuddin. They were, therefore, adamant, inexorable.
Khwaja Nazimuddin reminded them that Chaudhri Zafrullah Khan had been appointed to
his office by the Quaid-e-Azam himself, and would they not respect the judgment of the
deceased founder of the State? But though everything else in the world may change, the
‘ulama’s views, once formed, do not, and the argument failed to convince them. 303

The above passage from the Munir Report is striking because it shows that Khwaja Nazimuddin’s
argument to the ‘ulama for abandoning their demand to constitutionally ex-communicate Ahmadis
(and remove them from high political office) was “because Jinnah said so” and Justice Munir
interprets their failure to be convinced of this logic as proof that are impervious to reason. 304
Islamist plea for internal reasoning and utilizing institutionalized disagreement of
fiqh tradition in arguments for change: In the 1956 JI rebuttal, Khurshid Ahmad argues that
Mawlana Shabbir Ahmad Usmani’s pamphlet on apostasy was written in a “purely academic
manner” and that instead of banning it, the government could have published an argumentative
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refutation. 305 He agrees with the orthodox ‘ulama that the Qur’an, Sunnah, and Juristic Consensus
(‘ijma) do prescribe a punishment for apostasy, but he argues that the Munir Report misrepresents
death as the only punishment since there was variation among jurists and that people “try to prove
by flimsy and superfluous methods that Islam does not say so, and that it has been just coined by the
‘ulama.” 306 He argues that the court mischaracterizes death as the only punishment for apostasy:
…many jurists, including a great personality like Caliph Umar, believe that death is not the
only punishment for apostasy and that it is the highest punishment. The Hanafi school of
law gives immunity to women apostates from death sentence. The jurist Ibrahim Nakh’i is in
favour of allowing unlimited period of time to an apostate to return to the fold of Islam. 307

It seems that Ahmad is uncommitted on what the punishment for apostasy should be death or
less—what he is at pains to do is to lay out the tradition and show the internal variation within it;
what irks him about the reasoning of the judges is not only their conclusion but the method through
which they arrive at it; through a thorough side-stepping of a centuries old juristic tradition.

2. Shift under Chief Justice Cornelius: sympathy of a Catholic intellectual for orthodox
Islam
As Muslim modernism emerged through a conversation between elite Muslims and
Protestants (Sayyid Ahmad Khan was influenced by Higher Protestant criticism that defended
Christianity from Darwinism), it is perhaps unsurprising that a Catholic judge had a different
perception of the fiqh tradition than Justice Munir. Both the 1956 and 1962 constitution included
the promise of Islamic judicial review, in the form of the “repugnancy clause,” but the institutional
mechanism was that the Council for Islamic Ideology would compile a report on how to make
existing laws Islamic and parliament would act on its advice. Coincidentally, in appointing the CII,
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the President was required to appoint scholars of “all schools of thought” but there was no
accountability mechanism in place to ensure whether the overall composition was tilted in favor of
the madrassa-educated ‘ulama or modernist scholars, to give or another the majority. Field Marshal
Ayub Khan had appointed the McGill-trained scholar Fazlur Rahman as Chairman of the CII, and
the state Islamic Research Institute, and from these platforms he spread his vision of modernist
Islam, and as soon as Ayub Khan’s military regime was on the verge of collapse, ‘ulama protests
forced him from office. When Justice Cornelius was in office, the military regime had already
decreed the modernist Muslim Family Laws Ordinance 1961, with support from women’s rights
campaigners, and had suppressed ‘ulama and Islamist dissent. To add insult to injury, Ayub Khan
had tasked Professor Fazlur Rahman with “reconstructing” Islam in a modern frame, and the
orthodox ‘ulama were excluded from the state institution that was to decide Islamic legal
interpretation. While the social conflict between modernist scholars supported by the westernized
bourgeoisie and orthodox ‘ulama raged in the background—with women legislators railing against
“mullah-ism” on the floor of parliament, Prof. Fazlur Rahman blaming the fiqh tradition for
“stagnation,” and the ‘ulama denouncing “Brown Englishmen” that Lord Macaulay had left to rule
over the people—Justice Cornelius stood aloof from this social conflict and saw the introduction of
the fiqh tradition in the legal system as a way to “indigenize” it. For him, the question was how best
this could be done, to respond to the needs of modern society, not whether it should be done.
Justice Cornelius regarded Islamization as a process of “indigenizing” a colonial, and
therefore foreign, system of laws and values; he complimented fiqh as a grand legal achievement,
and said that Muslims should be proud of their historical judicial system, unlike Prof. Rahman and
the Marriage Commission’s scathing critique of fiqh and dismissal of the ‘ulama’s (more than)
thousand-year scholarly tradition. He regarded it as his duty to strive to make justice “a thing of the
people” by infusing it with concepts from Muslim law and by making the “people’s language” the
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“language of law and justice.” 308 Justice Cornelius described the connection between language,
morality, and the law as an organic process, arguing for the unsuitability of colonial codes using the
metaphor of a garden:
All human activity can, in my submission, be likened to the function of cultivating a garden.
In that garden, those plants and trees are most appropriate and therefore most beautiful
which grow naturally out of the soil. Instead of maturing and developing the plants and trees
of value which are natural to the soil we are engaged in maintaining a garden which is
composed almost exclusively of plants and trees which are of exotic growth.
We labor incessantly to promote the growth of these foreign forms of vegetation. Many of
us find our greatest satisfaction in having created this artificial garden and we require the
whole population to take the judicial fruit from these foreign plants and trees and to be
satisfied with it. Our own natural growth are allowed to become matters of dusty record in
foreign countries, to be buried in libraries and museums, while we diligently and with
enormous labor apply ourselves to cultivate and promote the foreign vegetation with which
we are seeking to populate our garden. That is why we fail to produce the finest fruit of
which our soil and our labor is capable.
The practices of justice based on Sharia and Fikah need not give way to any corresponding
rules that we found suitable in other countries. Therefore, legislators, judges and lawyers
alike should cultivate this garden with the finest trees and plants which belong to our own
history and culture. Then only can the fruit have the true quality of justice that our people
demand. 309

Recognizing the necessity of infusing the law with moral force, using the language and religion of
the people, Cornelius also advocated translating the Fundamental Rights into Arabic, so that they
would be ‘invested with overtones of undeniable obligation…and their assimilation into the public
conscience…greatly enhanced.” 310 Moreover, he urged lawyers and judges litigating on Fundamental
Rights to “study legal Arabic and to expound before the court relevant Qur’anic sources,”
emphasizing that shari’a as a “ground norm” was not a “retrograde” step, and that “this false
idea…comes from the secularization of English law.” 311 He advocated setting up a college for the
308 Cornelius, “World Peace Through Law Movement,” cited in Ralph Braibanti, Chief Justice Cornelius of Pakistan: An
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study of Islamic jurisprudence, with PhD candidates who were sent to other Muslim countries; he
argued that lawyers and judges could play a role in gradual Islamization, by suggesting Acts that
could be made compatible with Islam to legislators, that this task might generate a vast volume of
books but they need not scare people any more than “the size of the Volumes of Halsbury’s Digest
frightens any-one today.” 312
Because of this high-level endorsement of the fiqh tradition, Pakistan Law Digest (PLD)
Journals became a site where advocates of Islamization tried to persuade an audience of legal
professionals that included some who were sympathetic to more Islamic laws and fiqh discourse, but
many more who were concerned that Islamization would compromise fundamental rights and
gender equality. For instance, in a 1966 article, Dr. Nasim Hasan Shah, who served as the Chief
Justice during the 1980s, argued that the First Constitutional Amendment that added back “Islamic”
to the name of the country was “merely the Legislative recognition of the deep desire of the people
in the country to establish an Islamic Polity wherein rule is in accordance with the laws of Shariat.”
He recognized that many “highly educated” and “well meaning” people were convinced that the
evolution in human relationships and technology made a “revert” to shariat laws impracticable; but
he felt that this was due to a lack of full knowledge of “the great work done by Muslim jurists on
every branch of law,” which made the task achievable. Shah expressed respect for their views and
tried to persuade them that the sharia’t would “preserve national pride, religion, and traditions,” end
“dependence on [an] alien legal system,” and “insure harmony between the machinery of
government and the governed, the existence of which is a pre-requisite for the success of all
legislation,” similar to Justice Cornelius’ argument that laws based on indigenous language and

312 Speech by Justice Cornelius, Chief Justice SC of PK at meeting of the Pakistan Legal Aid Society held at auditorium
of Islamic Academy, Dacca on 12th March 1964, PLD 1964, pp. 125-132.
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morality would be more appropriate. 313 He also referred to the Ottoman Majallah as a model of fiqh
codification in the modern period.
When Justice Cornelius spoke of shari’a, he was not concerned with doctrinal “correctness”
as were Justice Munir and Prof. Rahman, but with the recent experience of Muslim countries who
had codified fiqh. In particular, he repeatedly called on legal professionals to study the Ottoman
Majelle as a model, and with help from the Islamist lawyer and intellectual, Dr. Tanzilur Rahman,
published an English translation of the Introduction to the Majelle, which contained 100 maxims of
Islamic jurisprudence. 314 Cornelius agreed with the modernist argument that legislative assemblies
could be used for “ijma” but he added that this was for the “enlarging fields of human affairs that
are outside the strict teachings of the four main schools.” In making this distinction, Cornelius
showed awareness of the ‘ulama’s “integrity-anxiety” that majority voting could be used to upset
interpretations that had been “settled” in the fiqh tradition, causing it to unravel. 315 While Prof.
Fazlur Rahman suggested a “revolutionary” method to re-construct the Islamic legal tradition in
light of modern circumstances, and was propagating this view from the state CII, on unwilling and
angry orthodox religious institutions, Justice Cornelius not only advocated reasoning within the fiqh
tradition, but also approach the problem in a gradualist, case-by-case way. He called on judges to
start using principles from the Qur’an, Sunnah, and Islamic jurisprudence in their rulings, which
would lead to a “trickle-down” Islamization of the legal system:
I have not advocated any upheaval of the present system either of legislation or of the
courts. I simply suggest that there should be injected into the system, through the decisions
of the courts, the spirit and the letter of the principles of Sharia. These are dynamic
Dr. Nasim Hasan Shah, M.A., LLB (Doctor En Droit Paris, senior advocate SC of Pakistan), “Mujallah and its
Forerunners,” PLD 1966, pp. 104-108. Refers to “Falsafat Al-Tashri Fi Al-Islam” by S. Mahmassani translated into
English (Philosophy of Jurisprudence in Islam), p. 104 and 108.
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principles, based upon the dictates of Holy Scripture, drawn in accordance with the correct
rules of jurisprudence and adapted to meet the changing requirements of the time, in
particular the circumstances of each case coming before the courts.
…Under our system, the law declared by the superior courts has a binding effect on all
subordinate courts. Inevitably if the superior courts care to make use of Islamic
jurisprudence, the law they declare will become incorporated in the judicial system of the
country. 316

He branded the “rules of jurisprudence” as “correct” whereas Justice Munir and Prof. Fazlur
Rahman rejected these rules as outdated, and their own interpretations, based on external reasoning,
as “correct.”
Moreover, he respected the constitutional promise of shari’a compliance and expressed
sympathy with the religious way of life:
So I take it, that in this country, that is the requirement, that the lives of the people should
be placed under a law which is either directly based upon or bought into consistency with
the Sharia…Belonging to a different religion you might think it is a bit of presumption upon
my part even to refer to such matters, but I might tell you that it is my own personal belief
that the religious way of life is the one which carries the highest measure of hope for the
living of the perfect life both as a person as well as for fulfilling the idea of the State. 317

While women’s rights activists, modernist scholars, and Justice Munir were collaborating with the
civil-military bureaucracy to suppress Islamists through preventive detention, military trials, and bans
on political parties, Justice Cornelius sided with Islamists, to protect their constitutional rights. He
dissented with Justice Munir in the 1959 Mehdi Ali Khan case, in which provincial government took
over waqfs (religious endowments). Another landmark dissenting opinion was in Abul A’la Maudoodi
v. Government of West Pakistan (PLD 1964 SC 673), in which he ruled that the state could not outlaw
an association (in this case the Islamist JI) merely based on its opinion of that organization. In
Ghulam Jilani v. The Government of West Pakistan (PLD 1967 SC 373), he ruled that citizens could not be
detained merely because the state was ‘satisfied’ that detention was expedient in the public
Braibanti, p. 272-274, from “Paramountcy of Islamic Law: The Example of the Majelle (Mujallah) of Turkey,” address
given by Cornelius at Karachi High Court Bar Association Dinner, 15 February 1968.
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interest. 318 He saw the constitutional promise of shari’a compliance as an obligation on the state, and
did not participate in the suppression of Islamists by denying them constitutionally-guaranteed
individual rights: freedom of assembly, due process, and freedom of expression, or in impinging on
the freedom of religion by appropriating religious endowments. Coincidentally, Cornelius also
dissented with Chief Justice Munir’s argument in a 1955 judgment that justified the executive
dissolution of the first Constituent Assembly for “state preservation.” Justice Munir’s precedent was
invoked to justify all three of Pakistan’s military coups (1958, 1977, and 1999); judges, civil-military
officials, modernist scholars, and women’s rights activists collaborated with the instrumentalist
justifications for suppressing individual rights and democracy, if it was for the “greater purpose,” of
spreading a “rational” and “enlightened” Islam and countering the Islamist threat. Justice Cornelius
saw the fiqh tradition as separate from colonial law and Islamists – as an intellectual tradition in its
own right, through which the vast majority of religious congregations in the country understood
Islam; shari’a as a constitutional promise that should be fulfilled with sincerity; and individual rights
and democracy as equally applicable to everyone, not just liberals.
However, the judiciary was dominated by Muslims from the westernized bourgeoisie, who
did not share Cornelius’s perspective. In 1960, a Lahore High Court judge ruled that precedents of
early Qur’anic exegetes and jurists were entitled to respect but “cannot be said to be the last word on
the subject” (Mst. Rashida Begum vs. Shahab Din 1960); another judgment in 1964 held that while
‘ijma (juristic consensus) is an “important source of law-making” in Islam, in contemporary
circumstances “it is not feasible to resort to it in an orthodox sense” and that popular assemblies
were “perhaps the only bodies which may perform this function” and Courts would be bound to
interpret and apply these laws:
…ijma and ijtihad in the form of law made by the competent legislative bodies, as envisaged
by the modern reformist jurists, will be binding on Courts and it is not permissible for them
318
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to differ from those laws on the ground that they conflict with the views of the earlier
a’imma and faqihs. 319

These judgments were cited in 1979 by the women’s rights activist and lawyer, Rashida Patel, to the
idea that parliament could change orthodox doctrines, which were regarded as authoritative because
of juristic consensus on interpretation. 320 While Cornelius did not take a modernist approach to
“reconstructing” the tradition, some Muslim common law judges continued to use this lens, and
their conflict with the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists would erupt after shari’a-based public laws and
Islamic judicial review were introduced by General Zia in 1978, and a modernist judge used the
newly established Federal Shari’at Court, to declare the punishment of rajm (stoning to death) for
adultery as un-Islamic.

3. Islamic Judicial Review and Rajm 1981 vs. Rajm 1982: honoring promise of shari’a
compliance, reining in the modernist “reconstruction” impulse
In the 1976 CII report, the orthodox ‘ulama had urged the enforcement of Islamic Hudood
laws and when General Zia co-opted the ‘ulama to legitimize his regime, the CII drafted a proposal,
which the military regime’s legal advisors combined with secular criminal and procedural codes, and
he announced that the laws would be effective from the Prophet’s birthday. Liberals were not
consulted or given reasons for why these laws were necessary. General Zia decreed them when the
Prime Minister of the center-left PPP had been given a death sentence, through executive
interference with the court, and he was actively repressing liberal intellectuals and activists. These
domestic changes coincided with the rise of a communist government in Afghanistan, Bhutto’s past
record of sympathies with socialism, and the alliance of the Pakistan army with the CIA-proxy war
in Afghanistan, using madrassas as recruitment and training centers, and portraying the war as a jihad
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against atheist communists, a cause that the Deobandi ‘ulama and Islamists supported. On this
unique occasion, the geo-political interests of America and the Pakistan army were aligned with the
‘ulama and Islamist desire to see orthodox Hanafi fiqh enforced through the state and this accounts
for why General Zia’s regime had the space to institute orthodox Islamic laws, and the extent to
which liberals could be silenced and marginalized—without American pressure. General Zia also
accepted the ‘ulama’s demand to institute Islamic judicial review, the constitutional formula from the
1954 draft that the ‘ulama and Islamists had been demanding for years, and announced the creation
of shari’at benches in superior courts, with the power to strike down laws deemed un-Islamic on
citizen petition (though Muslim personal laws, fiscal, and procedural laws, and the constitution were
outside their purview). Later a Federal Shari’at Court was created, as an appellate court for Hudood
cases, and a shari’at bench was created in the Supreme Court as the final court of appeal (the Shari’at
Appellate Bench or SAB).
Overview of Hudood Ordinances: The Hudood Ordinances instituted the punishments
given in orthodox Hanafi fiqh for theft, zina (fornication, adultery) and zina-bil jabr (rape), and
alcohol consumption, based on the standard of evidence set in fiqh, and combined them with tazir,
or state discretionary, punishments for the same crimes, based on a lower standard of evidence
(varying prison terms). Both sections were combined with the secular criminal and procedural codes,
the crimes were made cognizable and non-bailable, and implemented through a judicial system,
where judges of Sessions Courts were not trained in fiqh, where the local courts-policing system
routinely led to rights abuse, and where court cases took years because of a lack of judges and
resources, and the accompanying legal fees made it almost impossible for a working class person –
who was unfortunate enough to be caught in this legal-policing vortex – to extricate him or herself.
The most acute controversy between liberals and Islamists centered on the Zina Ordinance, which
stipulated the hadd punishments of 100 lashes for fornication and rajm (stoning to death) for
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adultery, and in the case of zina-bil-jabr (rape), the punishment would be given to the rapist and
suspended for the victim. However, these extreme punishments were accompanied by an equally
high standard of evidence: 4 male Muslims of good character who had seen the crime with their own
eyes. This evidentiary requirement made the punishments impossible to give, in practice, but on
several occasions, Pakistani sessions court judges, who were not trained in the fiqh tradition, used
pregnancy as proof of adultery and ordered women to be stoned to death, even though the
orthodox ‘ulama believed that nothing less than 4 eyewitnesses was sufficient evidence for hadd (FSC
ruling, Taqi Usmani 1983). The first such judgment came out in 1981, leading women from the
westernized bourgeoisie to create the Women’s Action Forum (WAF), in order to pressure the
government to repeal the Hudood Ordinances—which would require a repeal of Hanafi fiqh
doctrines, which were regarded by the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists as authoritative and
unchangeable interpretations of shari’a because they were settled through the ‘ijma (consensus) of
early exegetes and jurists.
Watershed that led to Modus Vivendi Liberalism: The above case in 1981 led a common
law judge in the FSC to strike down the punishment of rajm (stoning to death) as un-Islamic,
sparking an uprising among the orthodox ‘ulama and their demand that ‘ulama judges be appointed
to the FSC so that they could explain fiqh-based reasoning to common law judges. This protest led
to the appointment of ‘ulama judges to the FSC (Deobandi and Barelvi), while common law judges
were still the majority (this was followed by the appointment of ‘ulama inside the Shari’at Appellate
Bench of the Supreme Court as well). While the arguments made by women’s rights activists like
Rashida Patel did not incorporate or respond to conservative religious literature that objected to
using gender equality as a premise to re-structure fiqh, due to the exogenous shock of ‘ulama judges
parachuting into the judiciary, these two forms of argumentation were forced into engagement. In
the first Rajm judgment (1981), Justice Zakaullah Lodhi ruled that the punishment of stoning to
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death (rajm) given in the Hudood Ordinances for married adulterers was “un-Islamic” because it
was not mentioned in the Qur’an and because several judges felt that hadith reports were
“contradictory” and “unreliable;” one judge defended fiqh-based reasoning but he was outvoted.
Lodhi had applied the criteria of modern historiography to assess the reliability of oral hadith reports
as a source of law and had rejecting the authority of juristic consensus (‘ijma) over contemporary
Muslims. In 1982, the FSC reviewed and rescinded the earlier judgment and ruled that stoning to
death for adultery was an Islamic punishment because it was based on the ‘ijma (consensus) of
jurists. The change in the pattern of reasoning from the first judgment on rajm in 1981, to the
revision judgment in 1982, was a watershed moment that set liberal argumentation in the judiciary
on a completely different track from the liberal-Islamist interaction in society and parliament. For
the next 25 years, women’s rights activists in western-funded NGOs maintained their original
position that the Hudood Ordinances be repealed because they were un-Islamic, discriminatory
towards women, and instituted by a military ruler (and eventually collaborated with General
Musharraf, who wanted to prove his credentials of Enlightened Moderation in the War on Terror, to
push through an amendment in 2006 based on this reasoning). 321 But within one year, as judges
started “authentic deliberation” with the orthodox ‘ulama—exchanging reciprocal reasons with
respect— they learned what their “red lines” were, and understood that the claim for “repeal” was
unacceptable because it meant repealing a doctrine justified through juristic consensus. This
recognition of difference did not harm liberals. It freed them from a battle they could not win
through persuasion. Aware of the difference between modernist and fiqh-based reasoning, and
appreciating the reason why fiqh-based reasoning was important to respect, they stepped around the
red lines, reasoned side-ways instead of engaging in a head-on collision with the ‘ulama and
orthodox religious institutions (which were 99.9% of grassroots religious institutions). This side321
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ways approach, focusing on liberal outcomes, and avoiding “reconstruction” narratives and
“external reasoning” and disrespect of orthodox beliefs and leaders, paved the way for modus
vivendi liberalism and the hybrid ideal of Islamic constitutionalism, which encompassed democracy,
individual rights (including non-discrimination on the basis of gender), and shari’a compliance.
Before 1979, the Pakistan Law Digest, which reported case judgments and contained journals with
articles by lawyers and judges, was almost exclusively in English, but from the 1980s onward, a
simple flip through its pages would reveal a growing number of pages with Urdu and Arabic text,
alongside the regular English-language judgments, giving a visual representation of the ongoing
integration of indigenous languages and official legal discourse.
Before I compare Rajm I and Rajm II, I will give a brief overview of how the ‘ulama saw this
political process and the divisions within the legal community between liberals and Islamists on the
question of the fiqh tradition. The standard interpretation of these conflicting judgments among
liberal intellectuals and lawyers in Pakistan is that they “prove” that there are too many
interpretations of Islam, that “the ‘ulama can never agree on anything,” and that the very idea of
shari’a in a modern democracy is implausible (and that existing shari’a-based laws can be changed at
will, through majority vote). But the shift reflects a much deeper sociological division between the
westernized bourgeoisie and the orthodox ‘ulama.
‘Ulama’s Integrity-Anxiety: After General Zia created the shari’at benches in December
1978, Mawlana Taqi Usmani was delighted but anxious, fearful of the interpretive chaos that could
result from allowing judges unschooled in fiqh to interpret the Qur’an and Sunnah. Every time he
thanked Zia for fulfilling a long-standing demand of the ‘ulama, he insisted, with growing urgency,
that existing judges must be trained in fiqh discourse and the ‘ulama appointed to shari’at courts. 322

322 Mawlana Muhammad Taqi Usmani, “Zikr-o-fikr: General Zia kay aylanat” (“Editorial zikr-o-fikr: General Zia’s
Announcements”), Al-Balagh, March 1978, p. 5.
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Another CII member, Mufti Kakakhel perceived a threat to fiqh from a group of modern-educated
Muslims who insisted on their right to derive laws from the Qur’an and Sunnah, unconstrained by
the principles of reasoning accepted in the fiqh tradition, such as the authority of ‘ijma (juristic
consensus):
…for some time, such a social group has arisen among us which neither has that kind of
belief-connection with the religion of Islam, as is required for the faithful, nor are those
people bound to Islamic commands and laws in practice. But day, and night…with great
gusto, they talk of new ijtihads and the codification of Islamic laws afresh…
These people declare only the Qur’an as the source of Islamic law…when interpreting the
Qu’ran, they don’t consider themselves bound to any tradition or practice of the
Companions, or the ‘ijma of the community, or the exegesis of the ‘aaima…
…like the Quran, they interpret Prophetic traditions according to their free opinion. They
have no fixed principles and rules for ‘istinbat’ and ‘istikhraj’ but because of being influenced
by western education, western politics and the philosophies and rules of the west, and by
Orientalists, their ijtihad and istinbat is in reality a reflection of western thought and western
laws. 323

Like this group, he believes that change is possible in the interpretation of Islamic laws, but he
disagrees on when, how, and for what reasons this change is morally acceptable. First, he
emphasizes that those Islamic laws and commands are “completely eternal” and “unchangeable”
which are derived from certain (qatai) Qur’anic verses or hadith, or those derived from probable
(danni ad-dalala) verses or hadith reports with a single line of transmission (akhbar ahad, if they are
danni al-saboot) but on which the scholars of the third century of Islam had an ‘ijma (consensus).
Second, he says that on legal questions where the ‘aaima (early jurists) disagree—which is an act he
considers ‘natural’ to the process of legal reasoning (and the larger part of Islamic law)—it is morally
acceptable to choose among the legal opinions of different schools, since all are valid. Third, for
situations that did not arise at the time of the ‘aaima, the direct interpretation of the Qur’an and
Sunnah through ‘ijtihad’ is allowed. 324 For him, legal change is not impossible or undesirable but
323 Mawlana Mufti Siyah-ud-din Kakakhel (Member CII), “Islami qanun ki tadveen-e-jadeed kay ausool aur tareeqay”
(The principles and method of the modern codification of Islamic law”), Al-Balagh, March 1979, pp. 15-16.
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there are clear principles in fiqh scholarship for legal change, and these principles must be followed
for the change to be morally acceptable.
Division within legal community between Islamists and modernists
The legal community was divided between those who wanted a reconstruction of fiqh, in light
of modern society, and those who felt that fiqh principles of reasoning had to be honored because
they had the consensus of Islamic religious institutions. At an October 1979 seminar on shari’a
application, organized by the Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs, Justice Zakaullah Lodhi
(Baluchistan High Court) seemed to personify Mawlana Kakakhel’s fear (and later went on to write
the 1981 modernist Rajm judgment), while Dr. Tanzilur Rahman, an Islamist lawyer and Chairman
of the CII, voiced the ‘ulama’s concern for reasoning within fiqh.
Lodhi argued that the fuqaha had formulated laws according to the needs of their time and
contemporary Muslims were not required to follow these laws but only the “essence” of their
teachings. Contrary to Mawlana Kakakhel’s explanation of the kinds of change that are permissible
in Islamic law, Justice Lodhi paints the Islamic legal tradition in broad—and modernist—brush
strokes. He repeats the modernist argument that after the 4 legal schools were established, there was
a practical end to absolute ijtihad, and that taqlid “converted Islam into a stagnant religion
(maddhab) rather than a System of life (ad-din) which depends for its very existence on the principle
of formulation of liberal and ever-changing laws and not on the worship of the ancestors in all
matters.” Though he speaks of the need for change, for proceeding “scientifically” and “reasonably”
in the quest for an Islamic state, for a “relaxed, liberal, and realistic” interpretation of the Qur’an and
suggests that this change is not possible by reasoning within the fiqh tradition because it is the
source of “stagnation,” he does not propose an alternate system of legal interpretation to replace
fiqh, which was or could hope to be accepted by Islamic institutions in the country. Lodhi quotes
from Rilke to describe the quandary of the contemporary Muslim community (he uses the pronoun
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“us”), which has come out of a “stagnant past” and now stand before an “uncertain present” and
“ambiguous future”:
Each torpid turn of the World as such, disinherited children,
to whom no longer what has been, and not yet of his becoming, belonged.
His selection of text could not better describe the situation of a modern-educated Muslim, steeped
in western intellectual thought and laws, freed from instinctive deference to the ‘ulama (who regard
themselves as the spokesmen of the community), trying to make sense of their past. 325
However, Dr. Tanzilur Rahman, another participant at this state seminar, did not regard
himself as “disinherited” from the fiqh tradition; he agreed with Justice Lodhi that after the 4
schools were established, there was a practical end to absolute ijtihad, but he argues that it was for
political reasons—to protect Islamic law from the will of dictators, from innovation, from personal
desires, to give the legal order “permanence” and “stability,” to end legal controversies. Missing
from his speech are the words: science, stagnation or liberal, and added is a warning that ‘ijtihad’ has
a specific meaning in the fiqh tradition, it cannot be used to refer to reasoning that is undisciplined
by usul-e-fiqh:
And here is a note of warning to all concerned, that in pursuing the process of Ijtihad there
should not be shown an indifference towards the nass or the ignorance of the principles of
Islamic law and jurisprudence, unequipped with the systematic knowledge of the Qur’an and
Sunna.
Although Islam does not believe in priesthood, yet it cannot and does not give the right of
Ijtihad to everyone, having general knowledge, to undertake the onerous task of Itjiahd. The
door of ijtihad is, of course, open but the right of entry is restricted to those only who fulfill
all the conditions of Itjihad, in both acquiring religious knowledge and practicing piety. 326
Zakaullah Lodhi, “Ijtihad in the process of Islamization of laws,” address at seminar on “Application of Shariah”
organized by Ministry of Law and Parliamentary Affairs in Islamabad, 9-11 October, 1979, PLD 1980, pp. 22-24. Cites
Iqbal’s Reconstruction of Religious Thought to argue that some of Prophet’s commands were particular to his society and not
binding for future generations and also cites Sir Syed, Syed Amir Ali, Allama Iqbal, and Mawlana Azad as leaders of the
movement to infuse new life into the Islamic legal system so it could meet the eneds of the present and future, pp. 2729.
325
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Contrary to Justice Lodhi, who believes that the laws formulated by the fuqaha were restricted to the
conditions of their societies and everything but their “essence” can be disregarded, Justice Rahman,
like Mawlana Kakakhel, sees the problem as a matter of codification: he says that Islamic law should
be based on all the accepted schools of fiqh and modern-day ‘ijma can be performed by a Muslim
World Jurist Committee (Mawlana Kakakhel suggested an institution for ‘collective itjihad’ similar to
the CII). Dr. Tanzilur Rahman was one of the most prominent advocates of Islamization and had
been writing in both ‘ulama journals and the PLD during the 1970s (in 1976 he was an advisor to the
state Central Islamic Research Institute and his opinion on the Evidence Act was published in the
1976-77 report). Since 1964, he had been working on a 10-volume project to codify Islamic laws of
which he had published 3 volumes by 1977; he had a comparative orientation, looking to the latest
work from other Muslim countries on Islamic lawmaking. 327 Some of his articles in Al-Balagh were
decidedly conservative, for instance, he published a series of articles in 1973 defending the fiqhprescribed capital punishment for apostasy against a modernist refutation that apostasy was not a
crime because its punishment was not given in the Qur’an. 328 But Dr. Tanzilur Rahman, like
Mawlana Kakakhel was not intrinsically opposed to legal change: in a 1966 PLD article on the
requirements of a judge in Islamic legal texts, Rahman notes that the founders of the legal schools
differed on whether or not a woman could be appointed as a qadi (judge), while Imam Malik, AlShafi, and Ahmad bin Hanbal believed that a woman could not be a qadi (because qada was part of
imamah for which a woman was not eligible), Abu Hanifa took a more liberal view and said a
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1850 because in its presence, the fiqh rule that an apostate is derived of his share of inheritance couldn’t be enforced.
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woman could (except on those matters where only a man’s evidence was admissible, i.e. Hudud). 329
Like Mawlana Kakakhel, Dr. Tanzilur Rahman argued for legal change regulated by fiqh discourse,
change by reasoning within the tradition.
‘Ulama’s Opportunity to institutionalize their red-line: The main argument of both
‘ulama judges, Usmani and Shah, from the Deobandi and Barelvi sects respectively, was that the
understanding of the “majority” of fuqaha and exegetes in the past was a closer approximation to
the “truth” than individual opinions, and that this mechanism of resolving legal disputes was
institutionalized in fiqh through ‘ijma (consensus) which bound later generations to legal positions
on which consensus had been achieved by earlier scholars. 330 Usmani asks how it was possible for
these individual opinions on rajm, based on a re-interpretation of the Qur’an and hadith, to be
“correct” when “for 1300 years all the…exegetes and hadith-compilers, all the fuqaha…and all those
people of knowledge who spent their entire lives on the interpretation of every single word of the
Qur’an, all of them together remained under this error.” 331 In a few words, Mawlana Taqi Usmani
summed up the ‘ulama’s perspective on what was morally acceptable and unacceptable reasoning on
Islamic laws:
In the interpretation of the Qur’an and Sunnah it is of fundamental importance to consider
how the Muslim community (‘ummah) collectively understood and practiced these
injunctions. Many teachings of the Qur’an are clarified through the continued (mutawattir)
practice of the Muslim community so if the entire Muslim community agreed on a certain
interpretation of the Qur’an and Sunnah then this of decisive importance when considering
the truth of this interpretation. From this perspective, the problem of rajm (stoning to death)
329 Tanzil-ur-Rahman, (M.A., LL.B., Advocate, Karachi) “Adab Al-Qadi. PLD 1966, pp. 146-152. He explains the
requirements for a qadi listed in Islamic legal texts. He cites the Ottoman Majallah, Qur’an and a number of classical fiqh
texts e.g. by Al-Sarakhsi (d. 482 H), Arif al-Kindi, Al-Qada fil Islam, etc.” explains the requirements for a qadi listed in
Islamic legal texts. He cites the Ottoman Majallah, Qur’an and a number of classical fiqh texts e.g. by Al-Sarakhsi (d. 482
H), Arif al-Kindi, Al-Qada fil Islam, etc.

These ‘ulama judges also had to acknowledge and respond to arguments that rajm was not a hadd punishment, which
were not based on a complete rejection of hadith or misunderstanding of “takshees” by judges who were radically critical
of fiqh, but more subtle arguments by individual exegetes such as Amin Ahsan Islahi that rajm had been prescribed in
the Qur’an for “harabah” and not for adultery.
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is among those problems on which in every period, all the schools of thought of the Muslim
community were in agreement.
…the duty of the Federal Shariat Court is not that its judges merely enforce their individual
opinions as Islamic law but its duty is to protect the accepted (musallim) injunctions of the
Qur’an and Sunnat. Therefore it is not the work of this court to declare an Islamic law which
has been accepted (musallim) from the beginning of Islam and which has been enforced as a
hukm of the Qur’an and Sunnah in all courts of the world of Islam without exception
(lihaz)….as against the Qur’an merely on the basis of individual opinion. 332

In his eyes, the authority of this ‘ijma on rajm for adulterers was “eternally mandatory” (vajib-ul-aml)
and “from the perspective of shari’a, no judge, ruler or legislature can change it (majaz nahi’n).” 333
Both Deobandi and Barelvi ‘ulama, and the lay judge who sided with them, spent considerable time
explaining the criteria used by muhaditheen (hadith critics) to evaluate the reliability of ahadith, in
order to counter Justice Lodhi’s blanket condemnation of hadith as unreliable because they were not
based on chronicles or records. Justice Pir Muhammad Karam Shah uses reasons from religious
literature considered authoritative in madrassas to prove the reliability of orally transmitted
ahadith. 334 He also blames Orientalist scholarship for leading the modern-educated Muslim class
astray:
The learned judge has said that ahadith of the Prophet were compiled 250 years after the
time of the Prophet, that thing which has not been written down for 250 years and there is
only trust on memory, how can such a story be believed. If this was really true then we
would have felt no hesitation in agreeing with him but fortunately the reality is the complete
opposite of it.
This is also a misunderstanding which due to the lack of study appeared and was fanned
more by those Orientalists who are extremely prejudiced about Islam and in doing
poisonous propaganda against the religion of Islam don’t differentiate between truth and
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333 PLD 1983, FSC 479-480. He says that only the Khwarij did not accept this but dismisses them as a ‘political group’
without a ‘mudavvin fiqh.’

Argues that there are several hadith that give the command to memorize hadith, keep them memorized and spread
them to people, says that it is also wrong that hadith weren’t written because there are numerous letters sent by the
Prophet to rulers of different places (umara) and contain daily sharai masial which are preserved and are an important
part of hadith collections. Mentions that others wrote hadith (Abdullah bin Umro bin Aas), Umar Farooq opened
centers of learning teaching sunnat-e-nabvi, the companions would travel many miles to hear just one hadith, at the time
of the Tabiyeen there were circles of muhaditheen ‘ulama in important cities….mentions names. Ibid, pp. 406-407.
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falsehood and our modern educated class agrees with these researches with closed eyes. I
consider it my duty to remove this misunderstanding. 335

Madrassas studied sources of traditional Islamic literature – and had never absorbed Muslim
modernist scholarship from the 19th century that sought to interpret Islam in light of modern
western thought and practices, in conversation with western scholars, rulers, and the westernassimilating Muslim elite. By gaining a voice in the judiciary, they had a chance to express why this
kind of reasoning was unacceptable to them, as a matter of religious belief.
Translation through bridging: In their effort to explain themselves, they bridged concepts
and principles from the common law tradition with the fiqh tradition. But Mufti Taqi Usmani also
endeavored to give common law judges from within their legal tradition for the importance of
respecting juristic consensus. He argues that just like the principle of stare decisis (precedent) is
considered mandatory in the interpretation of secular laws, the principle of community consensus
(ijma-e-ummat) was fundamental in the interpretation of Islamic laws. 336 Justice Zahoorul Ikhlaq
also explained the authority of ‘ijma in terms of common law jurisprudence, although his remarks
did not focus on the “truth” or “error” of religious doctrine (which was a concern for Usmani as a
religious leader) but on how the courts should treat “evidence of what was regarded as true religious
doctrine by the Muslim community”—its legal conventions, its history. For instance, he argues that
the hadith reports justifying rajm should be accepted as reliable not only because they are
mutawwatir al-maani (continuous in meaning), a principle established in fiqh, but because they were
regarded as mutawwatir al-maani by the Muslim community—because “they are part of the history of
Muslims and even history can provide the basis of a law.” 337 To support his argument that the
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“opinion of a community can be looked into for ascertaining a law,” he draws on his training in
English common law reasoning:
In Maxwell on Interpretation of Statutes (12th Edn.) at page 56, we find the following principle:-“Lord Ellenborough C.J. said in Isherwood v. Oldknow, it is truer to say ‘communis opinion is
evidence of what the law is’. It would be unfortunate if doubt had to be thrown on a
statement which has appeared in a well-known textbook for a great number of years without
being judicially doubted and after it had been acted on by justices and their clerks for many
years. 338

In this judgment, the ‘ulama explained why they regarded ‘ijma, rather than individual legal opinion,
as an authoritative source of law, and Justice Zahoorul Ikhlaq found a reason in common law
jurisprudence for why Muslims, who rejected the binding authority of ‘ijma, as the authors of the
1981 Rajm judgment had, should accept it, as a legal convention (which if overthrown would
threaten the integrity of the legal tradition).
To support the principle of hadith criticism that oral reports that were “continuous in
meaning” if not in words could be considered reliable, Justice Ikhlaq cites an 1847 Privy Council
judgment that disagreement by witnesses on minute details made their testimony more credible, a
judgment echoed by the Supreme Court of Pakistan in 1956. He concludes that:
In the light of such dictum it is obvious that to expect that every Hadith will tally in every
detail with a Hadith narrated by another person in respect of the same incident would be a
futile hope as discrepancies are inevitable in different narrations. Therefore to discredit
Ahadith on the basis of discrepancies would be wrong and would result in the destruction of
one of the basic sources of Muslim Law. 339

Similarly, Mufti Taqi Usmani not only explained why the 1981 Rajm judgment used the terms
“naskh” and “takhsees” in a contrary to how they were understood in the fiqh tradition, using
sources from the fiqh literature, but also explained the principle of “takhsees” – through which the
punishment for violation of a general rule can be modified for particular cases of that general rule—
338
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through the secular Pakistan Penal Code. He argues that Clause 379 of the PPC prescribes as a
punishment for theft either 3 years, a fine, or both, and Clause 380 of the PPC prescribes the
punishment of upto 7 years and fine for the particular case of theft “in any building…used as a
human dwelling.” 340 In this way, he explained the logic behind the punishment of 100 stripes for
zina, if a person was unmarried and stoning to death if he was married (conditional of 4 Muslim
male eyewitnesses of good character).
Re-framing modernist dissent: The inclusion of ‘ulama on the reconstituted FSC panel
had not silenced judges who wanted to make modernist arguments, but it compelled them to frame
these arguments in terms of the fiqh tradition and hadith criticism, to show why a certain legal
position departed from the principles of reasoning and ideals of evidence-gathering that were
considered authoritative by the ‘ulama themselves. In the 1982 Rajm Revision judgment, Justice
Aftab Hussain disagreed with the orthodox ‘ulama because he believed that the timing of hadith
reports showed that it was a discretionary state punishment (tazir) rather than a fixed punishment
commanded by God (hadd). His argument was based on scholarship on the history of evolution of
fiqh (presented by Prof. Ghazi) that showed that the terms ‘hadd’ and ‘tazir’ were developed by
jurists after the Prophet’s death and that he awarded stoning only as a ‘tazir’ punishment (he noted
how his “learned brother Peer Mohammad Karam Shah and Maulana Muhammad Taqi Usmani
maintained the juristic definition of Hadd and Tazeer” and “did not consider my reasoning on the
subject”). He also cited the legal opinion of Allama Anwar Shah Kashmiri that the real (and primary)
hadd was that described by Qur’an (100 stripes),while rajm is a secondary hadd, which was not
mentioned in the Qur’an so that it remained unknown and it could be repelled from the people. The
punishment that couldn’t be repelled was sentence of stripes. 341 While in the 1981 Rajm Judgment,
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Justice Lodhi had condemned hadith, in general, because oral reports compiled 250 years after a
given event couldn’t possibly be as reliable as a chronicle or record, Justice Aftab Hussain argued
that “[t]he only satisfactory criteria to judge authenticity of traditions are those laid down by
traditionist,” and criticized the jurists who used the hadith reports on rajm as evidence, for not
stringently evaluating these reports based on the criteria of hadith criticism, and instead just
accepting that these incidents had been ‘proved’ or that ‘there is ijma on this point.’ 342
The requirement to reason within the fiqh tradition was confirmed in a judgment of the
Shari’at Appellate Bench in 1986. The important take-away from this list is that judges are required
to deeply engage with the fiqh tradition, and if they depart from precedents in “well-known
authentic works,” they have to give reasons for not following them. This puts the burden of proof on
liberal judges; they can still make an argument for change but have to find reasons within the
tradition to justify change (the argument that Swaine makes in The Liberal Conscience):

342

•

Whether instead of attempting a relaxation of an Islamic rule, the relaxation may not be made in the
required need for which the relaxation is intended to be made. A very simple exercise preliminary
through, will be of great advantage—to ask oneself: Cannot the society exist or progress without the
relaxation and where the answer is negative to ask the further question: cannot it be done with a
temporary and mildest one?

•

It is often said that modernism (even when used in good sense of: achievement, progress and high
attainment for the Ummah), Ijtihad is essential. There can be no cavil with the proposition, but
before doing the same within accepted spheres and under well recognized rules it should also be
asked: whether the same objects cannot be achieved without doing it; and, whether purpose would
not be served by doing the similar ijtihad or making a deviation in the demands of modernism. In
other words, cannot the society change towards Islam?

•

Whether a relaxation is approvable on the accepted rules and principles of Ijtihad and Ijmah, old or
new; zaroorat or zarar; Tawil or Takhsis, Urf and other recognized methods like Qiyas, Ihsan,
Istehsan, Masalah, Mursalah, etc.?

•

Whether there are precedents for guidance in the well-known authentic works—if so, what are the
reasons for not following them. It is pertinent to note here that Pakistani Courts when interpreting
and applying laws do follow the precedents if they are by law, binding. And even when not so
binding, help is always sought from good precedents. Not only this but also it is well-known, the
judgments and opinions of foreign judges and jurists are accepted as legitimate guide or support for
resolution of controversies. If that is treated as Permissible, (rather indispensible by some at
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least for the time being) there should be no hesitation in examining the judgments and
precedents from our own masters including Sahaba, Aimma and Ulema, old and new.
•

When examining, views and opinions of the old, special place is to be given to the Khulafa-eRashideen and the companions and Tabaeens in accordance with the Holy Qur’an and Sunnah. It is
high time, we reduce the dangers of sectarianism and make masterly combination of both (old and
new) with gradual elimination of uncalled for criticism and taboos against the so-called Taqleed and
so-called Tajdid, when looking for and following the precedents.

•

In unoccupied field, the precedent of Moaz bin Jabbal should be applied with full consciousness of
its limitations which can in the present day context, be spelt out from the foregoing points. 343

Social Battle for Judicial Dominance: General Zia transferred power to an elected
parliament in 1985, and in exchange parliament passed the 8th constitutional amendment, which gave
legal cover to all the Ordinances he passed for legal and constitutional change. The 8th amendment
not only left the FSC and the SAB intact, allowing the courts to strike down laws judged as unIslamic on citizen appeal or on its own initiative, but also made the Objectives Resolution part of
the constitution (the ‘ulama had demanded this in 1983) as Article 2-A. This allowed the mainstream
superior judiciary (not just shari’at courts) to judge cases on the basis of shari’a. The ‘ulama and
Islamists struggled for more expansive Islamic judicial review so that the modernist MFLO 1961
could be challenged as un-Islamic (because a constitutional provision barred it from challenge on
grounds of freedom of religion), as well as fiscal laws and secular procedural codes, which had been
kept outside the jurisdiction of shari’a courts. Islamist judges in High Courts used this provision to
give judgments against interest and the MFLO. This led to a period of legal uncertainty which was
resolved by the Supreme Court in the Hakim Ali Khan case, in which it ruled that Article 2-A could
not be used to strike down parts of the constitution (but another judgment in the 1990s reversed a
1980 precedent that had barred the FSC from reviewing the MFLO, opening the way for its revision
on the basis of fiqh-based reasoning in a FSC judgment in 2000).
343 Shari’at Appellate Bench judgment in Pakistan vs. Public at Large (PLD 1986 SC 240) cited in Justice Dr. Nasim Hasan
Shah (Judge, Supreme Court of Pakistan), “Islamization of Law in Pakistan,” Shariah Academy, International Islamic
University, Islamabad (November 1992), p. 9. I have omitted a few points because of space limitations.
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Liberal fears were aggravated by the persistent Islamist demand to introduce a constitutional
amendment that would make shari’a supra-constitutional, especially because some ‘ulama leaders
(Samiul Haq) were affiliated with militants fighting in Afghanistan, had taken on an increasingly warlike rhetoric, and used the support of thousands of madrassa students (whose numbers had skyrocketed in the 1980s). The leader of the center-right ML used the shari’at bill controversy to score
points against the center-left PPP, passing a Shariat Bill through the Senate so that Benazir Bhutto’s
government, which had a majority in the national assembly, would be destabilized because religious
groups would turn against her. It is clear that Sharif was manipulating this issue because only two
years later, when he was the Prime Minister, and had the opportunity to pass the Bill in 1992, he
used a different, almost toothless draft (which had no legal impact). Jamaat-e-Islami’s experience of
being in an alliance with the ML in the early 1990s – when its leadership repeatedly made promises
of shari’a for electoral popularity and backtracked when it was time for action – led it to separate
itself from the ML. In 1998, Sharif used his two-thirds majority to pass a Shari’at constitutional
amendment, which would give the federal government the authority to interpret shari’a. Both the
electoral party of the Deobandi ‘ulama and the Islamist JI opposed this amendment because it would
concentrate power in one hand and lead to a dictatorship. Instead, they insisted that their demand
had always been to entrust the judiciary with Islamic legal interpretation.
By the end of the 1990s, the electoral ‘ulama parties and JI were no longer pushing for a
supra-constitutional Shari’at Bill, as the FSC was given the jurisdiction to examine the MFLO for
shari’a compliance. In the 1990s, this battle over the judiciary, and fear of an Islamist takeover, at
the expense of individual rights, was the primary perspective of liberal activists on this issue –
because it was visible in the public sphere – but the shari’at and superior court judges were working
quietly in the background, developing a project of toleration between shari’a and individual rights
that acted as a buffer between liberals and Islamists after 2002, when an Islamist coalition won a
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majority in a province and sought to pass a law to create a “Hasba authority” or “moral police” that
would monitor and punish un-Islamic behavior. Legal scholars are aware of this development
(Martin Lau, Karin Yefet) but it has not yet been absorbed in general discussions in Pakistan or in
mainstream social science studies on the question.

Judicial approach to three value clusters: rights of citizens vs. state, gender equality, and nonconformity (dance, art, music, religious practice)
In recent legal scholarship on the role of Islam in Pakistan’s legal system, emanating from
American and British law schools, there is consensus that it has increased citizen rights vis a vis the
state and women’s rights, and based on my own research, judges have dealt with the third value
cluster, the question of to what extent the state should limit practices that Hanafi fiqh considers unIslamic but are deeply rooted in society (human representation in art) or enforce religious duties on
Muslims (performance of 5 prayers per day), on a case-by-case basis through the principle of internal
reasoning and sectarian toleration. 344
Rights of citizens vis a vis state
The Supreme Court used Islamic judicial review to strike down laws that denied civil
servants the right to be heard and equality of treatment before being retired by the government, 345
military laws that denied the right of appeal against the decision of a Court Martial, especially

See Martin Lau, The Role of Islam in the Legal System of Pakistan, (Boston: Leiden, 2006) and Karin Carmit Yefet, “The
Constitution and Female-Initiated Divorce in Pakistan: Western Liberalism in Islamic Garb,” Harvard Journal of Law and
Gender, Volume 34, 2011, pp. 553-615. A recent political science article on this topic is Ihsan Yilmaz, “Pakistan Federal
shari’at Court’s Collective Ijtihad on Gender Equality, Women’s Rights and the Right to Family Life,” Islam and ChristianMuslim Relations, Volume 25, Issue 2, 2014, pp. 181-192.
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because it “results not only in the deprivation of livelihood but also of liberty,” 346 laws that restricted
press freedom because “in Islam human beings are allowed the liberty of choosing what is best for
them,” and if an individual chose to earn a livelihood by running a printing press, “no interference
can be placed to his running such a press” unless “it appears to the authorities” that the owner is
using it to create “fitna” chaos, in which case he could be restrained. 347 The Supreme Court also
ruled that the doctrine of “Caveat Emptor,” used in Section 17 of the Contract Act, was un-Islamic
because “in Islam the seller is under an obligation to himself disclose the defects that exist in his
goods or in his property to the buyer even without being questioned specifically in regard thereto by
the buyer.” 348 This liberalization occurred through superior courts using Article 2-A (Objectives
Resolution) and the shari’at courts (FSC and Shari’at Appellate Bench of Supreme Court). Karin
Yefet argues that shari’at courts have played the “greatest role in increasing human rights, using the
Islamic principles of equality and right to be heard to invalidate legislation.” 349
In addition, Islamic judicial review resulted in the institution of several shari’a-based laws
that the ‘ulama and Islamist activists had spent years discussing inside the CII, circulated drafts to
the government, tabled and defended before the Zia-appointed assembly, and received assurance
from politicians that they would be passed – only to find themselves ignored and outmaneuvered by

346
Pakistan through Secretary, Ministry of Defence vs. The General Public (PLD 1988 S.C. 8): ruled that right of appeal
against sentence passed by a Court Martial was necessary, said “a law which did not afford an aggrieved party the right of
appeal is against the Injunctions of Islam,” adding that “the need for testing the correctness of a decision of a Court
Martial which results not only in deprivation of livelihood but also of liberty would obviously be much greater, pp. 1718.
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the delaying tactics of politicians. In 1989, responding to citizen petitions that had accumulated since
1980, a panel of judges in the Shari’at Appellate Bench—including Justices Muhammad Afzal
Zullah, Nasim Hasan Shah, Shafi-ur Rehman and the ‘ulama Justices Pir Muhammad Karam Shah
(Barelvi) and Mufti Muhammad Taqi Usmani (Deobandi) struck down several provisions of the
secular Pakistan Penal Code because they did not conform to Islamic laws of murder and bodily
harm (Qisas and Diyat), which allowed a victims to pardon the offender and descendants to pardon
the murderer, in exchange for compensation, which would spare him from capital punishment,
though the state retained the right to give a prison term, and exempted an insane person and child
from capital punishment in case of murder. 350
Women’s rights activists in western-funded NGOs have called for the repeal of the Qisas
and Diyat laws because the “blood money” of women is half that of men, and because in the case of
honor killings, descendants forgive the father or brother of murder and escape punishment. The
first is based in a more deeply rooted division of rights and duties between men and women, based
on their role in the family. Men bear financial responsibility for maintaining their families and wives,
and can be taken to court if they fail to do so; they have to pay a mehr on marriage and in case of
divorce. Women are not financially liable to their husbands or families, except if they initiate divorce,
in which case they have to return the mehr given by their husband. Sons are entitled to double the
inheritance share of daughters, though parents have the option of giving any amount of property as
a gift during their lifetime, creating a will in which they can leave upto one-third of property to
whoever they wish. Farhat Hasan notes that in 17th century Gujarat, families with only daughters
created family endowments to prevent distant male relatives from making a claim to their property

350 Federation of Pakistan vs. Gul Hasan Khan (PLD 1989 SC 633). The Shari’at Appellate Bench also struck down some
provisions of the law of pre-emption in 1986 (Government of NWFP vs. Said Kamal Shah (PLD 1986 S.C. 360)). The
‘ulama had prepared a draft law of Shafa (pre-emption), there was a debate in the Zia-era assembly, and the draft was
passed, but after the 1985 elections, to their frustration it disappeared from view.
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and to secure a home and regular source of income for their daughters. 351 And on the second
question, in a FSC judgment, Mawlana Taqi Usmani ruled that “honor killings” were un-Islamic, and
it was completely unjustified to use the Qisas and Diyat laws in this manner. 352 In the past, Pakistani
judges had given lighter sentences for “honor killings” because they were due to “grave and sudden
provocation,” but Mufti Taqi Usmani went much further than the common law judge and said this
argument was invalid.
Gender Equality
Judges were required to co-read constitutional guarantees of non-discrimination on the basis
of sex and shari’a compliance, and according to the most recent legal scholarship, a dual
commitment to gender equality and Islam “co-existed peacefully” and has been “mutually
reinforcing” – expanding women’s rights not contracting them. 353 The Supreme Court developed an
“equality doctrine,” which upheld substantive equality for women and discrimination only when it
increases women’s rights. 354 The Supreme Court also struck down Punjab customary law which
denied women inheritance rights to agricultural land as “un-Islamic” and has expanded women’s
rights in marriage and divorce law. 355
Karin Yefet has analyzed and explained the expansion of women’s rights in marriage and
divorce law, which continued after the constitutionalization of Islam. In 1959, courts had defined
khula (dissolution of marriage) as not requiring the husband’s consent; this went against the
Farhat Hasan, State and locality in Mughal India: power relations in western India, c. 1572-1730 (Cambridge, UK; New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2004), p. 87.
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prevailing consensus in Hanafi fiqh on this question, but in 1967 courts reaffirmed this
interpretation. 356 The Federal Shari’at Court maintained the interpretation, “giving it an Islamic
garb,” ruling that a wife needed to show the court that the couple could no longer live “within limits
of Islam.” In the 1980s and 1990s, courts followed an expansive interpretation of this khula doctrine,
accepting a statement of hatred from the wife as proof of the couple’s inability to live “within the
limits of Islam.” 357 In Muslim divorce law, if women initiative divorce, they have to repay the mehr
they received from their husband on marriage, and courts interpreted this as a sign of equality,
because the husband also has to pay her an additional mehr if he initiatives divorce, and they
reduced the economic return women would have to give.
In some shari’a-based laws – Hudood, Qisas and Diyat, and the Law of Evidence – there is
gender-differentiation in the section of the law derived from orthodox Hanafi fiqh. In an address to
women lawyers, Chief Justice Nasim Hasan Shah explained that while Islamic law had become the
“rule of decision in practically all matters” according to the constitution, the “guarantee of equality
of status conferred upon women by Article 25 of the Constitution is also being fully enforced by our
Courts.” 358 He cited a 1990 Supreme Court ruling that according to the constitutional provisions for
equality of status before law and no discrimination on the basis of sex alone, medical colleges could
not set an upper limit on admissions seats for women, but could only fix a minimum number. 359
Shah acknowledged the objections of women to gender-differentiated provisions in fiqhbased laws like Hudood and Qisas – not by labeling them as “westernized” or representatives of

356 The orthodox ‘ulama had objected to giving the courts this power in the 1960s and still regard it as an encroachment
on the family laws of Islam but it has not decreased their trust in the judiciary (measure of trust: the insistence of the JUI
and JI that courts have the power to interpret shari’a and not individual political leaders, during their opposition to
Sharif’s Shari’at Bill in 1998).
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“western-funded NGOs” that the ‘ulama and Islamist activists were using in society – but with a
sense of sympathy, since he was embedded in the same community as these women agitators:
The sentiments of women with regard to the said Ordinance and other Hudood Laws are
well-known and one can appreciate their reasons for agitating against them. But here also the
Courts have tried to soften the rigor of some of the provisions of these laws…
…To prevent perpetration of such injustices it has now been held by the Courts that where
a wife bona fide believing that her previous marriage with her former husband stands
dissolved on the basis of a talaqnama although the husband has not got it registered with the
Union Council enters into a second marriage, neither this second marriage nor the fact of
her living with the second husband will amount to zina because of her bona fide belief that
her first marriage stood dissolved. 360

Women imprisoned due to the zina laws (adultery/fornication) were convicted due to a joint reading
of the modernist MFLO 1961, which required marriage/divorce documentation, and the tazir
section of the law, which allowed the state to give lower punishments than stoning/lashing based on
a lower standard of evidence. Orthodox ‘ulama in shari’at courts and common law judges in the
superior judiciary repeatedly ruled that in shari’a, an oral contract was sufficient evidence, and lack of
documentation was not proof of zina. But this interpretation kept coming from local sessions courts
and since the crime was non-bailable and those convicted of the law from the working classes, they
had to endure long prison sentences before their appeals reached the superior judiciary. Shah
recognized their opposition to gender-differentiation in the Hudood and Qisas and Diyat, as a
matter of principle, but argued that this only applied to a restricted sphere of law, there was a
requirement for male witnesses in the Hudood only to give the punishments of stoning to death and
100 lashes, and to give capital punishment through Qisas. Women’s testimony was regarded as equal
to men in all other areas of law. 361 The real problem, he argued, were not these fiqh-based laws
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because they each had a state-discretionary section (for awarding prison terms) that regarded
women’s testimony as equal to men, but that the vast majority of women who lived in rural areas
(75% of the population) “neither knew about their legal rights” nor were “in a social position to
have them recognized.” 362
In his March 1985 a speech at Kinnaird College (a colonial-era elite university), Shah tried to
appease the fear of women that their rights would be compromised due to the Islamization of laws:
I am aware of the fact that there are some people who feel that undue emphasis is being
given to religion these days which is resulting in relegating women of this country to a
somewhat inferior status. This impression is totally unfounded and based on a
misconception because there is nothing in Islam warranting women to be inferior to men or
according to any lower status to them. 363

He referred to the Quran (Nisa: 1) to argue that Islam negates inequality based on sex, race, colour,
nationality, caste or tribe, and asks: “Is not this verse an unequivocal declaration of equality of all
human beings?” Tanzilur Rahman used the same verse in an argument in a legal forum. In his
speech, Shah cited the book “Woman in Islam,” written by Naila Mina, which argued that the
Prophet appointed the most knowledgeable women to lead others in prayers, and in one case
appointed a woman as an imam for both men and women, but that this did not become a precedent
in the community because the conditions under which women could be imams wasn’t specified. 364
So even at the level of rhetoric, judges did not interpret the gender-differentiated provisions
in a restricted sphere of law, which was derived from orthodox Hanafi fiqh, as evidence of gender
inequality or women’s inferiority to men. Of course, some orthodox ‘ulama writing in madrassa

attestations. Moreover, they are illiterate, and the entire legal system, which presupposes literacy, is “discriminatory” for
them. This raises the question why western-funded women’s rights groups have prioritized these small pockets of
shari’a-based laws, as the primary hindrance to rights, and not the reinforcement of class domination through the legal
system.
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journals, or mosque imams, repeat the maxim that God created men “a degree above women,” as
evidence of their intellectual and physical superiority – but while this emphasis may have been
possible in the all-male audience of a mosque or a madrassa journal, it was not the rhetorical move
adopted by leading ‘ulama and Islamists, who had experience with the court system or electoral
politics, and certainly not in the superior judiciary, as Shah’s remarks show. However, conservatives
in Pakistan have objected to re-framing laws on the basis of gender equality – because this upsets the
complementary assignment of family roles, and the derivation of mutual rights and duties from
them. This position is no different from religious conservatives in America – who have to this day,
mobilize popular pressure to prevent legislators from ratifying the UN’s Convention on Elimination
of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW) or from passing the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA),
which American feminists have long struggled for, because they both affirm gender equality as a
matter of principle. However, there is no doubt that women in America today have greater
opportunities in education, workplace, and equality in family laws than they did when the ERA
movement was launched in the early 1970s. A similar situation prevails in Pakistan, where genderdifferentiated fiqh-based laws, which apply to a restricted sphere that does not substantively affect
women’s rights, persist because they are based in Hanafi fiqh doctrine that is considered
authoritative and unchangeable by the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists, and yet there has been an
expansion of rights in all other areas of law.
Non-conformity: The question of whether human representation was permissible came up
when a citizen filed a petition challenging the requirement for photographs in the national ID card.
Although both the orthodox ‘ulama and common law judges agreed that photographs were
necessary for security purposes in the case of IDs, they discussed the Hanafi fiqh opinions
pertaining to this issue in detail, and two common law judges dissented from the ‘ulama opinion.
Both Mufti Taqi Usmani, a Deobandi ‘alim, and Pir Muhammad Karam Shah, a Barelvi ‘alim,
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maintained that according to fiqh, human representation was not permissible at all. Usmani argued
that:
…from the perspective of undeniable ahadith it is impermissible (na-jaiz) both to make and
keep pictures, whether that picture is in the form of a sculpture or in the form of a drawing.
However, where there is a real need for the purpose of identification there to the extent of
need making a picture or using it is permitted, but this does not create a justification for
those pictures which without a real need merely for decoration, hobby or propaganda are
made and of which there is a common custom now. These unnecessary pictures are certainly
against Islam. 365

Pir Muhammad Karam Shah (Barelvi) argued that the principle of “zaroorat” (necessity) in fiqh
could legitimize the use of photographs for state security, and took a more liberal position than Taqi
Usmani. He argued that pictures which represented a full physical form were “makrooh” (not liked)
but since the picture on the ID was not a full picture, with the entire lower portion of the body
missing, then this picture “according to fuqaha-e-ahnaf are mubah (permissible).” 366 The fiqh
tradition is based on a five-fold classification of human acts and jurists often disagreed about where
on the scale a particular act should be located.
One lay Muslim judge, Muhammad Afzal Zullah, agreed with Mawlana Nadvi’s position on the
problem, but although he insisted on respect for the consensus-based opinions of early fuqaha, he
also argued for taking into account historical and archaeological evidence, in essence acting as a
“bridge” between the ‘ulama and other 2 lay Muslim judges who voiced modernist dissent:
In matters like the present one wherein a serious controversy has been raised complete
understanding cannot be without deep research. It would include the relevant text of the
Qur’an and of the Sunnah together with the sources of Sunnah if its authenticity is to be
ascertained. The opinions of the old and contemporary masters (Sufia and Fuqaha) including
Aima on the subject shall have to be considered. The exercise shall not be complete in this
case without application of mind in accordance with the more developed methods of
research with the help of scientific, historical and archaeological discoveries.
The method of enquiry involved all the modern scientific methods and rules of logic and
scientific discovery as also the well-known trend and established rules of discovering the
truth in the Muslim Jurisprudence. In importance it has been found on practical plane that
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none is less important than the other. In our various discussions, no doubt, the approach is
different but it shows both classical, liberal as also universal base of Islam. 367

He gives a comprehensive survey of the opinions of ‘ulama, in Pakistan and abroad, who the court
had consulted on this question. This revealed a range of opinions on the issue. Zullah gives a
comprehensive bibliography of hadith, the opinions of ‘well-known old masters (aimma)’ and other
jurists (old, middle, later period), a survey of all modern Muslim scholars mentioned in Encyclopedia
of Islam (Mawdudi, Mufti Muhammad Shafi, Syed Sulaiman Nadvi, Yusuf Qardavi, says ‘divergent
but clear views in this category’) and the opinions of western art historians who discussed the
subject. He says that some of these western historians like Caswell in Ars Islamicus (Article on the
Lawfulness of Painting in Early Islam, Schedule VII-A) and Jaizasehoy in Arts and the Cities of
Islam (Chapter IV—The Question of Images Schedule VII) have “struck a new theme” using a
historical approach based on archaeological discoveries, and have shown that this religious
controversy “did not arise during the time of the Holy Prophet” and notes that “the authenticity of
some of the most important pieces of Sunnah has been put under close scrutiny by them.” But
rather than using this western scholarship to dismiss the consensus of fuqaha, he says that he would
like to respond to these views “with positive rebuttal evidence” – but at the same time, he says that
these historical findings has “food for valuable thought.” In his judgment, Justice Zullah includes an
image of the gold coin of Abdul Malik bin Marwan (685-705 AD, Ummayad Caliph, minted 74H)
from the Sind Museum Karachi which had a picture on it, as possible evidence to support the
conclusion of western historians that the prohibition on pictures did not exist in the first two Islamic
centuries. Though he urges Muslim scholars to respond to this evidence and criticism of hadith
reports used by the fuqaha to prohibit pictorial representation, ultimately he agrees with Mawlana
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Nadvi’s position, supporting the orthodox ‘ulama judges that human representation was forbidden
or discouraged in Islam. 368
On the other hand, both Justice Shafi-ur-Rehman and Nasim Hasan Shah disagreed with the
perspective of the fiqh tradition on the question of human representation. Justice Rehman disagreed
with the orthodox ‘ulama but the manner of his disagreement could not have been more different
from that of the judges on the 1981 Rajm panel, or lay Muslims in society, whose disagreement was
contained within a broader condemnation of the ‘ulama’s intellectual and moral integrity and of the
value of the fiqh tradition, in general. In his judgment, Justice Rehman gave extracts from fiqh
books to illustrate the divergence of opinion among the fuqaha. He agreed with an excerpt from the
Daira Maarif Islamia (Volume 6, p. 442-444), which held that human representation was forbidden,
only in the restricted case where it could be used for idol worship:
…our belief is not this that this hurmat (restriction) was intended to become ‘aam (general)
for every place and every nation. There is enough difference in opinion on the interpretation
of ahadith regarding hurmat that some great Muslim thinkers of the time, e.g. Shaikh Abdul
Aziz Shaveesh had to be persuaded of the javaz (reasoning/justification) for pictures. These
people also regarded making statues as mubah (permissible) as long there was trust that they
would not be worshipped and revered like God. 369

He cited a hadith reported by Ayesha which described her playing with dolls, in the presence of the
Prophet, as evidence that pictures for innocent purposes (i.e. not worship) were allowed). Though
he disagrees with the ‘ulama, he does it respectfully and after thoroughly engaging with their fiqhbased reasons, pointing out that he agrees with them that there is no direct prohibition in the Qur’an
against making photographs/pictures but disagrees with the interpretation of hadith by the fuqaha,
whom the ‘ulama cite:
I have had the benefit and the privilege of going through the illuminating and lucid
judgments proposed to be delivered by my learned brothers Mr. Justice Maulana
Muhammad Taqi Usmani, Mr. Justice Maulana Pir Muhammad Karam Shah and I agree with
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them that this petition should be dismissed but my reasons for doing so are somewhat
different.
I am, however, with utmost respect to my learned brother Mr. Justice Maulana Muhammad
Taqi Usmani, unable to subscribe to the following conclusions/observations recorded by
him—(i) that making and keeping of photographs and pictures of living beings is forbidden
by the Sunnah of the Holy Prophet. 370

Justice Nasim Hasan Shah agreed with Justice Rehman, and cited the Quran (5:6) to argue against
adopting this fiqh opinion. He used modernist reasons, arguing that this religious doctrine would
hamper “development” and “progress:”
Any interpretation in respect of His commands, which might cause difficulties and impede
or hamper the development, progress and smooth running in the affairs of a Muslim
community, cannot be accepted unless it is shown that Almighty Allah has by a peremptory
injunction in the Holy Qur’an so commanded or the Holy Prophet has in his sayings and
conduct, properly understood in their true spirit and context, so enjoined.

He concedes that the Prophet disapproved of “some forms of pictures” but argues that this
disapproval was intended for those pictures, figures, and man-made images associated with shirk
(polytheism/idol worship). Shah argues that pictorial representations had become “absolutely
essential” in the contemporary field, in science, art, and architecture:
…. without whose mastery the Muslim Ummah will lag far, far behind the other nations and
stagnate in the backwaters of the International Community. Even my learned brother, M.A.
Zullah, J. in his judgment has observed that there are passages in the Holy Qur’an which
encourage artistic ventures that are helpful for human development. This observation
supports my humble opinion that the religion of Islam is a dynamic, progressive and not a
stagnant religion and possesses the necessary resilience to cope with the problems raised by
changing times. 371

Over the centuries, orthodox ‘ulama had discouraged or forbidden Muslims from engaging in artistic
ventures because of this doctrine in the fiqh tradition and it was one of the serious value conflicts
between orthodox puritan movements from the 19th century and the Muslim urban elite, which did
not conform to these juristic opinions (and had not in the pre-colonial period, which had a vibrant
tradition of Mughal miniature paintings). Although this case judgment did not require state action,
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since all judges agreed that photographs were necessary for security purposes, two judges expressed
modernist dissent from a state platform, which is noteworthy because this is otherwise a contentious
conflict between the orthodox ‘ulama and the creative community. The two orthodox ‘ulama judges
did not denounce the judgment, or the judges, and did not dissociate from the court, perhaps
because the area of agreement with common law judges was so large, allowing steady movement
through Islamic judicial review, that the restricted set of questions (such as art) on which lay Muslim
judges refused to conform to the center of opinion in the fiqh tradition, was easier to tolerate. Both
sets of judges addressed one another as “brothers” and disagreed “with the utmost respect” to one
another’s reasons. This authentic deliberation, recognition of difference, and need for toleration,
allowed the orthodox ‘ulama Islamists and liberals to trust the judiciary as a neutral arbiter in their
moral controversy, and the existence of this institution, facilitated the co-existence of shari’a and
democracy by peacefully processing shari’a-based demands.
Another occasion when this kind of moral controversy erupted was in 2005, when the
MMA, a coalition of ‘ulama parties and the Islamist JI, formed a government in the north-west
frontier province (renamed Khyber-Pakhtunkhwa) and passed a law to form a “moral police” that
would monitor and punish “un-Islamic” conduct in public places. Within a year after this coalition
came to power, news reports emerged showing JI party workers tearing down posters in public
spaces that displayed unveiled women and men together, musicians being restricted from their craft
by the political administration, and MMA politicians giving statements that music was not an Islamic
practice. Liberals had long been afraid that if Islamists came to power, they would institute their own
interpretation of Islam, forcing women to veil, requiring gender segregation, and suppressing art,
music, and dance. The problem with the draft Hasba Bill was that the “moral police” would be
based on the orthodox ‘ulama (with the aid of civil servants, judges, and lawyers) and the law did not
define what “un-Islamic” conduct was. This was a serious threat to liberal-Islamist co-existence so it
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is instructive how the political system coped, without denying the constitutional right of Islamists to
pass shari’a-based laws, or the right of lay Muslims who did not conform to orthodox Hanafi fiqh, in
its entirety, to defend their way of life. When the MMA passed this law with a majority, ignoring the
objections of liberals and secularists in the provincial assembly, General Musharraf filed a reference
in the Supreme Court complaining that it violated several constitutional provisions (using Article
186: “serious question of law of public importance”).
Using its advisory jurisdiction, a 9-member Supreme Court bench unanimously ruled on 4th
August 2005 that several clauses of the Bill, including those with vague language such as “ensuring
compliance to Islamic morals in public places” and those that gave the Mohtasib the authority to
punish non-compliance with imprisonment were unconstitutional and ordered the Governor against
assenting to the Bill in its current form. 372 After this short order was announced, the English
newspaper Dawn carried the headline: “All not lost for Hasba sponsors” 373 and that is how the
political actors saw the situation: the opposition leader in the NWFP assembly praised the SC
judgment as “in accordance with the requirements of justice” 374 and said that it confirmed their own
point of view, which the MMA was unable to see because it was a “novice in legislation” and when
the MMA Law Minister Malik Zafar Azam was asked whether the SC judgment was in the MMA’s
favor, he pointed out that the Hasba Bill had 31 sections and the SC had only ruled the clauses of 5

Makhdoom Ali Khan (Attorney General under General Musharraf), “Pakistan: Legality of a Hasba Bill to introduce
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sections as unconstitutional. 375 Both liberals and Islamists interpreted this judgment as a success, and
this signifies the trust that both groups placed in the judiciary as a neutral arbiter of their moral
controversies.
Within a month, a 106-page detailed judgment written by the Chief Justice Iftikhar
Mohammad Chaudhry was released which explained the court’s reasons for the judgment. After
listening to both sides, the Court rejected the MMA’s argument that the clause “un-Islamic morals”
could be used to restrict citizen rights, because the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance 1961 had also
restricted polygamy, with the reason that the MFLO was specific about which right was restricted
while the Hasba Bill left terms like “un-Islamic morals” undefined. But unlike liberals in society who
did not engage with the religious literature that the MMA (and the 1992 CII before it) had used to
derive this draft law, the SC judges thoroughly examined the arguments in these texts and found
moral reasons, within these texts, to support their judgment for why certain clauses were
unconstitutional. They pointed to CII reports in 1996, 2000, and 2004, which had mentioned the
need to make the draft of the Hasba law (which had been circulating within state religious circles
since 1992) non-sectarian and expressed concern that a Muslim could be prosecuted for defying the
Mohtasib’s order even though “with reference to their respective schools of thought, they are rightly
following the Islamic values and Sharia.” 376 In their texts, the leading Deobandi ‘ulama often cite
Mawlana Ashraf Ali Thanwi’s saying that “don’t leave your own maslak, and don’t interfere with
anyone else’s,” so this argument for non-interference in the personal laws of different sects of
Muslims is one that carries ethical weight in the Deobandi tradition (though in practice, in Pakistan,
there has been a great deal of sectarian violence between madrassas since the Afghan war).
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The Court argued that giving a Mohtasib the authority to ensure the respect for the time of
iftar (opening the Ramadan fast), or in the observance of 5-daily prayers would violate the freedom
of religion (Article 20) because Sunnis and Ahl-e-Tashee (Shia’s) had different values and customs
for these religious observances. 377 Similarly, in order to support its argument for why allowing the
Mohtasib to “remove causes of dereliction in the performance and proper arrangements of Eid and
Jumma prayers” violated the freedom of religion, it cited a CII discussion in 1978-79 of a draft law
originating from the NWFP govt. which sought to make the non-observance of daily prayers a penal
offence, and noted that the CII members, including Mawlana Ehtesham-ul-Haq Thanwi, an ‘alim
revered among Deobandis, all agreed that the non-observance of namaz could not be made a penal
offence according to Islamic injunctions in the Qur’an, hadith, and Islamic jurisprudence. 378
Significantly, the Court did not, indeed could not, given the constitutional and legal changes
since 1978, reason from the premise that there should be no public Islamic laws (as many liberals in
society were still arguing), it accepted that if the Shari’a had provided penalties for a specific offence,
they could be imposed, but until the MMA defined the “vices” specifically, in a way that had the
consensus of different Muslim sects, its Hasba Bill could lead to intra-Muslim conflict and abuse of
power:
There is no provision of the Sharia which mandates for the imposition of penalties for vague
offences. However, if any provision of Sharia has defined relevant offence, like Hadood
laws, penalties can be imposed.
The Hasba Bill, in order to have been of value to the citizens, could have defined
exhaustively the number of terms used in section 10, i.e. Islamic values, customs and Sharia,
exhaustively, which should have been acceptable to Muslims of all sects, including Sunnis,
377
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Ahl-e-Tashees, Brailvees, etc., but by using ambiguous terms in these phrases, citizens
belonging to different sects have been led into absurdity. 379

It also noted that:
The State does not regulate the private belief of individuals, but if the exercise of such
private beliefs, in terms of the rights guaranteed under the constitution, causes the breach of
the public order, only then can the State come forward to regulate such personal beliefs. 380

And finally, after considering arguments in fiqh, the Court ruled that the fuqaha (jurists) were
unanimous that the state could not enforce any religious obligations except for “sallat” (prayers) and
“zakat” (mandatory charitable giving) and that the former could only be done through “taleem,
tableegh, talkeen, and targheeb” (education, preaching, persuasion and encouragement). 381
Unlike the cross-talking between the MMA and liberal politicians or rights activists in
western-funded NGOs, many of whom have not, to this day, accepted the legal and constitutional
changes brought in by General Zia from 1978-1985 with the collaboration of leading Deobandi
‘ulama and Islamists (the Hudood laws, the Federal Shari’at Court, the appointment of ‘ulama to this
court and the court’s precedents since 1983 on honoring fiqh-based reasoning) and then validated by
an elected parliament through a 1985 constitutional amendment (in exchange for the restoration of
civilian rule), because they were instituted by decree, rather than through a consultative debate and
democratic process, the court was a creature of all these constitutional changes and legal precedents,
and this allowed it to focus on the specific Islamic law in question and to engage with the religious
reasons that it was based on, without entering into an existential conflict about the role of Islam in
the constitution or the status of Zia-decreed Islamic laws.
The ability of the Supreme Court to accommodate liberals and Islamists in a common
constitutional democratic framework explains why both groups co-operated in the Lawyers
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Movement (2007-09) to restore the Supreme Court Chief Justice, and other superior court judges,
who had been deposed by General Musharraf in 2007, when they refused to validate another 5-year
extension in his term as President.
(4) Reasons why Judiciary has fared better than the Executive-dominated Parliament in
processing Shari’a Demand
Since the problem of processing shari’a-based demands is primarily a result of the
restructuring of state-society relations in the British colonial period, through the secularization of
law and public education, it is necessary to closely examine which aspects of political institutions
aggravate the conflict and why judicial institutions are able to process it within a constitutional
democratic framework. The problem is compounded by secular individual rights discourse
embodied in the UN, monitored/evaluated through western-funded NGOs, and held up as a
standard of behavior by western donor states, who encourage top-down compliance, rather than a
project of toleration that takes into account a country’s specific moral traditions and colonial history.
And during times of military intervention by western states, the “civilizing narrative” rises in volume,
and the shari’a threat becomes the focus of criticism by western rulers and self-preserving Muslim
rulers, the former seeking to preserve the alliance of Muslim states with western geo-political
strategy, and the latter seeking to suppress middle-class Islamist movements pushing for democratic
participation. But even if western interference with Muslim parliaments disappeared tomorrow, the
problem would still remain because it is a legacy of the sociological and political changes wrought by
colonialism. The shari’a question is a fault-line between liberals from the westernized bourgeoisie
and middle-class Islamist movements, which is frequently exploited by western and Muslim rulers,
during geo-political and class struggles, but it is based on a division of worldviews that is deeply
rooted in society and therefore requires study of domestic legal and political institutions, for their
own sake, and an explanation of why the points at which they intersect with international political
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institutions, adds onto and aggravates the conflict. Keeping this in mind, I have identified 3 main
factors why deliberation on shari’a in the judiciary leads to a moral accommodation of liberal and
Islamist positions, and strengthens democracy, while deliberation in the executive-dominated
parliamentary sphere, leads to the moral alienation of one or the other side, leading them to
collaborate with military rulers or block change through street protests.

REASON 1: Rules Compelling Authentic Deliberation
First, since the 1980s, the superior judiciary has worked within rules compelling authentic
deliberation with Islamists, as I showed in the last section, while parliamentary deliberation and
decision-making is structured only by the majority vote and dominated by military or civilian
executives (who control internally undemocratic parties). In Chapter 2, I identified the “generalspecialist” problem (modernist habitus, equality principle behind majority vote, and spin), which
aggravates the “integrity-anxiety” of the ‘ulama during parliamentary consideration of shari’a
questions. 382 Lay Muslims give the ‘ulama reasons “external” to the fiqh tradition, without awareness
about the difference between internal vs. external reasoning, and the westernized bourgeoisie view
the ‘ulama through the “stagnation thesis,” “reconstruction narrative,” and disrespect for fiqh that is
woven into modernist arguments, transmitted through nationalist dogma (early interpretations of
Iqbal’s Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam).
While the rules for “authentic deliberation” in the judiciary have a “centripetal” effect on
deliberation, focusing it on the ideas and principles of a particular case, the absence of rules in the
parliamentary sphere have a “centrifugal” effect, miring political deliberation in the broader class and
382 I have drawn these concepts from the following scholars: (1) the typology of a generalized and specialized track of
Muslim politics from Hefner, p. 6 in Robert Hefner Ed. Remaking Muslim Politics: Pluralism, Contestation, Democratization
(Princeton: Princeton University Press 2004), (2) “habitus” is a well-known concept developed by the sociologist Pierre
Bourdieu, and (3) “integrity-anxiety” from the American legal scholar Frank I. Michelman, “Integrity-Anxiety?,” 241276 in Michael Ignatieff Ed. American Exceptionalism and Human Rights (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press
2005).
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cultural conflicts that have long characterized the relationship of liberals and Islamists. They
exchange curses rather than reasons, which I have represented in the following table, and never
reach a point of “internal reasoning” and “respect.” Their mutual antipathy is probably no worse
than the feeling that motivated the American feminist Betty Frieden to tell Phyllis Schlafy, the archenemy of the Equal Rights Amendment (ERA) in the 1970s, that “I’d like to burn you at the
stake!” 383 But it makes it difficult (if not impossible) to settle moral controversies through political
institutions.
In Table 3.3 I have visually represented the “centripetal” vs. “centrifugal” role that rules
structuring deliberation have in processing the moral controversy. The “callouts” (or speech
bubbles) in the background represent the curses that liberals from the westernized bourgeoisie and
Islamists exchange with another in social debates. The circular callouts represent the curses that
liberals direct at the ‘ulama, or the way they see themselves as better, and the rectangular callouts
represent the ‘ulama’s answer. Because liberals tend to approach the problem by first denigrating the
fiqh tradition and the ‘ulama, the ‘ulama tend not to consider their reasons for change at all, because
they are not acceptable from the perspective of their tradition, and instead focus on delegitimizing
and denigrating the westernized bourgeoisie as a colonial implant. Both the judiciary and political
institutions have to contend with this cacophony of voices but the rules that have developed in the
judiciary since the 1980s (plus its role as a site of specialized discourse) allows petitioners and judges
to approach the conflict through the “buffer” of judicial discourse (which both sides trust as a
neutral arbiter). This “contains” their conflict and leads to a settlement within the constitutional
democratic framework. In contrast, parliament is not only dominated by military or civilian
executives, but is also under the constant pressure of western-funded rights advocacy NGOs,
political parties, media, religious institutions, and is overwhelmed by the intensity of conflict and the
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divergent reasoning of liberals and Islamists. While theorists of deliberative democracy argue that
political legitimacy resides in authentic deliberation, and not simply in a majority vote, this norm is
not respected in practice and liberal and Islamist majoritarianism (or its threat) intensifies the
conflict even more, leading both sides to dig in their heels, and do their best to block the change
which hasn’t taken into account their moral objections.
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Table 3.4

Judiciary vs. Political Institutions: Centripetal Effect of Rules for Authentic
Deliberation vs. Centrifugal Effect of Majority Vote

JUDICIARY: CENTRIPETAL EFFECT OF RULES FOR AUTHENTIC DELIBERATION
Terrorists/
Extremists
/Taliban

Ignorant
Mullahs

Macaulay’s
Children
(1) Constitution (Shari’a,
Individual Rights)
(2) Common Law
Tradition (Precedent)
(3) Fiqh Tradition
(Sectarian Toleration)

Stagnation
of Islamic
thought

Enlightened
Moderation,
Rational
Islam

Modernist
“fitna”
(chaos)

Western
agents /
Dollarfunded

Enemies of
Islam

POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS: CENTRIFUGAL EFFECT OF MAJORITY VOTE
Misogynists

Zia’s
children

Weststricken
women

Atheists/
Communists
/Secularists
Majority Vote

Hudood
Ordinances
Black Law Hudood
Ordinances
Word of
God

with long-standing cultural, class,
and geo-political conflicts

Obscurantists

Hadithdeniers;
Ijmadeniers
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REASON 2: Integrated Community of Specialists in Fiqh Tradition and Individual Rights
Second, the Federal Shari’at Court and Shari’at Appellate Bench of the Supreme Court has
both ‘ulama and common law judges, who are integrated in a professional community, and address a
common audience, while parliament is advised by the Council of Islamic Ideology, in which ‘ulama
reason on the basis of the fiqh tradition but are not required to bridge this with individual rights and
gender equality, and the Women’s Status Commissions, in which rights activists drawn from
western-funded NGOs or the westernized bourgeoisie reason on the basis of individual rights and
gender equality, but are not required to justify their arguments for change in shari’a-based laws on
the basis of the fiqh tradition. Moreover, it was only in May 2013 that Pakistan passed the test for 2
peaceful transfers of power through elections. Elected parliaments have not had a long time
horizon, whether they worked under an elected Prime Minister or a military ruler (with restricted
powers). There is not yet a strong tradition of parliamentary standing committees that have the
resources, experts, and administrative staff necessary for engaging in sustained deliberation on policy
questions.
Of the case studies I have examined, the 1961 MFLO was based on the proposals of the
Muslim Family Laws Commission in 1955, which was created under pressure for women’s rights
activists, with an absolute majority for modernist scholars and lay Muslims. The 1979 Hudood
Ordinances was based on the proposals of the CII from 1976-77 and 1978, but liberals were not
taken on board and no parliament was in place to even constitute a committee. The 2006 Protection
of Women’s Rights Act that amended some sections of the Hudood also resulted from a committee
with a short time-horizon, in which the ‘ulama and Islamists were marginalized, and was constituted
in response to a media campaign by western-funded NGOs and western pressure. Finally, the 2005
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Hasba Bill was passed by an Islamist majority in a provincial assembly, which did not engage its
liberal opposition within parliament.
Table 3.5

Relationship between CII, WSC, and Political Institutions vs. Relationship
between ‘ulama and common law judges in judiciary

JUDICIARY: INTEGRATED COMMUNITY OF SPECIALISTS IN COMMON LAW AND
FIQH TRADITIONS

Common
law
judges

'Ulama
judges

Petitioner
POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS: SEGMENTED COMMUNITIES OF SPECIALISTS AND
NO PARLIAMENTARY COMMITTEE TO BRIDGE THEIR PROPOSALS
UN, Transnational Rights,
Western-funded NGOs

Council of
Islamic
Ideology

Women’s
Status
Commission
No Standing
Committee for Shari’a
& Individual Rights

Madrassas, ‘ulama
Associations

PARLIAMENT
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Expecting parliament to “reconcile” the proposals emanating from the ‘ulama-dominated
CII, rooted in the fiqh tradition, and the Women’s Status Commissions or other modernistdominated ad hoc commissions, using secular universal rights and gender equality, without
institutions within parties for deliberation and voting and most importantly, without a standing
committee in parliament to regularly undertake this process, through experts from both sides who
are shielded from NGO-run media blitzes or religious unrest on the “street,” is an unrealistic and
futile hope. But this results from the institutional configuration, and not an intrinsic clash between
shari’a and the liberal tradition, as the contrasting performance of the judiciary demonstrates.
Moreover, political leaders used the committee system in an insincere way, to give the
orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists the run-around instead of engaging with their moral arguments. The
constitution had promised that laws would be made shari’a-compliant, and conservative politicians
routinely used the shari’a slogan in electoral campaigns in 1970, 1977, and throughout the late 1980s
and 1990s, but once in power, they prioritized other goals and dealt with the demands of orthodox
‘ulama by referring them to a “committee,” which would put the issue on the back-burner, and to
this day, has not resulted in a shari’a-based law through the national assembly. The constitution
stipulated that the CII would present a report on how to Islamize laws to parliament, which would
deliberate and act on its proposals. The CII dutifully sent reports every year but they disappeared
into a black hole because there was no deliberative body in parliament to consider the question of
shari’a, and the reports sent by the WSC met a similar fate. Due to an insincere use of parliamentary
committees, the word “committee” assumed a negative connotation among the ‘ulama/Islamists and
politicians in general. In 1985, when Mawlana Samiul Haq asked a government minister what
became of the Qisas and Diyat and Qazi courts laws that were agreed on by the former Majlis-eShura (assembly), he replied that the drafts were “being examined by the government and would be
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presented for debate.” 384 They never were. But the crucial point is that rulers used excuses and
delaying tactics rather than giving the ‘ulama reasons for why action was stalled, fueling the
perception that parliament was a waste of time and the committee system merely an excuse to put
issues in “cold storage” (and explains why they came to prefer using Islamic judicial review rather
than parliament and pushed for a shari’at constitutional amendment from 1985-1992 that would
enhance the power of the judiciary vis a vis parliament). 385

Reason 3: Insulation from Transnational Rights Discourse
Like other post-colonial states, Pakistan is sandwiched between an alliance with the US and
Britain, and United Nations governance structures, including human rights discourse which is
modeled on the western natural rights tradition, and the Third UN, or NGOS, which are tasked with
measuring and evaluating compliance to these standards in countries. The first legal reform through
parliament to ban Child Marriage in 1929, was spearheaded by leaders from the westernized
bourgeoisie, who were acting in concert with western activists and scholars, and in Pakistan, the
campaign to improve “the status” of Muslim women, which has currently been renamed as
“women’s development,” has been pursued by this same group and funded by western donors (the
UK aid agency funds Pakistan’s Ministry of Women Development). Like the philosophy
underpinning Macaulay’s Minute on Indian Education, the frame of human rights is imposed on
post-colonial states from above, without the opportunity for other moral-epistemic traditions, such
as shari’a or Catholicism or indigenous traditions in Mexico, to “talk back,” to allow a flow of

Mawlana Samiul Haq/Federal Ministers, “Qaumi aur milli masai’l” (“National and milli problems”), Al-Haqq, Volume
21, October 1985, pp, 21-24.

384

385 “Cold storage” complaint repeated in Editorial, “Naqsh-e-Aghaz: Shari’at Bill kay liyay tehreek” (“Foreword: A
movement for the Shari’at Bill”), Al-Haqq, Volume 21, Ferbuary 1986, pp. 2-4; Mawlana Samiul Haq, “Aiwan-e-bala
Senate main izhar-e-haq o tamam hujjat” (Speech), Al-Haqq, Volume 23, January 1988, pp. 13-21; Mawlana Mufti
Muhammad Rafi Usmani (President Darul Aloom Karachi), “(Zikr-o-fikr) Shari’at Ordinance: Ek Tajziya” ((Editorial)
The Shari’at Ordinance: An Analysis), Al-Balagh, July 1988, Volume 22, pp. 3-16.
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learning and ideas from the bottom up. Instead, activists preach to the “targets” of reform, measure
their compliance, and prepare reports evaluating the distance covered to the “goals” and the distance
remaining and western policymakers consume these reports, designing carrots and sticks for political
elites.
Now, this is not a problem for increasing the rights of citizens vis a vis the state – on which
shari’a may possibly offer more robust protections for individuals against modern surveillance states
– or for ending economic oppression, for which shari’a also has a moral critique of unfettered
capitalism, while the UN social and economic rights convention has not been made operative, but it
is a problem when the provision for “gender equality” is applied to social relationships that have
previously been understood through religious doctrine, or to other shari’a-based laws, for which the
rights activists not only make secular arguments for change but also engage in vilification of shari’a,
religious leaders, and present theological controversies as questions of “self-evident” rights.
Table 3.6 represents the difference in the styles of liberal communication through
transnational rights advocacy discourse versus the judiciary. Western-funded rights NGOs apply the
frame of individual rights and gender equality/gender discrimination to evaluate and brand fiqhbased laws, and use media campaigns and networking with international rights organizations and
western policymakers to pressure executives and parliament to enact their desired reforms, without
any constraint in the frame of transnational rights discourse itself that would require them to engage
in “authentic deliberation” with conservatives in their own society, or to respect the constitutional
and legal history of Pakistan (which has given a role to shari’a). This is an essentially top-down form
of liberal communication, in which rights activists give the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists secular
reasons for changing religious laws, without any opportunity for “talking back” and explaining their
own reasons. In contrast, deliberation in the judiciary is an example of lateral liberal communication
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because the constitution has a dual commitment to shari’a and individual rights (including nondiscrimination on the basis of sex and equality of status before law).
Table 3.6

Effect of Transnational Rights Discourse:
Top-down vs. Lateral Liberal Communication

Individual Rights (including Gender
Equality in all laws)

Gender Equality

Fiqh Tradition

Indigenous Moral and Religious
Traditions with Gender-Differentiation
(including Fiqh Tradition)

In the American political system, this conflict between the international rights framework,
premised on individual rights, and moral and religious traditions, is dealt with in two ways. First, the
Supreme Court has refused to give international law standing in domestic courts, which scholars
speculate is due to “integrity-anxiety” or because the idea that the popular will is the source of laws
is so entrenched in the domestic tradition that an external source cannot be given this standing. 386
Second, American legislators respond to the wishes of conservative voters, who have resisted a
principled declaration of “gender equality” in the constitution since Schlafly torpedoed the ERA,
and have flat out refused to sign CEDAW, despite the efforts of feminists. In America, legislatures

386 Frank I. Michelman, “Integrity-Anxiety?,” 241-276, and Paul W. Kahn, “American Exceptionalism, Popular
Sovereignty, and the Rule of Law,” pp. 198-222 in Michael Ignatieff Ed. American Exceptionalism and Human Rights
(Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press 2005).
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have preserved social orthodoxies and the Supreme Court has intervened through the “due process”
clause to expand the rights of African-Americans, women, and homosexuals. This was not an
instantaneous change but occurred after protracted mass movements and contingent majorities of
Justices, and on questions such as gender equality, it is undeniable that women’s rights have
increased since the 1970s, and yet this increase, and liberalization through judicial interpretation, has
co-existed with the refusal of legislators to pass the ERA.
The problem here is what scholars have termed American “exceptionalism,” namely that
America uses the UN to promotes a template of universal rights for other countries, including
recognizing western-funded rights groups, which measure and evaluate compliance to these
standards, as “official spokesmen” on the effect of shari’a on rights, and yet shields its own political
system from this standardized template, instead relying on its domestic legal and political tradition as
the locus of settling morally controversial questions, irrespective of what European states think
about capital punishment or of how many states have signed CEDAW. As a western-dependency,
the ruling elite in Pakistan is heavily influenced by the carrots and sticks held out in exchange for
compliance or deviation from the standardized norm, and their efforts regarding “the status of
women” or “gender equality” or “women’s development,” are structured by their awareness of the
western states observing their behavior and the judgment they will pass – in addition to whatever
stage the struggle is at domestically.
All three of Pakistan’s constitutions have followed a western liberal template, and have
promised that parliament would enact shari’a on the advice of the Council of Islamic Ideology. But
this hybrid form is not recognized in the standardized UN template, and western donors and
policymakers regularly intervene on the side of liberal activists, in shari’a-based conflicts, despite the
fact that they do not countenance such interventions in their own countries. For instance, Image 3.1
is the caricature of an orthodox ‘alim published in a 1990s pamphlet of one of Pakistan’s leading
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women’s rights groups, Aurat Foundation (Women’s Foundation), during their campaign for the
repeal of the Hudood Ordinance, and was accompanied by the message that “this publication is
funded by the Royal Norwegian Embassy”—indicating why the ‘ulama and Islamist fears of a
“western conspiracy” against Islam are not baseless.
Image 3.2

Representation of ‘ulama in Western-funded Rights Advocacy NGO
Pamphlet (1990s)

The social effect of any state-Islamic law is determined by the doctrine that appears in the
formal text plus court procedure plus the local courts and police. Because the modus operandi of
western-funded NGOs requires them to screen laws for “gender equality,” NGOS have focused
their campaigns exclusively on religious doctrine in the formal text, ignoring how secular procedures
and local courts and police determine the social effect of the law. Judges in the FSC tried to address
and fix procedural problems and misinterpretations by sessions courts, but have failed because of a
structural disconnect between the superior judiciary and sessions courts in Pakistan, which creates a
huge gulf in resources, training, and competence between judges of the high and supreme court, and
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the sessions courts. The latter are appointed through an examination process that is not rigorous,
and have no expectation of promotion to the higher courts. The vast majority of the abuses that
human rights NGOs have documented arise from the way that sessions courts and police first
register and then process cases of zina. When the case reaches the High Court and Supreme Court,
suspects get relief. It is a huge human cost and immensely unfair for the working classes to be forced
to have any further interaction with predatory law enforcement structures. But the problem, from a
democratic and toleration perspective, is that NGOs have used the formal gender differentiation in
these laws to say that they are “discriminatory” and call for their repeal, saying in local debates that
they are “un-Islamic.”
Now this is disingenuous for several reasons. First, both men and women of the working
class have suffered under the zina laws, languishing in prison, awaiting trial, and paying huge fees, let
alone facing incredible social stigma. But men have suffered alongside women, so it would be more
accurate to say that they discriminate based on class, as does the legal system in general, rather than
to solely focus on women. Second, in the international community, they use purely secular reasons,
but locally, they have to give a reason why the orthodox doctrine should be repealed — which for
believers is tantamount to repealing the God’s Law — and they do this by saying that it is unIslamic, using modernist arguments and scholars, as do other Muslim feminists. This is a highpitched theological controversy, which has to be viewed from the perspective of toleration between
adherents of orthodox religious institutions and Muslims who disagree with their opinions and want
to resist compliance. But in their reports directed to western policymakers and international activists,
they completely omit the theological dimension, and pose it as a straightforward question of human
rights abuse, which can be solved by eliminating the law altogether. This posture results from a
convergence between the structure of international rights bureaucracies, using specific, generic
benchmarks to evaluate formal texts of laws to label them as discriminatory or good, ignoring the
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moral theory from which they are derived and through which local actors view them, and exerting
top-down pressure for state compliance, and the “mirroring” of language and values between
western activists and the westernized bourgeoisie, which has historically dominated the state and
feels that the only way to preserve their way of life is by crushing or delegitimizing Islamist
movements. This is not an entirely imagined fear because of the repression liberals faced during
General Zia’s period and the religious militancy and intolerance they have seen rise in their society
since the involvement of madrassa students and religious parties in the Afghan war (fostered by the
military). But it is exaggerated because of lack of knowledge of shari’a and its constitutional and
historical role in Pakistan.
Of the three value clusters – restraining rulers, allowing non-conformity, and gender
segregation and roles – the last has been the focal point of the liberal-Islamist conflict in postcolonial Muslim states because women from the westernized bourgeoisie have used the ideas,
resources, and networks from the transnational rights community, including western funding from
the late 1980s, to construct a women’s rights movement that works by pressuring the state to enact
top-down reforms in social relationships, under the rubric of compliance to international treaties on
women’s rights. Unlike women’s rights movements in the US or Britain, these groups are not mass
membership organizations with internal democracy, but are led by upper-middle class women
intellectuals or lawyers, who often have connections within international organizations and the state,
and English-language skills, which allow them to create their own NGO, get it funded, and sustain
its operation over decades. They distribute funds to local actors who they enlist for their cause but
the flow of ideas and funding is top-down rather than bottom-up, especially on the shari’a question
where orthodox women who resist the “gender equality” frame express themselves in a different
moral-epistemic framework that cannot readily be absorbed into transnational rights discourse,
“measured” and communicated in terms of base-line surveys and progress on goals, to western
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donors. While western funding has increased since the 1980s, the communicative strategies of
groups that have been recognized as the “women’s movement” by state and international
policymakers, the English print media, and English-language scholarship, has reflected the
framework of transnational rights discourse, and when some groups did turn to Islam in the 1990s,
they went only so far as to include modernist reasoning and repeat the “reconstruction narrative,”
spread through networks of women’s rights activists from Muslim countries, the Women Living
Under Muslim Laws (WLUML), which is based in London.
During the colonial period, when the orthodox ‘ulama were disconnected from the state,
gender roles were re-evaluated and challenged in Britain and America through a long-term popular
struggle waged by women, which left a significant institutional residue in society. British suffragettes
formed mass membership associations, forged alliances with sympathetic members of the clergy and
political parties, and used petitions and peaceful protests to influence the government. When British
rulers were unrelenting, segments of the suffrage movement turned to militant activism, breaking
shop windows and burning public property. They went on hunger strikes and were imprisoned and
force fed through tubes, under liberal governments. But even this gruesome sight was not enough to
attain change and it was only after World War I, when western rulers were proclaiming the right of
nations to self-determination, and women had played a crucial part in the war effort that they were
given the right to vote. In colonial settings the same rights for women occurred through elite
negotiations between nationalist leaders and colonial rulers, after women in Britain had already
struggled for and won this right.
The British suffragette movement also provoked a conservative counter-reaction, seen
through the anti-feminist movement, which also organized mass associations and used petitions and
protests against the demand for the vote, and equality in general, arguing that gender differentiation
in family and public laws allowed women to fulfill their primary role as wives and mothers and that
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participation in politics would compromise their virtues and wholesomeness. Similarly, when
American feminists introduced the Equal Rights Amendment in the early 1970s, they were able to
get it ratified by several state legislatures before Phyllis Schlafly rose to action and mobilized a
conservative grassroots movement against it – arguing that it would roll back protective laws for
women, would weaken the family, and could allow a man to insist that his wife work, which would
compromise her primary role as a mother and care-giver. Schlafly succeeding in turning state
legislatures against the ERA and the United States has not, to this day, ratified CEDAW because of
conservative opposition to recognizing the principle of gender equality, due to its effect of
traditional gender roles and family structure.
To feminists, these conservative anti-feminists were never sympathetic characters, Betty
Frieden famously told Phylis Schlafly, the arch oponent of the Equal Rights Amendment that “I’d
like to burn you at the stake.” But despite their mutual antipathy, both groups had to work through
the country’s constitutional and legal processes, continue to spread their movements in society and
press the judiciary and parliament for change. They did not appeal to China or Russia for
intervention in their state’s processes, or wage these morally controversial struggles from platforms
funded by these states. The problem is that women in Pakistan did not have to wage as protracted
and intense struggle as feminists in Britain and consequently did not leave national, grassroots-level,
locally funded institutional residue — networks, resources, ideas — or alliances between classes and
between feminists and sympathetic clergymen. Instead they looked to the state to supply equality in
family laws and privileged immediate outcomes over long-term social struggle, and were entitled to
do this because of western pressure on post-colonial states to “reform” societies, as a continuation
of the civilizing narrative, through the discourse of universal rights, into which “gender equality” was
packaged (recently reformulated as “women’s development”). While US legislators shied from
ratified CEDAW, due to fear of conservative voters, and the Supreme Court has rejected attempts
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to grant international law standing due to “integrity-anxiety,” the US and the transnational rights
advocacy NGOS push for these changes through top-down social reforms, with the UK govt.
funding the Ministry for Women’s Development.
Women certainly have a right to demand equality. But when they demand this right for
themselves, they have concede the right of conservatives to preserve their religious beliefs, which
underpin the social structure, their right to be heard, to be accommodated through democratic
institutions, and to disagree with feminists, without being delegitimized as democratic actors. It just
so happens that in Pakistan, and other Muslim-majority countries, Islamist men and women, and the
orthodox ‘ulama, are conservatives, and express their resistance in interpretations of shari’a. But the
division between them is a well-recognized liberal-conservative split, and there are mechanisms in
constitutional democracies to process morally charged issues, without forcing one side to be silent.
Image 3.3 is another image from the pamphlets of the western-funded women’s rights
groups, Aurat Foundation, during their 1990s campaign for Hudood repeal, which shows the
construction of shari’a as “monster” through the selective emphasis of facts. It is true that the law
stipulated the hadd punishments of stoning/lashing listed on the right but this image omits the
information that 4 Muslim male eyewitnesses of good character were required to give the
punishments, which meant that they were not given in practice. Some sessions court judges did give
hadd punishments but that was on the basis of an incorrect interpretation of shari’a standards of
evidence, which were struck down on appeal in the shari’at courts (FSC and SAB). There were a
number of problems in how the zina laws in the Hudood Ordinances were implemented but they
had to do with the inadequate dissemination of case precedents from the FSC to the sessions courts,
where judges untrained in the fiqh tradition continued to make mistakes, and due to broader
problems with the local law enforcement system. But women’s rights activists emphasized elements
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of the law that would be considered as egregious from a modern western perspective and bolster
their case for repealing the law (and the need for a secular state).

Image 3.3

Construction of Shari’a as “monster” through Selective Omission of Facts by
Western-funded Rights Advocacy NGOs

Similarly, Table 3.7 below contains a brief explanation of the complexity of the zina laws
(part of Hudood), and the large-sized font shows the part of the issue that was stripped of its
context and emphasized in the Pakistani English print media, consumed by the westernized
bourgeoisie, and the western media, which informed western policymakers who in turn pressured
Pakistan political leaders to change the law. This kind of “monster-construction” led to the
widespread belief that shari’a required 4 Muslim male eyewitnesses to prove rape. This was
completely false. The section of the law derived from the fiqh tradition required 4 witnesses for
giving stoning/lashing punishments (and made it impossible for judges to do so) while rape was
prosecuted under state-discretionary laws on the basis of medical evidence. I have found the earliest
instance of this association in an essay written by Anita Weiss, for which she relied on Pakistani
women from the westernized bourgeoisie as sources, constant repetition in NGO campaigns
through the English print media, and finally by General Musharraf in a nationally televised speech in
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2006, when he used this false association as the basis to repeal the hadd section for rape (which had
the requirement of 4 witnesses) and turned the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists against the Protection
of Women’s Rights Act because it violated their religious beliefs (and failed to remove the statediscretionary sections with prison terms as punishment, which actually led to the most rights
abuse). 387 I discuss this in detail in the transnational rights discourse section of Chapter 5.
Table 3.7 Construction of shari’a as “monster” in Pakistani English print and western media
The Zina Ordinance deals with the crime of zina or unlawful sexual intercourse and contains two
sections. The hadd section is based on orthodox Hanafi fiqh doctrine, which is considered
authoritative by the ‘ulama because it is based on juristic consensus, which cannot be reversed. This
stipulates

hadd punishments of stoning to

death and 100 lashes for fornication,
adultery, and rape, if 4 Muslim male
eyewitnesses of good character have
witnessed the act of sex
. In the case of rape, the

punishment is suspended for the victim, and given to the rapist. In practice, this punishment has
never been executed because the standard of proof has not been met. However, the law has been
used to resolve personal vendettas by individuals who influence the local courts-policing (thanakatcheri) system, which is widely perceived as corrupt and blamed for the routine abuse of the rights
of lower classes, including torture, custodial rape, and illegal detention. Because the crime of zina
was made a non-bailable and cognizable offence according to the secular Pakistan Penal Code,
someone can accuse a fellow citizen of zina and they will be held in jail pending trials and appeals.
Although superior courts reverse the judgments given by local courts, by judges unfamiliar with the
fiqh tradition, who award the hadd punishment of zina without sufficient evidence, accused citizens
have to spend years in jail awaiting trial. In the past, local courts have awarded women the hadd
punishment for zina, taking pregnancy as evidence, and while Mufti Taqi Usmani in the Federal
Shari’at Court has corrected this mistake in the 1980s, holding that the hadd punishment cannot be
given without the requisite 4 male, Muslim eyewitnesses of good character, the precedents of the
FSC are not distributed widely enough, and the superior judiciary is unable to ensure the compliance
of local courts judges, who are not trained in the fiqh tradition and are poorly trained in general,
have insufficient resources, and are often under the pressure of local influentials.

Anita Weiss, “Women’s Position in Pakistan: Sociocultural Effects of Islamization,” Asian Survey, Vol. 25, No. 8.
(Aug., 1985), p. 870.

387
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The second section of the law is the tazir section, which contains state-discretionary law on the
question of zina. This section is not derived from orthodox Hanafi fiqh but is state law, which the
‘ulama believe can be changed without any theological problems, though they prefer it to remain as a
deterrent to fornication and adultery, to prevent Pakistan from becoming a “free sex zone” like
western countries. The tazir section stipulates imprisonment terms if a citizen is found guilty of zina,
and convictions don’t require the high standard of evidence that hadd punishments do. In the case of
Pakistan, a major problem has been the interaction of this law with the MFLO 1961, which
introduced the requirement of marriage licenses as proof of marriage and divorce documentation. In
shari’a, oral evidence – the presence of 2 witnesses at the marriage ceremony – is sufficient to prove
marriage, and divorce can likewise occur orally, and be valid. However, local courts judges used the
lack of marriage and divorce documentation as proof of zina, and the tazir section, too, ended up

used by former husbands or
disgruntled family members to
resolve personal vendettas,
the main
victims of this law were lower-class
women.
being

and since the local courts-

policing system, in general, leads to the rights abuse of lower classes,

‘ulama judges in the FSC repeatedly ruled that the absence of documentation

could not be used as evidence of zina because in shari’a, oral contracts were valid, but once again,
due to the insufficient distribution of FSC precedents to local courts judges, the inability of superior
courts to achieve compliance, and the absence of training in the fiqh tradition, this problem
persisted for decades.
Since the standard of evidence for hadd punishments is impossible to meet, in practice, rape has been
prosecuted under the tazir section, on the basis of forensic and medical evidence. The major hurdle
in rape convictions has been the failure to collect medical evidence immediately and under-reporting
due to social stigma.

Hudood Ordinances 1979 decreed
by dictator,

but so was the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance 1961, which was

shielded from judicial review through a constitutional exception, without any opposition by rights
activists (indeed, maintained at their request).
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Chapter 4
The Muslim Family Laws Ordinance 1961
1. Lawmaking Process
The MFLO, decreed as law by the military ruler Ayub Khan in 1961, was based on the
suggestions of a Marriage Commission set up in 1955-6, suggestions that were vigorously opposed
by the ‘ulama and Islamists at the time and put into “cold storage” by the incumbent parliamentary
government. In order to understand how the MFLO became a core plank of the identity of
women’s rights activists and ‘ulama-Islamist opposition to it, we need to study the process through
which the Marriage Commission formulated its suggestions in 1955-6 and why the ‘ulama and
Islamists of the time opposed them. In 1955, Prime Minister Muhammad Ali Bogra took a second
wife, exercising his legal right to polygamy, and became the focus of an ongoing campaign by the All
Pakistan Women’s Association (APWA), a group of urban, educated, and middle-class women, who
had long been campaigning for the legal regulation of polygamy. APWA campaigners pressured the
PM with widespread protest meetings where women demanded “the social boycott of second
wives” with the modernist argument that “Islam had intended the gradual elimination of
polygamy. 388
Bogra tried to appease them by appointing a Commission on Marriage and Family Laws
(hereafter referred to as Marriage Commission) on 4th August, 1955 consisting of 3 lay Muslim men,
3 lay Muslim women, and only one ‘alim, Mawlana Ihtishamul Haqq Thanwi. The President of the
Committee, Mian Abdul Rashid, was a former Chief Justice and its Secretary was Dr. Khalifa Abdul
Hakim, a renowned modernist philosopher. Dr. Hakim’s book Islamic Ideology was described by
This campaign began with a demand by their Status of Women Committee a few months earlier. On March 31, 1955,
the Punjab legislature passed a law that a man could marry for a second time if he could demonstrate his ability to
support the two wives. A few days later, news of Bogra’s second marriage broke. Mentioned in Freeland Abbott,
“Pakistan’s New Marriage Law: A Reflection of Quranic Interpretation,” Asian Survey, Vol. 1, No. 11 (Jan., 1962), pp. 2632.
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Freeland Abbott, as “one of the best statements in English of a reasoned, liberal expression of
Islam; it is a philosophical synthesis of the ideas of Syed Ahmad Khan and Muhammad Iqbal,
designed to persuade the Muslim agnostic of the validity of the Islamic religious experience.” 389 In
the past, Hakim had been the director of the state-funded Institute of Islamic Culture in Lahore,
where he was asked by the government, in the wake of the 1953 anti-Ahmedi riots, to write a
pamphlet on “Iqbal and the mullahs,” in which he highlighted Iqbal’s criticisms of “mullahs” as a
reactionary class. This small group was left with the big question of how to reform existing Muslim
family laws “to give women their proper place in society according to the fundamentals of Islam.” 390
Modernist scholars on this commission and women’s rights activists used their majority in the
Commission to ignore the 1 ‘alim and suggested a number of legal reforms, based on reasons
external to the fiqh tradition.
Though parliamentary governments from 1956-58 had shied away from implementing the
Marriage Commission Report, in light of ‘ulama and Islamist opposition, Field Marshal Ayub Khan
used the shield of martial law to revive the modernist report and codify the ideal liberal legal
opinions, based on reasoning external to fiqh, as the Muslim Family Laws Ordinance, 1961. Rashida
Patel presents an All Pakistan Women’s Association (APWA) newsletter from 1961, which describes
the happiness of women’s activists in words that closely mirror Mawlana Taqi Usmani’s jubilance in
1979:
Hundreds of garlands, bouquets, loud cheers and ‘President Ayub Zindabad, Long Live the
President’ greeted President Ayub Khan yesterday morning at the gate of the President’s
House. The occasion was the promulgation of the Family Laws Ordinance.
Thousands of women from Liaquatabad, Nazimabad, Landhi, along with University
students, College professors and representatives of over 30 prominent women’s
organizations had gathered by 10 o’clock. Under the shade of trees and on the foot-paths
See Freeland Abbott, “Pakistan’s New Marriage Law: A Reflection of Quranic Interpretation,” Asian Survey, Vol. 1,
No. 11 (Jan., 1962).
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along the route to the President’s House, women, young and old, in all the colours of the
season, waited patiently from the President’s arrival. At 10-45 when the President’s car was
sighted the crowds rushed towards it unmindful of the police cordon, and loud cheers of
‘God bless the President, Ayub Khan Zindabad’, greeted the President.
Dressed in a light steel-grey suit, the President alighted at the roadside, all smiles, to
acknowledge the cheers. ‘When I discussed the Family Laws recommendations and the
Ordinance, believe me ladies, I was the happiest man in Pakistan” The President with a
solemn nod and a smile added: ‘Be kind to the men now that you have got your rights. You
don’t know how frightened they are.” 391

Not only was the deliberative process inside the Marriage Commission exclusionary, but the
decision-making procedure leading to the MFLO consisted of the will of one man, a military
dictator, leading the ‘alim, Mawlana Tonki, to characterize the MFLO as a “black law:”
Though there had been a succession of bad governments in the country before martial law,
at that time, not even the worst government had the audacity to enforce these black laws.
Only when the period of martial law came, which was the blackest period of this country,
only at that time were these laws removed from cold storage and after putting locks on
people’s tongues and pens through undemocratic means were they imposed by force (jabr),
an act whose parallel is difficult to find in Muslim history. 392

Here, Mawlana Tonki is referring to the fact that when the ‘ulama protested against the law, on
hearing newspaper reports that it would be enforced, the martial law government not only ignored
their protest but declared it unlawful, putting “locks” on their tongues and pens. 393 When this
avenue of protest was closed, Mufti Shafi, of Darul Uloom Karachi, sent Ayub a private letter
explaining why the law was un-Islamic; he says that the government released part of it to newspapers
without his permission, withholding the section where he had explained why the MFLO was against
the Qur’an and Sunnah, and emphasizing that the President had considered his objections and

391 Rashida Patel, Women and Law in Pakistan (Karachi: Faiza Publishers, 1979), p. 91. Excerpt describing reception of
MFLO by women, taken from Anis Mirza, “Promulgation of Ordinance Widely Welcomed by Women.” Published in
the All Pakistan Women’s Association Newsletter, 67-B, Garden Road, Karachi, Jan-March 1961.

Mawlana Mufti Wali Hasan Sahab Tonki, “Aa’ili Qawaneen shari’at ki roshni mai’n,” Part 7, Bayyinat (Monthly,
published in Karachi), September 1963, pp. 230-246.
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He writes that 14 ‘ulama from Lahore, 40 from NWFP, and 84 from East Pakistan protested against the law,
Mawlana Muhammad Shafi Sahab Mufti-e-Azam Pakistan, “Aa’ili Qanoon par mukhtasir tabsarah,” Bayyinat (Monthly,
published in Karachi), April 1963, pp. 12-13.
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referred the matter to the appropriate ministry. Mufti Shafi claims that he never received a reply
from either the President or the Ministry of Law, addressing his reasoned objections. 394
The following year, Ayub promulgated a new constitution, which introduced a Presidential
system with an indirectly elected parliament, widely accepted by political commentators of the time
as a “rubber-stamp” parliament. Yet despite its “rubber-stamp” status, parliament refused to endorse
Ayub’s secularizing moves or to embark on a head-on collision with the country’s ‘ulama and
Islamists. The 1962 constitution repeated the same Islamic provisions as the 1956 constitution,
leaving the initiative for Islamic lawmaking with parliament guided by the President-appointed
Islamic legal research institutions, the CII and IRI. Initially, Ayub had removed “Islamic” from the
name of the country, changing it to Republic of Pakistan, but when he convened parliament in 1962
to endorse his constitution, one of the first amendments was to restore “Islamic” in the name of the
country, followed by the proposal to repeal the MFLO. Women legislators voted against having a
debate on the MFLO and eventually, legislators (who were dependent on Field Marshal Ayub Khan)
voted against repeal.
Through a constitutional provision, the MFLO was exempted from judicial review,
preventing it from being challenged as a violation of religious freedom. The orthodox ‘ulama and
Islamists wrote a tremendous number of articles and books trying to explain why the process of
legal reasoning used to derive the MFLO was morally unacceptable to them. But successive
Women’s Status Commissions from 1976 to this day, did not acknowledge and respond to their
moral objections, because they suggested changes in Islamic laws based on secular reasons used in
transnational rights discourse, not in terms of the fiqh tradition. Instead, the MFLO became a core
plank of the identity of the women’s rights groups in Pakistan that were dominated by women from

394 Ibid, p. 13. His letter was dated April 1st 1961 and answered on 1st June 1961. He says he contacted the Ministry in
July for a reply to his objections and met the Law Minister in Karachi but his letter wasn’t answered and the law was
enforced, all during martial law.
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the westernized bourgeoisie. From the late 1980s, they continued their struggle inside westernfunded rights NGOs, and were not forced to engage with the ‘ulama. Similarly, orthodox ‘ulama and
Islamist lawyers inside the Council of Islamic Ideology repeatedly called for changes in the MFLO or
outright repeal, based on its contradictions with opinions from the fiqh tradition that they regarded
as authoritative.
Even when General Zia came to power in 1977, and gave a number of legal and
constitutional concessions to Islamists, he also appeased the women’s rights movement and legal
community and kept the MFLO protected from Islamic judicial review. The ‘ulama continued to ask
him to repeal the law, and women’s rights activists likewise dug in their heels to protect it. Their
inability to challenge the Islamic legal interpretation adopted in the MFLO was part of the reason
why they started a campaign to pass a shari’at constitutional amendment from 1986, which would
declare shari’a as the supreme law of the land and empower all courts, not just the FSC, to strike
down laws repugnant to shari’a. When Mawlana Samiul Haq, who had been closely associated with
the Afghan jihad, took this campaign to the “street,” he appealed to thousands of madrassa students
to pressure the government to enact the amendment and used war metaphors to portray the
opponents of the Bill and of shari’a, in general, as western-agents and communists. Liberal legal
professionals raised alarm at the threat this amendment could pose for the constitution and
fundamental rights, but in the 1980s climate of Islamist domination of the state and spread of
militants and sectarianism, publicly voicing criticism of shari’a had become perilous. It was partly
because the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists were denied the opportunity to challenge the MFLO on
grounds of freedom of religion or shari’a that they wanted to change the constitution. Yet
throughout this process, women’s rights activists working in western-funded NGOs continued to
oppose MFLO repeal, not acknowledging that it was forced on orthodox Muslims by a dictator and
exempted from judicial review. In 1998, the human rights lawyer Asma Jehangir did suggest to
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women’s rights activists that unless the exemption was removed, they could not challenge it on
grounds on gender equality, but they launched no campaign in this regard and did not express
remorse at a coercive “reconstruction” of Islam through the state. 395
It was only in 1993 that the Supreme Court reversed a case precedent form 1980, which had
interpreted the MFLO as “Muslim personal laws,” which had been exempted from FSC review
according to the constitution, and this opened the way for the FSC to review the law. In 2000, after
a long process of consultation with scholars of Islam, who were called in to the court to give their
opinions, the FSC struck down certain sections of the MFLO as un-Islamic, including a section that
the CII, under the modernist scholar Fazlur Rahman, had also suggested was un-Islamic back in the
1960s. Western-funded NGOs responded to the 2000 judgment by holding a protest calling for the
FSC to be abolished altogether, showing how a moral conflict could be processed through and
addressed by the judiciary, with a set of rules for accommodating the moral perspectives of gender
equality-based feminism and ‘ulama-Islamist activists who wanted fiqh-based Islamic laws that
sometimes violated these provisions. Judges were required to give the ‘ulama reasons internal to
fiqh, and while this 2000 FSC panel could see the problem with Section 4 of the MFLO, from the
perspective of the country’s ‘ulama and Islamists, they were able to go ahead and strike it down. Yet
in the parliamentary sphere, the CII and Women’s Commissions continued to reason about the
MFLO using two divergent moral frameworks.
For 40 years, the head-on collision between women’s rights activists from the westernized
bourgeoisie and the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists had created legal deadlock because the former
failed to see the ‘ulama’s fiqh-based reasons for regarding the law as un-Islamic and felt justified in
top-down reform of Islam, because they felt it was for a good purpose, and did not consider change

See Asma Jehangir, “The Origins of the MFLO: Reflections for Activism,” pp. 93-106 in Farida Shaheed, Sohail
Akbar Warraich, Cassandra Balchin, and Aisha Gazdar Eds., Shaping Women’s Lives: Laws, Practices & Strategies in Pakistan
(Lahore: Shirkat Gah Women’s Resource Center, 1998).
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through “internal reasoning” as an option due to their perception of the ‘ulama as rigid and
unchanging. This deadlock was only resolved when the Islamist MMA formed a government in the
NWFP in 2002. When the Islamist alliance had a majority, the ‘ulama did not have “integrityanxiety” because they could draft the law themselves. To win public support, the MMA committed
to discouraging the practice of triple talaq. Their draft Hasba Bill had a provision requiring the
Mohtasib (public monitor) to discourage the practice, and in their election campaign in 2005, they
promised to make it illegal. ‘Ulama in the FSC had ruled that “honor killings” had no justification in
Islam, and went further than common law judges had in the past, by eliminating the interpretation
that “honor killings” were motivated by “grave and sudden provocation” and therefore deserved a
lower punishment. The ‘ulama and Islamists repeatedly said that it was wrong to use the provision in
the Qisas and Diyat Ordinance, which allows a victim’s descendants to pardon the murderer, for
sanctioning “honor killings” by fathers, brothers, and husbands. Like triple talaq, the Islamist MMA
declared “honor killings” as an “un-Islamic” practice that should be forbidden, both in the Hasba
Bill and in its 2007 electoral manifesto. Since they were able to use the platform of state-independent
vernacular TV channels to communicate directly with lay Muslims, they could explain that they were
not anti-women and were ready to be at the forefront of addressing women’s problems.
2. Rules constraining deliberation
(1) POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. Justification in the Muslim Family Laws Commission
Report, 1955 for the MFLO: “Reconstructing” the Fiqh Tradition
As the only ‘alim on the 1955 Commission, Thanwi could easily be outvoted or ignored by
the lay members, who, convinced by the rightness of their mission to expand women’s rights, soon
adopted this pattern of exclusion. The conflict between Mawlana Thanwi and the lay members
began from the word “go.” The lay members felt that the best way to approach the question of legal
reform was to distribute a questionnaire, asking Muslims which legal interpretation they favored.
Mawlana Thanwi was left aghast at the prospect that Islamic legal opinion – religious doctrine –
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would now be decided by a majority vote of people unschooled in fiqh. A sample question in this
proposed survey read as follows:
Would you prevent child marriages by legislating that no man under eighteen and no woman
under sixteen shall enter into a contract of marriage? 396

Here, the “you” to whom the question was addressed was the citizen-at-large; not just the ‘ulama or
modern legal professionals but any lay person who took an interest in Muslim family laws. This was
a 180-degree turn from the traditional ‘istifta-fatwa (question-response) pattern in which a lay
Muslim (mustafti or questioner) would ask a mufti about the moral status of a given act in shari’a,
similar to how lay Jews interacted with rabbis. In “Muftis, Fatwas, and Islamic Legal Interpretation,”
Masud, Messick, and Powers note how the relation of the questioning lay Muslim to the mufti was
essentially a relation of power:
Especially in pre-modern societies, this sharp differentiation of interpretive roles echoed
wider hierarchical differences between the scholar and the uninformed (jahil) or
nonspecialist (‘ammi). In diverse historical settings of restricted literacy and restricted control
of the essential cultural capital that shari’a knowledge represents, the relation between mufti
and questioner is a relation of power. 397

Therefore, it is unsurprising that Mawlana Thanwi vehemently objected to this approach, arguing
that the activity of Islamic legal interpretation required years of specialized activity; it was no child’s
play to be undertaken by the laity to suit their whims and fancies:
Consulting every common man…on questions of shari’at which require considerable
specialized experience and knowledge of religion, is to open a dangerous door to deliberate
alterations in Islamic shari’at. When in medicine, engineering and law, which are mundane
subjects based purely on human intellect, no sensible person can tolerate the opinion of the
crowd, it is both against reason and religious sentiment to suggest consultation of the man in
the street on the Revealed Book of God and Divine laws. 398

It is important to keep in mind that he did not object to soliciting public opinion; he disagreed about
what the public was qualified to give an opinion on. When the questionnaire was designed to ask
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people about how the Muslim family laws affected their daily life – their struggles and problems –
Mawlana Thanwi was content because he acknowledged that they were the experts on their own
experience, but when it was changed to ask people whether or not they favored a certain legal
interpretation, he was beside himself with anger, shocked that with one stroke of the pen, this
Commission attempted to reverse a thousand-year religious tradition in which the ‘ulama—those
trained in fiqh, the discipline of interpreting shari’a—dispensed legal advice to the commoners.
Ignoring Mawlana Thanwi, the Commission distributed thousands of questionnaires in Urdu and
English, published them in the press, and asked the public to send in its recommendations by 15th
January 1956, eventually receiving dozens of responses. 399 Moreover, when Thanwi asked the
Commission to delay its second meeting, his request was turned down, leading him to conclude that
he was “deliberately kept out” as the Commission didn’t feel the need for any adviser on shari’at. 400
Modernist Report
Mawlana Thanwi’s exclusion during the meetings of the Commission is evident from its final
report to which he attached his Note of Dissent. The report shows no signs of a “compromise”
between modernists and the ‘ulama but, like the Punjab Disturbances Report of 1954, is
unadulterated modernist thought. 401 Unlike this earlier report, the Marriage Commission Report
does not argue for the separation of religion and politics because it acknowledges that Pakistan was

Marriage Commission Report, p. 1198. The first President Dr. Khalifa died after the first meeting. In his note of
dissent, Mawlana Haqq said that in this meeting, the President had accepted his objection to the questionnaire and the
Committee had instead decided to issue a questionnaire where lay Muslims were asked about how the laws affected their
daily lives (since they were experts on their own experience). Mawlana Haqq says that later this questionnaire was
changed back to the original proposal of asking lay Muslims whether they would favor a given legal interpretation—he
says that he was not told of the change by the Commission and his letter of protest was not answered. Note of Dissent,
pp. 1562-1563.
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“created expressly with the purpose of giving Muslims an opportunity to re-mould their lives and
laws according to the fundamentals of Islam.” 402 However, just as Justice Munir had caricatured the
‘ulama of his time as unable to agree on “the definition of a Muslim,” the Report-writers reiterated
the “stagnation thesis” about the Islamic legal tradition, which had become a staple of modernist
polemic since Iqbal’s formulation, and portrayed the ‘ulama as unchanging relics of a bygone age,
who had sapped the dynamism of Islamic civilization with their orthodox thought and inflexible
rules.
Stagnation Thesis and Reconstruction of Islam
Rather than giving the ‘ulama reasons based in the fiqh literature—the only kind of reasons
that would be morally acceptable to them—the Report writers argued that fiqh itself should be
“reconstructed.” To support their right to interpret the Qur’an and Sunnah directly, rather than
deferring to the legal opinions and ijma (consensus) of early ‘ulama expressed in fiqh, the Reportwriters cite Iqbal’s argument from the Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam that fiqh had become
“immobile” because the early ‘ulama set such high knowledge requirements for absolute ijtihad that
it was impossible for anyone after the founders of the legal schools to interpret the Qur’an and
Sunnah directly. Contrary to the ‘ulama, who maintained that the Qur’an’s injunctions can only be
understood with reference to fiqh, Iqbal distinguished between the Qur’an and the “system of law
based on the Qur’an,” arguing that the former “embodies an essentially dynamic outlook on life”
while the latter is what became “stagnant.” 403 Moreover, he said that concepts from fiqh could have
analogues in modern institutions; “ijtihad” could stand for the independent reasoning of a lay
Muslim about the Qur’an and Sunnah instead of the reasoning of an ‘alim trained in fiqh, who
approached the Qur’an and Sunnah through a complex of classical texts containing exegesis, legal
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opinions, and legal principles; “ijma” could stand for the decision of a deliberative assembly of lay
Muslims on Islamic law instead of the consensus of the ‘ulama of a generation or place. Later in his
life, Iqbal was beginning a working relation with the ‘ulama of his time, most notably Anwar Shah
Kashmiri, so it is difficult to say what his later views were on the ‘ulama and fiqh but Reconstruction of
Islamic Thought, a publication from the beginning of his career, served as the foundation of future
modernist arguments, and is used as an opening for the Marriage Report—a particularly partisan and
divisive move.
Echoing Iqbal, the Report-writers paint the following picture of the “stagnation of Muslim
jurisprudence” in the Introduction to the Report 404:
At the end of the creative Abbasid period the centres of Muslim civilization were invaded
and destroyed by Tartar barbarians. Libraries and centres of learning were devastated;
creative and progressive thinking became impossible. In order to save the structure of
Muslim law it was deemed expedient to stop the activities of second rate innovators who
could only make cultural confusion still further confounded.
After this Muslim civilization became stagnant and dormant and remained so till the
awakening and stirring in the middle of the nineteenth century. Islam became identified with rigid
orthodoxy in the matter of law, and the Western world which was recasting its life in the
light of progressing knowledge and adapting itself to changing circumstances began to accuse
Islam itself, dubbing it as an outworn creed incapable of adaptation to changing
circumstances. 405

This account idealizes the Abbasid period and claims that in the thousand-year interval between the
Tartar invasions and the “awakening” and “stirring” of the mid-19th century, the Islamic legal
tradition was “stagnant” and “dormant”—a claim that not only denies the value of the ‘ulama’s
scholarship but identifies them as the key culprits for the decline of Islamic civilization. Moreover,
this sense of history—in which the ‘ulama are the cause of stagnation—is shaped by an awareness of

404 Ibid, p. 1200. It also terms this “passive acceptance” and “rigid Taqleed” (“unquestioned following of the previously
established authority of a great jurist Imam.”

Ibid, p.1200-1201. The Report tries to establish that a lay Muslim has the right to ijtihad by two points: (1) an incident
when Hazrat Umar said that sometimes a common woman could exercise better judgment than him if she spoke from
knowledge, and that in doing so, she was “exercising a right granted to her by Islam.” (2) since the great jurists didn’t
consider themselves infallible and there were differences of opinion between Abu Hanifa and his disciples…
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an onlooker, “the West,” which begins to accuse Islam itself of rigidity rather than its legal system.
The Report-writers see themselves as removing this conflation; they accept the Western criticism of
rigid legal orthodoxy but argue that the religion can be saved by shedding the “stagnant” Islamic
legal tradition, by “returning to the fundamentals,” to the “original spirit” of the primary sources
which was “rational” and “liberal” : 406
If the reforms proposed by this Commission are welcomed by the liberal and enlightened
section of the public and receive legislative sanction they will form an important
contribution to the scheme of reconstruction demanded by all who are not fossilized by
tradition or blinded by sheer authoritarianism.
The members of the Commission…hold the view that Islamic law, through the centuries,
has suffered much distortion and its liberal aspects have been ignored and suppressed. We
have to go back to the original spirit of the Qur’an and Sunnah and lay special emphasis on
those trends in basic Islam that are conducive to healthy adaptations to our present
circumstances. 407

In the eyes of the Introduction-writer, those who demand “reconstruction” are those who are not
“fossilized by tradition.” By labeling the two opposing views as the “enlightened liberals” and those
who are “fossilized by tradition” (i.e. the ‘ulama who oppose a “reconstruction” of fiqh from
scratch), the report-writers attribute all that is good to liberal thought, and all that is bad to tradition.
Mawlana Thanwi objects to the Commission’s interpretation of the history of fiqh because it was
not set up to formulate Islamic jurisprudence “de novo” 408 and to its willingness to disregard the
authority of ‘ijma when it suggests few legal principles for a “reconstructed” fiqh: 409
The members of our Commission, who hasten to declare, so sweetly, the Holy Quran and
the Sunnah as their source and fount, are neither prepared to perform the feat of codifying a
new set of laws of jurisprudence in supersession of the existing one by generalizing from
Marriage Report, p. 1205-06. Same page: The Commission members said that they had attempted a “liberal” and
“rational” interpretation, and had used their “free judgment” on (fiqh-related issues, rephrase) because “[l]aw is ultimately
related to life experiences which are not a monopoly of the theologians only.”
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specific provisions, nor are they willing to be guided by the established laws of jurisprudence
as their guiding star and beacon light. It is obvious, therefore, that to take personal and
individual whims as the basis for the derivation of laws and principles is neither ‘Fiqh’ nor
‘Ijtihad’ but amounts to distorting the religion of God and the worst type of heresy… 410

If we read this modernist Report alongside Mawlana Thanwi’s Note of Dissent, it is clear that their
disagreement over the content of legal reforms (the “what” should be done; the moral judgment of an
act) followed from their disagreement over the process of reasoning through which laws could and
should be derived from the Qur’an and Sunnah (the “how” to reason and “why” to reason this way).
We can examine the arguments for the key legal reforms, to understand why, in this situation,
modernists were talking at the ‘ulama instead of listening to their moral concerns. Among the several
reforms proposed by the Commission, four notable ones were (1) the regulation of polygamy (2) the
elimination of the “triple talaq” through mandatory registration of divorce (3) the regulation of child
marriage and (4) inheritance rights for orphaned grandchildren.
Polygamy: The Commission suggested regulating polygamy so that a man must appear in
court to give “rational justification” for his new marriage including evidence that he could support
two families financially. The Report-writers supported this proposal by arguing that the Qur’anic
verse on polygamy was revealed during wartime when there were a large number of orphan girls and
widows who were in danger of being exploited. Therefore, they argued, the Qur’an only gave
Muslim men permission for polygamy “as a matter of emergency” and conditional on their ability to
treat their wives equitably. The Qur’an, they maintained, “intended” the progressive expansion in
women’s rights just as it had “intended” the gradual elimination of slavery. Contrary to their direct
interpretation of the Qur’an, based on historical context and social evolution, Mawlana Thanwi
based his argument in the fiqh literature, emphasizing that polygamy was an accepted practice
according to the ‘ijma of the Prophets, Companions, Successors, and leading ‘ulama of all
generations. He conceded that polygamy wasn’t a desirable practice but argued that the proper way
410
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to address it would be through moral suasion rather than legal regulation; in his eyes, the state did
not have the right to take back a right given to a Muslim man in the Islamic legal tradition, a right
that was based on a broader philosophy of the nature and roles of men and women in Muslim family
life.
Triple Talaq: The Commission proposed the legal regulation of divorce by requiring 3
months before a man filed a divorce application and when it was finalized by a state Arbitration
Council, on failure of reconciliation efforts. This would reform the common practice of “triple
talaq,” allowed in shari’at, in which a man could pronounce instantaneous divorce in one sitting, just
by saying “I divorce thee” thrice. To support their argument, the Report-writers argued that the
Prophet and Caliphs Abu Bakr and Umar required “I divorce thee” to be pronounced over the
course of 3 successive months (tuhrs/periods), and it was only during Caliph Usman’s time that the
practice of “triple talaq” was allowed and later declared lawful by an ‘ijma. 411 Contrary to this,
Mawlana Thanwi argued that “triple talaq” was acceptable according to ‘ijma and that a stateappointed Council should not be given power to finalize divorce when this rested with a man.
Child Marriage: The Commission proposed making 18 the minimum age of marriage for a
man and 16 for a woman, while Mawlana Thanwi said that puberty should be the minimum age. The
Report-writers argued that the state could legislate on this issue because the Qur’an and Sunnah had
not expressly prohibited regulation. They also argued that since the Qur’an had required the age of
puberty and maturity as a pre-requisite for entrusting property to orphans, the same principle could
be extended to marriage because “entrusting of the life of marrying-parties to each other is an affair
of greater importance than mere entrusting of property.” 412 They acknowledged that child marriages
may have been declared lawful by earlier jurists but argued that society had evolved since then, and it
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was time to return to the “original” trend of Islam, which they gleaned through the Qur’anic
injunctions on entrusting property to orphans:
Child marriages were not categorically prohibited by any injunction because in certain stages
of social development they may be comparatively harmless, but Islam definitely wanted humanity
to take further strides in social evolution. It is time now that the original trend of Islam that the
contracting parties should not only have reached puberty but developed in reason and
intelligence for all important transactions of life should be enforced. 413

Mawlana Thanwi accepted that child marriages led to a number of social problems but he argued
that they ought to be curbed through moral suasion rather than state regulation of an act which was
lawful according to shari’at. He argued that if the age of marriage was raised so far above puberty
then men and women would be tempted to commit fornication, which would violate the shari’at
prohibition against pre-marital sex. 414 Mawlana Thanwi considered the shari’a injunctions on
marriage in terms of the fiqh literature, and the entire complex of other laws that constituted fiqh,
including those governing sex outside marriage while the Report-writers considered child marriage
as a separate phenomenon.
Inheritance Rights for orphaned grandchildren: The Commission suggested changing
the inheritance laws so that orphan grandchildren would receive the same inheritance share from
their grandfather’s property as would have gone to their father or mother. They argued that the fiqh
principle of excluding orphaned grandchildren was a custom adopted from pre-Islamic Arabia, and
if Muslim law gave a grandfather the right to inherit the property of an orphaned grandchild on his
death (ascendant), then it does not “seem to be logical or just” that a lineal descendant be denied
that right. The Report-writers posed the question that if a person left 5 sons, 4 of whom died,
leaving several grandchildren, then “is there any reason in logic or equity” why just one son, who is
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414 Mawlana Muhammad Shafi Sahab Mufti-e-Azam Pakistan, “Aa’ili Qanoon par mukhtasir tabsarah, Bayyinat
(Monthly, published in Karachi), April, pp. 36-37. He argued this though he said that the Qur’an allowed the nikah of
pre-puberty girls e.g. Hazrat Aisha was only 6 and at her rukhsati she was 9.
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alive, should inherit the entire property while the orphaned grandchildren could not. They
concluded that:
…The Islamic law of inheritance cannot be irrational and inequitable. There are numerous
injunctions in the Holy Qur’an expressing great solicitude for the protection and welfare of
the orphans and their property. Any law depriving children of a pre-deceased son from
inheriting the property of their grandfather would go entirely against the spirit of the Holy
Qur’an. 415

Contrary to the Commission’s argument, which made repeated references to reason, logic, equity—
the vocabulary with which British judges had first morally assessed the Islamic legal tradition—
Mawlana Thanwi argued that the inheritance right of orphaned grandchildren was a closed question
because it was based on the unanimous opinion of all the Imams. However, he said that Islam
allowed a person to set aside one-third of his property in a will, and that provision could be used to
address the needs of orphans.
‘Ulama and Islamists reject Marriage Commission Report as “un-Islamic”
After the Marriage Commission Report was released on June 20, 1956, it was widely
discussed in the newspapers and raised a storm of protest by the ‘ulama and Jama’at-e-Islami. 416 The
JI published a scathing critique of the Marriage Commission Report in December 1959 and
Mawdudi, who in pre-partition India had criticized the ‘ulama, now found himself in the position of
being their staunchest defender. Thus, the modernist threat to unravel fiqh, pushed the Pakistan
‘ulama closer to the Jamaat-e-Islami, their ally in preserving the Islamic legal tradition from state
distortion and attack. By refusing to give the ‘ulama arguments based in fiqh, modernists talked at
them, rather than to them and lost any opportunity for gaining their support for liberal legal
positions. In contrast, the JI leaders understood the ‘ulama’s moral objections and reasoned within
fiqh, forging a common front with them.
415
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Mawlana Thanwi’s Note of Dissent was received and printed 6 months after the Marriage Commission Report, when
the main debate had ended.
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Using Presidential discretion to appoint modernist scholars in state institutions for Islamic
interpretation: Dr. Fazlur Rahman’s Islamic Research Institute and the ‘ulama (1962-68)
Like the 1956 constitution, the 1962 constitution provided for an advisory Council of
Islamic Ideology, which according to the Constitution (First Amendment) Act, 1963, was required to
examine all existing laws “with a view to bringing them into conformity with the teachings and
requirements of Islam.” 417 Since President Ayub controlled appointments to the CII, and the
affiliated Islamic Research Institute, he was able to appoint a large majority of modernists, the
foremost of whom was Dr. Fazlur Rahman, a McGill-trained scholar of Islamic law who served as
Director of the IRI and member of the CII from 1962 until 1968, when he was ousted due to ‘ulama
opposition and continued his academic career at the University of Chicago. From 1962-68, with the
support of President Ayub, Dr. Fazlur Rahman used the state Islamic Research Institute, and its
journals, Islamic Studies (English) and Fikr-o-Nazar (Urdu), to propagate a “revolutionary” method
to “reconstruct” Islamic legal interpretation by evaluating fiqh, Sunnah, and the Qur’an through the
methods of modern historiography. 418
Rahman not only supported the MFLO, despite the ‘ulama’s objections, but issued legal
opinions on alcohol consumption 419, interest, and zakat based on this new method of reasoning,
which not only rejected core principles of fiqh (e.g. the criteria for reliability of hadith reports which
formed the basis of legal opinions), making exchange with the ‘ulama impossible, but with the full
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Prof. Rahman gave this description of his research at the IRI at a Princeton University conference of religious
representatives from 4-11 May 1966, reported in Fikr-o-Nazr, Vol. 4, p. 9, and cited in Mawlana Yusuf (Mamoo’n
Kanjan), “Princeton University Amreeka mai’n Dr. Fazlur Rahman ki Islam kay khilaf zehar afshani,” Al-Haqq (Monthly,
published in Akora Khattak), November 1966, p. 30-31.
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Prof. Rahman argued that the Qur’an prohibited drunkenness, and not alcohol consumption, as the fiqh authorities
concluded. (CII Report 1962-1963) On 15 September 1964, a Jang editorial criticized the CII for being divided on the
question of prohibition, a criticism that Mawlana Banuri endorsed, adding in exasperation that ‘please have mercy on
Islam. If you want to drink then keep drinking but do not make haram into halal; don’t move from fisq to the circle of
kufr...” Cited in Allama Mohamad Yusuf Banuri, “Mushavrati council aur sharaab,” Bayyinat (Monthly, published in
Karachi), October 1964, p. 30.
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gusto of confrontation, with the spirit of using dictatorial support to “reform” and “reconstruct”
what had become a “stagnant” Islamic legal tradition despite the protests of the ‘ulama who were
carriers of this tradition, because according to the “stagnation thesis,” it was they, as a social class,
who were responsible for this intellectual decline. Ayub’s decision to support Rahman, and ignore
the ‘ulama, escalated the modernist-’ulama conflict, culminating in Rahman’s ouster in 1968. If we
analyze the debates between Rahman and the ‘ulama at this time, with Rahman speaking from inside
a state institution to the ‘ulama who were protesting from outside, without any hope of influencing
the IRI, we can observe a pattern of mirroring. Rahman repeats Goldhizer’s conclusion that the
early ‘ulama had fabricated hadith reports in order to support their favored legal opinions, attacking
the intellectual integrity of scholars that the Deobandi ‘ulama revere and whose opinions form the
foundation of the entire Islamic legal tradition, including their own scholarship and professional
identity. The ‘ulama respond by vilifying the “brown sahibs” created by Lord Macaulay, who are
continuing the Orientalist project by sowing doubts and dissension about the Islamic legal tradition,
and its carriers, the ‘ulama. Throughout the 1960s, there is not one instance, when Prof. Rahman
and the ‘ulama reached a compromise or middle ground. The reason for this is not just the
inflexibility and intractability of the ‘ulama and Islamists, as modernists have later argued, but also
the inflexibility and intractability of modernists in the IRI, who were determined to use a state
institution to promote an entirely new method of reasoning about Islamic law, through dictatorial
support, rather than by trying to give the ‘ulama reasons acceptable to them, to convince them of
liberal legal opinions. It is because modernists used external reasoning that they were unable to get
the support of Pakistani ‘ulama for liberal legal opinions, and pushed them closer to the JI, which
used internal reasoning, and its conservative legal opinions.
When reason-giving recedes, name-calling sets in:
Modernists reifying the ‘ulama, and the ‘ulama vilifying modernists
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The ‘ulama tried to explain that they were not against the welfare of orphans, as supporters
of the MFLO branded them, but had their own reasons for opposing the law. Mawlana Tonki
argued that changing the law in the manner the Commission proposed would violate the fiqh
principle that a man’s share was equal to that of two women and that those near in relation get more
inheritance than those far (al aqrab fil aqarib) and gave suggestions for how the same effect could be
achieved by using other Islamic laws requiring a grandfather or uncle to give orphans maintenance
(nafqa), or encouraged the grandfather to give property as a gift (hiba) or in a will, since he could
allocate one-third of his property to anyone. 420 He bristled at the liberal portrayal of the ‘ulama as
enemies of children:
Among the reasons that the lawmakers and their supporters give for drafting this section, the
one they stress most is that this section is entirely for the welfare and support of orphans.
These gentlemen conduct propaganda on this issue with great emotion that ‘look, these
maulvis deny orphan grandchildren.’ But it is worth considering whether laws were ever
made on the basis of emotion. For lawmaking it is necessary to be above emotions, to work
with complete reason and consciousness… 421

As Director of the IRI, Prof. Rahman advised the CII using his new historical method, based on the
key assumption that hadith reports were fabricated and that the legal opinions in fiqh, based on
them, were morally non-binding for contemporary Muslims. For instance, in 1962-63, the CII
considered the permissibility of riba in Islam. Prof. Rahman argued that “riba” was forbidden but
that it was different from modern-day interest because, in his opinion, which was contrary to that of
most fiqh authorities, the Qur’anic term “riba” referred to an increase on the capital sum of an

Mawlana Mufti Wali Hasan Sahab Tonki, “Aa’ili Qawaneen shari’at ki roshni mai’n,” Part 1, Bayyinat (Monthly,
published in Karachi), December 1962, pp. 10-25 and Part 2, Bayyinat, January 1963, p. 45.
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“atrocious kind.” 422 In his opinion, Rahman does not try to hide his view that portions of hadith—
which were the basis of later fiqh opinions—were fabricated by the early ‘ulama:
Muslim tradition, however, in order to bring various other activities and business
transactions under the prohibition of Riba, became interested in post-dating the Riba
prohibition of the Qur’an and, in fact, we are commonly told that Riba was prohibited in the
year 8H. This serves as a kind of introduction to make possible a further Hadith which later
came to be commonly accepted and which portrays ‘Umar, the second Caliph, as saying that
since the Riba prohibition was among the last things to be revealed in the Qur’an, therefore,
the Prophet did not live long enough afterwards to explain comprehensively as to what is the
coverage of Riba. Neither this late dating of the Riba prohibitions in the Qur’an nor the
story about ‘Umar is acceptable on historical grounds.
But certain interested circles in the Muslim Community wanted the Qur’anic Ordinances on
Riba to cover a much wider ground. Hence, having post-dated the Riba-prohibition of the
Qur’an, they attributed to ‘Umar the “blanket” Hadith referred to above. 423

He not only casts doubt on the intellectual integrity of the representatives of “Muslim tradition”
who “post-dated” a Qur’anic command due to their “interest” of extending it to other business
activities, and then “fabricated” a hadith report to support their position but goes to the extent of
attributing the ‘ulama’s disdain for any form of interest as a “moral pathology”:
The principle of Riba has been obviously progressively made rigid and carried to extremes in
Muslim history by Muslim jurists. Use of the riding-beast (or a car) of a debtor e.g., is
considered Riba. Someone is even reported to have condemned as Riba the use of the shade
of the debtor’s wall: It is obvious that this trend is not just moral but a form of moral
pathology. 424

Ultimately, Rahman, and other CII members unanimously recommended starting an interest-free
banking system, and condemning riba as un-Islamic, though several members dissented with Prof.

422 CII Report 1962-63, p. 9. Rahman says that the “most universally accepted definition of Riba by the Hadith and Fiqh
authorities and later even attributed to the Prophet as a Hadith” was that “Every credit that brings any advantage to the
creditor is Riba.” He proposes a different definition which he says is based on the Qur’anic texts and supported by the
“historical Hadith”: “an exorbitant increment, whereby the capital sum is doubled several-fold, against a fixed extension
of the term of payment of the debt.” See pp. 11-12.
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Rahman in differentiating between Qur’anic “riba” and modern-day “interest,” 425 and refused to
accept his historical analysis of fiqh and hadith. 426 In an Al-Haqq article, Mawlana Yusuf discusses
the following statement by Prof. Fazlur Rahman, which was published in Fikr-o-Nazr:
During the past 13 centuries, the research results reached by the fuqaha and ‘ulama in their
research and thought, although they should be studied with complete seriousness and
attention and they should, in actuality, be given importance) but despite this, it will be seen
that in most matters either their research results were not correct or they were appropriate
for the society in which they lived, not for today’s society. 427

To this, Mawlana Yusuf says that from Rahman’s views it is clear that he believes: “That their [the
fuqaha’s] beliefs are false, their research merely decorative, their understanding deprived of the
correct study of the Qur’an, their tafsiri, hadithi, and fiqhi interpretations are unacceptable, but yes,
the correct understanding of the Qur’an, Sunnat and Islam was bestowed on the student of McGill
University and of the dear student and apple of the eye of the Jewish Professor Smith and his
Institute friends.” 428 What he objects to is also the tone of arrogance assumed by Rahman. He says
that “[j]ust look at the grandeur of the words, it seems as if you are busy speaking not merely from
the position of Abu Hanifa and Shafi but from the position of the highest authority in the Islamic
world.” 429
Like Rahman, the ‘ulama were also concerned about the relative reliability of hadith but the
fiqh tradition had its own mechanism of determining this—through the chains of transmission and
425 Ibid, p. 6. On p. 13 of Prof. Rahman’s opinion: “The general Qur’anic teaching, however – apart from the particular
banning of Riba—we believe, wants to develop the maximum of cooperative spirit, socio-economic justice and a welfare
state and for this the elimination of interest as a long-term result would be desirable.”

CII Report 1962-63. Mufti Jaafar Husain Mujtahid, a former Shi’a member of the CII said that riba was categorically
prohibited and included any kind of interest, pp. 24-25. Similarly, Mr. Abul Hashim, another member of the former
advisory CII said that he disagreed with the IRI opinion and historical analysis, arguing that as long as the un-Islamic
economic order continues, there was a Darul Harb, and the law of Riba could be suspended, but it was the duty of
believers to set up an economic system that could be based on Islamic fundamentals, pp. 35-36.
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frequency of recurrence of a story, either verbatim or in terms of its basic message—it did not try to
determine their historical veracity through re-tracing original texts or questioning the motives of the
early ‘ulama who incorporated them into the Islamic legal tradition. Due to different assumptions
about the form of reasoning, the ‘ulama found Rahman’s arguments unacceptable, and responded to
his criticism of the early ‘ulama by undertaking a character assassination of modernists. Mawlana
Muhammad Yusuf Banuri criticized Rahman for expecting that the ‘ulama would review his riba
opinion (re-stated in Fikr-o-Nazr) and support him, when his “argument is based on the fact that he
has completely ignored the ahadith related to the prohibition (hurmat) of riba.” 430 From Banuri’s
perspective, this situation was not a debate on the status of riba in Islam, based on the exchange of
mutually acceptable reasons, but it was a “battle-scene” where the ‘ulama were victims, and Prof.
Rahman was showering them with ammunition, behind the shield of the state IRI:
It seems as if Dr. Sahab had prepared this “ammunition” quite long ago which he is now
releasing. Who knows what other havoc-wreaking items are present in Dr. Sahab’s
ammunition-store. This is just the beginning. This is Pakistan’s Central Institute for Islamic
Research! Well-done! Long-live Institute for Islamic Research!
We were merely reading elegies for Parvez, what did we know that ‘aa’in khana tamam aftab ast
– shayr natiqa sar bagarayba’n hay issay kya kahyay.’ 431

Prof. Rahman did not completely ignore the ‘ulama’s objections; he invited Mawlana Banuri for a
meeting to discuss the ‘ulama’s criticism. After a face-to-face meeting with Rahman, Mawlana Banuri
wrote that his “suspicions about his personality” were removed but his “suspicions about his essays”
greatly increased. 432 Despite this, he accepted Rahman’s invitation to deliver a speech to the IRI
staff. In his speech, he lamented that the secular education system had led to the absence of shared
values between the ‘ulama and the modern-educated and said that the “worst fitna” was that “there
430 Allama Mohammad Yusuf Sahab Banuri, “Asr-e-Hazir kay jadeed masa’il ka hal,” Bayyinat (Monthly, published in
Karachi), December 1963, p. 7.
431
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August 1964, p. 32.
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is no communication/link between government officials and the ‘ulama” and instead, there was
“distrust” of ill intentions between the parties:
…there is such a vast gulf between the ‘ulama and modern educated people that it seems as
if a joint meeting is impossible. This is absolutely false and is a result of a misunderstanding.
If there is sincerity and the right aim then it is only through a joint meeting of both that we
can have the opportunity for an appropriate service to religion today, which will lead to the
correct solution of many problems. 433

However, in his speech, Mawlana Banuri did not respond to Rahman’s critique of fiqh, based on
modern historical methods, but insisted that the IRI’s proper role would be to use modern research
and theories to provide reasons (dalail) and evidence (shavahid) for for Islam’s foundational (asasi)
beliefs and problems (masa’il) rather than using modern theories to question Islam’s basic beliefs. 434
He reasserted the ‘ulama’s position that legal reform should occur within the limits provided by fiqh
discourse, rather than by projecting “individual desires” onto religious texts:
The purpose of a modern codification of fiqh is not to change clear texts in order to satisfy
the desires created by modern culture in modern society, and to evade pre-decided collective
issues in the name of modern ijtihad, and to try to distort Islam by changing clear texts in
order to allow adultery and alcohol, interest and qamar, dance and music, vulgarity and
shamelessness, etc.
Therefore, by a modern codification, I mean that Islam is a complete religion in which the
natural, rightful needs of the human race have been satisfied. If there are laws resulting from
ijtihad in Islamic fiqh that are related to the urf (custom) of a particular period and there is
no guidance in the Qur’an and Sunnah and if these problems are such that the human race
cannot survive without them and there is no previous decision in preceding fiqh then you
can decide according to the principles of the Qur’an and Sunnah and in light of the spirit of
Islamic fiqh and can find a solution to the problem. 435

He went on to accuse CII members of having the same approach to Islam as the “Orientalist
enemies of Islam” did, probably losing any sympathy that Rahman and the IRI staff had for the
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‘ulama’s objections. Unsurprisingly, this speech did not lead to the joint ‘ulama-modernist effort
that Mawlana Banuri had hinted at.
Other than this face-to-face meeting, the bulk of the exchange between the ‘ulama and IRI
modernists occurred on the pages of their journals, where both groups addressed an audience that
shared their form of reasoning, “preaching to the choir” rather than attempting to persuade the
other side. In a January 1964 ‘ulama journal article on Rahman’s November 1963 article on Riba in
Fikr-o-Nazr, the writer said that his purpose was to evaluate “Fazlur Rahman’s close-mindedness,
intellectual dishonesty and unbalanced craft which he displayed in his institute’s mouthpiece Fikr-oNazr. The author was most enraged at Rahman’s argument that hadith reports were fabricated and
that fiqh opinions based on these were non-binding. 436 When Rahman gave a statement to the press
that “interest” was not against the spirit of Islam but religious leaders had misinterpreted it, an ‘alim
responded by demanding that “jayyad” and “mustanad” ‘ulama be appointed to the CII rather than
“those whose research comes from the lessons of Europe and America, who are a few putrifying
crumbs on their tablecloth.” 437 An editorial note from Akora Khattak takes an even more hostile
tone, appreciating an article that unmasks Rahman and his colleagues as “those black faces of
“dajjal” and “talbees” who hide in the form of research…people [who] do not believe in Islam at all.
Instead, the current Islam is for them (God forbid), a fake Islam.” 438
In another article, criticizing Rahman’s research method, Mawlana Muhammad Yusuf cites
an excerpt from Macaulay’s Minute about the class of native interpreters that would be English in
taste, opinion, language, and thought, arguing that it is this class that is leading the “movement for
436 Abu Usama Hasan Al-Ajmi, “Fazlur Rahmani tahqiq-e-riba ki haqiqat,” Bayyinat (Monthly, published in Karachi),
January 1964, p. 45.
437 Mawlana Muhammad Malik Kandhalwi, “Dr. Fazlur Rahman kay deeni ta’reefat,” Al-Haqq (Monthly, published in
Akora Khattak), July 1966, p. 27.

Mawlana Muhammad Yusuf Sahab Mamoo’n Kanjan, “Dr. Fazlur Rahman aur un kay tahqiqati falsafay kay bunyadi
usul,” Al-Haqq (Monthly, published in Akora Khattak), September 1966, p. 6.
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the re-construction of Islam” using the perspective of their Orientalist teachers in western
schools. 439 He was responding to Rahman’s interview to the English-daily Dawn on 9th October
1963, in which he stated that constructive Islamic research could not be conducted without a
“modern analytical and critical manner of thought” and “scientific research methodology,” which
coincidentally was used by non-Muslim and western scholars in the current period. 440 Using language
from Macualay’s Minute on Indian Education, Mawlana Yusuf argues that though Fazlur Rahman is
a Pakistani Muslim in terms of blood and color, country and nation, yet with respect to his “fikr o
nazr”, mind and attitude, research and research methodology, he was a leading member of the
“Orientalist school of thought,” because it was the Orientalists who tried to defame Islam by
attacking not only its beliefs but by spreading hate-creating propaganda against the carriers of the
tradition. Mawlana Yusuf claims that when some ‘ulama sent him questions privately, in order to
understand his views, he denounced “the ‘ulama-e-haqq of the entire century—who were
responsible for keeping Islamic values alive in “slave India”—for not learning anything from the
times.” 441 He reproduces a passage from Fikr-o-Nazar, in which Rahman says:
Some eighty-five years ago, a gentle-natured and patient man like Mawlana Hali complained,
with heartfelt pain about the harshness of the ‘ulama (he enclosed 2 verses from Musaddas-eHali in which he had criticized the attitude of the ‘ulama of the period). It is sad that even
after the passing of such a long time, you elders have learnt nothing from the times and even
now, your manner of composition and “manner of reason-giving” is the same as that
sketched by Mawlana Hali in the Musaddas, over which he shed tears of blood. 442

He cites a statement by Rahman from Fikr-o-Nazr that “[w]e have made it clear that the ahadith that
refer to ijma are of dubious historical authenticity.” Rahman said that the ayat and hadith that
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referred to ijma referred to the entire Muslim community and not just one particular group. 443 He
criticizes Rahman and the IRI of changing the interpretation of Islam at the behest of western
intellectuals and for looking at every Islamic problem through an “Orientalist telescope” and for
giving civilized curses such as “traditionalist,” “asateeri,” “qadamat parasti,” “rivayat pasandi.” 444
After referring to another April 1967 Fikr-o-Nazr article, where Rahman had criticized the
‘ulama for promoting intellectual stagnation and “refusing to walk with the times,” Mawlana Yusuf
accused the modern-educated for not having the patience to understand the perspective of the
‘ulama, making it unlikely for the two groups to cooperate. 445 In order to support their own
perspective, Mawlana Amin Al-Haqq marshaled the arguments of western scholars of the Islamic
legal tradition, like Joseph Schacht, who had criticized Fazlur Rahman’s book on Islamic legal
methodology as a piece of legal advocacy rather than “a serious or important book for the historical
study of Islamic thought.” 446
This reification of the ‘ulama was not restricted to Rahman’s articles but was also endorsed
by government officers in public meetings. For instance, Khwaja Shahabuddin, the Minister of
Information, delivered a speech at an Iqbal day function in 1967, trying to use Iqbal’s poetry to
prove his opposition to “mullahs,” and when a Jang article reiterated this view, Mawlana Ihtishamul
Haq Thanwi protested at its characterization that modernists were the embodiment of rationalism
while those who followed God’s revelation were “lakeer kay faqeer” (literalists) and “mullahs,” a
term that he felt was a curse like “mullaism.” 447 He writes in exasperation:
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I don’t understand that what those new and modern needs are for which religion is being
torn apart unless the purpose is merely to declare lawful and permissible alcohol and kababs,
variety shows, dance and signing, and sexual straying? The ‘ulama have never prohibited
using reason and thought nor is this a demand of religion. However, in every knowledge and
every craft, only the opinion of those people is highly regarded who have acquired this
discipline and expertise. The staff of the law department is not consulted on the industry and
production of the country. The ministry of foreign affairs has no role to play in the financial
and economic affairs of the country. If military affairs aren’t decided by public opinion then
why is considering the authority of shari’a experts decisive equated with “narrow
mindedness? 448

In 1966, the ‘ulama escalated their opposition when Rahman gave his legal opinion on zakat to Urdu
and English newspapers. Mawlana Muhammad Yusuf wrote that before Rahman’s research only
appeared in English, from 1963, his Urdu articles appeared in specialist journals, but now, by issuing
a statement to the press in 1966, he had taken another step and resolutions were sent from every
corner of the country for his removal from the IRI and CII. 449 He asked:
We do not know whether the voice of the people has reached the ears of the people’s
leaders, or if it has reached them, whether it has been considered worthy of attention; and if
it has been thought worthy of this, whether there has been any result of examining it?... After
years of western education and orientalist training, Dr. Sahab is so far on the path of denying
the Shari’at-e-Muhammadi that in light of this, we cannot expect him or his school of
thought to be ready to pay attention to the pleas of us poor, borya nasheen, qadamat pasand,
to hear criticism of their western views, and to have mercy on poor Islam. 450

Mawlana Yusuf speaks of a modern fitna (rebellion) of the modern period, which he says in modern
terminology is called tajaddud-pasandi (modernism), the administrative center of which, in Pakistan,
is in the state Institute of Islamic Research (IRI) in Rawalpindi. To illustrate the nature of this fitna,
he cites two couplets from the poet Ehsan Danish:
You have bought ships of darkness from the West
You have yourself sold the star of the fortune of the homeland
Someone ask the madmen what is this silence
What can be said, the slogan of “idol-house-destroyer” has been sold 451
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He wrote this article after the IRI announced that it would prepare a comprehensive book on
Islamic laws. He says that the IRI has in the last five years failed to gain the trust of the people and it
does not trust people itself. The IRI doesn’t regard the Islam of the people to be true and the people
don’t regard their “modern Islam” as acceptable. They declare all the beliefs of the ummat with one
stroke of the pen to be false and superstition. And the ummat is forced to call their ideas as derived
from their “western teachers.” He says that:
First of all, take “Islam.” Pick up the organ of the IRI, Fikr o Nazr and you will repeatedly
see the following terms used for the “fourteen hundred year old Islam”: “traditional Islam,”
“rasikh al-aqeeda garda ka Islam,” “the Islam after the formative/tashkeeli period,”
“traditional way of thought,” “traditionalism,” and “tradition worshipping.” From this it is
clear that this institution does not believe that this is Islam at all. 452

He cites another statement by Fazlur Rahman in a Fikr-o-Nazr article that “The supporters of the
established beliefs (musallima aqaid) preserved Islam but in what form? Merely a shell deprived of
mind, an external formal structure, empty of spirit”—demonstrating why the ‘ulama, who were
guardians of this tradition, bitterly resisted state-sponsored modernist reforms.
(2) JUDICIARY. Supreme Court Judgment (1993) allowing Islamic judicial review of
MFLO and FSC (2000) judgment striking down parts of the MFLO as un-Islamic:
Reasoning within the Fiqh Tradition
Although the Ayub-appointed CII agreed that Section 4 of the MFLO, which awarded
orphaned grandchildren the share of their deceased parent, was un-Islamic and suggested in the
1960s that parliament amend the law, it was not until 2000, thirty-five years later, that the Federal
Shari’at Court, created by General Zia in 1980, struck it down as un-Islamic. Not only did women
legislators try to suppress a parliamentary debate on the MFLO in 1962 but they, along with
women’s rights groups and lawyers, continued to press successive rulers to protect this law. The
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1973 constitution, approved by a parliament in which the center-left PPP had a majority, courts were
barred from reviewing the constitutionality of the MFLO.
As early as 1963, citizens had tried to use the courts to challenge the MFLO as contrary to
Islam but the SC ruled that it could not do so since the repugnancy clause was in the “principles of
policy” rather than the operative part of the constitution. During the debate preceding the 1973
constitution Mufti Mahmood objected to the freedom of religion clause because it prevented the
implementation of the fiqh-prescribed capital punishment for apostasy (opposition clapped) but on
the other hand, he said that despite this objection, they were feeling “somewhat happy” that under
this clause, Muslims would have the freedom to practice their own family laws—a right which
should be upheld by removing constitutional protection for the MFLO. 453 But this was not done in
the 1973 constitution. When General Zia co-opted leading ‘ulama and Islamists by decreeing fiqhbased laws, he was careful not to provoke unrest among the legal community and so when he
created the Federal Shari’at Court in 1980, and gave it the power to strike down “un-Islamic” laws,
he kept “Muslim Personal Law” (plus fiscal and financial laws, the constitution, and court
procedural laws) outside its jurisdiction. But the MFLO was shielded by a SC judgment in 1981 that
interpreted “Muslim personal law” very broadly, arguing that any law that applied to all Muslims
constituted Muslim Personal Law and therefore could not be reviewed by the FSC for its
repugnance to Islam. Despite the court’s inability to review the MFLO for shari’a-compliance, a
lone judge in 1988 expressed his discontent by ruling Section 4 of the MFLO to be un-Islamic
(orphaned grandchildren). In 1993, the SC reviewed the 1981 judgment which took an expansive
definition of Muslim Personal Law and opened up an opportunity for the FSC to review the MFLO.
In 2000, an FSC panel struck down parts of the MFLO as un-Islamic, acknowledging and
responding to the moral objections that the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists had been repeating, over
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and over again, only to be ignored by rights activists and rulers. The court struck down the section
that gave orphaned grandchildren the right to inherit the property share of their deceased parent
(Section 4) because it violated established principles of reasoning in the fiqh tradition (the CII had
recognized this objection as valid, even during Field Marshal Ayub’s period). Judges suggested ways
to address the financial problems of orphaned grandchildren by reasoning within the fiqh tradition.
They argued that a provision could be added in the MFLO stipulating that if a grandparent died
without creating a will, then up to 1/3 of their property could be “deemed to have been created by
the grandparents in their favour.” In the fiqh tradition, Muslims could leave up to 1/3 of their
property in a will, give any amount as a gift during their lifetime, and the rest had to be divided
according to the stipulated inheritance shares (though property could be transmitted as a perpetuity
through a family endowment).
During the deliberation of the Marriage Commission in 1955-56, Mawlana Thanwi had tried
to explain to modernist scholars and lay Muslim men and women that there were multiple options to
address the financial problems of orphaned grandchildren and that their approach would violate the
integrity of the fiqh tradition. But they ignored him and used the power of their majority to outvote
him in the Commission, and their proposals were enacted as law by a military ruler. However, the
judiciary was required to find reasons internal to the fiqh tradition, and this allowed the ‘ulama and
Islamists to be heard, and greatly increased their trust in the judiciary.
3. Segmented vs. Integrated Community of Specialists
(1) POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. Women’s Status Commissions on MFLO: no
acknowledgement and response to fiqh-based reasons, and CII approach mirror-image
reversed
Although the ‘ulama and Islamists had been crying hoarse about the method of legal
reasoning adopted by the modernist-dominated Marriage Commission since 1956, and though the
Ayub-era CII acknowledged that they had a valid moral grievance in 1965, when Prime Minister
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Z.A. Bhutto appointed the first Women’s Status Commission in 1976, its lawyers, judges, and
women’s rights activists showed no recognition of the ‘ulama’s moral objections to the MFLO. They
saw no problem with reasoning outside fiqh to derive Muslim family laws, and did not feel that it
was their duty to consult or build consensus among grassroots Islamic institutions. Instead, they
recommended further changes in family laws and pushed for changing religious doctrine-based
positions for the reason of gender equality. Though General Zia co-opted the orthodox ‘ulama and
Islamists with fiqh-based laws, he was under countervailing pressure from women’s rights groups
and the legal community, and the Women’s Commission that he appointed in 1984 repeated the
same form of moral argumentation that the 1976 Women’s Commission Report had adopted.
Twenty-three years after the MFLO was decreed by Field Marshal Ayub Khan, women’s rights
activists represented in the state Women’s Commissions did not acknowledge or respond to the
moral objections expressed by the ‘ulama and Islamist activists against changing the state Islamic
legal interpretation through reasoning that was not endorsed by the country’s religious institutions
and this pattern continues to this day.
They did this because the WSC was linked with UN institutions on women’s rights and
comprised a majority of women’s rights activists from the westernized bourgeoisie and almost no
Islamist women, if at all, let alone representatives of the orthodox ‘ulama. After 2000, the CII
Chairman was made an ad hoc member of the WSC, but the exchange between Zaman and Justice
(retired) Majida Rizvi over the amendment of the Hudood Ordinances (see Chapter 5) shows that
unless there was a formal stipulation in the WSC’s code of conduct requiring engagement with the
fiqh tradition, the secular reasoning of international rights discourse, through which women’s rights
activists framed their struggle, “mirrored” their own moral-epistemic framework and led them to
feel doubly confident that their arguments for “reconstructing” religion-based family laws were in
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service of the “self-evident” principle of gender equality, which could be forced on unwilling
orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists without “internal reasoning.”
Women’s rights activists were generalists or lawyers, not scholars of moral and political
theory or of the history of the co-existence of shari’a and individual rights in the judiciary. In order
to appreciate the perspective of Islamists on this issue, they would have to become aware of their
beliefs due to a modernist habitus and nationalist dogma, but as long as they were linked with
international women’s rights forums, working in elite lobby groups, or from the late 1980s and early
1990s, with western funding, they were not compelled to become self-aware and approach the
question from the project of toleration developed in the judiciary rather than forcing top-down
compliance to gender equality through a “reconstruction” of religious doctrine. All three Women’s
Status Commissions (1976, 1985, and 1997) and the Permanent WSC from 2000 onward, as well as
women’s rights lawyers and activists working in western-funded rights groups, continue to discuss
Muslim family laws among themselves, and make a steady stream of suggestions about how to
increase women’s rights, arguing that the principle of gender equality ought to be used as the basis
to interpret state Islamic laws (i.e. “reconstructing” Islamic law on the basis of gender equality).
Maybe the problem would have been simpler had they been solely invoking secular reasons,
and not engaging with religion at all, but when the Women Living under Muslim Laws (WLUML)
network was founded in the late 1980s, to curb “the fundamentalist threat,” women’s rights activists
from the westernized bourgeoisie across Muslim countries met on a common platform to urge a roll
back in shari’a-based laws and develop a modernist reading of the Qur’an and Islamic history. This
network was linked to the transnational women’s rights struggle and influenced Pakistan’s WSC
because most of its members were drawn from the western-funded rights advocacy NGOs that were
embedded in the UN and WLUML discourse. The problem is that at no point of their deliberation
were they required to listen to the reasons of orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists or look at the issue in
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terms of the constitutional and legal history in their own country (which had developed principles of
toleration between liberals and Islamists) and were self-righteously confident in pressuring rulers for
compliance to gender equality based on a “reconstruction” of Islam, just as the ‘ulama and Islamists
were self-righteously insistent that the interpretation of orthodox Islamic institutions was the only
“true” Islam.
The CII was a mirror image of Women’s Status Commissions because it had a majority of
orthodox ‘ulama and was required to examine laws from the perspective of the fiqh tradition, not
gender equality or the concerns of women. Typically, there was only 1 female scholar on the CII,
and that, too, an Islamist scholar, who would agree with the ‘ulama’s approach. The constitution also
appointed lawyers and judges to the CII, in order to harmonize the ‘ulama’s proposals with the legal
system, but there was no former stipulation in their terms of reference, requiring the ‘ulama to
acknowledge and respond to the objections of women’s rights activists. Just as women’s rights
activists in the WSC ignored dissent from Islamist women, through the power of the majority vote,
the orthodox ‘ulama were unrestrained by the doubts expressed by lawyers and judges in the CII and
unsympathetic to the women’s rights activists of the WSC, who in their view had aligned with the
west to “reconstruct” Islam. So they continued to press for MFO repeal through CII reports, and
gave fiqh opinions, unrestrained by the constitution’s promise of gender non-discrimination and
without justifying their opinions in terms of the legal approach of the judiciary.
Moreover, there were no standing committees in parliament to regularly deliberate on and
bridge the proposals in the WSC and CII reports, which took the initiative on this issue outside the
hands of elected representatives, and into the hands of unelected experts who had the time and
resources to compile their ideal vision for reform. This also meant that the orthodox ‘ulama and
Islamist scholars continued to adhere to legal opinions from the fiqh tradition which rights activists
would find shocking and horrific—such as Tanzilur Rahman’s argument that Hanafi fiqh allowed a
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man to “have recourse” to his wife “without her consent”—because there was no general forum
through which their discourse was processed and because, like the women’s rights activists, they
were unelected experts who were not accountable to voters and were not required to follow the
approach of Pakistan’s judges. Before Musharraf’s period, the CII was barred from releasing its
reports in public, but in recent years, a pattern has developed whereby the CII ‘ulama “go public”
with one of their fiqh opinions on child marriage, polygamy, and other controversial questions
without first going through a forum where there could be deep thinking on this opinion, and how to
adapt it, to take into account the problems of women and the particular history of this struggle in
Pakistan. As soon as the CII press release was issued, women’s rights activists affiliated with the CII
would start a counter-movement, refuting the ‘ulama’s fiqh opinions through external reasoning
(plus disrespect), paralyzing legislators and confusing the general public about whose argument was
truly “Islamic” since both seemed to be invoking religious texts.
The Marriage Commission in 1955-56 excluded the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists, and the
ad hoc parliamentary commissions that were formed to consider women’s rights laws (which also
intersected with religious doctrine) on the initiative of women legislators from the westernized
bourgeoisie – who were closely affiliated with western-funded NGOs – gave the ‘ulama and
Islamists no guarantee that their fiqh-based reasons would be heard and accommodated in the final
drafting of the law. Contrary to this, when the Islamist MMA formed a provincial government in
2002, the ‘ulama’s “integrity-anxiety” was removed because they could control Islamic legal
interpretation in the drafts they presented. They adopted several long-standing demands of the
women’s rights movement in their electoral platform and tabled draft laws against honor killings and
other customs that harmed women and endorsed a ban on the practice of triple talaq. When the
‘ulama and Islamists were organized as an electoral party, they had to communicate their views on
women to the general public through vernacular TV debates with other political leaders, to woo
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voters and to appease the westernized bourgeoisie, which controlled the English print media and
perceived shari’a through the “monster” narrative, that they were not anti-women or insensitive to
the suffering of Pakistani women.
(2) JUDICIARY. Liberalization of family laws through common law and fiqh-based
reasoning along with accommodation of fiqh-based objections to MFLO
Not only did the judiciary respond to ‘ulama and Islamist objections to the MFLO in the
2000 FSC judgment discussed earlier, but the overall effect of the institution of Islamic judicial
review in the 1980s had increased women’s rights in family laws. Judges were required to co-read
constitutional guarantees of non-discrimination on the basis of sex and shari’a compliance, and
according to the most recent legal scholarship, a dual commitment to gender equality and Islam “coexisted peacefully” and has been “mutually reinforcing” – expanding women’s rights not contracting
them. 454 The Supreme Court developed an “equality doctrine,” which upheld substantive equality
for women and discrimination only when it increases women’s rights. 455 The Supreme Court also
struck down Punjab customary law which denied women inheritance rights to agricultural land as
“un-Islamic” and has expanded women’s rights in marriage and divorce law. 456
Karin Yefet has analyzed and explained the expansion of women’s rights in marriage and
divorce law, which continued after the constitutionalization of Islam. In 1959, courts had defined
khula (dissolution of marriage) as not requiring the husband’s consent; this went against the
prevailing consensus in Hanafi fiqh on this question, but in 1967 courts reaffirmed this

Karin Carmit Yefet, “The Constitution and Female-Initiated Divorce in Pakistan: Western Liberalism in Islamic
Garb,” Harvard Journal of Law and Gender, Volume 34, 2011, p. 564. She also observes that “legislatures have yet to play
their role and have hidden behind the achievements of courts.”
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interpretation. 457 The Federal Shari’at Court maintained the interpretation, “giving it an Islamic
garb,” ruling that a wife needed to show the court that the couple could no longer live “within limits
of Islam.” In the 1980s and 1990s, courts followed an expansive interpretation of this khula doctrine,
accepting a statement of hatred from the wife as proof of the couple’s inability to live “within the
limits of Islam.” 458 In Muslim divorce law, if women initiative divorce, they have to repay the mehr
they received from their husband on marriage, and courts interpreted this as a sign of equality,
because the husband also has to pay her an additional mehr if he initiatives divorce, and they
reduced the economic return women would have to give.
The great irony in the contrasting institutional design of political institutions versus the
judiciary is that legal scholars of Pakistan writing in American law school journals agree that judicial
interpretation, including Islamic judicial review (which requires giving the orthodox ‘ulama reasons
“internal” to the fiqh tradition), has greatly expanded women’s rights, and yet the women working in
the WSC still uphold the MFLO as the “savior” of women and represent their perspective that
women’s rights are threatened by Islamists in UN forums, cross-national networks of Muslim
feminists such as the WLUML (based in London), and the western media. This brings us to the third
factor, transnational rights discourse, which does not proceed by studying the substantive
expansions of women’s rights through judicial interpretation, but due to dynamics of its own that
have more to do with the savage-victim-savior complex than with shari’a.
4. Exposure vs. Insulation from Transnational Rights Discourse

The orthodox ‘ulama had objected to giving the courts this power in the 1960s and still regard it as an encroachment
on the family laws of Islam but it has not decreased their trust in the judiciary (measure of trust: the insistence of the JUI
and JI that courts have the power to interpret shari’a and not individual political leaders, during their opposition to
Sharif’s Shari’at Bill in 1998).
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(1) POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. Collaboration of Women’s Rights Activists with
Authoritarian Reform of Islam, 1960-2000: Subsuming morally controversial questions
under “self-evident” universal rights
The literature of western-funded women’s rights NGOs, which Leila Ahmad relied on to
represent the effect of shari’a on women’s rights in Pakistan, is based exclusively on Englishlanguage sources by female lawyers in Pakistan and does not include Urdu-language texts of the
orthodox ‘ulama or case judgments of the Federal Shari’at Court. It filters the issue through the lens
of women from Pakistan’s westernized bourgeoisie who do not “see” the ‘ulama’s fiqh-based
reasons, due to the intellectual bifurcation of modern education and madrassas, and are conditioned
by a modernist habitus and nationalist dogma to believe that the ‘ulama are incapable of reasoning
and are unchanging relics of a bygone age, who are inherently hostile to interpreting Islamic texts to
meet modern-day requirements. For instance, women legislators blocked discussion on an MFLO
repeal bill in 1962 yet an article in Shaping Women’s Lives on this debate does not acknowledge this
collaboration with authoritarianism, in service of “reconstructing” Islam. During this 1962 debate,
an East Pakistan legislator, Mr. Abbas Ali Khan, proposed discussing a bill to repeal the MFLO but
the Law Minister, Muhammad Munir, warned that discussing the MFLO would expose doctrinal
divisions among Muslims and would not be “expedient” when the assembly had just begun its work.
He suggested that the bill should first be referred to the President-appointed advisory Council of
Islamic Ideology, and the assembly could later vote on its decision. 459 Since the President, in this
case a military ruler, controlled CII appointments, this tactic was used by Ayub Khan in the 1960s
and Musharraf during the Hudood amendment process, to tilt the composition of the CII towards
modernists and justify their opinion as the “authoritative” Islamic interpretation, because the CII
was a “constitutional body.”
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Since an ‘alim, Mufti Mahmood, was present in the assembly, he challenged the impression
created by the Law Minister that Muslims were deeply divided over the MFLO; he offered to show
the ‘ulama’s comments against the law, evidence of their joint opposition. 460 This shows that the
‘ulama were not threatened by a parliamentary discussion on whether or not the MFLO was Islamic
– they seemed confident in the reasons for their opposition and the public support they could
muster for their position. The legislators who felt threatened by a public discussion and vote were
liberals who feared that the ‘ulama could kill the gains in women’s rights through their appeal to the
masses, and felt that it was better to support a non-inclusive, executive-backed process if it was for a
good cause. Their behavior betrays their belief that the ends justified the means – if the content of the
legal reforms represented an expansion in women’s rights then they were ambivalent about the
process through which it was achieved, either unaware or insensitive to the reasons why the ‘ulama
found reasoning-outside-fiqh to be morally invalid (because their conditioning leads to the deepseated belief that the ‘ulama’s knowledge is “ignorance” and is responsible for the “stagnantion” of
Islamic religious thought).
It was from this period that women’s rights activists began to equate the MFLO with
“women’s rights,” putting them in a position of permanent opposition to the ‘ulama and Islamists
who opposed the law because it was based on reasons external to fiqh, not only because of its liberal
legal opinions. For instance, Begum Khadija G.A. Khan argued that the repeal should not be
discussed in parliament but should be sent to the President-appointed CII for consideration:
I request that this Bill be referred for advice to the Advisory Council of Islamic Ideology
which is to be set up by the President of Pakistan. I would also request my respected brother
not to oppose the grant of these rights to women. This is the first time that the rights of
women have been recognized. 461
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Another legislator, Syed Mohammad Habibul Haq requested the mover not to introduce the
repeal bill because of the widespread support by women (though he acknowledged that he had the
right to do so):
I have received more than fifty telegrams and all the telegrams were sent by the ladies of this
country, both from East and West Pakistan, to safeguard their rights and privileges, and it is
for the first time that our women have been able to secure some position in their domestic
life after the passing of the Family Laws Bill. 462

In saying that the modernist MFLO was the “first” to recognize women’s rights, Begum Khadija
and Mr. Habibul Haq ignored other ‘ulama supported laws that had done the same. The ‘ulama were
certainly no proponents of “gender equality.” The fiqh literature was based on the premise that God
had assigned men and women different roles and responsibilities in family life and in articles in
madrassa journals, which were directed to an all-male audience, they often quoted the Qur’anic verse
that God had created men “a degree above” women, along with claims that God had given man the
prerogative to pronounce divorce because women were “naturally” impulsive and more emotional
than men, and some articles described the relationship between men and women as that between an
owner and his property. 463

All these claims would be thoroughly objectionable to a modern

feminist. However, the truth is that on several occasions, the ‘ulama supported laws that effectively
expanded women’s rights although they did this for reasons internal to fiqh not for reasons of
gender equality or social evolution.
For instance, in 1936, it came to the attention of a conservative Deobandi ‘alim, Mawlana
Ashraf Ali Thanwi that Indian women were renouncing Islam because the Hanafi divorce law
operative in British Indian courts only allowed them to dissolve their marriage under a very narrow
set of conditions. Thanwi found that Maliki divorce law was more liberal, allowing more grounds for
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dissolution of marriage, and since fiqh allowed the use of legal opinions from different legal schools,
he argued that Maliki law could be used in British courts. He conducted a long process of
consultation with Indian and foreign ‘ulama and incorporated their suggestions into a draft law,
which was passed, with some modification as the Dissolution of Muslim Marriages Act, 1939. 464
Similarly, in 1948, a group of women had descended on the Punjab Assembly to demand the
extension of Muslim Personal Law to Punjab, so that they could obtain inheritance rights to
agricultural land, long denied to them by British-supported customary law. Both these cases were
examples of legal reforms that occurred “within” the tradition, after an inclusive process of
deliberation and democratic decision-making; the MFLO was certainly not the “first” to recognize
women’s rights. However, when the ‘ulama and Islamists opposed the MFLO, liberals painted them
as uncompromising enemies of women’s rights, and ignored that to them, to those who believed
fiqh to be the only morally valid form of deriving legal rulings, the MFLO was the worst kind of
moral coercion that a state could inflict on its citizens, re-defining religious doctrine with the threat
of a gun.
After a very short discussion, mostly focusing on parliamentary rules, 60 legislators voted in
favor of discussing the repeal bill while 36 voted against its discussion, including all 6 women
legislators and Mr. Zulfikar Ali Bhutto, the Oxford-educated Foreign Minister and future Prime
Minister, who would appoint Pakistan’s first Women’s Status Commission in 1976. 465 As soon as the
MFLO repeal debate was quashed, another legislator proposed a resolution to Islamize all existing
Mawlana Shafi mentioned this point in Mawlana Muhammad Shafi Sahab Mufti-e-Azam Pakistan, “Aa’ili Qanoon par
mukhtasir tabsarah, Bayyinat, April 1963, p. 10-11. He argues that women wrongly think that because of their opposition
to the MFLO, the ‘ulama are enemies of women. He says their real enemy is the un-Islamic British law and lengthy
procedural code, whereas the ‘ulama have always been attuned to their problems due to the question they receive as
Muftis. He gives the example of Mawlana Thanwi’s reforms, and expresses regret that some non-shara’I items were
added to the final draft, which they tried to have amended but failed.
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and future laws, and Bhutto’s comments during this debate reveal that he saw the issue from the
same lens as women’s rights activists. 466 Bhutto gave an exhaustive list of the Islamic provisions
already provided by the government, saying that there was no controversy that laws should be in
conformity with Islam. However, he felt that pre-colonial Muslim societies had declined because of
rigidity and dogmatism, and whenever Islamic civilization prospered, it was due to its tolerance, to
what he called the “cardinal principle” of its philosophy, a willingness to “live and let live.” He said
that:
…the task before us is to make Pakistan a strong and progressive State and that we can only
do if we bring about necessary adjustments in our life, if we are prepared to learn from
others, if we are prepared to adjust ourselves without compromise of our fundamental
principles. We do not seek compromises, but a[t] the same time we must not arrogate to
ourselves the theme that we can progress and at the same time not subscribe to change.
We are not living an isolated life, we have to live with other nations, we have to adjust our
way of life, our requirements and needs with other people by a spirit of compromise,
understanding, tolerance… 467

Bhutto emphasizes compromise as a key element required for crafting a community of values in the
presence of irreconcilable differences, a willingness to adjust one’s own values without
compromising “fundamental principles,” to learn from others and to change. The problem was that
rights activists from the westernized elite did not apply this same principle to their religious
detractors within their own society. Rather than reaching out to understand their opposition to the
MFLO, rather than to tolerate differences of opinion, and attempt to compromise through flexibility
about their “ideal positions”—they stubbornly continued a project of “re-constructing” the Islamic
legal tradition while excluding nearly all the ‘ulama in the country, those who actually controlled
Islamic religious institutions, mosques and madrassas. I would argue that this was largely due to their
This resolution was discussed for two full sessions yet no legislator spoke in opposition, indicating that either no
legislators supported secularism or that the climate of public opinion was such that they were unwilling to speak out on
its behalf in the assembly. Mr. Shah Nawaz, who spoke in the middle of the first section, drew attention to this fact. He
said that it was clear from the speeches that every legislator except for the “nine pearls” (government ministers)
supported the enforcement of Islamic laws, National Assembly of Pakistan Debates, 3rd July 1962, p. 911.
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lack of awareness of the ‘ulama’s tradition, independent of colonial-era representations, than due to
bad intentions.
Moreover, women’s rights activists in western-funded NGOs, who are also organized as the
Women’s Action Forum (WAF), have tried to discredit the ‘ulama and Islamists as anti-nationalists,
who have “rewritten” the purpose of the state to be Islam, whereas, in “reality,” Jinnah “intended”
Pakistan to be a secular state. Their next rhetorical move is to cite the low number of seats that
Islamist and ‘ulama parties have won and use this as evidence that people don’t want shari’a. There
is nothing wrong with demanding a secular state but the way to do that in a constitutional
democracy is to build support for a constitutional amendment in society. They do not struggle for
grassroots support in order to enact such constitutional change. Instead, their leadership comes
from the westernized elite and their funding, since the late 1980s and early 1990s, from western
donor states. The frame of international rights discourse enables them to package their arguments
for secularism under the rubric of “self-evident” universal rights. In the context of Indian colonial
history, “secularism” was a deeply “political” move, achieved by a colonial power through force not
the outcome of a struggle within society, and using “gender equality” to “reconstruct” religious
doctrine is both political and morally controversial. Yet these activists use their privileged position as
internationally recognized spokeswomen of human rights to discredit the ‘ulama and Islamist men and
women, disregarding the fact that Jinnah refused to remove the label “shari’at” from the Shari’at Act
in 1937 because it was a core part of his construction of an all-India Muslim nation, and justification
for a separate state, and that in 1951 Muslim League leaders passed a resolution that the constitution
would be Islamic, even though there was no real progress on constitution drafting, because elections
were right around the corner. Pakistan’s winner-takes-all system, and large rural population,
marginalizes urban middle class parties, in general, and the ‘ulama and Islamists won a significant
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share of the vote in the 1970 elections but this translated to only a few seats, which the center-left
PPP, with which the women’s rights movement is aligned, used to ignore and outvote them.
Even in the 1962 debate on the resolution to make laws Islamic, several legislators sided with
the orthodox ‘ulama. The vast majority of those who spoke, supported an “Islamic state,” where
laws were based on the Qur’an and Sunnah, rather than merely a “government of Muslims,” and
where the ‘ulama, as experts of the Islamic legal tradition, were consulted when interpreting these
laws. 468 These legislators saw a return to Islamic laws as necessary for reclaiming the “forgotten
selves” displaced by British imperialism and its laws, culture, and civilization. They insisted that
Islamic law was compatible with modern life and argued that it should not be pre-judged or
dismissed due to the “western concept of life” that a “handful of individuals” in Pakistan carry in
their “head and heart.” 469 Mr. Farid Ahmad said:
…the first attempt of any colonial or imperial power in the process of their subjugation is to
subvert the law of the country, because…it is by giving rise to a feeling in the minds of the
conquered people that their laws do no longer matter, that their culture is inferior, in this
way, the process of mental conquest is completed….
...Quran and Sunnah today is a subject-matter of ridicule in sophisticated circles…The
process of de-Islamisation, the process of uprooting us from our own notions of life, the
process of getting away from our intellectual and spiritual moorings have been so completed
by 200 years of Imperialistic Rule that we have forgotten ourselves. 470

Similarly, when Mufti Mahmood rose to speak, he criticized not only the government’s ineptitude in
providing facilities for offering prayers, collecting zakat (annual 2.5% wealth tax for charitable giving
obligatory on Muslims), and instating ‘amr bil maroof wa nahi anil munkar’ (commanding the right
and forbidding the wrong) but noted, with particular anger, the irregularity of state leaders in
offering prayers and their refusal to wear national dress—revealing how closely tied the issue of
Islamic laws was to anti-imperialist, nationalist self-assertion:
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The Indian Prime Minister, the former President, Dr. Rajendra Prashad and other Ministers
of India, though our bitterest enemies, visit Europe, Russia and America in their national
dress. But things are different in the case of our leaders…Our national leaders are so
vainglorious that they would not step out of the[ir] doors without a necktie. They feel
ashamed of putting on their national dress in their own country. We witness all this in our
daily life. The Cross is a symbol, [a] rope which is tied in the neck. 471

Legislators with a modernist orientation did not criticize the resolution outright but expressed their
fear of an ‘ulama monopoly over legal interpretation. They called for “progressive adaptability” and
“rationalism” 472 in the interpretation of Islamic principles, and the necessity of co-existing with other
nations in the modern international order. For instance, at Mufti Mahmood’s suggestion of an
‘ulama board, Mr. Shah Nawaz strongly objected (though he noted that he supported the resolution
itself):
Although I am not a theologian (Alim), I do not like the idea of these ‘Mullas’ having the
exclusive right or monopoly to interpret the Islamic laws. Because I think that, that way we
shall reduce the dynamic teachings of Islam to a mere dogma.
…we want that the right of interpretations of Islamic laws should be exercised by intelligent
(emphasis mine) men and women in the fold of Islam….the right of interpretation of
Islamic laws should no more remain the monopoly of a handful of men. 473

After his initial remarks, Mufti Mahmood took offense—not at his concern about an ‘ulama
monopoly—but over Mr. Shah Nawaz’ use of the word “mulla.” He felt that it was an “aspersion”
on the ‘ulama and demanded that it be withdrawn. Mr. Shah Nawaz was surprised that this word
was perceived as an “aspersion” and though he eventually apologized, he continued to use it in his
remarks, when referring to how “mullas” in Islamic history and today had supported the un-Islamic
actions of governments. 474 Like the authors of the Marriage Commission Report, Mr. Shah Nawaz

Ibid, p. 913. Mufti Mahmood proposed that the resolution be enforced by setting up an ‘ulama board, advised by
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painted the ‘ulama in broad-brush-strokes, questioning their integrity as an entire social class,
suggesting that since some ‘ulama had historically supported tyrannical governments, they were not
trustworthy. However, in the face-to-face deliberation in the assembly, though he labeled them as
dogmatic and called them “mullas,” there were ‘ulama present to correct him and to ask the
parliamentary speaker to make him apologize for a label that they considered offensive.
From early on, women’s rights activists converted the MFLO into the “savior” of women.
By this point, the MFLO had become a core part of the identity of women’s rights groups in
Pakistan. We can observe this process of construction if we read Women and Law in Pakistan (1979)
written by Rashida Patel, a lawyer who would become one of the founding members of the
Women’s Action Forum in 1981, a network of women’s groups led by urban, professional women,
often from upper-middle class families in Lahore and Karachi (which spearheaded the NGO
movement against the Hudood Ordinances). 475 Patel begins by arguing that “[w]omen and men have
equal rights in Islam” and “proves” this premise through the following Qur’anic verse, which she
quotes from an English translation: “O mankind: reverence, Your Guardian-Lord, Who created you,
From a single Person, Created, of like, nature, His mate, and from them twain, Scattered (like seeds),
Countless men and women.” After establishing this premise, Patel quotes Khalid Ishaque’s book
Islamic Law in the Modern World (1978) to explain how traditions and customs reduced the rights that
women were given in Islam. She blames the Islamic legal tradition, as a whole, like the modernist
writers of the Muslim Marriage and Family Laws Commission 1955 had done before her, for
“misinterpreting” the gender equality that is supported by “true Islamic principles”:
Life is a changing process. Today in Pakistan, as in most Muslim countries of the world, the
age-old misinterpretation of Islamic Law is being discarded and the true Islamic principles
and concepts of rights of women and equality of women with men are steadily seeing light.
objectionable because the term was humiliating. Mr. Shah Nawaz said that it was the civil service officers, the true
“rulers” in the country, who opposed “tooth and nail” the enforcement of Islamic laws in Pakistan, p. 915.
See Rashida Patel, Women and Law in Pakistan (Karachi: Faiza Publishers 1979) (Urdu edition published by All
Pakistan Women’s Association in 1981).
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The present day need is to re-discover the intrinsic purity and justice of Islamic Law, to
apply it afresh in response to the present-day needs, and to clearly distinguish it from the
historical accretions that have prevented mankind from getting its full benefit. 476

When Rashida Patel argues that Islamic law must be interpreted in light of contemporary needs, the
‘ulama or Islamists would not disagree with her, but when she says this can only be done by
interpreting Islamic law, using the premise of gender equality, dismissing everything else as a
“historical accretion” that deflects from the “intrinsic purity” of Islamic law, she is stepping outside
the framework of fiqh-based reasoning and suggesting that fiqh should be unraveled altogether, and
“rediscovered” with the premise of gender equality, a claim that puts her outside the conversation of
the ‘ulama because she is attacking the fiqh tradition itself, the knowledge-system that thousands of
madrassas in the country regard as the only legitimate way to understand Islamic law, the language
that allows the inter-generational and cross-territorial conversation of the ‘ulama. Interpretations of
fiqh, and the design of fiqh-based laws for use in Pakistan’s legal system, could yield outcomes that
were more or less favorable for women’s rights and gender equality. This much the ‘ulama and
Islamists would agree with. But the claim that gender equality ought to be used as a premise to
interpret Islamic laws would threaten to unravel the entire Islamic legal tradition itself, and was the
primary reason why the arguments of Pakistani women’s rights groups, who adopted it as central
plank of their campaign, broke down their debate with the ‘ulama before it ever happened.
But through this English-language book, Rashida Patel was not addressing the ‘ulama or try
to win them over. She was addressing lawyers and women’s rights activists. While some lawyers
might have reservations about her argument (see Anwarul Haq foreword), her argument would have
struck a chord with liberal lawyers and women’s rights activists, whose modern education would
have made her arguments seem plausible and attractive because they fit in with international norms,
and their social segmentation from the ‘ulama would have precluded them from seeing the reasons
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why this argument was morally unacceptable to the representatives of institutional Islam. For
further support, she cites Iqbal’s Reconstruction of Religious Thought in Islam as the authors of the
Marriage Commission Report had done in 1955:
The claims of the present generation of Muslim Liberals to re-interpret the
fundamental legal principles, in the light of their own experience and the altered
conditions of modern life, is in my opinion, perfectly justified. The teaching of the
Qur’an that life is a process of progressive creation necessitates that each generation,
guided but unhampered by the work of its predecessors, should be permitted to
solve its own problems. 477
Her description of the MFLO episode does not recognize how morally coercive the process of legal
reasoning used to derive this law was for the ‘ulama and Islamists; instead she sees them as
“orthodox” social groups opposed to the “enlightened” groups who wanted reforms in Muslim
family laws, who were needlessly opposing this law:
…the publication of the report on Marriage and Family Laws, alongwith the note of dissent,
brought in its wake serious political controversies between the enlightened and the orthodox
sections. A social problem was made the bane of religious confrontations and turned into a
political issue. The orthodox sections were not prepared to let anyone but themselves be
considered the fountain of all knowledge of Islam and let the power of interpreting and
applying religious laws slip from their hands.
…In the face of political controversy, the 1956 Report of the Commission on Marriage and
Family Laws was shelved. The government of the time was not willing or strong enough to
take a positive stand on this vital issue. 478

In her analysis, she does not incorporate the texts of the JI or ‘ulama, in which they explain clauseby-clause why they were opposed to the method of legal reasoning used by the authors of the
Marriage Commission Report, or their proposals for how to change the legal positions adopted in
the MFLO so they didn’t violate fiqh-based reasoning but still achieved the desired reforms (e.g. the
‘ulama gave several options for the inheritance of orphaned grandchildren). From her portrait, the
“orthodox” segments converted a social problem into “the bane of religious confrontations” and
turned it into “a political issue”; she thinks this happened because these groups did not want to “let
anyone but themselves” be considered the “fountain of all knowledge of Islam.” She doesn’t
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mention how the sole ‘alim on the Commission was entirely ignored and how the authors, 4 lay
Muslims without any training in fiqh or links with Pakistani madrassas that trained the entire
religious class, were going against the consensus views of jurists accepted as authorities in these
institutions, i.e. they were initiating a head-on collision with institutional Islam, through the coercive
force of the state, without including the representatives of institutional Islam in the process of
debate and reform. Since the texts that explain the reasons of these conservatives aren’t
incorporated in Patel’s book (e.g. Mawlana Thanwi’s note of dissent, or the JI book on the Report),
or in many other books that write about Islamic legal conflicts in Pakistan solely using Englishlanguage case judgments or draw from books written by modernist scholars, religious conservatives
seem inexplicably rigid. Patel’s analysis shows no remorse for the exclusion of the ‘ulama and
Islamists in this process, but instead she castigates the government for not being willing or strong
enough to “take a positive step” on this “vital issue.”
She notes that the MFLO was repeatedly “attacked” in the assemblies but because of the
effort of the President and “support of the women and women’s organizations and progressive
members of the Assemblies” the MFLO “survived.” 479 Her entire focus is on the “survival” of the
Ordinance, perhaps because of the implicit fear that if the “attacks” repealed it, and it had to be
drafted again through a democratic process, many of the ideal reforms of the women’s activists
would be lost. However, this stance put the women’s activists in a zero-sum battle with religious
conservatives, who wanted parts of the MFLO changed due to their violation of fiqh-based
reasoning and had no mechanism to seek legal redress because women’s rights groups had dug their
heels in for the “survival” of the MFLO. Patel, like other women’s activists, never claimed that the
MFLO was perfect; they wanted changes in it for their own reasons, just as the ‘ulama and Islamists
wanted changes in the method of legal reasoning adopted, but whenever a public struggle erupted
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they united in defense of the MFLO, even though they knew it wasn’t perfect, even from the
perspective of advancing women’s rights. 480
Therefore the portrait of shari’a and rights, as well as of Pakistan’s political, constitutional,
and legal history, that rights activists from Pakistan’s westernized bourgeoisie, who dominate
western-funded NGOs present to international rights groups, the western media, and western
policymakers is one-sided. It persists because the fiction that rights are “self-evident” and
“universal” and not “political” is encoded into the international bureaucracy of rights advocacy and
compliance, and enables the civilizing narrative of western states, and internalized civilizing narrative
of westernized elites in post-colonial societies, to frame the priorities and discursive strategies of the
domestic rights movement, feeding their sense of superiority vis a vis Islamists and sense of
entitlement in obliterating orthodox religions through “reconstruction.” And at the same time, they
portray Islamists and the ‘ulama as lacking “tolerance” and themselves as victims, ignoring the
repeated protests of Islamists that the constitutional protection given to the MFLO in 1973
constitution, which women’s rights activists supported, denied them the right of judicial review on
grounds of freedom of religion. The pattern adopted in Patel characterized the arguments of
women’s rights activists for the next 30 plus years, until the current period. When the 2000 FSC
judgment acknowledge Islamist objections to the law, western-funded rights advocacy NGOs
responded with protests, calling for the FSC to be abolished altogether.
Moreover, the modus operandi of activists affiliated with the international rights bureaucracy
was to screen the language of laws for provisions “discriminatory towards women,” which include
gender-differentiation in shari’a-based family laws and some sections of Islamic criminal laws and
Hudood (women’s testimony was not admissible for giving capital punishment or stoning/lashing,
which required 4 male eyewitnesses). This made them focus obsessively on these laws as the source of
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rights abuse, as well as on “eradicating” practices such as child marriage and polygamy which had
been the targets of criticism by western observers since the colonial period, rather than on the
substantive equality and rights of women, based on class, or structural problems with the law
enforcement system that were a product of the predatory colonial state and interaction of fiqh-based
laws with the modernist MFLO and secular procedural codes. For instance, according to shari’a, the
oral testimony of witnesses was sufficient to prove marriage or divorce, and the MFLO introduced
marriage and divorce documentation. When the fiqh-based zina laws were decreed in 1979, the
reason why women and men were repeatedly being convicted on zina liable to tazir (statediscretionary) punishments of imprisonment was that they did not possess documentary proof of
marriage and divorce, and common law judges, who read the Hudood Ordinances with the MFLO,
would use this as evidence of zina. The orthodox ‘ulama in the FSC had repeatedly struck down
these cases on appeal, insisting that oral testimony was sufficient proof of marriage and divorce.
Given the low rate of literacy among the working class, and the fact that they did not even have ID
cards, because this required them to go through a complex process that privileged the literate and
required attestation of documents from government officers, let alone certificates of marriage and
divorce, it is doubly ironic that instead of campaigning for the relaxation of documentary
requirements in the MFLO, in view of social realities, they ignored all of the problems from this law
and instead portrayed their efforts to enact even more laws banning child marriage and polygamy, as
a representation of the problems faced by “Pakistani women.”
The Child Marriage Act 1929 was justified on grounds of modern medicine and hygiene,
while the vast majority of the population used traditional doctors (vaids and hakims), whose
scientific worldview was embedded within the religious worldviews prevalent in society. In the
decades after this effort of the westernized bourgeoisie to “eradicate” child marriage, the number of
child marriages actually increased (see Chapter 2 discussion). Moreover, measures to criminalize
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social practices exposed the working class (among which they were still a normal practice) to the
rights abuses that were a routine part of the local law enforcement (thana-katcheri) structure, in which
they had to pay large legal and court fees and spend years locked in a court battle. Forbes’ research
shows that child marriage increased, rather than decreased, in society after this legislation, because
people had other reasons for continuing this practice. For instance, their behavior was driven by the
belief that a girl could better adjust to her husband’s home if she learnt their ways of life from an
early age, by the desire to protect girls from rape and kidnapping during times of war, and by the
fact that pre-marital sex was a taboo in society and forbidden in shari’a. The ‘ulama recognized that
sexual desire emerged after puberty, that it was natural, and ought to be fulfilled but the campaign of
women’s rights activist to delay marriage until adulthood implied repressing sexual desire given the
taboos in pre-marital sex in society. Despite research on the ineffectiveness of such coercive topdown social reforms, campaigns to “eradicate” child marriage by criminalizing it through the state
continue to this day, revealing the extent to which the question of shari’a and rights reveals more
about the desire of the westernized bourgeoisie to restore its prestige in western eyes, to prove to
themselves that their society is on the civilizational march towards progress and enlightenment, than
it is about the everyday problems, social relationships, socio-economic realities, and worldviews of
the people it seeks to “reform”—since it denies them an opportunity to “talk back” and explain the
reasons for their behavior and practices.
The Islamist judge Tanzilur Rahman highlighted the limits of this rights advocacy strategy by
invoking the American Pragmatist philosopher Oliver Wendell Holmes, who said that “The life of
the law has not been logic, it has been experience.” Rahman argues that in his 40-year experience as
a judge and lawyer, it was “the so called reforms introduced through Muslim Family Laws
Ordinance, 1961” and “more so the methodology and mechanism in a society with over 70%
illiterate population living in villages and only 2% population in the country having received
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education upto matriculation, has created more problems than it has solved.” 481 He had a point.
With its acceptance of oral evidence and procedure, shari’a was more people-friendly than the
colonial legal system, which was designed for the convenience of British administrators (who
themselves belonged to an urban, literate society) rather than the Indian peasant or laborer, whose
knowledge traditions were oral.
(2) JUDICIARY. Expansion in women’s rights through Islamic judicial review
In a 1988 speech to a women’s lawyers forum, Justice Nasim Hasan Shah took the same
approach as Tanzilur Rahman, emphasizing how the real problem were the vast majority of working
class women in rural areas, who were neither aware of their legal rights, nor had the means to realize
them through the court system.

Unlike rights activists embedded in the international rights

bureaucracy, Pakistani judges were required to co-read constitutional guarantees of nondiscrimination on the basis of sex and shari’a compliance, and according to the most recent legal
scholarship, a dual commitment to gender equality and Islam “co-existed peacefully” and has been
“mutually reinforcing” – expanding women’s rights not contracting them. 482 The Supreme Court
developed an “equality doctrine,” which upheld substantive equality for women and discrimination
only when it increases women’s rights. 483 The Supreme Court also struck down Punjab customary
law which denied women inheritance rights to agricultural land as “un-Islamic” and has expanded
women’s rights in marriage and divorce law. 484
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Karin Yefet has analyzed and explained the expansion of women’s rights in marriage and
divorce law, which continued after the constitutionalization of Islam. In 1959, courts had defined
khula (dissolution of marriage) as not requiring the husband’s consent; this went against the
prevailing consensus in Hanafi fiqh on this question, but in 1967 courts reaffirmed this
interpretation. 485 The Federal Shari’at Court maintained the interpretation, “giving it an Islamic
garb,” ruling that a wife needed to show the court that the couple could no longer live “within limits
of Islam.” In the 1980s and 1990s, courts followed an expansive interpretation of this khula doctrine,
accepting a statement of hatred from the wife as proof of the couple’s inability to live “within the
limits of Islam.” 486 In Muslim divorce law, if women initiative divorce, they have to repay the mehr
they received from their husband on marriage, and courts interpreted this as a sign of equality,
because the husband also has to pay her an additional mehr if he initiatives divorce, and they
reduced the economic return women would have to give.
So the judiciary was actually using the provision of Islamic judicial review, which required
judges to reason within the fiqh tradition, to expand women’s rights in family laws (and build on
existing modernist interpretations by giving them “an Islamic garb,” in Yefet’s terms), and at the
same time women’s rights activists from the westernized bourgeoisie, used lawyers associations and
western-funded NGOs to portray the MFLO as the “savior” of women, and the ‘ulama and
Islamists as “misogynists” and “obscurantists” for their opposition to it.

The orthodox ‘ulama had objected to giving the courts this power in the 1960s and still regard it as an encroachment
on the family laws of Islam but it has not decreased their trust in the judiciary (measure of trust: the insistence of the JUI
and JI that courts have the power to interpret shari’a and not individual political leaders, during their opposition to
Sharif’s Shari’at Bill in 1998).
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Chapter 5
Zina Ordinance 1979 and Protection of Women’s Rights Act 2006
1. Lawmaking Process
In December 1978, General Zia announced that the hadd punishments given in Shari’at for
theft, drinking, and zina (fornication, adultery, and rape) would be enforced on the Prophet’s
Birthday (12th Rabiul Awal, February 1979). The Zina Ordinance stipulated the “hadd” punishment
of stoning to death (rajm) for adultery or 100 lashes for fornication, on the condition of 4 adult
Muslim male eyewitnesses of good character or a confession (in the case of rape, the punishment
would be given to the rapist, not the victim). The state was also given the authority to give tazir, or
state-discretionary, punishments of imprisonment for these crimes, based on a lower standard of
evidence.
General Zia had co-opted the influential Deobandi ‘alim Mawlana Taqi Usmani into the
advisory CII with the promise of shari’a enforcement and he made this announcement after Usmani
pressured him to enact CII proposals. Usmani exclaimed in an Al-Balagh editorial that “the entire
nation” listened to the President’s announcement with “great enthusiasm” and “generally in the
entire country happiness was expressed on them.” 487 But the truth is that General Zia had timed the
Hudood Ordinance so that it would coincide with the Supreme Court verdict on 6 February 1979
that Prime Minister Z.A. Bhutto of the center-left PPP would be hanged. 488 Under the military
regime, Bhutto was convicted of murdering a political opponent by a re-shuffled Lahore High Court
bench, which led liberals to perceive his hanging in April 1979 as “judicial murder.” Most leading
rights activists and liberal lawyers from Pakistan’s westernized elite were aligned with the PPP, and
unlike Mufti Taqi Usmani, they were not “happy” about the Hudood. As General Zia co-opted the
Mawlana Muhammad Taqi Usmani, “Tareekhi aylanat aur fauri islah talab amoor” (“Historic Announcements and matters
requiring immediate reform”), Al-Balagh, January 1979, p. 3.
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Deobandi ‘ulama, he repressed liberals: many PPP workers were in jail, some were flogged publicly.
The Hudood Ordinances were based on Hanafi fiqh opinions derived by the orthodox ‘ulama but
the decision about how to combine these fiqh opinions with Pakistan’s secular criminal and
procedural codes was made by the military regime’s legal advisors, and they chose especially harsh
measures. Excluded and silenced, liberal intellectuals were not told the reasons why the ‘ulama
wanted the Hudood laws, or Islamic judicial review, and many were unaware that these punishments
were part of Islamic legal history.
The Hudood Ordinances did not elicit an organized response from liberals until 1981, when
a local court sentenced a woman to rajm (stoning to death), taking pregnancy as proof of adultery.
This was an incorrect interpretation of shari’a because only “4 Muslim male eyewitnesses of good
character” or confession could be used as sufficient proof to give this punishment, nothing less, and
conviction on these grounds was reversed on appeal in the FSC. But this judgment of stoning to
death was reported in the Pakistani English print media and western media, and led women from the
westernized bourgeoisie to create the Women’s Action Forum (WAF). WAF campaigned for the
repeal of the Hudood Ordinance by calling it “un-Islamic.” In the Federal Shari’at Court (FSC), a
modernist judgment in 1981 declared rajm (stoning to death) for adultery to be “un-Islamic” but
when the ‘ulama erupted in protests, General Zia appointed ‘ulama judges to the FSC, including 1
Barelvi and 1 Deobandi ‘alim, alongwith common law judges who had the majority. This new bench
upheld rajm as “Islamic” and was a watershed moment in the liberal-Islamist conflict because judges
became aware of the need to reason within the fiqh tradition and this principle was institutionalized
through case precedent.
But the argumentative style that WAF activists adopted in 1981 continued until 2006, when
they pushed General Musharraf to repeal the Hudood, and its persistence can only be explained by
the fact they conducted their struggle through western-funded rights advocacy NGOS, which freed
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them from “authentic deliberation” with conservative Muslims, orthodox religious institutions, or
Islamists because they needed neither votes nor funding from their society and were not required by
the international rights bureaucracy to justify their demand in terms of their country’s constitution
and legal history (which included repeated promises for Islamic laws). These activists had petitioned
the FSC to strike down provisions in the Hudood that had “gender differentiation” in evidence
(only for giving stoning/lashing punishments derived from fiqh) but the court refused to do so. Yet
in 2006, they pursued the same demand by collaborating with General Musharraf and silencing
Islamists by invoking the rhetoric of the War on Terror, branding them as “Taliban” and
“extremists.”
The process of deliberation and decision-making that led to the Protection of Women’s
Rights Act 2006, which women’s rights activists hailed as a “victory” and the ‘ulama and Islamists as
“un-Islamic,” showed just how unstable the design of political institutions charged with Islamic legal
interpretation was and how it could escalate religious conflict when a military ruler was in power and
dominated the legislature. Urdu-language cable channels, led by GEO, were able to unfreeze
national-level debate on the Hudood Ordinance, taking the monologue of NGOs and the ‘ulamaIslamist alliance out of their respective social enclaves—each with their own set of like-minded
organizations, supporters, and ways of talking about Islamic laws in their literature—and
transforming it into the first instance of high profile public dialogue on this issue in national history.
But while vernacular TV channels made legal compromise on Islamic laws possible through the
exchange of ideas between liberals and Islamists in a forum independent of the state, which was
governed by the norms of open discussion, criticism, toleration, and compromise, they could not
compel internal reasoning in political institutions, especially since General Musharraf had appointed
modernist scholars on the CII commission and excluded the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists, and
played an active role in steering legislators towards his desired policy goals.
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2. Rules constraining deliberation
(1) POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. Liberal arguments for Hudood repeal in 1990s:

Modernist Reasoning and Reconstruction Narrative

WAF women demanded repeal of the Hudood in 1981 and repeated this demand for 25
years until the Protection of Women’s Rights Act repealed the hadd punishments for rape, and even
then, they insisted on complete repeal. WAF activists used 12 February, which they commemorated
as “Pakistan Women’s Day,” to hold small protests in urban areas and signature campaigns,
demanding repeal of the Hudood Ordinances and other “discriminatory laws.” Their demand was
endorsed by the women’s rights group APWA, which had supported the military ruler Ayub Khan
when he decreed the MFLO and forced it on unwilling religious institutions and Islamists, by the
western-funded rights advocacy groups which each of the WAF leaders managed after the late 1980s
and early 1990s, and by trade unions. 489 As I explain in the comparison of the 2 FSC judgments on
rajm, “repealing” the hadd punishments was not morally acceptable to the ‘ulama and Islamists
because they were based on a Hanafi fiqh opinion that they regarded as “unchangeable” (due to
juristic consensus) and for them, removing it was tantamount to repealing the Word of God. The
FSC realized the ‘ulama’s “red-line” in the revision rajm judgment but WAF activists repeatedly
crossed the “red-line” in their claim-making, which was only aggravated by the fact they used the
platform of western-funded rights advocacy NGOs to call these laws not only “discriminatory”
towards women, but also “un-Islamic,” and to label the ‘ulama and Islamists who opposed repeal as
“obscurantists” and “extremists” and “ignorant mullahs.”
The first detailed study of the legal and social impact of the Hudood Ordinances was Asma
Jehangir and Hina Jilani’s The Hudood Ordinances: A Divine Sanction? (1990). 490 In a Foreword to the
book, Dorab Patel, a retired justice of the Supreme Court, explained why rape complainants, whose
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prosecution failed due to insufficient medical evidence, were then prosecuted and convicted for
adultery/fornication under the Zina Ordinance by the police:
This approach of the police appears to be based on two assumptions. The first is that the
allegation of rape by the victim was false, because the accused was acquitted. I have
explained why this assumption itself is false. The second assumption is that an allegation of
rape is an admission of sexual intercourse, therefore, the dismissal of the prosecution case
amounts to an implied confession of adultery.
This assumption is against common sense, because a confession is an admission of guilt
while an allegation of rape is a repudiation of guilt. Further the law declared on this question
by the Supreme Court (PLD 1978 SC 200) is clear beyond any doubt. We held in this case
that only a statement which is a clear admission of guilt, or of the facts constituting the guilt,
is a confession….a statement cannot be treated as a confession by relying on the inculpatory
part and excluding the exculpatory part. 491

Therefore, one reason why the Zina Ordinance was leading to the prosecution and imprisonment of
rape complainants was due to the procedure adopted in the law of making the crime non-bailable
and cognizable, allowing the police to register First Information Reports (FIRs), and because Trial
Court judges ignored SC precedents on what was an acceptable confession. Second, some rape
complainants were given the hadd punishment for zina (stoning to death or 100 lashes) by Trial
Courts even though the law stipulated that the only acceptable evidence was the confession of the
accused (which was not retracted in court) or the testimony of 4 reliable and honest male Muslims:
…the authors have shown how some Trial Court judges have convicted women for adultery
because they were pregnant. Pregnancy was treated by these judges either as circumstantial
evidence or as some sort of implied confession, but circumstantial evidence is barred under
the Hudood laws, while the view that an allegation of rape which had not been proved
amounts to a confession is contrary to the law declared by the Supreme Court. 492

The third source of injustice were prosecutions for zina on cases filed by fathers upset with their
daughters for marrying of their own wish and ex-husbands seeking revenge from ex-wives who had
remarried. Patel argued that judicial precedents were clear that a couple only had to produce a
nikahnama or give a statement that they were married to be acquitted, and were successful in appeals
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in the FSC on these grounds. But he raises the point that the accused had to endure great suffering
because since the crime was made non-bailable in the secular criminal procedure code, they had to
spend years in prison while contesting their appeal and the poor did not have “the luxury of appeal.”
Dorab Patel’s analysis show the perspective of a Pakistani judge, who saw the issue of the
Hudood Ordinances in practical terms, in the context of the legal system and the injustices it caused
for working classes. The Zina Ordinance had caused incredible suffering for a large number of
women, nearly all from poor backgrounds. The cause of this suffering were the judicial
interpretations adopted by Trial Courts in contravention of SC precedents on (1) what constituted a
valid confession, (2) why pregnancy was not proof of zina-liable-to-hadd (stoning to death or 100
lashes), and (3) why couples could be acquitted if they gave a statement in court that they were
married, regardless of whether they had the necessary documentation for marriage and divorce.
These factors, coupled with a procedure that allowed the police to register an FIR, and keep the
accused in jail without bail pending the final judgment, accused men and women spent years in
prison waiting for their cases to make their way from Trial Courts to the FSC, where they were
acquitted on appeal, and many did not have the financial wherewithal to make an appeal and hence
served their prison sentences. None of these injustices were caused by the hadd section of the Zina
Ordinance which the ‘ulama and Islamist coalition considered to be based on an authoritative and
unchangeable ‘ijma in fiqh—the religious doctrine was not causing the injustices.
Despite this foreword, Asma Jehangir and Hina Jilani, lawyers (and sisters) who have
dominated the western-funded Human Rights Commission of Pakistan (HRCP) and the AGHS legal
aid center for women, as well as the Women’s Action Forum (WAF) since the 1980s, and are at the
forefront of those internationally recognized as the voice for human rights and women’s rights in
Pakistan, took a decidedly different rhetorical approach in the Divine Sanction. Their approach, rather
than Dorab Patel’s, was adopted by WAF and other western-funded rights advocacy NGOs in their
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Hudood repeal campaign. Jehangir and Jilani combined their discussion of injustices due to the
Hudood Ordinances with a full-frontal attack on the interpretation of Islam adopted in the law, and
peppered this with frequent character assassination of religious conservatives. Like Rashida Patel’s
book Women in Pakistan (1979), The Hudood Ordinances: A Divine Sanction? (1990) was written by
practicing lawyers, not peer-reviewed by scholars or published by a university press. Yet this book
was frequently cited by liberals agitating against the Hudood. They represented the role of religious
conservatives in Pakistan’s constitutional history in the following terms:
While the fundamentalists always wanted to enforce Islamic laws, they were themselves not
clear or agreed on the basic concept of an Islamic State…Nevertheless, a strong lobby of
obscurantists kept working for changing the entire legal system to an Islamic form. This
lobby despite being active, organized and politicized, lacked and still lacks mass popular
support…Their inability to capture public support is an indication of the people’s desire to
keep religion and politics separate. Perhaps another reason for lack of support to the Islamic
political parties is their pre-Partition political stance. Most of them opposed the creation of
Pakistan and strongly criticized the founder of the nation, Muhammad Ali Jinnah. 493

In this passage, Jehangir and Jilani invoke the Munir Report’s caricature of the ‘ulama and Islamists
as evidence of their conceptual confusion and ignores other historical evidence that shows their
cooperation to evolve a common set of demands in the 1951 ‘ulama Conference. They dismiss the
intelligence of the ‘ulama with the slur “obscurantist” and try to de-legitimize their demand for
Islamic laws by branding them as anti-nationalists. The authors respond to the ‘ulama-Islamist
demands not with moral theory, or the approach of the judiciary to their claims, but with the
nationalist dogma established in the 1950s. They portray them as disloyal to the cause of Pakistan
and to the “Father of the Nation,” ignoring that the creation of Pakistan was a contingent and
unpredictable outcome and that the Zamindar families in Punjab which became dominant in the
Muslim League after partition had also opposed it for a long time, in favor of a united India.
To prove that religious parties did not have popular support, and to use this as evidence for
popular support for a secular state, they cite the low number of seats they won in the 1970 elections.
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However, this ignores: (1) their high percentage of votes, and low number of seats because the
winner-takes-all system privileged the rural landholding elite, at the expense of urban middle class
groups (2) the fact that most conservative parties ran on the platform of an Islamic constitution and
(3) factional splits in the conservative Muslim League, which did not form an electoral coalition with
religious parties, dividing the conservative vote bank. They portray the Hudood Ordinances as
General Zia’s brainchild, ignoring that before Zia’s coup, the PNA alliance had run on the platform
of shari’a in the 1977 elections and had come second place (even with the alleged rigging by Bhutto).
Jehangir and Jilani’s interpretation of Pakistani history was a common story found in articles written
by NGO rights activists, liberals writing in the English print media, and especially those associated
with the center-left PPP.
This was the first paragraph of Hudood Ordinances: a Divine Sanction. This story of Pakistan
omitted any mention of the Objectives Resolution, the Islamic Provisions in the Constitutions of
1956, 1962, and 1973, or of the 1954 compromise on Islamic judicial review. For those who agreed
with it, religious conservatives had no legitimate claim on politics let alone the right to be given
reasons internal to their moral framework. Jehangir and Jilani complain that “once the label of
religion is attached to a law, regardless of its merit, it becomes an extremely sensitive issue and
criticism against it almost amounts to heresy.” While it was true that there was a fine line between
“criticism” and perceived “heresy,” the authors seem to suggest that all criticism would be perceived
as heresy rather than showing awareness of the religious beliefs of the ‘ulama and Islamists who
supported this law, and what kind of criticism they regarded as acceptable and what kind as
“heretical.” Finally, the authors argue that several provisions of the Hudood Ordinances are
“unacceptable to the contemporary educated mind,” including the different weight accorded to the
testimony of men vs. women, Muslims vs. non-Muslims, which discriminate on the basis of sex and
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religion. 494 They refer to the hadd punishments as “barbaric.” 495 Their perception of the Hudood
Ordinances shows just how much the ‘ulama who drafted it in 1977 and pushed Zia to decree it, had
failed to explain the purpose, rationale, and benefit of the Islamic Hudood laws to the average
“contemporary educated mind,” and how the intellectual bifurcation of madrassa and modern
education, and insulation of the CII from liberal circles, prevented the modern-educated from
understanding, appreciating, or ever feeling the need to respond to the fiqh-based reasoning of
religious conservatives.
There were some efforts for cross-group debate. In 1994, the Institute of Policy Studies (a JI
think tank) and the Institute of Islamic Thought organized a seminar on secularizing Pakistan.
Shehla Zia, a WAF activist focused on the inadmissibility of women’s testimony for giving hadd
punishments to rapists as “totally outrageous” and said that this was kept part of the law despites its
“irrationality.” The Islamist Professor Khursheed Ahmad said that this was “a new and valuable
experience and the time denoted to this exercise to understand and criticize each other will help in
developing the potential for future.” He said that the Hudood Ordinance in its present form could
create problems so flaws in it must be removed so that an “equitable, equal and human treatment” is
given to women. 496 But this was not sufficient to foster “authentic deliberation” because liberals in
the center-left PPP were aligned with rights activists from WAF, many of whom ran their own
western-funded rights advocacy NGOs. They were tied more closely to debates on the topic in
international rights forum and were not compelled to build grassroots support or forge political
alliances with sympathetic clergy in the mainstream madrassas.
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When the PPP came to power in 1993, Iqbal Haider, the Federal Minister for Law promised
at an HRCP event on International Human Rights Day that laws with gender discrimination would
be “repealed” and that the Qisas and Diyat Ordinance, a “discriminatory law,” and Hudood
Ordinances were under review. 497 Speaking at the same event, Asma Jehangir, Chairperson of the
HRCP, called the Hudood Ordinance an “anti-women” law and demanded its repeal, adding that it
was “not Islamic in any way” and “was passed in the days of Martial Law.” 498 On 28 January 1994,
the advisor to the PM on education, Shahnaz Wazir Ali said that the Zina Ordinance had “legalized
rape.” 499 On 28 May 1995, Shahnaz Wazir Ali, the special assistant to Benazir Bhutto said that she
would fulfill her 1988 campaign promise by repealing all ordinances passed by Zia which “degrade
women to a second class citizen,” promising that a committee would recommend changes to the
cabinet in a few months. She was going to lead Pakistan at the UN Women’s Conference in Beijing
and was pushing for the ratification of CEDAW by Pakistan. 500
Benazir Bhutto’s promises to “repeal” the Hudood Ordinances were unsuccessful because
she could not muster sufficient political support in parliament, and because the ‘ulama erupted in
protests at the threat of “repeal.” They believed the hadd punishments in the law to be derived from
a Hanafi fiqh opinion that was authoritative and unchanging, and while the judiciary recognized this
in the revision rajm judgment, liberals from the westernized elite, whether in the PPP or westernfunded rights advocacy NGOs continued their demand for repeal, which explains why the 2006
amendment in this law (Protection of Women’s Right Act) led to so much conflict and resistance
from the ‘ulama and Islamists (explained in transnational rights section later in this chapter).
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(2) JUDICIARY. FSC Judgments on Rajm (Stoning to Death) in 1981 vs. 1982: Recognition of

need for reasoning within the Fiqh Tradition

Outside the court system, when a women’s rights activist or modernist scholar argued for
their preferred legal positions by reasoning outside fiqh, they were often writing in publications that
didn’t circulate among religious conservatives, to audiences that didn’t include the ‘ulama and
Islamists, and therefore, they did not incorporate the ‘ulama literature and respond to the ‘ulama’s
objections. But when the FSC judges did the same inside the court system, they were addressing an
audience of both liberals and the ‘ulama and Islamists, and when they justified a legal position by
reasoning outside fiqh, these groups mobilized, expressed their grievance and called for the inclusion
of the ‘ulama. This re-structuring of the FSC to include the ‘ulama forced the judges on its panels to
listen to their arguments and to acknowledge and respond to their reasons based in fiqh; the ‘ulama
were able to explain their fiqh-based reasoning, to identify the limits of what was a morally
acceptable reason and what was not, of which doctrines they regarded as unchangeable, for what
reasons, and which they considered to be changeable. From 1983, this set the FSC and the Shari’at
Appellate Bench on a trajectory of cross-group deliberation, internal reasoning, and conflict
resolution.
On one hand, this forced the modernist impulse to “reconstruct” fiqh out of the court
system, since the FSC decided that fiqh principles of reasoning had to be honored, because they
embodied the legal convention of the Muslim community, and could only be overruled or departed
from if every possible option to reconcile them with the needs of a modern society had been exhausted;
the judges derived this doctrine based on the pragmatic position that it was better to honor fiqh
principles if the net legal effect on the court system was the same as that yielded by reasoning outside
fiqh; this legal pragmatism deflected the intense conflict between liberals who justified their Islamic
legal positions with modernist reasons, calling for a reconstruction of fiqh through the state, and the
‘ulama who taught fiqh-based reasoning in madrassas and viewed it as the only morally valid form of
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reasoning about Islamic law (and the Islamists who supported them in their defense of the Islamic
legal tradition).
This was a significant change because although proponents of modernism could have justified
their claims to Islamic legal interpretation as a separate ‘maslak’ from the Deobandis, Barelvis, Ahle-Hadith, and Shi’as, until now, in episodes like (1) the Marriage Commission Report 1955, the
MFLO 1961, and its protection from review by the FSC maintained throughout Zia’s period and (2)
the Rajm Judgment of 1981, modernists were not proceeding in this way. They were trying to
enforce legal positions based on modernist reasoning as state Islamic law, without accommodating
these other ‘maslaks’ (sects) and perhaps one reason why the moral basis of their claim was not
seriously examined or questioned in English-language studies of Islamic law in Pakistan, is because
they were trying to re-structure the Islamic legal tradition (fiqh) to bring it closer to contemporary
western norms (gender equality, monogamy, the understanding that public corporal punishments
were undignified) using methods of reasoning accepted in modern historiography (skepticism of oral
hadith reports) (I haven’t come across any English-language articles or books that explore the moral
basis of this claim, except for Islamist rebuttals). Had these liberal activists been using
constitutionally-guaranteed fundamental rights to argue for the protection of their freedoms against
public religious law, or to argue for a separate personal law for modernist Muslims, their claim
would have been less divisive, but they were trying to liberalize state Islamic laws by arguing for a reconstruction of fiqh in a state where the vast majority of Islamic institutions taught fiqh and a
segment of lay modern-educated Muslims defended it (Islamists), while Muslim modernism had not
become a social movement with its own set of madrassas and mosques, making its claim to take
over state Islamic legal interpretation even more implausible in a society committed to democracy in
its constitution (if not in practice).
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On the other hand, judges did not abandon modernism altogether; while they reasoned within
fiqh, trying to understand the ‘ulama’s reasons and giving them reasons from within fiqh, when they
disagreed with the ‘ulama’s fiqh-based doctrines, they expressed their disagreement and justified
their own opinion with modernist arguments or fiqh-based arguments that were historically
supported by a minority of ‘ulama. But the difference was that they disagreed after engaging deeply
with fiqh and trying to find points of compromise and when they expressed disagreement, as a last
resort, they did not do so by blaming fiqh of “stagnation” or by labeling the ‘ulama as “self-serving
mullahs who misguide people” as the anti-clerical polemics of modernists did (which NGOs and
liberal intellectuals absorbed). Judges focused on the specific argument and reasons at hand and
addressed the ‘ulama on the court panel as their “learned brothers.”
Modernist Rajm Judgment, 1981: The ‘ulama’s worst fears were realized when on 21st
March 1981 an FSC bench, on which Justice Lodhi was also present, ruled 4:1 that the punishment
of rajm (stoning to death) adopted in the Hudood Ordinances was un-Islamic and would be struck
down by 31st July 1981. This judgment overruled the ‘ijma of the fuqaha that the Qur’anic verse on
zina contained a general rule for punishing extra-marital sex, and the prescribed punishment of 100
stripes in that verse, was “made particular” (takhsis) or “added to” (idafa) with the punishment of
stoning to death for married individuals by hadith reports which showed that the Prophet and his
Companions awarded this punishment to adulterers. The lone dissenting judge on the panel, Justice
Karimullah Durrani, agreed with the mainstream ‘ulama’s position emphasizing that all exegetes
(except for one) had interpreted the Qur’anic verse on zina in this way and from a historical
standpoint, there wasn’t evidence in hadith, fiqh, history, or asar that showed rulers or judges
awarding some other punishment. 501 Although all three ‘ulama who responded to a court
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questionnaire gave the fiqh argument supported by Justice Durrani 502, the other four judges on the
FSC panel radically critiqued fiqh principles of reasoning 503 and some either misunderstood or
misapplied them.
First, the judges denied that the ‘ijma of fuqaha, or the principles of hadith criticism they
relied on to derive the rajm ruling, had binding authority for contemporary Muslims. Justice
Salahuddin cites the Qur’anic verse on zina (24:2), which prescribes a punishment of 100 stripes for
those who commit zina, to show that a “plain unambiguous reading” reveals that the Qur’an does
not prescribe rajm as a hadd. He accuses the fuqaha of trying to give the plain language of the Qur’an
a different meaning based on “traditions and statements of the Companions that are not clear and
are in conflict with one another.” He dismisses the 4 Prophetic traditions that are used by the fuqaha
to justify rajm as “khabr wahed” and claims that since these events occurred before Qur’an 24:2, the
verse would have abrogated them. He does not deny the hadith as a source of law but argues for a
“critical approach” towards them, one that analyzes their “authenticity, contents and context” and
“whether they are consistent with reason.” 504 He argued as follows:
Individually all the four cases are “khabr al-wahid.” The Jurists like Jafar Sadiq, Abu Hanifa, Malik
Shafi and Ahmed, however, say that the Ahadith in respect of Rajam through “akhbar al-ahad” they
are in the position of Hadis-e-Mashhoor having been stated by such pious and prominent Sahaba,
like, Jaber, Abu Huraira, Abdullah Ibn-e-Abbas and such Ahadith collectively are sufficient to
replace a part of the order contained in the Holy Qur’an namely 24:2.
It may, however, be mentioned here that I have already held that the Qur’an cannot be changed or
abrogated by Hadith. 505

502Mawlana

Taqi Usmani, Allama Syed Muhammad Razi, Mawlana Najmul Hasan Karavi, 3 who replied: Razi, Hanif Nadvi, and Pir
Karam Shah.
Justice Aftab Hussain accepted that the hadith reports ‘proved’ that the Prophet and Companions awarded rajm as a punishment
for adulterers but maintained that it was a discretionary state punishment (tazir), which could be changed, and not a fixed punishment
ordained by God (hadd). This was based on the claim that the terms hadd/tazir were constructed by jurists in succeeding generations
and were not used in the Prophet’s time.
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Here, he recognizes that all the leading jurists regarded the hadith reports on rajm as “mashoor” and
sufficiently reliable to qualify a Qur’anic order, but he misrepresents their view on the relation
between Qur’anic verses and hadith, the fuqaha would say that the ahadith on rajm introduce a
particular condition on the general rule given for zina in the Qur’an, not that they abrogate the
Qur’an (naskh, as a later Qur’anic verse abrogates an earlier command).
Second, the judges assigned meanings to fiqh terms that were contrary to the meanings
assigned in the tradition itself. Justice Salahuddin began his judgment by quoting the dialogue
between the Prophet and Ma’az bin Jabal, appointed the Governor of Yemen, in which the Prophet
gave Ma’az the permission to judge according to the Qur’an, Sunnah, and his own independent
judgment, in that order of priority. 506 In the fiqh tradition, this dialogue was used by scholars to
justify “ijtihad” but they assigned a specific meaning to ijtihad, understanding it as a process of
deriving legal rulings from the Qur’an and Sunnah, disciplined by the principles of usul-e-fiqh—only
years of study qualified a person to perform this act. Moreover, they believed that later Muslims had
to differ to legal opinions on which there was already a consensus of earlier scholars, or a
“collectively accepted ijtihad” and could not perform ijtihad afresh. Instead of using these terms in
their fiqh meanings, Justice Salahuddin uses this hadith to justify his own interpretation of the
Qur’an and hadith, calling it an “ijtihad” although fuqaha would say that he is neither qualified to
perform ijithad, without deep knowledge of fiqh discourse and Arabic, nor is ijtihad permissible on a
question on which there is already an ‘ijma of the fuqaha. (This was a common claim of modernist
scholars and lay Muslims who rejected ‘ulama authority)
Other judges took an even harsher position towards the traditions, which are the foundation
for the legal opinions and ‘ijma of early fuqaha, on which the entire subsequent Islamic legal
tradition—in which the modern-day Pakistani ‘ulama situate themselves—was based. Justice Lodhi
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argued that there was no “authentic record” of the history and practices of the early period of Islam;
the hadith which were compiled 250 years after the Prophet’s death based on “memories,” rather
than “chronicles” or “records,” lead to legal confusion and provide insufficient “facts” to “safely
use” them in lawmaking:
Another difficulty which arises in way of acceptance or otherwise, of a “Ahadith” is that
neither the facts of the cases decided by the Holy Prophet (pbh) are known to us nor is this
fact known as to when a particular act was done or a case decided and how much of Qur’an
was available by then. It is thus impossible to safely use “Ahadith” in law-making. Same is
the position of other traditions concerning the four Caliphs.
To conclude, “Rajam” is not a punishment known to Islam at all. 507

He finds it “unbelievable” that the Prophet or Hazrat Umar gave these punishments Moreover, like
the authors of the 1955 Marriage Commission Report, Justice Lodhi not only questions the central
premises of fiqh-based reasoning but indulges in some character-assassination of the fuquha:
Holy Qur’an thus occupies pivotal place in Islam. Same was the position of the Books
revealed earlier which formed basis for their respective religions, but were subsequently
modified by their doctors of law and clergy in order to substitute their will to the will of God
so that the society was transformed into a pattern of their liking. This class as a vested
interest is present in almost all religions and, if seen, in historical perspective, it would be
clear that they have always defaced and polluted their religions. 508
More or less the same treatment was meted out to Islam following the pattern of earlier
powerful clergy and also out of short sightedness and protection of vested interest during
kingship in Islam. It can be seen from the stretching of meanings of Qur’anic verses,
cancelling out or substituting one verse by another or cancelling it by Hadith. Such is the
case with “Rajam” which has been forced into Qur’anic punishments under the cover of
“Sunnah” meaning thereby that Sunnah has cancelled or overridden Qur’an.
It is not the least within the realm of the jurist to lay down a parallel law not justified in
Qur’anic scheme of things. Unfortunately this is what has been attempted by the jurists in
case of punishment for “Zina…” 509

Justice Lodhi’s views on the role of the ‘ulama in Muslim history, his skepticism, distrust, wariness,
are not his alone but are an orientation shared by perhaps a majority of the modern-educated upper
middle-class, who—true to the accusations of the ‘ulama—has almost no knowledge of fiqh or usul507
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e-fiqh and is unable to access the primary sources of this tradition. Moreover, a social class that
shares social space only with lower ranking members of the ‘ulama class during highly ritualized
religious encounters: a rich child being taught to read the Qur’an by a poor neighborhood Qari, the
lower-middle class Maulvi Sahab who is called in from the Old City to perform marriage or funeral
rites in the elite suburbs; well-off women sending charitable food and donations to the
neighborhood imam during Ramzan. Normally, when a member of the upper-middle class
denounces maulvis and mullahs as corrupting the message of the Qur’an and the Prophet, there is
no ‘alim in the room, with requisite learning in fiqh and usul-e-fiqh to challenge these assumptions.
In this case, Justice Lodhi was different from both the average upper-middle class drawing-room
orator, and the authors of the 1955 Marriage Commission Report who knew that the civil-military
elite was more likely to listen to them than to the far-away maulvis fuming in their madrassas. Now,
the ‘ulama community, Mawlana Taqi Usmani perhaps the most prolific among them, had the ear of
the executive, and were vigilantly listening to what the FSC had to say about them and ready to
challenge assumptions about their community and its knowledge tradition.
‘Ulama Reaction: Almost as soon as the judgment was released, the ‘ulama were up in
arms. Al-Balagh published a joint statement by sixteen influential ‘ulama condemning the FSC
judgment as a violation of the fourteen-hundred year “ijmai musallimat of the ummat” (“consensusbased established beliefs of the community”). They demanded that ‘ulama be appointed to the FSC
because this decision showed that “appointing judges trained in English laws to decide problems of
the Qur’an and Sunnah is akin to making a toy of shari’at.” 510As a result of their pressure, General
Zia appointed 3 ‘ulama to the FSC, though they would be a minority vis a vis common law judges.
While the leading ‘ulama demanded a review of the 1981 rajm ruling and ‘ulama inclusion in the FSC
510 Mawlana Muhammad Taqi Usmani, “Sharai adalat ka ghayr sharai faysla” (“The non-sharai decision of a shari’at
Court”), Al-Balagh, Volume 15, March 1981, pp. 19-20. The signatories included leading ‘ulama from various madrassas
in Karachi and one in Hyderabad and Thatta each. Full list on pp. 20-21.
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bench, letters written to ‘ulama journals by madrassa teachers were much angrier in tone: one letter
said that “common Muslims” wanted to see the judges held accountable for “insulting the Islamic
Hudood” because in the name of “so-called ijtihad,” some people’s refusal to accept rajm (stoning)
as a hadd in shari’at was an “insult to the court of the Prophet and is akin to opening the door to
tahreef and ilhaad (atheism).” 511 The anger this court judgment generated among the religious
establishment for overturning a punishment regarded as a “hadd” by the ‘ijma (consensus) of fuqaha,
and the level of religious conflict it threatened to provoke, explains why the NGO campaign for the
repeal of the Hudood Ordinances from the late 1980s was unable to spark cross-group debate
between liberal NGO activists and the ‘ulama-Islamist alliance but converted the boundary between
these two groups into a seemingly permanent battle-line, where each group threw barbs and one-line
curses at the other through its protests and public opinion campaigns, without being able to identify
the reasons that would be minimally acceptable to the other side, from its moral perspective.
The reconstituted FSC panel which ruled on 20th June 1982 that rajm (stoning to death) for
adulterers was an Islamic punishment, retracted the 1981 judgment on the technical grounds that
since the rajm punishment applied only to Muslims, it was part of “Muslim Personal Law” that had
been excluded from the FSC’s jurisdiction (by General Zia, in order to protect the MFLO from FSC
review, out of fear of the legal community and women’s activists). But the court spent 230 pages
explaining why rajm was an Islamic punishment; this judgment represents, more starkly than
anything else, the shift from external to internal reasoning that occurred once the ‘ulama were
included in the court and the judges were compelled to listen to them, and they to the judges, both
recognizing one another’s right of independent judgment. First, while the judges on the 1981 panel
had sent a questionnaire to the ‘ulama and dismissed the responses of all the ‘ulama who had written
back to them saying that rajm was an Islamic punishment, the 1982 panel called in a range of
Darul Uloom Haqqaniya, ‘Ulama o Mashaheer kay Maraslaat, “Rajm ki saza shara’i had hai” (“Rajm is a shara’i had”),
Al-Haqq, May 1981, Volume 16, pp. 9-12.
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scholars and legal professionals for questioning and discussion: Professor Mahmood Ahmad Ghazi,
who believed that rajm was a ‘hadd’ but presented views on rajm being a ‘hadd’ or a ‘tazir,’ which had
been a long-standing debate, Professor Tahirul Qadri, ‘ulama such as Mawlana Muhammad Ashraf
and Muhammad Hanif Nadvi, and liberal lawyers such as SM Zafar (who argued that rajm was
‘tazir’). Second, while the madrassa teachers writing to Al-Haqq spoke of the authors of the 1981
Rajm Judgment, as if they condoned burning them at the stake for the sacrilege they had committed,
the judges of the 1982 Judgment, including the ‘ulama, referred to them in terms of respect, calmly
explaining why those judges had crossed a line, in their eyes, and why they disagreed with their
reasoning. For instance, Mawlana Malik Ghulam Ali responded to Justice Lodhi’s comment that
rajm had been “forced into Qur’anic punishments under the cover of Sunnah, meaning thereby that
Sunnah has cancelled or overridden Qur’an” with the remark that: “I would say with respect that
this quote by the learned judge sahib is not true…and the words used in it exceed the limit of
moderation and the jurisdiction of the court.” 512 Justice Pir Muhammad Karam Shah, a Barelvi ‘alim
referred to them even more kindly:
The judges that gave this decision that rajm is not a hadd sharai, we do not doubt their
honesty, their knowledgability, and probity. The decisions that they have written, reading
them shows that they have worked very hard to solve this problem.
The government has again contacted the Federal Shari’at Court to review their decision. The
court has started proceedings on this problem from scratch. Apart from the scholars and
lawyers of the two sides, the prominent ‘ulama and scholars of the country and legal
professionals have presented their own reasons. Keeping all reservations aside, I have
researched this issue only for the will of God and his Prophet and written is the decision that
I have come to. 513

Contrary to the madrassa teachers outside the court system who seemed prepared for revenge
seeking, the ‘ulama judges spoke as the officials of a state that included both modernist judges and
the ‘ulama and their supporters, officials who were trying to identify and establish the limits of moral
reasoning that would enable these two groups to co-exist, without vilifying dissenters. In turn,
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Justice Zahoorul Ikhlaq did not refer to the ‘ulama as the followers of “wily theologians who had
distorted the true Islam” but defended them against the accusation that they were pre-committed on
this legal problem, and therefore unfit to serve as judges, by arguing they were scholars who
deserved to be respected for their knowledge and intellectual honesty:
…in view of their deep insight and vast knowledge of Muslim Fiqh and their total
dedication to the principles of justice as enunciated and ordained in Islam, these Ulema
Judges could be expected to sit with an open mind in this Court….These Ulemas had openly
expressed in Court that they were open to conviction. 514

Explaining fiqh -based reasoning in terms of common law jurisprudence: Several
authors of the 1982 judgment spend considerable time refuting the use of the term “naskh” in the
1981 judgment and clarifying the meaning of the usul-e-fiqh term “takhsees.” Mawlana Usmani
explains that there was a disagreement among fuqaha on which ahadith could do the “takhsees” of a
particular Quranic verse, i.e. introduce a particular qualification for a general rule. All four founders
of the legal schools believed that ‘mutawwatir’ and ‘mashoor’ ahadith could do ‘takhsees’ and Abu
Hanifa, the most conservative on the use of ahadith, maintained that those that were ‘khabr ahad’
could not do so (the others believed it could). Usmani refutes Justice Lodhi’s claim that rajm was
un-Islamic because the hadith reporting it were dated after Surah-e-Nur (which prescribed 100
stripes as the punishment for zina) and could not “abrogate” (naskh) a Qur’anic verse, by explaining
how the fuqaha reconciled differences between the Qur’an and Sunnah through the doctrine of
“takhsees”:
…the hukm of Surah e Nur is ‘aam and the hukm of Sunnata is makhsoos with a khass surat
and if in two different laws in one place the hukm be ‘aam and in another place it be khass
then it is not considered mutually contradictory (mutarraz) and neither will it be said that one
law has repealed (mansookh) the other. 515

In order to explain how the punishment for violation of a general rule can be modified for particular
cases of that general rule, Mawlana Usmani draws on the secular Pakistan Penal Code. He argues
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that Clause 379 of the PPC prescribes as a punishment for theft either 3 years imprisonment, a fine,
or both, and Clause 380 of the PPC prescribes the punishment of upto 7 years and fine for the
particular case of theft “in any building…used as a human dwelling.” 516
Both the ‘ulama and lay Muslim judges spent considerable time explaining the criteria used
by muhaditheen to evaluate the reliability of ahadith, in order to counter Justice Lodhi’s blanket
condemnation of hadith as unreliable because they were not based on chronicles or records. Justice
Pir Muhammad Karam Shah uses reasons from religious literature to prove the reliability of orally
transmitted ahadith, 517 blaming Orientalist scholarship for leading the modern-educated Muslim
class astray:
The learned judge has said that ahadith of the Prophet were compiled 250 years after the
time of the Prophet, that thing which has not been written down for 250 years and there is
only trust on memory, how can such a story be believed.
If this was really true then we would have felt no hesitation in agreeing with him but
fortunately the reality is the complete opposite of it.
This is also a misunderstanding which due to the lack of study appeared and was fanned
more by those Orientalists who are extremely prejudiced about Islam and in doing
poisonous propaganda against the religion of Islam don’t differentiate between truth and
falsehood and our modern educated class agrees with these researches with closed eyes. I
consider it my duty to remove this misunderstanding… 518

Though in this case, Justice Pir Muhammad Karam Shah did not draw parallels to common law
jurisprudence, as Mawlana Usmani had in his explanation of ‘takshees,’ the lay Muslim judge on the
panel, who supported the ‘ulama’s position, Justice Zahoorul Ikhlaq, found common law precedents
on testimony to support the use of orally transmitted hadith reports as a source of law, even if there
were discrepancies in their wording. Justice Ikhlaq said that he had “very great respect” for the
“honorable” judges who wrote the 1981 judgment but felt that differences in the narration of events
in the hadith reports “does not justify their total rejection” but “[a]n effort at sifting should be
516
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made.” He lists various versions of the hadith reports used by the fuqaha to validate rajm and agrees
with the ‘ulama on the panel that they did contain the common factor that the Prophet prescribed
the punishment of stoning to death for adulterers, concluding that there is “no scope in disbelieving
all these incidents which have been related on the highest authority by such a large number of
companions.” 519 To support the principle of hadith criticism that hadith reports that were
continuous in meaning, if not in words, could be considered reliable, he draws on an 1847 Privy
Council judgment that disagreement by witnesses on minute details made their testimony more
credible, a judgment echoed by the Supreme Court of Pakistan in 1956. 520 From this, Justice Haq
concludes that:
In the light of such dictum it is obvious that to expect that every Hadith will tally in every
detail with a Hadith narrated by another person in respect of the same incident would be a
futile hope as discrepancies are inevitable in different narrations. Therefore to discredit
Ahadith on the basis of discrepancies would be wrong and would result in the destruction of
one of the basic sources of Muslim Law. 521

Explaining why individual opinion should not overrule ‘ijma: These ‘ulama judges also
had to acknowledge and respond to arguments that rajm was not a hadd punishment, which were not
based on a complete rejection of hadith or misunderstanding of “takshees” by judges who were
radically critical of fiqh, but more subtle arguments by individual exegetes such as Amin Ahsan Islahi
that rajm had been prescribed in the Qur’an for “harabah” and not for adultery. The main argument
of both Usmani and Shah, a Deobandi and Barelvi ‘alim respectively, was that the understanding of
the “majority” of fuqaha and exegetes in the past was a closer approximation to the “truth” than
individual opinions, and that this mechanism of resolving legal disputes was institutionalized in fiqh
through ‘ijma (consensus) which bound later generations to legal positions on which consensus had
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been achieved by earlier scholars. Usmani asks how it was possible for these individual opinions on
rajm, based on a re-interpretation of the Qur’an and hadith, to be “correct” when “for 1300 years all
the…exegetes and hadith-compilers, all the fuqaha…and all those people of knowledge who spent
their entire lives on the interpretation of every single word of the Qur’an, all of them together
remained under this error.” 522 In a few words, Mawlana Taqi Usmani summed up the ‘ulama’s
perspective on what was morally acceptable and unacceptable reasoning on Islamic laws:
In the interpretation of the Qur’an and Sunnah it is of fundamental importance to consider
how the Muslim community collectively understood and practiced these injunctions. Many
teachings of the Qur’an are clarified through the continued practice of the Muslim
community so if the entire Muslim community agreed on a certain interpretation of the
Qur’an and Sunnah then this of decisive importance when considering the truth of this
interpretation. From this perspective, the problem of rajm is among those problems on
which in every period, all the schools of thought of the Muslim community were in
agreement.
…the duty of the Federal Shari’at Court is not that its judges merely enforce their individual
opinions as Islamic law but its duty is to protect the established (musallim) injunctions of the
Qur’an and Sunnat. Therefore it is not the work of this court to declare an Islamic law which
has been established (musallim) from the beginning of Islam and which has been enforced as
a hukm of the Qur’an and Sunnah in all courts of the world of Islam without exception ….as
against the Qur’an merely on the basis of individual opinion. 523

Trying to offer the judiciary reasons from within the common law tradition, Mawlana Taqi Usmani
argues that just like the principle of stare decisis is considered mandatory in the interpretation of
secular laws, the principle of community consensus (ijma-e-ummat) was fundamental in the
interpretation of Islamic laws. 524 Moreover, in his eyes, the authority of this ‘ijma on rajm for
adulterers was “mandatory” and “from the perspective of shari’a, no judge, ruler or legislature can
change it.” 525
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Like Mawlana Taqi Usmani, Justice Zahoorul Ikhlaq explained the authority of ‘ijma in terms
of common law jurisprudence, although his remarks did not focus on the “truth” or “error” of
religious doctrine but on how the courts should treat “evidence of what was regarded as true religious
doctrine by the Muslim community”—its legal conventions, its history. For instance, he argues that
the rajm ahadith should be accepted as reliable not only because they are mutawwatir al-maani
(continuous in meaning), a principle established in usul-e-fiqh, but because they were regarded as
mutawwatir al-maani by the Muslim community—because “they are part of the history of Muslims
and even history can provide the basis of a law.” 526 To support his argument that the “opinion of a
community can be looked into for ascertaining a law,” he draws, once again, on the British common
law reasoning, in which he was trained:
In Maxwell on Interpretation of Statutes (12th Edn.) at page 56, we find the following principle:-“Lord Ellenborough C.J. said in Isherwood v. Oldknow, it is truer to say ‘communis opinion is
evidence of what the law is’. It would be unfortunate if doubt had to be thrown on a
statement which has appeared in a well-known textbook for a great number of years without
being judicially doubted and after it had been acted on by justices and their clerks for many
years. 527

In this judgment, the ‘ulama explained why they regarded ‘ijma, rather than individual legal opinion,
as an authoritative source of law, and Justice Zahoorul Ikhlaq found a reason in common law
jurisprudence for why Muslims, who rejected the binding authority of ‘ijma, as the authors of the
1981 judgment had, should accept it, as a legal convention. But another lay Muslim judge on the
panel, Justice Aftab Hussain, disagreed with this argument though the manner in which he chose to
express his disagreement was markedly different from that of the authors of the 1981 judgment.
While in the 1981 judgment, Justice Lodhi condemned hadith-in-general because oral reports
compiled 250 years after a given event couldn’t possibly be as reliable as a chronicle or record,
Justice Aftab Hussain in the 1982 review judgment, disagreed with the ‘ulama on the panel because
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he believed that the timing of hadith reports showed that it was a discretionary state punishment
(tazir) rather than a fixed punishment commanded by God (hadd). His argument was based on
scholarship on the history of evolution of fiqh (presented by Prof. Ghazi) that showed that the
terms ‘hadd’ and ‘tazir’ were developed by jurists after the Prophet’s death and that he awarded
stoning only as a ‘tazir’ punishment (he noted how his ‘learned brother Peer Mohammad Karam
Shah and Maulana Muhammad Taqi Usmani ‘maintained the juristic definition of Hadd and Tazeer’
and ‘did not consider my reasoning on the subject’) 528 However, though he disagreed with the
conclusions that the fuqaha drew from the hadith reports, based on their constructed terms of ‘hadd’
and ‘tazir,’ he did not condemn hadith as unreliable, inauthentic, and conflicting but argued that
“[t]he only satisfactory criteria to judge authenticity of traditions are those laid down by
traditionists.” He criticizes the fuquha, who used the rajm ahadith as evidence, for not stringently
evaluating these reports based on the criteria of hadith criticism, and instead just accepting that these
incidents had been “proved” or that “there is ijma on this point.” 529 The inclusion of ‘ulama on the
reconstituted FSC panel had not silenced judges who wanted to make modernist arguments, but it
compelled them to frame these arguments in terms of fiqh and hadith criticism, to show why a
certain legal position departed from the principles of reasoning and ideals of evidence-gathering that
were considered authoritative by the ‘ulama themselves.
This critical juncture in 1982, when the ‘ulama were included as judges in the Federal shari’at
Court and shari’at Appellate Bench of the Supreme Court (though with a majority of lay Muslim
judges), put these courts on an entirely different trajectory than parliament and social institutions of
the religious and liberal coalition who had a stake in protecting or repealing the Hudood Ordinances.
Ibid, FSC 287. Cites opinion of Allama Anwar Shah Kashmiri that the real (and primary) hadd was that described by
the Qur’an, i.e. 100 stripes. Rajm is a secondary hadd, which was not mentioned in the Qur’an so that it remained
unknown and it could be repelled from the people. The punishment that couldn’t be repelled was the sentence of stripes.
(FSC 291, cites Faizul Bari Sharah Sahih Bukhari, Allama Anwar Shah Kashmiri, Vol IV, pp. 448-449)
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The 1982 court judgment accepted the “red line” identified by the ‘ulama, that overruling an ‘ijma in
favor of an individual legal opinion was morally unacceptable to them, that the punishment of rajm
was, in their eyes, a hadd punishment fixed by God and was eternally valid. Justice Ikhlaq supported
their reasoning not only on the grounds that a legal opinion with an ‘ijma was more “true,” but
because it was “evidence of what was regarded as true,” and therefore, worthy of being respected.
This did not silence judges who disagreed with ‘ijma or majority opinions of the fuqaha but it put
the burden of proof on them, to explain their disagreement in terms of the principles of reasoning
and categories of fiqh, rather than rejecting these outright, without deeply engaging with the ‘ulama’s
arguments or searching for reasons that would be morally acceptable to them, from the perspective
of the religious literature they considered authoritative.
3. Segmented vs. Integrated Community of Specialists
(1) POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. ‘Ulama’s use of majority vote in 1976 and 1978 CII to
recommend enforcement of orthodox Hanafi fiqh through military ruler, and opposition of
activists in Women’s Status Commissions without acknowledgment/response to fiqh-based
justification for laws
The Hanafi fiqh opinions adopted in the Hudood Ordinances were derived by orthodox
‘ulama in the CII from 1977-78. From their perspective, there had been a thorough debate on the
Hanafi opinion that justified the punishments of stoning/lashing (in the presence of 4 male Muslim
eyewitnesses of good character). They felt that the interpretation had been settled through
consensus in the CII. However, the CII appointed by General Zia did not include liberals from the
center-left PPP, who were being repressed by the military regime, and the insistence of NGOs and
rights activists on Hudood repeal from 1988-2006 can be explained in large part by the fact that they
were not given reasons for why the ‘ulama considered it necessary and how they had derived it. 530

Justice Shaiq Usmani (retd), who agreed with the NGO repeal demand said that: “To my knowledge, no debate was ever held
regarding the proposed promulgation of the ordinance nor were any questionnaires sent out to elicit views of the public, particularly
when there was no parliament in session at the time. It appears it was drafted by someone on his own giving vent to his preconceived
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Although the constitution required the appointment of a few lawyers and judges to the CII,
along with religious scholars, the deliberation in the 1976-77 CII report suggests that since the
‘ulama had a majority, they could ignore the dissent from liberals within the CII, in favor of their
ideal option. For instance, the 1976-77 CII report suggested: (1) banning haram food and drink at
hotels and public places, (2) banning the dancing of women in films, stage and television, (3)
introducing the zina punishment including upto 100 stripes given publicly (4) making the public
non-observance of fasting a punishable offence, among others, and said that the issue of riba would
continue to be discussed once replies came from scholars in other Muslim countries. 531 During the
deliberation, a lay Muslim CII member suggested that perhaps dancing could be banned in
government institutions and events, but that it would be unwise to ban it altogether. Yet the final
advice reflected the ‘ulama’s opinion, and his dissent did not sway them towards a middle ground.
Similarly, since liberals had no opportunity for expressing dissent or adding their input to the
draft of the Hudood Ordinances, the orthodox ‘ulama could, without any hindrances, give their ideal
opinion and see it realized through law by Zia’s decree. Moreover, the Hanafi fiqh opinions they
deployed had multiple, in-built protections, such as the requirement of 4 male eyewitnesses to the
act of adultery/fornication/rape, in order to give the punishments of stoning to death or 100 lashes,
and if a Muslim accused someone of zina and could not produce 4 eyewitnesses, he would be
punished with 80 lashes for falsely accusing someone. Yet the military regime’s legal advisors
decided how to combine this doctrine, with state-discretionary (tazir) punishments for the same
crimes, based on a lower standard of evidence.

notions and introduced as an edict of the military head of state.” Maisoon Hussein, “Deciding the fate of Hudood Ordinances,” Dawn
Upfront, 9 March 2001.
531 Annual CII Interim Report 1976-77, pp. 262-265. (From 2nd February 1976 – 1st January 1977) During this time, Dr. Tanzilur
Rahman served as the law advisor for the Central Islamic Research Institute, Karachi; his note on the Evidence Act was published in
this report, pp. 354-362.
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The ‘ulama believed that the state was required to enforce hadd punishments while it had the
discretion to assign any lower punishment than the hadd for the same crimes – but this choice was
entirely up to the state and did not impinge on any religious doctrine. These are subtle but crucial
points because the Hanafi fiqh opinion regarding zina, which the orthodox ‘ulama regarded as
authoritative and unchangeable, was impossible to give in practice because of the high standard of
evidence (4 male eyewitnesses to act of adultery/fornication/rape), and discouraged citizens from
slandering people’s characters because they would be liable to almost the same punishment (80
lashes) for false accusation. The real problem came when these opinions were applied by judges
untrained in the fiqh tradition, and combined with the state-discretionary punishments of
imprisonment, which common law judges starting giving on the basis of documentary evidence (lack
of marriage/divorce certificates, which had been instituted by the modernist MFLO 1961 and were
not required by shari’a in the first place).
Since the CII was insulated from mainstream political discussions, when the ‘ulama had first
started formulating proposals for zina laws and restrictions on social practices forbidden in Hanafi
fiqh such as dancing in 1976-77, political leaders like Bhutto chose to ignore them, letting them
construct orthodox puritan utopias rather than engaging in a mainstream debate and struggle with
liberal detractors, through “authentic deliberation.” For instance, during debates preceding the 1973
constitution, Mawlana Haqq criticized the constitution for adopting the concept of fundamental
rights from western nations who speak of international human rights, but whose entire state edifice
rests on distinctions of country and nation, of white vs. black, and citizen vs. foreigner in America.
Instead, he called for an “Islamic” concept of fundamental rights that would include the following
differences from the western concept:
(1)No Muslim can change his religion, (2) In an Islamic state, there cannot be permission for
apostasy and propagating it, (3) A special jizya tax can be leveled on non-Muslims, (4) under
certain conditions, there can be justification (javaz) of slavery, (5) a woman cannot be a judge
in cases with hudud and qisas injunctions, (6) nor is her judgeship (qaza) acceptable
374

(mutabir) in such cases, (7) nor is her testimony mutabir in hudood and qisas cases, (8) nor
can she become the head of an Islamic state, (9) Nor can she openly enter the recreational
spaces of boys and men (bando’n) or in mixed gender gatherings, (10) the testimony of two
women is equal to one man, (11) non-Muslims and dhimmis cannot become judges, (12)
Nor can they be members of Islamic constitution-making institutions…” 532

In an editorial, Haqq complains ‘ulama’s amendments to make fundamental rights compatible with
Islamic lawmaking were ignored despite the “ruling party’s declaration of conciliation,
reasonableness and realism.” 533 The ruling PPP did not counter the ‘ulama’s objections to
fundamental rights and gender equality with a reasoned defense based in fiqh discourse or a
historical-institutional perspective, nor did they give them an institutional avenue to voice their
grievances in the SC or an effective CII; instead they set aside their amendments, through the force
of a democratic majority, by referring to them as “unreasonable”—even though ‘ulama and Islamist
parties had won 14% of the national vote in 1970 (compared to the PPP’s 18.6%). 534 When the
‘ulama in the assembly criticized women legislators as being “subservient” to the west due to their
support of fundamental rights, Ms. Nasim Jahan launched a counter-attack on the ‘ulama saying that
there was no space for “Mullaiyat” in Islam and that for them, excommunication (takfir) was a
favored past-time as they had previously declared Sir Syed, Kamal Attaturk, Iqbal, and even their
own Bhutto as kafirs in their fatwas. 535 Similarly, Mufti Mahmood objected to the freedom of
religion clause because it prevented the implementation of the fiqh-prescribed capital punishment
for apostasy (opposition clapped during debate) but on the other hand, he said that they were
532 Mawlana Samiul Haqq, “Qaumi assembly mai’n musvadda dastoor ki Islami tarmimat ka kya hashr hua? (What happened to the
Islamic amendments to the draft constitution in the national assembly), (Editorial), Al-Haqq, pp. 327-328.
533
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313. In Punjab, Pakistan’s most populous province, the PPP claimed 4.5 million votes, Muslim League factions 2.5 million, and the
religious parties 2.1 million, ibid, p. 318. Moreover, all parties, including the PPP, promised to not pass laws contrary to the Qur’an
and Sunnah, see p. 164 and 170 in Sharif al Mujahid, “Pakistan: First General Elections,” Asian Survey, Vol. 11, No. 2, A Survey of Asia
in 1970: Part II (Feb., 1971), pp. 159-171.

Mawlana Samiul Haqq, “Qaumi assembly kay teen din aur haqq o batil ki kashmakash (3 days in the national assembly and the
struggle between truth and falsehood)” Al-Haqq, May 1972, p. 9.
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“somewhat happy” that under this clause, Muslims would have the freedom to practice their own
family laws—a right which should be upheld by removing constitutional protection for the
MFLO. 536 But legislators did not use the ‘ulama’s belief in freedom of religion, and therefore
toleration within Muslim sects, to craft an argument, as the Supreme Court did in the Hasba
judgment in 2005.
Therefore, when the ‘ulama were co-opted by a military ruler who promised to “listen” to
them (many of their articles about Zia praise him for listening sympathetically to their demands),
liberals had not been able to influence their ideas, which would have warned them about assenting
to a legal design that would lead to rights abuse. 537 General Zia’s legal advisors, who converted the
‘ulama’s fiqh-based opinions into state law, chose to make the crime of zina cognizable and nonbailable (jail pending the final verdict), and to exercise the state’s “discretion” to award lower
punishments for zina based on less evidence, which was in no way required by fiqh—and this led to
all sorts of contradictory interpretations by sessions judges who were untrained in fiqh and
manipulations by local power-holders and law enforcement agencies, who were already accustomed
to using “the rule of law” for repressive purposes. Influential Deobandi ‘ulama, such as Mufti Taqi
Usmani, deserve a large part of the blame for this, because they allowed the military regime to enact
this hybrid of fiqh and secular law through the structures of a predatory colonial state, but a
significant part of the blame also goes to the Bhutto-led parliament from 1973-77, which maintained
promises of shari’a in the 1973 constitution, appointed orthodox ‘ulama to the CII, gave them the
expectation that their proposals to Islamize laws would be discussed by parliament, which would
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frame laws in light of their advice—and yet completely disengaged from the ‘ulama intellectually,
ignoring them unless there were religious riots. 538
While the ‘ulama and Islamists felt that the Hudood Ordinances had been amply debated by
experts of fiqh respected among the madrassa establishment, and that they, rather than the “public”
were qualified to give fiqh opinions, intellectuals from the westernized bourgeoisie had no clue
about the ‘ulama’s moral arguments for the Hudood Ordinances or the CII’s deliberation from
1977-1979 (since CII reports were not released to the public until the 2000s). An October 2000
Dawn editorial reported the comments of Dr. Faqir Hussain, an official of the Pakistan Law
Commission that the Hudood Ordinances “had come as a bolt from the blue” because General
Zia’s regime “held no debate on the ordinances, simply because the reasons behind the enforcement
of the laws were political,” and that scholars of Islamic law had consensus that these Ordinances
were un-Islamic. The Dawn editor argued that “while a school of ulema approves these ordinances—
for it cooperated with the Zia regime in their enactment—many ulema and Islamic scholars have
serious reservations about them” and urged the government to constitute a commission for their
review and to open a public debate. 539 While it is plausible that General Zia’s only motive was
political, the ‘ulama who sat on the 1977-78 CII that drafted these laws, including the hadd section,
had moral reasons for wanting these laws. Articles written by liberals in the English print media
from 1988-2006 show an unawareness of the ‘ulama’s moral reasons for wanting these laws, of the

Parliament enacted the 1974 constitutional amendment which declared Ahmadis non-Muslim due to a similar process. When the
‘ulama demanded it during the constitutional debates, Mawlana Kausar Niazi, the Religious Minister for the PPP, repeated the
modernist argument from the Munir Report that a common definition of a Muslim was impossible due to ‘ulama disagreement.
However, the JUI leader, Mawlana Abdul Haq retorted that this was an exaggeration, P. 5-6, Mawlana Samiul Haqq, “Qaumi assembly
kay teen din aur haqq o batil ki kashmakash (3 days in the national assembly and the struggle between truth and falsehood)” Al-Haqq,
May 1972, pp. 5-11. Mawlana Samiul Haqq observed with satisfaction that this common definition answered the challenge of
modernists, their “mughalta” about ‘ulama disagreement which they used as an excuse. When the ‘ulama took the issue to “the street,”
the Ahrar, a small town-based religious group whose sole purpose was to counter “the Ahmadi threat” fanned the conflict further,
and this eventually led to riots across Punjab. To appease this unrest, Bhutto gave in to the ‘ulama’s ideal demand entirely and the
constitutional debate about how the state arrived at the definition of a Muslim was not disclosed. See The National Assembly of Pakistan
Debates, Official Report, Vol. IV, No. 26, Sunday, 30th June, 1974, p. 1303.
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limits of what they considered changeable and unchangeable in them from the perspective of fiqh,
and of why it was important to reason within fiqh, in the absence of an alternative method of legal
reasoning widely accepted among Islamic religious institutions.
Deliberation in state-advisory Women’s Status Commissions were a mirror image of the
‘ulama’s discussions in the CII, except that the rights activists appointed to these bodies used secular
reasoning and gender equality to derive their ideal proposals, without having to table them in a
general discussion in which religious conservatives could voice their objections. In 1994, Benazir
Bhutto appointed the human rights lawyer Asma Jehangir to the Women’s Status Commission. She
had a deep influence on WAF rhetoric regarding the Hudood, was rising in the international rights
bureaucracy, and had routinely described the Hudood Ordinances with words like “obscurantist”
and “black laws” and “un-Islamic,” which would be inflammatory to orthodox religious institutions.
Benazir Bhutto had expressed similar views in her tirade against “fundamentalists,” and character
assassination of “the clergy” in the 1991 parliamentary debate on the Shari’at Bill. Bhutto’s speech
included remarks such as the following:
It is not that Islam changes. Unfortunately, for us, our Ulema can never agree on a single
point and that is why for political convenience their interpretation also changes and that is
why we cannot make our people, our nation, our future, our destinies subject to the arbitrary
whims and fancies…if we look at the role of the clergy, this role has always been an
extremely negative and reactionary one.
The clergy is with…the colonial powers everywhere…The clergy have always opposed
nationalism…They do not believe in nationalism…they did not believe in Pakistan…The
clergy were the ones who called Quaid-e-Azam Kafre-e-Azam…The clergy have always been
supportive to imperialism…they have sown the seeds of division amongst the Muslim
matter and by sowing the seeds of division of a sectarianism they have sought to weaken the
Muslim countries. 540

Since the revision judgment on rajm (stoning) in 1982, the judiciary had refused to strike down the
hadd punishments because they were justified through ‘ijma (juristic consensus), which was a “redline” that could not be crossed due to the need for reasoning within the fiqh tradition (judges also
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reasoned that the requirement of 4 witnesses meant that no punishments were given so these
doctrinal provisions had no net legal effect on the system). But while judges balanced the need for
toleration with orthodox religious institutions and gender equality (focusing on net legal effect),
Asma Jehangir used her position on the Women’s Status Commission, and the absolute majority of
liberal rights activists in this body, to demand the government to repeal the Hudood Ordinance and
abolish the Federal Shari’at Court. An alliance of western-funded rights advocacy, including Aurat
Foundation (funded in part by the Norwegian government), put their weight behind the WSC report
and complained that a few judges in the FSC had the authority to decide gender related issues, which
should be discussed in parliament instead. 541 Whenever Bhutto’s government broached the Hudood
question, the ‘ulama erupted in street protests, which the English print media portrayed as evidence
of their dogmatism, but the pattern of argumentation adopted by liberals, explains why the ‘ulama
and Islamists were reluctant and why liberals were unsuccessful in changing the Hudood laws from
1988, when Bhutto came to power, to 2006, when they only did so by collaborating with General
Musharraf to push through their ideal demands.
The WSC reviewed Pakistan’s laws for compliance to international conventions on gender
equality, and was comprised of activists who moved in international circles. Their conversation was
entirely with like-minded secular rights activists and while they knew that they had to report
“progress” in international forums and to western donor agencies (in their paperwork they had to
set targets, complete base-line surveys, and then measure progress), they had no obligation to situate
their arguments within Pakistan’s legal tradition, which by now had figured out how to
accommodate shari’a-based arguments within constitutional discourse and bridge them to individual
rights-based arguments. This pattern of argumentation in the WSC continues to this day, because
the activists from rights advocacy NGOs who are appointed to it are largely immune to changes in
Aurat Foundation, “Legislative Watch Quarterly Newsletter,” Issue No. 5, Aurat Publication and Information Service
Foundation., p. 2.
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the political process and society due to their western funding (the Ministry of Women’s
“Development” in Pakistan is funded by the UK foreign aid agency DFID).
The role of the WSC in the process leading upto the Protection of Women’s Right Act 2006,
which removed rape laws from the Hudood Ordinance, revealed the problems that resulted from
the moral-epistemic gap between the WSC and the CII. After the creation of the permanent NCSW
through Presidential Ordinance on 17 July 2000, liberal activists from the NGO community, who
had long demanded the repeal of the Hudood Ordinances—both its hadd and tazir sections—
because they violated gender equality, now had a permanent state home in the NCSW rather than
the occasional Women’s Status Commissions set up by Prime Ministers. Since the division of these
social groups was mirrored in the division of the CII and NCSW – with both pulling the executive in
opposite directions, towards legal positions justified through fiqh-based reasoning and gender
equality respectively – the majority of the members in each institution were not compelled to
“reason internally” with the minority members who offered counter-reasons from fiqh in the NCSW
or from gender equality in the CII. The NCSW kept offering the ‘ulama reasons for changing the
Hudood Ordinances that were morally unacceptable to them, and the CII member on the NCSW
and ‘ulama-Islamist coalition in society found it impossible to persuade women’s rights activists why
they should accept the provisions of the hadd section (on which there was an ‘ijma of fuqaha) that
differentiated between the genders.
On 31 August 2003, the majority of NCSW members voted in favor of repeal, and over the
next 3 years, the NCSW Chairperson, Justice (Retd) Majida Rizvi played a leading role in the NGO
campaign for Hudood repeal. 542 Of the 17 members on the legal committee of the NCSW that voted
on whether to repeal or amend the Hudood, 15 voted for repeal but the only CII representative on
the panel, the Islamist professor Dr. SM Zaman, and another Islamist female professor Dr. Fareeda
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Ahmad voted against repeal, suggesting amendment instead. 543 But when the NCSW Chairman took
her case for repeal to English-language newspapers and seminars co-organized with rights NGOs,
she emphasized that the decision for repeal was the official NCSW proposal, because it had the
legitimacy of a majority vote, under-emphasizing and occasionally omitting the fact that the NCSW
had an absolute majority of liberal activists and the CII representative and an Islamist female scholar
on the panel had rejected the option of repeal, suggesting an amendment instead.
On 14 September 2003, The News on Sunday published interviews of Dr. SM Zaman and
Justice (retd.) Majida Rizvi, side-by-side, and asked them to respond to one another’s position on the
Hudood Ordinances. Dr. Zaman argued that the question of whether the Hudood Ordinances
should be repealed did not have “a simple ‘yes’ or ‘no’” answer but there were “a lot of grey areas
around” it. He complained that the NCSW committee to review the Hudood had agreed to hold an
international conference of scholars to come up with proposals that would be acceptable “to the
majority of Muslims” but that in the end, the committee “decided to draw its own conclusions,” and
from what he had heard of the session in which the NCSW voted on the future of the Hudood, the
Chairperson had asked the question of whether or not the Hudood should be repealed, an unfair
choice, in his opinion.
Zaman argued that the Constitution stipulated that the CII was the body to examine whether
laws were in accordance with Islam. When asked about the use of the law to oppress women, Dr.
Zaman replied that “How many laws in our country are serving their purpose? Laws against all sorts
of crimes – against bribery, theft – do exist. But these crimes have been constantly on the rise. Now
would you advocate that since the legislation against bribery and corruption has not worked, these
laws should be repealed? The correct approach is that these provisions should be enforced,
implemented effectively and causes of the failure of implementing machinery probed.” When the
Report on Hudood Ordinances, 1979-2003, National Commission on the Status of Women (Government of Pakistan:
Islamabad, 2003).
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journalist pressed with the question that these laws had been used against women, Dr. Zaman
replied:
I don’t agree with this at all. It is like the argument about the Islamic law of inheritance. For
the sake of argument, let’s suppose that the law of inheritance is discriminatory; should it be
removed then? No. As Muslims we know that men and women have been given specific
roles and responsibilities. These have been prescribed right in the Holy Qur’an.
We shouldn’t look at the law of inheritance in isolation. These laws are part of a whole
system. In that system, for example, a woman is not responsible for the maintenance of a
household at all. Even if she happens to be a millionaire, her husband can’t call upon her as
matter of obligation to contribute to the running of the household. It is the responsibility of
the male.
The NGOs and NCSW should work to secure for women rights granted by Allah but denied
by our society.

When the journalist asked if Islamic laws could be reviewed or amended, Dr. Zaman answered that
of course, this was the purpose of “ijtihad” – but he stressed that there were “certain limitations,”
that injunctions based on “clear statements in the Qur’an or Sunnah can’t be challenged. Others can
be looked into and amended depending on the requirements of time.” 544
While Dr. Zaman, as one of two dissenting Islamist scholars on the NCSW committee, tried
to argue that the NCSW proposal for repeal did not arise from broad-based consultation with
religious scholars that would make it acceptable to the “majority of Muslims,” Justice (retd) Majida
Rizvi argued that the NCSW proposal for repeal was made after “deliberations by a group of
experts” and “not on the basis of personal opinion.” When asked if she thought that the NCSW
should re-consider its demand for repeal, in order to avoid controversy, Rizvi said that the law was
full of “copious lacunas and other anomalies;” when asked if the HO could be amended through
ijtehad, she said that the CII had not shown any interest in doing so in the many years that the
problems with this law had been surfacing, that the 1997 Commission (Zahid) had also
recommended repeal, and that the current demand for repeal was not her personal opinion but that
Kamran Haider, “It can’t be a simple yes or no,” Interview with Dr. SM Zaman, The News on Sunday, 14 September
2003.
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of the majority of committee members. She denied Zaman’s accusation that the commission had
“drawn its own conclusion.”
When asked if all other laws that are abused be repealed (Zaman’s argument), she said that the
Hudood Ordinances were “the most misused of all laws” and went on to criticize the exclusion of
women’s testimony for awarding hadd punishments – which Dr. Zaman, like the madrassa
establishment and JI, considered to be based on an authoritative ‘ijma of Hanafi fuqaha. When asked
if it was right to use balloting in the final NCSW committee meetings as the method to resolve
differences on this issue, she said that
Voting is an exercise to seek opinion. Everybody in the meetings expressed their views. It
wasn’t about a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ vote, but the opinions of each participant was sought. In the sixth
meeting of the committee in Karachi, members were asked by the commission to come up
with clear recommendations whether they wanted repeal of the ordinance or amendment in
it. It is the normal practice everywhere.
Dr. Zaman and Dr. Fareeda admitted these laws had lacunas and needed to be amended.
Can a law that considers the testimony of half of the country’s population inadvisable
allowed to exist? Where does Islam refuse the testimony of female witnesses? 545

Sympathy of the editorial in The News to the NCSW, anger at the CII:
Although Dr. Zaman was highlighting the dangers of using majority vote to decide Islamic
legal opinions, heedless of the “limits” of which injunctions could be challenged and which were
beyond challenge, the editorial in The News was more sympathetic to the viewpoint of Justice
Rizvi. 546 The editor argues that the elected governments after General Zia were reluctant to broach
the issue of the Hudood Ordinances “obviously for fear of being castigated by the religious right in
the habit of labeling everything that suits them as divine.” Observing the irony that in the
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546 In the last few months, a report surfaced on Pakistan TV channels which alleged that the Jang Media group, which
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contemporary day and age, the mere prospect of parliamentary debate and review on a law is
counted as a blessing in Pakistan, the editor cautions readers against viewing it as a victory over
authoritarianism because the “parameters of debate have not changed”:
The opponents of the law continue to be termed as misguided followers of the West who
need to undergo special training to get their thinking right…Another proof that the old rules
of debate are still in place is offered by the learned gentleman from the Council of Islamic
Ideology who sat on the committee to review the Hudood laws but now is one of the
strongest opponents of the call for their repeal.
If he knew that the laws cannot be changed, why did he agree to sit on the committee in the
first place? And why did the right-wingers not come out against the commission when it was
deliberating upon the changes in the law? They allowed debate then and they should allow it
now, instead of going for the easy option of lambasting anything and everything proposed
by the other side as a western conspiracy. 547

Neither the religious conservatives nor Dr. SM Zaman as CII Chairman were rejecting “anything”
and “everything” proposed by the liberals inside the NCSW, as a “western conspiracy.” They
believed the hadd section of the law to be based on authoritative religious doctrine, derived from
clear statements of the Qur’an and hadith on which there was an ‘ijma of Hanafi fuqaha, this much
they believed to be “beyond challenge” and “beyond debate.” Dr. SM Zaman had said that the
question was not black or white, of keeping the law unchanged or repealing it; that there was a
middle ground where the religious doctrine, considered authoritative and unchallengeable by the
madrassa establishment and Islamists could be maintained, and the tazir section and associated
judicial and police procedure could be changed.
But just as the state NCSW mirrored the NGO discourse about the Hudood Ordinances,
English-language newspapers, the chief platform of expression for liberal intellectuals before the rise
“The law that governs debate,” The News on Sunday (Editorial), 14 September 2003. Similarly, in “Hard times: Growing up with the
Hudood Ordinance,” Nation (19 October 2003), Nabila Malick recounts her impression of a recent seminar on the HO in which
Rizvi and Dr. Faqir Hussain spoke; she recounts Rizvi’s argument that 4 male witnesses were required to prove rape and the
testimony of women was ignored and Hussain’s claim that the HO “philosophically and conceptually, was not related to Islam”
because while the Prophet hadith were “beyond doubt…the problem was that they did not fully explain the complex circumstances in
which these sentences had been passed.” An Aurat Foundation representative also spoke at the seminar. The author (graduate of
Kinnaird) began the article with the admission that she did not know much about the origins of the HO except what she learn
through accounts of WAF protests at the newspaper where she worked, and that this seminar left her with the impression that
“Wonder why those how have the power to not have the good sense of listening to these people. They know what they are talking
about. A whole generation that grew up with the Hudood ordinance desires to be released from this curse. So they can also experience
the freedom that a generation before them was blessed with.”
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of independent television channels, were sympathetic to the liberal position and completely failed to
see why religious conservatives like Dr. SM Zaman were making such a fuss about Hudood repeal.
What the leading editors perceived as an accusation from the religious right—i.e. that the critics of
the Hudood Ordinances were “misguided followers of the West who need to undergo special
training to get their thinking right”— had a deeper a moral argument. It contained the claim that
“right thinking” was thinking that occurred within the fiqh tradition, as the madrassa establishment
understood it, and not by changing state-religious doctrine using the premise of gender equality, in
violation of ‘ijma of the fuqaha and aa’ima.
(2) JUDICIARY. Defense of Gender-Differentiation in Fiqh-based Laws: Pursuing Gender
Equality as Effect of Legal Interpretation (not premise), 1988
Justice Nasim Hasan Shah recognized the opposition of women’s rights activists to genderdifferentiation in the Hudood and Qisas and Diyat, as a matter of principle, but argued that this only
applied to a restricted sphere of law, since there was a requirement for male witnesses in the
Hudood only to give the punishments of stoning to death and 100 lashes, and to give capital
punishment through Qisas. Women’s testimony was regarded as equal to men in all other areas of
law. 548 This was the argument that FSC judges gave in response to a petition by Rashida Patel,
President of the Pakistan Women Laws Association, in which she had challenged gender
differentiation in fiqh-based laws. Shah acknowledged the objections of women not by labeling them
as “westernized” or representatives of “western-funded NGOs,” labels that the ‘ulama and Islamist
activists were using in society – but with a sense of sympathy, since he was embedded in the same
community as these women agitators:

Mr. Justice Dr. Nasim Hasan Shah, Judge SC, “Rights of Women Before Courts of Law,” Journal 1990 PLD, pp. 8084. Judgment given in the Shariat petitions filed by the President, Pakistan Women Laws Association in the case entitled
“Begum Rashida Patel v. Federation of Pakistan (PLD 1989 FSC 95).
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The sentiments of women with regard to the said Ordinance and other Hudood Laws are
well-known and one can appreciate their reasons for agitating against them. But here also the
Courts have tried to soften the rigor of some of the provisions of these laws…
…To prevent perpetration of such injustices it has now been held by the Courts that where
a wife bona fide believing that her previous marriage with her former husband stands
dissolved on the basis of a talaqnama although the husband has not got it registered with the
Union Council enters into a second marriage, neither this second marriage nor the fact of
her living with the second husband will amount to zina because of her bona fide belief that
her first marriage stood dissolved. 549

Women imprisoned due to the zina laws (adultery/fornication) were convicted due to a joint reading
of the modernist MFLO 1961, which required marriage/divorce documentation, and the tazir
section of the law, which allowed the state to give lower punishments than stoning/lashing based on
a lower standard of evidence. Orthodox ‘ulama in shari’at courts and common law judges in the
superior judiciary repeatedly ruled that in shari’a, an oral contract was sufficient evidence, and lack of
documentation was not proof of zina. But this interpretation kept coming from local sessions courts
and since the crime was non-bailable and those convicted of the law from the working classes, they
had to endure long prison sentences before their appeals reached the superior judiciary.
The real problem, he argued, were not these fiqh-based laws because they each had a statediscretionary section (for awarding prison terms) that regarded women’s testimony as equal to men,
but that the vast majority of women who lived in rural areas (75% of the population) “neither knew
about their legal rights” nor were “in a social position to have them recognized.” 550 Judges had
repeatedly set precedents that would fix the problems in the Hudood but they kept reappearing
because lower court judges did not obey the precedents, were not trained in the fiqh tradition, and
because of structural problems in the local law enforcement system that led to rights abuse at the
hands of police. The judges had to balance the claims of women’s rights activists with the
constitutional promise of shari’a compliance, and for this, they tried to follow a middle path,
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focusing on the net effect of laws on rights, rather than challenging the principles of reasoning in the
fiqh tradition, or introducing gender equality as a premise for re-interpreting fiqh-based laws.
Whereas women’s rights activists in NGOs, and the WSC, solely evaluated the formal text of
the law for “gender equality,” Justice Nasim Hasan looked at problem as one part of broader
structural problems in the judiciary and the dissonance between rights guaranteed in sate legislation
and the socio-economic reality of the vast majority of rural working class women. For WAF
activists, who dominated the CII, their protest in 1983 against a proposed Law of Evidence that
would introduce gender-differentiation in evidence was a great “victory” because they were able to
reverse the CII’s ideal proposals; the final law decreed by General Zia in 1984 required 1 male
witness or 2 women witnesses for financial contracts, which women’s rights activists have bitterly
opposed and structured their movement around and identity around. However, if we adopt the bigpicture perspective that Justice Shah advocated, then we would see that obtaining any
documentation from the state – such as an ID card – requires getting applications attested by
government officials. A considerable segment of the working class remains undocumented because
they do not have records of birth, the option of leaving work to get these documents from govt.
offices, or the connections with govt. officials to get the recorded attestations. Moreover, they are
illiterate, and the entire legal system, which presupposes literacy, is “discriminatory” for them. This
raises the question why western-funded women’s rights groups have prioritized these small pockets
of shari’a-based laws, as the primary hindrance to rights, and not the reinforcement of class
domination through the legal system. It also shows how the WSC, linked to the international rights
community but not to the domestic legal tradition, “fixes” this perspective in place, leading to
conflict whenever shari’a-based laws are discussed.
4. Exposure vs. Insulation from Transnational Rights Discourse
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(1) POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. Campaign of western-funded rights advocacy NGOs
against Hudood Ordinances: Monster narrative precludes “authentic deliberation”
In the courts, it was clear that repealing the hadd punishments was not acceptable to the
‘ulama. The judiciary left them in place. But women’s rights activists centered their struggle on
repealing the Hudood Ordinance, and instead of looking at them in a big-picture perspective, from
the vantage point of toleration with orthodox religious institutions (as judges did) or by highlighting
problems in judicial interpretation and the structure of the local law enforcement structure that led
to rights abuse, they focused their entire campaign around the hadd punishments of 100
lashes/stoning, labeling the laws “discriminatory” towards women because “4 male Muslim
eyewitnesses were required to prove rape.” This claim was both false and misleading. Four male
eyewitnesses were required for a judge to give the fiqh-stipulated hadd punishment of
lashing/stoning and was the reason why this punishment was impossible to give and not given in
practice (whenever sessions court judges unaware of fiqh evidentiary requirements gave it, the
sentence was reversed by higher courts). But since this satisfied the formal gender equality screening
process of western-funded NGOs, they kept repeating this claim, and demanding that the Hudood
Ordinances be repealed – which was a “red-line” of the ‘ulama and Islamists (since orthodox Hanafi
fiqh was part of the law).
During their campaign, they did not use secular reasons to call for repeal. They said that the
hadd punishments were “un-Islamic” and called the ‘ulama and Islamists misogynists, obscurantists,
and extremists. When General Musharraf came to power, became an ally in the War on Terror, and
propagated his vision of Enlightened Moderation, which in practice was modernist Islam, westernfunded rights NGOs and legislators from the westernized elite, collaborated with him to pressure
parliament to enact their desired reforms. Musharraf had excluded the orthodox ‘ulama from the
state CII and when they started street protests, the conservative party with a parliamentary majority
(PML-Q) made a parallel advisory committee with orthodox ‘ulama, since they were not represented
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in the re-engineered CII. The ‘ulama presented their 3 demands, which General Musharraf’s legal
drafters combined with the minimum conditions set by western-funded NGOs and PPP leaders
from the westernized elite.
The final draft revealed the limits of legal reform based on the fiction that in shari’a, “4 male
eyewitnesses were required to prove rape,” which was disseminated far and wide by a few Pakistani
women activists who worked in western-funded rights advocacy NGOs, even finding its way into
Leila Ahmad’s Women and Gender in Islam. 551 The Protection of Women’s Rights Act 2006 did the
following contradictory things, which did not address the actual difficulty in prosecuting rape laws:
1. Rejected the demand of the ‘ulama to keep the hadd punishments of rajm (stoning to death)
and 100 lashes for a rapist, which was a “red-line” for them because it was based on an ‘ijma
or juristic consensus in Hanafi fiqh (the judiciary had recognized this since 1982) and was not
responsible for the ineffectiveness of rape laws.
2. Accepted their demand for a state-discretionary punishment of prison for
fornication/adultery on the basis of lower evidence, which the ‘ulama did not regard as a
doctrinal requirement (and admitted that the govt. could change) and was the main cause of
rights abuse due to zina laws, and
3. Rejected their demand to declare the Qur’an/Sunnah supreme in interpreting the law, a
provision that shari’at courts had used in the past to enforce the principle that documentary
proof of marriage/divorce was not required to acquit someone accused of zina because in
shari’a an oral contract was sufficient, a provision that reduced rights abuse.
In the first round of the campaign, the Islamist MMA was able to counter the movement by
western-funded rights advocacy NGOs, working in alliance with Justice (retd.) Majida Rizvi of the
National Commission on Status of Women (NCSW, new term for WSC), to repeal the Hudood
Ordinance because of a “deal” in December 2003 whereby the MMA supported General
Musharraf’s Legal Framework Order (LFO) in exchange for an end to the repeal campaign. But the
campaign reared its head again in 2006, a year before General Musharraf had to renew his
Presidential term for another 5 years and was negotiating a deal with American policymakers to
continue as President. In July 2006, a high-ranking Musharraf aide told a reputed journalist that a
former British High Commissioner in Islamabad had been relaying messages between the Musharraf
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regime and Benazir Bhutto to engineer a coalition of “enlightened moderates” for the 2007
elections, before Musharraf’s visit to Washington in September, and that “the West” was OK with
President Musharraf retaining his military uniform because of the “command” it gave Musharraf in
the war against Al-Qaeda and the Taliban but was pressuring the PPP “not to co-opt MMA led
political forces.” 552 Speculation was rife in newspapers that the government’s decision to sponsor
amendments in the Hudood Ordinances were part of this long-term strategy, aimed at wooing the
PPP as an ally, rather than the Islamist MMA which Western countries disapproved of, and in the
short-term, would serve the purpose of breaking the unity of the PPP and MMA in the Alliance for
Restoration of Democracy (ARD), which planned to present a no-confidence motion against Prime
Minister Shaukat Aziz the following month.
The liberal English press continued to dismiss the charges of religious leaders that the
Hudood amendment process was a “conspiracy” hatched by Western countries, western-funded
NGOs, and General Musharraf as a paranoid delusion, but there was a grain of truth in these
accusations. The patron-client relationship between the US government and political actors it
favored due to their role in the War on Terror, such as General Musharraf, or promoted due to their
perceived “liberalizing effects” on the country’s politics, such as Benazir Bhutto and western-funded
rights NGOs, distorted the country’s democratic process and deepened the gulf of suspicion
dividing the liberal and religious coalitions in society and politics, making them distrustful of one
another, with each side waiting for the other to make a “deal” with General Musharraf over issues
that divided them. Ultimately, General Musharraf pressured parliament, which had a conservative
majority, to pass the Protection of Women’s Right Act in November 2006.
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Approach of Western-Funded Rights Advocacy NGOs: Shari’a as Monster
In the 1990s, there was variation within the NGO community on the question of religion.
An article by Hassam Qadir Shah in a volume published by the women’s rights NGO Shirkat Gah
(funded by Germany, Norway and Holland), acknowledged a 1989 judgment in which Mufti Taqi
Usmani declared that the argument previously adopted by common law judges that “honor killings”
were motivated by “grave and sudden provocation” (and therefore deserved a lower punishment)
was un-Islamic. 553 In another article in this volume, Farida Shaheed, a sociologist and head of Shirkat
Gah, urged women’s rights activists to be more self-critical about their narrow class base and about
the fact that the Zia-era Islamization rankled urban professional women more than it did the average
women. Based on interviews with women from a broad range of classes, she found that women did
not see religion as the source of their oppression, as rights activists did. 554 However, since the
Women’s Action Forum and other NGO networks worked as lobby-cum-pressure groups,
connected to the international rights bureaucracy, a few of their activists tended to adopt
inflammatory rhetoric about the Hudood Ordinances during media campaigns, particularly the
lawyer Asma Jehangir (who has served as a UN rapporteur), who maintained her arguments for
changing formal law to conform to gender equality, and ideally to secularize it, regardless of the
religious beliefs of the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists.
For instance, an Aurat Foundation newsletter (funded by Norway) mirrored the story about
the “politically expedient” rather than “moral” origins of the Hudood Ordinances, as related by
Asma Jehangir and Hina Jilani in 1990, and pressed for Pakistan to obey the Convention of All
553 Hassam Qadir Shah, “Reflections on the Law of Qisas and Diyat,” Shaping Women’s Lives (Lahore: Shirkat Gah, 1998),
p. 263. Discusses 1989 Gul Hassan case in the Shariat Appellate Bench, where Justices Pir Karam Shah, Nasim Hasan
Shah, Afzal Zullah, Shafi-ur-Rehman, and Taqi Usmani struck down provisions of the PPC related to murder and bodily
harm as un-Islamic.

Farida Shaheed, “Engagements of Culture, Customs and Law: Women’s Lives and Activism,” Shaping Women’s Lives,
pp. 71-72. Shaping Women’s Lives was an edited volume published by Shirkat Gah Resource Center in 1998, with funding
from the Heinrich Boll Foundation (Germany) and help from NORAD (Norway) and NOVIB (Holland).
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Forms of Discrimination Against Women (CEDAW), signed by the Bhutto government in 1995,
which “clearly binds state parties to take all appropriate measures, including legislation, to modify or
abolish existing laws which constitute discrimination against women and to repeal all national penal
provisions which constitute discrimination against women.” The editorial explains that the Hudood
Ordinances were decreed during Zia’s martial law “under the pretext and garb of ‘Islamisation’” and
though women’s and human rights groups had opposed them as being “unjust” and “un-Islamic,”
no political government had been willing to touch them “for fear of the controversy it would
generate” because they bore the “Islamic label.” The newsletter calls on the two mainstream political
parties to not “remain hostage to the negligible religious orthodoxy” in the country and to repeal the
laws, in order to demonstrate to women that they were equal citizens. 555 Activists didn’t distinguish
between the legal effects due to the hadd section of the law, which the ‘ulama regarded as based on
the ‘ijma of the fuqaha and therefore reflecting the unchangeable “limits” of God, and those due to
the tazir (state-discretionary) section of the law, which the ‘ulama regarded as changeable by the
state. For instance, the newsletter mentions the Fehmida-Allah Buksh case in which “the first
sentence of stoning to death and flogging for zina was passed by a Sessions Court in 1981” because
the couple had not registered their marriage in time and says that the SC dismissed this judgment
because the hadd punishment for zina could not be given without the requisite 4 male Muslim
eyewitnesses. But the writers still blame the injustices on the religious doctrine in the hadd section,
rather than on the mistakes that Trial Court Judges made when interpreting fiqh-based laws in
conjunction with modernist laws like the MFLO (as Justice Dorab Patel had pointed out in 1990).
Similarly, when discussing the hadd or tazir punishments given to rape complainants for zina,
the authors don’t attribute this to the Trial Court Judges ignoring the precedents set by the SC and
555 Aurat Foundation, “Legislative Watch Quarterly Newsletter,” Issue 2&3, Aurat Publication and Information Service
Foundation, p. 1. This editorial explains that women’s and human rights groups have opposed them, “from the very
beginning” as being “unjust” and “un-Islamic” because they saw them as a “politically expedient measure on the part of
the then martial law regime for justifying its unlawful continuance in power.”
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FSC on what constituted a valid confession and why pregnancy did not amount to an implicit
confession of zina, as Justice Dorab Patel had, but rejected the opinions from Hanafi fiqh adopted
for the hadd section because they violated gender equality. For instance, the authors of this AF
newsletter criticized the provision that the evidence of women and non-Muslims was not acceptable
for the hadd punishment (which was not given in practice), even though it was acceptable for giving
someone the state-discretionary punishmen of imprisonment (which was the punishment actually
given). The table below is an image in this newsletter, in which the most controversial aspects of the
law are emphasized, and the fact that these punishments were not given due to the impossibly high
standard of evidence required (4 male eyewitnesses) was omitted. Moreover, this “selective
omission” was followed by a sleight of hand, whereby a morally controversial question about Islamic
doctrine was subsumed under the CEDAW requirement that the state repeal all laws discriminatory
towards women.
Image 5.1 “Selective Omissions” 556 in Hudood representation

When the newsletter acknowledges the existence of the ‘ulama and Islamists, it either refers
to them as a “negligible religious orthodoxy” or as “vested interest groups” who have “tried to
create the impression that the opposition to the Hudood laws is restricted to just a handful of
This is a term that Saba Mahmood uses in “Feminism, Democracy, and Empire: Islam and the War on Terror,” in Hanna Herzog
and Ann Braude Eds., Gendering Religion and Politics: Untangling Modernities (New York: Palgrave Macmillan 2009), p. 201.
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‘westernized’ women.” Instead of acknowledging the moral reasons of orthodox Muslims, the
newsletter portrays the ‘ulama as caricatures and monsters. The images used in the newsletter
alternate between processions of smartly dressed, assertive women raising their hands for their
rights, with a naked fat wrestler thrashing a helpless woman tied to plank (above image) or a bearded
turban-wearing “mullah,” with his shalwar raised above his ankles, pointing a finger of disapproval
at women, quivering with a rage so fierce as to make the hairs of his beard prick out like needles.
And all this followed by a demand for repeal, not amendment or reform, and a footnote in
small print acknowledging that “Printing funded by the Royal Netherlands Embassy.” 557 This was
the form that European efforts to promote women’s rights and liberalism took in Pakistan’s context.
The international rights bureaucracy enabled the westernized elite to present their historical (and
unexamined) prejudices towards orthodox Islam as a straightforward question of “self-evident”
rights, rather than engaging in a “political” struggle for rights, which would require building massmembership associations, engaging in a lateral conversation with other social groups, and subjecting
their beliefs to self-scrutiny. And it fueled the perception, with good reason, that NGOs were
“western agents,” participating in a “western conspiracy against Islam.”
Image 5.2: Representation of ‘ulama in Western-funded Rights Advocacy NGO Pamphlet ‘90s

Aurat Foundation, “Legislative Watch Quarterly Newsletter,” Issue 2&3, Aurat Publication and Information Service
Foundation, p. 4.
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Hudood Repeal campaign led by women from westernized elite in state NCSW, NGO, and
PPP and MMA-Musharraf deal in 2003
Within a few months of General Musharraf’s military takeover, western-funded rights
advocacy NGOs pressed him to repeal the Hudood Ordinances because they were “discriminatory”
towards women and “un-Islamic.” 558 On 3 February 2002, Fauzia Wahab, the Central Coordinator
of the PPP’s Human Rights Cell in Karachi wrote a letter to Dawn calling for Hudood repeal, and
termed the ‘ulama “obscurantists.” 559 Liberals writing in English newspapers mirrored the NGO
discourse, attributing the problems arising from the non-compliance of sessions court judges with
FSC/SC precedents and from the secular procedure adopted for the law, to the entire Hudood
Ordinance, which included religious doctrines regarded authoritative by the ‘ulama and Islamists. A
columnist in The News described the Hudood Ordinance as violating “the basic principles of equality
and human rights” and “in accordance with the trigger-happy, women-hating mullahs who use it as a
ploy to supposedly spread ‘Islamization’ in Pakistan.” It repeated the claim that a rape case required
4 witnesses and in the absence of these the rape victims had been charged with
adultery/fornication. 560 General Musharraf continued to promise review, rather than repeal, of the
Hudood Ordinances, and the National Commission on Status of Women and CII were tasked with
deliberating on amendments. But liberals writing in English newspapers and western-funded rights
advocacy NGOs continued to pressure him to repeal the Hudood Ordinance, when the absence of
This demand was made on 20 April 2000, by nearly a dozen NGOs organized under the Joint Action Committee RawalpindiIslamabad including Aurat Foundation, SDPI, and Sungi Development Foundation. “Repeal of Hudood Ordinance urged,” Dawn, 21
April 2000. On 21 October 2000, a “Women empowerment” conference organized by the Justice and Peace Commission (JPC),
attended by more than 150 women across Pakistan, passed a resolution demanding “abolition of discriminatory laws like the Hudood
Ordinance and the Law of Evidence.” in “End discriminatory laws,” Dawn, 22 October 2000.
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“Repeal of Hudood Ordinance,” Letter from Fauzia Wahab published in Dawn, 3 February 2002.

560 Sobia Aslam, “Consequences of the Hudood laws,” The News, 21 July 2000. The author cites the case of Safia Bibi (1985): a blind
maidservant accused her employer of rape; the sessions court released the man for lack of evidence and punished her instead, taking
her pregnancy as evidence of zina. While columnists in the English press repeated the claim of vocal NGO activists, such as Sheema
Kirmani, a famous classical dancer and founder-director of the women’s group Tehrik-e-Niswan, that a woman who could not prove
rape with 4 male witnesses would be charged with adultery. Zofeen T. Ebrahim, “In need of a fresh start, Dawn, 16 October 2003, p.
20.
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an elected parliament, provided a “moment of opportunity.” 561 In its February 2002 newsletter, the
western-funded rights group, Aurat Foundation, asked him to use his power of decree to repeal the
Hudood Ordinance. 562 The image below was in this newsletter and showed the reliance on women’s
rights activists on a military ruler to push their campaign for Hudood repeal, something that the FSC
and Supreme Court had not allowed because it contained religious doctrines regarded as
authoritative by the ‘ulama and Islamists.
Image 5.3

Collaboration of women’s rights activists with General Musharraf

561Dr.

Attiya Inayatullah, Minister for Population Welfare, said that the govt. would review family laws and Hudood Ordinance
“strictly in line with the Islamic principles.” Nadeem Malik, “Govt to review hadood laws,” The News, 12 September 2001. The CII
chief Dr. SM Zaman said that the Hudood Ordinance would be reviewed to identify the parts that were not in accordance with the
Qur’an and Sunnah and would be amended, while no Islamic things would be amended at all; said CII would support women in
getting the rights given in Islam, in “Govt to review Hudood Ord, says CII chief,” The News, 17 April 2002.
562 Editorial, “Legislative Watch Quarterly Newsletter Issue,” Issue No. 17, February 2002, Aurat Publication and Information Service
Foundation (Islamabad), p. 1 (Printing funded by NORAD). Other criticisms “the Qisas and Diyat provisions in the Pakistan Penal
Code which, among other things, allow perpetrators of ‘honour’ killings to get away with minimal sentences; and the Qanun-eShahadat, which diminishes the value of women’s testimony (p. 2).
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Selective Emphasis: “Monster construction” in English media vs. Voices of Legal Specialists
In April 2002, a sessions court judge sentenced Zafran Bibi to rajm (stoning to death), taking
her pregnancy and the fact that her husband was in prison, as proof of adultery (even though she
said she had been raped by a male family member). 563 The FSC had set a number of precedents
clarifying that in Hanafi fiqh, nothing less than 4 eyewitnesses or confession counted as sufficient
evidence to give hadd punishments. The problem was non-compliance of sessions (trial) courts to
the apex court precedents and the lack of training of judges in the fiqh tradition. Within two weeks,
a newspaper article appeared in Dawn explaining that the reason why Zafran Bibi was convicted of
adultery and sentenced to stoning to death by a sessions court was that its judge had overlooked the
precedent set by the FSC on this question. The judge had used her statement that she was raped,
combined with her pregnancy, and the fact that her husband had been in prison, as evidence of
adultery, when she was unable to prove the rape charge. Legal experts emphasized that the FSC had
repeatedly held that a confession of zina was only valid if it was recorded “four times at intervals,
and each time the accused should be asked to go out of the view of the court to ensure that the
confession was independent and without any pressure, under influence or coercion” (or with 4 male
eyewitnesses of good character). 564
After the Zafran Bibi case, The New York Times carried an article with the following
sensational headline

In Pakistan, Rape Victims Are the ‘Criminals’
The journalist, Seth Mydans, summed up Zafran Bibi’s situation in a few words: “Her crime: she had
been raped. Her sentence: death by stoning.” His main sources for the article were Rakshanda Naz,
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Abdul Sami Paracha, “Fair retrial of female convict urged,” Dawn 21 April 2002.

Waseem Ahmad Shah, “Precedent overlooked in Zafran case: legal experts,” Dawn, 5 May 2002. Precedents were:
PLD 1986 FSC 274 and PLD 1988 FSC 42.
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an Aurat Foundation activist, and Asma Jehangir, former Chairperson of the HRCP. Based on his
research, he portrayed the law in the following terms:
The man Ms. Zafran accused, Jamal Khan, was set free without charges. A case against him
would have been a waste of the court’s time. Under the laws of zina, four male witnesses, all
Muslim and all citizens of upright character, must testify to having seen a rape take
place…The victim’s accusation also carries little weight; the only significant testimony she
can give is an admission of guilt. 565

Similar to The New York Times, the BBC continued to cite this NGO-spin as a statement of fact
about Islamic laws in Pakistan throughout the debate on the PWA, often inserting the following two
sentences to sum up the situation:
Until now, rape cases were dealt with in Sharia courts. Victims had to have four male
witnesses to the crime – if not, they faced prosecution for adultery. 566

This article also inserted the label “hardline” to describe the JI leader Qazi Hussain Ahmad, even
though between 2002 and 2006, his party had offered proposals for amendments that would redress
the injustices documented by NGOs, without overturning the doctrine in the hadd section that the
‘ulama were trying to protect, and it was the rights activists who did not budge from their demand
for outright repeal (The JI had suggested that medico-legal boards staffed by women be established
so that evidence of rape could be collected immediately and that a criminal investigation agency run
by women be created so that victims didn’t have to interact with police, which was often implicated
in rights abuse).
This NGO spin was simply untrue because courts used medical evidence to give prison
sentences for the crime of rape; the 4 male Muslims witnesses required only for giving the
stoning/lashing punishments stipulated in the fiqh tradition (and made it impossible to give
them). 567 Several religious scholars and legal experts pointed this out in English newspaper articles,
565

Seth Mydans, “In Pakistan, Rape Victims Are the ‘Criminals,’” The New York Times, 17 May 2002.

“Islamists debate rape law moves,” 16 November 2006, BBC. Same claim in: “Strong feelings over Pakistan rape laws,” 15
November 2006, BBC. “Pakistan votes to amend rape laws,” 15 November 2006, BBC. “Pakistan delays rape reform plans,” 13
September 2006, BBC. “Pakistan law change ‘un-Islamic,’” 22 August 2006, BBC. This article ascribed the claim to HRCP: “Women’s
bill splits Pakistani MPs,” 31 March 2004, BBC.
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See Justice Dorab Patel’s comments in foreword to Asma Jehangir, Hudood Ordinances: A Divine Sanction.
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such as Dr. Anis Ahmad, the former Chariman of Dawah Academy, a state body under the Religious
Affairs Ministry:
Islam never proposes punishments for rape victims. It is the less-informed class including
the so-called human rights activists who misunderstand the Hadood Ordinance and create
an issue in the name of women’s rights. 568

Similarly, in October 2006, when the Hudood Repeal controversy was at its height, a law professor
at a prestigious Pakistani university repeated the same point. He argued that the trial courts were
repeatedly making errors in interpreting the Hudood Ordinances because the FSC “has continuously
failed to refer to its own previous judgments, indicating that the relevant precedents have not been
widely publicized, studied and brought to the court’s attention by advocates.” He urged rights
activists to research and analyze “the jurisprudence of the shari’at courts” which would allow them
to spread “relevant and correct information” to everyone, including the public, and “facilitate better
representation of the victims.” 569
But the voices of legal specialists, who had actually studied judicial interpretation of Hudood
Ordinances, were drowned out by the campaign of Pakistani women working in western-funded
rights advocacy NGOs, who continued to use the “spin” that shari’a required 4 witnesses to prove
rape to dramatize the brutality of the law (though Asma Jehangir had admitted that this was
technically true only for the hadd punishment, she did not actively try to dispel the misunderstanding
that this selective emphasis created in western media outlets or in the Pakistani English print media).
The international media amplified and spread the voices of these internationally recognized rights
activists and ignored not only the ‘ulama’s moral-epistemic reasons for preserving the law, but also
legal experts who explained that these anomalies (rape victims being convicted of adultery) were due
Mobarik Virk and Mohammad Kamran, “Women, HR groups want amendments in Hadood Ordinance,” Daily Times,
21 August 2002.
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Moeen Cheema, “View: Is pregnancy proof of Zina?,” Daily Times, 14 October 2006.
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to problems in Pakistan’s legal system and not because of the religious doctrine. The apex court
reversed the lower court judgment but NGOs launched a campaign, repeating over and over again
that “4 witnesses were required to prove rape.” 570 WAF activists called the Hudood Ordinance not
only “unjust” but also “un-Islamic” and a “black law;” Hina Jilani (HRCP secretary) demanded
repeal of the Hudood and of the FSC, arguing that “if one general could introduce an obnoxious law
another could certainly repeal it.” 571
In their campaign for Hudood repeal, Pakistan women’s rights activists from WAF had
always argued that the law was unjust towards rape victims because “4 male eyewitnesses were
required to prove rape.” 572 As I have shown earlier, legal specialists disputed this claim from 1990
until the controversy from 2002-06. But western scholars working in American women’s studies
departments used “feminist research” generated by women from Pakistan’s westernized bourgeoisie,
who were working in western-funded rights advocacy NGOs, to not only portray the perspective of
Pakistan’s “women’s movement,” but also as “evidence” of the impact of shari’a on rights. For
instance, Anita Weiss repeated the “4 male witnesses required to prove rape” claim in 1993, though
she presents it as the argument of these women’s rights activists. 573 But then Leila Ahmad, in her
otherwise outstanding book Women and Gender in Islam, relies solely on a volume of essays written by
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“FSC exonerates Zafran Bibi,” Nation, 7 June 2002.

571 “WAF vows to fight for Hudood laws’ repeal,” Dawn, 15 May 2002. Bhagwandas, “NGOs demand repeal of Hudood laws,” Dawn,
15 May 2002. “WAF vows to fight for repeal of Hudood Ord,” Dawn, 15 May 2002. Press release of Islamabad chapter. Peshawar
protest: “JAC demands repealing of Hudood Ordinance,” Dawn, 15 May 2002.

The Aurat (Woman) Foundation newsletter describes all these legal effects due to the tazir section as “inherent dangers of the
Hudood Ordinances” and removing the law is the only solution. The newsletter recounts that WAF’s “demand for repeal” was
endorsed by several retired judges like Justice (Retd) Fakhruddin G. Ebrahim, Justice (Retired) Dorab Patel, and Justice Javed Iqbal,
and politicians who have signed “declarations for their repeal” such as Syed Iftikhar Gilani, Aitzaz Ahsan, Mehnaz Rafi, Shahnaz
Wazir Ali, Yahya Bakhtiar, PK Shahani and Iqbal Haider.
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Anita Weiss, “The Transformation of the Women’s Movement in Pakistan,” in J. Henry Korson Ed., Contemporary problems of
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Pakistani women’s rights activists from Shirkat Gah (funded by Germany, Norway, and Holland)
and repeats this claim, as if it were fact:
Four adult male Muslim eyewitnesses were required to convict anyone of adultery or rape,
and the testimony of women for either was excluded. Women who accuse men of rape or
who become pregnant are thus open to punishment for adultery, while men go unpunished
for lack of evidence. The researchers whose work I report here cite a number of cases of
monstrous brutality and injustice meted out by the Islamic courts under the penal code. 574

Publications by women’s rights activists in Pakistan reflected the perspective of women from the
westernized bourgeosie, who did not know about the fiqh tradition, and wanted this law to be
repealed. They did not incorporate any of the Urdu-language scholarship of the ‘ulama and Islamists,
which would show their moral-epistemic perspective and reasons for wanting the law, or FSC and
SC judgments that would show how judges justified keeping the Hanafi fiqh doctrine based in ‘ijma
(juristic consensus) or the work of legal specialists who explained the real cause of the legal
anomalies. Their work was not peer-reviewed by legal scholars or published by a university press; it
was funded by western donor agencies promoting liberalism abroad. But it was used by western
women’s studies scholars as a neutral source and spread the 4-male-witnesses-required-to-proverape-in-sharia claim far and wide. Though Asma Jehangir herself pointed out that this was not
“technically correct” in Hudood Ordinances: A Divine Sanction?, it became the most frequently repeated
NGO claim during the struggle for the Protection of Women’s Rights Bill and in the international
and Pakistani English-print media reporting on the issue, and General Musharraf, in his televised
speech to the nation, after the Protection of Women’s Right Act was passed in 2006, cited this as the
reason for why the Hudood Ordinances had to be amended.
Once the international media had reported the “4 witnesses for rape” claim, relying on
activists in western-funded advocacy NGOs, like Asma Jehangir, as sources for the impact of shari’a
574 Leila Ahmad, Women and Gender in Islam: Historical Roots of a Modern Debate (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1992).
p. 234 taken from Khawar Mumtaz and Farida Shaheed, Women of Pakistan: Two Steps Forward, One Step Back? (London: Zed Books,
1987), p. 89.
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on rights, this framing set the terms of the Hudood debate, as Pakistani rulers took up the issue to
establishe their “liberal credentials” in American eyes. After the senasationalist media reporting of
the Zafran Bibi’s stoning sentence, Benazir Bhutto, too, chimed in, using the War on Terror
discourse to pressure General Musharraf to “commute” the sentence given to Zafran Bibi, telling
reporters that “she was concerned that General Musharraf and his team were in the grip of
hardliners, as evidenced by the treatment meted out to Zafran Bibi.” 575 This was a misrepresentation
because sessions court judges had made such mistakes in the past. The ‘ulama did not believe that a
ruler had the right to interfere in a judicial process regarding hadd punishments and whenever PPP
liberals called for “commuting” sentences given for shari’a-based laws, rather than for expediting the
appeal process, this pitted them in another head-on doctrinal collision with the ‘ulama. The
approach of Benazir Bhutto and other liberals from the PPP, who were closely linked with the
western-funded rights advocacy NGOs, revealed their lack of knowledge about the fiqh tradition. It
also showed how the War on Terror rhetoric was layered onto the conflict, and deployed by rulers
to portray themselves as “moderate” Muslims and gain American political support in exchange.
The sensationalist media attention around this case of stoning to death and NGO protests
led General Musharraf to appoint a 9-member committee headed by Justice (retd.) Majida Rizvi,
Chairperson of the NCSW, with 6 weeks to study and give its recommendations on the Hudood.
Like the 1955 Marriage Commission, which was created to appease women’s rights activists from
the westernized bourgeosie who were protesting against polygamy, this Commission was dominated
by rights activists who recommended repeal of the law in June 2003, through a majority vote, and
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ignored the objections of the CII Chairman and one Islamist woman, and their suggestions that the
hadd punishments be retained and changes be made to the state-discretionary (tazir) section. 576
When the CII Chairman admitted that there were flaws in the Hudood Ordinance, English
newspapers interpreted this as “vindication” of the “unshaken stand” of the rights movement that
the law be repealed because it was discriminatory towards women. They did not pick up at all on the
distinctions he tried to make about the hadd punishments derived from Hanafi fiqh opinions
regarded as authoritative, which the ‘ulama regarded as unchangeable, and the state-discretionary
section which could be changed. Instead, they accused the ‘ulama of being “rigid” because they
resisted the Women’s Commission call for repeal:
It is ironic that it took at least two decades and thousands of penalisations before the CII
would agree to study the Hudood Ordinance…[The clergy] successfully prevented civilian
governments of yesteryears from acting on the recommendations of several commissions
and committees, which declared portions of the Hudood Ordinance as discriminatory
against women. The CII’s new posture may have an impact on the clergy’s mood but it may
not eliminate the chances of resistance when the time comes for the enactment of any
changes. 577

The Daily Times responded to the statement of the CII Chairman in an even more hardline manner:
The question really is: Who would determine what is in conjunction with the Quran and
Sunnah? The issue can hardly be overemphasized given the specific and literalist exegeses
done in the past by the state on the basis of these two sources of Islamic
jurisprudence…Everyone in the country knows why those recommendations could not be
implemented. There was resistance from the CII representative on both Commissions and
the governments lacked the political will to implement the recommendations for fear of a
backlash from religious bigots.

He calls on Musharraf, who had “already broken through the power of the clergy,” to “press ahead
with his offensive.” It describes the reform of the Hudood Ordinance as “a litmus test for the
regime’s claim of being progressive.” The CII Chairman Dr. Zaman had suggested that the Hudood
be reviewed, for the purpose of amendment, butthe editors of the leading English dailies responded
by labeling any ‘alim who resisted the liberal demand for outright repeal as “rigid,” layering their
Imtiaz Gul, “Hudood Laws review committee set up,” Daily Times, 9 May 2002. “CII to revise Hadood laws,” Daily Times, 17 May
2002.
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descriptions of religious conservatives with other similarly pejorative terms such as “religious bigot”
and “retrogressive.”
In this theological crusade, both sides were fighting over a doctrinal interpretation that the
‘ulama and Islamists would not agree to change because they considered it authoritative and
unchangeable religious doctrine, and that the liberals insisted must be changed – a doctrinal conflict
that could not be solved through decree or a majority vote and instead took away attention from the
core problem of why lower courts were not following FSC/SC precedents (and the larger problem
of rape prosecutions). Instead, whenever a religious conservative defended the punishment of rajm
given in the hadd section as “Islamic,” liberals responded by declaring it “un-Islamic,” e.g. a Daily
Times Editorial called for the repeal of the punishment of rajam:
The bitter truth is that we have not been fair to our faith by being blindly imitative and by
submitting to threats of the extremist clergy in Pakistan. But one should be grateful that
many in Pakistan are becoming sensitive to the international image such outrageous verdicts
produce. What president Obasanjo has told his compatriots in Nigeria is also true of
Pakistan: economic survival is possible only if international isolation is avoided at all cost.
And punishments like stoning women to death and cutting of hands are a recipe for
isolation. 578

The concern of liberal columnists for the “international image” that punishments such as rajm
(stoning) created seemed to be the prime impetus for their desire to repeal this doctrine. The
judiciary had learnt in 1982 that repealing hadd punishments was not an option, and they did not
obsess over them because the requirement of “4 male Muslim eyewitnesses of good character” made
them made them impossible to give in practice. From the perspective of legal scholars, the noncompliance of sessions court judges to FSC precedents in rape cases, and their inadequate training
was the real problem, but English newspaper editors and columnists, western-funded rights
advocacy NGOs, and liberals in the PPP obsessively attacked the religious doctrine. State officials in
the Women’s Commission urged repeal and called the punishment of rajm “un-Islamic” because it
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was not in the Qur’an, while this matter had been settled in the judiciary in 1982 and Islamic legal
interpretation approached through reasoning within the fiqh tradition.
Liberals Ignore Pragmatic Solutions Suggested by Islamists
In the first cycle of this process, from the sensationalist coverage of Zafran Bibi’s stoning
sentence in 2002, to women’s rights activists from the westernized elite using their majority in the
NCSW to call for Hudood repeal in mid-2003, and Musharraf’s decision to put the process on the
back-burner because he needed political support from the Islamist MMA— Islamist leaders, both
men and women, repeatedly tried to explain the distinction between the hadd punishments
(stoning/lashing) derived from the fiqh tradition, which they regarded as unchallengeable because
they were based in juristic consensus (‘ijma) – a point that the FSC recognized in 1982 – and the
tazir (state-discretionary) punishments of imprisonment for rape/adultery/fornication, which could
be changed, without any doctrinal conflict. They gave tangible and practical solutions that would
have ameliorated the problems of rape victims.
For instance Sherry Rehman, a legislator in the PPP educated at Smith College, submitted a
Hudood Repeal Bill with 11 other female legislators of her party (without generating internal
consensus); the MMA opposed repeal saying that the Bill was not “Zia’s creation” but “God’s
law” 579 but on the other hand, its leaders tried to explain that they regarded the parts covering
“Hudood Allah” as unchangeable but were willing amend other parts that fell under state discretion.
For instance, in a press conference, Dr. Farida Ahmad, an MMA legislator who was one of the two
NCSW committee members who voted against the majority decision of repeal, agreed to procedural
amendments such as making the punishment of qazf (false accusation) automatic, creating Qadi
courts to give judgments within 6 months to avert judicial delays, and removing the tazir sentence of
supports repealing Hudood Ordinance: Sherry,” Daily Times, 23 October 2003. It also it included the prohibition of
domestic violence, honor killings and provision of freedom of choice in marriage, right to a basic education and a female employment
quota and the preface called for the end of gender discrimination under the constitution of PK. She said Bhutto approved it 9 months
prior. Titled Protection and Empowerment of Women Act 2003.
579“PPP-P
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imprisonment because she believed that there was no concept in Islam of imprisoning women. But
she “totally rejected” Rizvi’s argument that rajm was un-Islamic because it wasn’t in the Quran,
emphasizing that “it was part of the Sunnah,” and responded to this rejection of the ‘ijma on rajm
with the accusation that “the move to reopen a settled matter was a handiwork of those NGOs
which were getting huge foreign funds without any check.” 580 She agreed with women’s rights
NGOs that there were problems with the implementation of the Hudood Ordinances and like them,
she too, did not want women languishing in jails or being falsely accused by vindictive ex-husbands
or fathers; but it was their attempt to overturn an Islamic legal interpretation that had the authority
of ‘ijma (a “settled” matter) combined with the fact that many of them were western-funded that
explained her portrayal of them as part of a western conspiracy against Islam. Similarly, at a seminar,
the JI women’s commission passed a resolution that “the violation of women’s rights stems not
from the Hudood laws, but from the way that they are implemented.” To bolster their case, they
cited data from a Human Rights Watch report, which attributed the victimization under these laws
to procedure and the role of the police. The JI women’s commission suggested that a separate
organization be created to investigate crimes against women, which did not include the police, as
well as women-staffed medico-legal boards to examine women victims of crime, which should be
given special training by the government. 581
But neither the western-rights advocacy NGOs, nor the Pakistani English print media, nor
the international media, nor liberals in the PPP, nor Pakistani rulers like Benazir Bhutto or General
Musharraf absorbed their moral-epistemic reasons and the distinctions they were trying to make.
Instead, they called them rigid, irrational, obscurantists, extremists, and misogynists for resisting
outright repeal of the Hudood.
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“JI for new body to deal with crimes against women,” Daily Times, 24 October 2003. The Commission demanded that honor
killings, karo kari, and wani cases be tried in anti-terrorist courts. Other speakers said that wrong to think that HO came from dictator
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Women Divided: Street Protests by Islamist Women
When Justice Majida Rizvi used the platform of the NCSW to demand repeal of the Hudood
Ordinances, Islamist women from the MMA protested against this state interference in religious
doctrine.
Image 5.4

Pakistani Women Divided: Hudood Repeal vs. Hudood Protection (2003)

The two images above reveal that women were divided on the question of whether the principle of
gender equality should be used to “reconstruct” religious doctrine. Women from the Islamist MMA
protested in front of parliament on 5 September 2003, vowing “to protect the Hudood laws,” and a
similar protest before parliament by women’s rights activists on 8 September 2003, in which they
demanded a repeal of these “discriminatory” laws. An MMA female MNA from Baluchistan, Bilqees
Saif, explained her position to the paper:
Hudood laws are in fact Hudood Allah. These are divine laws that cannot be repealed. These
laws have not only protected religious values but also tradition. These have served as a
deterrent against western obscenity. The Western agenda is being resisted everywhere in the
East. In India there was criticism of the Fire.
She responded to the argument for repeal on the basis of the laws being discriminatory by
taking the emphasis away from the claim that the doctrinal interpretation adopted in this
state religious law should be changed using the premise of gender equality, and towards the
problems with the implementation of the law:
If there is any misuse, this is because these laws are not implemented in full spirit. It is only
some westernized women with no roots in our society who are demanding a repeal of the
Hudood laws. We are working to ensure that all the rights given to women by Islam should
be ensured. We are trying to get all women released on parole or on bail. I have myself
released from jail two women detained for adultery in Baluchistan. 582
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A reader of Dawn from Karachi, who had also been a student of Justice Majida Rizvi, argued that the
Hudood Ordinances had been introduced by General Zia “to please the mullas,” criticized the
comments of the Sakina Shahid, a woman leader of the Islamist JI, that the NCSW proposals were
the opinions of “a few westernized women” and that the majority of women oppose it, as “absurd.”
He responded that “if a person who fights for the rights of oppressed women in society is termed
westernized then everyone of us should become westernized.” 583 Even in their protest, the JI
women were trying to make a distinction between their demand to protect the “Hudood Allah” – i.e.
the hadd section of the law based on what they regarded as authoritative religious doctrine – and
their willingness to change parts related to the implementation of the law, which were allowing
abuse of the law and subjecting women to long jail sentences.
But when they accused Rizvi and other NGO women activists for being “westernized” –
reacting to their doctrinal attack on the hadd section and its gender-differentiated rules of evidence
which were based on an ‘ijma of fuqaha – the above Dawn reader, like many other modern-educated
lay Muslims who were unaware of fiqh and the reasons why the ‘ulama considered ‘ijma binding, did
not pick up on the distinctions Islamist activists were making between the “changeable” and
“unchangeable” sections of the Hudood Ordinance. Instead they took the Islamist slogan of
“protecting Hudood Allah from a western conspiracy” as a sign of their rigidity, and accused them
of attacking well-meaning liberal activists like Rizvi as being “westernized women” for no reason—
this reader called the Islamist accusation “absurd.” A female writer attacked women legislators who
insisted on review, rather than outright repeal of the Hudood Ordinance, as “weak-kneed” and
“cowards.” 584
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This division between Pakistani women from the westernized bourgeoisie and Islamist
groups paralleled the split between British feminists and anti-feminists during the early 20th century
and between American feminists, like Betty Friedan, and conservatives, like Phyllis Schlafly over the
Equal Rights Amendment. American conservative women won this battle in the 1970s through a
grassroots movement that pressured legislators and conservatives have to this day prevented the
United States from signing the Convention of Elimination of Discrimination Against Women
(CEDAW), which Pakistan signed at the Beijing Conference in 1995 (under Benazir Bhutto).
Pakistani rights activists continue to use CEDAW as the reason to repeal shari’a-based laws with
gender-differentiation by exerting top-down pressure on the state. The American political system
allowed conservatives to block a principled declaration of “gender equality” in the constitution, and
yet American liberals like Hillary Clinton (who attended the Beijing conference) pushed other
countries to sign CEDAW and submit their legislative process to its moral-epistemic framework and
monitoring-evaluation-compliance bureaucracy.
In the first round, the Islamist MMA was successful in blocking the campaign of westernfunded rights advocacy NGOs, PPP liberals, and the Women’s Commission to repeal the Hudood
Ordinance because in December 2003 they agreed to support Musharaff’s Legal Framework Order,
in exchange for non-interference in the Hudood Ordinance. This wasn’t because they intrinsically
opposed change. Islamists had repeatedly tried to explain to liberals that the hadd punishments were
non-negotiable for them, on religious grounds, but the state-discretionary section could be changed
(and judges and legal scholars knew that this, combined with compliance to superior court
precedents was the real problem).
But in the second round, geo-politics was not on their side, and the Protection of Women’s
Rights Act removed the hadd punishment (stoning/adultery) for rape, which they regarded as
unchangeable due to the ‘ijma of Hanafi fuqaha. In January 2004, European ambassadors were
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photographed attending the launch of the Women’s Commission report by the NCSW Chairman
Justice Rizvi and Sherry Rehman of the PPP, who had been calling the Hudood un-Islamic and
“discriminatory” towards women and insisting on its repeal. 585 But General Musharraf and women
legislators in his party, seemed to have picked up speed after November 2005, when the
International Religious Freedom Report 2005 was released by the US State Department and news
emerged that the US had provided “substantial financial support” to Pakistan’s curriculum reform
project with Embassy officials monitoring progress on madrassa reform and was pressing Pakistani
legislators and government to revise the Hudood Ordinances and Blasphemy laws. 586 The same day,
the President of the Musharraf-loyalist PML-Q said that the government would introduce legislation
to amend Hudood by December. Musharraf’s Women’s Affair Minister, Nilofer Bakhtiar told the
Voice of America on 25 December that the Hudood Ordinance was a “black law” and needed to be
amended, adding her own doctrinal interpretation (which echoed the NGO spin):
Some people claim that it is a Qur’anic Law, but it is not written any where….It is not
written anywhere that a woman has to produce four Muslim witnesses when she is raped.
They should be good Muslims and should have seen the rape with their eyes. If she cannot
prove it then she will be put behind bars. Now a debate is continuing on the issue in the
country. 587

As I have shown, this 4 witness provision did not cause the problems with rape prosecutions. The
proposals of the JI leaders for a women-staffed medico-legal board to collect evidence of rape
immediately and a women-run investigative agency where rape victims could report the crime,which
would free them from police abuse and intimidation, were infinitely more useful proposals because
the real problem was under-reporting (due to social stigma and the fact that most people feared the
police, since it was unaccountable, had absolute powers, and often the source of rights abuse) and
the lack of medical evidence (as Justice Dorab Patel pointed out in 1990).
“Reports on Hudood ord, women status launched,” Dawn, 23 January 2004. Ambassadors from Germany and the Netherlands
were supporting the NCSW, as it called for Hudood repeal. Nilofer Bakhtiar, General Musharraf’s adviser on Women Development,
refused to preside over the ceremony.
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Instead liberals from Pakistan’s westernized elite in the PPP, such as Sherry Rehman, who
were close to the western-funded rights advocacy NGOs, refused to compromise on the repeal of
the hadd punishment of stoning/lashing for rape because this was the section that contained the
evidentiary condition of 4 male Muslim eyewitnesses. In the geo-politics of shari’a reform, where
western-funded rights advocacy NGOs were internationally recognized as the “voice” of “Pakistani
women,” by western donor agencies promoting liberalism, western media, and western
policymakers, and were “echoed” by the Pakistani English print media, another enclave of the
westernized bourgeoisie, which foreign observers relied on for information about Pakistan, nothing
that Islamists could say or do would change the unstoppable momentum of shari’a-monsterconstruction and its manipulation by self-preserving Pakistani rulers, who tripped over one another
in their attempt to prove that they, were the best bet, to “slay” this monster and “save” women.
General Musharraf’s “Enlightened Moderation” and Reaction of Orthodox ‘Ulama
To compound the problem, General Musharaf did not simply repeal the hadd punishment
(stoning/adultery) for rapists, which was unnecessary from a practical perspective, but he reengineered the composition of the state advisory CII, excluding influential orthodox ‘ulama and
appointing a majority of modern-educated scholars of Islam. Although GEO News sponsored a
debate on the Hudood Ordinances, bringing together women’s rights activists, Islamist women, and
both modernists and the orthodox ‘ulama, and this, to some extent aided “authentic deliberation,”
General Musharraf had used his authority to manipulate the process. The TV debates provided an
illusion of “free debate”—though in 2014 news surfaced in the media that GEO News had received
State Department funding to help with reform of Hudood and other “discriminatory laws—but
despite this illusion, he had appointed a modernist scholar Ghamidi to head the commission for
Hudood amendment and had excluded the orthodox ‘ulama from the process entirely. Musharraf’s
speech to the CII in 2005 illustrates his own modernist views:
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The way of Islam is the path of critical thinking. It is not a rote of the sayings of jurists who
are long dead…their work is the work of a common human and inevitably carries the mark
of the culture, the practices, the fears and the prejudices of their times. For that day and age,
it was a progressive view, but it is a human view. It was not meant to be permanent…unless
[shari’ah] is rescued from the clutches of its fossilized interpreters, it will not be allowed to
respond to the needs of the society, the environment and the time that we are passing
through. 588

However, the orthodox ‘ulama, who General Musharraf had termed “fossilized interpreters,” ran
nearly all of the country’s grassroots religious institutions, and they saw this liberalization through
forceful imposition of modernist Islam as a “western conspiracy” by “enemies of Islam.” Mawlana
Aziz-ur-Rehman, a scholar at Darul Uloom Karachi, one of the largest and most influential
Deobandi madrassas in Pakistan, described Musharraf’s “Enlightened Moderation” as follows:
…spending a few hours in the tranquil environment of Camp David….had this immediate
influence that now a new way of talking is also appearing from him that we have a need not
for “backward” Islam but of an enlightened and moderate Islam. Seeing this
“straightforwardness” of his, American officials have praised his bravery and have expressed
the hope that Pervez Musharraf Sahab will make Pakistan modern.
Now from other official circles these kinds of voices were being raised in which the
restriction of sharai hijaab for women, the arrangement of sharai ahkam in clothes,
condemning vulgarity and obsecenity, and protesting against the injustice against Muslims at
the international level is being called extremism.
Whereas now a new Islam is also being preached, this is referred to as an enlightened and
moderate Islam. In this Islam, there is not backwardness but lightning-speed progress. For
this lightning-speed Islam, the source of guidance and injunctions is not the Book of God
and the ahadith and teachings of the Prophet but the desires of the enemies of Islam and the
signposts provided by Washington and the Pentagon, this moderate Islam is that Islam
whose access is neither to the corridors of government neither does it have anything to do
with society, the economy, and politics. 589

After drawing a parallel between colonial assaults on Islamic religious institutions, through education
and the cultural movements of Christian missionaries, he criticizes Pakistani Muslims who parrot
Musharraf’s rhetoric, without any knowledge of the classical texts of the Islamic legal and moral
tradition:
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…those people who keep talking of backward Islam and enlightened Islam there Islam is
only this that they were raised in Muslim households, their relation to Islam is only racial,
they neither have any mentionable study of the religion of God and if they have it then it is
through reading prejudiced western literature…
Islam is the flagholder of toleration, service, welfare, and all-encompassing progress. This is
the curse of the enemies of Islam and also their successful conniving strategy that they have
put this curse against Islam also in the mouths of Muslim personalities. 590

Armtwisting an Elected Conservative Majority into Passing the Law:
After putting the bill on hold for a considerable time, due to resistance from conservative
politicians, the Musharraf regime acted as a “political broker” tabling a patchwork Bill on 15
November that it probably calculated would least offend the PPP and the MMA. 591 This version
included the Select Committee proposal to abolish the hadd punishment for rape, which the ‘ulama
had declared to be morally unacceptable to them, and included the ‘ulama committee proposal to
add a tazir punishment (imprisonment) for zina on the basis of less evidence than 4 witnesses, which
the PPP had objected to and which ironically, was part of the ‘ulama’s ideal demands but not a nonnegotiable position from the perspective of fiqh (because it was up to state discretion).
Elected leaders did not make the changes that were morally unacceptable to the ‘ulama but
they resulted from General Musharraf and PPP decisions to remove the “4 witnesses for rape”
section that western-rights advocacy NGOs had labeled as “discriminatory” and which was the
subject of ridicule in the international media. During the process, the conservative PML-Q had
formed a committee of orthodox ‘ulama so it could communicate their minimum demands to the
Musharraf regime and PPP (since the ‘ulama of leading madrassas had been excluded from the CII);
its leaders signed a statement promising the orthodox ‘ulama that their 3 demands would be met and
circulated it publicly. In the final version passed on 15 November 2006, one of the ‘ulama’s
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591 MMA said not in loop regarding final version: 13/9/06, Nation, “Redrafted bill not discussed with us: MMA.” PPP condemned
govt-’ulama agreement: 13/9/06, Daily Times, “Debate on Women’s Protection Bill: Parties, rights groups and lawyers denounce
changes.” 14/9/06, Dawn, “Hudood Bill put on hold…indefinitely,” Raja Asghar. MQM refused to accept MMA changes. 19/9/06,
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conditions (regarding keeping the hadd punishment for rape) was violated. Two mainstream parties,
the PML-N and PTI abstained from the vote. But instead of applauding these efforts by elected
leaders as an attempt at “toleration” or “authentic deliberation,” liberals in western-funded rights
advocacy NGOs and editors of Pakistani English newspapers condemned bridge-builders as “sell
outs.” A staff member at The News, Shahed Saadullah described the Protection of Women’s Rights
Act 2007 as one-point in the column of Musharraf, and zero-points in the column of “extremists”:
Over the past 24 hours, General Pervez Musharraf’s government has come out with two
outstanding actions which, more than anything that has gone before, will help redeem
Pakistan’s tattered international image.
…TO have a situation in which a woman who is raped gets charged for adultery if she is
unable to produce four male witnesses to the rape, is absurd and surely far removed from
the spirit and essence of Islam, the most just and egalitarian of all world religions…Indeed, if
Musharraf does nothing else for the rest of his tenure, however long that may be, this alone
will be enough for Pakistanis to be indebted to him.

The writer described the PML-N and PTI’s abstention from the vote as a “morally unjustifiable act,”
and justified collaborating with a dictator if it was for a “good” purpose:
If there was a matter of principle involved in abstaining from supporting a bill the moral
argument in favour of which was so overwhelming, one would very much like to hear
it…And to insist that one’s commitment to the democratic ideal is so great that one will not
support any move, however good it may be, unless it emanates from the democratic
fountainhead, is a load of bombastic rubbish. 592

The hold of monster construction, the savage-victim-savior metaphor, or the civilizing narrative – all
different ways to describe the same process – was simply too strong for “authentic deliberation” to
occur.
In the rushed parliamentary debate on 15 November, Mawlana Fazlur Rahman, leader of
JUI-F, accused the government of sabotaging the agreement with the ‘ulama committee, and asked
why removing rape from the hadd section was singled out as the way to improve women’s rights,
when there was countless other customs and practices oppressing women in the country:
…and then this was also said that why do you want to give this impression to the world that
in Pakistan women’s rights are connected to only one clause, to only the hadd for zina and
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hadd for qazf. Here in Pakistan women are oppressed. A woman is not given the right to
inheritance. Sir Speaker! In order to save property a daughter is married to the Qur’an and
this ignorant custom is present even until today. Here girls are brutalized for marriage and
are forcibly married off. When murders are decided then girls are given as blood
money….Such large issues of women there are in this country.
There are so many rights women have. But on any level lawmaking isn’t being done to
protect her and then only with regard to hadd zina an attempt is being made to make
Pakistan into a free sex zone. From our nation we are giving the entire world a message. Are
we giving this message that attempts to impose the resolutions of the Beijing Club on the
entire world, which are representative of western civilization. 593

The National Assembly passed the Bill on the same day with more than a simple majority; the MMA
walked out at the time of voting and declared it would boycott NA proceedings over this “unIslamic law;” 594 (later launching street protets and threatening to resign), the PPP leader Sherry
Rehman said her party wanted total repeal but supported the bill as “first step towards equal rights
for women in Pakistan.” 595
In a televised address, Musharraf said that nothing in the bill violated the Qur’an and
Sunnah, and repeated the NGO claim that under the previous Hudood Ordinance “women victims
of rape needed to produce 4 male eyewitnesses failing which they were thrown into prison and
charged with adultery,” a problem he claimed was solved by making rape an offence under the
secular PPC (i.e. abolishing the hadd punsishment, which the orthodox ‘ulama regarded as
authoritative doctrine). He said his government had not “caved into pressure” by adding the
lewdness clause because it was necessary to address concerns that amending the zina law would
promote obscenity, and concluded that the movement his government had initiated in 2004 “to
empower and protect women” would continue, clearly trying to portray the Bill as an advance in
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“women’s empowerment and protection,” and claiming for his own government, the credit for this
initiative. 596
The Daily Times Editor Najam Sethi, who is recognized as a “liberal” and “moderate”
Muslim in interntional media accounts, congratulated President Musharraf for a job well-done,
arguing that transferring rape to the secular PPC and keeping a tazir punishment for zina was a
compromise with which “a conservative society can live”:
The world has laughed at us a long time over what we thought was the Islamic law against
rape: a woman had to prove with four pious Muslim witnesses that someone had raped her.
It will no longer laugh and may even be grateful that Pakistan has gone and scrapped the evil
corruption of Divine Intent while the other Muslim states boasting shari’at will carry on as
usual.
…Finally, we must pat President Pervez Musharraf on the back. He stuck to his guns. If it
hadn’t been for his determination and belief, this bill would never have been dragged again
and again to the National Assembly and eventually passed. We shouldn’t quibble about why
the Hudood Ordinance wasn’t altogether repealed or why a small compromise was made in
the end. 597

This passage exemplifies the extent to which international “ridicule” of specific aspects of shari’a,
which were regarded as sensational by western observers, conditioned the responses of Pakistani
liberals to shari’a-based laws, and undermined their ability to truly listen to what the ‘ulama and
Islamists were trying to say.
(2) JUDICIARY. Balancing orthodox religious beliefs and individual rights: Lateral Liberal
Communication, Pragmatism, and Respect
Contrary to the chaotic interaction in society, during the War on Terror and Enlightened
Moderation, the judiciary approached this question through the principles for internal reasoning and
toleration developed within the domestic legal tradition vis a vis the fiqh tradition since 1982. Judges
had refused to strike down the gender-differentiation for the hadd punishments in the late 1980s and
“More pro-women legislation soon,” Daily Times, 16 November 2006. Musharraf said “The movement we initiated to empower
and protect women in 2004 will continue.”
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justified this to women as applying to only the restricted sphere of stoning/lashing punishments
(which were not given in practice due to the fiqh-stipulated evidentiary requirement of 4 male
eyewitnesses), whereas their testimony was regarded as equal to men for state-discretionary
punishments. They focused on how these fiqh-based laws actually affected women’s rights, in light of
the ‘ulama’s principle that opinions based in juristic consensus of the fuqaha could not be repealed.
Contrary to this, western-funded rights advocacy NGOs took their struggle outside the judiciary and
instead of building bottom-up movements, they used the rubric of self-evident universal rights,
including gender equality upheld in CEDAW to present this morally controversial question as “selfevident” and “straightforward” and “beyond politics.”
While the social struggle between NGOs and the ‘ulama was raging in society, the Supreme
Court gave its Hasba judgment in 2005, in which it acknowledged that the state was required to
enforce the Hudood, under its promise of shari’a compliance, and its admission of this played an
important role in Islamists regarding it as a “neutral arbiter” and therefore accepting the changes it
made to the Hasba Bill on the grounds of the threats to individual rights and sectarian toleration.
The War on Terror rhetoric had no place in the judiciary and therefore it could proceed to resolve
the moral controversy on the basis of the project of toleration developed within the legal system,
insulated from geo-political shifts, from the new languages adopted by elites to prove their
compliance with western rule, and from the resistance of grassroots religious institutions.
In 2010, three judges of the FSC struck down Sections 11, 25, and 28 of the Protection of
Women’s Rights Act as un-Islamic, on citizen petitions filed from 2007 to 2010. 598 The Court ruled
that a legislative act could not curtail the constitutionally-guranteed jurisdiction of the FSC, over
questions of Hudood punishments, and argued that these included punishments given in the fiqh
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tradition for rape, as well as for other crimes. 599 Moreover, it re-interpreted the nationalist dogma of
the 1950s, which had claimed that Iqbal’s Reconstruction “proved” that questions of Islamic legal
interpretation could be decided by lay Muslims in parliament through majority vote:
Allama Iqbal was of the view that the right to undertake ijtehad should be conceded to the
Muslim Parliament but he was also conscious of the fact that technical assistance should be
available to the legislative bodies to ensure correct interpretation and enforcement of
Shari’ah.
The creation of the Council of Islamic Ideology and the Federal Shariat Court in due course
of time after the creation of Pakistan, through constitutional apparatus, is in fact the
realization of the aspirations of Dr. Muhammad Iqbal because the Council of Islamic
Ideology provides technical assistance/recommendations to the Parliament/Provincial
Assemblies before finalizing legislation while the Federal Shariat Court examines, whenever
any question arises, any law or provision on the touchstone of injunctions of Islam after a
proposed Bill has materialized into an Act.
The Council of Islamic Ideology appears to be an adjunct of the Parliament/Provincial
Assemblies but it does not provide remedies to the general public. The Federal Shariat Court
is not part of the legislative wing of the State but it has the potential to provide relief to any
person who is aggrieved of or is critical of any legislative measure. 600

Justice Syed Afzal Haider ruled that in formulating its judgment, the FSC had to balance three
elements: “the legislative competence; the touchstone of fundamental rights, and the yardstick of
Islamic injunctions” and it had this power not because it was superior to parliament but for the
following reasons:
(a) dignity of law and legal principles have to be maintained, (b) constitution has to be
upheld and enforced, (c) above all the people of Pakistan have to be enabled to live upto the
permanent values and guiding principles enunciated by Islam; and (d) Members of Superior
Judiciary are under oath to do all these things. 601

Instead of welcoming this, or even understanding it, western-rights advocacy NGOs held protests of
a few dozen people, calling for the FSC to be abolished altogether, and despite the danger of their
behavior for co-existence of liberal and Islamists in a constitutional democracy, they continued to be
internationally recognized as the voices of rights and as “civil society.” (a recognition that in international
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rights advocacy and western policymaking circles implicitly distinguishes them from the uncivil
“targets” of liberalizing reforms)
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Chapter 6
Hasba Bill 2005
Image 6.1 Legislators from Islamist MMA

1. Lawmaking Process
In October 2002, the Mutahhida Majlis-e-Amal (MMA), a coalition of 5 parties that
represented the ‘ulama of different ‘maslaks’ , the majority Deobandis (JUI-F and JUI-S), Barelvis
(JUP), Jamiat-e-Ahl-e-Hadith (JAH), and Shi’a (TJP), and the Jamaat-e-Islami (JI), an Islamist party
of lay Muslims which since 1951 has supported the Pakistani ‘ulama’s struggle for Islamic laws, won
16% of the seats in the National Assembly and a clear majority in the NWFP Assembly. But within
the MMA, not all parties were equally successful at the polls: in the NWFP assembly, where the
MMA held 68 out of 124 seats, the JUI-F led by Mufti Mahmood’s son Mawlana Fazlur Rahman,
held 27 seats, the Islamist JI held 20 seats, and the JUI-S only had 3 seats while the other parties
didn’t win any seats here. Political analysts attributed the MMA’s electoral success to a wave of antiAmerican and pro-Islamic sentiment in Pakistan’s two western provinces following the 2001 US
invasion of Afghanistan and to “electoral engineering” by General Musharraf’s regime which had
side-lined the two large parties, the center-right PML (Sharif) and the center-left PPP (Bhutto) and
had privileged the religious coalition. Not since 1974, when the JUI leader Mufti Mahmood was
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chosen as the Chief Minister of a coalition government with the secular NAP, had the ‘ulama been
decision-makers in the NWFP assembly. At the national-level, though these parties together won
13.9%

of the national vote in the country’s first general elections in 1970 , and performed

reasonably well when they participated in an electoral coalition with the leading center-right parties
in 1977, 1988, and 1990, since 1992 they had parted ways with the center-right PML, disillusioned by
what they saw as Sharif’s game-playing with the “shari’at enforcement” slogan and only buried their
differences in the wake of the invasion of Afghanistan to form a grand religious coalition.
Like other elections, the ‘ulama and Islamist parties in the MMA ran on the platform of
Shari’at enforcement and soon after they came to power, they started to take legal steps to fulfill this
campaign promise. In June 2003, the NWFP assembly unanimously passed a resolution titled the
Shari’at Bill, which declared that provincial courts would decide all cases according to shari’at and
that commissions would be established within a month for Islamizing education, the economy. The
MMA also proposed another law, the Hasba Bill, which would create a Department of Virtue and
Vice in the province, an institution led by an ‘alim at the provincial, district, and tehsil levels, who
would work alongside lawyers, judges, administrators, police, and other citizens to investigate citizen
complaints against govt. negligence, to hold the govt. accountable, and to monitor a long list of
Islamic “vices” in public places, forbid citizens from these actions, and punish non-compliers with
up to 3 months imprisonment. Some of these “vices” were specific acts but others were defined by
vague words such as “un-Islamic” morals, leaving the decision for what constituted an Islamic and
un-Islamic moral to the discretion of the Mohtasib.
While the Shari’at Act was a declaration of principle that could not alter the judicial
structure, which only a constitutional amendment could, the Hasba Bill fell within the domain of
provincial lawmaking and sparked a long debate and political struggle between the ‘ulama-Islamist
coalition and liberals from its first appearance in the public sphere in 2003 to its transformation by
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2007 through media debates and Supreme Court review. Almost as soon as these draft laws
appeared on the scene, Pakistani liberals and human rights activists accused the MMA of trying to
“Talibanize” the country, highlighting an episode in June 2003 when JI officials and party workers
went on a rampage destroying billboards with women’s pictures as an omen of what was to come;
the BBC picked up these accusations by Pakistani liberals and stripping them of their context used
“Taleban law” to name the MMA’s Hasba Bill, from its very first article in 2005 to its last article in
2006, despite the drastic changes in the Bill in these intervening years that resulted from the
domestic political struggle.
Perhaps the greatest irony is that the Hasba Bill, for which the MMA was accused of trying
to Talibanize Pakistan, had originated several years before the Taliban came to power, from inside
the state Council of Islamic Ideology in 1992. The Ministry of Religion recommended the draft again
in 2001 with little change in its controversial provisions. What is even more interesting is that the
controversial provisions of the Hasba Bill, which posed serious dangers for fundamental rights, did
not catch the eye of any of the officials inside the CII or the Ministry of Religion for these
intervening 9 years when they were passing around the draft; they were inside the state’s
conservative enclave and their community of like-minded individuals did not share the fears of
liberals and since parliament wasn’t really listening anyway, they didn’t try to adjust the draft for
acceptability to different schools of thought. However, after the MMA tabled the CII-drafted Hasba
Bill in 2003, it changed immensely over the next 3 years when the MMA had to defend it in
television debates before a national audience, in seminars, and through a formal review by the
Supreme Court for its compatibility with fundamental rights. Whereas the MMA’s need to justify
itself before public opinion motivated it to include some of the demands of liberals in the list of
“vices” that the Monitor would discourage, it was only the Supreme Court’s intervention that
motivated the MMA to remove the parts of the Bill that liberals were most afraid would violate
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fundamental rights and lead to an abuse of power. The version passed in November 2006 was
challenged again by the Federal Govt. but in February 2007, the Supreme Court ruled that the MMA
had complied with the court’s orders, and except for two provisions which needed to be modified,
the Bill did not threaten to violate fundamental rights and there was no reason to block it because it
was passed through a democratic process.

2. Rules constraining deliberation
(1) POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. Liberal refusal to engage with religious arguments for
Hasba Bill and MMA refusal to accommodate liberal objections
Before the MMA announced the shari’at and Hasba Bills in June 2003, liberals had been
thoroughly scared by MMA’s bans on music in public transport, on cinema billboards portraying
women, and by the harassment of musicians. Moreover, the MMA was issuing these socially
conservative policies at the same time as Taliban insurgents were pressurizing citizens from-below,
leading these liberals to accuse the MMA of fostering “Talibanization,” even though its top leaders
repeatedly declared their commitment to the constitution and fundamental rights, and tried to work
within the rules of the political system. 602 On their part, MMA leaders tried to defend their
proscription of cinema billboards with pictures of women by arguing that the public complained
that these cinemas were showing pornography and that even in the UK, cinemas were not allowed
to display billboards or be near schools. 603 Similarly, in his first policy speech in the assembly CM
602 This was a recurrent theme in how liberal Pakistanis, particularly those writing for English-language publications, saw
the situation. For instance, an NGO report produced by the leading women’s right group Shirkat Gah (funded by
German and Norwegian aid) blamed the strengthening of militant groups on the MMA’s 2002 electoral victory, see p. 12
in Talibanisation & Poor Governance: Undermining CEDAW in Pakistan, Second Shadow Report, April 15, 2007 (Lahore:
Shirkat Gah Women’s Resource Center 2007).
603 Ashfaq Yusufzai, “PESHAWAR: Many hit hard by action against cinema houses,” Dawn, 16th January 2003. NWFP
Senior Minister Sirajul Haq offered this argument for banning cinema billboards, reported in Amir Mohammed Khan,
“The Day the Music Died,” Newsline, 10th February 2003.
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Durrani justified the ban on music in public transport by arguing that it caused accidents and created
conflicts between people with different tastes in music. But at the same time, musicians in the
province were complaining of harassment by state officials and the MMA did not give clear signals
to liberals assuring them that they would not impose their theological views on music (which is
considered a “vice” in orthodox Hanafi doctrine). An English-language magazine Newsline gave the
perspective of these musicians, showing the atmosphere of fear in liberal circles:
The campaign is definitely taking a nasty turn for musicians. On January 25, the cantonment
police raided a wedding party at the Greens Marriage Hall and arrested renowned Pushto
singer, Gulzar Alam, for performing at the function. According to Alam and other
eyewitnesses, the police SHO pushed down the harmonium, slapped his face and dragged
Alam along to a mobile van, without explaining why he was doing so. The mike and
harmonium were also damaged in the process. After a couple of hours, Alam was released
when Human Rights Commission of Pakistan Chairperson, Afrasiyab Khattak and some
journalists contacted the NWFP IGP, Saeed Khan, and other senior officials. The news did
not make headlines in the press because newsmen had been asked to refrain from splashing
the story.
“The police should not humiliate artists. If there is a ban on music they should inform the
people. I would prefer not to perform at functions and avoid humiliation,” says Gulzar
Alam. The incident with Alam has sent a shock wave through the artists and they seem
increasingly insecure. 604

The magazine writer reports that when the MMA Senior Minister Sirajul Haq was questioned, his
views on music were “entirely negative”; he argued that “[m]usic is neither productive, nor is it a
beneficial business. There are other jobs available that can be done by the musicians.” One voice
inside the MMA was emphasizing democracy, constitutionalism, and fundamental rights, but
another voice was justifying the imposition of religious values of the MMA coalition and its
constituents on the public sphere, without consulting and obtaining consensus from their social
detractors. Liberal observers tended to focus on the latter voice, and dismiss the former one as a
fraud, for instance, the writer of this Newsline article, ended by cautioning readers that the MMA’s

604 Amir Mohammed Khan, “The Day the Music Died,” Newsline, 10th February 2003. In mid-January, police raided a
bazaar in Peshawar and arrested artists for displaying drums in front of their shops (raid preceded by warning against
displaying musical instruments in public) and artists claimed to be harassed when returning from performing at weddings
and other events at night.
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decision to implement CII reforms could bring “more jarring changes, but this is how the MMA has
been expected to behave since its unexpected victory in the 2002 general election.”
The MMA’s two voices: This dynamic could be viewed in sharp relief when the shari’at Bill
was unanimously adopted by the NWFP assembly on 2nd June 2003. On one hand, the preface of
the shari’at Bill emphasized that “an Islamic state wants to realize…freedom, and other fundamental
rights which are guaranteed in the constitution,” only spoke of monitoring Islamic values in the
media controlled by the provincial govt. (which after TV liberalization in 2002 amounted to a
minute fraction of the total media market), and vowed to protect the personal laws and religious
freedom of minorities. 605 Mawlana Mohammad Khan Sherani, provincial head of MMA and an
MNA, said of a similar shari’at Bill to be presented in the Balochistan assembly that it would be
within the limits of the constitution and based on the suggestions of the CII, and emphasized that
the MMA believed that only the parliament had the power to amend the Constitution and they
would not compromise on this point. 606 But on the very day the Bill was passed, a group of JI
officials and party workers went on a rampage in Peshawar, destroying billboards with pictures of
women, an incident that would come to define the MMA in the eyes of its liberal opponents. 607

See “Subai Assembly Sarhad say manzoor shudah shari’at Bill ka mukammal matan,” (The complete text of the
shari’at Bill passed by the NWFP assembly), Al-Haqq, June 2003, pp. 6-17. Mohammed Riaz, “Frontier PA adopts
shari’at Bill,” Dawn, 3rd June 2003.

605

606

“MMA to table shari’at bill in Balochistan Assembly,” Dawn, 1st June 2003.

607 “Center, NWFP heading for confrontation,” Dawn, 4th June 2003. The federal govt. threatened “administrative
action” to clamp down on MMA vigilantes who had torn what they saw as obscene billboards (at a time when MMA
opposing LFO which gave Mush sweeping powers) PPP leaders accused the Federal Govt. for “stage-managing” this
smashing of billboards to convince the US govt. that only a military President could curb fundamentalists.
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Image 6.2

Islamist JI party workers tear down posters with women’s pictures

Two Liberal Responses
Just as the MMA had two voices, one emphasizing constitutionalism, fundamental rights,
and democracy and another condoning the imposition of theological opinions by force, the liberal
coalition in Pakistan also had two voices.
Separate religion and politics: I.A. Rehman, director of the Human Rights Commission of
Pakistan (HRCP) in Lahore, warned people of “the dangerous game being played by the mullahs of
the country,” and saw the problem as intrinsic to religious laws, which he believed should not be
allowed by the constitution:
If you want to stop this law’s progression you have to go to the basics first and de-ideologize
your state. The makers of Pakistan felt insecure and had to institutionalize religion. It is they
who are responsible for giving in to the mullahs and creating confusion…The problem is
when Liaquat Ali Khan introduced the Objectives Resolution, he believed that the mullahs
would be satisfied and nothing more would be required. Similarly, when Mr Bhutto declared
the Ahmedis non-Muslims, he too believed that nothing more was needed. Then Zia came
and he made a law which could be implemented. Nawaz Sharif tried to do the same in 1991
with the 15th Amendment but the enforcement of the shari’at Act never took place. 608

Not only does I.A. Rehman, director of HRCP, challenge the role assigned to religious laws in
Pakistan’s constitution, but by using the word “mullah” he makes the claim (which most liberal
Pakistanis consider a fact when using this word in their anti-clerical polemics) that the entire
religious class, from the most humble mosque imam and neighborhood qari to Muftis of the rank of

608

Comments reported in Shehr Bano Khan, “Whose law is it anyway?” The Review, Dawn, 17th July 2003.
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Mawlana Taqi Usmani are in a joint conspiracy to harm the country. Though liberal Pakistanis throw
around the word “mullah” often, in their drawing room discussions which exclude the ‘ulama, it is a
term deeply resented by many leading ‘ulama who have argued, even when it was used by General
Zia, that in the historical conflict between the Muslim colonial elite and the ‘ulama, this word had
taken on a derogatory meaning and became a way to belittle and dismiss their knowledge of Islam;
they often speak of the “curse of mullah-ism” that is hurled at them. 609 Moreover, he implicitly
blames the 15th amendment introduced by Nawaz Sharif on the MMA even though its two leading
parties, the JUI-F and JI vehemently opposed it (the JUI-S, a party with a few seats in the MMA
supported it). His comments show the assumption that religion itself, all religious parties, and all
religious laws are equally harmful, and explain why the social interaction of these rights-advocacy
NGOs and the MMA could not generate an “overlapping consensus” on fiqh and liberal citizenship,
when one social actor does not want to allow any space for religion in the constitution and law.
Constitution guarantees Islamic lawmaking; struggle for judicial independence so
that rights can be protected through judicial review: Contrary to Rehman, Hamid Khan, a
constitutional expert who was President of the Supreme Court Bar Association and leading the
lawyers in confronting the military regime over the LFO (which the MMA was also opposing) took a
more middle-of-the-ground position; he did not challenge the role of Islam in the constitution but
said that the MMA’s latest Bill was redundant because the Federal shari’at Court (FSC) was already
empowered to strike down un-Islamic laws at its own initiative or by citizen appeal, and if citizens
had a grievance against this court, they could challenge its interpretation in the shari’at Appellate
Bench of the Supreme Court; moreover, the CII was empowered to advise parliament on how to
Islamize laws. He argued:

609 See Mawlana Muhammad Taqi Usmani, “Zikr-o-fikr: General Zia kay aylanat” (“Editorial: General Zia’s
Announcements”), Al-Balagh, March 1978, pp. 3-9, quote on p. 8.
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I’ll concede this much that the shari’at Bill has the potential of being misused, but these laws
don’t threaten the Constitution. Pakistan’s statute books are full of other draconian laws,
which are my main concern. It’s far too soon to comment on the shari’at Bill right now.
Let’s see how it unfolds. Under Article 8 of the Constitution, a law needs to be reviewed.
But then again a judicial review can only be done fairly if the judiciary is independent. Right
now it is not and will do anything the government wants it to do. 610

Unlike Rehman, he did not argue that the only solution was to de-ideologize the state; in his eyes,
the solution was to fight for judicial independence so that citizens could feel secure that the
fundamental rights granted in the constitution would be protected.
Lack of trust in state institutions lent credence to liberal alarmist position: However,
Hamid Khan’s admission that the judiciary was not independent in 2003 partly explains why the
author of this Dawn article that reported both of their responses, Shehr Bano Khan, takes a position
that is close to the alarmist tone of I.A. Rehman. First, she echoes his blanket assessment of
religious parties, by suggesting that the MMA is a party of “religious extremists,” that the shari’at
Bill, which Hamid Khan had emphasized had minimal to no legal effect, had “theocratized” the
NWFP, by associating the MMA with Sharif’s 15th constitutional amendment in 1998 (even though
its main parties, the JUI-F and JI had fiercely opposed it, and only the JUI-S supported it), and by
blaming the entire MMA coalition for the behavior of the vigilantes led by JI workers, claiming that
this was a direct result of the Bill itself:
Playing liberally with concepts (the only time liberalism is shown by religious extremists) and
uncaring of contradictions, the MMA has theocratised the NWFP by adopting the shari’at
Bill, which is now an act, and delivered on its election promise to make the province
conform to Islamic principles…The dangers of the bill and its far reaching
ramifications…took little time to manifest themselves. Jubilant crowds ran through the
Frontier streets celebrating the shari’at Bill by tearing down billboard advertisements
showing women and destroying the satellite cable TV.

Second, we see the reasons for her fear, and aggression towards the MMA, in a factor that even
Hamid Khan, a liberal intellectual who was not arguing against Islamic laws per se. He had admitted

610

Comments reported in Shehr Bano Khan, “Whose law is it anyway?” The Review, Dawn, 17th July 2003.
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that the executive controlled the judiciary and until it was independent, citizens could not trust that
their rights would be protected through judicial review. She writes:
The NWFP chief minister’s statements on the MMA believing in democracy have made a
mockery of this form of government. How can its misuse be checked and counter-balanced?
If the MMA decides to take the bill to Islamabad and succeeds in getting it passed in a deal
with the establishment, should we be left to accept it because of some contorted,
manipulated version the MMA refers to as democracy?...the approach of we-can-never-beTalibanized should be reconsidered, unless we have completely detached ourselves from
whatever is happening in the Frontier.

At this time, most liberal Pakistanis writing in the English-language press learned about the MMA
component parties through journalistic reports, and were not connected in overlapping social
institutions with the ‘ulama or Islamist parties. While they assumed an equation between the entire
MMA coalition, the JI’s poster-destroying rampage and the Taleban, if we read the internal literature
of the ‘ulama associated with the MMA, it paints a much more complex picture. When liberals were
watching images of the JI vigilantes with horror, some workers inside the MMA, who were affiliated
with the JUI-S and Akora Khattack madrassa, the birthplace of the Taliban and considered the most
“hardline” of the MMA components, were also self-flagellating that the JI workers had destroyed the
reputation of the MMA and fed into the propaganda of its opponents. A June 2003 editorial in this
madrassa’s journal, Al-Haqq, read:
…the JI which is a claimant of being a liberal, modern, free thinking, organized and
principled Islamic movement and is also counted among the important large party of the
MMA. The high officeholders of this party, MNAs, and party workers (in those very days
when the shari’at Bill was about to be presented) in the form of a large crowd in Peshawar
destroyed and broke sign boards worth hundreds of thousands of Rupees, advertisement
posters, etc. of different national and foreign companies and with this bothered the entire
city with their armed workers and stick-wielding thugs. This myopic action has created an
extremely wrong impression on the citizens and commercial groups and MMA’s common
religious voters of the NWFP and especially Peshawar and the central leaders and provincial
govt. of the MMA itself has become astonished and distressed by the undignified action of
their own power-sharing foolish friends. 611

611 Rashid Sami Haqqani, “Sarhad assembly say shari’at bill ki manzoori ek ahd saz waqia, Peshawar mai’n Jamat-e-Islami
kay karkuno’n ki hangama aria,” Al-Haqq, June 2003, p. 4.
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The writer accuses these JI vigilantes of making a “laughing stock” of the MMA government and
wonders why “they caused political harm to themselves and to the government.” He says that it is
unfortunate that the “serious and ‘liberal’ high leadership of the JI had always been critical of
different steps of the Taliban and made them the target of criticism and now today was encouraging
this action of theirs openly and within the party.” This journal, Al-Haqq, is mostly read by other
‘ulama associated with this madrassa and maybe some Islamists, so it cannot be argued that this
institution was just pretending to be critical of the Taliban or the violence of the JI in the NWFP;
they were probably the only ones exposed to this literature since it didn’t circulate among the
communities of liberal Pakistanis or the international community. It shows that these groups were
self-critical and tried to rein in intolerance and extremism; it is also true, that they weren’t always
successful in doing so, and it was their failures that ended up defining them in the eyes of the
Pakistani liberals and the international media, rather than their attempts to instill restraint and
tolerance in their members.
A typical liberal Pakistani living in Lahore, Karachi, or Islamabad, was not exposed to this
internal deliberation of a madrassa bordering Afghanistan, and it is understandable why they would
not recognize or encourage these attempts at religious pluralism and tolerance by the politically
active ‘ulama when they heard simultaneous reports in the media of these groups working with
militants who were suspected for terrorism. For instance, just a month before Musharraf’s coup in
October 1999, Mawlana Samiul Haq of this madrassa had addressed the “Defence of Jihad
Conference” in Islamabad, saying that jihadi groups had become dispersed after the Kargil defeat (in
Kashmir) and that their future goal should be “complete Islamic revolution,” supporting the Taliban
in Afghanistan, the “great hero” Osama bin Laden, and the freedom for Kashmir.
We regard Osama bin Laden as the lion and hero of Islam. He is a hero of Islam. What is his
crime? He says that when Russia came into Afghanistan then throwing Russia out of
Afghanistan was jihad and on all of us jihad had become a duty. But when America had
taken over Saudia and Kuwait and other Muslim countries then why was it not necessary to
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raise the flag of jihad against America? Why is it terrorism to remove America from the holy
places? 612

But while reports of the involvement of these ‘ulama with militants came to define them in
journalistic accounts, a study of their literature shows that they had not historically supported all the
policies of the Taliban. From the earliest years of the Afghan jihad, the ‘ulama of the Darul Uloom
Haqqania (DUH) at Akora Khattack, led by Mawlana Samiul Haq and his family, prided themselves
on their sacrifice for a moral and religious struggle. A March 1981 editorial in Al-Haqq reported:
The proud ‘ulama and religious students of Afghanistan and common Muslims are busy in
the jihad against the greatest imperialist and Islam-enemy power Russia. Praise God that in
this war Afghanistani ‘ulama and students, who have been educated at the Darul Uloom
Haqqaniya, are playing a leading role on the frontline. 613

After the Soviet forces left, Al-Haqq described attempts by the Pakistani and Saudi governments to
mediate a ceasefire between the warlords, which repeatedly collapsed, creating anarchy in
Afghanistan. When the Taliban rose to power, they saw them as delivers of peace and Islam. When
Mawlana Samiul Haq toured Afghanistan, Taliban leaders described him and other DUH ‘ulama as
their “spiritual parents” and fellow madrassa students as their “intellectual brothers,” seeing
themselves joined in a struggle against “America, Russia, and other infidel countries” who were
“united with one another and don’t want that in the world the Muslim and Islam be able to stay
free.” 614 But when the Taliban became infamous for their intolerance in 2000, an Al-Haqq editorial
gave them stern advice on practicing tolerance and political flexibility; the author praised the Taliban
for showing in 6 years that madrassa-educated ‘ulama “understand the complexities of government”
but said that it was important for them to initiate some reforms. The Al-Haqq author emphasized
that they didn’t mean this as “purposeless criticism” of the Taliban Movement because “the Taliban
612

“Islamabd mai’n tahafuz-e-jihad conference,” Al-Haqq, September 1999, p. 55.

Darul Uloom Haqqaniya, “Jihad-e-Afghanistan ke Haqqani Shuhada” (“The Martyrs of the Afghan Jihad”), Al-Haqq,
March 1981, Volume 16, p. 6.
613

614 Mawlana Ahsanullah Ehsan (Central leader of the Islami Tehreek e Taliban), Speech, Al-Haqq, September 1996
(included in section containing eyewitness observations of Mawlana Samiul Haq’s tour of Afghanistan), p. 29.
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are from us and we are from the Taliban;” they represented the identity of Islamic madrassas and
they (i.e. Darul Uloom Haqqaniya) could not deny their identity. 615 But he issues the following
appeal to the Taliban from the Darul Uloom Haqqaniya:
In your policies especially domestically there should be flexibility under all conditions. This
will be extremely beneficial for you. If your policies even domestically remain like a pathar ke
lakeer (Urdu proverb which means inflexible) then there is possibility for several fears to arise
because patience, tolerance, pragmatism, flexibility and softness are the greatest wealth of
successful rulers. Then in the branch which does not have an element of flexibility, there is
always doubt and worry of its breaking or being weak. 616

Sami Haqqani called on them to adopt the practice of “gradualism” because it has been the principle
of Islam, the Prophet, and the rightly guided Companions, saying that in some matters of secondary
importance “more than necessary extremism is becoming a reason for dislike among the common
people.” He urged them to rein in the first or second grade students and the “senseless steps of
some official workers” which were making people “mutaniffir” since their good and bad actions
would be attributed to the Islamic madrassas, ‘ulama, and the DUH:
Afghanis cannot be controlled through unnecessary harshness, violence, pressure or other
extremist strategies. In this regard, until now several complaints have periodically been
reaching the Pakistani ‘ulama and especially the Darul Uloom Haqqaniya that some some
myopic first or second grade students or former communist elements who have adopted the
dress of religious students are defaming the Taliban Movement… And the senseless steps of
some official workers are also making people mutanaffir. They should consider that their
every good and bad action would be related to the religious madrassas, ‘ulama, and
particularly Darul Uloom Haqqaniya.
Our turban is at this moment at your feet. 617 (Urdu proverb, a turban is considered a
symbol of one’s honor, and placing it at someone’s feet implies imploring them, with a sense
of defeat and powerlessness, to save one’s honor)

Finally, the Al-Haqq writer said that “foreign policy is like a backbone for any country” and that
even though the world of “kufr” would not like them, they must cultivate relations with and accept
the advice of Islamic countries (even though majority were client states of the West, some
Rashid al-Haq Sami Haqqani, “Tehreek-e-Taliban Afghanistan se chand guzarishat,” (Naqsh aghaz editorial: a few
requests from the Taliban Movement of Afghanistan), Al-Haqq, July 2000, pp. 2-3.
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Ibid, pp. 3-4.
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Ibid, p. 4.
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sympathized with them). To make this argument morally persuasive for the Taliban, the writer asked
them to seriously consider the agreements signed by the Prophet and rightly guided Caliphs and
Companions with Jews and Christians. These comments show that even the most hardline groups
were internally divided over how to balance the need to implement Islamic injunctions with the need
to practice the toleration and accommodation of opposing viewpoints, ethical precepts that could be
found in even the earliest sources of Muslim history considered authoritative by the most
conservative Deobandi ‘ulama.
However, liberals from the westernized elite could not see the debates occurring in
madrassas and associated the Hasba authority with what they heard about the Taliban’s Department
of Virtue and Vice in the English print media, rather than the history of this institution in Muslim
societies and the religious literature from which the orthodox ‘ulama and Islamists in the CII had
derived it in 1992.
MMA refusal to accommodate liberal objections
When the MMA formed a government in the NWFP, it was clear from the rhetoric of its
top leaders and internal self-criticism, as seen through the Al-Haqq article condemning the JI posterdestroying rampage in June 2003 that the coalition leaders were facing heightened responsibility as
decision-makers and were trying to send out signals to assuage the fears of their liberal detractors.
The draft Hasba Bill that the MMA sent to the Governor for his advice had already edited the
“vices” mentioned in the 1992 CII draft to appease women, minorities, and liberals and after the
Governor raised alarm-bells at the vague provisions and punitive nature of the law, the MMA agreed
to send it to the CII for its advice. In December 2003, the MMA held a 3-day seminar on women’s
rights and suggested drafting a bill to ban un-Islamic social customs like honor killings, the practice
of triple divorce that denied women their rights; though the MMA did not invite leading (foreignfunded) women’s rights advocacy NGOs like Aurat Foundation, it had incorporated its longstanding
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demands into its own policy platform as a way to show that it, too, wanted to protect women’s
rights from the perspective of Islamic law and morality. 618 As liberal opposition to the Hasba Bill
continued, MMA leaders attended seminars, trying to justify the Bill.
But apart from justifying its draft Hasba Bill to these federal state institutions and to its
opponents in seminars, the MMA also had to defend itself in front of a national television audience,
and these debates, reveal a similar pattern; the MMA was trying to incorporate liberal demands to
communicate that it, too, wanted to protect the rights of minorities, women, and to prevent
sectarian strife, but at the same time, it did not seem swayed enough by the fears of liberals that
open-ended clauses like “ensuring compliance to Islamic morals in public places,” which would be
punishable with imprisonment, could lead to an unimaginable abuse of fundamental rights and
religious strife, as Muslim sects with different interpretations of “virtue” and “vice” quarreled with
one another.

Triple divorce referred to a practice wherein a husband could say the word “divorce” thrice to his wife and this would count as technically valid
divorce per fiqh, although it was discouraged and frowned upon. “MMA govt wants public debate on women’s rights,” The Daily Times, Wednesday,
December 10, 2003.
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Persuading the Governor: Vagueness unavoidable because “Islam is like a vast ocean”
On June 19, 2003, the MMA government sent the first draft of the Hasba Bill to the NWFP
Governor for his review; a draft that included the vague clause “ensuring compliance to Islam’s
moral values in public places” 619 and gave the Mohtasib the authority to punish non-compliance
with up to 6 months imprisonment. By this point, the MMA had already made some significant
changes to the 1992 CII Draft. First, while the first “vice” listed in the CII 1992-3 Report had been
“[o]bservance of Islamic morals at public places especially by Muslim women and youth,” the June
2003 MMA draft kept this “vice” but removed the phrase “especially by Muslim women and youth.”
(9) Second, it added two entirely new clauses that were not mentioned in the CII or Ministry of
Religion Drafts:
(13) Stopping from the wrong use of the loudspeaker and from sectarian speeches in
mosques.
(18) Protecting the rights of minorities particularly protecting the sanctity of those places
where religious rituals are being offered.
(19) Taking steps against un-Islamic customs which compromise the rights of women
especially honor killings, ending the denial of inheritance rights to women, ending the
custom of “Sorah,” and ensuring the provision of the shara’i rights of women. 620

The MMA’s most vocal critics argued that its rule in the province would compromise minority and
women’s rights, and through these new clauses and adjustments, the MMA was trying to send the
message that it was with minorities and women, not against them. Ending honor killings had long
been a demand of liberal women’s rights groups, and the MMA was taking on their demand as its
own. In 1998 The liberal human rights activist Iqbal Haider of the PPP had introduced a resolution
in the Senate condemning honor killings but Aurat Foundation, one of the leading women’s rights

619 (23) (1) from Draft Hasba Bill, 19 June 2003, printed in Consolidated Paper Book for Hasba Reference 30 July 2005,
Supreme Court of Pakistan, p. 9. Unlike 2001 draft, Mohtasibs appointed by Chief Minister with advice of Governor
putting it under the provincial government.
620

Ibid, pp. 14-15.
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NGOs (partially funded by Norwegian aid) noted with dismay that the Senators threw it out and
even the secular ANP opposed it. 621
When he received this Bill, the Governor was alarmed. He wrote back to Chief Minister
Durrani that the draft Bill was “vague” and this “could lead to unnecessary and unlawful
infringement of the rights of the citizens besides intrusion in the realm of such areas of private
morality which may neither be desirable nor just and fair.” He asked the MMA to clearly define
terms such as “Islamic moral values.” 622 The Chief Minister responded (“With compliments for the
valuable suggestions and proposals of honourable Governor which are the hallmarks of his
Excellency’s sincere and thorough examination”) that the ambiguity of the language used in the law
was due to the fact that it was drafted in Urdu and since Urdu “is a language of literature and not of
science” it would “take some time to attain the standard wherefrom it can respond to the demands
of legislation as a medium and replace English in befitting manner.” He tried to persuade the
Governor that the functions of the Mohtasib would be educative and that “the punitive clause of the
proposed legislation is only supplementary and residuary.” He cited Chapter II of the Basic
Principles Committee Report presented by Khwaja Nazimuddin during the early constitutional
debates which provided for an institution of Hasba under Directive Principles of State Policy, to
show that this was not a new idea but had roots in Pakistan’s constitutional history. 623 Durrani
agreed with the Governor to take the draft slow:
…the worthy Governor has rightly suggested that we should not go in haste in processing
this important piece of legislation. We should share the opinion of the Islamic Ideology
Council as well. 624
“Legislative Watch Quarterly Newsletter,” Aurat Publication and Information Service Foundation, Issue No. 10 &
11, p. 3.
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Letter from NWFP Governor to Chief Minister, 26 June 2003, in Consolidated Paper Book for Hasba Reference 30
July 2005, Supreme Court of Pakistan, p. 20.
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Ibid, pp. 24-26 and p. 29.
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Ibid, p. 29. Governor sent MMA’s draft to the CII for advice on 21st October 2003.
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So far, the MMA government had tried to reassure women and minorities by adding new clauses to
the Bill and its exchange with the Governor, was willing to accept that the language of the law was
vague and that the institution was meant to be educative rather than punitive; however, in this
exchange, the Chief Minister did not list how the MMA would change it to make it compatible with
fundamental rights, though he was willing to consult the CII and not rush the draft through
parliament (as the ML had done for all the shari’at Bills it sponsored in the 1990s).
Exclusionary CII composition led to political but not moral authority in the eyes of
MMA parties: When the MMA’s draft Hasba Bill reached the CII, it was inactive because the 3-year
term of several scholars had elapsed in October 2003 and President Musharraf had yet to select the
new group of scholars to take their place. Though Musharraf had maintained more or less the same
composition of the CII as in the 1990s, on 14th June 2004, he made a radical break with the past by
appointing a panel of scholars who were both knowledgeable in fiqh and trained in modern
universities, in the west or in Pakistan. 625 He chose Professor Khalid Masud, a renowned expert of
Islamic law who was trained at McGill and taught at Leiden University in the Netherlands, as the
Chairman of the CII. Significantly, the CII no longer included the leading Deobandi ‘ulama who had
the greatest influence among Pakistan’s madrassas and mosques, and who the MMA ‘ulama and
Islamist parties regarded as intellectual authorities on Islam. While the CII sponsored seminars to
discuss the conflict/compatibility of Islamic penal laws with human rights, the speakers were
predominantly western scholars of Islam or those trained in the west; these seminars did not include
the ‘ulama who were considered the highest authorities in Pakistani madrassas, some of whom had

Composition given in CII Annual Report 2004-05. President Musharraf had also tried to appoint Prof. Rifat Hasan, a
modernist and feminist scholar of Islam, to head the Islamic Research Institute; though Hasan was popular among the
liberal Muslim intelligentsia, especially in the South Asian Muslim diaspora, her appointment was bitterly resisted by
conservatives at the Islamic Research Institute and International Islamic University in Islamabad, and she never began
her tenure there.
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helped draft the Hudood Ordinances decreed by General Zia in 1979 (an interpretation of Islamic
penal laws related to extra-marital sex, alcohol consumption, theft, and purgery). 626
It was this newly appointed CII, with its new orientation, that examined MMA’s draft Hasba
Bill and suggested amendments. This new CII, “after much debate” (which was not a debate with
the mainstream Deobandi ‘ulama who were represented by the MMA) decided that the draft Hasba
Bill would not fulfill the goals of shari’at but would make Islamic injunctions controversial (32)
because the Bill had not defined which specific acts would count as “vices,” leaving this definition to
the Mohtasib’s discretion. Like the 2001 CII, this new CII also suggested that the interpretation of
the Qur’an and Sunnah adopted for the law should be that which is accepted in the eyes of different
sects. 627 Unlike the 1992 or 2001 CII, this CII finally pointed out that the draft conflicted with
several constitutional clauses. Significantly, the overall tone of the CII’s remarks were not oriented
towards constructive criticism that would enable the draft Hasba Bill to be passed, but towards
persuading the government that this draft would create more religious controversy and potential
abuses of power and citizen rights, and that it was not really needed because there was already an
institution in another provinces to check government accountability (called a “Mohtasib”) and that
this should be adopted for the NWFP instead of creating a parallel institution. 628 Though the CII
sent these suggestions to the Governor and Chief Minister NWFP in September 2004, this advice,
coming from a state institution that the ‘ulama and Islamist component parties of the MMA
considered unrepresentative and a creature of President Musharraf, went in one ear, and out the
Ibid, p. 284. For instance, the CII organized an international workshop Islamic Criminal Laws, in a new global
context (Islamabad, 26-28 May, 2005) in which most presenters were western-trained scholars and the Pakistani ‘ulama,
who had helped draft the Hudood laws or served in the shari’at courts when they struck down the secular penal code,
did not participate.
626

627 Ibid, pp. 250-251. Added that there weren’t any ahkam for Hasbah in fiqh Jafaria. Also suggested that Mohtasib
should be appointed by Governor (so his appointment is not conditional on advice of CM which made it a political
office) and that the Hasba Force be renamed Hasba Volunteers who would preach through danish-o-hikmat.
628 Ibid, p. 252. The Council’s recommendations were sent through a letter dated 4th September 2004 to Secretary to
Governor, NWFP and a copy to the Chief Minister NWFP.
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other: the MMA tabled the Hasba Bill again in 2005, with all the problems that the Governor and
then the CII after him, had raised red flags about.

Vernacular television media as site for cross-group debate on Islamic laws:
The final stage of public oversight of the draft Hasba Bill, before a formal Supreme Court
review, was debate on the Bill in the national, independent, vernacular TV media. In 2002, General
Musharraf allowed the liberalization of cable television channels, perhaps as an attempt to bolster his
image as a liberal dictator among his supporters in the liberal Muslim intelligentsia and international
community; 629 a move that eventually backfired since the TV media partnered with the Lawyers
Movement from March 2007 to 2009 to restore Chief Justice Iftikhar Chaudhry, and nearly 60 other
superior court judges deposed by Musharraf, leading a writer in the Columbia Journalism Review to
nickname it “Musharraf’s Monster.” 630 This 2002 liberalization led to an explosion of news and
entertainment channels in Urdu, English, and regional languages. Just as the “purges” of the Zia
period had led to a migration of liberals from teaching positions in public universities to jobs in
advocacy and development NGOs in the 1980s, the post-2002 period saw the re-emergence of these
liberals in the public sphere through the vernacular TV news channels. Liberal intellectuals, like
Nasim Zehra and Sohail Warraich, who in the 1990s and early 2000s had been working at the
women’s rights group Shirkat Gah (funded by aid from Germany and Norway), now had their own
For instance, Najam Sethi, who won an Amnesty International Award for human rights, was a journalist who was
persecuted under Prime Minister Nawaz Sharif and did not oppose the military takeover, and remained aloof from the
Lawyers Movement in 2007-09. Apart from him, many of the leading foreign-funded rights NGOs heaved a sigh of
relief when Musharraf took over control from Sharif, who was only a year away from being able to pass the Shari’a Bill
that would concentrate powers of shari’a interpretation in his own office. They, too, cooperated with General
Musharraf’s plan for devolution of power and local government reforms. Musharraf, on his part, tried to make this
reform process “participatory” and sought the active consultation and feedback of the NGO community. Other liberal
Muslims in Pakistan and the western diaspora also supported Musharraf in his early years because he promised to restore
freedom of expression and protect them from Islamic militant groups (Sharif had repressed leading journalists and
newspapers, and his govt. officials had implicitly or openly supported extremist religious leaders who gave ‘fatwas’
against Senators who opposed the Shari’a Bill).
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Shahan Mufti, “Musharraf’s Monster,” Feature, Columbia Journalism Review, November-December 2007.
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current affairs programs on Urdu-news channels, and could speak to a national audience, urban and
rural, literate and illiterate, rich and poor, instead of writing for NGO publications that had a limited
reach to a network of already-convinced liberal activists, whose groups echoed one other’s
“development speak,” or to small rural audiences who were part of “outreach efforts.” 631 This
stream of liberals migrating from foreign-funded NGOs was joined by another stream of journalists
migrating from the Urdu-print media, like Hamid Mir, whose father taught at Punjab University and
was suspected to have been assassinated by General Zia’s regime, or Talat Hussain, who had
anchored an Urdu talk-show for several years. They too, were proponents of a liberal democratic
political order but they were Pakistani Muslim men without prior affiliations to a liberal or
conservative religious position, which put them at far greater ease interacting with the ‘ulama and
Islamists, than a Pakistani Muslim women’s activist in a western-funded NGO could. All of the
major newspapers now had their own vernacular cable news channels and with the low cost of
channel startup and low cost of cable, for the first time in the country’s history, a large audience of
all classes and all education levels was watching the same message in the vernacular and regional
languages, at the same time.
Now the military-dominated parliamentary system, with the two main parties in turn
dominated by the landholding and commercial elites, were not only faced with a new parliamentary
actor in the form of the MMA coalition but also by a vernacular TV media where middle-class
liberals, ‘ulama, and Islamists confronted one another face-to-face, not through the intermediation
of military rulers or political parties maximizing their own power through a divide-and-rule policy
but through the intermediation of TV anchors, who spoke the people’s language, who wore the
people’s clothes, and who were bound by the norms of a free media—listening to all sides,

631 By “development speak” I mean the specific words that are used among the NGO community at a given time, e.g.
“capacity building” of NGOs and “sustainable development” and “participatory development.”
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representing them fairly, moderating conflicting positions, and synthesizing areas of compromise
and disagreement. 632 The institution of a critical and free media not only transformed journalists and
the audience, it also transformed the political actors who appeared on it, who had to choose an
alternate way of addressing one another than the black-and-white vilification in public rallies—
getting down to the nitty gritty of legal design, institutional balance, effect on individual rights, and
the process of religious interpretation. Everyone, across the board, had to brush up their knowledge
of Urdu political terminology—the indigenous words for rights, dictatorship, democracy, freedom,
were mined from memory and texts and woven together in the speech of TV anchors, in 5-minute
TV videos with song, poetry, and remembered histories of popular struggle, launching a radical
program of broad-based and low-cost democratic education, where religion was very much “on the
table” as a question requiring discussion, exchange of views, and compromise.
Almost two years after first suggesting the draft Hasba Bill, the MMA finally tabled it on[July
10, 2005; its efforts to persuade people of the harmlessness of the Bill had clearly not worked
because when the MMA’s Minister for Law Malik Zafar Azam introduced the Bill, opposition
lawmakers tore up the Bill, throwing pieces at him; the MMA legislators thumped their desks in
approval and congratulated one another while the opposition legislators shouted NO. The
opposition described it as an attempt to enforce the dictatorship of clerics in the province. The
MMA lawmaker Mawlana Muhammad Idrees said that “it was their (opposition’s) right to oppose
the bill, but they could not ‘desecrate’ copies of the bill” because it contained the name of the
Prophet and his sayings. 633 The reaction of the opposition showed how morally coercive a majority
vote on an Islamic law could feel for the minority which felt that its perspective had not been
Of course, they did not always achieve these ideals in practice. The owners of some channels had a clear political
orientation but the ownership of vernacular news channels was so fragmented, and the range of options for citizens so
wide, that they could easily figure out which channel was closer to their experience and which was towing the state or
government line.
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Mohammed Riaz, “Hasba bill tabled amid uproar in assembly,” Dawn, 12 July 2005.
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adequately accommodated or its rights protected (a phenomenon that the ‘ulama-Islamist parties
were subjected to when the Protection of Women’s Right Bill was passed in 2006).
GEO TV Debate on Hasba Bill:
On July 12th 2005 634, two days before the MMA passed the second version of the Hasba Bill,
Capital Talk—a popular Urdu current affairs program on GEO, anchored by Hamid Mir—
sponsored a debate on the Bill. All three guests were Senators from the NWFP: Mawlana Gul
Naseeb Khan, an ‘alim sporting a black turban and beard, who was the Senate leader of the MMA
and Secretary General of the Provincial MMA, Ms. Anisa Zeb Taher Kheli, wearing a veil on her
head but allowing her hair to show, who was the Minister of State for Information and Broadcasting
in Musharraf’s regime, and Farhatullah Babar, clad in a suit and tie, who was from the liberal PPP-P
and the spokesman for Benazir Bhutto.
Towards the beginning, Hamid Mir asks Farhatullah Babar that the founder of his party,
Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, banned alcohol, declared Friday a weekly holiday, declared the Qadianis nonMuslim, and introduced other Islamic laws. The MMA govt. also wanted to do the same, so what
objections did he have to this? Farhatullah Babar emphasizes that he is strongly opposed to this bill
because unfortunately the purpose of the MMA govt. is not to establish an Islamic system. He says
that this institution would not only hear the complaints of citizens against govt. agencies but could
also interfere with private matters. In his eyes, the purpose of this bill was not to create an
institution of the mohtasib that would oversee the work of other govt. agencies but the purpose of
this institution was, unfortunately, “amr bil maroof wa nahi anil munkar” (“commanding the right
and forbidding the wrong”). Farhatullah Babar argues that this term could mean one thing for him,
Capital Talk, GEO, July 12th 2005. Topic: Hasba Bill. Other points: Mir asked (1) Mawlana why the MMA ignored CII
suggestions and presented the Bill in the PA when it was a constitutional body, Mawlana said that the Nifaz-e-shari’at
Council of the MMA answered their objections and that the CII didn’t have another round of objections (could be true
if the MMA sent them a reason for ignoring their proposals), (2) Anisa why she opposes since Mohtasib to be appointed
with advice of Governor, she said because advice of Chief Minister was legally binding on Governor, making the office
of Mohtasib a political office, whereas it should be non-partisan, (3) He asked Anisa that if the MMA agreed to sit on the
National Security Council, would she stop opposing the law?
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another for Hamid Mir, and another for Mawlana Gul Naseeb Khan. Babar says that not only was
this undefined right given to the Mohtasib but that he’d have a section of the NWFP police at his
disposal to enforce his interpretation. Hamid Mir then turns to Mawlana Gul Naseeb to explain the
goals of the law. He responds:
The people have voted for the MMA. It has come to power through a democratic (places
emphasis on democratic) process. And now through a democratic manner this bill is being
presented in the assembly. I don’t understand why these people, being democratic, don’t
trust their institutions. The second point is that the basic goals of the Hasba Act are the
establishment of an Islamic society and ending corruption.

Mawlana Gul Naseeb Khan refutes Farhatullah Babar’s point that he would have one definition of
amr bil-maroof (commanding the right), and someone else would have another, and says that this
belief is due to his lack of knowledge of Islamic teachings. However, he prefaces his refutation by
referring to Farhatullah Babar as “my companion” or “saathi” which shows that he is addressing
someone from his own community, who he has to talk to and persuade, and live with. Mawlana
points out that “commanding the right” and “forbidding the wrong” are clear in the Qur’an and
Sunnah and many books have been written in which they have been defined. He says that how can
these “unfortunate” people not even know this.
From this brief exchange, we can see that the liberal MP Farhatullah Babar is either unaware
of the religious literature that the MMA (and CII before it) based their draft Hasba Bill on, or is
deliberately avoiding discussing it; his main argument is that there are too many interpretations of
Islam for this institution to exist, but he doesn’t engage with the particular interpretation of Islam
that the MMA and 1992 CII were using to justify the need for a Hasba institution (something that
the Supreme Court judges did in their 2005 and 2007 judgments).
Hamid Mir asks Mawlana Gul Naseeb that is this definition of Islam the same as that during
the Taliban’s rule? Mawlana Gul Naseeb answers that the Qur’an and Sunnah do not belong to any
nation. They have their own definition and are not the possession of any one people, or country, or
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time. Hamid Mir then asks the Mawlana that in light of all the criticisms of the law by the other
participants, what was so good about it? Why should he, Hamid Mir, be convinced not to oppose
this law? He asks him to give two goals of the law that he could share with the people of Pakistan to
persuade them of the benefit of this law. Mawlana Gul Naseeb says that at this time, the world was
saying many things about women. He argues that one clause of this law was to stop non-Islamic
customs that curtailed the rights of women, especially honor killings, depriving women of
inheritance rights, and ensuring the protection of women’s shara’i rights. Apart from this, it sought
to end tampering with weights in the marketplace, milavat, the use of amulets and magic, and sought
to protect the rights of minorities particularly the honor of their places of worship.
Hamid Mir then turns to Anisa and says that if the Mawlana wants to use this law to end
honor killings, then she should not oppose it? Anisa says that she is very grateful that the Mawlana is
aware of this but points out that there is already a law for this that the parliament passed. If he could
have that enforced through the provincial law and order agencies that are currently under the MMA
that would be sufficient and would be a better use for them than the political purposes intended by
this bill. She says, with apology to the Mawlana, that this bill was meant to further Talibanization
and conflicted with more than 15 clauses of the constitution.
This shows the MMA trying to justify its Islamic law to the mainstream of public opinion,
emphasizing the changes it has made to accommodate liberals afraid of an Islamic institution and a
liberal Muslim woman responding to this clause against “honor killings” skeptically because so many
other open-ended provisions (“un-Islamic morals”), authority of Mohtasib to punish, and control of
the institution by the provincial government, threatened to undo any gain achieved by this “honor
killings” clause.
Then, Farhatullah Babar tries to use the proposals of the 2004 CII, in his favor, to argue that
there was no need for the law at all, and goes as far to declare it an “un-Islamic” law, provoking the
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rage of Mawlana Gul Naseeb. Farhatullah Babar says that in August 2004, the CII, which is a
constitutional body (emphasizes constitution, ignores that Presidential-appointment undermines its
representativeness and autonomy), expressed its concerns over the law and said that this bill would
not achieve the purposes of the shari’a’t and second that it would create tremendous confusion
about Islamic teachings, and third that it conflicted with constitution and with fundamental rights.
He asks the Mawlana that if the MMA addressed the CII’s objections then why did it not send the
bill back to the CII? Babar says, with apology, that this proposed Hasba institution was political and
had nothing to do with religion or “commanding the right.” This last comment led to 5 minutes
during which Farhatullah Babar and the Mawlana are talking over each other’s voices and Hamid
Mir, with increasing futility, is trying to moderate. The Mawlana interrupts Farhatullah Babar’s
accusation that the law is un-Islamic and says that if he can suggest another law that is Islamic, the
MMA can bring it in its place. The Mawlana says that if they (the ‘ulama) do not understand religion,
then Farhatullah Babar should explain it to them, so they can bring that law. Farhatullah responds
that he will explain religion…but right now wants to talk about this law. Hamid Mir asks Farhatullah
to suggest a religious to law to the Mawlana. Farhatullah says that he will do this, too, pleading
“please listen to me, if you do not listen to me, then.” The Mawlana tries to make the point that if
this institution is un-Islamic then…Both their voices are drowned in cross-talk.
Hamid Mir then takes up the point in the law regarding the “contempt of the Mohtasib”
which holds that if a citizen makes a statement maligning the reputation of the Mohtasib or any of
his workers, then he could be given a punishment. He asks the Mawlana that if this meant that a
columnist who criticizes a decision of the Mohtasib in a newspaper would be punished? The
Mawlana flatly says no. He says that the Mohtasib would be an advisory body and could not enforce
the punishment. Hamid Mir asks him how an advisory body can end corruption. Farhatullah Babar
then directs his comments towards Hamid Mir and says that he should protect himself (“apni khair
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manao”) since another purpose of the law was to oversee the media so that it promoted Islamic
values.
The end of the program descends into a shouting match about specific clauses and how they
could lead to an abuse of power. Anisa says that the law was creating fascists, that they were not
interested in promoting religion through their own role model, through taleem and tarveej. They
wanted to scare people into becoming Muslim. The Mawlana and Anisa engage in mutual shouting.
She says that there are other laws to end corruption. He says that they had been rulers in NWFP
before, had they used those laws to end corruption? Farhatullah Babar said that he accepted the
Mawlana’s point that other laws had not managed to end corruption. This was true. None of them
had worked. But this did not mean that because of this the MMA should bring a law that violated
the constitution and fundamental rights.
Hamid Mir closes the program by saying that Mawlana Gul Naseeb had said that if people
had suggestions for how to improve this law, then he was willing to settle this through debate, and
to incorporate suggestions into the law. He adds his own opinion that if this matter was resolved
through debate (“baat cheet”), then this would be better for people of the NWFP and Pakistan. He
then says goodbye or Allah-Hafiz (Allah is the Protector). 635
Conclusion: Although this vernacular television debate brought the actors on the same
platform and gave them an equal chance to present their viewpoint to a national audience, it did not
have rules that compelled them to listen, and so Babar didn’t engage with Mawlana’s religious
reasons for wanting the law (i.e. with the religious literature used by the CII in 1992 and the MMA

635 The anchor doesn’t desist from poking fun at General Musharraf’s manipulation of this religious conflict, and despite
the tense atmosphere in the debate, there is a moment of laughter and self-mocking. Hamid Mir asks Anisa that could it
not happen that the MMA agreed to sit in the National Security Council, and she stop opposing the Hasba Bill? She
responds that it’s a separate point and Hamid Mir notes the smile of the Mawlana and says that this indicates that maybe
there is a chance the MMA will participate. Anisa says that it is in the interest of the Mawlana to participate so he can
represent the point of view of the NWFP people, and of the opposition. Hamid Mir says that perhaps Mawlana Fazlur
Rahman would convince the Musharraf government and then they would stop opposing the Hasba Bill.
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now to justify it), and Mawlana didn’t engage with Babar’s objections on grounds of fundamental
rights, maintaining the MMA’s position that the body was advisory (even though it allowed the
Mohtasib to award several months of imprisonment). And the most trouble began when Babar used
the label “un-Islamic” for the MMA’s law, claiming a right to pass judgment on the religious
literature that was used by the ‘ulama to derive this law and on the quality of their knowledge of
Islam, without engaging at all with the religious literature or trying to find reasons that the ‘ulama
would found morally acceptable, that would persuade them to adjust their law and bring it in line
with the constitution and fundamental rights. This television debate is just one example of the
typical social exchange between liberal politicians and foreign-funded rights NGOs, who label laws
like the Hudood, which were derived by ‘ulama, to be “un-Islamic,” and the rage of the ‘ulamaIslamist coalition that this former group, without citing any Islamic texts considered acceptable by
the mainstream religious establishment, is calling them, people who have spent years carefully
studying traditional Islamic legal and moral texts “un-Islamic.” The only difference is that before the
vernacular TV media was liberalized in 2002, these accusations of Islamic vs. un-Islamic were
communicated by both the liberal and ‘ulama-Islamist coalition through one-way communication:
through publications that circulated among the like-minded and criticized the other group
(segmented audiences), through pamphlets, speeches at rallies, protest slogans, and petitions.
This was the first time these groups were coming face to face, and the descent of their
debate into a shouting match at the moment one labeled the other’s action as “un-Islamic” shows us
in real time, when their exchange entered a territory that sparked mutual rage. All four participants in
this debate were working within the legal and constitutional structure, but a similar dynamic is
unleashed in the public sphere when liberal politicians criticize the Blasphemy Laws. The doctrinal
part of this law is justified by the ‘ulama through the Hanafi doctrine that apostasy merits capital
punishment (and that early religious texts used the terms blasphemy and apostasy synonymously);
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this law has many procedural problems that many mainstream ‘ulama and Islamists recognize (along
with the fact that it excludes all the protections discussed even in fiqh, e.g. the right to repent), but at
least part of it was religiously derived, and when rulers call the law, in toto, “un-Islamic,” they
provoke rage among unregulated Islamic groups at the grassroots.
Two days later, the MMA passed a draft of the Hasba Bill in the NWFP assembly, saying
that it had “fulfilled its promise with the people of the NWFP” and that this institution would be
aimed at “uprooting corruption from government departments and society.” Mawlana Idrees of the
MMA justified the Hasba institution by pointing out that it had been recommended by the CII, a
state institution. Opposition parties were not convinced: the secular ANP accused the MMA of
“deceiv[ing] the masses in the name of Quran and Sunnat” and trying to “win its support for the
forthcoming local bodies’ elections” and the liberal PPP said that the MMA was taking people back
to a time “wherein the king and the pope were the main pillars of a political system.”
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By this

point, the pressures of informal compliance to public opinion had led the MMA to incorporate
liberal demands in the list of “vices” that the Mohtasib would monitor but this Bill retained the same
vague clauses that empowered the Mohtasib to monitor and punish non-compliance to “un-Islamic
morals” in public places as were present in the original 2003 draft proposed by the MMA: it had
chosen to ignore the objections of liberals expressed through TV and newspapers, seminars and
protests, as well as the proposals of the CII which it considered a body without moral authority, 637
and the fears expressed by the Governor, and used its parliamentary majority to pass the Bill despite
the opposition’s resistance.
636 Mohammed Riaz, “NWFP PA passes Hasba Bill,” Dawn, 15th July 2005. PML-N abstained from attending the
afternoon session in which the Bill passed. PPP-P leaders did not oppose the Bill intensely saying that it would remain
invalid unless President signed it under Article 151 (4) of constitution. Another ANP leader said that the NWFP
Governor shouldn’t sign the Bill until the CII had reviewed it again, under Article 229 of the Constitution.
637 For instance, in a statement Qazi Hussain Ahmad said that the CII did not have the right to object to the Hasba Bill
when it had not spoken out against the army’s interference in politics and the establishment of the National Security
Council. At this time, the MMA had announced that it would create a cross-party alliance to oppose Musharraf’s rule.
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(2) JUDICIARY. Supreme Court Hasba Judgment (2005): Giving the ‘ulama-Islamist
alliance reasons internal to their religious literature to justify striking down
provisions that threatened individual rights
After the Hasba Bill was passed, the President filed a reference in the Supreme Court
complaining that it violated several constitutional provisions (using Article 186: “serious question of
law of public importance”). Using its advisory jurisdiction, a 9-member Supreme Court bench
unanimously ruled on 4th August 2005 that several clauses of the Bill, including those with vague
language such as “ensuring compliance to Islamic morals in public places” and those that gave the
Mohtasib the authority to punish non-compliance with imprisonment were unconstitutional and
ordered the Governor against assenting to the Bill in its current form. 638 Dawn reported this short
order under the title “All not lost for Hasba sponsors” 639 and that is how the political actors saw the
situation: the opposition leader in the NWFP assembly praised the SC judgment as “in accordance
with the requirements of justice” 640 and said that it confirmed their own point of view, which the
MMA was unable to see because it was a “novice in legislation” and when the MMA Law Minister
Malik Zafar Azam was asked whether the SC judgment was in the MMA’s favor, he pointed out that
the Hasba Bill had 31 sections and the SC had only ruled the clauses of 5 sections as
unconstitutional. 641 Initially, Azam called this SC short order unconstitutional because it was a nonbinding, advisory opinion of the court, but he said that the MMA would study the detailed judgment

Makhdoom Ali Khan (Attorney General under General Musharraf), “Pakistan: Legality of a Hasba Bill to introduce
an Islamic Ombudsman in the North-West-frontier Province,” 413-464. Supreme Court Judgment in Yearbook of Islamic
and Middle Eastern Law, Volume 11 (2004-2005). The court unanimously held Section 10 (b), (c), (d); section 12 (1) (a),
(b), (c); section 23 (1), (2), (3), (5), (6), (7), (12), (14), (27); section 25 (1), (2) and section 28 of the Hasba Bill 2005
violated Articles 2A, 4, 9, 14, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25 and 175 of the constitution because they were “vague, overbroad,
unreasonable, based on excessive delegation of jurisdiction, denying the rights of access to justice to the citizens and
attempting to set up a parallel judicial system” and ordered the Governor against assenting to the Hasba Bill in its
current form.
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and then decide whether “to adopt the same bill or to make amendments in it” and said that “we
respect the judgment of the court, but it has made recommendations of the Council of Islamic
Ideology redundant as majority of the clauses of the Hasba Bill declared ultra vires of the constitution
were in fact recommended in the report of the council.” These two reactions to the short order
showed the confidence and trust of liberals rising, and an MMA leadership which was slightly
deflated, but could save face because the SC had only struck down some parts of the law.
Within a month, a 106-page detailed judgment written by the Chief Justice Iftikhar
Mohammad Chaudhry was released which explained the court’s reasons for the judgment. 642 Unlike
the cross-talking that characterized the exchanges (not debates) between the MMA and liberal
politicians or NGOs, many of whom have not, to this day, accepted the legal and constitutional
changes brought in by General Zia from 1978-1985 with the collaboration of leading Deobandi
‘ulama and Islamists (the Hudood laws, the Federal shari’at Court, the appointment of ‘ulama to this
court and the court’s precedents since 1983 on honoring fiqh-based reasoning) and then validated by
an elected parliament through a 1985 constitutional amendment (in exchange for the restoration of
civilian rule), because they were instituted by decree, rather than through a consultative debate and
democratic process, the court was a creature of all these constitutional changes and legal precedents,
and this allowed it to focus on the specific Islamic law in question and to engage with the religious
reasons that it was based on, without entering into an existential conflict about the role of Islam in
the constitution or the status of Zia-decreed Islamic laws.
In society, the hostility between the ‘ulama-Islamist and liberal coalition was intense because
of multiple layers of unresolved historical conflicts; when liberals discussed the Hasba Bill, they saw

642 “Hasba bill infringes personal freedom: SC,” Dawn, 1st September 2005. SC said that other parts of the Bill could also
be challenged for their constitutionality, and Justice, Sardar Mohamad Raza Khan, wrote a note expressing concern
about the definition of ‘alim used in the Bill; he thought it would discriminate against Muslims of other schools of
thought.
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it as yet another attempt to destroy the secular liberal state “intended” by Jinnah 643; since they were
not aware of the ‘ulama-Islamist grievances in the 1960s or 1970s, they did not see how members of
these groups were able to morally rationalize cooperating with General Zia in the interest of Islamic
constitutional and legal changes, and did not understand, in the first place, why these conservatives
wanted these changes. 644 The conservative arguments in the late 1970s that all of Pakistan’s
constitution promised Islamic laws but contained no mechanism to compel parliament to listen to
CII proposals for Islamic reforms, had never filtered into the liberal literature on Islamic lawmaking
in Pakistan, and as a result, from the liberal perspective, all one could see were the public Islamic
laws delivered at their doorstep through military decree, and the unending abuses of rights at the
grassroots that laws had led to, when their doctrinal provisions interacted with (1) pre-existing laws
(like the MFLO), (2) the interpretations adopted by lower-level courts, and (3) the corruption of the
lower-level courts and police which allowed the powerful to use these state Islamic laws to victimize
their opponents, which in the case of Pakistani society happened to be poor women, men, and
minorities. 645 Somewhat shielded from this cauldron of social conflict between the liberal coalition

These non-overlapping historical narratives by liberals and conservatives about the role of Islam in the state have not
converged in liberal and conservative scholarship yet; this pattern could be seen in the exchange between Professor
Hafiz Syed Khalid Mahmood Tirmizi, “Takhleeq-e-Pakistan kay maqasid aur shari’at Bill,” Al-Haqq, September 1986,
Volume 21, pp. 39-48 and Major (retired) Manzoor Hussain Khan, who was writing in the Urdu-daily Jang in July 1986.
Recently, Vanguard (a liberal press owned by Najam Sethi) has published another history book that tries to prove
Jinnah’s secular intentions for Pakistan: Yasser Latif Hamdani, Jinnah: Myth and Reality (Lahore: Vanguard Books 2012).
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I do not have evidence to tease out which liberals knew about these grievances and then dismissed them as
illegitimate, but I do know that as a general pattern, the literature written by the ‘ulama and Islamists (the ‘ulama
literature is entirely in Urdu but some JI thinkers have made it a point to address English-reading Pakistanis, especially
legal professionals) and that written by liberals, (sometimes in Urdu but mostly in English) was addressed to audiences
that were socially segmented. In earlier chapters, I demonstrate this by analyzing liberal and ‘ulama-Islamist writings
from the 1960s and 1970s for their different narratives of Pakistani legal and constitutional history, particularly the fact
that when writing to their communities of like-minded these groups did not have to justify the narratives of the
opposing coalition; they each chose a set of non-overlapping plot points through which to trace the story of Islamic laws
in Pakistan, and during specific Islamic lawmaking episodes, whoever was in power, did not acknowledge or respond to
the objections of those outside the state (they did not have to because they were in non-overlapping social institutions
and exclusionary state institutions).
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and the ‘ulama-Islamist parties in the MMA; the judges and lawyers reasoned from the premise that
Islamic law had already been given a place in the country’s constitutional framework, alongside
fundamental rights, and tried to give one another reasons that would be morally acceptable from
their respective moral frameworks.
First, the MMA counsel repeated the assurances given by MMA leaders that the Hasba
institution would be an advisory, rather than punitive, arguing that the clause “ensuring compliance
to Islamic morality in public places” wasn’t an “unreasonable” restriction of fundamental rights
because in the case of the MFLO 1961, a Muslim man’s right to polygamy was restricted, showing
that a legislature had the authority to put “reasonable” restrictions on private rights. 646 Second, the
Attorney General Makhdoom Ali Khan argued that the duty of “Amar-bil-Maroof” (Commanding
the Right) and “Nahi-unal-Munkir” (Forbidding the Wrong) should be performed by the state but
that it must be within constitutional norms and fundamental rights. He, too, was operating within
the constitutionally accepted role for Islam, and did not deny a role for the state in promoting
Islamic morality, as many liberals talking outside the rules of the court system did. His main
argument was that a Mohtasib “cannot be vested with the authority to decide at his discretion
whether an act is inconsistent with Islamic morals and customs or not.” 647
After listening to both sides, the Court rejected the MMA’s argument because the MFLO
was specific about which right was restricted while the Hasba Bill left terms like “un-Islamic morals”
undefined. But unlike liberals in society who did not engage with the religious literature that the
MMA (and the 1992 CII before it) had used to derive this draft law, the SC judges thoroughly
this system, and they resist removing the sections of the Hudood laws that they believe to be required by orthodox
Hanafi doctrine. See Hina Jilani and Asma Jehangir, Hudood Ordinances: A divine sanction?
Makhdoom Ali Khan (Attorney General under General Musharraf), “Pakistan: Legality of a Hasba Bill to introduce
an Islamic Ombudsman in the North-West-frontier Province,” Supreme Court Judgment in Yearbook of Islamic and Middle
Eastern Law, Volume 11 (2004-2005), p. 433.
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examined the arguments in these texts and found moral reasons, within these texts, to support their
judgment for why certain clauses were unconstitutional. They pointed to CII reports in 1996, 2000,
and 2004, which had mentioned the need to make the law non-sectarian and expressed concern that
a Muslim could be prosecuted for defying the Mohtasib’s order even though “with reference to their
respective schools of thought, they are rightly following the Islamic values and shari’a;” in their
texts, the leading Deobandi ‘ulama often cite Mawlana Ashraf Ali Thanwi’s saying that “don’t leave
your own maslak, and don’t interfere with anyone else’s,” so this argument for non-interference in
the personal laws of different sects of Muslims is one that carries ethical weight in the Deobandi
tradition (though in practice, in Pakistan, there has been a great deal of sectarian violence since the
Afghan war). The Court argued that giving a Mohtasib the authority to ensure the respect for the
time of iftar (opening the Ramadan fast), or in the observance of 5-daily prayers would violate the
freedom of religion (Article 20) because Sunnis and Ahl-e-Tashee (Shia’s) had different values and
customs for these religious observances. 648
Second, in order to support its argument for why allowing the Mohtasib to “remove causes
of dereliction in the performance and proper arrangements of Eid and Jumma prayers” violated the
freedom of religion, it cited a CII discussion in 1978-79 of a draft law originating from the NWFP
govt. which sought to make the non-observance of daily prayers a penal offence, and noted that the
CII members, including Mawlana Ehtesham-ul-Haq Thanwi, an ‘alim revered among Deobandis, all
agreed that the non-observance of namaz could not be made a penal offence according to Islamic
injunctions in the Qur’an, hadith, and Islamic jurisprudence. 649 Significantly, the Court did not,
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Ibid, p. 438. Also, while liberals did not engage with the concept of Hasba in Islamic history, the Supreme Court
surveyed historical accounts of the evolution of Hasba in books by Schacht, Coulson, Hourani, and Dr. M. S. Naz; said
that the office came into existence after the time of the Prophet and the Rightly Guided Companions, first by the
Umayyads to regulate markets, and then by the Abbasids to oversee market business and religious duties; the court
interpreted the role of this office broadly holding that every Muslim could act as a Mohtasib for himself as well as for
others, in line with the Qur’anic command to “call towards the good, to order the right and prevent the bad.”
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indeed could not, given the constitutional and legal changes since 1978, reason from the premise
that there should be no public Islamic laws (as many liberals in society were still arguing), it accepted
that if the shari’a had provided penalties for a specific offence, they could be imposed, but until the
MMA defined the “vices” specifically, in a way that had the consensus of different Muslim sects, its
Hasba Bill could lead to intra-Muslim conflict and abuse of power:
There is no provision of the shari’a which mandates for the imposition of penalties for vague
offences. However, if any provision of shari’a has defined relevant offence, like Hadood laws,
penalties can be imposed. 650
The Hasba Bill, in order to have been of value to the citizens, could have defined exhaustively the
number of terms used in section 10, i.e. Islamic values, customs and shari’a, exhaustively, which
should have been acceptable to Muslims of all sects, including Sunnis, Ahl-e-Tashees, Brailvees,
etc., but by using ambiguous terms in these phrases, citizens belonging to different sects have been
led into absurdity. 651

It also noted that:
The State does not regulate the private belief of individuals, but if the exercise of such private
beliefs, in terms of the rights guaranteed under the constitution, causes the breach of the public
order, only then can the State come forward to regulate such personal beliefs. 652

And finally, after considering arguments in fiqh, the Court ruled that the fuqaha (jurists) were
unanimous that the state could not enforce any religious obligations except for “sallat” (prayers) and
“zakat” (mandatory charitable giving) and that the latter could only be done through “education,
preaching, persuasion and encouragement.” 653
COURTS, MEDIA, SOCIETY: While liberals writing in English-language newspapers
and NGO publications often accused the MMA of promoting Talibanization in the NWFP, and the
Federal Minister Anisa Zeb Kheli did the same in the Capital Talk debate (as did the Attorney
General in another Presidential reference filed against the law in 2007), and the BBC incorporated
these charges as a statement of fact, labeling the Hasba Bill the “Taleban law” despite the intense
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struggle and debate within Pakistani social and state institutions that had radically transformed the
law between 2003 and 2007, TV anchorpersons like Hamid Mir and the Supreme Court judges did
not use “Talibanization” (or “un-Islamic”) as a blanket statement about the MMA’s intentions or
draft law. In the Capital Talk debate, Hamid Mir asked MMA legislators if this was their intention
and gave them a chance to voice their own intentions for this Bill. Similarly, the SC judges examined
each clause of the Bill to check its compatibility with fundamental rights, for each clause they struck
down, they tried to give the MMA reasons from within the religious literature it (and the 1992 CII
before it) had used to derive this law in the first place. It was this posture that led both sides, the
‘ulama-Islamist alliance and liberal coalition, to walk away feeling somewhat vindicated; the MMA
was not originally pleased with the SC judgment since it perceived it as a federal interference in the
autonomy of a provincial assembly but it emphasized that it respected the Court and would discuss
its future strategy with its lawyers; on their side, the liberal coalition was relieved and now it’s only
fear about the Hasba Bill was a clause that stipulated that the Mohtasib could only be an ‘alim (with
a degree from a seminary recognized by Wafaq-ul-Madaris), a provision they feared would
institutionalize the clergy in NWFP and allow the MMA to form a permanent network for electoral
mobilization.
3. Segmented vs. Integrated Community of Specialists
(1) POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. Recommendation of Hasba Bill by 1992 CII and
Lack of Change from 1992-2001
Throughout the Hasba Bill episode (2003-07), liberal activists accused the MMA of copying
the Taliban, and the international media reported this accusation of liberal Pakistanis into a
statement of fact, neither acknowledged, or perhaps even knew, that this draft law originated inside a
Pakistani state institution, the Council of Islamic Ideology (CII) in 1992, and had been circulating
inside the state’s conservative enclaves without anyone in these like-minded circles raising alarm-
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bells by the time this Bill was re-proposed by the Ministry of Religion in 2001. The draft Hasba Bill
that the MMA proposed in June 2003 was originally formulated by the CII appointed by President
Ghulam Ishaque Khan, an ally of General Zia, for the term February 1990-1993 and presented in its
1992-1993 Annual Report. Prime Minister Benazir Bhutto, of the liberal PPP, participated in the CII’s
inaugural session on 18th March 1990 which was chaired by Justice (Retired) Muhammad Haleem, a
former Chief Justice of Pakistan who had given a 1988 ruling that the Qur’an and Sunnah were
supra-constitutional and that fundamental rights should be read in light of them. Apart from the
mainstream ‘ulama, the CII also included the liberal lawyer Syed Afzal Haider and the Islamist
professor Dr. Mahmood Ghazi (and only one female member). In some areas, this CII took a
markedly liberal position; the legal committee chaired by Syed Afzal Haider which continued the
process of examining existing laws for their conformity to Islam—and whose report was an official
CII publication—suggested striking down all the statues that denied citizens the right to the due
process of law on the grounds that this violated a core Islamic principle. 654 But in other areas, such
as whether Islamic law required public hanging (reference sent by SC which took suo moto notice of
public hanging examining whether it violated Article 14 regarding the dignity of man), Haider’s
argument that Islamic law only required a party of believers to witness the punishment, which could
be satisfied by the presence of a minimum of 3 people (the prison staff), was outvoted by the
majority opinion that Islamic law did require public corporal punishments and that the benefits of
these could be seen in Saudi Arabia, which had a negligible crime rate. 655 So while the majority
conservative bloc and liberals in the CII were able to agree that state laws which did not provide
citizens access to the due process of law must be struck down as un-Islamic, they disagreed on

Final Report on Examination of Laws (Upto the 14th August, 1973) Vide Article 230 (4) of the Constitution of
Islamic Republic of Pakistan 1973, Council of Islamic Ideology, Government of Pakistan, Islamabad, December 1996.
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whether fiqh-based punishments like public hanging violated the dignity of man because of the
overall benefit to the society from their deterrence effect.
Chapter Sixteen of this report, explains that a Hasba institution is needed in an Islamic state
because it is different from an ordinary state; it is not only concerned with taxation, security, and
foreign defense but “above all these is a moral state” which has to work for “the promotion of
Islamic morality” and “discouraging un-Islamic values.” 656 The authors cites hadith reports to show
that the Prophet would survey the bazaar in Madina and correct traders who were misleading
customers about the weight of goods, and cites Shibli Numani’s history of the period of Caliph
Umar to argue that in his time, this ethical practice was developed into an institution with central
and regional mohtasibs (the official who ensures “ehtisaab” or “accountability”). 657 So far, the CII’s
discussion of this institution would not alarm liberals. However, later on the CII Report cites an
instance where the Caliph Umar “imposed severe restrictions” on poets against composing poetry
addressed to women or using their names, and exiled two beautiful young men from Madina
because “their looks were becoming famous among some of the city’s young women.” 658 The
restrictions on freedom of expression and the abuses to citizen rights that could result from this
theological position would have terrified liberals who in 1992-1993 were organizing campaigns in
foreign-funded rights advocacy groups for the repeal of the Islamic laws passed under General Zia
and for the reversal of the constitutional changes between 1980-85, which gave the ‘ulama a formal
role in the FSC and declared the Objectives Resolution a permanent part of the constitution,
without being aware of or responding to this discussion inside the CII because it was not allowed to
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publish its reports and since it only had advisory status, it was considered marginal and politically
irrelevant by political leaders. Since the 1992-93 CII composition was tilted in favor of
conservatives, without substantive inclusion of liberals, or the requirement of examining laws from
the perspective of fundamental rights, the Report-writers did not try to anticipate the objections of
liberals in society, let alone respond to them or try to develop common ground.
The authors recognize that it was only in the period of the Prophet and his Companions that
the Hasba institution operated in this way, and that they haven’t examined the forms it took in
subsequent Muslim history, but they support their case by pointing to Pakistan’s early constitutional
history when constitution-framers recognized the need for this institution but their drafts were never
enforced: they cite the Sept. 1952 constitutional draft (BPC report) presented by Khwaja
Nazimuddin, whose clause (2) (iii) provided for an organization that would “make Islamic teachings
popular among people and perform the duties of “amr bil maroof wa nahi anil munkar”
(commanding the right and forbidding the wrong) and mention the 1954 constitutional draft that
contained the Supreme Court compromise formula:
A similar clause was also kept in the constitutional draft of the 1954 constitution. This draft
was presented in the constituent assembly during the period of Prime Ministership of the
PM of that time, (Late) Muhammad Ali Bogra, and the Minister of Law of that time, AK
Brohi. presented it…
But! Aa’n qadah shikast o aa’n saqi numand. 659 (A Persian phrase which means “That winecup was shattered and that wine-bearer remained no more;” it uses the conventional imagery
of ghazal poetry to convey a sense of defeat and longing; typically the ‘ulama’s literature is
full of Persian poetic references since they learn the language to study classical texts)

The scriptwriter of a recent American movie, Rachel Getting Married, which shows a family tearing
itself apart from the festering resentments, anger, and blame engendered by layers of unresolved
conflicts, said about her attempt to portray the characters even-handedly that since a family shares
such a long history, every family member has some ground to stand on, some basis for their stories
of self which explains their behavior towards others. The conservatives writing this CII Report were
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developing an argument based on evidence from theological arguments and Pakistan’s legal and
constitutional history; because the state was balkanized their argument never came face to face with
the objections of others from the perspective of fundamental rights, and it was this lack of
exchange, of acknowledgment and response, that prevented CII conservatives from changing their
proposal to accommodate liberal Muslims and prevented liberal Muslims in society from seeing the
theological and historical grounds for the CII’s proposal of this Hasba institution.
This 1992 CII envisaged the Hasba institution as a judicial or semi-judicial institution, as had
been discussed by “our ancient recognized writers” Al-Mawardi, Ibn Khaldun, and others, which
would consist of Federal Hasba Authority appointed by the President and chaired by an ‘alim who
would work alongside senior government officers to monitor observance of Islamic values in the
mass media (per the Shari’at Act 1991) and to issue orders to federal government officers when
shari’a had been disobeyed, a similar institution led by an ‘alim at the Provincial level, and finally a
Hasba authority at the District and Tehsil level whose Chairman did not have to be an ‘alim and
would be given the authority to take notice of Islamic “vices” and punish violation with upto 3
months imprisonment, Rs. 500 fine, 39 stripes, or “other ordinary corporal or other
punishments.” 660 The list of “Islamic vices” that this official could prosecute included relatively
uncontroversial points like discouraging beggary, child employment, animal cruelty, and negligence
in maintaining mosques but it also included several open-ended clauses which did not define what
exactly would constitute “Islamic morals” and therefore threatened to violate freedom of expression
and religious practice of Muslim groups who did not belong to the school of thought of the state
official interpreting shari’a:
1. Observance of Islamic morals at public places especially by Muslim women and youth
2. Discouragement of tabzir or extravagance, especially at weddings/family functions
3. Observance of simplicity and limits in dowry
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4. Discouragement of beggary
5. Observance of Islamic decorum at time of iftar and tarawih
6. Discouragement of organizing and continuing plays, sports and trade at time of Eid prayers
and in vicinity of mosque where Jumah prayer is being held
7. Negligence in observance of and organization of Jumah and Eid prayer
8. Excesses in employing children of tender age
9. Unnecessary delay in setting undisputed financial claims
10. Cruelty to animals
11. Negligence in maintenance of mosques
12. Observance of decorum at time of Azan and Fardh prayers
13. Discouragement of anti-Islamic social habits
14. Indecent behavior in public places
15. Vagrancy
16. Any other subject or function assigned to them from time to time 661

The design of this CII draft did not give any safety to Muslims who disagreed with the Mohtasib’s
interpretation of shari’a that they wouldn’t be prosecuted and thrown in jail or publicly whipped if
they were out shopping during prayer time and didn’t go to the mosque, or if they were Muslim
women who didn’t veil themselves, or dancers, musicians, poets, or artists, whose craft was
considered un-Islamic from the perspective of some strict interpretations of Hanafi doctrine. 662 It
did not define what an “Islamic” or “un-Islamic” moral was, and this vagueness and breadth created
huge space for a violation of fundamental rights and abuse of the law. But in 1992-93, this CII
report did not catch the attention of liberals, and did not cause even a stir in the NGO publications
that by now, after the experience under General Zia, were closely following state Islamic lawmaking
to protect their freedoms.
Nine years later, same 1992 CII draft re-surfaced in Ministry of Religion: In May 2001,
a conservative-dominated CII again considered a draft Hasba Ordinance sent by the Ministry of
Religion (MoR). Like the 1992 CII draft, this 2001 MoR Draft envisaged a District Hasba Board that
would monitor “observance of Islamic morals at public places” and could punish non-compliance
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with upto 1 month imprisonment, Rs. 5000 fine, or 39 stripes—but did not specify which acts
constituted “Islamic morals.” 663 The 2001 CII did raise a red flag and suggested clarifying in the draft
that the interpretation of the Qur’an and Sunnah adopted would be that “which is accepted in the
eyes of the respective Muslim sect” because “in order to create unity and love between different fiqhi
schools it would be appropriate…to keep in mind maslaki differences and not imposing one
maslak’s interpretation on another maslak.” 664 It also advised the MoR to list the punishment for
each “vice” separately to minimize potential abuse of the law and to remove the punishment of
stripes and the phrase “other ordinary corporal or other punishments” because it was unclear.
Officials in the Ministry of Religion had reproduced the vague language of the 1992 draft, without
realizing in the intervening 9 years that this could lead to an abuse of citizen rights and aggravate
intra-Muslim conflict; in conventional representations of religious conservatives in the popular
media, this lack of change would be taken as evidence of the inherent ideological rigidity of
religious-minded people, but we can see, that in the case of Pakistan, these religious conservatives
did not change in 9 years because they were cordoned off in a separate enclave of the state, with
other like-minded people, and never had to come face-to-face with the liberal activists who were
similarly cordoned off in the advisory Women’s Status Commissions, and because CII members
were not rule-bound, like superior court judges were, to evaluate laws from the perspective of their
compatibility with constitutionally-guaranteed fundamental rights, and to try to stretch themselves as
far as possible, to achieve this compatibility. 665

663 Draft Law for the Iqamat of Salat, Amr Bil Maroof wa Nahi Anil Munkar (The creation of the institution of Hasbah)
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(2) JUDICIARY. Bridging shari’a, individual rights, and democracy
While the CII and WSC were segmented and not forced to engage with fiqh-based and
rights-based scholarship, Supreme Court judges could draw on 22 years of legal history that
developed a liberalism of modus vivendi, which bridged constitutionally-guaranteed fundamental
rights, and the common law tradition, with the fiqh tradition, understood through “internal
reasoning” and sectarian toleration (the FSC and SAB always had a Deobandi and Barelvi ‘alim). I
have explained how they did this “bridging” for the Hasba question earlier in this chapter (Section
2.2). Instead of looking towards the transnational rights community or the madrassa establishment,
the Supreme Court looked inward, at the legal tradition of Pakistan, which accommodated liberals
and Islamists and had developed principles for their co-existence in a constitutional democracy.
4. Exposure vs. Insulation from Transnational Rights Discourse
(1) POLITICAL INSTITUTIONS. Western-funded NGOs, English Print Media, and
the Discourse of the War on Terror
Even though the Supreme Court had struck down clauses that it deemed controversial and
the NWFP opposition parties expressed appreciation for this ruling, liberals in the NGO community
continued their offensive against the Hasba Bill, heedless of the change that had occurred in the Bill
after judicial review. On 4th September 2005, the (western-funded) Sungi Development Foundation
organized a seminar, “Hasba Bill: apprehensions and possibilities;” the panelists criticized the clauses
of the Bill regarding monitoring prayers, fasting, etc, which the court had already declared

and trying to arrive at conclusions (effects) that would be compatible with fundamental rights. I am in no way claiming
that this “compatibility” is perfect or has been reached in the courts. I don’t see it as a destination but as a process that
will continue as indigenous social movements change the public perception of these rights and their willingness to
defend them. For instance, in recent years, the Supreme Court led by Chief Justice Iftikhar Muhammad Chaudhry,
responding to a petition by a group of transgendered Pakistanis (“khwaja saras”) ordered the state to insert a third
category for gender on state ID cards, and ruled that this group has equal citizenship rights and that their dignity must be
protected by other groups. This episode did not spark the outrage of religious conservative groups or lead to a cycle of
protests.
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unconstitutional, and the liberal activist Tahira Abdullah lashed out against the MMA with the same
fury that had characterized I.A. Rehman’s comments back in July 2003. Dawn reported her reaction:
Tahira Abdullah lambasted at the religious parties and said their duplicity had distracted the
new generation from their path. She termed the Hasba bill against the ideology of Islam and
asked people to join hands against the elements who were trying to give bad name to Islam
the world over and introduce laws that were against the spirit of Islam. She gave examples
from the Islamic history on the role of women side by side with men.

The MMA representative at this seminar, Ghulam Nabi Tanoli, took a tougher line on the SC
judgment, saying that its decision was like “bulldozing the constitutional right of the provincial
assembly.” 666
Amended Hasba Bill: Despite the grumblings of discontent among MMA members, the
coalition agreed on a new draft of the Bill that had been amended in light of Supreme Court
objections. Dawn reported that MMA legislators endorsed “what appeared to be a ‘toothless law’”
but that all leaders of opposition groups still opposed it, accusing the MMA of distracting people
from its inefficiency in dealing with the destruction after a massive earthquake that month, and that
lawmakers of the MMA and opposition threw copies of the bill at one another: “The law minister
himself hurled a copy of the bill towards Nighat Orakzai, an outspoken opposition MPA.” 667
Throwing bills (or chairs) at one another in parliament was not a new phenomenon; there had been
many secular lawmaking episodes during which this had happened in Pakistan, but in this case, it
illustrates how the same conflict could generate such different outcomes depending on whether it
was processed through (a) seminars organized by liberal NGO activists where anti-clerical
sentiments were fused with objections to specific clauses of the law (b) parliament in which the
minority Muslim group, whether liberal or ‘ulama-Islamist, felt threatened by majority vote or (c) the
Supreme Court, which was shielded from the social conflict between these two groups and had
established rules for protecting both groups that allowed the conflict to be processed peacefully.
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The MMA did not pursue the Hasba Bill for several months after the October 2005
earthquake but in June 2006, Chief Minister Durrani announced in a speech in Chitral that the MMA
would present the Bill and get it passed “to fulfill an election promise” and that “the promulgation
of shari’at and Hasba Act will relieve the people of all social injustices and ills and it is the ultimate
objection of the NWFP government.” 668 On 1st November, Senator Mawlana Gul Naseeb Khan,
JUI-F provincial president, said in an MMA provincial council meeting that the federal govt. and
international community “must respect” the Hasba Bill because the MMA had been voted in on the
promise of enforcing shari’at, but that they would “welcome and accommodate positive criticism on
“any clause of the bill;”” he condemned US attacks on a seminary in Bajaur agency saying that MMA
had given a call for protests in NWFP and FATA; he urged the ulema to condemn the strike in their
Friday sermons, and said that “if at all, the people targeted in the attack had committed any
wrongdoings, they should have been arrested and jailed” and that it was ironic that “instead of
protecting their countrymen, the army bombed its own people.” 669
The new version of the Hasba Bill tabled by the MMA in late 2006, after taking into account
the SC’s objections, was striking: not only were all the clauses that were dangerous to fundamental
rights gone (vague clauses like “un-Islamic morals” and the power of the Mohtasib to punish noncompliance), but the MMA had included several long-standing demands of women’s rights groups,
in an attempt to show that it, too, wanted to protect women’s rights (not for the reason of gender
equality but for the reason that Islamic law guaranteed women certain rights which were violated by
social customs). After the SC review in 2005 and the public criticism the Hasba Bill had been
subjected to, the MMA included 2 new clauses in the list of the Mohtasib’s duties that could very
well have been taken straight out of the pamphlets of women’s rights NGOs in the country, for they
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had long demanded them: (1) to ensure the eradication of Talaq-e-Mughaliza (triple divorce) and (2)
to ensure the registration of birth, death, Nikah and divorce (which was necessary for citizens to get
legal redress in courts but which many in rural areas were unable to do). 670 Talaq-e-Mughaliza refers
to a form of divorce in which a Muslim husband pronounces the declaration “divorce” to his wife
three times, in one sitting; it is recognized as technically valid in Hanafi doctrine and historically, the
‘ulama had opposed legally prohibiting it arguing that it could be discouraged but not outlawed since
it was allowed in religious doctrine. In India, Muslim women’s activists have long demanded the
Indian state to prohibit triple divorce, but they have repeatedly come up against the wall of the
state’s policy of non-interference in Muslim Personal Law. That is why it is particularly significant
that a coalition of ‘ulama and Islamist parties, conventionally considered to be rigid defenders of
doctrine, were in this case arguing for a legal reform in order to protect the rights of women. Below
is the revised list of the duties of the Mohtasib, which he could only carry out through moral suasion
(to be contrasted with the 1992 CII list and its provision of punishment through imprisonment and
whipping):
1. To discourage beggary;
2. To discourage employment of under-age children;
3. To remove unnecessary delay in discharge of civil liability which is not disputed between
the parties;
4. To prevent cruelty to animals;
5. To remove causes of negligence in the maintenance of mosques;
6. To prevent misuse of loud-speakers and sectarian speeches in mosques;
7. To eradicate the deal as profession in ‘Taweez,’ ‘Gunda,’ palmistry, sorcery, etc.;
8. To protect the rights of minorities, particularly to regard the sanctity of their religious
places and places where they perform their religious ceremonies;
9. To eliminate un-Islamic traditions which effect the rights of women, particularly taking
measures against their murders in the name of ‘Ghairat,’ (translation; Honor) to remove
the tendency of depriving them of their rights of inheritance, to eliminate the tradition
of ‘sura,’ and to protect their rights conferred by shari’ah and law;
10. To monitor weights and measures and eliminate impurity;
11. To eliminate artificial price-hike;
12. To protect Government properties;
13. To eliminate bribery from Government Departments/offices;
14. To incite feelings of service to people at large amongst Government functionaries;
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15. To advise those who are found to be disobedient to their parents;
16. To mediate amongst parties and tribes in matters pertaining to murders, attempts to
murder and similar other crimes threatening to law and order situation;
17. To ensure the eradication of Talaq-e-Mughaliza; and
18. To ensure the registration of birth, death, Nikah and divorce. 671

However, the MMA’s social detractors were not reassured by this olive-branch offered by
the MMA: Shahbaz Bhatti, Chairman of the All Parties Minorities Alliance (APMA), said that the
Bill was an attempt at the “Talibanization” of the province and the establishment of “religious
marshal law;” 672 PPP spokesman Farhatullah Babar (former Senator) said that the Bill would polarize
society and take people back to the dark ages and that the phrase commanding the right and
forbidding the wrong “ominously brings to mind the Taliban’s era in Afghanistan, the summary
shaving off of heads of Pakistani football players in Qandahar for wearing shorts and of pulling
down the Buddha statues” and said that spending millions on these offices “amounts to foisting
mediaeval nonsense at public expense;” 673 Asma Jehangir, Chairperson of the Human Rights
Commission of Pakistan (HRCP), said that “it had nothing to do with Islam” and that the MMA was
creating a network to win future elections. 674
This labeling was understandable given the fear that the Taliban insurgency had created in
the country but it was a blanket generalization about the religious coalition that erased the
distinctions between the parties, within the parties, and their change over time; most importantly, it
accused them of fostering Talibanization even though they had respected the Supreme Court
judgment and amended their Bill, and even though, relatives of their top leaders were being
assassinated by the Taliban. Moreover, while liberals writing Op-Eds in Dawn or human rights
Hisbah Bill (English) (Official Translation), Supreme Court of Pakistan, Paper Book III, pp. 14-15. (13th November
2006)
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activists interviewed by reporters frequently used the label “Taliban” to brand the MMA’s laws, in its
reporting, Dawn did not attach this label and was careful about presenting the perspective of all
sides. However, when this same issue was represented in an international media outlet like the BBC,
the label “Taleban law” was attached to the MMA’s Hasba Bill as a statement of fact, and this label
was maintained from the BBC’s first articles on the law in July 2005 to its later article in November
2006, even though the Bill had changed drastically in that time. 675 This reveals how the moralepistemic mirroring of western observers and Pakistan’s westernized elite prevents them from seeing
change in Islamist positions. It was not that Islamists didn’t change. It was the inability of the secular
moral-epistemic frame of general language to represent the reasons of Islamists, because they were
derived from a different moral-epistemic framework (fiqh tradition, religious literature). Moreover,
their perception of Islamists was driven by the emotive function of “monster” construction; they
saw the Taliban not as one faction in the Afghan civil war raging between warlords since 1979, but
as the personification of shari’a, and the Islamist MMA as their agent. They approached the Islamists
of their own society through a western lens. During Bhutto’s time in the 1990s they used the term
“fundamentalist” and in Musharraf’s period in the 2000s, they adopted the label “Taliban,” rather
than approaching them through evidence from Pakistan’s constitutional, legal, and political history.
The day that Dawn reported the passage of the amended Hasba Bill in November 2006, it
juxtaposed the image of MMA legislators “flashing victory signs” to celebrate their parliamentary
victory with another, more ominous image:
…barely 40km to the south of Peshawar in Darra Adamkhel, the Taliban were distributing
pamphlets, warning tribal elders to behave themselves and threatening schools meant for
girls to close down.
For instance, see BBC articles online: “Pakistan province backs moral law” (refers to “Taleban-style moral policing”),
14 July 2005; “Musharraf acts on 'Taleban law,” 15 July 2005; “Pakistan 'Taleban law' challenged,” 1 August 2005;
“Pakistan 'Taleban law' rejected,” 4 August 2005; “Pakistan 'Taleban bill' revived,” 31 October 2005; “'Taleban law'
passed in Pakistan,” 13 November 2006; “'Taleban law' blocked in Pakistan,” 15 December 2006.
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The pamphlets were menacing, containing stark warnings to local tribal elders to behave or
risk facing a fate similar to that of the 200 or so tribal maliks killed in the restive Waziristan
tribal region. Two girls’ schools and a boarding house for female teachers have been closed
down. A driver, bringing female teachers to the town situated in the midst of craggy
mountains, has received a similar note.
It is scary. Like an epidemic, Talibanisation is spreading and enveloping all the regions, one
by one.

Dawn reports that the MMA Chief Minister’s own uncle was assassinated by militants and that in
Mawlana Fazlur Rahman’s hometown Dera Ismail Khan, “armed Taliban raided a wedding
ceremony to stop music and held the bridegroom hostage.” From this article, it seems that the
MMA leadership was, by this point, a target of Taliban insurgents, rather than in control of them or
trying to superimpose their brand of Islam on Pakistan’s constitutional and legal structure. The
author himself, no fan of the MMA as the tone in the rest of the article shows, concludes that the
MMA has not, by this point in late 2006, four years after it first came to office, introduced any
Islamic changes in the NWFP that weren’t already present in other forms:
But beyond the cosmetic measures of prohibiting liquor, already banned under the law, and
playing music in commercial vehicles, again already banned under the motor vehicles
ordinance, there is little the MMA has to show for itself when it faces the ballot next time
round.
So it will be Hasba, the Hudood laws and incidents like the one in Bajaur that the religious
alliance would want to cash in on in the next elections, when the incumbency factor would
haunt them hard. 676

A month after this amended Hasba Bill was passed, the Governor was still deciding whether or not
to sign it into law; 677 eventually President Musharraf once again challenged the Bill’s constitutional
status in the Supreme Court. The MMA Chief Minister said that “[w]e had respected the Supreme
Court verdict earlier and will respect it again but the provincial government will defend its
constitutional right in the apex court.” He emphasized that they had followed SC directives and
removed the clauses from the bill which had been declared unconstitutional; he said that “[t]here
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was no absolutely no reason for the federal government to again move the Supreme Court as all the
objectionable portions had already been removed from the bill” and accused the Federal
Government for trying to destabilize democratic institutions. 678
(2) JUDICIARY. SC Judgment 2007: upholding the constitutional right of Islamists to
pass shari’a-based laws through democratic process
The Supreme Court issued a stay order on the Bill but on 19th February 2007, the SC Justice
Khalilur Rehman Ramday, a member of the bench hearing the reference, asked the Attorney
General: “Legislation is the right of parliament. Why are you opposing a good piece of legislation
that is meant for enforcement of Islamic injunctions?” When the Attorney General said it was vague
because it didn’t specify the sect/school followed by the Mohtasib and would lead to chaos and
confusion, Justice Ramday said that Islamic injunctions were mentioned in the constitution and
asked: “Would you call it a vague constitution? If it is so then will all our Islamic laws and provisions
be rendered ineffective.” The Attorney General spoke of fears that vague and open-ended powers
would create ‘Taliban-style rule’ in the province; the bench headed by the Chief Justice asked the
Attorney General to submit a comparative chart showing the differences between the two Bills. 679
On 20th February, the Supreme Court upheld the Hasba Bill, only objecting to the clause that
defined a “religious scholar” as a seminary graduate, saying that it was discriminatory (and clarifying
one another clause). The 9-member bench constituted to listen to the Federal Government’s
reference gave the following short order:
For reasons to be recorded later, in our unanimous view, opinion expressed in reference No
2 of 2005 (Hasba Bill 2005) has been complied with except the provisions of Section 2 (1)
and Section 3 (2) of the Hasba Bill, which appears to have escaped the notice of the
provincial legislature, which now may be given the due consideration. We are further of the
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opinion that any violation of the provision of Section 23 of the Hasba Bill, 2006, shall not be
subject to Section 14 hereof. 680

This defended the MMA’s right as a provincial government to pass its law, since it had complied
with the Supreme Court directive, and addressed the objection of liberals that the Hasba institution
would lead to a permanent rule of the clergy.
Unlike the Islamist MMA, which changed its Bill in light of Supreme Court comments, and
the Supreme Court which upheld the constitutional right to passing shari’a-based laws, rights
activists in western funded NGOs did not change their mind during this 3-year process. This
suggests that in clinging to their ideal positions, derived from secular argumentation, women and
human rights activists can be as “dogmatic” as the ‘ulama and mosque preachers who rigidly defend
the formulations of shari’a embodied in Pakistani state laws. Since they measure the performance of
the local domestic system against the benchmarks established in the international bureaucracy of
rights, which is in turn tied to foreign aid from and trade treaties with western governments, they are
accepted as the “official spokespersons” on rights in the international community and media, and
this leads them to have a great influence on liberal-leaning electoral parties like the PPP, as well as
military rulers who wish to prove their “liberalism” to the west.
Therefore, if there is evidence from certain political contexts that shows that rights-advocacy
activists consistently refuse to change their positions and revise their moral arguments in light of
Islamist objections, despite the fact that they live in a constitutional order that guarantees a place for
shari’a-based reasoning and laws, then we have to investigate the reasons for this “dogmatic”
approach. I would argue that the “dogmatism” results from the structure of grant funding from
western foundations, which makes rights-advocacy NGOs immune to changes in their domestic
Iftikhar A. Khan, “SC upholds most parts of Hasba,” Dawn, 21st February 2007. The bill said that the Mohtasib
would be a religious scholar who was eligible as appointment of judge of FSC; an ‘alim’ was someone who had graduated
from a madrassa run by Wafaqul Madaris. The SC judgment clarified that a citizen who didn’t comply with the Mohtasib’s
discouragement of one of the “vices” could not be given the punishment allowed for the “Contempt of the Mohtasib”
under a different section.
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political context, unaccountable to their fellow-citizens since they don’t need them for funding or
votes and don’t have to report back to them. The Hasba case study reverses the conventional
assumption that religiously motivated actors are rigid and dogmatic, whereas liberals are flexible and
rational. Based on my research, religiously motivated actors are less dogmatic than we have been led
to think, especially when their moral framework is embedded in the constitution and they can pursue
their goals with a sense of security, through their own electoral parties and court activism, and
liberals organized in elite associations of the like-minded or western-funded rights advocacy NGOS
where they are not forced to examine their prejudices and assumptions about religion, can feel
empowered by their economic freedom and a secular international political context to de-legitimize
the religious actors in their societies (even though the courts and constitution recognize their rights)
and “dogmatically” pursue their ideal demands. Like Islamists, this behavior does not stem from
good or bad “intentions” but from the structure of the institution in which they are embedded.
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Conclusion
Beyond the argument constructed in this dissertation, the research points to at least three
broad implications, which can be fruitful avenues for future research and that I was unable to
systematically analyze given the limited scope of the study.
First, there is a gap between understandings of liberalism, feminism, and the Islamic legal
tradition (fiqh) in academic institutions, whether western-based universities or madrassas
(represented through institutional bodies such as Wafaq-al-Madaris and ad-hoc ‘ulama associations,
led by high-ranking scholars or Muftis), and its articulation by local activists in bureaucratic
institutions, whether western-funded rights-advocacy NGOs or Women’s Status Commissions that
codify UN rights discourse or the vast majority of mosques, whose preachers have only a
rudimentary knowledge of fiqh. It is unconventional to group mosques with secular rights-advocacy
NGOs but I would argue that they share one point in common: both are staffed by activists who
defend their parent-discourse, whether fiqh or secular understandings of women and human rights,
but the vast majority of them are not trained to be “producers” of these discourses. So both are
“middle-men” in the assembly line of ideas, separated, in some sense, from the academic
articulations of these moral frameworks, in which scholars see these schools of thought as
continually evolving and subject to criticism and change, for reasons internal to themselves. 681
Therefore, it is a fundamental mistake to infer from the statements of Islamists about
liberalism or democracy, that they are rejecting “liberalism” or “democracy” as it is understood in
the western academy, as it is defined, interrogated, challenged, questioned, and changed by scholars.
681 Due to the “fissiparous pluricentrism” and lack of top-down regulation, it is difficult for the untrained eye to
distinguish what is the center of ‘ulama opinion from the expressions of poorly educated maulvis and militants. But this
does not mean that there is so much disagreement that the issue is impervious to analysis – there is a “center” of
establishment ‘ulama opinion, which the Islamist party JI also has to follow. This can be discerned through a survey of
the most influential and largest madrassas, of the positions of the madrassa supervisory bodies (non-political), and
through articles written by the ‘ulama in madrassa journals, those scholars whose reputation establishes them as leaders
in the eyes of the majority of madrassas of their maslak (doctrinal orientation or sect).
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It is not this “living doctrine” of liberalism and democracy that they interact with and respond to,
but its local formulations by the local actors who call themselves “liberals” or “democrats,” typically
politicians in Pakistan’s liberal party, the PPP, or human and women’s rights activists, who work
primarily from the platform of western-funded NGOs since the late 1980s. What is surprising is that
the political critique found in madrassa journals or Islamist publications, if translated into English
and juxtaposed with the arguments of western scholars, would be no different from the views of
Arend Lijphart on the need for consociational democracy, or the argument of Amy Guttman for a
deliberative democracy, let alone from the ideas of moral theorists like John Gray, MacIntyre, and so
on, who are overtly sympathetic to conceptions of “reason” and “morality” as being embedded in
traditions.
If we are to understand the views of Islamists on liberalism and democracy, we have to
analyze the political actors who are the spokespersons of “liberalism” or “democracy” in their
particular context, their class backgrounds, affiliation with colonialism or foreign occupation,
sources of funding, organizational bases, and political practice. We have to examine how far their
ideological commitment to liberalism and democracy matched their behavior towards opposition
parties, including Islamists, when they were in power. Similarly in the western academy, postcolonial scholars have de-constructed the arguments that the Islamic legal tradition had become
“stagnant” after its formative period in the 10th century, an idea that was encoded in the culture of
westernized Muslims in colonial India and consistently repeated by liberal activists in Pakistan as
well as state leaders, as late as 2003. 682 If the debate was between moral and political theorists in the
western academy and the ‘ulama, these communities of scholars could see eye to eye on many
questions. However, the problem arises further down in the chain-of-ideas between activists

President General Musharraf’s speech to the CII organized international conference “Islamic Criminal Law in a
Globalizing World” (26th May 2006), CII Annual Report 2004-05 (Islamabad: Government of Pakistan, 2005).
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determined to “win,” to achieve victory for their moral framework and if possible, prove the
worthlessness of the other.
If we are to understand this problem, we have to understand how the domestic political
system structures the interactions of these two groups of activists, and explore mechanisms that can
re-structure their free-for-all deliberation aimed at vanquishing their opponents, to “authentic
deliberation.” Therefore it is important not to draw general conclusions about the prospects for
“liberalism” or “democracy” when liberal-Islamist conflict erupts. We have to dig deeper and see the
particular aspect of liberalism or democracy at work in that specific case and why it is generating
conflict with Islamists. The problem is not an inherent compatibility between ideas but a structural
problem of the interaction between bureaucratic institutions whose purpose is to prove the “truth”
of their moral framework, whether secular or shari’a-based, and democratic institutions, where these
groups have to co-exist with detractors and carry the responsibility of “reciprocal reasoning” in the
public sphere. Efforts by scholars to find the overlapping consensus between fiqh and liberal
citizenship can point the way forward, but ultimately it is a question of institutional design that
channels the efforts of these bureaucratic organizations—secular and religious—whose activists use
and disseminate ideas produced by scholars during political struggles.
Second, the success or failure of state institutions to compel “good faith” efforts at
reciprocal reason-giving influences the perception of liberals and Islamists about the desirability of
democracy itself. Although military regimes have exploited class and ethnic divisions to construct
workable coalitions, this moral split between liberal and Islamist intellectuals has always been part of
the mix. Liberals have cheered on military dictators who introduced liberal legal reforms and
repressed Islamists, refusing to give them reasons they could accept and denying the legitimacy of
their moral objections (Field Marshal Ayub Khan in the 1960s, General Musharraf in the 2000s) and
Islamists have done the same for the military ruler who agreed to implement their vision of shari’a474

based laws while repressing liberal opposition through censorship and political exclusion (General
Zia in the 1980s). Therefore, it is necessary to step away from the assumption that liberals are always
democrats and Islamists the main threat to democracy. It is easier to understand the liberal-Islamist
conflict by using concepts from theories of deliberative democracy, the branch of thought focusing
on the ability of democracy to process moral controversies, and to evaluate both groups in light of
these concepts.
Third, social scientific studies of Islamist parties often comb their texts for signs of
whether they are pluralist or tolerant of others. But orthodox sects of all religions, do to some
extent, at the level of ideas, believe that they have access to the Truth, while others are in error. They
may have doctrines of toleration which allow a modus vivendi (as I show for the case of Pakistan)
but this does not mean that they relinquish their claim to reform practices that they see as immoral.
In this sense, they seek to restrict freedoms and are intolerant of diverse lifestyles. They do not have
a “live and let live” attitude because they believe that there is a right and wrong path. But the key is
that the constitutional order, as a whole, has to be pluralist, and in states like Pakistan that have long
sanctioned shari’a-based demands through the constitution and legal system, the freedom of these
actors to make these moral claims is part of the pluralism of the constitutional order. Therefore it is
a mistake to search for forms of Islam more amenable to co-existence with liberalism – such as
modernism – and label them as the “moderate” Islam, in which resides the promise of freedom and
democracy in Muslim states. The focus should be on the mechanisms for preserving pluralism and
toleration in the constitutional order, as a whole, and not on “reforming” Islam or channeling aid to
“moderate” Muslim scholars in an effort to influence the religion. In every Muslim state, there is a
different balance of power between Muslims sympathetic to “modernist” and “Islamist”
formulations of religion and different state-religion relations. Rather than using a blue-print
approach towards all Muslim societies, which seeks to trigger an Islamic Reformation, it is necessary
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to understand the configuration of the religious conflict in that particular society and focus on
institutional design that can process the conflict in a democratic framework. Religious arguments are
a matter for the society to resolve and little can be gained by intervening to support modernist
scholars who argue in favor of liberalism, or by pressuring rulers to enact an interpretation of
shari’a-based laws pushed by the domestic rights community based on modernist reasons. The latter
may seem like a neutral human rights intervention but in practice, it is an intervention in a
theological controversy internal to the Muslim community.
It is extremely important to separate discussions of the “Islamic Reformation” from the
consolidation of democracy and the legitimacy of the demands of orthodox Muslims, whether in
Islamist or ‘ulama parties, for shari’a-based laws. Requiring the latter to embrace “modernist” Islam
to demonstrate their democratic credentials is anti-liberal and anti-democratic. Of course, the
demand for shari’a-based laws is a scary thought for many liberals – invoking images of an orthodox
dictatorship and repression of dissent in Saudi Arabia and Iran – but for cases like Pakistan, where
the constitutional and legal framework requires liberals to co-exist with Islamists and to entertain
their demands for shari’a, this has not resulted in an overnight transformation into a theocracy.
Instead, even if the legal system is required to reason within fiqh, there are a range of questions that
judges and legislators can explore, before a shari’a-based principle is transformed into a state law.
First, is the state required to enforce the particular religious injunction or can it be left to
the conscience of individual Muslims? In the 2005 Hasba Judgment, the SC ruled that the moral
police could not compel Muslims to perform a religious practice because this was not the task of the
state. The only religious practice enforceable by a state was the collection of zakat, the charitable tax.
For promoting other religious practices, the state had to use persuasion not coercion.
Second, if the state is obliged to enforce it, then what is the range of opinions within the
fiqh tradition, from the most liberal to the most conservative? For instance, the question of whether
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or not women can serve as judges according to fiqh is controversial. In a PLD article, Tanzilur
Rahman, an ardent Islamist lawyer and judge, though not part of the electoral Islamist party, gave a
range of opinions from different fiqh schools, some more lenient on the question of women judges
and other barring women from this role. Such discussions also include an examination of the
underlying conditions that led jurists to formulate these opinions and mechanisms within fiqh for
opting for the opinion of one legal school or another—basically utilizing mechanisms for changing a
legal opinion that are part of the fiqh tradition. Since the 1980s, when judges exercise Islamic judicial
review, they typically call in ‘ulama of different schools as advisors, to explore the range of opinions.
In the past, one instance of an ‘ulama-led liberalization of marriage law was the Dissolution of
Muslim Marriages Act in 1939. Mawlana Thanwi first circulated a questionnaire among ‘ulama about
the permissibility of substituting an opinion of the Maliki school for one from the Hanafi school
(dominant in South Asia). The community of ‘ulama gave him a green signal and he passed on the
draft amendment to a legislator who had it passed through parliament.
Third, given this variation, what opinion can the ‘ulama, Islamists, and liberals agree on?
If the fiqh opinion is too conservative for the taste of liberals, or can potentially encroach on civil
liberties and women’s status, then what is the catalogue of options for combining the statement of
the “authoritative” fiqh doctrine in the statute, with procedures of judicial interpretation, evidencegathering, and implementation via the local law enforcement system that can protect the rights of
ordinary citizens and uphold principles in fiqh such as for state non-interference in the private
domain of the household. For instance, there is the well-known example of the Caliph Umar
reprimanding someone who had reported that a man drank alcohol because he had gathered this
information by spying on him in his own house.

Similarly, the punishments of stoning and

whipping for zina are extremely difficult to give because of the requirement in the fiqh tradition of 4
male eyewitnesses of good character and the punishment of amputation for theft difficult because of
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a list of conditions barring the punishment including famine, deprivation, if the commodity was in
full view, and a host of others, allowing judges room for interpretation. These exemplary
punishments were meant to deter future crimes, and the ‘ulama justify them as more cost effective
for the state and less dehumanizing than the overcrowded prison system, which the Islamic legal
tradition did not envisage.
Which is more “barbaric” is a debate. In the international community, the majority view is
that corporal punishments are inhuman. The United States remains an exception in this regard
because it has refused to outlaw capital punishment and judges have been categorical that
international treaties against capital punishment have no standing in U.S. courts. Perhaps, most
countries in the international community and the U.S. would agree that stoning, public whipping,
and amputation is inhuman and barbaric but there are a host of conditionalities in fiqh that make it
possible for judges to use judicial discretion and not award these punishments, as has been the case
in Pakistan. Fiqh is a process of legal interpretation, not a fixed legal code, and as Wael Hallaq has
argued this is what allowed it to take on the color of different social contexts and be implemented in
Muslim empires spanning a vast range of Africa, the Middle East, and Asia from Morocco in the
west to Malaysia in the east.
Perhaps it is possible that there would come a time when these fiqh-based punishments
could be removed from the law on the basis that they are inhuman and barbaric, but this requires a
domestic struggle, through the democratic process, and a process of reciprocal reason-giving where
the significant population that regards the ‘ulama as religious leaders would be told by them, that
there are valid reasons to regard these punishments as unnecessary or outdated. For now it is not
possible, because the shari’at judiciary is required to reason within fiqh. Though the judgment in
1982 has refused to strike down rajm (stoning) as an un-Islamic practice, let alone a “barbaric” one,
the punishment of stoning has never been executed because it requires 4 male Muslim eye-witnesses
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of good character, which have never practically materialized in any case. Cases that were reported
were judgments by the lower judiciary which were always struck down on appeal because they had
convicted on a standard of evidence less than that required in fiqh. These wrongful convictions by
lower courts are certainly a severe and distressing problem because of the human cost, the social
ostracization, years spent in jail, money spent on appeal but they are due to the ignorance of lower
court judges with fiqh-based reasoning, the lack of control of the superior judiciary over the lower
judiciary, the general corruption of the lower judiciary (influenced by money, local politicians,
power-holders, usually male relatives seeking revenge on women) and not due to the doctrines
derived from the fiqh tradition.
To sum up, there is a whole host of factors which influence how a law functions in
society. For shari’a-based state laws, the few lines that are derived from an authoritative principle or
doctrine in fiqh, which the ‘ulama and Islamists regard as non-negotiable and morally binding, is just
one piece of the puzzle and I would argue not the piece that can be held responsible for the human
rights abuses that have resulted from laws like the Hudood. The other pieces are the court
procedure adopted (in Pakistan, shari’a principles were combined with procedures from the secular
colonial codes), the evidentiary requirements, the training of judges in the Islamic legal tradition
(fiqh), the independence of the judiciary from influence and corruption (an acute problem in lower
courts), and the role of the police (an institution that has often proved to be predatory due to
colonial-era repressive laws). For each of these points, there are dozens of options and ways to alter
the law—without necessarily changing the authoritative religious doctrine that the ‘ulama and
Islamists oppose—which can prevent the repressive outcomes of the laws.
Since the 1990s, secular NGOS have severely opposed the shari’a-based laws of Qisas and
Diyat (murder) because their provision allowing families of victims to pardon murderers has been
used in courts as a cover for honor crimes, i.e. a father or brother kills a woman and is “pardoned”
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by other members of the same family. Mufti Taqi Usmani, a conservative Doebandi alim, who was
one of the main supporters of General Zia’s Islamization program in the 1980s, has not only
recognized all of the above factors in influencing the outcome of shari’a-based laws, but ruled in the
in a 1989 judgment of the Supreme Court Shari’at Appellate Bench that honor crimes could not be
justified using the arguments of “grave” and “sudden” provocation and were murder. Islamists have
not objected to legislation preventing those who commit honor crimes from getting off the hook
due to Qisas and Diyat laws (part of MMA’s platform in 2006). But NGOs continued to use this as
one reason why those laws should be repealed, which then triggers the defensiveness of the ‘ulama
and Islamists because this is a rejection of what they regard as authoritative opinions in the fiqh
tradition. They did not react the same way to change in the law, using principles of the tradition
itself.
Perhaps, activists would argue that in some cases, there is no way to protect human rights,
without becoming entangled in a theological controversy, but based on my research and analysis of
state Islamic lawmaking in Pakistan, this was often not the case. For the most part, rights-activists
pursued their ideal amendments, without exploring middle-of-the-road options that would preserve
the religious doctrine regarded as authoritative by the ‘ulama and Islamists, and that would fix the
law by changing the procedure, the state-discretionary sections, adopting aspects of the Islamic legal
tradition that could address the problem, or reforming lower courts and police. These activists
communicate their ideal demands as the only option during their media campaigns addressed to the
modern-educated elite and western media, but, in practice, there are a range of options that could be
used, and western governments who wish to see liberal democracies need to be cautious of the
theological conflict and let the local actors work through a range of options, rather than mistaking
the ideal demands of rights activists as the only way to address human rights violations. In clinging
to their ideal positions, derived from secular argumentation, women and human rights activists can
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be as “dogmatic” as the ‘ulama and mosque preachers who rigidly defend the formulations of shari’a
embodied in Pakistani state laws. Since they measure the performance of the local domestic system
against the benchmarks established in the international bureaucracy of rights, which is in turn tied to
foreign aid from and trade treaties with western governments, they are accepted as the “official
spokespersons” on rights in the international community and media, and this leads them to have a
great influence on liberal-leaning electoral parties, as well as military rulers who wish to prove their
“liberalism” to the west.
Therefore, if there is evidence from certain political contexts that shows that rightsadvocacy activists consistently refuse to change their positions and revise their moral arguments in
light of Islamist objections, despite the fact that they live in a constitutional order that guarantees a
place for shari’a-based reasoning and laws, then we have to investigate the reasons for this
“dogmatic” approach. Is it located in the structure of grant funding from western foundations,
which makes rights-advocacy NGOs immune to changes in their domestic political context,
unaccountable to their fellow-citizens since they don’t need them for funding or votes and don’t
have to report back to them. The research from this study reverses the conventional assumption that
religiously motivated actors are rigid and dogmatic, whereas liberals are flexible and rational. Based
on my research, religiously motivated actors are less dogmatic than we have been led to think,
especially when their moral framework is embedded in the constitution and they can pursue their
goals with a sense of security, through their own electoral parties and court activism, and liberals
organized in elite associations of the like-minded or western-funded rights advocacy NGOS where
they are not forced to examine their prejudices and assumptions about religion, can feel empowered
by their economic freedom and a secular international political context to de-legitimize the religious
actors in their societies (even though the courts and constitution recognize their rights) and
“dogmatically” pursue their ideal demands. Like Islamists, this behavior does not stem from good
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or bad “intentions” but from the structure of the institution in which they interact with their
opponents.
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